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Integrations Overview
Nolio Release Automation is a powerful release deployment and orchestration engine. To orchestrate and automate your
deployments, Nolio Release Automation provides a wide breadth of integrations with various tools and protocols that
you may require in your deployment process. This page defines the types of integrations provided, and this site provides
documentation for all integrations.

Actions

Actions are the building blocks that perform operations in your deployment environments. An action is a workflow activity,
task, or operation that orchestrates a repeatable pattern. Processes perform actions in sequences, iterations, and
branching workflows. An action becomes part of an automated process when it is defined in a flow. A flow is a group of
actions with a defined sequence.

Actions usually involve some logical function or outbound integration methods. Actions can instrument a very specific
operation, such as creating a VM using VMware vSphere. Actions can also provide a generic base for instrumenting other
operations that do not have a more specific action, such as web service calls or SSH commands.

Action Packs

Action packs are content packs that provide sets of related actions. Action packs are organized around the integration
targets or domain. For example, there is an action pack for IBM WebSphere Application Server (IBM WAS) that includes
methods for integrating and instrumenting IBM WAS at a granular level, for flexible control.

Action packs make up the inventory of actions from the following sources:

• Standard action packs 
These packs are built into the product installation. You can upgrade and downgrade these actions. You cannot delete
standard actions.

• Optional action packs
Optional action packs provide additional sets of actions for specific technologies. You can download optional action
packs as no-cost add-ons. 

• Custom action packs
For integrations not covered by the provided standard and optional action packs, you can build custom actions. The
RDK provides a quick and simple approach for integrating to most CLI or REST API-based sources. The Custom
Actions SDK provides an interface for Java development of actions.

For more information about how to work with standard and optional actions and import custom actions, see Manage
Action Packs and Plug-ins.

Plug-ins

Plug-ins are inbound integrations that let you initiate Nolio Release Automation operations from an external application.
For example, the Jenkins plug-in installs into and extends the Jenkins continuous integration platform so that a completed
build can trigger a deployment plan in Nolio Release Automation.
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Integrations Compatibility Matrix
The Compatibility Matrix for integrations is a reference for understanding the compatibility between application software
versions on the supported platforms and different Nolio Release Automation action packs.

CA Release Automation Compatibility

Action packs are compatible with Nolio Release Automation r5.0.2 and later.

Operating System Support

CA Technologies supports action pack installation on any operating system supported by both the vendor product
and Nolio Release Automation Agent installation. When a vendor product is not involved (for example, standard action
packs such as Control and Comparison), the action pack works on any operating system that the agent supports. Any
exceptions to these rules are called out in the documentation provided for each action pack.

Configurations not covered under this general support statement may function but are not supported. CA Technologies
provides a best-effort to test representative configurations.

NOTE
See the System Requirements page in the core documentation for more information about agent system
requirements.

Vendor Version Support

CA Technologies provides support for the following vendor product releases for use with each action pack:

• The most recent major release, including minor updates
• The major release immediately prior to the most recent major release, including minor updates

Details about specific vendor version support, including exceptions to the general vendor version support statement, are
provided in the documentation for each action pack.

Exceptions

Exceptions to the general statements on this page are noted in the documentation for each action pack.
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What's New
Security Vulnerabilities

Remediated potential security vulnerabilities and upgraded open-source libraries.

This page is a running change log of action pack and plug-in updates.

08-August-2021

The action packs now have enhanced securability and vulnerability remediation that makes them more secure and safe.
This prevents your action packs from being actively exploited and your security being compromised

05-June-2020

Sonatype Nexus - 10.6.2006.1
An updated action pack Sonatype Nexus was added for Nolio Release Automation 6.5 and later. This updated action pack
now lets you enter a Nexus URL without a port number.

For more information, see Sonatype Nexus

15-February-2019

CARA HashiCorp Vault Action Pack

A new action pack, CARA HashiCorp Vault action pack 10.1.0219, was added for Nolio Release Automation 6.5 and later.
This action pack fetches sensitive data, known as "secrets", that are stored in the HashiCorp Vault KV and AWS secret
engines.

For more information, see HashiCorp Vault.

14-July-2018

JFrog Artifactory Action Pack

The JFrog Artifactory action pack 10.9.1807.1 is enhanced as follows:

Existing actions have been modified or enhanced to enable support for JFrog Artifactory Enterprise Edition 6.1.0.

For more information, see JFrog Artifactory.

12-July-2018

Apache Subversion Action Pack

The Apache Subversion action pack 10.6.1807.1 includes a fix for the following issue: The SVN - Commit action failed to
commit working copy file changes because of an unsupported client.

For more information, see Apache Subversion.
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5-July-2018

IBM WebSphere Application Server Action Pack

The IBM WebSphere Application Server action pack 10.13.1807.1 includes a fix for the following issue: When two or more
WebSphere actions run at the same time on the same server, some of the WAS actions fail.

For more information, see IBM WebSphere Application Server.

21-May-2018

Jenkins Plug-in

The Jenkins plug-in 5.0.12 is enhanced as follows:

This plug-in is now certified to support Jenkins version 2.102 and above.

The new version contains multiple fixes of defects.

For more information, see Jenkins Plug-In.

23-April-2018

AWS CloudFormation Action Pack

A new action pack, AWS CloudFormation 10.1.1804.1, was added for Nolio Release Automation 6.5 and later. This action
pack contains actions that enable you to manage stacks in Amazon Web Services (AWS).

For more information, see AWS CloudFormation.

Sonatype Nexus Repository Manager 3 Action Pack

A new action pack, Sonatype Nexus Repository Manager 3 10.1.1804, was added for Nolio Release Automation 6.5 and
later. This action pack contains actions that let you manage artifacts in Sonatype Nexus Repository Manager 3.

For more information, see Sonatype Nexus Repository Manager 3.

Microsoft PowerShell

In Microsoft Power Shell action pack 0.8.1805, the Run Script File action is fixed and does not execute if a script file is
not provided.

For more information, see Microsoft PowerShell.

11-April-2018

Cloud Foundry Action Pack

A new action was added to Cloud Foundry action pack 10.2.1803.1, for Nolio Release Automation 6.5 and later: CF -
Push Application Advanced.

This action pushes a new application or syncs changes to an existing application. CF - Push Application Advanced
allows the application path to go to: a) the application directory; b) a ZIP file of the contents of the application directory c)
an archived file.

For more information, see Cloud Foundry.
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VMware vSphere Action Pack

The VMware vSphere action pack 10.5.1804 is enhanced as follows:

The Timeout parameter that is contained in the VM-Deploy VM From Template and VM-Power On VM actions now
includes the time that is spent for fetching the IP and the hostname.

For more information, see VMware vSphere.

13-March-2018

Kubernetes Action Pack

A new action pack, Kubernetes 10.1.1803, was added for Nolio Release Automation 6.5 and later. This action pack
contains actions that let you manage resources in Kubernetes.

For more information, see Kubernetes.

14-February-2018

Rapid Development Kit

The Rapid Development Kit 1.0.7 was enhanced as follows:

The new version contains multiple fixes of defects.

For more information, see Rapid Development Kit.

15-January-2018

IBM WebSphere Application Server Action Pack

The IBM WebSphere Application Server action pack 10.12.1801.1 now supports IBM WebSphere V9.

For more information, see IBM WebSphere Application Server.

Oracle WebLogic Server Action Pack

The Oracle WebLogic Server action pack 10.13.1801.2 is enhanced as follows:

New actions were added to manage Store and Forward Agents, and work managers.

For more information, see Oracle WebLogic Server.

13-December-2017

The TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks action pack 10.5.1413.1 is enhanced as follows:

New actions were added to start and stop multiple TIBCO applications concurrently.

For more information, see TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks.

20-November-2017

JetBrains TeamCity Plug-In

The JetBrains TeamCity plug-In v 5.0.9 is enhanced as follows:

The new version contains multiple fixes of defects.
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For more information, see JetBrains TeamCity Plug-In.

10-November-2017

Docker Action Pack

A new Docker action pack, Docker v2, 1.0.0, was added for Nolio Release Automation 6.4 and later.

Notes:

• Docker v2 is based on Java actions and not on the RDK.
• The preceding Docker action pack is renamed as Docker v1.

For more information, see Docker.

28-September-2017

Jenkins Plug-in

The Jenkins plug-in 5.0.11 is enhanced as follows:

The new version contains multiple fixes of defects.

For more information, see Jenkins Plug-In.

20-August-2017

Salesforce Action Pack

The following updates were made for 10.4.1504.

Note: These changes apply to Salesforce 33+.

• The actions, SFDC - Deploy and Validate Metadata now support the following parameters:
– testLevel -  allows user to select the level of tests to be run
– runTest - allows users to run specific tests

3/22/2017

Jenkins Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.11.1505.

• Providing the Jenkins URL in the format http://hostname:port results in a "null" failure.

2/22/2017

JFrog Artifactory Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.8.1509.

• The JFrog Artifactory action pack does not support https configuration.
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2/2/2017

Jenkins Plug-In

The following updates were made for version 5.0.10:

• A password type parameter value that is sent as a build step parameter is not resolved during execution.

1/30/2017

CA Endevor Software Catalog

The following update was made for 10.2.1505.

• Removed the json-path-*.jar dependency file

Informatica PowerCenter Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.1.1502.

• Removed the json-path-*.jar dependency file

Skytap Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.1.1507.

• Removed the json-path-*.jar dependency file

Docker Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.1.1507.

• If you do not provide values for the Docker image CMD, and ENTRY-POINT, the default values are overwritten with
empty values.

• The action, Docker Reg Status - Status Check for Registry, is mapped to the Docker action folder.

1/16/2017

Red Hat JBoss Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.9.1506.

• When you run the action “JBoss – Get Deployments List”, the action fails with the message “Failed to execute the
command [null]”.

Oracle Database Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.4.1506.

• Database FQDN hostname support added.
• The dependency .zip file removed

12/8/2016

Docker Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.1.1506.
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• The dependency of Dockers actions with the JSON path JAR file has been removed.

12/7/2016

CA Release Automation Connector for z/OS

The new connector for Nolio Release Automation enables you to interact with IBM z/OS and the subsystems executing
on it. You can submit and manipulate jobs, allocate and maintain data sets, and interact with CICS and DB2 regions and
WebSphere application servers. For more information about this functionality, see CA Release Automation Connector for
z/OS.

IBM z/OS Action Pack

The IBM z/OS Action Pack has been deprecated and replaced by the CA Release Automation Connector for z/OS.

11/24/2016

Chef Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.4.1406.

• The password is listed in the action log as clear text.

11/21/2016

Jenkins Plug-In

The following update was made for 5.0.9.

• The error message "Number Format Exception" opens when Jenkins triggers Release Automation.

TeamCity Plug-In

The following update was made for 5.0.7.

• The error message "Number Format Exception" opens when TeamCity triggers Release Automation.

11/7/2016

Oracle WebLogic Server

The following update was made for 10.12.1508.

• WLS actions that are defined within a process to run on several server types, cannot run in parallel and each executes
with a different Service Owner.

Apache Tomcat

The following update was made for 10.3.1404.

• The action "Tomcat - Stop" fails when the Tomcat server is already stopped.

Docker Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.1.1505.

• The following input parameters are added to the Docker Containers - Create a container action.
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Cmd- A string value that contains the command users are to use when starting the container. For example: "-D",
"FOREGROUND"

PortBinding - The PortBindings description. For example: "80/tcp": [{"HostPort":"85"}]

Jenkins Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.10.1504.

• Although Jenkins is configured to allow execution without the username or password, Jenkins actions cannot be
executed without both.

Microsoft PowerShell Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.7.1509.

• Microsoft PowerShell actions always return the exit code "0" on Windows 64-bit platforms.

8/24/2016

Apache Tomcat Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.3.1403.

• The actions, “Tomcat – Start” and “Tomcat – Stop” now have an optional input field to pass environment variables.
• For example, you can add the CATALINA_BASE variable to the action. Example:

CATALINE_BASE=<PATHTOCATALINABASE>.

8/19/2016

Microsoft PowerShell Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.7.1507.

• Microsoft PowerShell actions retrieve the correct return code on Windows 64-bit platforms.
• Microsoft PowerShell actions pass the actual return code that is retrieved by the PowerShell script.

8/15/2016

IBM WebSphere PowerData Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.3.1413.

• The action "DataPower - Generic SOAP Request" updated, the device level request no longer fails with the "Operation
failed: failed to get result" message.

• The action "DataPower - Generic SOAP Request" updated, an output field for the SOAP response added.

8/1/2016

Microsoft TFS 2015 Plug-in

The Nolio Release Automation Plug-In for Microsoft TFS 2015, lets you create a deployment out of a deployment plan and
run it on a specific environment. The plug-in supports the following platforms:

• CA Release Automation 6.2 and later
• Microsoft TFS 2015 update 2.1 and later
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7/29/2016

CA Service Virtualization Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.9.1504.

• The action "SV - Run Test", no longer reports a failure after a successful test run.

7/27/2016

IBM z/OS Action Pack

The following updates were made for 10.3.1503.

• Passwords are no longer listed in the agent log after executing z/OS actions.

7/24/2016

F5 - Big IP Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.5.1410.

• Updated the action "F5-Set Pool Member State" partition search. Searches the correct partition for pool members.
• F5 Big-IP actions now accept the value of "0" (zero) as the port number in the Member Port field.

7/22/2016

HP Quality Center Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.2.1404.

• HP Quality Center actions support the use of LDAP/AD user names. No longer generates the error message: "Failed
to login with user name and password.java.lang.Exception: Failed to login with user name and password".

7/21/2016

ServiceNow Plug-In

The following update was made for 5.1.6.

• The ServiceNow plug-in supports ServiceNow Helsinki.
• Release Operations Center API function added that supports the use of filters to load deployment plans.
• Columns in the nolio_configuration table added to store filter information.

6/30/2016

IBM z/OS Action Pack

The following updates were made for 10.3.1502.

• The action "z/OS Submit JCL Job" accepts Turkish characters.
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6/23/2016

JFrog Antifactory Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.8.1508.

• JFrog actions now support host names that contain a dash or a hyphen.

6/18/2016

The Action "ROC - Get Deployment State in JSON" Added

This standard action returns a JSON representation of the deployment state, including its stages and the steps in each
stage.

5/18/2016

Published this new standalone site for integration documentation. The Integrations site allows for a cleaner reading and
search experience when working with integration documentation and core Nolio Release Automation documentation.

CA Test Data Manager Action Pack

The new action pack for CA Test Data Manager lets you inject test data into your schema when you deploy and test a new
build. The deployment can then use the test data to run automated tests in post deployment.

JFrog Artifactory Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.8.1507.

• JFrog actions now support hostnames that contain a dash or a hyphen.

Jenkins Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.8.1507.

• Support for customized installation of Jenkins added.

JFrog Artifactory Action Pack

The following update was made for 10.8.1506.

• The JFrog password is masked and no longer written as plain text in the Nolio agent log.
• To run the action, "JFrog - Retrieve Artifact" requires users to have JFrog Artifactory admin privileges.

Oracle WebLogic Server Action Pack

The following updates were made for 10.12.1506.

• The action "WLS - Delete Application" no longer freezes and prevents the other Weblogic actions from functioning.
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Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins
Manage Action Packs

Use Release Operations Center functionality to download, manage, import, and update action packs in your Nolio
Release Automation instance. Manage action packs from the Action Management page in the Administration tab of
Release Operations Center. Action packs are collections of category groups that include standard actions, technology-
specific actions, and customized actions.

Superuser authorization is required to manage action packs.

NOTE

The Update Service enables the action management functionality. Check the status of the Nolio Update Service
on the Management Server if you do not see all functionality on the Action Management page.

Any database action other than MS SQL Server and Oracle requires manual installation of the corresponding
jdbc drivers (jar files) to the CA Release Automation Server (actionslib directory) before executing the action.
Upload the jdbc drivers (jar files) from Automation Studio into the actionslib directory. Please do not manually
copy jar files to the actionslib directory.

Download Action Packs

To download new action packs, view the list of packs in Release Operations Center.

1. Select the Administration tab and click Action Management in Release Operations Center.
The Available Packs sub-tab displays the action packs that are available for download to your system. As a
convenience, your system synchronizes with the CA server and lists newly published action packs in the Available
Packs listing. These packages are denoted with new icons and are displayed above the alphabetically sorted
packages. You can search for a specific pack or browse through the entire list.

2. Select the check box for the pack that you want to download and click Download.
3. Click Continue.

The action pack is automatically installed to the Management Server. The actions in the action pack are now available
for usage in processes and flows. When running a deployment, actions that instrument functionality in other products
are executed by the agent installed on the integrated product system.

TIP
If your Release Operations Center is not connected to the Internet for security reasons, you can download action
packs manually from the FTP  site. Once downloaded, you import the action packs into Release Operations
Center to make them available in your installation.

View Action Pack Information

Action Management provides basic information about the installed and available action packs in the Installed Packs and
Available Packs sub-tabs. Click each pack name to view a change history and a list of actions and the action descriptions.
For a basic list of actions, click the Action List column.

Update Action Packs

Release Operations Center uses an update icon to identify installed packages with newer versions available.

1. Select the action pack you want to update in the Installed Packs tab and click Update.
2. Click Continue.

The pack is updated.
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Delete Action Packs

When you delete an installed action pack, the pack is removed from your system. An action pack that you delete in
Release Operations Center is also removed from the repository.

To remove an action pack, select the check box for the pack and click Delete.

Import Action Packs

You can import action packs into Release Operations Center for the following situations:

• Your Release Operations Center is not Internet-connected and you manually downloaded an action.
• You created a custom action pack. All custom packs must be imported.

Follow these steps to import action packs:

1. Select the Administration tab and click Action Management in Release Operations Center.
2. Click the Installed Packs sub-tab.
3. Click Import.

A file dialog opens.
4. Navigate to the action pack jar file and click Open:

– If you downloaded the pack manually, you can locate it either on your local system or the system where you
downloaded it.

– You can also import packs directly from the FTP  site or support.broadcom.com to work around a Release
Operations Center that is not Internet-connected.

TIP
If you import from the CA FTP site, ensure that the 8083 default port is open. Optionally, configure an
alternative port through the RA_HOME\UpdateService\URL.ini file

The action pack is imported

Action Packs and HIgh Availability

In a high availability configuration, the way you upload and work with action packs should not change. When you upload
an action pack, it uploads to the active Management Server. If a failover scenario occurs, it takes up to three minutes for
the action pack files to by synchronized from the repository to the secondary Management Server.

Manage Plug-ins

To work with plug-ins, download them and integrate them within the third-party product.

To download plug-ins:

1. Access support.broadcom.com.
2. Click Enterprise software.
3. Click Product downloads.
4. In the Search field, enter Release Automation, and click Release Automation.
5. Find the plug-in and download the plug-in using your preferred method
6. Use the instructions in the plug-in documentation to integrate the downloaded plug-in with the third party product.
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Standard Action Packs
This reference contains a complete list of standard actions packs that are built into Nolio Release Automation. These
action packs are installed in the actionsLib directory during the product installation.

In addition to this documentation, each action includes embedded tooltip documentation in Release Operations Center
and an embedded Actions Help at http://<managementserver>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

You can expand the list of available action packs by downloading and installing optional action packs.

ANT

ANT Actions 1.1.0

ANT Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites: 

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
 Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

ANT Actions

  

Run Ant Script

Runs an Ant script.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Build File String The build file path / working directory.
Ant Home String Ant Home path (default is ANT_HOME

environment setting).
Ant Properties String Ant Properties file to pass to ant (-lib, -

keep-going, etc.).
Build Targets String The build targets.
JAVA_HOME String JAVA_HOME environment variable. Only

required if not already defined in system.
Log File Path String Path to the created log file.
Properties String[] Properties to pass to ant (no need for -D).
Properties File String Properties file to pass to ant.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit code
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Result String String Ant result string (Build Failed/Build
Success)

Comparison

Comparison Actions 1.1.0

Comparison Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites: 

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
 Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Comparison Actions

  

Arrays - Compare Two Arrays

Compares two arrays of any object as if they are Strings. All non-string elements of the arrays are converted to strings
before comparison.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * First Array Serializable[] The first array.
 * Second Array Serializable[] The second array.
Expect To Be Equal Boolean Whether to expect the two arrays to be

equal.
True for equal or False for not.

Ignore Case Boolean Indicates whether the comparison ignores
case.
True for ignore or False for not.

Compare Two Booleans

Checks if two Boolean arguments are equal.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * First Value Boolean The first value.
 * Second Value Boolean The second value.

Compare Two Dates

Compares two dates in the same date format.

 Example: Format = yyyy/MM/dd HH: mm: ss Date = 2007/06/28 20:30:55
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 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * First Value String The first date value. The date format is

"yyyy/MM/dd HH: mm: ss"
 * Second Value String The second date value. The date format is

"yyyy/MM/dd HH: mm: ss"
Format String The date format.

 Example: yyyy/MM/dd HH: mm: ss
Operator ComparisonOp The expected comparison operator.

Compare Two File Checksums

Compares the checksum of two files.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * First File Path String Specifies the first file path.
 * Second File Path String Specifies the second file path.
Should The Checksums Match Boolean Indicates whether the checksums should

match.
 Note: Effects the result of the step.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
First File Checksum String The first file checksum.
Result Of Comparison Boolean The result of the comparison.
Second File Checksum String The second file checksum.

Compare Two Folders

Compares the contents of two folders according to Comparison Strategy.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * First Folder Path String Specifies the first folder path.
 * Second Folder Path String Specifies the second folder path.
Comparison Report Path String Specifies the comparison report path.
Exclude Filters String Specifies Folder Exclude filters.
Filters Separator String Specifies the character to use as the filter

separator.
Folders Comparison Strategy FoldersComparisonStrategy Indicates the comparison strategy to use.

FULL_COMPARISON = Return
true only if there is a full match.
IGNORE_EXTRA_FILES_IN_FIRST/
SECOND = Ignore the extra files in the first/
second directory
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Include Filters String Specifies Folder Include filters.
Include Ok Status In Report Boolean Indicates whether to include OK status in

the report.
Should The Folders Match Boolean Indicates whether the folders match.

 Note: Effects the result of the step.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Diff Files In First Folder String[] The result of the comparison, the diff file

paths in the first folder.
Diff Files In Second Folder String[] The result of the comparison, the diff file

paths in the second folder.
Missing Files In First Folder String[] The result of the comparison, the missing

file paths in the first folder.
Missing Files In Second Folder String[] The result of the comparison, the missing

file paths in the second folder.
Result Of Comparison String The result of the comparison.

Compare Two Numbers

Compares two numbers.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * First Value Number Specifies the first number value.
 * Second Value Number Specifies the second number value.
Operator ComparisonOp Specifies the expected comparison

operator.

Compare Two Strings

Checks whether two strings are equal.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * First String String Specifies the first string value.
 * Second String String Specifies the second string value.
Ignore Case Boolean Indicates whether to ignore case.
Should Be Equal Boolean Indicates the expected result of the

comparison.

Compare Two Values

Compares two values. For example, use this action to verify if two parameters are equal.
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 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * First Value Serializable Specifies the first value to compare.

Set this value from Parameter.
 * Second Value Serializable Specifies the second value to compare.

Set this value from Parameter.

Control

Control Actions 1.1.0

Control Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites: 

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
 Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Control Actions

  

Delay

Creates a delay for the specified amount of time.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
Expected Result Boolean The result of the step after the time has

elapsed. Use True for pass or False for fail.
Result Description String Description of the result that is reported for

this action.
Time For Delay Long The amount of time to delay.
Time Unit TimeUnit The time unit to use: MILLISECONDS,

SECONDS, and so on.

Run Command Line

Executes the command line like it was executed from the command-line shell. You can execute the command line in the
background and not wait for it to finish the execution by setting the Wait For Process To Finish input to False. You cannot
use this command to launch a GUI-based application.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Command Line String String The command line to run. Any command

that launches a GUI-based application will
not work.
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Environment Variables Names String[] A list of environment variable names
to set as the environment variables for the
created process.

Environment Variables Values String[] A list of environment variable values
to set as the environment variables for
the created process. The values must
match the names order in the Environment
Variables Names input.

Expected Return Value Integer Expected return value of the finished
process. If the actual return value is
specified and not equal, the step fails.

Expected Return Values Integer[] Expected return values of the finished
process. Only used if more than one
possible return codes are expected.

Overwrite Files Boolean Overwrite or append the std out/err files.
By default it overwrites the files if it already
exists.

Std Err File Path String The file path to use to write the error stream
of the process. It can be set to be the same
as stdout

Std Out File Path String The file path to use to write the output
stream of the process.

Success Return List Boolean True, the expected return value list is used
to determine if the command executed
successfully. False, to determine if the
command failed.

Time Out Duration Long Time to wait for the process in seconds.
Relevant only if Wait For Process To Finish
is set to True.

Wait For Process To Finish Boolean Whether to wait for the process to finish
its execution or not. True for wait, False
not to wait. On non-Windows systems, the
step may fail if the input is set to False.

Work Directory String The working directory to run from.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Exceed Time Out Boolean Does command execution timeout occur?
Return Value Integer Exit code of the finished process.
Std Err Output String Standard error of the process. Valid only if

Wait for process to finish is set. A maximum
of 256 characters are returned.

Std Out Output String Standard output of the process. Valid only if
Wait for process to finish is set. A maximum
of 256 characters are returned.

Success Return List Boolean True, the expected return value list is used
to determine if the command executed
successfully.
False, to determine if the command failed.
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User Input - Stop for Manual Operation

The manual operation instructions appear to the user describing the manual operations to be performed. Once complete,
the user approves a successful or unsuccessful completion of the specified operation.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Operation Description String The description of the operation to be

displayed. By default the field is displayed
in an HTML container.

Description Is HTML Boolean Whether the description of the operation to
be displayed is in HTML format.

Failure Label String The label that indicates operation failure.
The label is used as the Failure button text.

Failure Message String The description of the step result that
indicates the failure of the manual
operation.

Success Label String The label that indicates the operation
success. The label is used as the Success
button text.

Success Message String The description of the step result that
indicates the success of the manual
operation.

Wait for Manual Restart

Places the Agent that it runs on into a safe state so the Agent service or the host can be restarted.

NOTE
 To continue the process after the step finishes, restart the Agent service.

Databases

Database Actions 1.1.0

Database Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites: 

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
 Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Database Actions

  

Test DSN Connection

Tests a predefined DSN connection.

 Supported OS: Windows
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NOTE
 If the username and password are not specified, NT authentication is used based on the identity of the Agent
that executes the step.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * DS Nname String Specifies the DSN to test.
User Name String Specifies the username.
User Pass String Specifies the password.

Deprecated
The following actions are deprecated. We strongly recommend that you use the linked actions instead to ensure
compatibility in future releases

Deprecated Actions

Check if Nolio Agent has Root Permissions (deprecated)

Checks if the process that the step runs in has root permissions. The step supports Unix/Linux systems only.

Check Service Status (deprecated)

We recommend that you use

Checks whether a certain service exist and also checks whether it is in a certain status.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Check Status Boolean True if the service status is to be checked.
* Fail If In Status Boolean True if the action is to fail if it is in the

expected status.
* Service Name String The service name or display name of

service to start. The name that is specified
is case-insensitive and must be the exact
service name or exact display name.

* Service Should Exist Boolean True if the service exists or False if not.
Expected Status CheckServiceStatus$ServiceStatus The Expected status of the service

Output Values

Name Type Description
Actuall Status String The Actual Service Status

Copy Single File or Folder (deprecated)

Copies the file or folder from the source path to the target path.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Source Path String The path of the source file or folder.

Explicit values can be set or can use file
parameters.

* Target Path String The path of the target file or folder.

Delete File (deprecated)

Deletes a file in the file system.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Path String The path to the file to delete.
Fail If Not Exist Boolean Indicates whether to fail if the path does not

exist, True to fail or False to ignore.

Delete Folder (deprecated)

Deletes a folder in the file system.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Folder Path String The path to the folder to delete.
Fail If Not Empty Boolean Indicates whether to fail if the folder is not

empty or to delete its content, True to fail or
False to delete its content.

Fail If Not Exist Boolean Indicates whether to fail if the path does not
exist, True to fail or False to ignore.

Output Values

Array of file names that could not be deleted. (May be a partial list only if many files could not be deleted)

Name Type Description
Failed File Names String[]

Execute an XPath Query (deprecated)

Executes the specified XPath query on the specified XML file, and returns the XML Elements Values.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* X Path Query String The XPath query to execute.
* XML File Path String The path to the XML file to perform the

operation on.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
First XML Element Value String The first value of the first XML Element

returned by the execution of the specified
XPath query

XML Elements Values String[] An array of the values of the XML Elements
that are returned by the execution of the
specified XPath query.

XML Elements Were Found Boolean Indicates whether any XML Elements were
found.

Find Files or Folders (deprecated)

Returns the paths of files or folders that match the wildcard.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Name Format String Pattern of names to search for. The pattern

can contain regular characters: '?' and '*'.
'?' replaces any single character and '*'
replaces any string.

* Root Folder Path String The path of the folder to start the search
from.

After Date String Date in format yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss.
Files last modified before, will not appear in
the result.

Before Date String Date in format yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss.
Files last modified after, will not appear in
the result.

Files Or Folders Boolean Indicates whether to search for files or
folders, True for files or False for folders.

Find Recursively Boolean Indicates whether to search the specified
pattern recursively, True for recursive or
False for root folder only.

Ignore Case Boolean Indicates whether to ignore case of file
names or not., True to ignore case or False
to perform case-sensitive search.

Return Full Path Boolean Indicated whether to return the file name
with the full path. You may encounter
duplication if there are files with the same
name in different directories

Sort By Last Modified Boolean Indicates whether to sort the found entries
by the last modified date, set true to sort,
the most recent will be the first, the sort if
set is done first.

Sort By Name Boolean Indicates whether to sort the found entries
by the name, set True to sort, the order is
ascending, the sort if set is done after the
last modified sort.
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Sort By Size Boolean Indicates whether to sort the found entries
by their size on disk, set True to sort, the
biggest is the first, the sort if set is done
after the type sort.

Sort By Type Boolean Indicates whether to sort the found entries
by their file extension, set True to sort, the
order is ascending, the sort if set is done
after the name sort.

Output Values

Name Type Description
First Name Found String The first name found that matches the

search pattern. Is for more convenient
usage if only one file is expected.

List Of Found Entries String[] An array of files or folders that matched the
search pattern

Number Of Entries int The number of files or folders that matched
the search pattern.

Was Found Boolean Flag will become True if at least one file or
folder matched the search pattern.

Get Value from an INI File (deprecated)

Finds a key in a section of an INI file and returns its value. If the INI file, section, or key is missing then the action fails. If
the needed key is not in any section the INI Section Name input can be left blank.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* INI File Path String The path to the INI file.
* INI Key Name String The name of the key to find.
Encoding String Character encoding of ini file.
INI Section Name String The name of section that contains the key.

Output Values

Name Type Description
INI Key Value String The value of the found key. (ASCII, UTF-8,

UTF-16 etc.)

Kill Process (deprecated)

The action is deprecated. Use "Kill process" action instead.

Kills a process that is identified by its name. The step  fails if either the process name could not be found or the running
user does not have permission to kill the process.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Process Name String The name of the process to kill.
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Fail If Not Exist Boolean Indicates whether to fail if the process could
not be found or not enough permissions,
True to fail, or False to ignore.

Timeout int The number of seconds to wait for the
process to shut down. Minimum timeout is 1
second.

Manipulate INI File (deprecated)

Adds or updates an INI file. It is possible to specify a section that the added or update keys belong to. Leave the INI
Section Name input blank if no section is required and in addition set the Section Should Exist input to False.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* INI File Path String The path to the INI file.
* Key Value Array String[] An array of strings, each string is in the

format of 'key=value'.
Encoding String Character encoding of ini file. (ASCII,

UTF-8, UTF-16 etc.)
INI Section Name String The name of the INI section that contains

the keys.
Key Value Separator String Indicates the character that is used as a

separator in each string in the Key Value
Array input.

Section Should Exist Boolean Indicates whether to create the specified
section if it does not exist. True for ignore or
False for create.

Rename File or Folder (deprecated)

Renames the file or folder to the specified name. Only one file name can be renamed.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* New File Name String New file name. Cannot contain any path,

and is created in the original file location.
* Source File String Path to the file or folder that is required to

be renamed

Rename File or Folder (deprecated) 2

Copies the file or folder from the source path to the target path.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Source Path String The path of the source file or folder.

Explicit values can be set or can use file
parameters.

* Target Path String The path of the target file or folder.
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Run Command Line (deprecated)

Executes the command line as if it was executed from command-line shell. It is possible to execute the command line in
the background and not wait for it to finish its execution by setting the Wait For Process To Finish input to False

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Command Line String The command line to run.
* Work Directory String The working directory to run from.
Environment Variables Names String[] A list of environment variables names to

be set as the environment variables for the
created process.

Environment Variables Values String[] A list of environment variables values to
be set as the environment variables for
the created process, the values should
match the names order in the Environment
Variables Names input.

Expected Return Value Long Expected return value of the finished
process. If specified, and actual return
value is not equal to the expected value,
the step fails. The field is used only if one
return code is expected.

Expected Return Values Long[] Expected return values of the finished
process. The field is used if more than one
possible return codes are expected.

Std Err File Path String The file path to use to write the error stream
of the process. If not set, the standard error
is redirected to the standard output

Std Out File Path String The file path to use to write the output
stream of the process.

Success Return List Boolean If set to True, the expected return value
list is used to determine if the command
executed successfully. If set to False,
the expected return value list is used to
determine if the command failed.

Time Out Duration long Time to wait for the process in seconds.
Relevant only if Wait For Process To Finish
is set to True.

Wait For Process To Finish Boolean Indicates whether to wait for the process
to finish its execution or not. True for wait
or False not to wait. On non-windows
systems the step may fail if the input is set
to False.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Return Value Long Return value of the finished process. Long

Parameter can be used with the output.
Std Err Output String Standard error of the process. Valid only if

Wait for process to finish is set. A maximum
of 256 characters is returned..
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Std Out Output String Standard output of the process. Valid
only if "Wait for process to finish" is set. A
maximum of 256 characters is returned.

Success Return List Boolean If set to True, the expected return value
list is used to determine if the command
executed successfully.
If set to False, the expected return value list
is used to determine if the command failed.

Run Process as User (deprecated)

Executes an executable as a specified user.

The user the steps process (CA Deployer process) runs under requires the appropriate permissions to execute a process
as a different user.

On Windows systems, the user is required to have the Replace a process level token permission. The permission can
be set as follows: Administrative Tools -> Local Security Policy -> Local Policies -> User Rights Assignment -> Replace a
process level token. On non-windows systems, the user is required to have 'root' permissions.

It is possible to start the process in the background and not wait for it to finish execution, by setting the Wait For Process
To Finish input to False. Supported on Windows systems only.

On non-windows systems the step fails if the input is set to False. 

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Executable Path String The path to the executable to run.
* User Name String The user name to run the process as.
* User Password Password The user password to run the process as.
* Work Directory String The working directory for the executable.
Environment Variables Names String[] A list of environment variable names to be

set as the environment variables for the
created process.

Environment Variables Values String[] A list of environment variable values to
be set as the environment variables for
the created process. The values should
match the names order in the Environment
Variables Names input.

Executable Arguments String[] The list of arguments to pass to the
executable.

Expected Return Value Long If set, the action fails if the process return
value is different from the expected return
value.

Std Err File Path String The file path to use to write the error stream
of the process.

Std Out File Path String The file path to use to write the output
stream of the process.

Wait For Process To Finish Boolean Indicates whether to wait for the process
to finish execution or not. True for wait or
False not to wait. On non-windows systems
the step fails if this input is set to False.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Return Value long Return value of the finished process. Long

Parameter can be used with this output.

Email

Email Actions 1.1.0

Email Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Email Actions

Send Email

Sends an email according to the specified properties.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Smtp Mail Server String The outgoing mail server address (e.g.

smtp.somewhere.com)
Attachments Paths String[] The list of the full paths to the locations of

the attachments to use.
Bcc String[] The list of the BCC targets of the email (the

BCC field).
Body String The body of the mail.
Body Type String The body content type, either text/html or

text/plain.
Cc String[] The list of the CC targets of the email (the

CC field).
From String The from address to use.
Server requires Authentication Boolean Indicates whether the server requires

authentication.
Smtp Port int The outgoing mail server port.
Smtp User Name String The outgoing mail server user name to use.
Smtp User Password Password The outgoing mail server user password to

use.
Subject String The subject of the mail.
To String[] The list of the targets of the email (the To

field).
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Failed to send String[] The list of the emails that failed to be sent.

Environment

Environment Actions 1.1.0

Environment Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites: 

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
 Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Environment Actions

  

Application Environment - Assign Servers

Assign servers to a server type in an Automation Studio application environment.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Application Name String The application name.
 * Environment Name String The environment name.
 * Server Identifiers String[] An array of host names, IP addresses, or

node IDs identifying the servers.
 * Server Type Name String The server type name.
ASAP Password Password The Automation Studio user password.
ASAP User Name String The Automation Studio user requires

permission to edit the environment. If no
username is specified the executing user
permissions is used.

Overwrite Existing Servers Boolean Indicates whether to overwrite the existing
servers that are assigned to the server
type.
Note: Assigning servers that are already
assigned when the flag is set clears any
existing dependencies.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Unidentified Servers String[] A list of server identifiers that do not match

any server in Automation Studio.
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Application Environment - Get Assigned Servers

Retrieve assigned servers of a server type in an Automation Studio application environment.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Application Name String The application name.
 * Environment Name String The environment name.
 * Server Type Name String The server type name.
ASAP Password Password The Automation Studio user password.
ASAP User Name String The Automation Studio user

requires permission to edit the environment.
If no username is specified, the executing
users permissions are used.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Server IPs String[] An array of IP addresses identifying the

servers.
Server Names String[] An array of host names identifying the

servers.
Server Node Ids String[] An array of node ids uniquely identifying the

servers.

Application Environment - Unassign Servers

Unassign servers from a server type in an Automation Studio application environment.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Application Name String The application name.
 * Environment Name String The environment name.
 * Server Identifiers String[] An array of host names, IP addresses, or

node IDs identifying the servers.
 * Server Type Name String The server type name.
ASAP Password Password The Automation Studio user password.
ASAP User Name String The Automation Studio user requires

permission to edit the environment. If no
username is specified, the executing user
permissions are used.

File INI

File INI Actions 1.1.0

File INI Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites: 
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For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
 Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

File INI Actions

  

Get Value from an INI File

Retrieves a value for a specific key in a section of an INI file. If the ini section is left empty, and there are other attributes
under no section, the attributes are added to the head of the file. Otherwise the attributes are added to the last section.
The separator between the keys is: "="

NOTE
 Not supported on z/OS.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * INI File Path String The path to the INI file.
 * INI Key Name String The name of the key in the file.
INI Section String The name of the INI section that contains

the keys.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
INI Key Value String The retrieved value of the key

Manipulate INI File

Adds or updates an INI file. You can update/add keys that belong to a specific section, if the ini section is left empty.  If
there are other attributes under no section the attributes are added to the head of the file, otherwise the attributes are
added to the last section. The separator between the keys is: "="

NOTE
 Not supported on z/OS.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * INI File Path String The path to the INI file.
 * Key Value Array String[] An array of strings, each string is in the

format of 'key=value'.
INI Section String The name of the INI section that contains

the keys.

File System

File System Actions 1.1.0

File System Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.
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Supported Platforms and Prerequisites: 

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
 Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

File System Actions

  

Change Mode of File or Folder

Performs a change mode operation on the file or folder.

NOTE
 Supports Unix/Linux only.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * File Or Folder Path String The path to the file or folder to change the

mode on. The input also accepts a File
parameter.

 * Mode Int The mode number to change the file or
folder to. Refer to the Unix or Linux 'chmod'
command for more details.

Change Recursively Boolean Indicates whether to apply the changed
mode recursively on a folder and the
included files and sub folders.

Fail If Not Exist Boolean Indicates whether to return false if the path
is invalid.

Change Owner of File or Folder

Changes the owner of the file or folder.

NOTE
 Supports Unix/Linux only.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * File Name String The path to the file or folder to change the

owner.
 * New Owner String The new owner user name.
Change Recursively Boolean If the resource is a folder, indicates whether

to change the ownership recursively.
Fail If Not Exists Boolean What to do if the file or folder does not

exist. True to fail, False to ignore.

Change Read Only Mode of File or Folder

Sets the Read Only flag on a file or folder.
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 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * File Name String The path to the file or folder to set the read-

only flag on.
Change Recursively Boolean If the resource is a folder, indicates whether

to change the read-only flag recursively.
Fail If Not Exists Boolean What to do if the file or folder does not

exist. True to fail, False to ignore.
Read Only Mode Boolean Set or unset the read-only flag of the file or

folder, True to set, False to unset.

Check if File or Folder Exists

Checks if a file or folder exists in the file system.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * File Or Folder Path String The path to the file or folder to verify

if it exists. The input also accepts File
parameters. Wildcards * can be used.

Should Exist Boolean Indicates whether to expect the file or folder
to exist or not. True to exist, False to not
exist.

Check if Specific User has Permissions on File or Folder

Checks if the specified user credentials have permissions to the file or folder.

NOTE
 Not supported on z/OS.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * File Or Folder Path String The path to the file or folder to verify. The

input also accepts File parameters.
 * Password Password The user password to verify

the permissions on. Refer to the step help
for more details.

 * User Name String The user name to verify the permissions on.
Refer to the step help for more details.
 Note: On Window systems that use
Domain, specify the domain name with the
user name. Example: DOMAIN\Username.
On non Windows systems that use domain,
do not specify the domain name.

Check Execute Permissions Boolean Indicates to verify if the specified user has
execution permissions for the file or folder.

Check Read Permissions Boolean Indicates to verify if the specified user has
read permissions for the file or folder.
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Check Write Permissions Boolean Indicates to verify if the specified user has
write permissions for the file or folder.

Compare Two File Checksums

Compares the checksum of two files.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * First File Path String Specifies the first file path.
 * Second File Path String Specifies the second file path.
Should The Checksums Match Boolean Indicates whether the checksums match.

 Note: Effects the result of the step.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
First File Checksum String The first file checksum.
Result Of Comparison Boolean The result of the comparison.
Second File Checksum String The second file checksum.

Compare Two Folders

Compares the contents of two folders according to Comparison Strategy.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * First Folder Path String Specifies the first folder path.
 * Second Folder Path String Specifies the second folder path.
Comparison Report Path String Specifies the comparison report path.
Exclude Filters String Specifies Folder Exclude filters.
Filters Separator String Specifies the character to use as the filter

separator.
Folders Comparison Strategy FoldersComparisonStrategy Indicates the comparison strategy to use.

FULL_COMPARISON = Return
true only if there is a full match.
IGNORE_EXTRA_FILES_IN_FIRST/
SECOND = Ignore the extra files in the first/
second directory

Include Filters String Specifies Folder Include filters.
Include Ok Status In Report Boolean Indicates whether to include OK status in

the report.
Should The Folders Match Boolean Indicates whether the folders match.

 Note: Effects the result of the step.
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 Output Values

Name Type Description
Diff Files In First Folder String[] The result of the comparison, the diff file

paths in the first folder.
Diff Files In Second Folder String[] The result of the comparison, the diff file

paths in the second folder.
Missing Files In First Folder String[] The result of the comparison, the missing

file paths in the first folder.
Missing Files In Second Folder String[] The result of the comparison, the missing

file paths in the second folder.
Result Of Comparison String The result of the comparison.

Copy File or Folder with Backup

Copies a file or folder from the source path to the target path. All files that are overwritten in the target path are saved in
the folder that is specified by the backup path input.

NOTE
 If the folder does not exist, one is created.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Backup Path String The path of the backup files. The input also

accepts File parameters.
 * Source Path String The path of the source file or folder. The

input also accepts File parameters.
 * Target Path String The path of the target file or folder.

Copy Files or Folders for Legacy OS

Copies the files or folders from the source path into the target folder. 

NOTE
 Not supported on z/OS.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Is Regular Expression Boolean Checks the expression that the

user entered is a regular expression (java
Regex).

 * Overwrite Boolean Indicates whether to overwrite a file if it
already exists in the target location.

 * Source Path or expression String The path of the source file or folder
 * Target Parent Folder String Path of the folder where the file or folder is

copied.
Preserve Permissions Boolean Indicates whether to preserve the file

permissions and owner information or not
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 Output Values

Name Type Description
Failed File Names String[] Array that contains names of files that could

not be copied. (Might be a partial list if
many files could not be copied).

Copy Files or Folders

Copy a file, folder, or the folder content to a specified destination. Except for a wildcard expression appearing in the
source path, filters are applied recursively on the underlying file tree of the source path.

 Example: If the exclude pattern is '*.txt', then none of the files matching the pattern is copied, whether they lay directly
under the source path or not.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Source Path String The path where to copy from. Wildcard

expression is permitted for the last path
element only. When using this action for
artifact distribution, you must point to a
specific file, not a directory location.

 * Target Path String The path where to copy to. Required to
point to a specific file or folder.

Exclude Pattern String The wildcard or regular expression that
defines which files or folders are excluded.
Use either wildcard or regular expression,
according to the chosen pattern type. Place
several patterns using the ';' delimiter - files
or folders that match at least one of the
patterns are excluded.

Include Hidden Files Boolean Hidden files or folders and files under
hidden folders are not copied if the
parameter is false.

Include Pattern String The wildcard or regular expression that
defines which files or folders are included.
Use either wildcard or regular expression,
according to the chosen pattern type. Place
several patterns using the ';' delimiter - files
or folders that match at least one of the
patterns are included.

Include/Exclude Pattern Type PatternType Specifies whether the include and exclude
patterns are regular expressions or wildcard
expressions.

Overwrite Boolean If True, the Agent overwrites the existing
files with the copied files.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Failed to Copy String[] The file/folder paths of files or folders which

were not successfully copied.
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Was Copied Boolean True if at least one file or folder was copied.

Create A Symbolic Link

Creates a symbolic link on Unix/Linux computers.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Symbolic Link Path String Full path of the symbolic link to create
 * Target Path String Full path of the target (path of entity the

symbolic link refers to).

Create Empty File

Create an empty file.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Full Path String The full path of the file to create.
Create Parent Path Boolean Set to False if you do not want to create a

parent folder if it does not exist.
Fail If Exist Boolean By default the step fails if the file exists. Set

to False to override the behavior.

Create Folder

Creates a folder in the file system. The full path that is specified is created.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * New Folder Path String The full path of the folder to create.
Fail If Exist Boolean By default the step does not fail if the

folder exists. Set to True to override the
behavior.

Delete File or Folder (for Legacy OS)

Deletes a file or folder. Choose whether to delete recursively or to delete folders.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Delete Folders Boolean Whether to delete folders or not. If set to

False, only the files are deleted and the
folders remain empty.

 * Delete Recursive Boolean Delete files recursively, including files in
subfolders.

 * Fail If Not Empty Boolean Whether to fail if the folder is not empty or
to delete its content. True to fail or False to
delete its content.
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 * Fail If Not Exist Boolean Whether to fail if the path does not exist,
True to fail or False to ignore.

 * File/Folder Path String Full Path of the file or folder that you want
to delete.

 * Is Regular Expression Boolean Whether the expression that the user
has entered is a regular expression (java
Regex).

Delete Files or Folders

Deletes files or folders that corresponds to a specified path and according to various filters.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Path String The path to the file or folder to be deleted. If

a folder, only the folder is deleted if no files
under it are filtered out. Only the last path
element can contain a wildcard expression.

Deletion Strategy DeletionStrategy Select whether to delete only ordinary files
or both files and folders.

Exclude Pattern String The wildcard or regular expression that
defines which files or folders are excluded.
Use either wildcard or regular expression
according to the chosen pattern type. Place
several patterns using the ';' delimiter - files
or folders that match at least one of the
patterns are excluded.

Fail If Not Exists Boolean If true, the action fails if the specified path,
(or the base path if it contains a wildcard),
does not lead to an existing file or folder.
Also, If symbolic links are followed, the
action fails if the file exists but is a broken
symbolic link.

Follow Symbolic Links Boolean If True, soft symbolic links are resolved
before deletion, that is, both the symbolic
link and its final target are deleted.
Otherwise, only the symbolic link is deleted.

Include Hidden Files Boolean Hidden files or folders, and files under
hidden folders are not deleted if the
parameter is False.

Include Pattern String The wildcard or regular expression that
defines which files or folders are included.
Use either wildcard or regular expression
according to the chosen pattern type. You
can place several patterns using the ';'
delimiter. Files or folders that match at least
one of the patterns are included.

Include/Exclude Pattern Type PatternType Specifies whether the include and exclude
patterns are regular expressions or wildcard
expressions.
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 Output Values

Name Type Description
Failed to Delete String[] The file paths of files or folders that were

not successfully deleted.
Was Deleted Boolean True if at least one file is deleted.

Download File from Network Drive

Downloads a file from a network drive to a specified location. Use HTTP download files or FTP files.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Destination Path String The full path, including file name, to the

location to download the file to.
 * Source URL String The URL of the remote file to get.
Domain String The domain of the user
Fail If Not Exist Boolean Whether to fail if the path does not exist,

True to fail or False to ignore.
Password Password The users password
User Name String The user account name to use for the

connection.

Find Files or Folders

Find files and folders in the file system using various matching patterns and filters.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Path String The base path for the files or folders

lookup. Wildcard expression is permitted for
the last path element only.

Exclude Pattern String The wildcard or regular expression that
defines which files or folders are excluded.
Use wildcard or regular expression
according to the chosen pattern type. Place
several patterns using the ';' delimiter. Files
or folders that match at least one of the
patterns are excluded.

Fail If Not Exists Boolean If True, the action fails if the path (or base
path if it contains wildcard) does not lead
to an existing file or folder. If symbolic links
are followed, the action fails if the file exists
but is a broken symbolic link.

Include Empty Folders Boolean Empty folders are excluded from the output
if the input is false.

Include Hidden Files Boolean Hidden files or folders, and files under
hidden folders, are excluded from the
output if the parameter is False.
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Include Pattern String The wildcard or regular expression that
defines which files or folders are included.
Use wildcard or regular expression
according to the chosen pattern type. Place
several patterns using the ';' delimiter. Files
or folders that match at least one of the
patterns are included.

Include/Exclude Pattern Type PatternType Specifies whether the include and exclude
patterns are regular expressions or wildcard
expressions.

Included File Types IncludedFileTypes Select whether to include files, folders, or
both in the output.

Last Modified After String Include only files or folders which were
modified after this date. Date format is
yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss

Last Modified Before String Include only files or folders which were
modified before this date. Date format is
yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss

Order Files By OrderFilesBy Determines the order by which the file or
folder paths in the output array appears.
 Note: The order also depends on the
chosen output format (example when
ordering by name).

Order Type OrderType Order files and folders by ascending or
descending.

Output Format FilePathFormat Determines the format of the file or folder
paths in the output.

Recursive Boolean Determines whether to recursively search
the whole file tree under the path.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
First Result String The first result in the output array of file/

folder paths.
Inaccessible Files/Folders String[] An array of directories which were not

readable or files which were inaccessible
and undistinguished from directories. The
existence of entries in the array does not
imply the action failed.

Number of Results int The number of matching files/folders
included in the output array.

Result File Paths String[] The file/folder paths for all the matching
files.

Was Found Boolean True if at least one file/folder was found.

Find Text in File

Finds a word or a string in a text file.

 Important! For regular expression searches, the supported files are limited to 10 MB.
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NOTE
 The case-sensitive field is only valid when regex = false.

For regular expression examples, see Regular Expression Modifiers.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * File Path String The path to the file to search in.
 * Text To Find String The text to find in the file. To search using

Regular Expressions set the Is Regular
Expression input to True. Refer to http://
www.regular-expressions.info/ for more
details.

Case Sensitive Boolean To consider the character case. True for
case-sensitive or False for case-insensitive.

File Character Set String The file character set if it is
known. Example: Unicode or
Windows-1255. If the input is left blank,
the step starts with the systems default
character set and if the text is not found
another try is done with Unicode.

Regular Expression Boolean Whether to search using Regular
Expressions. If True, the Text To Find input
is considered as a Regular Expression.

Text Should Exist Boolean Whether to expect the text to be found or
not. True, to be found or False, not to be
found.

Timeout int Timeout to wait before fail (action retries
until success or timeout), the units are in
seconds.

Get File Checksum

Generates a checksum of the file.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * File Path String The path to the file that the checksum is

generated for.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
File Checksum String File checksum.

Get File Details

Receives a file name and checks the details on it
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 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Full File Name String The file name to verify. 

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Exist Boolean True if the file exists, False if not.
File Name String The file name
Is Directory Boolean True if the file is directory, False if not.
Parent Name String The file location

Get File Properties

Extracts the properties of a file.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * File Path String Path to file or folder to extract properties

from.
Date Format String The string format to use. Default is yyyy/

MM/dd HH:mm:ss .

 Output Values

Name Type Description
File Size long File size in bytes. For folders, use 0.
Last Modified Date As Long long Last modified date as number of

milliseconds from 00:00:00 GMT, January
1, 1970.

Last Modified Date As String String Last modified date as string. String format
is specified by Date Format input.

Move File(s) or Folder(s) (for Legacy OS)

Moves a file or folder, or files and folders that match the regular expression, from the source path to the target path.
Folders that exist at both the source and destination are merged. The Overwrite and the Fail If Exists flags refers to files
and not directories, including files in the merged directories. If a file is skipped during the move the execution does not
halt even if the Fail If Exists flag is True. The action fails after trying to move all the files.

NOTE
 Not supported on z/OS.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Is Regular Expression Boolean Whether the expression that the user types

is a regular expression (java Regex).
 * Source Path or Expression String The path of the source file or folder.
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 * Target of File/Folder Path String The target location for the file or folder that
you want to move.

Fail If Exists Boolean Whether to fail the action if one of the files
to move exists in the target location.

Overwrite Boolean Whether to overwrite a file that exists in the
target location.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Skipped Files String[] The array that contains the paths of the

files that exist in the destination and are not
overwritten.

Move Files or Folders

Move a file, folder, or the folder content to a specified destination. Except for a wildcard expression appearing in the
source path, all specified filters are applied recursively on the underlying file tree of the source path.

 Example: If the exclude pattern is '*.txt', none of the files the match the pattern are moved whether directly under the
source path or not.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Source Path String The path where to move the files from.  If

it is a folder, then the folder itself is moved
only if no files under it are filtered out.
Wildcard expression is permitted for the last
path element only.

 * Target Path String The path where to move the files to. Point
to a specific file or folder.

Exclude Pattern String The wildcard or regular expression
that defines the files or folders that
are excluded. Use wildcard or regular
expression according to the specified
pattern type. Place several patterns using
the ';' delimiter and files or folders that
match at least one of the patterns are
excluded.

Include Hidden Files Boolean Hidden files or folders and files under
hidden folders are not moved if the
parameter is False.

Include Pattern String The wildcard or regular expression that
defines the files or folders that are included.
Use wildcard or regular expression
according to the specified pattern type.
Place several patterns using the ';' delimiter
and files or folders that match at least one
of the patterns are included.

Include/Exclude Pattern Type PatternType Specified whether the include and exclude
patterns are regular expressions or wildcard
expressions.
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Overwrite Boolean Select True, the Agent overwrites the
existing files with the copied files.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Failed to Move String[] The file/folder paths of files or folders that

are not successfully moved.
Was Moved Boolean True if at least one file or folder was moved.

Synchronize Two Folders

Synchronizes two folders. The synchronization is done by copying files that are needed from the first folder to the second.
The needed files are decided according to the selected strategy.

WARNING
 FULL_COMPARISON and IGNORE_EXTRA_FILES_IN_FIRST causes extra files or folders in the second
folder to be deleted.

Strategies: FULL_COMPARISON = Fully synchronized the two folders and at the end they are identical.
IGNORE_EXTRA_FILES_IN_FIRST = New files or folders in the first folder are not copied and extra files in second file
are deleted. IGNORE_EXTRA_FILES_IN_SECOND = New files or folders in first are copied and extra files in second are
not deleted. IGNORE_EXTRA_FILES_IN_BOTH = New files or folders in first are not copied and extra files in second are
not deleted.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * First Folder Path String First folder path.
 * Second Folder Path String Second folder path.
Copy Different Files Boolean If set to True, the files that differ between

the two folders are copied from the first
folder to the second. If set to False, that
files that exist in both folders are not copied
even if they differ.

Exclude Filters String Folder Exclude filters.
Filters Separator String Indicates the character to use as the filters

separator.
Folders Comparison Strategy FoldersComparisonStrategy Indicates the comparison strategy to select.

Whether to consider extra files on the
compared folders or not,
 Important! FULL_COMPARISON and
IGNORE_EXTRA_FILES_IN_FIRST causes
extra files or folders in the second folder to
be deleted.

Include Filters String Folder includes filters.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Changed Files List String[] The changed files list from the first folder.
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Flexera InstallAnywhere

Flexera InstallAnywhere Actions 1.1.0

Flexera InstallAnywhere Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites: 

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
 Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Flexera InstallAnywhere Actions

  

Run InstallAnywhere

Runs an InstallAnywhere installer.

Use List Keys and List Values to set the properties of the installer. For example, a key would be PORT_NUMBER and a
matching value would be 8080. The Log File Directory and Log File Name inputs require valid values.

WARNING
 The installer must support silent installation.

NOTE
 Some InstallAnywhere installers display a Progress Dialog. Do not close this dialog.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Installer Path String Specifies the path to the InstallAnywhere

setup file. The input also accepts File
parameters.

 * Log File Directory String Specifies the directory for the log file.
 * Log File Name String Specifies the name of the log file.
Is XML Log Format Boolean Indicates whether to generate an XML Log

file or Text Log file.
True for XML, False for text.
 Note: The type of the Log file that the
installer generates depends on the version
of InstallAnywhere that was used to build
the installer. For installers that were built
with InstallAnywhere Studio version 8 and
above, use XML Log. For lower versions of
InstallAnywhere use Text Log. If the Is XML
Log Format input is set to incorrect value,
then the installer runs successfully but the
step may fail.

List Keys String[] Specifies the list of property keys. Leave
the value empty if no properties are
necessary.
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List Values String[] Specifies the list of property values.
Leave the value empty if no properties are
necessary.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Generated Log File Full Path String The full path to the generated log file.

Run InstallAnywhere with Predefined Answer File

Runs an InstallAnywhere installer with a predefined answer file.

By default, the installer looks for the answer file in the same directory as the installer. The answer file name must
be installer.properties. The properties in the installer.properties file must be in key=value format, for example,
PORT_NUMBER=8080. The answer file requires the property INSTALLER_UI=silent to force the installer to run in silent
mode.

WARNING
 The installer must support silent installation.

NOTE
 Some InstallAnywhere installers display a Progress Dialog. Do not close this dialog.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Installer Path String Specifies the path to the InstallAnywhere

setup file. The input also accepts File
parameters..

 * Log File Directory String Specifies the directory for the log file.
 * Log File Name String Specifies the name of the log file.
Is XML Log Format Boolean Indicates whether to generate an XML Log

file or Text Log file.
True for XML, False for text.
 Note: The type of the Log file that the
installer generates depends on the version
of InstallAnywhere that was used to build
the installer. For installers that were built
with InstallAnywhere Studio version 8 and
above, use XML Log. For lower versions of
InstallAnywhere use Text Log. If the Is XML
Log Format input is set to incorrect value,
then the installer runs successfully but the
step may fail.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Generated Log File Full Path String The full path to the generated log file.

Run InstallShield with Answer File

Runs an InstallShield installer with an answer file.
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NOTE
 For details about how to create the required answer file, refer to the InstallShield documentation.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Answer File Path String Specifies the path to the answer file.
 * Installer Path String Specifies the path to the InstallShield setup

file.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Generated Log File Path String The path to the log file that installer creates.

FTP

FTP Actions 1.1.0

FTP Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites: 

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
 Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

FTP Actions

  

FTP - Create Directory

Creates a directory on an FTP server.

NOTE
 Not supported on z/OS.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * New Folder Name String The folder to create.
 * Server String FTP Server hostname or IP
 * Username String The user account name that is used

for the connection. For an anonymous
connection, the value is anonymous.

Base Directory String Parent directory where to create the folder.
Leave empty to use the root directory.

Password Password The users password. For an anonymous
connection, use a valid email address.

Port int The FTP Server port
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Secured Connection FtpConnection Specify the connection settings: FTP or
FTPS (implicit or explicit over SSL/TLS).

Timeout int Connection timeout in seconds.

FTP - Delete Directory

Deletes a directory from an FTP server.

NOTE
 Not supported on z/OS.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Directory To Delete String Full path of the directory to delete.
 * Server String The FTP Server hostname or IP.
 * Username String The user account name that is used

for the connection. For an anonymous
connection, the value is anonymous..

Delete Content Boolean If True, all the content of the directory is
deleted. If False, the action passes if the
directory is empty.

Password Password The users password. For an anonymous
connection, use a valid email address.

Port int The FTP Server port
Secured Connection FtpConnection Specify the connection settings: FTP or

FTPS (implicit or explicit over SSL/TLS).
Timeout int Connection timeout in seconds.

FTP - Delete File

Deletes a file from an FTP server.

NOTE
 Not supported on z/OS.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * File To Delete String Full path of the file to delete.
 * Server String The FTP Server hostname or IP.
 * Username String The user account name that is used for

connection. For an anonymous connection,
the value is anonymous.

Password Password The users password. For an anonymous
connection, use a valid email address.

Port int The FTP Server port
Secured Connection FtpConnection Specify the connection settings: FTP or

FTPS (implicit or explicit over SSL/TLS).
Timeout int Connection timeout in seconds.
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FTP - Get Directory

Retrieves a directory from a remote FTP server.

NOTE
 Not supported on z/OS.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Destination Directory String Name of the directory in the destination.

The full path is required.
 * Server String The FTP Server hostname or IP.
 * Source Directory String The Directory to retrieve.
 * Username String The user account name that is used for

connection. For an anonymous connection,
the value is anonymous.

Password Password The users password. For an anonymous
connection, use a valid email address.

Port int The FTP Servers port.
Secured Connection FtpConnection Specify the connection settings: FTP or

FTPS (implicit or explicit over SSL/TLS).
Timeout int Connection timeout in seconds.
Transfer Type DataTransferType Using a binary transfer, the file is treated

as a binary stream and gets stored by the
target computer as it is received. Using a
textual data transfer treats the transferred
file as a character stream, performing
charset transformation.

FTP - Get File

Retrieves a file from a remote FTP server.

NOTE
 Not supported on z/OS.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Destination File String Name of the file in the destination. The full

path is required.
 * Server String FTP Servers hostname or IP.
 * Source File String File to retrieve.
 * Username String User account name to use for the

connection. If there is an anonymous
connection, the value is anonymous.

Create Parent Path Boolean Set to false if you do not want to create a
parent folder. If it does not exist.

Password Password The users password. For anonymous
connection, use a valid email address.

Port int FTP Servers port
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Secured Connection FtpConnection Specify the connection settings: FTP or
FTPS (implicit or explicit over SSL/TLS).

Timeout int Connection timeout in seconds.
Transfer Type DataTransferType Using a binary transfer, the file is treated

as a binary stream and gets stored by the
target computer as it is received. A textual
data transfer treats the transferred file as
a character stream, performing charset
transformation.

FTP - List Files

Lists a remote directory content (first level only) over FTP using the provided parameters. The list is sorted by the modified
date (newest first).

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Server String The FTP Server hostname or IP.
 * Username String The user account name that is used

for the connection. For an anonymous
connection, the value is anonymous.

Directory String The directory to list the content.
Include Directories Boolean Include the directories in the list of files. If

False only the files are listed.
Password Password The users password. For an anonymous

connection, use a valid email address.
Port int The FTP Server port.
Return Full Path Boolean Use True returns the full path of the file or

directory, relative to the root directory of
the FTP server.  Example: directory input
+ the file name. Use false, only the files or
directories names is returned.

Secured Connection FtpConnection Specify the connection settings: FTP or
FTPS (implicit or explicit over SSL/TLS).

Timeout int The connection timeout in seconds.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
First Name Found String First name found.
List Output String[] The list of files and folders.
Number of Entries int Number of entries.
Was Found Boolean Indicating whether the directory had entries.

FTP - Upload File

Uploads a file to an FTP server.

NOTE
 Not supported on z/OS.
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 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * File To Upload String File path to update to the FTP site. You

cannot create a directory. For setting the
directories hierarchy use the FTP - Create
Directory action,

 * Server String The FTP Server hostname or IP.
 * Username String The user account name that is used for

connection. For an anonymous connection,
the value is anonymous.

Password Password The users password. For an anonymous
connection, use a valid email address.

Port int The FTP Server port
Secured Connection FtpConnection Specify the connection settings: FTP or

FTPS (implicit or explicit over SSL/TLS)
Target Directory String The target directory in the FTP server (the

default is the base directory).
Timeout int The connection timeout in seconds.
Transfer Type DataTransferType Using a binary transfer, the file is treated

as a binary stream and gets stored by the
target computer as it is received. Using a
textual data transfer treats the transferred
file as a character stream, performing
charset transformation.

HTTP

HTTP Actions 1.1.0

HTTP Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites: 

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
 Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

HTTP Actions

  

Download File (HTTP)

Downloads a file from a URL using HTTP/S.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Destination File Path String The destination path for the downloaded

file.
 * Url String HTTP or HTTPS URL to access.
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Authentication Method AuthMethod Set to one of the following methods: Basic,
Digest, or NTLM. Are used to authenticate
with http servers or proxies. "NONE" means
that no authentication is required.

Connection Timeout (seconds) Integer Determines the seconds in seconds until a
connection is established. Default value is 1
minute. A value of zero means the timeout
is not used.

Domain String The servers domain. (Relevant if the
Authentication Method is not "NONE")

Expected Code Integer Expected HTTP return code. The
action fails if the expected code is not
returned. If left empty accepts any code in
the range 200-299.

Password Password The users password. (Relevant if the
Authentication Method is not "NONE")

Proxy Server Name String The name of proxy server.
Proxy Server Port Integer The port of proxy server.
Read Timeout (seconds) Integer Defines the default socket timeout

in seconds which is the timeout for
awaiting data. A timeout value of zero is
interpreted as an infinite timeout.

Realm String The realm that authenticates the user.
(Relevant if the Authentication Method is
"BASIC" or "DIGEST")

Use Preemptive Authentication Boolean Whether to use Preemptive Authentication
when using a user name to login.

User Name String The user name for authentication.
(Relevant if the Authentication Method is
not "NONE")

 Output Values

Name Type Description
HTTP Response Code int HTTP return code. - 1 is returned if no

HTTP connection could be made.

Upload File (HTTP)

Uploads a file to a specified url using HTTP/S.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * File Path To Upload String The path of the file that is uploaded.
 * Url String The HTTP or HTTPS URL to access.
Authentication Method AuthMethod Set to one of the following methods:

Basic, Digest, or NTLM. They are used to
authenticate with http servers or proxies.
NONE means that no authentication is
required.
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Connection Timeout (seconds) Integer Determines the seconds in seconds until
a connection is established. The default
value is 1 minute. A value of zero means
the timeout is not used.

Domain String The servers domain. Relevant if the
authentication method is not NONE.

Expected Code Integer The expected HTTP return code. The
action fails if an expected code is not
returned. Left empty accepts any code in
the range 200-299

Method HttpPutPostMethodTypes The method for the HTTP Request. Post or
Put.

Password Password The users password. Relevant if the
authentication method is not NONE.

Proxy Server Name String The name of the proxy server.
Proxy Server Port Integer The port of the proxy server.
Read Timeout (seconds) Integer Defines the default socket timeout in

seconds which is the timeout awaiting data.
A timeout value of zero is interpreted as an
infinite timeout.

Realm String The realm that authenticates the user.
Relevant if the authentication method is
BASIC or DIGEST.

Use Preemptive Authentication Boolean Whether to use Preemptive Authentication
when using the user name to login.

User Name String The user name for authentication. Relevant
if the Authentication Method is not NONE.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
HTTP Response Code int HTTP return code. -1 is returned if no HTTP

connection is made.

IBM DB2
IBM DB2 Action 1.1.0
Supported Platforms and Prerequisites: 

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Execute SQL Query on IBM DB2 Server

Executes any type of SQL on IBM DB2 server
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 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Database Name String Specifies the database name.
 * SQL Query To Execute String Specifies the SQL Query to execute.
 * Server Name String Specifies the database server name.
 * User Name String Specifies the database user name.
 * User Password Password Specifies the database user password.
Batch Mode Boolean Indicates whether to handle the SQL query

that is supplied in batch mode.
Note: Batch mode is available in UPDATE
mode only.

Batch Mode Separator String Specifies the separator to use in batch
mode.
The separator splits the SQL Query, and
resulting strings that are run in batch mode.

Connection String String Specifies the database driver connection
string.
 Note: Specify the value if you specify
Driver Class Name.

Csv File Encoding String Specifies the encoding to use for the CSV
file. For example: ISO-8859-1, US-ASCII,
UTF-8, and UTF-16.
 Note: For more information, see http://
www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.

Driver Class Name String Specifies the database driver class name.
 Note: Specify the Connection String if you
specify the value.

Expected Number Of Affected Lines Integer Specifies the expected number of lines that
the SQL query affects.
Use the input to verify the success of the
query, by comparing expected number of
affected lines to the actual affected lines. If
the affected number of lines is different than
expected the step fails.
 Note: Leave the value blank to skip this
verification.

Ignore Errors During Batch Mode Boolean Indicates whether to ignore errors during
the execution of commands in batch mode.

Is Update Boolean Specifies whether the SQL query is an
update.
True for CREATE TABLE, UPDATE,
INSERT, or DELETE queries.
False for all other queries.

Properties String[] Specifies additional properties to pass to
the database driver.
Use an array of key=value pairs. ('=' is
required.)
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Results To Csv Full Path String Specifies the full path of the file to save
results to.
The file is in CSV format. The input is
relevant only if the operation is select query.

Server Port int Specifies the database server port.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Last Batch Command Number Of Actual
Affected Lines

int The number of lines that the last SQL
Query command affected in batch mode.
 Note: If not in batch mode, the value is the
same as Number Of Actual Affected Lines.

Number Of Actual Affected Lines int The number of lines that the SQL Query
affected.

Result Is Empty Boolean Indicates whether the result set is empty.
Result Set Object [ ] [ ] The results in a 2 dimensions array (Object

  [ ] [ ]).
The first dimension is the columns and the
second dimension is the rows.

Run SQL File on IBM DB2 Server

Executes any type of *.sql file on IBM DB2 Server.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Database Name String Specifies the database name.
 * SQL File To Execute String Specifies the files path of the SQL File to

execute.
 * Server Name String Specifies the database server name.
 * User Name String Specifies the database user name.
 * User Password Password Specifies the database user password.
Auto Commit Boolean Specifies whether each statement is in its

own transaction that commits immediately.
Connection String String Specifies the database driver connection

string.
Note: Specify the value if you specify Driver
Class Name.

Delimiters String[ ] Specifies the delimiters that separate the
queries in the SQL file.

Driver Class Name String Specifies the database driver class name.
Note: Specify the Connection String if you
specify the value.

Properties String[ ] Specifies additional properties to pass to
the database driver.
Use an array of key=value pairs. ('=' is
required.)

Server Port int Specifies the database server port.
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Stop On Error Boolean Indicates whether the action stops
executing on an error.
True to stop on error, False to continue on
error.

Java

Java Actions 1.1.0

The Java Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Java Actions

Get Java System Property

Used to set a java system property to a parameter.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Property Name String The property name.
Fail If Not Exist Boolean Whether to fail if the property does not

exist.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Property Value String The property value.

Javascript

Javascript Actions 1.1.0

Javascript Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Javascript Actions
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Execute JavaScript Code

Evaluates and executes a JavaScript code.

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Script String Specifies the JavaScript code.
Array Input1 String[] Specifies an Array input variable for the

script. The name in the script is arrInput1.
Array Input2 String[] Specifies an Array input variable for the

script. The name in the script is arrInput2.
Array Input3 String[] Specifies an Array input variable for the

script. The name in the script is arrInput3.
Input1 String Specifies a String input variable for the

script. The name in the script is input1.
Input2 String Specifies a String input variable for the

script. The name in the script is input2.
Input3 String Specifies a String input variable for the

script. The name in the script is input3.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Array Output1 String[] The Array output for variable arrOutput1.
Array Output2 String[] The Array output for variable arrOutput2.
Array Output3 String[] The Array output for variable arrOutput3.
Array Result Output String[] The output of the script execution. The

output is valid only if the output is an array.
Output1 String The String output for variable output1.
Output2 String The String output for variable output2.
Output3 String The String output for variable output3.
Result Output String The output of the script execution. The

output is valid only if the output is not an
array.

Java Management Extensions

Java Management Extension Actions 1.1.0

Java Management Extension Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.
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Java Management Extensions Actions

Activate JMX

Invokes an operation on an existing MBean with or without objects.

Input Values

Indicates if the connection to the JMX server uses SSL.

Name Type Description
* JMX Name String Specifies the JMX MBean to activate. A

lookup for the MBean name is performed
before the MBean is activated.

* Operation Name String Specifies the name of the method
(Operation) in the specified MBean to
activate.

* Server URL String Specifies the JMX server host name.
Add the character '/' in front of JNDI
references, for example: /jndi/rmi://
DOMAIN

Base Dir Path String Specifies the JMX base directory path to
use in the JMX server connection string.
For example, in the connection string:
service:jmx:rmi://myjmxhost:8080/
jmxrmi

Is SSL boolean If the remote connector uses SSL, set Is
SSL to true and specify a valid Trust Store
Path and Keystore Path.

Keystore Password Password Specifies the key store password to use for
the JMX server connection.
The Keystore Password applies only if Is
SSL is set to true.

Keystore Path String Specifies the path to the key store to use
for the JMX server connection.
The Keystore Path applies only if Is SSL is
set to true.

Operation Parameter Types String[] Specifies an array of the types of values
that are specified in the Operation
Parameters input.
Specify the types in the same order as the
Operation Parameters.

Operation Parameters Serializable[] Specifies an array of values to pass to the
method specified in the Operation Name
input.
To pass an object array, use an Object
Array Parameter.

Password Password Specifies the user password to log in to the
JMX Server.
If no login is required, leave the Password
blank.

Port Integer Specifies the JMX server port number to
use for the JMX server connection.
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Trust Store Password Password Specifies the trust store password to use for
the JMX server connection.
The Trust Store Password applies only if Is
SSL is set to true.

Trust Store Path String Specifies the path to the trust store to use
for the JMX server connection.
The Trust Store Path applies only if Is SSL
is set to true.

Username String A user name to use to login to the JMX
Server.
If no login is required, leave the Username
blank.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Return Object Object The return value of the method (Operation)

specified after invocation.
If the action fails the output returns a null.
Use this output with an Object Parameter.

JSON
Action Pack for JSON 1.1.0
When you integrate Nolio Release Automation with target systems and applications, data must often be sent and received
through JSON. Also, analysis of JSON data is sometimes needed for a workflow, in order to decide what to do next.

  

Supported Platforms:

 For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

JSON - Execute Multiple Queries Using JSONPath

Executes multiple JSONPath queries on a specified JSON object and return the multiple query results in the outputs.
JSONPath is to JSON what XPATH is to XML, JSONPath expressions always refer to a JSON structure in the same way
as XPath expression are used with an XML document.The "root member object" in JSONPath is always referred to as $
regardless if it is an object or array. JSONPath expressions can use the dot–notation $.store.book[0].title or the bracket–
notation $['store']['book'][0]['title']

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JSONPath Object String The JSON object to be queried. In a String

format.
JSONPath Query1 String The first JSONPath query to be executed

on the JSON object in a String format. The
output (value) appears in the JSONPath
Result1. The format of this input is String,
and so is the relevant output.
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JSONPath Query2 String The second JSONPath query to be
executed on the JSON object in a String
format. The output (value) appears in the
JSONPath Result2. The format of this input
is String, and so is the relevant output.

JSONPath Query3 String The third JSONPath query to be executed
on the JSON object in a String format. The
output (value) appears in the JSONPath
Result3. The format of this input is String,
and so is the relevant output.

JSONPath Query4 String The fourth JSONPath query to be executed
on the JSON object in a String format. The
output (value) appears in the JSONPath
Result4. The format of this input is String,
and so is the relevant output.

JSONPath Query5 String The fifth JSONPath query to be executed
on the JSON object in a String format. The
output (value) appears in the JSONPath
Result5. The format of this input is String,
and so is the relevant output.

JSONPath Query6 String The sixth JSONPath query to be executed
on the JSON object in a String format. The
output (value) appears in the JSONPath
Result6. The format of this input is String,
and so is the relevant output.

JSONPath Query7 String The seventh JSONPath query to be
executed on the JSON object in a String
format. The output (value) appears in the
JSONPath Result7. The format of this input
is String, and so is the relevant output.

JSONPath Query8 String The eighth JSONPath query to be executed
on the JSON object in a String format. The
output (value) appears in the JSONPath
Result8. The format of this input is String,
and so is the relevant output.

JSONPath Query9 String The ninth JSONPath query to be executed
on the JSON object in a String format. The
output (value) appears in the JSONPath
Result9. The format of this input is String,
and so is the relevant output.

JSONPath Query10 String The tenth JSONPath query to be executed
on the JSON object in a String format. The
output (value) appears in the JSONPath
Result10. The format of this input is String,
and so is the relevant output.

Output Values

Name Type Description
JSONPath Result1 String The query result for JSONPath

Query1                                      
JSONPath Result2 String The query result for JSONPath

Query2         
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JSONPath Result3 String The query result for JSONPath
Query3                                                                          

JSONPath Result4 String The query result for JSONPath Query4       
JSONPath Result5 String The query result for JSONPath

Query5         
JSONPath Result6 String The query result for JSONPath Query6       
JSONPath Result7 String The query result for JSONPath Query7       
JSONPath Result8 String The query result for JSONPath Query8       
JSONPath Result9 String The query result for JSONPath Query9        
JSONPath Result10 String The query result for JSONPath Query10    

     

JSON - Extract Properties from a JSON Object 

Extracts properties from a JSON object. The extraction result can be determined by the inputs of the action. There
are three inputs for single valued properties and three inputs for arrays. The values (outputs) of the action can be of
Strings and Arrays (inner JSON objects appear as Arrays). Each input has a correspondent output. If a JSON object
contains JSON objects as values - the output of the properties is a JSON object (in which case an additional action is
necessary).This action supports only one level queries, not nested queries. If you want to extract nested properties, use
the action multiple times, each time extracting one level. The JSON - Execute Multiple Queries Using JSONPath action
lets you execute nested queries.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JSON Object String Specifies the JSON object.
Array Property 1 String Specifies the name of a top-level property

which contains an array of values. The
result appears in Array Property Value 1 in
an array format.

Array Property 1 String Specifies the name of a top-level property
which contains an array of values.
The result appears in Array Property Value
2 in an array format.

Array Property 3 String Specifies the name of a top-level property
which contains an array of values.
The result appears in Array Property Value
3 in an array format.

Property 1 String Specifies the name of a top-level property
which contains a string value. The result
appears in Property Value 1 in a String
format.

Property 2 String Specifies the name of a top-level
property which contains a string value.
The result) appears in Property Value 2 in a
String format.

Property 3 String Specifies the name of a top-level property
which contains a string value. The result
appears in Property Value 3 in a String
format.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Array Property Value 1 String [ ] The first output of an Array

property                                 
Array Property Value 2 String [ ] The second output of an Array property
Array Property Value 3 String [ ] The third output of an Array property
Property Value 1 String The first output of a String property  
Property Value 2 String The second output of a String property
Property Value 3 String The third output of a String property

Linux and Unix

Linux and Unix Actions 1.1.0

The Linux and Unix Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Linux and Unix Actions

Check If User Has Root Credentials

Checks if the user credentials belong to the root group. Supports only Unix/Linux systems.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The user password to verify the root rights.
* User Name String The user name to verify the root rights.

Get Unix / Linux OS Details

Retrieves the various parameters of the underlying Unix/Linux and similar OS. The action relies on the "uname" system
utility.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Is 32bit Boolean Returns True if the underlying platform is

32bit, False if it's 64bit
OS Name String Underlying OS name as reported by uname

-s
Os Platform String Underlying OS platform as reported by

uname -m
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Os Version String Underlying OS release (version) as
reported by uname -r

Math

Math Actions 1.1.0

Math Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Math Actions

Calculate Two Numbers

Calculates an operation with two numbers.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* First Number Number Specifies the first number.
* Operation ArithmeticOperation Specifies the arithmetic operation.
* Second Number Number Specifies the second number.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Result As Double Double The result as Double.
Result As Float Float The result as Float.
Result As Integer Integer The result as Integer.
Result As Long Long The result as Long.

Create Random Number

Creates a Random number according to specified inputs.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Int Between Zero To This int Specifies the limit for the random number.

If the result is an int, the output value is
between zero and the value. Leave empty
to return any integer.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Random Boolean Boolean A random boolean.
Random Double Double A random double.
Random Float Float A random float.
Random Gaussian Double A random Gaussian (double).
Random Int Int A random integer.
Random Long Long A random double.

Maven

Maven Actions 1.1.0

Maven Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Maven Actions

Download Repository Artifact

Downloads an artifact from a repository manager. Supports Nexus, Artifactory, or any repository that complies with Maven
repository layout definition.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Artifact Id String Specifies the Artifact id.
* Artifact Version String Specifies the Artifact version.
* Group Id String Specifies the Artifact group id.
* Packaging String Specifies the artifact type or file extension.

Examples: JAR, WAR
* Repository Url String Specifies the Artifact repository url.

Example: http://192.168.0.1:8081/
artifactory/libs-release-local

* Target Path String Specifies the folder path on the executing
Agent to download the artifact to.

Artifact Classifier String Specifies an optional artifact classifier.
Example: dev, prod

Password Password Specifies the password for authentication.
Username String Specifies the user name for authentication.
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Run Maven Script

Runs a Maven script.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Phases and Goals String The phases and goals.
* Working Directory / Pom file String The working directory or the pom file path.
JAVA_HOME String JAVA_HOME environment

variable. Required if not already defined in
system.

Log File Path String Path to the created log file.
Maven Home String Maven home path (default is M2_HOME

environment setting).
Maven Properties String Maven Properties to pass to maven (-N, -o,

-fn, etc...).
Properties String[] System Properties to pass to Maven (no

need for -D).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit code.
Result String String Maven result string (Build Failed/Build

Success).

Microsoft Windows

Microsoft Windows Actions 1.1.0

The Microsoft Windows Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

Microsoft Windows Actions

Change Credentials for Windows Service

Changes the start account and password of windows service. This action is supported on Windows systems only.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Service Name String The service name or display name of

service to start, the name that is specified
is case-insensitive but must be the exact
service name or exact display name.
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* Start Account String The start account for the service. Is
provided in the form of DomainName
\UserName. For local users use: .
\LocalUser and for local system account
use: LocalSystem

Password Password The password for the start account.
Startup Type ServiceStartupType The service startup type.

Check If Service Exists

Checks if a certain service exists. Supported only on Windows.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Service Name String The name of the service you want to query.
Fail If Not Exist Boolean Set to "True" if you want the action to fail

if the service does not exist. Set to "False"
otherwise.

Check If Windows Registry Folder or Key Exists

Checks if a specific folder or key exists in the Windows registry.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Folder Path String The path to the folder in the Windows

registry. Specify the path without the root
hive name. Example: "SOFTWARE\Test" 

Key Name String The key name in Windows registry.
Root Hive Name RootRegistryHive The registry root hive name.
Should Exist Boolean Whether to expect the folder or key to exist

or not. True to exist or False to not exist.

Check Service Status

Checks whether a certain service is in a certain status. Supported only on Windows.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Expected Status ServiceStatus The Expected status of the service.
* Service Name String The name of the service you want to query.

Create a Windows Registry Key

Creates a Windows Registry Key. Supported only on Windows.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* New Key Name String The new registry key name to create.
* New Key Value String The value to assign to the new registry key.
* Parent Folder Path String The path to the folder that the target

registry key is created in.
If Exists Action Mode CreateRegistryKey$AMode Indicates what action to take if the key

already exists.
New Key Type String The type of registry key to create. Can be

either: 'SZ', 'BINARY' or 'DWORD'.
Root Hive Name CreateRegistryKey$RootRegistryHive The registry root hive name.
Should Create Parent Folder Path Boolean Whether to create the full path if it does not

exist.

Delete a Windows Service

Deletes a windows service. If the service is not stopped, it is marked for deletion and deleted once the service is stopped,
Supported only on Windows.

If the service is not stopped, or another process has an active reference to it, it is marked for deletion and is deleted only
once it stops, and no other process has an active reference to it.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Service Name String The service name of the service to be

deleted.
Fail If Not Immediately Deleted Boolean Indicates if the action fails if the deletion is

not immediate.

Delete Windows Registry Folder

Deletes a folder in the Windows registry.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Folder Path String The path to the folder to delete.
Root Hive Name CreateRegistryKey$RootRegistryHive The registry root hive name.

Delete Windows Registry Key

Deletes a Windows Registry folder.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Folder Path String The path of the folder that contains the key

to delete.
* Key Name String The registry key name to delete.
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Fail If Not Exist Boolean Whether to fail if the key does not exist.
True to fail or False to ignore.

Key Type String Type of registry key to delete. The valid
types are SZ, BINARY, and DWORD.

Root Hive Name CreateRegistryKey$RootRegistryHive The registry root hive name.

Get Microsoft Windows OS Details

Retrieves various parameters of the underlying Microsoft Windows OS.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Is 32bit Boolean Returns True if the underlying platform is

32-bit, false if it is 64-bit.
Is Windows 2000 Boolean Returns True if underlying OS is Microsoft

Windows 2000.
Is Windows 2003 Boolean Returns True if underlying OS is Microsoft

Windows 2003.
Is Windows 2008 Boolean Returns True if underlying OS is Microsoft

Windows 2008.
Is Windows 7 Boolean Returns True if underlying OS is Microsoft

Windows Vista.
Is Windows Vista Boolean Returns True if underlying OS is Microsoft

Windows Vista.
Is Windows XP Boolean Returns True if underlying OS is Microsoft

Windows XP.
Service Pack String Returns the service pack information.
Service Pack Number int Returns the service pack number if present,

-1 if not present

Get Windows Registry Key Value

Locates and retrieves the Registry Key value.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Key Name String The registry key value that is required to be

retrieved.
* Parent Folder Path String The path to the folder that the target

registry key is in.
* Root Hive Name CreateRegistryKey$RootRegistryHive The registry root hive name.
Expected Value String A value to expect in the key, the input can

be used to either expect a certain value
to exist or to expect a certain value not to
exist.
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Is Value Expected Boolean Whether the registry key does exist and
its value matches the expected value, or
the key does not exist or its value does not
match the expected value. True to exist,
False to not exist.

Key Type String Type of registry key to retrieve. Valid values
are: SZ, BINARY, and DWORD.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Retrieved Value String The value of the registry key.

Get Windows Service Properties

Gets existing Windows service properties: display name, description, and such.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Service Name String The service name to modify.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Binary Path String The service binary path, leave blank for

unchanged value.
Interactive Boolean Whether to set the interactive flag, Relevant

only if the LocalSystem account is used,
leave blank for unchanged value.

Service Description String The service description, leave blank for
unchanged value.

Service Display Name String The service display name, leave blank for
unchanged value.

Service Startup Type ServiceStartupType The service startup mode, leave blank for
unchanged value.

User Name String The service login user name. For domain
users use the DOMAIN\USERNAME syntax
or use the .\USERNAME syntax, leave
blank for unchanged value.

Install Windows Service

Installs and configures a Windows Service.

NOTE
The action does not start the service.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Executable Path String Specifies the full path of the executable to

install as a service.
Note: The action does not validate that the
executablePath exists.

* Service Display Name String Specifies the service display name of
service.

* Service Name String Specifies the service name of service.
Password Password Specifies the password for the start

account.
Start Account String Specifies the start account for the service.

Provided the value in the following form of
DomainName\UserName.
Note: For local users use: .\LocalUser and
for local system account leave blank.

Startup Type ServiceStartupType Specifies the service startup type.

Modify Windows Service Properties

Enabled to modify an existing Windows service properties: display name, description, and so on. Supported OS:
Windows.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Service Name String The service to modify.
Binary Path String The service binary path, leave blank for

unchanged value.
Command To Run String The command to run when performing

the Run Command Action, leave blank for
unchanged value.

First Failure Action ServiceFailureAction The service First Failure Action, leave blank
for unchanged value.

Interactive Boolean Indicates whether to set the interactive
flag. This field is relevant only if the
LocalSystem account is used. Leave blank
for unchanged value.

Local System Account Boolean Indicates whether to use the LocalSystem
account as the logon account, leave blank
for unchanged value.

Password Password The service logon user password, leave
blank for unchanged value.

Reset Period Days Integer The time in days to wait before resetting the
failure counter, leave blank for unchanged
value.

Restart Computer Delay Minutes Integer The time in minutes to wait before
performing the Restart Computer Action,
leave blank for unchanged value.
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Restart Computer Message String The message to send to the network before
performing the Restart Computer Action,
leave blank for unchanged value.

Restart Service Delay Minutes Integer The time in minutes to wait before
performing the Restart Service Action,
leave blank for unchanged value.

Second Failure Action ServiceFailureAction The service Second Failure Action, leave
blank for unchanged value.

Service Description String The service description, leave blank for
unchanged value.

Service Display Name String The service display name, leave blank for
unchanged value.

Service Startup Type ServiceStartupType The service startup mode, leave blank for
unchanged value.

Subsequent Failure Action ServiceFailureAction The service Subsequent Failure Action,
leave blank for unchanged value.

User Name String The service logon user name, for domain
users use the DOMAIN\USERNAME syntax
otherwise use the .\USERNAME syntax,
leave blank for unchanged value.

Restart Windows Service

Restarts a Windows service by its service name or display name.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Service Name String The service name or display name of

the service to stop. The name is case-
insensitive but must be the exact service
name or exact display name.

Run MSI Installer

Runs an MSI installer with the specified property keys and property value.

NOTE
The MSI installer is run in two execution modes, Install or Uninstall.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Installer Path String Specifies the path of the MSI Installer file.
List Keys String[] Specifies the list of property keys. Leave

the value empty if no properties are
necessary.

List Values String[] Specifies the list of property values.
Leave the value empty if no properties are
necessary.
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Log File Details Level String Specifies the log details level. Options are /
L[i][w][e][a][r][u][c][m][p][v][+][!][*]. If the
value is empty the installer does not create
a Log file.

Log File Path String Specifies the path to the log file that the
installer creates.

MSI Execution Mode RunMSIInstall$Mode Specifies the MSI Installer execution mode,
Install, or Uninstall.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code int The installation exit code.

Run Windows Process

Executes the specified executable. To start the process in the background and not wait for it to finish its execution, set the
Wait For Process To Finish input to False.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Executable Path String The path to the executable to run.
* Work Directory String The working directory for the executable.
Environment Variables Names String[] A list of environment variables names to

be set as the environment variables for the
created process.

Environment Variables Values String[] A list of environment variables values to
be set as the environment variables for
the created process, The values should
match the name order in the environment
Variables Names input.

Executable Arguments String[] The list of arguments to pass to the
executable.

Std Err File Path String The file path to use to write the error stream
of the process.

Std Out File Path String The file path to use to write the output
stream of the process.

Wait For Process To Finish Boolean Whether to wait for the process to finish
its execution or not. True to wait or False
to not wait. On non-Windows systems the
step fails if this input is set to False.

Wrap Arguments Boolean Whether to wrap the process arguments
as one argument, True for wrap or False to
leave as is. Used for avoiding where one of
the arguments contains quotation mark(s)
'"'.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Return Value long Return value of the finished process. Long

Parameter can be used with this output.

Start Windows Service

Starts a Windows service by its service name or display name.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Service Name String The service name or display name

of service to start, The name is case-
insensitive but must be the exact service
name or exact display name.

Fail If Not Found Boolean Whether the action should fail if the service
is not found.

Time To Wait For Service Long The time in seconds to wait to
verify the service status after the signal was
sent.

Stop Windows Service

Stops a windows service by its service name or display name.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Service Name String The service name or display name

of service to start. The name is case-
insensitive but must be the exact service
name or exact display name.

Fail If Not Found Boolean Whether the action should fail if the service
is not found.

Time To Wait For Service Long The time in seconds to wait to
verify the service status after the signal was
sent.

Update Environment Variable

Updates the environment variables. In POSIX system updates only the process environment. In Windows, it also updates
the system environment.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Variable Name String The name of the environment variable to

update.
* Variable Value String The new value for the environment variable.
Create If Not Exists Boolean Whether to create the environment variable

if it does not exist.
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Update Windows Registry Key

Updates the registry key value.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Key Name String The registry key whose value requires to be

updated.
* New Key Value String The value to update the specified registry

key with.
* Parent Folder Path String The path to the folder that the target

registry key is in.
* Root Hive Name CreateRegistryKey$RootRegistryHive The registry root hive name.
Create If Not Exist Boolean Whether to create the specified registry key

if it does not exist.
Key Type String Type of registry key to retrieve. Valid values

are: SZ, BINARY, and DWORD.

Output Values

Name Type Description
New Key Value String The value to update the specified registry

key with.

Microsoft Windows Installer

Microsoft Windows Installer Actions 1.1.0

The Microsoft Windows Installer Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

Microsoft Windows Installer

Install Windows Service

Installs and configures a Windows Service.

NOTE
The action does not start the service.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Executable Path String Specifies the full path of the executable to

install as a service.
Note: The action does not validate that the
executablePath exists.

* Service Display Name String Specifies the service display name of
service.
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* Service Name String Specifies the service name of service.
Password Password Specifies the password for the start

account.
Start Account String Specifies the start account for the service.

Provided the value in the following form of
DomainName\UserName.
Note: For local users use: .\LocalUser and
for local system account leave blank.

Startup Type ServiceStartupType Specifies the service startup type.

Run MSI Installer

Runs an MSI installer with the specified property keys and property value.

NOTE
The MSI installer is run in two execution modes, Install or Uninstall.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Installer Path String Specifies the path of the MSI Installer file.
List Keys String[] Specifies the list of property keys. Leave

the value empty if no properties are
necessary.

List Values String[] Specifies the list of property values.
Leave the value empty if no properties are
necessary.

Log File Details Level String Specifies the log details level. Options are /
L[i][w][e][a][r][u][c][m][p][v][+][!][*]. If the
value is empty the installer does not create
a Log file.

Log File Path String Specifies the path to the log file that the
installer creates.

MSI Execution Mode RunMSIInstall$Mode Specifies the MSI Installer execution mode,
Install or Uninstall.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code int The installation exit code.

MySQL

MySQL Actions 1.1.0

The MySQL Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.
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MySQL Actions

Execute SQL Query on MySQL

Executes any type of SQL on the MySQL database server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Specifies the database name.
* SQL Query To Execute String Specifies the SQL Query to execute.
* Server Name String Specifies the database server name.
* User Name String Specifies the database user name.
* User Password Password Specifies the database user password.
Batch Mode Boolean Indicates whether to handle the SQL query

that is supplied in batch mode.
Note: Batch mode is available in UPDATE
mode only.

Batch Mode Separator String Specifies the separator to use in batch
mode.
The separator splits the SQL Query, and
resulting strings that are run in batch mode.

Connection String String Specifies the database driver connection
string.
Note: Specify the value if you specify Driver
Class Name.

Csv File Encoding String Specifies the encoding to use for the CSV
file. For example, ISO-8859-1, US-ASCII,
UTF-8, or UTF-16.
Note: For more information, see http://
www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.

Driver Class Name String Specifies the database driver class name.
Note: Specify the Connection String if you
specify the value.

Expected Number Of Affected Lines Integer Specifies the expected number of lines that
the SQL query affects.
Use the input to verify the success of the
query, by comparing expected number of
affected lines to the actual affected lines. If
the affected number of lines is different than
expected the step fails.
Note: Leave the value blank to skip the
verification.

Ignore Errors During Batch Mode Boolean Indicates whether to ignore errors during
the execution of commands in batch mode.

Is Update Boolean Specifies whether the SQL query is an
update.
True for CREATE TABLE, UPDATE,
INSERT, or DELETE queries.
False for all other queries.
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Properties String[] Specifies additional properties to pass to
the database driver.
Use an array of key=value pairs. ('=' is
required.)

Results To Csv Full Path String Specifies the full path of the file to save
results to.
The file is in CSV format. The input is
relevant only if the operation is select query.

Server Port int Specifies the database server port.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Last Batch Command Number Of Actual
Affected Lines

int The number of lines that the last SQL
Query command affected in batch mode.
Note: If not in batch mode, this value is the
same as Number Of Actual Affected Lines.

Number Of Actual Affected Lines int The number of lines that the SQL Query
affected.

Result Is Empty Boolean Indicates whether the result set is empty.
Result Set Object[][] The results in a 2 dimensions array

(Object[][]).
The first dimension is the columns and the
second dimension is the rows.

Run SQL File on MySQL Server

Executes any type of *.sql file on MySQL Server.

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Specifies the database name.
* SQL File To Execute String Specifies the files path of the SQL File to

execute.
* Server Name String Specifies the database server name.
* User Name String Specifies the database user name.
* User Password Password Specifies the database user password.
Auto Commit Boolean Specifies whether each statement is in its

own transaction that commits immediately.
Connection String String Specifies the database driver connection

string.
Note: Specify this value if you specify
Driver Class Name.

Delimiters String[] Specifies the delimiters that separate the
queries in the SQL file.
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Driver Class Name String Specifies the database driver class
name.Note: Specify the Connection String
if you specify the value.

Properties String[] Specifies additional properties to pass to
the database driver.
Use an array of key=value pairs. ('=' is
required.)

Server Port int Specifies the database server port.
Stop On Error Boolean Indicates whether the action stops

executing on an error.
True to stop on error, False to continue on
error.

Network

Network Actions 1.1.0

Network Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Network Actions

Check Free Ports

Checks if ports are free.

If any of ports are not free, the step result fails.

The Arrays Of Ports list are specified by array of integers or a comma-separated list.

The contents of both inputs (Comma-Separated Ports input and Array Of Ports input) are checked, and at least one of the
inputs must be filled.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Array Of Ports Integer[] Array of ports, can be used with an Integer

Array Parameter. The input can be empty if
the Comma-Separated Ports is used

Check As UDP Ports Boolean Indicates whether the checked ports are
UDP (True) or TCP (False).

Comma Separated Ports String Comma-separated list of ports to verify, for
example: 8080,8081,8082. The input can
be empty a string if the Array Of Ports is
used.

Expect Ports To Be Free Boolean Indicates whether the step expects the
ports to be free or taken. True for free or
False for taken.
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Disconnect Network Drive

Disconnects a network mapped drive. The action is for Windows only.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Local Drive Letter String The local drive letter to be disconnected

Get IPs of Localhost

Retrieves the IP assigned to the current computer.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Starts With String Selects the IP address that starts with the

string (e.g. 192.168.0), leave empty for any.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Ip String Contains the first IP address that is

returned of the current computer or the one
that matches the lookup string.

Ips String[] Contains the list of IPs found for the current
computer.

Map Network Drive

Maps a local drive to a network path. The action is for Windows only. The drive is mapped inside the CA environment. CA
Technologies recommend to disconnect the drive at the end of flow.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Local Drive Letter String The local drive letter to be mapped.
* Network Path String The network full path to be mapped.
Password Password The remote computer password.
User Name String The remote computer username.

For domain users, use Domain\username.

Ping a Device

Pings a device (Host, Network Switch, Storage Unit, etc).

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Device name String The target server name or IP
Time out Integer The maximum time in seconds to wait for a

response
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Reply time Long Round-trip time in milliseconds. Is null if the

ping fails.

Telnet Session

Creates a Telnet session to authenticate and send telnet commands to the remote Telnet server.

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Telnet Commands String[] The telnet Commands to execute once

connected.
* Telnet Host String The Telnet Host name.
Login Prompt String The prompt to expect as the login once

connected.
Login Successful Prompt String The prompt to expect as successful login

once connected.
Password Prompt String The prompt to expect as the password once

connected.
Prompt String The prompt to expect before each

command is sent.
Telnet Port Integer The Telnet port to use.
User Name String The user name to log in with to the Telnet

host.
User Password Password The user password to use with the log in

user name.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Telnet output String The output of the Telnet commands.

 

Operating System

Operating System Actions 1.1.0

Operating System Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.
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Operating System Actions

Check OS Type

Checks for the running OS Type and matches it to the expected OS Type value.

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Expected OS Type OSType OS Type value to compare against the

running OS.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Actual OS Type OSType The actual OS Type.
Actual OS Type As String String String representation of OS Type.

Get Environment Variable Value

Retrieves the environment variable value. If the environment variable with the specified name is not defined, the step fails.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Variable Name String The name of the environment variable.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Variable Value String The value of the environment variable.
Was Found Boolean Indicates whether the variable was found.

Check Free Disk Space

Checks the amount of free disk space on the specified drive or volume name.

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Drive or Volume Name String Name of partition or disk. Example: 'c:\', '/

mnt/hda1', '/tmp'.
* Expected Disk Space long Number of free megabytes to compare with

the actualDiskSpace free megabytes of disk
space
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Operator ComparisonOp Comparison operator to apply on the actual
value as opposed to expected. Options can
be selected from the list.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Actual Disk Space long The actual disk space as measured in the

host.

Check number of CPUs

Checks the number of CPUs on the host the step runs in.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Expected Number Of CP Us int Number of CPUs to verify  for.
Operator ComparisonOp Comparison operator to apply on actual

value as opposed to expected. Options can
be selected from the list.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Actual Number Of CP Us int The actual number of CPUs measured in

the host.

Check the Amount of Physical Memory

Checks the total physical memory amount.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Expected Memory Amount long Amount of the total physical memory in

megabytes to compare with the actual
megabytes of RAM.

Operator ComparisonOp Comparison operator to apply on the actual
value as opposed to expected. Options can
be selected from the list.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Actual Memory Amount long Amount of the total physical memory in

megabytes.

Get Current Date

Used to set the current date to a parameter. The result date is the time when the step executes.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
Amount To Add long Amount of time to add to the date. (To

subtract use a negative number).
Date Format String String format to use. Default is yyyy/MM/dd

HH:mm:ss .
Time Unit TimeUnit The time unit which the Amount To Add

field refers to.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Date As Long long Date as number of milliseconds from

00:00:00 GMT, January 1, 1970.
Date As String String Date as string. String format is specified by

the Date Format input.

Get Current Date and Time

Provides information about the current Data and Time of the computer it is executed on.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Date Format String The date format to use to set

formattedDate.
Time Format String The time format to use to set

formattedTime.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Current Date Date The current Date as a Date Object.
Formatted Date String The current date formatted as a String.
Formatted Time String The current time formatted as a String.
Time In Millis Long The number of milliseconds since January

1, 1970, 00:00:00 GMT represented by the
date.

Restart Host

Restarts the local computer that the step runs on. Supports Linux, Unix, and Windows systems.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Event Log Description String The description is entered in the Windows

Event Log as the description of the restart
operation.
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Reboot Command String Command line to execute for reboot in
POSIX systems. Leave empty for auto
detection.

Update Environment Variable

Updates the environment variables. In POSIX system updates only the process environment. In Windows, it also updates
the system environment.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Variable Name String The name of the environment variable to

update.
* Variable Value String The new value for the environment variable.
Create If Not Exists Boolean Whether to create the environment variable

if it does not exist.

Oracle (c) Database Server
Oracle Database Server Actions 1.1.0
Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Execute SQL Query on Oracle Database Server

Executes any type of SQL on Oracle Database server

Input Values

Name Type Description
* SQL Query To Execute String Specifies the SQL Query to execute
* Server Name String Specifies the database server name
* User Name String Specifies the database user name
* User Password Password Specifies the database user password
Batch Mode Boolean Indicates whether to handle the SQL query

that is supplied in batch mode
Note: Batch mode is available in UPDATE
mode only.

Batch Mode Separator String Specifies the separator to use in batch
mode
The separator splits the SQL Query, and
resulting strings that are run in batch mode.

Connection String String Specifies the database driver connection
string
Note: Specify the value if you specify Driver
Class Name.
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Csv File Encoding String Specifies the encoding to use for the CSV
file. For example: ISO-8859-1, US-ASCII,
UTF-8, and UTF-16.
Note: For more information, see http://
www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.

Driver Class Name String Specifies the database driver class name
Note: Specify the Connection String if you
specify the value.

Expected Number Of Affected Lines Integer Specifies the expected number of lines that
the SQL query affects.
Use the input to verify the success of the
query, by comparing expected number of
affected lines to the actual affected lines. If
the affected number of lines is different than
expected the step fails.
Note: Leave the value blank to skip this
verification.

Ignore Errors During Batch Mode Boolean Indicates whether to ignore errors during
the execution of commands in batch mode

Is Update Boolean Specifies whether the SQL query is an
update
True for CREATE TABLE, UPDATE,
INSERT, or DELETE queries.
False for all other queries

Properties String[ ] Specifies additional properties to pass to
the database driver
Use an array of key=value pairs. ('=' is
required)

Results To Csv Full Path String Specifies the full path of the file to save
results to
The file is in CSV format. The input is
relevant only if the operation is select query

Server Port int Specifies the database server port
Auto Commit Boolean Specifies whether each statement is in its

own transaction that commits immediately
Output File Path String Specifies the full path of the file to save

error information during execution of sql
script

Error File Path String Specifies the full path of the file to save
error information during execution of sql
script.

Sid String Specifies the SID of database to connect to

Output Values

Name Type Description
Last Batch Command Number Of Actual
Affected Lines

int The number of lines that the last SQL
Query command affected in batch mode
Note: If not in batch mode, the value is the
same as Number Of Actual Affected Lines.

Number Of Actual Affected Lines int The number of lines that the SQL Query
affected
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Result Is Empty Boolean Indicates whether the result set is empty
Result Set Object [ ] [ ] The results in a 2 dimensions array (Object

  [ ] [ ])
The first dimension is the columns and the
second dimension is the rows

Run SQL File on Oracle Database Server

Executes any type of *.sql file on Oracle Database Server

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS

Input Values

Name Type Description
* SQL File To Execute String Specifies the files path of the SQL File to

execute
* Server Name String Specifies the database server name
* User Name String Specifies the database user name
* User Password Password Specifies the database user password
Auto Commit Boolean Specifies whether each statement is in its

own transaction that commits immediately
Connection String String Specifies the database driver connection

string
Note: Specify the value if you specify Driver
Class Name.

Delimiters String[ ] Specifies the delimiters that separate the
queries in the SQL file

File Encoding String Specifies encoding to use for the file
Driver Class Name String Specifies the database driver class name

Note: Specify the Connection String if you
specify the value.

Properties String[ ] Specifies additional properties to pass to
the database driver
Use an array of key=value pairs. ('=' is
required)

Server Port int Specifies the database server port
Stop On Error Boolean Indicates whether the action stops

executing on an error
True to stop on error, False to continue on
error

Output File Path String Specifies the full path of the file to save
error information during execution of sql
script

Error File Path String Specifies the full path of the file to save
error information during execution of sql
script

Sid String Specifies the SID of database to connect to
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Processes

Process Actions 1.1.0

Process Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Process Actions

Check If Process Is Running

Checks if a process is running.

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Process Name String Specifies the process name. Use the exact

process name, or use regular expressions.
Windows: specify the process name
according to the executable file name.
Non-Windows: specify the process name
as it appears in the file /proc/PID/status.

Case Sensitive Boolean Indicates whether the search is case-
sensitive. Default: False

Is Regular Expression Boolean Indicates whether the value of Process
Name is a regular expression (java Regex).
Default: False

Match Full Command Boolean Indicates whether the process name is
matched against the process command
line.
Windows only.  Default: False Note: The
value is referred as true in Linux.

Should Be Running Boolean Indicates whether to expect the process to
be running. True for running, False for not
running.

Kill Process

Kills a process.

Valid for Windows
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Process Name String Specifies the process name. Use the exact

process name, or use regular expressions.
Case Sensitive Boolean Indicates whether the search is case-

sensitive. Default: False
Fail If No Matches Are Found Boolean Indicates whether the action fail if no

processes matches the search. Default:
False

Is Regular Expression Boolean Indicates whether the value of Process
Name is a regular expression (java Regex).
Default: False

Match Full Command Boolean Indicates whether the process name is
matched against the process command
line.
Windows only.  Default: False.  Note: The
value is referred as true in Linux.

Timeout Long Specifies the number of seconds to wait for
the process to shut down.

User Name String Specifies the name of the user that started
the process.

Kill Process by PID

Kills a process specifies by the process ID.

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Pid String Specifies the process ID.
Fail If Not Exist Boolean Indicates whether the action fails if no

processes matches the search.
Default: False

Timeout Long Specifies the number of seconds to wait for
the process to shut down.

Run Process

Executes an executable.

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Executable Path String Specifies the path of the executable.
* Work Directory String Specifies the working directory.
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Environment Variables Names String[] Specifies a list of environment variables
names to set as the environment variables
for the created process.

Environment Variables Values String[] Specifies a list of environment variables
values to set as the environment variables
for the created process.
Note: The values must match the order of
the names in the Environment Variables
Names input.

Executable Arguments String[] Specifies the list of arguments to pass to
the executable.
Note: If the parameter is "param0", enter
the parameter in one line. If the parameter
is "param1 param2", enter the values in
two separated lines to identify the separate
parameters.

Expected Return Value Long Specifies the expected return value of the
finished process.Use the input if you expect
only one return code.
Note: If you specify the value, and actual
return value is not equal to the expected
value, the step fails.

Expected Return Values Long[] Specifies the expected return values
of the finished process. Use the input
if executables are with more than one
possible return code.

Std Err File Path String Specifies the file path to use to write the
error stream of the process.
Default: If no value is set, the standard
error is redirected to the standard output.

Std Out File Path String Specifies the file path to use to write the
output stream of the process.

Success Return List Boolean Indicates whether the expected return value
list causes the action to succeed or fail.
True for succeed, False for fail.

Time Out Duration long Specifies the time to wait for the process in
seconds.
Note: The input is relevant only if Wait For
Process To Finish is True.

Wait For Process To Finish Boolean Indicates whether to wait for the process to
finish its execution.
To start the process in the background
and not wait for it to finish its execution on
Windows systems, set this value to False.
On non-Windows systems, the step may fail
if the input is set to False.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Return Value Long The return value of the finished process.

Long Parameter can be used with this
output.
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Std Err Output String The standard error of the process.
Note: This output is relevant only if Wait
For Process To Finish is True.
Limit: 256 character

Std Out Output String The standard output of the process.
Note: This output is relevant only if Wait
For Process To Finish is True.
Limit: 256 character

Success Return List Boolean Identifies whether the expected return value
list determines if the command executed
successfully, or if the commend failed.
True for successful, False for fail.

Wait for Processes

Checks for a list of process names, and retries until the results meet condition of the Process Lookup Policy.

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Process Names String[] Specifies a list of process names. The

process name is not case-sensitive.
On Windows systems, specify the process
name according to the executable file
name.
On non-Windows systems, specify the
process name as it appears in the file /proc/
PID/status.

Processes Lookup Policy WaitForProcess$ProcessesLookupPolicy Indicates whether to expect all the
processes in the list, or at least one process
from the list.

Should Be Running Boolean Indicates whether to expect the process to
be running.
True for running, False for not running.

Time To Wait Between Retries Long Specifies how long to wait between retries.
Time Unit For The Total Time To Wait For
The Process

TimeUnit Specifies the time unit to use for Total Time
To Wait For The Process.
Examples: MILLISECONDS, SECONDS

Time Unit To Wait Between Retries TimeUnit Specifies the time unit to use for Time To
Wait Between Retries.
Examples: MILLISECONDS, SECONDS

Total Time To Wait For The Process Long Specifies the total time to wait before the
action fails.

RA Agent

RA Agent Actions 1.1.0

RA Agent Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.
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Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA Agent Actions

Artifact Installed on Agent

Checks if a specific artifact is installed on a specified agent.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Artifact Description String The artifact description
Artifact Type String The artifact type

Output Values

Name Type Description
Artifact Version String The artifact version installed.

Check Online Agents

Checks if specified agents are running.

Input values

Name Type Description
* Agent List String List of agents to verify. You can use Node

name or IP.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Offline Agents String List of offline agents
Online Agents String List of online agents.

Get Agent for Execution Server

Retrieves the connected Agents for an Execution Server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Node Id String Execution Server Node ID
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Agent IPs String[] An array of connected Agents IPs.
Agent Names String[] An array of connected Agents host names.
Agent Node IDs String[] An array of connected Agents Node IDs.

Get File or Folder from Remote Agent

Copies a file or folder from a path on a remote Agent to a local Agent. 
The destination is the new location and the name of the file or folder. If the Destination path does not exist it is created
with any missing parent folders. If the Destination path exists the action reacts as follows:

• If both the source and the destination are files, the destination is replaced with the source.
• If both the source and the destination are folders, the source and the destination are merged with the source taking

precedence.
• If a file is attempted to be replaced with a folder or vice versa the action fails.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Destination Path String The path of the destination file or

folder on the local computer. CA
Technologies recommend using '//' as a file
separator.

* Remote Agent NODE-ID String The NODE-ID of the Remote Agent.
* Source Path String The path of the source file or

folder on the remote computer. CA
Technologies recommend using '//' as a file
separator.

Exclude Pattern String The wildcard or regular expression that
defines which files or folders are excluded.
Use wildcard or regular expression
according to the specified pattern type.
Place several patterns using the ';'
delimiter.  Files or folders that match at
least one of the patterns are excluded.

File Owner String Sets the new Unix file owner and group for
the destination. Relevant only if Preserve
Unix Mode Permissions is set).<ul>Usages:
<li>only owner (for example, - 'user1')</
li><li>only group (for example, - ':group1')</
li> <li>owner & group(for example, -
'user1:mygroup')</li></ul> If left empty an
attempt is made to preserve the owner from
the source file or folder.

Include Hidden Files Boolean Hidden files or folders, and files under
the hidden folders, are not copied if the
parameter is False.
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Include Pattern String The wildcard or regular expression that
defines which files or folders are included.
Use wildcard or regular expression
according to the specified pattern
type. Place several patterns using the ';'
delimiter. Files or folders that match at least
one of the patterns are included.

Include/Exclude Pattern Type PatternType Specifies whether the include and exclude
patterns are regular expressions or wildcard
expressions.

Overwrite Boolean Whether to overwrite a file or a folder if
it exists in the destination path. If a file or
a folder exists and the flag is set to False,
the action fails.

Preserve Unix Mode Permissions Boolean Preserve the Unix Mode Permissions of the
destination

Get File or Folder from Remote Agent (for Legacy OS)

Copies a file or a folder from a path on the remote Agent to the local Agent. 
The destination is the new location and name of the file or folder.

If the Destination path does not exist it is created with any missing parent folders.

If the Destination path exists the action reacts as follows:

• If both source and destination are files, the destination is replaced with the source.
• If both source and destination are folders, the source and the destination are merged with the source taking

precedence. If a file is attempted to be replaced with a folder or vice versa, the action fails.

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Destination Path String The path of the destination file or

folder on the local computer. CA
Technologies recommend using '//' as a file
separator.

* Remote Agent NODE-ID String The NODE-ID of the Remote Agent.
* Source Path String The path of the source file or

folder on the remote computer. CA
Technologies recommend using '//' as file
a separator.

File Owner String Sets the new Unix file owner and group
for the destination. Relevant if 'Preserve
Unix Mode Permissions' is set.<ul>Usages:
<li>only owner (for example, - 'user1')</
li><li>only group (for example, - ':group1')</
li> <li>owner & group(for example, -
'user1:mygroup')</li></ul> Left empty an
attempt is made to preserve the owner from
the source file or folder.
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Overwrite Boolean Whether to overwrite file or folder if it exists
in the destination path. If file or folder exists
and the flag is set to False, the action fails.

Preserve Unix Mode Permissions Boolean Preserve Unix Mode Permissions of the
destination.

Get Unreachable Agent

Retrieves the unreachable Agents.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Agent IPs String[] An array of unreachable Agents IPs
Agent Names String[] An array of unreachable Agents host

names
Agent Node IDs String[] An array of unreachable Agents Node IDs

Put File or Folder in Remote Agent

Copies a file or folder from the local Agent to a path on the specified remote Agent. 
The destination is the new location and name of the file or folder. If the destination path does not exist it is created with
any missing parent folders.

If the Destination path exists, then the action reacts as follows:

• If the source and the destination are files, the destination is replaced with the source.
• If the source and the destination are folders, the source and destination are merged with the source taking

precedence.
• If a file is attempted to be replaced with a folder, or a folder with a file, the action fails.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Remote Agent NODE-ID String The NODE-ID of the Remote Agent.
* Destination Path String The path of the destination file or

folder on the remote computer. CA
Technologies recommend using '//' as a file
separator.

* Source Path String The path of the source file or folder on the
local computer. The last path element may
contain a wildcard expression.

Exclude Pattern String The wildcard or regular expression
that defines the files or folders that
are excluded. Use wildcard or regular
expression according to the selected
pattern type. Place several patterns using
the ';' delimiter and the files or folders that
match at least one of the patterns are
excluded.
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File Owner String Sets a new Unix file owner and group for
the destination. Relevant if the Preserve
Unix Mode Permissions is set.<ul>Usages:
<li>only owner (for example, - 'user1')</
li><li>only group (for example, - ':group1')</
li> <li>owner & group(for example, -
'user1:mygroup')</li></ul> Left empty
an attempt is made to preserve the owner
from the source file or folder.

Include Hidden Files Boolean Hidden files or folders and files under
hidden folders are not copied if the
parameter is False.

Include Pattern String The wildcard or regular expression that
defines the files or folders that are included.
Use wildcard or regular expression
according to the selected pattern type.
You can place several patterns using the ';'
delimiter - files or folders matching at least
one of the patterns are included.

Include/Exclude Pattern Type PatternType Specifies whether the include and exclude
patterns are regular expressions or wildcard
expressions.

Overwrite Boolean Whether to overwrite the file or folder if
it exists in the destination path. If file or
folder exists and the flag is set to False, the
action fails.

Preserve Unix Mode Permissions Boolean Preserve Unix Mode Permissions of the
destination

Put File or Folder in Remote Agent (for Legacy OS)

Copies a file or folder from the local Agent to a path on the specified remote Agent. 
The destination is the new location and name of the file or folder. If the Destination path does not exist it is created with
any missing parent folders. If the Destination path exists the action responds as follows:

• If source and destination are files the destination is replaced with the source.
• If source and destination are folders the source and destination are merged with the source taking precedence.
• If a file is attempted to be replaced with a folder or, a folder with a file, the action fails.

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Remote Agent NODE-ID String The NODE-ID of the Remote Agent.
* Destination Path String The path of the destination file or

folder on the remote computer. CA
Technologies recommend using '//' as a file
separator.

* Source Path String The path of the source file or
folder on the local computer. CA
Technologies recommend using '//' as a file
separator.
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File Owner String Sets new Unix file owner and group for
the destination. Relevant if the Preserve
Unix Mode Permissions is set.<ul>Usages:
<li>only owner (for example - 'user1')</
li><li>only group (for example, - ':group1')</
li> <li>owner & group(for example, -
'user1:mygroup')</li></ul> Left empty an
attempt is made to preserve the owner from
the source file or folder.

Overwrite Boolean Whether to overwrite the file or folder if
it exists in the destination path. If file or
folder exists and the flag is set to False, the
action fails.

Preserve Unix Mode Permissions Boolean Preserve Unix Mode Permissions of the
destination

Restart Agent

Restarts an Agent process

Input Values

Name Type Description
Update Properties Path String The path of the update properties file. Use

explicit values or file parameters.

RA Center

RA Center Actions 1.1.0

The RA Center Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA Center Actions

Log to File on Center Machine

Allows the user to write a message to a CSV or a TXT file on the center computer.

The CSV file format is: [time stamp],[Agent],[message].

The Text file format is: [time stamp]tab[Agent]tab[message]. 

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Path String The path of a file. If the file does not exist it

is created.
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File Type FileType Select the log file type. Selecting TXT the
values delimiter is tab. Selecting CSV
the values delimiter is "," and each of the
values is wrapped with ".

Message String The message to be logged.
Messages array String[] Array of messages. The array values are

separated by the file delimiter.

RA Parameters

RA Parameter Actions 1.1.0

RA Parameter Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA Parameters Actions

Arrays - Add a Value to an Array

Adds a value to an array at a specified index starting from 1.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Input Array Object[] The array to add the value to. Requires to

be the same type as the output array.
* Value Object The value to add. Requires  be the same

type as the input array element type.
Index Integer The index to insert the value to in the output

array. The first element in the array is at
index 1. Left blank the value is appended to
the end of the array.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Output Array Object[] The array with the added value. Requires to

be the same type as the input array.

Arrays - Extract Value From an Array

Extracts a value from an array by the specified array index.

WARNING
The index is 1-based index, so for the first value in an array specify the index as .1. If the array does not have
the index specified the action fails. If the value is null an empty string is returned.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Array Object[] The array to  preform the operation on.
* Value Index Integer Index of the value to extract.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Extraction Result String The result of the extraction.

Arrays - Get Array Length

Returns the length of an array.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Array Serializable[] The array

Output Values

Name Type Description
Length int The array length

Arrays - Get Index of a Value in an Array

Searches for a value in an array and returns the first index of the value if it is found. If the value is not found, -1 is
returned.

NOTE
The first element of an array is at index 1.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Array Object[] The array to perform the operation on.
* Value Object Value to search for.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Value Index Integer The index of the value, or -1 if value is not

present in the array.

Arrays - Initialize Array

Initialize an array to a clear empty array.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Array Object[] The array

Arrays - Remove Value from Array

Removes value from array at the specified index (starting from 1).

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Index Integer The index to remove the value from.
* Input Array Object[] The array to remove the value from.

Requires to be the same type as the output
array.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Output Array Object[] The array with the removed value. Requires

be the same type as the input array.

Arrays - Update Value in Array (String)

Updates a value in an array by the specified array index.

NOTE
The first element of an array is at index 1. If the array does not have the index specified the action fails.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Array String[] The array to perform the operation on.
* Index Integer Index of the value to update.
* New Value String New value to set.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Array String[] The array to perform the operation on.

Convert String to Number

Convert a String to a Number. If the String cannot be casted the action fails.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Number As String String The number to convert. If the String does

not represent a number, the action fails.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Result As Double Double The result as Double.
Result As Float Float The result as Float.
Result As Integer Integer The result as Integer.
Result As Long Long The result as Long.

Extract Column from ResultSet

Extracts an Array from a ResultSet by column indexes.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Array Object[][] The ResultSet to perform operation on.
* Column Integer Column of the value to extract. Note:

Arrays have a one-based index so for first
index is 1.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Extracted Column Object[] The specified column.

Extract Multi Values from ResultSet

Extracts values from a ResultSet (two dimensional array) by specifying several columns and row indexes. ResultSets
use one-based index, so for the first cell specify column 1 and row 1. If the ResultSet does not have the column or row
specified the action fails.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Columns Integer[] Columns of the values to extract.

ResultSets use one-based index, so
the first index of the ResultSet is 1.

* Result Set Object[][] The ResultSet to perform operation on.
* Row Integer Row of the value to extract. ResultSets use

one-based index, so the first index of the
ResultSet is 1.

Fail On Null Boolean If True, the action fails if one of the
extracted values is null or empty.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Value [1] String The result of the extraction (#1).
Value [2] String The result of the extraction (#2).
Value [3] String The result of the extraction (#3).
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Value [4] String The result of the extraction (#4).
Value [5] String The result of the extraction (#5).
Value [6] String The result of the extraction (#6).
Value [7] String The result of the extraction (#7).
Value [8] String The result of the extraction (#8).
Value [9] String The result of the extraction (#9).

Extract Value from ResultSet

Extracts a value from the ResultSet (two dimensional array) by specifying column and row indexes. Arrays have a one-
based index so for first cell specify column 1 and row 1. If the array does not have the column or row specified the
action fails.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Column Integer Column of the value to extract. ResultSets

use one-based index, so for first index of
the ResultSet is 1

* Result Set Object[][] The array to perform the operation on.
* Row Integer Row of the value to extract. ResultSets use

one-based index, so for first index of the
ResultSet is 1

Fail On Null Value Boolean Whether the step fails if the extracted value
is null.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Extraction Result String The result of the extraction.

Set Parameter Value - Boolean

Sets the value of a Boolean parameter to a predefined one during an execution.

NOTE
The step always succeeds.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Value Boolean Use the input to hold the needed value and

export it to a parameter where it is needed.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Value Boolean Specifies the name of the parameter that

you want to set.
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Set Parameter Value - Integer

Sets the value of an Integer parameter to a predefined one during execution. 

NOTE
The step always succeeds.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Value Integer Use the input to hold the needed value

and export it to the parameter where it
is needed.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Value Integer Use the input to hold the needed value

and export it to the parameter where it is
needed.

Set Parameter Value - String

Sets the value of a String parameter to a predefined one during execution.

NOTE
The step always succeeds.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Value String Use the input to hold the needed value

and export it to the parameter where it is
needed.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Value String Use the input to hold the needed value and

export it to parameter where it is needed.

User Input - Ask for Parameter Value

Enables the user to enter free text and then store it to a parameter.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Operation Description String The description of the operation to be

displayed, the field displays string in HTML
container.

Fail On Empty String Boolean The input controls whether the step fails
if the user typed an empty string.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Entered Text String The entered value.

User Input - Choose from Available Options

Allows you to select single or multiple values from a list of available options. The selected value/s can be set to a
parameter for future use.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Description String The description to be displayed, the

field displays string in HTML container.
* Options String[] List of available options to select from.
Allow Multiple Selection Boolean Allows multiple selection. Select True to

allow multiple select or False for single
selection. Selecting Single selection, the
selected value is saved in both outputs
parameters. Selecting multiple selection,
only the first selection is saved in the string
output and the selected values are saved in
the string array output.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Chosen Option String The outcome as indicated by the user.
Chosen Options String[] The outcome as indicated by the user as an

array.

RA ROC Approval Gates

RA ROC Approval Gate Actions 1.1.0

The RA ROC Approval Gate Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA ROC Approval Gates Actions

ROC - Update Step Approval Gate Status

Updates the approval status for the step approval gate for the current deployment. The action can only run from within the
approval step of the deployment.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Primary Approval Status PrimaryApprovalStatus The primary approval status. 

Pending - deployment is not approved yet.
Approved - deployment is approved.
Rejected - deployment is not approved and
is cancelled.

Secondary Approval Status String The secondary approval status is meant for
the status text that is given by the external
change management system or some other
approval system that is used to grant the
approval. The status text is displayed in the
Release Operation Center but has no other
functional significance.

ROC - Updates ServiceNow Change Request Number

Updates the ServiceNow change request number for the Deployment Approval Gate.

The deployment must have a ServiceNow approval gate.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Change Request Number String ServiceNow Change Request Number to

set in deployment approval gate

RA ROC Artifact

RA ROC Artifact Actions 1.1.0

The RA ROC Artifact Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites: 

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
 Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA ROC Artifact Actions

  

ROC - Add Version to Artifact Package

Adds the specified ROC artifact to the artifact package. The artifact is set by the artifact type Name, Artifact definition
name, and Version..

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Package Name String The name of the artifact package.
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 * Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration -
Artifacts management). Mandatory field.
Due to legacy concerns leaving as NULL
defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

 * Artifact Version String The artifacts version as it appears in the
application artifacts list in ROC (Case
sensitive).

Create Package If Not Exist Boolean Whether to create a new artifact package if
the package with specified name does not
exist.

ROC - Assign Artifact Package to Deployment Plan

Assign an artifact package to a deployment plan.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
Artifact Package Name String The name of the artifact package.
Artifact Package XML String The XML for the artifact package.
Artifact Package XML File Path String The path to the file containing the XML for

the artifact package.

ROC - Assign Artifact to File Parameter

Assign an artifact to a file parameter of a server type in a deployment step.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Version String The version of the artifact. (Case sensitive)
 * File Parameter Path String The path to the file parameter to be

populated with the artifact.
 * Server Type Name String The name of the server type.
 * Step Name String The name of the step.
Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration

- Artifacts management). Mandatory
field. Due to legacy concerns leaving
as NULL defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

ROC - Check If Artifact Exists

Checks whether an artifact with the specified name and version already exists.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Version String The version of the artifact. (Case sensitive)
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Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration -
Artifacts management). Mandatory field.
Due to legacy concerns leaving as NULL
defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Artifact Enabled Boolean If the artifact exists, indicates whether the

artifact is enabled or not.
Artifact Exists Boolean Indicates whether the artifact exists or not.

ROC - Check If Artifact Exists - HTTP

Checks whether an artifact with the specified name and version already exists.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Name String The name of the artifact. (Case sensitive)
 * Artifact Repository Url String Nexus repository URL. For

example:  http://localhost:8080/nexus 
 * Artifact Version String The version of the artifact. (Case sensitive)

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Artifact Enabled Boolean If the artifact exists, indicates whether the

artifact is enabled or not.
Artifact Exists Boolean Indicates whether the artifact exists or not.
Artifacts Resource URI String[] An array of the resource Uris of the artifacts

with the suitable GAV parameters from the
input

Extension String The extension of the first artifact with the
suitable GAV parameters from the input

Packaging String The packaging of the first artifact with the
suitable GAV parameters from the input.

Resource URI String The name of the first artifact with the
suitable GAV parameters from the input

ROC - Check If Artifact Package Exists

Checks whether an artifact package already exists.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Package Name String The name of the artifact package.
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 Output Values

Name Type Description
Artifact Package Exists Boolean Indicates whether the artifact package

exists or not.

ROC - Create Artifact Definition

Create an Artifact Definition.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration

- Artifacts management). Mandatory
field. Due to legacy concerns leaving as
NULL defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

Attributes String[] Artifact Definitions Attributes: Line in array
should be in the form of an attribute: value

Fail if definition already exists Boolean The action fails or not if a definition with the
same name already exists. True for failing
or False for not. Default is False

Server Types String[] List of Server Types to associate the
definition to (if no value - the definition is
mapped to all server types).

ROC - Create FTP Artifact

Define an FTP artifact.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Retrieval Identifier String An Agent name/IP/node id, or Artifact

Retrieval Agent Group name
 * Artifact Version String The version of the artifact. (Case sensitive)
 * Full File Path String The full path to the file.
 * Host Name String Host name
 * User Name String The user name to authenticate with FTP.

In case of anonymous connection, the
value should be anonymous.

Allow Artifact Modifications Boolean Set to true to allow modifications to the
artifact content between deployments.

Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration -
Artifacts management). Mandatory field.
Due to legacy concerns leaving as NULL
defaults to Legacy Artifact.

Description String Description for the created artifact.
FTP Port Integer FTP Port.
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Password Password The password to authenticate with FTP. For
anonymous connection, use a valid email
address

Secured Connection String Specify the connection settings:
FTP(Default), FTPS(FTPS_Implicit), or
FTPS_Explicit. If left empty FTP is used.

Store Now Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded
to the CA default repository during the
execution of the action.
Setting true in the field overrides the value
set on Store on next execution.

Store on First Use Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded to
the CA default repository on the first time
the artifact is used in a deployment.

Timeout Integer Connection timeout in seconds.

ROC - Create HTTP Artifact

Define an HTTP artifact.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Retrieval Identifier String An Agent name/IP/node id, or Artifact

Retrieval Agent Group name
 * Artifact Version String The version of the artifact. (Case sensitive)
 * File Alias String Name that is given to the retrieved file in

destination path.
 * URL String The Artifact URL.
Allow Artifact Modifications Boolean Set to True if you want to allow

modifications to the artifact content
between deployments.

Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration
- Artifacts management). Mandatory
field. Due to legacy concerns leaving as
NULL defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

Description String Description for the created artifact.
Password Password The password to authenticate with HTTP.
Store Now Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded

to the CA default repository during the
execution of the action. Setting True in the
field overrides the value set on 'Store on
next execution'.

Store on First Use Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded to
the CA default repository on the first time
the artifact is used in a deployment.

User Name String User name to authenticate with HTTP.
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ROC - Create Local File Artifact

Define a local file artifact.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Retrieval Identifier String An Agent name/IP/node id, or Artifact

Retrieval Agent Group name
 * Artifact Version String The version of the artifact. (Case sensitive)
 * Full File Path String The full path to the file. The path must

end in a file name. You cannot define a
directory with artifacts in it. You must point
to a specific artifact file.

Allow Artifact Modifications Boolean Set to True if you want to allow
modifications to the artifact content
between deployments.

Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration
- Artifacts management). Mandatory
field. Due to legacy concerns leaving as
NULL defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

Description String Description for the created artifact.
Store Now Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded

to the CA default repository during the
execution of the action. Setting True in the
field overrides the value set on 'Store on
next execution'.

Store on First Use Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded to
the CA default repository on the first time
the artifact is used in a deployment.

ROC - Create Remote File Artifact

Define a Remote File artifact.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Retrieval Identifier String An Agent name/IP/node id, or Artifact

Retrieval Agent Group name
 * Artifact Version String The version of the artifact. (Case sensitive)
 * Full File Path String The full path to the file. Usage example:

Windows
file://hostname/c$/folder/file.txt
Unix file://hostname/smb_folder/folder/
file.txt

Allow Artifact Modifications Boolean Set to true if you want to allow modifications
to the artifact content between
deployments.
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Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration
- Artifacts management). Mandatory
field. Due to legacy concerns leaving as
NULL defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

Description String Description for the created artifact.
Password Password The password to authenticate with the

remote server.
Store Now Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded

to the CA default repository during the
execution of the action. Setting True in the
field overrides the value set on 'Store on
next execution'.

Store on First Use Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded to
the CA default repository the first time the
artifact is used in a deployment.

User Name String The user name to authenticate with the
remote server.

ROC - Create Remote Repository Artifact

Define a Remote Repository artifact.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Retrieval Identifier String An Agent name/IP/node ID, or Artifact

Retrieval Agent Group name
 * Artifact Version String The version of the artifact. (case sensitive)
 * Group Id String Artifact group ID
 * Packaging String The artifact type or file extension (JAR or

WAR for example)
 * Repository Url String Artifact repository URL 

Example: http://192.168.0.1:8081/artifactor
y/libs-release-local 

Allow Artifact Modifications Boolean Set to True if you want to allow
modifications to the artifact content
between deployments.

Artifact Classifier String Optional artifact classifier. For example: dev
or prod

Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration
- Artifacts management). Mandatory
field. Due to legacy concerns leaving as
NULL defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

Description String Description for the created artifact.
Password Password The password for authentication with the

repository.
Repository artifact id String The artifact ID in the repository. 

Note: If left empty 'Artifact name' is used.
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Repository artifact version String The artifact version in the repository. 
Note: If left empty 'Artifact version' is used.

Store Now Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded
to the CA default repository during the
execution of the action. Setting true in the
field overrides the value set on 'Store on
next execution'.

Store on First Use Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded
to the CA default repository the first time
the artifact is used in a deployment.

Username String The user name for authentication with the
repository.

ROC - Create SSH Artifact

Define an SSH file artifact.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Retrieval Identifier String An Agent name/IP/node id, or Artifact

Retrieval Agent Group name
 * Artifact Version String The version of the artifact. (Case sensitive)
 * Full File Path String The full path to the file.
 * Host Name String Host name
 * Password Password Password to authenticate with SSH.
 * User Name String User name to authenticate with SSH.
Allow Artifact Modifications Boolean Set to True if you want to allow

modifications to the artifact content
between deployments.

Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration -
Artifacts management). Mandatory field.
Due to legacy concerns leaving as NULL
defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

Description String Description for the created artifact.
Keystore File String Keystore file path.
Keystore Password Password Keystore file password.
SSH Port Integer SSH Port.
Store Now Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded

to the CA default repository during the
execution of the action. Setting True in the
field overrides the value set on 'Store on
next execution'.

Store on First Use Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded to
the CA default repository the first time the
artifact is used in a deployment.
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ROC - Create SVN Artifact

Define an SVN file artifact.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Retrieval Identifier String An Agent name/IP/node id, or Artifact

Retrieval Agent Group name
 * Artifact Version String The version of the artifact. (case sensitive)
 * File Alias String Name that is given to the retrieved file in

destination path.
 * Password Password Password to authenticate with SVN.
 * Revision Number String SVN Revision Number
 * Server Url String The Artifact server URL.
 * User Name String User name to authenticate with SVN.
Allow Artifact Modifications Boolean Set to True if you want to allow

modifications to the artifact content
between deployments.

Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration
- Artifacts management). Mandatory
field. Due to legacy concerns leaving as
NULL defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

Description String Description for the created artifact.
Store Now Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded

to the CA default repository during the
execution of the action. Setting True in the
field overrides the value set on 'Store on
next execution'.

Store on First Use Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded to
the CA default repository the first time the
artifact is used in a deployment.

ROC - Create TFS Artifact

Define a TFS file artifact.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * 'tf.exe' command path String The installation path of the 'tf' command-

line interface.
Example: 'C:/Program Files/Microsoft
Visual Studio 10.0/Common7/IDE/tf.exe', or
'C:/Program Files/Microsoft Visual Studio
9.0/Common7/IDE/tf.exe'.

 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Retrieval Identifier String An Agent name/IP/node id, or Artifact

Retrieval Agent Group name
 * Artifact Version String The version of the artifact. (Case sensitive)
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 * Collection Name String The Team Project Collection.
 * File Alias String Name that is given to the retrieved file in

destination path.
 * Password Password Password to authenticate with TFS.
 * TFS Server URL String The TFS server URL.
 * User Name String User name to authenticate with TFS.
Allow Artifact Modifications Boolean Set to true if you want to allow modifications

to the artifact content between
deployments.

Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration -
Artifacts management). Mandatory field.
Due to legacy concerns leaving as NULL
defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

Description String Description for the created artifact.
Item Version String Optional version specification. The

versionspec is the version of the item you
want to retrieve. You can specify a version
by: Date/time (D10/20/2005), Changeset
version (C1256), Label (Lmylabel),
Latest version (T), Workspace version
(Wworkspacename;owner). If no version is
provided, Team Foundation Server retrieves
the latest server version.

Store Now Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded
to the CA default repository during the
execution of the action. Setting True in the
field overrides the value set on 'Store on
next execution'.

Store on First Use Boolean If set to TRUE, the artifact is uploaded to
the CA default repository the first time the
artifact is used in a deployment.

Target Item String Specifies target file or folder

ROC - Get Artifact

Downloads the selected ROC artifact (set by Name and Version) to the executing Agent.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Version String The artifacts version as it appears in the

application artifacts list in ROC (Case
sensitive)

 * Target Folder String The folder on the executing Agent to which
the artifact is downloaded to. (Do not
include file name)

Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration -
Artifacts management). Mandatory field.
Due to legacy concerns leaving as NULL
defaults to "Legacy Artifact".
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Overwrite Boolean If set to True, the downloaded
artifact overwrites any existing artifact with
same name.

Report As Deployed Boolean If set to True, the artifact is reported
as deployed if the download finishes
successfully.

ROC - Get Artifact Package XML

Export an artifact package as XML.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Package Name String The name of the artifact package.
 * Artifact Package XML File Path String Full path to the file to save the artifact

package XML.
Overwrite Existing File Boolean Indicates whether to overwrite the XML file

if it exists.

ROC - Get Artifact Retrieval Source Property

This action retrieves the correlated value of the source property that is entered as an input. The artifact is set by the
artifact type Name, artifact definition name, and Version.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Property Name String The name of the property getter in the

retrieval source of the artifact.
 * Artifact Type Name String The artifact`s type name (Administration -

Artifacts management). Mandatory field.
Due to legacy concerns leaving as NULL
defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

 * Artifact Version String The artifacts version as it appears in the
application  artifacts list in ROC (Case
sensitive)

Fail If Not Exist Boolean Whether to fail the action if the artifact or
the property exist or not.

 Output Values

Name Type Description
Artifact Property Value String The value of the property getter name from

the input

ROC - Report Artifact Deployment

Reports the selected artifact as deployed on the Environment, Server-Type, and Server that it is executed on. The action
can also be executed outside of the Release operations Center.
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 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Version String The version of the artifact to be reported

as deployed. The version must be a valid
artifact version from the artifacts list of the
application in ROC. (Case sensitive)

Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration
- Artifacts management). Mandatory
field. Due to legacy concerns leaving as
NULL defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

ROC - Report Artifact Deployment by File Parameter

Reports as deployed the artifact that is assigned to the selected file parameter in a step artifacts list in the ROC. The
artifact is reported as deployed to the environment, server type, and server that run the action. The action can be
executed in a deployment step that is not an initialization step.

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * File Parameter String The artifact that is assigned to the selected

file parameter is reported as deployed.
Input for the field is a file parameter from
the parameters list.

ROC - Upload Artifact to Local Repository

Uploads the target ROC artifact to the local repository. (If it is not set to be stored in the repository it is after the action
is executed)

 Input Values

Name Type Description
 * Artifact Definition Name String The artifact definition name.
 * Artifact Version String The artifacts version as it appears in the

application artifacts list in ROC (Case
sensitive).

Artifact Type Name String The artifact type name (Administration
- Artifacts management). Mandatory
field. Due to legacy concerns leaving as
NULL defaults to "Legacy Artifact".

RA ROC Deployment Plan Steps

RA ROC Deployment Plan Step Actions 1.1.0

RA ROC Deployment Plan Step Actions are pre installed with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.
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NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA ROC Deployment Plan Steps Actions

ROC - Get Deployment Plan Steps

Retrieves all the steps for this deployment plan.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Step's stage StageType The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or

'Post_Deployment')

Output Values

Name Type Description
Step Names String[] The deployment plan steps' names.

RA ROC Deployment Properties

RA ROC Deployment Property Actions 1.1.0

RA ROC Deployment Property Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA ROC Deployment Properties Actions

ROC - Get Deployment Info

Retrieves basic deployment information such as name, version, description, type, application name, and environment.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Deployment Application String The name of the deployment application.
Deployment Description String The current deployment description.
Deployment Environment String The name of the deployment environment.
Deployment Name String The current deployment name.
Deployment Type String The current deployment type.
Deployment Version String The current deployment version.
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ROC - Get Deployment Property Value

Retrieves the value of a specified deployment property. The supported properties are the user-defined properties and the
following predefined properties: "Name", "Version", "Application", and "Environment".

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Property Name String The name of the property

Output Values

Name Type Description
Property value String The value of the property

ROC - Update Deployment Info

Modifies built-in properties of the deployment and retrieves updated values. It is not required to update a property to read
its value.

NOTE
Modifying properties that are visible via built-in application parameters (e.g. "Deployment Name") does not affect
the parameter values - use the action output for subsequent usages.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Deployment Description String The new description for the deployment.
Deployment Name String The new name for the deployment.
Deployment Type ReleaseType The new type for the deployment.
Deployment Version String The new version for the deployment.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Deployment Application String The name of the deployment application.
Deployment Description String The new description for the deployment.
Deployment Environment String The name of the deployment environment.
Deployment Name String The new name for the deployment.
Deployment Type String The new type for the deployment.
Deployment Version String The new version for the deployment.

ROC - Update Deployment Property Value

Updates the value of a specified deployment property. The supported properties are the user-defined properties and the
following predefined properties: "Name" and "Version".

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Property Name String The name of the property
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Property value String The value of the property
Should fail when property name does not
exist

Boolean If True the action fails if the property name
does not exist.

ROC - Update Deployment Plan Info

Modifies built-in properties of the deployment plan and retrieves their updated values. It is not required to update a
property to read its value. Modifying properties which are visible via built-in application parameters (e.g. "Deployment Plan
Name") does not affect the parameter values - use this action  output for subsequent usages.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Deployment Plan Build String The new build for the deployment.
Deployment Plan Description String The new description for the deployment
Deployment Plan Name String The new name for the deployment plan.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Deployment Plan Application String The name of the deployment plan

application.
Deployment Plan Build String The new build for the deployment.
Deployment Plan Description String The new description for the deployment
Deployment Plan Name String The new name for the deployment plan.

RA ROC Deployment Steps

RA ROC Deployment Step Actions 1.1.0

RA ROC Deployment Step Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA ROC Deployment Steps Actions

ROC - Add Step Dependencies

Set the deployment steps to be completed before the step starts.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Preceding Step Names String[] The deployment steps that are completed

before the step starts.
* Step Name String The name of the step.
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Overwrite Existing Dependencies Boolean Indicates whether to overwrite the existing
dependencies of the deployment step.

Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt
ageType

The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

ROC - Configure Step Rollback Impact

Configure how a step impacts the rollback plan. Trigger_Rollback_on_Failure - If the step fails, the rollback plan is
triggered. No_Impact - The step does not affect the rollback plan.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Rollback Impact RollbackImpact Determines how the step affects the

rollback plan. Trigger_Rollback_on_Failure
- If the step fails the rollback plan is
triggered. No_Impact - The step does not
affect the rollback plan.

Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt
ageType

The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

ROC - Create Deployment Plan Step

Create a deployment step and add it to the current deployment plan.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Process Full Path Name String The category path name of the deployment

process. You may select not to specify a
full path only if there are not two processes
with the same name assigned to the
environment, e.g. if your environment
contains a single process named 'P1' under
the 'Processes' category you may enter
either 'Processes/P1' or simply 'P1', but, if
the environment is assigned with another
process named 'P1' under 'DB Processes'
you are required to enter the full path for
each process.

* Step Name String The name of the step.
Process Tag Name String Optional Process tag name. If not specified,

latest published process is used.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

ROC - Create Step

Create a deployment step and add it to the current deployment.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Process Full Path Name String The category path name of the deployment

process. You may select not to specify a full
path if there are not two processes with the
same name assigned to the environment,
e.g. if your environment contains a single
process named 'P1' under the 'Processes'
category you may enter either 'Processes/
P1' or simply 'P1', but, if the environment is
assigned with another process named 'P1'
under 'DB Processes' you are required to 
enter the full path for each process.

* Step Name String The name of the step.
Process Tag Name String Optional Process tag name. If not specified,

latest published process is used.
Step Version String The step version.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

ROC - Delete Step

Remove a step from the deployment.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

ROC - Fail Deployment Step

Fail the deployment step that runs the action.

ROC - Get Deployment Steps

Retrieves the steps for the deployment.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

Output Values

Name Type Description
Step Names String[] The deployment step names.
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ROC - Get Process Tags

Retrieves the tags for the process.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Process name String The name of the process that the list of tags

returnes.
Filter String String If used, all results that do not contain the

string are filtered.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Process Tags String[] The list of process tags for the target

process

ROC - Get Step Dependencies

Get the dependencies list of a deployment step. The dependencies list contains deployment steps that must be completed
before the step starts.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

Output Values

Name Type Description
Preceding Step Names String[] The deployment steps that must be

completed before the step starts.

ROC - Get Step Rollback Impact

Get how a step impacts the rollback plan. Trigger_Rollback_on_Failure - If the step fails then the rollback plan is triggered.
No_Impact - The step does not affect the rollback plan.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Rollback Impact String Determines how the step affects the

rollback plan. Trigger_Rollback_on_Failure
- If the step fails then the rollback plan is
triggered. No_Impact - The step does not
affect the rollback plan.

ROC - Get Step's Server Types

Retrieves a specified step server types.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

Output Values

Name Type Description
Server Type Names String[] The step server types.

ROC - Set Process Tag in Step

Set the process tag for a step.
The process tag must be of the process that is already set in the step.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Process Tag Name String Process tag name to be used by the step.

The process tag must be of the process
that is already set in the step.

* Step Name String The name of the step.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

ROC - Set Step Version

Set the version property for a step.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Step Name String The name of the step.
* Step Version String The step version.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')
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RA ROC Deployments

RA ROC Deployments Actions 1.1.0

The RA ROC Deployment Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA ROC Deployments Actions

ROC - Assign Multiple Servers to Server Types

Assigns multiple servers across different server types and steps.

The JSON object does not have to be in array shape, it can be in a regular JSON object shape.

If it's a JSON object, and not a file, verify it does not contain new lines in it.

The JSON format is an array example:

[{"Step Name":"example of step", "Server Type Name":"server type 1", "Server Identifiers":["192.168.0.56","server-name-
example"], "Overwrite Existing Servers":"true"},

{"Step Name":"example of step", "Server Type Name":"server type 2", "Server Identifiers":["192.168.0.196","localhost"],
"Overwrite Existing Servers":"true"}].

Input Values

Name Type Description
Failuare Condition Boolean Whether to fail the action if one or more of

the assignees tasks fails.
JSON File Path String The path to the file that contains the

JSON object representing the assignees
tasks. Either the JSON object or the JSON
file path must be specified.

JSON Object String The JSON object representing the
assignees tasks - Either the JSON object or
the JSON file path must be specified.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Failed Assignees Tasks String A list of all failed assignees tasks - if exists

ROC - Create Deployment from Deployment Plan

Creates a new deployment from an existing deployment plan. You may use:

1. Deployment plan ID.

2. Deployment plan name, project name, and version.
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If both are entered it uses the deployment plan ID.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Deployment Name String The new deployment name
* Environment Name String The Environment name to run the

deployment on.
Application Name String The name of the deployment application.
Build Version String The (optional) version (Build) name to

create a deployment from.
Deployment Plan ID Long The (optional) Deployment plan ID to create

a deployment from.
Deployment Plan Name String The (optional) Deployment plan name to

create a deployment from
Deployment Stage DeploymentStageMode Execute The stage after deployment has

been created. All The stages preceding are
executed.

Password Password The Release Automation password.
Required to be set if, and only if, the
username is set.

Project Name String The (optional) project name to create a
deployment in

User name String The (optional) Release Automation
username. If not given, the process runner
credentials are used.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Deployment ID long The new Deployment ID.

ROC - Create Deployment from Template Category

Creates a new deployment from an existing deployment plan. You may use:

1. Deployment plan ID.

2. Deployment plan name, project name, and version.

If both are entered, it uses the deployment plan ID.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Deployment Name String The new deployment name
* Environment Name String The Environment name to run the

deployment on.
Application Name String The name of the deployment application.
Build Version String The (optional) version (Build) name to

create a deployment from.
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Deployment Plan ID Long The (optional) Deployment plan ID to create
a deployment from.

Deployment Plan Name String The (optional) Deployment plan name to
create a deployment from

Deployment Stage DeploymentStageMode Execute The stage after deployment has
been created. All The stages preceding are
executed.

Password Password The Release Automation password.
Required to be set if and only if the
username is set.

Project Name String The (optional) project name to create a
deployment in

User name String The (optional) Release Automation
username. If not given, the process runner
credentials are used.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Deployment ID long The new Deployment ID.

ROC - Get Deployment State in JSON

Returns a JSON representation of the deployment state, including its stages and the steps in each stage.

Input

Name Type Description
Deployment ID long The deployment ID.

Output

Name Type Description
Deployment State String Provides the deployment status, and the

status of each stage. For each stage, the
stage Name, stage Status, and a list of
steps and their status in each stage.

 ROC - Get Deployment Status

Gets the deployment status. The input parameter is the deployment id (the same as the deployment id output in Create
Deployment From Template Category action). The outputs are Deployment Status, Current Stage, and Current Stage
Status.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Deployment ID Long The ID of the deployment.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Current Stage String The deployment current stage -

Initialization, Approval-Gate, Deployment,
Post-Deployment

Current Stage Status String The deployment current stage status -
Pending, Running, Paused, Running-With-
Errors, Succeeded, Failed, Canceled.

Deployment Status String The status of the deployment - Active,
Succeeded, Failed, Canceled.

ROC - Run Deployment

Runs an existing deployment. The input parameter is the deployment id (the same as the deployment id output in Create
Deployment From Template Category action).

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Deployment ID long The ID of the deployment.
Password Password The Release Automation password.

Required to be set if and only if the
username is set.

Username String The (optional) Release Automation
username. If not used the process runner
credentials are used.

ROC - Run Deployment Plan

Creates a deployment plan and runs it.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application ID Long Application ID
* Application Name String Application name
* Build Name String Build version name.
* Deployment Description String Deployment description
* Deployment Name String Deployment name
* Deployment Plan Name String Deployment plan name
* Deployment Template Name String Deployment template name
* Environment Ids Long List of environment ids the deployment runs

on.
* Environment Names String List of environment names the deployment

runs on.
* Project Name String Project name. A project is created if it does

not exist.
* Template Category ID Long Template category Id
* Template Category Name String Template category name
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Artifact Package String Artifact package name. If the package
name is supplied the package is assigned
to the deployment plan.

Artifact Package As XML String Contains the XML of the artifact package.
Deployment Plan Description String Deployment Plan Description.
Deployment Plan Type DeploymentPlanType Deployment plan type. Can be MINOR,

MAJOR, or EMERGENCY. If the type is not
supplied the plan is marked MAJOR.

Manifest XML String Manifest xml. If supplied the parameter
values (in release scope) is loaded to the
deployment plan.

Stage to Perform String Executes the stage after a deployment is
created. All stages preceding are executed.
{None, Initialization, Validation, Approval-
Gate, Distribute-Execution-Server,
Distribute-Agent, Deployment, Post-
Deployment}
Note: If [None] is selected, the deployment
is only created.
If no deploymentStageToPerform is
specified, it runs all the stages.

Timeout Long Timeout in seconds. (Default is 180).
If there is a pre init stage & it's running
exceeds the timeout, the result of the rest
call fails although the pre init stage is not
stopped.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Application name String Application name.
Artifact package name String Artifact package name.
Build Version String Build version name.
Deployment Plan String Deployment plan name
Deployment Plan Archived String Is deployment plan archived.
Deployment Plan ID Long Deployment plan id
Deployment Template String Deployment template name.
Project name String Project name.
Return Description String The return description.
Template category name String Template category name.

RA ROC Manifest

RA ROC Manifest 1.1.0

RA ROC Manifest Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.
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NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA ROC Manifest Actions

ROC - Assign Manifest to Deployment Plan

Assign a manifest to a deployment plan.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Manifest XML String XML for the manifest.
Manifest XML File Path String Path to the file containing the XML for the

manifest.

RA ROC Parameters

RA ROC Parameter Actions 1.1.0

RA ROC Parameter Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA ROC Parameters Actions

ROC - Clear Parameter Value

Clears the values of specified parameters.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter (use the "Full

Path" attribute of the parameter as it
appears in the ROC).

* Step Name String The name of the step.
Server Identifiers String[] An array of host names, IP addresses, or

Node ids identifying the servers.
Server Type Name String The name of the server type
Should fail when a parameter name or
step name does not exist

Boolean If True the action fails if the parameter
name or step name does not exist.

Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt
ageType

The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment').
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ROC - Get All Parameters

Allows you to get global/server type parameters. To get the global parameters type in the step name input field alone. To
get the server type parameters, type in both the step name and server type name input fields.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Server Type Name String The name of the server type
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

Output Values

Name Type Description
Parameter Names String[] The names of the parameters

ROC - Get Environment Parameter

Allows you to get the value of the parameter. If the parameter is a simple value, the output appears in the simple value
output. If the parameter is a simple value, the output appears in the array value output.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Path String The path of the parameter (use the "Full

Path" attribute of the parameter as it
appears in the ASAP)

Application Name String The Name of the application, the default is
taken from the built-in parameters.

Environment Name String The Name of the environment, the default is
taken from the built-in parameters.

Server Type String The Name of the server type, if entered -
the output contains the values of the server
type.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Array Value String[] Array value - STRING [], INT [] etc.
Simple Value String Simple value - STRING, INT, BOOLEAN

etc.

ROC - Get Parameter Value

Allows you to get the value of a parameter. To get the global parameter, enter the step name input field. To get the server
type parameter, enter both the step name and the server type name input fields. To get a server parameter, enter the
step name, server type name, and the server identifier.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter (use the "Full

Path" attribute of the parameter as it
appears in the ROC).

* Step Name String The name of the step.
Server Identifier String The server IP, host name, or node id.
Server Type Name String The name of the server type

Output Values

Name Type Description
Parameter value as Password Password The value of the parameter
Parameter value as String String The value of the parameter
Parameter value as String Array String[] The value of the parameter

ROC - Update Array Environment Parameter in a Deployment

Updates the array environment parameter configuration values of a deployment

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter with their

folder preceding. For example,. Application
Parameters/param or Default Component/
param)

* Parameter Value Serializable[] The name of the parameter with their folder
preceding(e.g. Application Parameters/
param or Default Component/param)

Server Type Name String Whether the action fail if there is an logical
error or not. For example, parameter not
found.

Should Fail Boolean Whether the action fails if there is a logical
error or not. For example, parameter not
found.

ROC - Update Collection Environment Parameter in a Deployment

Updates the environment collection parameter configuration values used in the pre deployment phase of a deployment.

Input

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter with its folder

preceding. For example, Application
Parameters/param or Default Component/
param
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* Parameter Value As Json String Loop Value as json - for example :
[{ "1stParamterNamein1stLevel" :
{ "simpleValue" : "Erez" },
"2ndParamterNamein1stLevel" :
{ "simpleValue" : "3" }}]

Server Type Name String The name of the server type for the value
to be updated. This field does not affect
application level parameters.

Should Fail Boolean Whether the action fails if there is failure
to update the parameter. For example, if
parameter is not found.

ROC - Update Environment Parameter

Overrides the environment parameter configuration values for future deployments.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Path String The path of the parameter (use the "Full

Path" attribute of the parameter as it
appears in the ASAP)

Application Name String The Name of the application, the default is
taken from the built-in parameters.

Array Value String[] Array value - STRING [], INT [] or another.
Environment Name String The Name of the environment, the default is

taken from the built-in parameters.
Server Type String By adding a name here, the values

entered updates the values per the server
type

Simple Value String Simple value - STRING, INT, BOOLEAN or
another.

ROC - Update Environment Parameter in a Deployment

Updates the environment parameter configuration values of a deployment.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter with their

folder preceding. For example, Application
Parameters/param or Default Component/
param)

* Parameter value String The value of the parameter
Should Fail Boolean Whether action fails if there is a logical error

or no. For example, parameter not found. 

ROC - Update Password Environment Parameter in a Deployment

Updates the password environment parameter configuration values of a deployment
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter with their

folder preceding. For example, Application
Parameters/param or Default Component/
param)

* Parameter value Password The value of the parameter
Should Fail Boolean Whether action fails if there is a logical error

or not. For example, p arameter not found.

ROC - Update Password Parameter

Updates the Password Parameter. To get, update an application parameter type the step name input. To update the
server type parameter type both the step name and server type name inputs. To update the server parameters type the
step name, server type name, and the server identifiers.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter (use the "Full

Path" attribute of the parameter as it
appears in the ROC).

* Parameter value Password The value of the parameter
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Server Identifiers String[] An array of host names, IP addresses, or

Node ids identifying the servers.
Server Type Name String The name of the server type
Should fail when a parameter name or
step name doesn't exist

Boolean If True the action fails if the parameter
name or step name does not exist.

Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt
ageType

The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment').

ROC - Update Password Release Parameter

Updates the Password Release Parameter

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter (Parameter with

SERVER_TYPE value scope requires to be
prefixed with Server Type name and '/').

* Parameter value Password The value of the parameter
* Server Type Name String The name of the server type
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Should fail when a parameter name or
step name doesn't exist

Boolean If True the action fails if the parameter
name or step name does not exist.

Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt
ageType

The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment').
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ROC - Update Property to Release Parameter

Updates the release scoped parameter with a property name.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter (Parameter with

SERVER_TYPE value scope requires to be
prefixed with Server Type name and '/').

* Property Name String The name of the property
* Server Type Name String The name of the server type
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Should fail when a parameter name or
step name doesn't exist

Boolean If True the action fails if the parameter
name or step name does not exist.

Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt
ageType

The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment').

ROC - Update String Array Parameter

Updates the String Array Parameter. To update an application parameter, type the step name input. To update the server
type parameter, type both the step name and server type name inputs. To update server parameters, type the step name,
server type name, and the server identifiers.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter (use the "Full

Path" attribute of the parameter as it
appears in the ROC).

* Parameter value String[] The value of the parameter
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Server Identifiers String[] An array of host names, IP addresses, or

Node ids identifying the servers.
Server Type Name String The name of the server type
Should fail when a parameter name or
step name doesn't exist

Boolean If it is true the action fails if the parameter
name or step name does not exist.

Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt
ageType

The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment').

ROC - Update String Array Release Parameter

Updates the String Array Release Parameter

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter (Parameter with

SERVER_TYPE value scope requires to be
prefixed with Server Type name and '/').

* Parameter value String[] The value of the parameter
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* Server Type Name String The name of the server type
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Should fail when a parameter name or
step name doesn't exist

Boolean If True the action fails if the parameter
name or step name does not exist.

Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt
ageType

The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

ROC - Update String Parameter

Updates the String Parameter. To update an application parameter, Enter the step name input. To update the server type
parameter, Enter both the step name and server type name inputs. To update server parameters, Enter the step name,
server type name, and the server identifiers.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter (use the "Full

Path" attribute of the parameter as it
appears in the ROC).

* Parameter value String The value of the parameter
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Server Identifiers String[] An array of host names, IP addresses, or

Node ids identifying the servers.
Server Type Name String The name of the server type
Should fail when a parameter name or
step name doesn't exist

Boolean If True the action fails if the parameter
name or step name does not exist.

Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt
ageType

The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment').

ROC - Update String Release Parameter

Updates the String Release Parameter

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Parameter Name String The name of the parameter (Parameter with

SERVER_TYPE value scope requires to be
prefixed with Server Type name and '/').

* Parameter value String The value of the parameter
* Server Type Name String The name of the server type
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Should fail when a parameter name or
step name doesn't exist

Boolean If True the action fails if the parameter
name or step name does not exist.

Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt
ageType

The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment').
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RA ROC Rollback

RA ROC Rollback Actions 1.1.0

RA ROC Rollback Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA ROC Rollback Actions

ROC - Configure Step Rollback Impact

Configure how a step impacts the rollback plan. The output of a step can trigger rollback on failure or have no impact to
the rollback plan. This action must be in the same deployment plan as the step whose rollback behavior is impacted and
should be regarded as initialization steps in a deployment plan.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Step Name String The name of the step in the deployment

plan to update.
Rollback Impact RollbackImpact Determines how the step affects the

rollback plan.
Trigger_Rollback_on_Failure - If the step
fails the rollback plan is triggered.
No_Impact - The step does not affect the
rollback plan.

Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt
ageType

The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

ROC - Get Step Rollback Impact

Get how a step impacts the rollback plan. Trigger_Rollback_on_Failure - If the step fails then the rollback plan is triggered.
No_Impact - The step does not affect the rollback plan.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Rollback Impact String Determines how the step affects the

rollback plan. Trigger_Rollback_on_Failure
- If the step fails, the rollback plan is
triggered. No_Impact - The step does not
affect the rollback plan.

ROC - Set Rollback Definition for Deployment Plan

Configure the rollback definitions of a deployment plan.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Rollback name String Rollback deployment name.
Deployment Plan name String The deployment plan name that is used if

there is a rollback
Invocation method Boolean Whether to start the rollback automatically if

there is a failure
Project name String The deployment plan project  name that is

used if there is a rollback
Version String The deployment plan version  name that is

used if there is a rollback

ROC - Set Rollback Plan - Use a Duplication of a Successful Deployment

Set the rollback plan for the deployment. The rollback deployment is a duplicate of a successful deployment with the name
and version. The successful deployment can be of the same application and environment of the current deployment. The
rollback deployment is created with the given name and version which must be unique per application and environment.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Rollback Deployment Name String The name of the rollback deployment to be

created.
* Rollback Deployment Version String The version of the rollback deployment to

be created.
* Successful Deployment Name String The name of the successful deployment to

be duplicated.
* Successful Deployment Version String The version of the successful deployment

to be duplicated.
Invocation Method InvocationMethod The invocation method of the rollback

deployment. Automatic - rollback is
invoked automatically once triggered.
Manual - rollback is invoked manually.
Automatic_If_Allowed - If the current
environment/template category rollback
settings relevant for the current deployment
allow automatic rollback then the invocation
method is automatic, otherwise it is manual.
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ROC - Set Rollback Plan - Use an Existing Deployment

Set the rollback plan for the deployment. The rollback deployment is the one with the name and version - an existing
deployment that has not yet been executed. The rollback deployment must be of the same application and environment of
the current deployment.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Rollback Deployment Name String The name of the existing open deployment.
* Rollback Deployment Version String The version of the existing open

deployment.
Disposal Method DisposalMethod The disposal method for the rollback

deployment. Once the current deployment
finishes without the use of the rollback
deployment, the rollback deployment
is either retained for future use or
removed from the system completely.
Keep_Release - the rollback deployment is
not deleted and is available for future use.
Remove_Release - the rollback deployment
is deleted completely once the current
deployment finishes without requiring a
rollback.

Invocation Method InvocationMethod The invocation method of the rollback
deployment. Automatic - rollback is
invoked automatically once triggered.
Manual - rollback is invoked manually.
Automatic_If_Allowed - If the current
environment/template category rollback
settings relevant for the current deployment
allow automatic rollback then the invocation
method is automatic, otherwise it is manual.

ROC - Set Rollback Plan - Use Latest Successful Deployment Duplicate

Set the rollback plan for the deployment. The rollback deployment is a duplicate of the latest successful deployment of the
same application, on the same environment that was created from the same template category as the current deployment.
If the current deployment was not created from a template category, then the action fails. The rollback deployment is
created with the name and a version that must be unique for each application and environment.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Rollback Deployment Name String The name of the rollback deployment to be

created.
Invocation Method InvocationMethod The invocation method of the rollback

deployment. Automatic - rollback is invoked
automatically once triggered. Manual
- rollback must be invoked manually.
Automatic_If_Allowed - If the current
environment/template category rollback
settings relevant for the current deployment
allow automatic rollback then the invocation
method is automatic, otherwise it is manual.
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Rollback Deployment Version String The version of the rollback deployment
to be created. If no version is specified,
then the same version as the duplicated
deployment is used.

RA ROC Server Assignment

RA ROC Server Assignment Actions 1.1.0

RA ROC Server Assignment Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA ROC Server Assignment Actions

ROC - Assign All Servers from Environment

Assign servers that are mapped to a server type in the deployment environment to the server type in the step.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server Type Name String The name of the server type
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment').

ROC - Assign Multiple Servers to Server Types

Assign multiple servers across different server types and steps.

The JSON object does not have to be in array shape, the object can be in a regular JSON object shape.

If the object is a JSON object, and not a file, ensure that the object does not contain new lines.

The JSON format is an array example:

[{"Step Name":"example of step", "Server Type Name":"server type 1", "Server Identifiers":["192.168.0.56","server-name-
example"], "Overwrite Existing Servers":"true"},

{"Step Name":"example of step", "Server Type Name":"server type 2", "Server Identifiers":["192.168.0.196","localhost"],
"Overwrite Existing Servers":"true"}].

Input Values

Name Type Description
Failure Condition Boolean Whether to fail the action if one or more of

the assignees tasks fails.
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JSON File Path String The path to the file that contains the
JSON object representing the assignees
tasks. Either the JSON object or the JSON
file path must be specified.

JSON Object String The JSON object representing the
assignees tasks - Either the JSON object or
the JSON file path must be specified.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Failed Assignees Tasks String A list of all failed assignees tasks - if exists.

ROC - Assign Servers

Assign servers to a server type in a step.

This action can be used to assign agents to a step in a subsequent phase. Example: To assign an agent to a step in the
deployment phase this action should be run in the Pre-Deployment phase. Similarly, to assign an agent to a step in the
Post Deployment phase then this action should be run in the Deployment phase. 

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server Identifiers String[] An array of host names, IP addresses, or

Node ids identifying the servers. These
servers must already be added to the
server type for the applicable environment.

* Server Type Name String The name of the server type
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Overwrite Existing Servers Boolean Indicates whether to overwrite the existing

servers that are assigned to the server
type.

Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt
ageType

The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

Output Values

Name Type Description
Unidentified Servers String[] An array of the given server identifiers

that did not match any server in the
environment.

ROC - Assign Specific Server Dependency

Assign dependency between two specific servers of distinguished types.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Source Server Identifier String The source server IP, host name, or node

id.
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* Source Server Type Name String The name of the source server type
* Step Name String The name of the step.
* Target Server Identifier String The target server IP, host name, or node id.
* Target Server Type Name String The name of the target server type.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

ROC - Get Assigned Servers

Retrieve assigned servers of a server type in a step.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server Type Name String The name of the server type
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment').

Output Values

Name Type Description
Server IPs String[] An array of IP addresses identifying the

servers.
Server Names String[] An array of host names identifying the

servers.
Server Node Ids String[] An array of node ids uniquely identifying the

servers.

ROC - Unassign Servers

Unassign servers from a server type in a step.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server Identifiers String[] An array of host names, IP addresses, or

Node ids identifying the servers.
* Server Type Name String The name of the server type
* Step Name String The name of the step.
Step's stage SingleModuleStageDescriptor$RCActionSt

ageType
The stage of step (can be 'Deployment' or
'Post_Deployment')

RA ROC Tokens

RA ROC Token Actions 1.1.0

RA ROC Token Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:
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For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RA ROC Tokens Actions

ROC - Check If Token Available

This action lets you verify if a given token exists in a specific file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Path String The path to the file to search in.
* Token Key String The token key to find in the file.
Token Template String The format of the token in the file.

ROC - Get Token Value by Environment

Lets you get the value of the token.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Token Name String The Name of the token.
Environment Name String The name of the environment. The default

is the environment on which the process
runs.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Token Value String The value of the token, as defined for the

environment

ROC - Replace Tokens in Files

Replaces tokens with values in multiple files. The action fails if either of specified files does not exist. Only files that are
less than 10 MB are supported.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Environment Name String The name of the environment. The default

is the environment on which the process
run.

Files Paths String[] The paths to the files.
Find Recursively Boolean Indicates whether to search the specified

pattern recursively, True for recursive, False
for root folder only.
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Name Format String Pattern of names to search for. The pattern
can contain regular characters: '?' and '*'.
'?' replaces any single character and '*'
replaces any string.

Replace Empty Values Boolean Indicates whether to replace unspecified
tokens with an empty string.

Root Folder Path String The path of the folder to start the search
from.

Token Template String The format of the token in the file.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Unspecified Tokens String[] Array of unspecified tokens - STRING []

RPM

RPM Actions 1.1.0

The RPM Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

RPM Actions

Check If RPM Package Is Installed

Checks whether the specified package is listed in the RPM packages database.

NOTE
The action supports only systems that support RPM packages.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Package Name String Specifies the name package name to verify.
Rpm Executable Path String Specifies the path to the RPM executable.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Was Installed Boolean Indicates whether the RPM was already

installed.
True for installed, False for not installed.

Install RPM Package

Installs an RPM package.
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NOTE
The action supports only systems that support RPM packages.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* RPM Package Path String Specifies the path to the RPM package.
Rpm Executable Path String Specifies the path to the RPM executable

Output Values

Name Type Description
RPM Package Name String The RPM package name of the package

that is contained in the specified RPM file.
If the package installation is successful,
the value of this output is the name of the
installed package.

Retrieve Installed RPM Package Name by RPM File

Retrieves the RPM package name from an RPM file.

NOTE
The action supports only systems that support RPM packages. Not supported on z/OS

Input Values

Name Type Description
* RPM File Path String Specifies the path to RPM file.
Rpm Executable Path String Specifies the path to the RPM executable

Output Values

Name Type Description
RPM Package Name String The package name of the RPM file.

Uninstall RPM Package

Uninstalls an RPM package.

NOTE
The action supports only systems that support RPM packages. Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* RPM Package Name String Specifies the name of the RPM Package.
Rpm Executable Path String Specifies the path of the RPM executable
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Security

Security Actions 1.1.0

The Security Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Security Actions

Authenticate User

Verifies the validity of a user name and password.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password Specifies the user password.
* User Name String Specifies the user name.

Note: On Windows systems that use
Domain, specify the domain name with the
user name.
Example: DOMAIN\Username.
On non-Windows systems that use domain,
do not specify the domain name.

Output Values

Name Type Description
User Authenticated Boolean Indicates whether the credentials are valid.

Change Credentials for Windows Service

Changes the start account and password of windows service. This action is supported on Windows systems only.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Service Name String The service name or display name of

service to start, the name that is specified
is case-insensitive but must be the exact
service name or exact display name.

* Start Account String The start account for the service. Should
be provided in the form of DomainName
\UserName. For local users use: .
\LocalUser and for local system account
use: LocalSystem

Password Password The password for the start account.
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Startup Type ServiceStartupType The service startup type.

Change Owner of File or Folder

Changes the owner of the file or folder.

NOTE
Supports Unix/Linux only.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Name String The path to the file or folder to change the

owner.
* New Owner String The new owner user name.
Change Recursively Boolean If the resource is a folder, indicates whether

to change the owenrship recursively.
Fail If Not Exists Boolean What to do if the file or folder does not

exist. True to fail, False to ignore.

Check If Specific User Has Administrative Rights

Verifies whether the user name is listed in the Administrators group.

Windows Only

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password Specifies the user password.
* User Name String Specifies the user name.

Note: To verify a domain user, specify the
domain name with the user name.
Example: DOMAIN\Username.

Check If Specific User Has Permission on File or Folder

Checks if the specified user credentials have permissions to the file or folder.

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Or Folder Path String The path to the file or folder to verify. The

input also accepts File parameters.
* Password Password The user password to verify

the permissions on. Refer to the step help
for more details.
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* User Name String The user name to verify the permissions on.
Refer to the step help for more details.
Note: On Window systems that use
Domain, specify the domain name with the
user name. Example: DOMAIN\Username.
On non-Windows systems that use domain,
do not specify the domain name.

Check Execute Permissions Boolean Indicates to verify if the specified user has
execution permissions for the file or folder.

Check Read Permissions Boolean Indicates to verify if the specified user has
read permissions for the file or folder.

Check Write Permissions Boolean Indicates to verify if the specified user has
write permissions for the file or folder.

Check If User Has Root Credentials

Checks if the user credentials belong to the root group. Supports only Unix/Linux systems.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The user password to verify the root rights.
* User Name String The user name to verify the root rights.

Decrypt String

Decrypts a string with a given password and security method

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password String Specifies the password.

Note: The input must be 16 byte for AES,
and 8-byte for DES.

* Sec Algorithm SecAlgorithm Specifies the Security algorithm to use,
AES or DES.

* String To Decrypt String Specifies the string to decrypt. The result is
placed in the 'Decrypted value' output

Salt String Specifies a random, 8-byte only string to
use with the password.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Decrypted Value String The decrypted value.

Encrypt String

Encrypts a string with a given password and security method.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password String Specifies the password.

Note: The input must be 16 byte for AES,
and 8-byte for DES.

* Sec Algorithm SecAlgorithm Specifies the Security algorithm to use,
AES or DES

* String To Encrypt String Specifiers the string to encrypt. The result is
placed in the 'Encrypted Value' output

Salt String Specifies a random, 8-byte only string to
use with the password.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Encrypted Value String The encrypted value.

Selenium

Selenium Actions 1.1.0

The Selenium Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Selenium Actions

Run Selenium Script

Runs Selenium scripts that are written in Java.  

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Script Path String The full path to the Selenium script file.

Note: To transform HTML scripts to Java,
use the Selenium IDE.
Save the script using the Java / JUnit4 /
Remote Control option.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Error Report String Selenium detailed error report.
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SNMP

Action Pack for SNMP 1.1.0

The Action Pack for SNMP is preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

SNMP Actions

Send SNMPv1 Trap

Sends an SNMPv1 Trap to a designated IP address.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Destination IP String The IP address of the trap receiver.
Community Passphrase Password The community pass phrase.
Destination Port Integer The port of the trap receiver.
Error Index Integer The error index.
Error Status Integer The error status.
Request ID Integer The request ID.
Sender OID String The sender OID.
Timestamp Long The trap time stamp.
Transport Protocol TransportProtocol The transport protocol.
Trap Generic Type Integer The trap generic type.
Trap Specific Type Integer The trap specific type.
Variable Bindings String The variable bindings list. Each line defines

a single variable binding and is in the form
of:
OID TYPE VALUE
String values can contain spaces. 
Example: 1.3.6.1.4.54 INTEGER 17 or
1.3.6.1.4.1.2853 STRING a string.
The available types are: STRING,
COUNTER32, COUNTER64, GAUGE,
INTEGER, ADDRESS, OID and
TIMETICKS

Variable Bindings Path String A file path for the variable bindings that are
used instead of Variable Bindings.
Note: If variable bindings are set the value
is ignored.
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Send SNMPv2c Trap

Sends an SNMPv2c Trap to a designated IP address.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Destination IP String The IP address of the trap receiver.
Community Passphrase Password The community passphrase.
Destination Port Integer The port of the trap receiver.
Error Index Integer The error index.
Error Status Integer The error status.
Request ID Integer The request ID.
Transport Protocol TransportProtocol The transport protocol.
Variable Bindings String The variable bindings list. Each line defines

a single variable binding and is in the form
of: OID TYPE VALUE 
String values can contain spaces.
Example: 1.3.6.1.4.54 INTEGER 17 or
1.3.6.1.4.1.2853 STRING a string
The available types are: STRING,
COUNTER32, COUNTER64, GAUGE,
INTEGER, ADDRESS, OID and
TIMETICKS

Variable Bindings Path String A file path for the variable bindings that is
used instead of Variable Bindings.
Note: If Variable Bindings are set the value
is ignored.

Send SNMPv3 Trap

Sends an SNMPv3 Trap to a designated IP address.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Destination IP String The IP address of the trap receiver.
* User Name String The user name.
Authentication Passphrase Password The authentication passphrase. Requires

to be set if an authentication protocol has
been set. Should be at least 8 characters
long.

Authentication Protocol AuthProtocol The authentication protocol.
Destination Port Integer The port of the trap receiver.
Error Index Integer The error index.
Error Status Integer The error status.
Privacy Passphrase Password The privacy passphrase. Requires to be set

if a privacy protocol has been set. Should
be at least 8 characters long.

Privacy Protocol PrivacyProtocol The privacy protocol.
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Request ID Integer The request ID.
Transport Protocol TransportProtocol The transport protocol.
Variable Bindings String The variable bindings list. Each line defines

a single variable binding and is in the form
of: OID TYPE VALUE
String values can contain spaces.
Example: 1.3.6.1.4.54 INTEGER 17 or
1.3.6.1.4.1.2853 STRING a string
The available types are: STRING,
COUNTER32, COUNTER64, GAUGE,
INTEGER, ADDRESS, OID and
TIMETICKS.

Variable Bindings Path String A file path for the variable bindings that are
used instead of Variable Bindings.
Note: If Variable Bindings are set the value
is ignored.

SSH

SSH Actions 1.1.0

SSH Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

SSH Actions

Check If File or Folder Exists (SSH)

Use SSH protocol to check if a path exists on the target host.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Full Path String The path to the file or folder to verify

if exists. The input also accepts a File
parameter.
For Windows paths like c:\dir\file use
pattern /C/dir/file.

* Host Name String The host name or IP address to connect to.
* User Name String The user name to use to authenticate with

the remote host.
Keystore File String The private key file to use if the password is

not used.
Keystore Password Password The password for the private key file if

needed.
Password Password The password to use to authenticate with

the remote host.
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Should Exist Boolean Indicates whether to expect the file or folder
to exist or not. True for exist or False for not
exist.

Ssh Port int The port to use to connect to the remote
host.

Get File (SSH)

Use SSH/SFTP protocol to retrieve a file from a remote host .

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Full Source File Path String The full path of the source file to retrieve

from the target host.
For Windows paths like c:\dir\file use
pattern /C/dir/file.

* Full Target File Path String The full path of the destination on the local
host.

* Host Name String The host name or IP address to connect to.
* User Name String The user name to use to authenticate with

the remote host.
Keystore File String The private key file to use if the password is

not used.
Keystore Password Password The password for the private key file if

needed.
Password Password The password to use to authenticate with

the remote host.
Preserve Permissions Boolean Determines whether to preserve file

permissions and owner.
Note: Applicable only to transfer files
between two POSIX compatible (Unix/
Linux) systems

Ssh Port Int The port to use to connect to the remote
host.

Put File (SSH)

Use SSH/SFTP protocol to copy a file to a remote host.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Full Source File Path String The full path of the source file on the local

host.
For Windows paths like c:\dir\file use
pattern /C/dir/file.

* Full Target File Path String The full path of the target file to put on the
target host.

* Host Name String The host name or IP address to connect to.
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* User Name String The user name to use to authenticate with
the remote host.

Keystore File String The private key file to use if the password is
not used.

Keystore Password Password The password for the private key file if
needed.

Password Password The password to use to authenticate with
the remote host.

Ssh Port int The port to use to connect to the remote
host.

Run Command (SSH)

Use SSH protocol to run a command on a remote host.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Command String The command to run on the target host.
* Host Name String The host name or IP address to connect to.
* User Name String The user name to use to authenticate with

the remote host.
Error Output File Path String Full path of the file the error output is

written to.
Expected Return Value Integer Expected return value of the command. If

specified and the actual return value is not
equal, the action fails.

Force Tty Boolean Force false TTY allocation for ssh
Keystore File String The private key file to use if the password is

not used.
Keystore Password Password The password for the private key file if

needed.
Output Max Size int The maximum size of the Standard Output

and Error Output parameters.
Password Password The password to use to authenticate with

the remote host.
Ssh Port int The port to use to connect to the remote

host.
Standard Output File Path String Full path of the file the standard output is

written to.
Timeout int Cancel the process if it passes the limit time

in seconds. If 0 - no timeout

Output Values

Name Type Description
Command Error Output String The error output of the command.
Command Standard Output String The standard output of the command.
Return Value int The return value of the command.
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Strings

String Actions 1.1.0

String Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Strings Actions

Strings - Check For Substring In Source

Checks if a substring appears in the source.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Source String Input string to the source.
* Substring String Input string to the substring.
Ignore case Boolean True the action only checks the characters

sequence and ignores cases.
Search Pattern SubstringSearchPattern The search pattern for running the action.

Starts with, contains, and ends with.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Starting Index int The index in the source of the first

occurrence of the specified substring.

Strings - Extract Regular Expression Text from String

Extracts text from a String that is based on Regular Expression.
The extraction result can be modified using the Result Template input.
Example: If the regular expression is "url=http://(server\d)/(path\d)", the result template is "$2 on $1" and Sourece String
is "url=http://server8/path5",  the extraction result is "path5 on server8".

Refer to http://www.regular-expressions.info/ for more details about regular expressions.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Regular Expression String The regular expression to use.
* Source String String The String to extract the text form.
Ignore If Not Found Boolean Whether to ignore if the text is not found.
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Result Template String The template for the extraction result. If
no template is specified, the result is not
modified. Use $n for group n in regular
expression input. Refer to step help for an
example. To get character $ type \$.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Num of Occurrences int The number of occurrences of the Regular

Expression in the String
Split String String[] The split string according to the Regular

Expression provided.
Target String String The text that is matched by the Regular

Expression specified.
Target Strings String[] An array of the text occurrences that are

matched by the regular expression.

Strings - Trim String

Removes the prefix and suffix whitespace characters such as spaces, new lines, and tabs.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* String String Input string to trim

Output Values

Name Type Description
Trimmed String String The new string

Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise

Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise Actions 1.1.0

Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise Actions

Execute SQL Query on Sybase Database Server

Executes any type of SQL on Sybase Database Server.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Specifies the database name.
* SQL Query To Execute String Specifies the SQL Query to execute.
* Server Name String Specifies the database server name.
* User Name String Specifies the database user name.
* User Password Password Specifies the database user password.
Batch Mode Boolean Indicates whether to handle the SQL query

that is supplied in batch mode.
Note: Batch mode is available in UPDATE
mode only.

Batch Mode Separator String Specifies the separator to use in batch
mode.
The separator splits the SQL Query, and
resulting strings that are run in batch mode.

Connection String String Specifies the database driver connection
string.
Note: Specify the value if you specify the
Driver Class Name.

Csv File Encoding String Specifies the encoding to use for the CSV
file. For example, ISO-8859-1, US-ASCII,
UTF-8, and UTF-16.
Note: For more information, see http://
www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.

Driver Class Name String Specifies the database driver class name.
Note: Specify the Connection String if you
specify the value.

Expected Number Of Affected Lines Integer Specifies the expected number of lines that
the SQL query affects.
Use the input to verify the success of the
query, by comparing the expected number
of affected lines to the actual affected lines.
If the affected number of lines is different
than expected the step fails.
Note: Leave the value blank to skip the
verification.

Ignore Errors During Batch Mode Boolean Indicates whether to ignore errors during
the execution of commands in batch mode.

Is Update Boolean Specifies whether the SQL query is an
update.
True for CREATE TABLE, UPDATE,
INSERT, or DELETE queries.
False for all other queries.

Properties String[] Specifies more properties to pass to the
database driver.
Use an array of key=value pairs. ('=' is
required.)
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Results To Csv Full Path String Specifies the full path of the file to save
results to.
The file is in CSV format. This input is
relevant only if the operation is select query.

Server Port int Specifies the database server port.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Last Batch Command Number Of Actual
Affected Lines

int The number of lines that the last SQL
Query command affected in batch mode.
Note: If not in batch mode, this value is the
same as Number Of Actual Affected Lines.

Number Of Actual Affected Lines int The number of lines that the SQL Query
affected.

Result Is Empty Boolean Indicates whether the result set is empty.
Result Set Object[][] The results in a 2 dimensions array

(Object[][]).
The first dimension is the columns and the
second dimension is the rows.

Run SQL File on Sybase Database Server

Executes any type of *.sql file on Sybase Database Server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Specifies the database name.
* SQL File To Execute String Specifies the files path of the SQL File to

execute.
* Server Name String Specifies the database server name.
* User Name String Specifies the database user name.
* User Password Password Specifies the database user password.
Auto Commit Boolean Specifies whether each statement is in its

own transaction that commits immediately.
Connection String String Specifies the database driver connection

string.
Note: Specify this value if you specify
Driver Class Name.

Delimiters String[] Specifies the delimiters that separate the
queries in the SQL file.

Driver Class Name String Specifies the database driver class name.
Note: Specify the Connection String if you
specify this value.

Properties String[] Specifies more properties to pass to the
database driver.
Use an array of key=value pairs. ('=' is
required.)

Server Port int Specifies the database server port.
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Stop On Error Boolean Indicates whether the action stops
executing on an error.
True to stop on error, False to continue on
error.

Text Files

Text File Actions 1.1.0

Text File Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Text Files Actions

Add Text to a File

Inserts text into a file. Specify the text to be searched in the file and add the Text To Add input after the text to be
searched.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Path String The path to the file where the text is added.
* Text To Add String The text to be added. The input also

accepts one of the String Parameters
except for the String Array Parameter.

Add After This Text String A text to search for in the file. The specified
Text To Add input is added after.

Add Text At The Beginning Boolean Whether to add the text at the beginning,
True for beginning, False for end. (Relevant
only if Add After This Text is empty).

Added new line character at the end of the
text added

Boolean Whether to add a new line character at the
end of the text added.

Added text starts with new line. Boolean Whether to start the added text with a new
line character.

Create File If Not Exist Boolean Create the file if it does not exist.
File Encoding String The encoding of the specified file.

Example: ISO-8859-1, US-ASCII, UTF-8,
UTF-16.
You can find more at http://www.iana.org/
assignments/character-sets.

Is Regex Boolean Whether to treat Add After This Text as a
regular expression.

Arrays - Read String Array from Text File

Reads a text file and puts every line into a new array element.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Filename String The file name to read.
File Encoding String The encoding of the file. Example:

ISO-8859-1, US-ASCII, UTF-8, UTF-16.
You can find more at http://www.iana.org/
assignments/character-sets.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Result Array String[] The result array.

Arrays - Write Array to Text File

Writes an array to a file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Array Object[] The array to write.
* Filename String The file name to write to.
Append Boolean True to append the file or False to rewrite

the file.
Create File If Not Exists Boolean Indicates whether to create the file if it does

not exist.
File Encoding String The Encoding of the specified file. For

example, ISO-8859-1, US-ASCII, UTF-8,
UTF-16.
You can find more at http://www.iana.org/
assignments/character-sets.

Extract Text from a File

Extracts text from a file by regular expression and stores the matched groups as defined by the result template input.

The extraction result is stored to a String Parameter.

Example: if a regular expression is "url=http://(server\d)/(path\d)", the result template is "$2 on $1" and file contains
the line "url=http://server8/path5", the extraction result is "path5 on server8". Refer to http://www.regular-expressions.info/
for more details.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Filename String The file from where the text is extracted.
* Regular Expression String The text to find in the file. Refer to http://

www.regular-expressions.info/ for more
details about regular expressions syntax.
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File Encoding String The encoding of the file. Example:
ISO-8859-1, US-ASCII, UTF-8, UTF-16.
You can find more at http://www.iana.org/
assignments/character-sets.

Result Template String The template for the extraction result. Use
$n for group n in regular expression input.
Refer to step help for an example. To get
character $ type \$.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Extraction Count int The number of extraction results in the file.
Extraction Results Array String[] An array of the extraction results in the file.
First Extraction Result String The result of the extraction.

Find Text in File

Finds a word or a string in a text file.

WARNING
For regular expression searches, the supported files are limited to 10 MB.

NOTE
The case-sensitive field is only valid when regex = false.

For regular expression examples, see Regular Expression Modifiers.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Path String The path to the file to search in.
* Text To Find String The text to find in the file. To search using

Regular Expressions set the Is Regular
Expression input to True. Refer to http://
www.regular-expressions.info/ for more
details.

Case Sensitive Boolean To consider the character case. True for
case-sensitive or False for case-insensitive.

File Character Set String The file character set if it is known.
Example: Unicode or Windows-1255. If
the input is left blank, the step starts with
the systems default character set and if the
text is not found another try is done with
Unicode.

Regular Expression Boolean Whether to search using Regular
Expressions. If True, the Text To Find input
is considered as a Regular Expression.

Text Should Exist Boolean Whether to expect the text to be found or
not. True, to be found or False, not to be
found.

Timeout int Timeout to wait before fail (action retries
until success or timeout), the units are in
seconds.
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Read String from Text File

Reads a specified text file. Used to read the file contents in a String Parameter. The file size can not exceed 100 KB.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Filename String The file name to read.
File Encoding String The encoding of the file. Example: 

ISO-8859-1, US-ASCII, UTF-8, UTF-16.
You can find more at http://www.iana.org/
assignments/character-sets.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Result String String The result string.

Replace Text in File

Replaces a string in a text file. The step fails if either the file does not exist or the text is not found. Files that are less than
10 MB are supported.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Path String The path to the file to replace in.
* Text To Find String The text to find in the file. To search using

Regular Expressions set the Is Regular
Expression input to True. Refer to http://
www.regular-expressions.info/ for more
details.

* Text To Replace String The text to replace the occurrences of Text
To Find input in the file.

Escape Replacement Boolean Set to False if the replacement text
is already escaped if there is regular
expression.

Fail If Text Not Found Boolean Whether to fail the action if the text is not
found.

File Encoding String The encoding of the file. Example:
ISO-8859-1, US-ASCII, UTF-8,
UTF-16. You can find more at http://
docs.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/technotes/
guides/intl/encoding.doc.html.

Is Regular Expression Boolean Whether to search using Regular
Expressions. if True, the Text To Find input
is considered as a Regular Expression.

Replace Text in Multiple Files

Replaces a string in a many text files. The step fails if one of the files does not exist. Files that are less than 10 MB are
supported.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Files Paths String[] The paths to the files.
* Text To Find String The text to find in every file. To search

using Regular Expressions set the Is
Regular Expression input to True. Refer
to http://www.regular-expressions.info/ for
more details.

* Text To Replace String The text to replace the occurrences of Text
To Find input in the files.

Escape Replacement Boolean Set to False if the replacement text
is already escaped if there is regular
expression.

File Encoding String The encoding of the file.
Is Regular Expression Boolean Indicates whether to search using Regular

Expressions, if true the Text To Find input is
considered as a Regular Expression.

May Not Contain The Text Boolean Whether step fails if text is not found. Set to
True if some of the files do not contain the
text to replace.

Web

Web Actions 1.1.0

Web Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Web Actions

Access URL

Accesses the specified URL with an optional validation verification of the HTTP response code.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Url String Specifies the HTTP URL.
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Authentication Method AuthMethod Specifies the authentication method of the
HTTP servers or proxies. Specify one of the
following methods:
• Basic
• Digest
• MUTUAL_SSL
• NTLM
If no authentication is required, specify
NONE.

CA Public Certificate String Specifies server public certificate file
including its full path to use for mutual
authentication.

Check Response Code Boolean Indicates whether the response code
matches an expected response.
If the flag is set to true and the response
code does not match the expected
response, the action fails.

Client Private Key String Specifies client private key to use for
mutual authentication.

Client Private Key Password Password Specifies client private key password, if key
is password-protected.

Client Public Certificate String Specifies client public certificate file
including its full path to use for mutual
authentication.

Connection Timeout (seconds) Integer Specifies the time to wait for a connection
to establish.
The default value is 60 seconds. Use 0
seconds to prevent a connection timeout.

Domain String Specifies the server domain.
The Domain applies only if the
Authentication Method is not set to NONE.

Expected Code Integer Specifies an expected HTTP response
code.
The action fails if the expected code is not
returned. If you do not specify an Expected
Code, any response code in the range
200-299 succeeds.

Is Post Boolean Indicates whether to use the POST or GET
method.
The default value is false to specify GET.
Use true to specify POST.

Parameters String[] Specifies URL parameters for the POST
HTTP method.
Specify each line in the array in key=value
format.

Password Password Specifies the user password.
The Password applies only if the
Authentication Method is not set to NONE.

Proxy Server Name String Specifies the name of the proxy server.
Proxy Server Port Integer Specifies the port of the proxy server.
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Read Timeout (seconds) Integer Specifies the time to wait for data to return.
Use 0 seconds to prevent a read timeout.

Realm String Specifies the realm to use to authenticate
the user.
The Realm applies only if the
Authentication Method is BASIC or
DIGEST.

Response File Path String Specifies the file path to save the response
to.

Use Preemptive Authentication Boolean Indicates whether to use Preemptive
Authentication when the user logs in.

User Name String The user name for authentication. (only
relevant if Authentication Method is NOT
"NONE")

Output Values

Name Type Description
HTML Response String The response as a string.
HTTP Response Code int The HTTP response code.

If no connection is made, the HTTP
Response Code is -1.

Find Text in HTML

Checks for the existence of a text in the HTML that is retrieved from the specified URL.

Input Values

The user name to use (leave empty to use no user name).

Name Type Description
* Target URL String The URL to retrieve the HTML from.
* Text To Match String The text to search in the retrieved HTML.
Is Post Boolean Whether to use POST or GET method,

default false for GET.
Is Unicode Boolean Whether the HTML that is retrieved from

the specified URL is in Unicode, True for
Unicode or False for not.

Maximum Time To Wait int Maximum time amount in seconds to wait.
Is relevant if the Repeat Until Found input is
set to True.

Parameters String[] URL parameters if there is POST HTTP
method used. Each line in array should be
in form of key=value.

Password Password The user password to use.
Repeat Until Found Boolean Whether to repeatedly retrieve the HTML

from the specified URL until the text is
matched.
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Time To Wait Between Retries Long The amount of time in seconds to wait
between retries. Is relevant if the Repeat
Until Found input is set to True.

Use Preemptive Authentication Boolean Whether to use Preemptive Authentication
when using user name to log in to the web
site.

User Name String

REST Operation

Performs REST operation for RESTful API calls.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* URI String REST URI to access. URI must contain

Scheme (http/https/.)
Authentication Method AuthMethod Can be set to each of the following

methods: Basic, Digest, or NTLM.
Can be used to authenticate with http
servers or proxies. NONE means that no
authentication is required.

Body String HTTP Body in case of POST/PUT and
DELETE.
To use the DELETE operation update to
version 6.7.1 and above.

Check Response Code Boolean The flag indicates whether actual response
code should be matched against expected.
If the flag is true and the actual response
code is not equal to expected, the step fails.

Connection Timeout (seconds) Integer Specifies the time to wait for a connection
to establish.
The default value is 60 seconds. Use 0
seconds to prevent a connection timeout.

Domain String The server's domain. (Relevant if
Authentication Method is not NONE)

Expected Code Integer Expected HTTP return code. Fails if
expected code is not returned. If left empty
accepts any code in the range 200-299

Http Headers String[] HTTP headers. Each line in array
should be in form of key: value. To
minimize performance impact, include a
Connection:close HTTP header to the
REST request.

Include HTTP Headers In Response Boolean Set to true if you want HTTP headers to be
included in the response.

Parameters String[] HTTP Parameters if there is the POST
method used. Each line in array should be
in form of key=value.

Password Password The users password. (Relevant if
Authentication Method is not NONE)

Proxy Server Name String The name of the proxy server
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Proxy Server Port Integer The port of the proxy server
Read Timeout (seconds) Integer Specifies the time to wait for data to return.

Use 0 seconds to prevent a read timeout.
Realm String The realm that authenticates the user.

(Relevant if Authentication Method is
"BASIC" or "DIGEST")

Response File Path String File path to save the response to.
Rest Verb HTTPMethodType REST verb to perform.
Use Preemptive Authentication Boolean Whether to use Preemptive Authentication

when using the username to login to the
web site.

User Name String The user name for authentication.
(Relevant if Authentication Method is
not "NONE")

Output Values

Name Type Description
HTTP Response Code int HTTP return code. -1 is returned if no HTTP

connection could be made.
Response As String String The response as string.
Response Headers As String String Response headers as string.

SOAP Request

Accesses WebService endpoint with the specified SOAP request and saves the response in a file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* End Point String WebService endpoint URL to access. URL

must contain Scheme (http/https/.)
* Request Filename String Filename of the XML file that holds the

SOAP request.
* Response Filename String Filename to store the response.
Additional Headers String[] Additional HTTP headers. Each line in the

array should be in the form of key: value.
Authentication Method AuthMethod Can be set to each of the following

methods: Basic, Digest, or NTLM. Can
be used to authenticate with http servers
or proxies. "NONE" means that no
authentication is required.

Connection Timeout (seconds) Integer Specifies the time to wait for a connection
to establish.
Default value is 1 minute. A value of zero
means the timeout is not used.

Domain String The server domain. (only relevant if
Authentication Method is not "NONE")
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Expected Code Integer Expected HTTP return code. Fails if
expected code is not returned. If left empty
it accepts any code in the range 200-299

Password Password The users password. (only relevant if
Authentication Method is not "NONE")

Proxy Server Name String The name of the proxy server
Proxy Server Port Integer The port of the proxy server
Read Timeout (seconds) Integer Specifies the time to wait for data to return.

Use 0 seconds to prevent a read timeout.
Realm String The realm that authenticates the user.

(Relevant if Authentication Method is
"BASIC" or "DIGEST")

SOAPAction header String The optional SOAPAction header element,
which is required for some web services

Use Preemptive Authentication Boolean Whether to use Preemptive Authentication
when using username to log on to the web
site.

User Name String The user name for authentication.
(Relevant if Authentication Method is not
"NONE")

Output Values

Name Type Description
HTTP Response Code int HTTP return code. -1 is returned if no HTTP

connection could be made.
Response String Output parameter that holds the response

of the request.

XML

XML Actions 1.1.0

XML Actions are preinstalled with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

XML Actions

Delete an XML Attribute Using XPath

Deletes an XML attribute that is selected by a XPath query.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* X Path Query String The XPath query to select the element that

the specified attribute is deleted from.
* XML Attribute Name String The name of the XML attribute to delete.
* XML File Path String The path to the XML file to perform the

operation on.
Default Namespace Prefix String Prefix the default namespace is mapped to.
Deletion Method XpathDeleteAttribute$DeleteMode Indicates which the action to take if the

XPath Query returns several elements: First
element found, Last element found, or all
the elements that are found.

Is Namespace Aware Boolean Determines whether the XPath query is
namespace aware or not. When using
a default namespace, use the Default
Namespace Prefix parameter.

Output Values

Name Type Description
XML Attribute Found Boolean Indicates whether the XML attribute was

found and deleted.

Delete an XML Element Using XPath

Deletes an XML Element selected by a XPath query.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* X Path Query String The XPath query to select the element for

deletion by.
* XML File Path String The path to the XML file to perform the

operation on.
Default Namespace Prefix String Prefix the default namespace is mapped to.
Deletion Method XpathDelete$DeleteMode Indicates which action to take if the XPath

Query returns several elements: First
element found, Last element found, or all
the elements that were found.

Is Namespace Aware Boolean Determines whether the XPath query is
namespace aware or not. When using
a default namespace, use the Default
Namespace Prefix parameter.

Output Values

Name Type Description
XML Element Found Boolean Indicates whether the XML Element was

found and deleted.
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Execute an XPath Query

Executes the specified XPath query on the specified XML file and returns the XML Elements Values.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* X Path Query String The XPath query to execute.
* XML File Path String The path to the XML file to perform the

operation on.
Default Namespace Prefix String Prefix the default namespace is mapped to.
Is Namespace Aware Boolean Determines whether the XPath query is

namespace aware or not. When using
a default namespace, use the Default
Namespace Prefix parameter.

Output Values

Name Type Description
First XML Element Value String The first value of the first XML Element

returned by the execution of the specified
XPath query

XML Elements Count int Number of XML Elements found.
XML Elements Values String[] An array of the values of the XML Elements

that are returned by the execution of the
specified XPath query.

Execute Multiple Queries Using XPath

Executes multiple XPath queries on the specified XML file, and returns the XML Elements Values (in multiple results).The
main query is a mandatory input parameter to retrieve the main element. The other queries are intended for sub elements
queries relative to the main element. For example, given the following XML:  <item><name>example</name></item> and
Xpath Main Query of '//item' and XPath Query1 'name', then XPath Result1 would contain: <name>example</name>

Input Values

Name Type Description
* XML Content/ File Path String The path to the xml file or a string in xml

format.
* Xpath Main Query String Xpath to the main target element. The

entire can be executed relatively to the
result of the query.

Default Empty Query Result String The default value result for any sub query
that is returned with no result.

Fail If Element Is Not Full Boolean Fail the action if one of the main or sub
queries does not return a value.

Ignore Namespaces Boolean When set to True Xpath can be written
without the namespace prefix.
If set to False - Do not use the default
namespace within the target XML.
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Xpath Query1 String Xpath Query which can be written relatively
to the main query. If an absolute path is
written (e.g. using '//') the main query is
irrelevant.

Xpath Query10 String Xpath Query which can be written relatively
to the main query. If an absolute path is
written (e.g. using '//') the main query is
irrelevant.

Xpath Query2 String Xpath Query which can be written relatively
to the main query. If an absolute path is
written (e.g. using '//') the main query is
irrelevant.

Xpath Query3 String Xpath Query which can be written relatively
to the main query. If an absolute path is
written (e.g. using '//') the main query is
irrelevant.

Xpath Query4 String Xpath Query which can be written relatively
to the main query. If an absolute path is
written (e.g. using '//') the main query is
irrelevant.

Xpath Query5 String Xpath Query which can be written relatively
to the main query. If an absolute path is
written (e.g. using '//') the main query is
irrelevant.

Xpath Query6 String Xpath Query which can be written relatively
to the main query. If an absolute path is
written (e.g. using '//') the main query is
irrelevant.

Xpath Query7 String Xpath Query which can be written relatively
to the main query. If an absolute path is
written (e.g. using '//') the main query is
irrelevant.

Xpath Query8 String Xpath Query which can be written relatively
to the main query. If an absolute path is
written (e.g. using '//') the main query is
irrelevant.

Xpath Query9 String Xpath Query which can be written relatively
to the main query. If an absolute path is
written (e.g. using '//') the main query is
irrelevant.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Has Empty Result Boolean Whether one of the queries (Main or Sub)

did not return a result.
Xpath Result1 String Xpath Result of sub query. 1
Xpath Result10 String Xpath Result of sub query. 10
Xpath Result2 String Xpath Result of sub query. 2
Xpath Result3 String Xpath Result of sub query. 3
Xpath Result4 String Xpath Result of sub query. 4
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Xpath Result5 String Xpath Result of sub query. 5
Xpath Result6 String Xpath Result of sub query. 6
Xpath Result7 String Xpath Result of sub query. 7
Xpath Result8 String Xpath Result of sub query. 8
Xpath Result9 String Xpath Result of sub query. 9

Insert an XML Attribute Using XPath

Insert the specified attribute in the element that is selected by the specified XPath query.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* X Path Query String The XPath query to select the element that

the specified attribute is inserted to.
* XML Attribute Name String The name of the XML attribute to insert.
* XML Attribute Value String The value to set to the inserted attribute.
* XML File Path String The path to the XML file to perform the

operation on.
Default Namespace Prefix String Prefix the default namespace is mapped to.
Insertion Method XpathInsertAttribute$InsertMode Indicates which action to take if the XPath

Query returns several elements: First
element found, Last element found, or all
the elements that were found.

Is Namespace Aware Boolean Determines whether the XPath query is
namespace aware or not. When using
a default namespace, use the Default
Namespace Prefix parameter.

Output Values

Name Type Description
XML Attribute Found Boolean Indicates whether the XML attribute was

inserted.

Insert an XML Element Using XPath

Inserts the specified XML Element as a child of the XML Element that is selected by the XPath query.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* X Path Query String The XPath query to select the element to

insert the specified element in.
* XML Element String The XML Element to insert in string format,

explicit values can be set or can use
String Value Parameter. If inserting a
comment specify only the body of the
comment without the &lt!-- and -->.

* XML File Path String The path to the XML file to perform the
operation on.
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Default Namespace Prefix String Prefix the default namespace is mapped to.
Inserted Element Location XpathInsert$InsertPlace Indicates where to insert the new XML

Element relative to the selected XML
Element children.

Insertion Method XpathInsert$InsertMode Indicates which action to take if the XPath
Query returns several elements: First
element found, Last element found, or all
the elements that were found.

Is Comment Boolean Indicates whether it is actually a comment
that is being inserted.

Is Namespace Aware Boolean Determines whether the XPath query is
namespace aware or not. When using
a default namespace, use the 'Default
Namespace Prefix' parameter.

Output Values

Name Type Description
XML Element Was Found Boolean Indicates whether the XML Element was

found.

Update an XML Attribute Using XPath

Updates the specified attribute value on the selected XML Element by the XPath query.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* New XML Attribute Value String The new value to set to the specified

attribute.
* X Path Query String The XPath query to select the element that

the specified attribute is inserted to.
* XML Attribute Name String The name of the XML attribute to update.
* XML File Path String The path to the XML file to perform the

operation on.
Default Namespace Prefix String Prefix the default namespace is mapped to.
Is Namespace Aware Boolean Determines whether the XPath query is

namespace aware or not. When using
a default namespace, use the Default
Namespace Prefix parameter.

Update Method XpathUpdateAttribute$UpdateMode Indicates which action to take in case the
XPath Query returns several elements: First
element found, Last element found, or all
the elements that were found.

Output Values

Name Type Description
XML Attribute Found Boolean Indicates whether the XML attribute was

updated.
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Update an XML Element using XPath

Updates the value of an XML Element that is selected by the XPath query.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* New XML Element Value String The new value to set to the XML Element.
* X Path Query String The XPath query to select the element to

update.
* XML File Path String The path to the XML file to perform the

operation on.
Default Namespace Prefix String Prefix the default namespace is mapped to.
Is Namespace Aware Boolean Determines whether the XPath query is

namespace aware or not. When using
a default namespace, use the Default
Namespace Prefix parameter.

Update Method XpathUpdate$UpdateMode Indicates which action to take if the XPath
Query returns several elements: First
element found, Last element found, or all
the elements that were found.

Output Values

Name Type Description
XML Element Was Found Boolean Indicates whether the XML Element was

found.

Zip Files

Zip File Actions 1.1.0

Zip File Actions are pre installed with Nolio Release Automation.

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Zip Files Actions

Create ZIP File

Creates a zip file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Source Path String File or directory path for the content to be

zipped.
* Zip File Path String Fully qualified file name for the new zip file.
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Directory Exclude Filter String Directory Exclude filter (e.g., "tmp" -
directories that match the pattern are
not included in the new zip file.
Note: Filter tests against the path relative to
"Source Path"

Files Exclude Filter String Exclude files filter (e.g., "*.dbg" - when the
filter is set, files that match the filter are
excluded from the new zip file.

Files Filter String Include files filter (e.g. "*.dll") - when the
filter is set, only the files that match the
filter are included in the new zip file.

Include Root Folder Boolean Whether to include the root folder as part of
the new zip file.

Include Sub Folders Boolean Whether to traverse sub folders when
creating the zip file. Empty folders are
included too.

Regular Expression Filter Boolean Whether the filters are specified in RegEx
syntax (typically only useful for more
complex filtering).

Extract ZIP

Extracts a ZIP file to a destination path. The action fails if the path does not exist.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Destination Path String The path to the destination where the

contents of the ZIP file is extracted to.
The last folder in the path you define does
not have to exist and is created during
extraction. But all other folders in the path
must exist.

* Zip File Path String The path to the ZIP file to extract.

ZIP Many Files 

Creates a ZIP file from the source paths. The action fails if the source paths do not exist.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Source Paths String[] The path to the source where the contents

of the ZIP file is created from.
* Zip File Path String The path to the ZIP file to create.
Files Filter String The filter to use to filter the files.
Include Root Folder Boolean Whether to include the root folder as part of

the new Zip file
Include Sub Folders Boolean Whether to include sub folders. Empty

folders are included too.
Regular Expression Filter Boolean Whether the files filter is a regular

expression 
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Optional Action Packs
NOTE
A few action packs will be deprecated on 30th June 2022 across all active versions of Nolio Release
Automation/CA Release Automation. You can read the official announcementhere.

Optional action packs are extensions to Nolio Release Automation that provide additional sets of actions for specific
technologies. Download and install optional action packs to make their actions available for use.

Each optional action pack contains documentation that details any required prerequisites and configuration, and a list of
the actions in each pack.

In addition to this documentation, each action includes embedded tooltip documentation in Release Operations Center
and an embedded Actions Help at http://<managementserver>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Apache Subversion

Action Pack for Apache Subversion 10.7.2210.1.

The Action Pack for Apache Subversion (SVN) contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that
perform operations in SVN.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Apache Subversion Actions in this document.
• The embedded actions help that is available in the installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• SVN actions in this pack support Apache Subversion 1.4 to 1.8.8, and 1.14.
• SVN actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.
• Windows 2008 R2 and Linux Red Hat 6.

What's New

The following update was made for 10.7.2210.1.

• Remediate potential security vulnerabilities and upgrade open-source libraries.

The following update was made for 10.6.1807.1.

• Fixed an issue with the SVN - Commit action where the working copy file changes were not committed because of an
unsupported client.

The following update was made for 10.5.1410.

• Updated the Broadcom Enterprise Software Support download discrepancies file.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in SVN.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites to Run Apache Subversion Actions.
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2. Deploy the action pack for Apache Subversion.
For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.

3. Use SVN actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run Apache Subversion Actions

To run Apache Subversion actions, verify the following prerequisites:

• Download and import the the Action Pack:
• Jars sqljet-1.1.11.jar and svnkit-1.9.3.jar needs to be manually uploaded.

1. Download the action pack from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Extract the Action Pack zip file to get the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files.
3. Extract the dependencies.zip file.
4. Import both the .jar and the contents of the dependencies .zip into Nolio Release Automation using Actions

Management.

Apache Subversion Actions

All SVN actions are delivered as an Action Pack. The SVN actions are stored in the Nolio Release Automation Repository,
database, and in the folder structure.

The Action Pack for Apache Subversion provides the following actions:

SVN - Check Out

Check out a working copy from a repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Destination Path String If destination path does not exist, the path

is created.
* Password Password SVN server password
* Server Url String A path of a directory on the server.

Example: "svn://<host>/nolio/newBranch"
* User Name String SVN server user name
Allow Unversioned Obstructions boolean If allowUnversionedObstructions is

true, then the update tolerates existing
unversioned items that obstruct added
paths. Only obstructions of the same
type (file or dir) as the added item are
tolerated. The text of obstructing files
is left as-is, effectively treating it as a
user modification after the update. If
allowUnversionedObstructions is false,
then the update aborts if there are any
unversioned obstructing items.

Revision Number Long The revision number of the working copy
that you require. The default is the last
revision (HEAD).
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Revision Long SVN revision

SVN - Commit

Commit changes to a repository. The action allows you to Add / Delete / Modify and commits the changes to the
repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Commit Type CommitType Choose "Add" to add an item, "Delete"

to delete a versioned item, or "Modify" to
change a versioned item.

* Password Password SVN server password
* User Name String SVN server user name
* Working Copy path String The working copy path to be committed.

The path can point to a file or a directory
(works recursively).

Commit Message String log message

Output Values

Name Type Description
Revision Long SVN revision

SVN - Create Branch / Tag

Creates (copies) a new branch / tag on the SVN server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* New Tag Path String The path of the new tag/branch. Example:

"svn://<host>/nolio/newBranch"
* Password Password SVN server password
* Server Url String A path of a directory on the server. The

directory that is supplied is the base to the
new branch. Example: "svn://<host>/nolio/
trunk"

* User Name String SVN server user name
Commit Message String Log message
Revision Number Long The revision number of the working copy

that you require. The default is the last
revision (HEAD).
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Revision Long SVN revision

SVN - Export

Exports the contents of either a subversion repository or a subversion working copy into a 'clean' directory.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Destination Path String If destination path does not exist, the path

is created.
* Password Password SVN server password
* Server Url String A path of a directory on the server.

Example: "svn://<host>/nolio/newBranch"
* User Name String SVN server user name
Overwrite Boolean if true, causes the export to overwrite files

or directories.
Revision Number Long The revision number of the working copy

that you require. The default is the last
revision (HEAD).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Revision Long SVN revision

SVN - Info

Gets information about a specific repository artifact.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password SVN server password
* Server Url String A path to a file or folder on the SVN server.

Example: "svn://<host>/my-folder/my-
file.txt"

* User Name String SVN server user name
Revision Number Long The revision number of the working copy

that you require. The default is the last
revision (HEAD).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Repository UUID String The repository Universally Unique IDentifier
Revision Long SVN revision
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Revision Author String Revision last change author
Revision Commit Message String The requested revision commit message
Revision Date String Revision last change date
Revision Kind String The requested revision type.
Revision Name String The requested revision name
Revision URL String The requested revision URL

SVN - Update

Updates a working copy from an SVN repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password SVN server password
* Path String The path of the versioned item to update.

Unversioned paths that are direct children
of a versioned path causes an update
that attempts to add that path, other
unversioned paths are skipped

* User Name String SVN server user name
Allow Unversioned Obstructions Boolean If "allow unversioned obstructions" is

true, then the update tolerates existing
unversioned items that obstruct added
paths. Only obstructions of the same
type (file or dir) as the added item are
tolerated. The text of obstructing files is
left as-is, effectively treating it as a user
modification after the update. If "allow
unversioned obstructions" is false, then the
update aborts if there are any unversioned
obstructing items.

Revision Number Long The revision number of the working copy
that you require. The default is the last
revision (HEAD).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Revision Long SVN revision

Apache Tomcat

Action Pack for Apache Tomcat 10.4.2210.1

The Action Pack for Apache Tomcat contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform
operations in Apache Tomcat.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:
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• Apache Tomcat Actions in this document.
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• Apache Tomcat actions in this pack support Apache Tomcat 6.0, 7.0, and 10.0.
• Apache Tomcat actions in this pack support for Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.
• Windows 2008 R2 and Linux Red Hat 6.

Security Requirements

• To use the action pack, your Apache Tomcat instance must have the Tomcat Manager Application enabled with
a configured user name and password. The user needs to have the proper permissions to execute the Tomcat
commands being instrumented by the actions.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in Apache Tomcat.

Follow these steps:

1. Deploy the action pack for Apache Tomcat.
For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.

2. Use Tomcat actions in Nolio Release Automationprocesses.

What's New

The following update was made for 10.4.2210.1.

• Remediate potential security vulnerabilities.

The following update was made for 10.3.1404.

• The action, Tomcat - Stop, fails when the Tomcat server is already stopped.

The following update was made for 10.3.1403.

• The actions, “Tomcat – Start” and “Tomcat – Stop” now have an optional input field to pass environment variables.
• For example, you can add the CATALINA_BASE variable to the action. Example:

CATALINE_BASE=<PATHTOCATALINABASE>.

Apache Tomcat Actions

All Apache Tomcat actions are delivered as an action pack. The Apache Tomcat actions are stored in the CA Release
Automation Repository, database, and in the folder structure.

The Action Pack for Apache Tomcat provides the following actions:

Tomcat - Add User

Adds a Tomcat user including the user roles.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Password Password Password of the new Tomcat user.
* Roles String[] Roles of the new Tomcat user.
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* User Name String Name of the new Tomcat user to be added.

Tomcat - Deploy a New Application

Deploy and start a new web application attached to the specified context path.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Path String The path of web application. For example: /

sample
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Password Password The password of the Tomcat manager user.
* User String The user name of the Tomcat manager.
* Web Application Source String URL of a web application archive (WAR)

file, pathname of a directory which
contains the web application, or a Context
configuration '.xml' file. Absolute path
should be included.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Response String String Response string of undeploy an existed

application.
Succeeded boolean Action execution result is succeeded (true

or false).

Tomcat - Get Deployed Application Status

Deploy and start a new web application attached to the specified context path.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Path String The path of web application. For example: /

sample
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Password Password The password of the Tomcat manager user.
* User String The user name of the Tomcat manager.
* Web Application Source String URL of a web application archive (WAR)

file, path name of a directory which
contains the web application, or a Context
configuration '.xml' file. Absolute path
should be included.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Response String String Response string of undeploy an existed

application.
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Succeeded Boolean Action execution result is succeeded (true
or false).

Tomcat - Get Version

Get the version of Tomcat.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* JRE/JDK Home String The JRE or the JDK install path. Java

is required to run tomcat. Example: C:
\Program Files (x86)\Java\jdk1.7.0_25, /usr/
java/jre1.7.0_40.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Tomcat Version String The version of Tomcat to get from the

Tomcat server.

Tomcat - Remove JNDI Resource

Remove JNDI resource in Tomcat

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host
name is empty it means default vitual host.

Tomcat - Remove Resource

Remove resource in Tomcat

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host
name is empty it means default vitual host.
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Tomcat - Remove User

Remove resource in Tomcat

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host
name is empty it means default vitual host.

Tomcat - Set ActiveMQ Connection Factory

Add or modify ActiveMQ connection Factory

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
ActiveMQ Broker Url String The broker Url of ActiveMQ.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Broker Name String The broker name of the ActiveMQ.
Password Password The password of the ActiveMQ.
Resouce Description String The description of this resource.
User Name String The user name of the ActiveMQ.
Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host

name is empty it means default vitual host.

Tomcat - Set ActiveMQ Queue

Add or modify ActiveMQ queue

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Physical Name String The queue name for the JMS destination.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Resouce Description String The description of the resource.
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Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host
name is empty it means default vitual host.

Tomcat - Set ActiveMQ Topic

Add or modify ActiveMQ topic

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Physical Name String The topic name for the JMS destination.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Resouce Description String The description of the resource.
Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host

name is empty it means default vitual host.

Tomcat - Set JavaMail Session

Set JavaMail Session in Tomcat

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
* SMTP Host String Points at the server that provides the SMTP

service for the network.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

SMTP Password Password The password used to log in the SMTP
host.

SMTP User String The user used to log in the SMTP host.
Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host

name is empty it means default vitual host.

Tomcat - Set JDBC Data Source

Set JDBC data source in Tomcat

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Connection URL String The connection URL to be passed to the

JDBC driver.
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* Driver Class Name String Fully qualified Java class name of the
JDBC driver to be used.

* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Database Password Password Database password to be passed to the
JDBC driver. It's optional, for example,
if Windows Authentication for SqlServer is
used, it is not required.

Database User Name String Database username to be passed to the
JDBC driver. It's optional, for example,
if Windows Authentication for SqlServer is
used, it is not required.

Initial Number of Connections Integer The initial number of connections that are
created in the pool during pool initialization.
Default: 0.

Max Active Connections Integer The maximum number of connections that
can be allocated from this pool at the same
time. Default: 8 .

Max Idle Connections Integer The maximum number of connections that
can sit idle in this pool at the same time.
Default: 8.

Max Wait Time Integer The maximum number of milliseconds
that the pool will wait (when there are no
available connections) for a connection to
be returned before throwing an exception.
Default: -1 (infinite)

Min Idle Connections Integer The minimum number of connections to sit
idle in the pool at the same time. Default: 0

Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host
name is empty it means default virtual host.

Tomcat - Set JNDI Resource

Set JNDI resource in Tomcat

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* JNDI Resource Value String Value of the JNDI Resource.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host
name is empty it means default virtual host.
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Tomcat - Set WebSphere MQ Connection Factory

Add or modify WebSphere MQ connection Factory

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
* WebSphere MQ Channel String The channel of WebSphere MQ.
* WebSphere MQ Host String The host name of WebSphere MQ.
* WebSphere MQ Queue Manager String The queue manager of WebSphere MQ.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Resouce Description String The description of the resource.
Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host

name is empty it means default virtual host.
WebSphere MQ Password Password The password of the WebSphere MQ.
WebSphere MQ Port int The port number of WebSphere MQ.
WebSphere MQ Transport Type TransportType The transport type of WebSphere MQ.
WebSphere MQ User Name String The user name of the WebSphere MQ.

Tomcat - Set WebSphere MQ Queue

Add or modify WebSphere MQ queue

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
* WebSphere MQ Queue String The name for the WebSphere MQ queue.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Resouce Description String The description of this resource.
Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host

name is empty it means default virtual host.

Tomcat - Set WebSphere MQ Queue Connection Factory

Add or modify WebSphere MQ queue connection Factory

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
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* WebSphere MQ Channel String The channel of WebSphere MQ.
* WebSphere MQ Host String The host name of WebSphere MQ.
* WebSphere MQ Queue Manager String The queue manager of WebSphere MQ.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Resouce Description String The description of the resource.
Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host

name is empty it means default virtual host.
WebSphere MQ Password Password The password of the WebSphere MQ.
WebSphere MQ Port int The port number of WebSphere MQ
WebSphere MQ Transport Type TransportType The transport type of WebSphere MQ.
WebSphere MQ User Name String The user name of the WebSphere MQ.

Tomcat - Set WebSphere MQ Topic

Add or modify WebSphere MQ topic

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
* WebSphere MQ Topic String The name for the WebSphere MQ topic.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Resouce Description String The description of the resource.
Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host

name is empty it means default virtual host.

Tomcat - Set WebSphere MQ Topic Connection Factory

Add or modify WebSphere MQ topic connection Factory

Input Values

Name Type Description
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Resource Name String The name of the resource.
* WebSphere MQ Channel String The channel of WebSphere MQ.
* WebSphere MQ Host String The host name of WebSphere MQ.
* WebSphere MQ Queue Manager String The queue manager of WebSphere MQ.
Application Name String The application of the resource. If the

application is empty it means Tomcat
common context.

Resouce Description String The description of the resource.
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Virtual Host String The virtual host name. If the virtual host
name is empty it means default virtual host.

WebSphere MQ Password Password The password of the WebSphere MQ.
WebSphere MQ Port int The port number of WebSphere MQ.
WebSphere MQ Transport Type TransportType The transport type of WebSphere MQ.
WebSphere MQ User Name String The user name of the WebSphere MQ.

Tomcat - Start

Start Tomcat.

Input Values

Name Type Description
CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
Tomcat Installed as a Service Boolean Tomcat can be installed as a service on

Windows. The parameter is used to specify
the action, and went the parameter is set to
true, the tomcat service name also should
be set.

Tomcat Service Name String Tomcat service name, the option should be
specified if tomcat is installed as a service
and is mandatory for Unix platforms.
Examples: tomcat5, tomcat6 or tomcat7.

Tomcat Startup Path (Unix) String Tomcat Startup path for Unix platform. eg: /
etc/init.d The field is mandatory for Unix
platforms.

Tomcat - Start an Existing Application

Signal a stopped application to restart and make itself available again,

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Path String The path of web application. Example: /

sample
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Password Password The password of the Tomcat manager user.
* User String The user name of the Tomcat manager.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Response String String Response string of undeploy an existed

application.
Succeeded Boolean Action execution result is succeeded (true

or false).

Tomcat - Stop
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Stop Tomcat.

Input Values

Name Type Description
CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
Tomcat Installed as a Service Boolean Tomcat can be installed as a service on

Windows. The parameter is used to specify
this, and if these parameter is set to true,
the Tomcat service name also should be
set.

Tomcat Service Name String Tomcat service name , the option should be
specified if tomcat is installed as a service
and is mandatory for Unix platforms.
Example: tomcat5, tomcat6 or tomcat7.

Tomcat Startup Path (Unix) String Tomcat Startup path for Unix platform. eg: /
etc/init.d The field is mandatory for Unix
platforms.

Tomcat - Stop an Existing Application

Signal an existing application to make itself unavailable, but stays deployed

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Path String The path of web application. For example: /

sample
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Password Password The password of the Tomcat manager user.
* User String The user name of the Tomcat manager.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Response String String Response string of undeploy an existed

application.
Succeeded Boolean Action execution result is succeeded (True

or False).

Tomcat - Undeploy an Existing Application

Signal an existing application to gracefully shut itself down and remove itself from Tomcat.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Path String The path of web application. Example: /

sample
* CATALINA Home Directory String Full path to the CATALINA folder.
* Password Password The password of the Tomcat manager user.
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* User String The user name of the Tomcat manager.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Response String String Response string of undeploy an existed

application.
Succeeded Boolean Action execution result is succeeded (True

or False).

Atlassian JIRA

Action Pack for Atlassian JIRA 10.8.2210.1

The Action Pack for Atlassian JIRA contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform operations
in JIRA.

Actions Implementation

The JIRA actions use the REST API and are executed locally or remotely.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Atlassian JIRA Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in the installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Agent Installation

The JIRA server does not require an Agent or client.

Supported Platforms:

• Atlassian JIRA actions in this pack support Atlassian JIRA 6.x.
• Atlassian JIRA actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.
• Windows 2008 R2 and Linux Red Hat 6.

What's New

The following update was made for 10.8.2210.1.

• Remediated potential security vulnerabilities and upgraded open-source libraries.

The following update was made for 10.7.1506.

• The action, JIRA - Update Issue Status, is fixed to update the specified JIRA issue.

The following update was made for 10.6.1506.

• The following JIRA actions are updated to allow custom input valves.

JIRA - Create Issue, input value Custom Issue Type added.
JIRA - Edit Issue, input value Custom Priority added.
JIRA - Resolve Issue, input value Custom Resolution added.
JIRA - Update Issue, input value Change to Custom status added.

The following update was made for 10.5.1506.
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• Dependency .zip file added
• JIRA Base URL support added.

The following update was made for 10.4.1506.

• HTTPS support added

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in Atlassian JIRA.

Follow these steps:

1. Deploy the action pack for Atlassian JIRA.
For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.

2. Use JIRA actions in CA Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run Atlassian JIRA Actions

To run Atlassian JIRA actions, verify the following prerequisites:

• Download and import the action pack:

1. Download the action pack from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Copy the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files to a local folder.
3. Import both the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip into CA Release Automation using Actions Management.

Atlassian JIRA Actions

The Action Pack for Atlassian JIRA provides the following actions:

JIRA - Add Issue Comment

Add comment for an issue.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Comment String Comment for issue.
* Issue Key String Key of the issue created. For example: we

can access the issue by http://address:port/
browse/IssueKey.
Issue Key always with the format:
[ProjectKey-Number], For example, JIR-100

* Password Password Password for the JIRA login.
* Username String Username for the JIRA login.
Address String JIRA server address
Base URL String The base URL suffix of the JIRA server

(host:port/baseURL).
HTTPS Enable Boolean Enable or Disable HTTPS. If you use

HTTPS to connect, do not use the email
address as username. The username can
be found in Jira->Settings->Profile.

Other Role String Role name. This input is valid only when
you select [Others] for [Role].
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Port Integer JIRA server port
Proxy Password Password The password for proxy server
Proxy Port int The Port for Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP for Proxy Server
Proxy Username String The user name for proxy server
Role RoleType The role who can view the comment. The

roles in the project the issue belongs to.
If null, default value is [All]. If [Others] is
selected, set a value to [Other Role].

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

JIRA - Close Issue

Update JIRA Request Ticket status to closed.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Issue Key String Key of the issue created. For example: we

can access the issue by http://address:port/
browse/IssueKey.
Issue Key always with the format:
[ProjectKey-Number], for example, JIR-100

* Password Password Password for the JIRA login.
* Username String Username for the JIRA login.
Address String JIRA server address
Base URL String The base URL suffix of the JIRA Server

(host:port/baseURL).
Comment String Comment for issue.
HTTPS Enable Boolean Enable or Disable HTTPS. If you use

HTTPS to connect, do not use the email
address as username. The username can
be found in Jira->Settings->Profile.

Port Integer JIRA server port
Proxy Password Password The password for proxy server
Proxy Port int The Port for Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP for Proxy Server
Proxy Username String The user name for proxy server
Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is

unlimited wait.

JIRA - Create Issue

Create jira request ticket with a status of open.

Input Values
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Username for the JIRA login.Reporter. Default to current logon user. For example: login JIRA username is [User], Display
name is [FirstName LastName], input [User] as the reporter.

Name Type Description
* Issue Type IssueType The issue type. Choose a type definite in

the project the issue belongs to. If [Others]
is selected, give a value to [Custom Issue
Type]. If you select [Epic], give a value to
[Epic Name]

* Password Password Password for the JIRA login.
* Project Key String The key of the project which the issue

belongs to. For example: in the Projects
drop list, there are items with format
ProjectName(ProjectKey).

* Summary String The summary of the issue you want to
create.

* Username String Username for login JIRA.
Address String JIRA server address
Affects Versions String[] Array of versions, each element is a

version. For software projects, JIRA allows
you to track different versions, for example,
1.0, 2.0. Issues can be assigned to versions
configured in the project administration.

Assignee String Assignee. Default to current logon user. For
example: login JIRA username is [User],
Display name is [FirstName LastName],
input [User] as the assignee.

Attachments String[] Array of file names, each element is a file
name. The maximum upload size is 10.00
MB. For example: C:/issueDetail.txt, D:/
issueScreenShot.png, E:/issue.zip

Base URL String The base URL suffix of the JIRA server
(host:port/baseURL).

Components String[] Array of components, each element is a
component. Projects can be broken down
into components, for example, Database,
UI. Issue can then be categorized against
different components that are configured in
the project administration.

Custom Fields String[] Different issues can have different
information fields. This input allows client
to provide some custom fields that are
configured in the project administration.
Array of field name and field value pairs,
which are separated by equal sign.
For example: Epic Link=epicLinkVlue;
CustomFieldName1=CustomFieldValue1.

Custom Issue Type String Custom Issue Type, the input is valid when
you select [Others] for [Issue Type].

Description String The description of the issue you want to
create.
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Due Date String Due date. For example, 2013-09-29
Environment String For example, operating system, software

platform, and hardware specifications
(include as appropriate for the issue).

Epic Name String Provide a short name to identify this epic
in the JIRA Agile boards. This input is valid
when you select [Epic] for [Issue Type].

Fix Versions String[] Array of versions, each element is a
version. For software projects, JIRA allows
you to track different versions, for example,
1.0, 2.0. Issues can be assigned to versions
configured in the project administration.

HTTPS Enable Boolean Enable or Disable HTTPS. If you use
HTTPS to connect, do not use the email
address as username. The username can
be found in Jira->Settings->Profile.

Labels String[] Array of Labels to mark this issue, each
element is a label. Do not use a space in
the Label.

Original Estimate String The original estimate of how much work
is involved in resolving this issue. (for
example, 3w 4d 12h)

Port Integer JIRA server port
Priority IssuePriority Priority level which indicates importance of

the issue.
Proxy Password Password The password for proxy server
Proxy Port int The Port for Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP for Proxy Server
Proxy Username String The user name for proxy server
Remaining Estimate String An estimate of how much work remains

until this issue is resolved. (For example,
3w 4d 12h)

Reporter String
Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is

unlimited wait.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Issue Id String Id of the issue created.
Issue Key String Key of the issue created. For example: we

can access the issue by http://address:port/
browse/IssueKey.
Issue Key always with the format:
[ProjectKey-Number], For example, JIR-100

JIRA - Delete Issue

Delete a single issue that is based on a given issue id or key.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Issue Key or Id String Key or Id of the issue created. For

example: we can access the issue by
http://address:port/browse/IssueKey or
http://address:port/browse/IssueId Issue
Key always with the format: [ProjectKey-
Number], For example: JIR-100

* Password Password Password for the JIRA login.
* Username String Username for the JIRA login.
Address String JIRA server address
Base URL String The base URL suffix of the JIRA server

(host:port/baseURL).
HTTPS Enable Boolean Enable or Disable HTTPS. If you use

HTTPS to connect, do not use the email
address as username. The username can
be found in Jira->Settings->Profile.

Port Integer JIRA server port
Proxy Password Password The password for proxy server
Proxy Port int The Port for Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP for Proxy Server
Proxy Username String The user name for proxy server
Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is

unlimited wait.
To Delete Sub Tasks Boolean Indicates that subtasks are deleted. If the

issue has no subtasks, this parameter is
ignored. When the issue has subtasks and
this parameter is missing or false, then
the issue is not deleted and an error is
returned.

JIRA - Edit Issue

Update the existing issue basic information.

Input Values

Assignee. Default to current logon user. For example: login JIRA username is [User], Display name is [FirstName
LastName], input [User] as the assignee.Reporter. Default to current logon user. For example: login JIRA username is
[User], Display name is [FirstName LastName], input [User] as the reporter.
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Array of components, each element is a component. Projects can be broken down into components, for
example, Database, UI. Issue can then be categorized against different components that are configured in the project
administration.

Name Type Description
* Issue Key or Id String Key or Id of the issue created. For

example: we can access the issue by http://
address:port/browse/IssueKey or http://
address:port/browse/IssueId.
Issue Key always with the format:
[ProjectKey-Number], For example, JIR-100

* Password Password Password for the JIRA login.
* Username String Username for the JIRA login.
Address String JIRA server address
Affects Versions String[] Array of versions, each element is a

version. For software projects, JIRA allows
you to track different versions, for example,
1.0, 2.0. Issues can be assigned to versions
configured in the project administration.

Assignee String Default to current logon user. For example,
login JIRA username is [User]. Display
name is [FirstName LastName], please
input [User] as the assignee.

Attachments String[] Array of file names, each element is a file
name. The maximum upload size is 10.00
MB. For example: C:/issueDetail.txt, D:/
issueScreenShot.png, E:/issue.zip

Base URL String The base URL suffix of the JIRA server
(host:port/baseURL).

Components String[] Array of components, each element is a
component. Projects can be broken down
into components, for example, Database,
UI. Issue can then be categorized against
different components configured in the
project administration.

Custom Issue Type String Custom Issue Type, the input is valid when
you select [Others] for [Issue Type].

Custom Priority String Custom Priority, this input is valid you when
select [Others] for [Issue Priority]

Description String The description of the issue you want to
create.

Due Date String Due date. For example, 2013-09-29
Environment String For example, operating system, software

platform and hardware specifications
(include as appropriate for the issue).

Epic Name String Provide a short name to identify this epic
in the JIRA Agile boards. This input is valid
when you select [Epic] for [Issue Type].
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Fix Versions String[] Array of versions, each element is a
version. For software projects, JIRA allows
you to track different versions, for example,
1.0, 2.0. Issues can be assigned to versions
configured in the project administration.

HTTPS Enable String Enable or Disable HTTPS. If you use
HTTPS to connect, do not use the email
address as username. The username can
be found in Jira->Settings->Profile.

Issue Type IssueType The issue type. Choose a type definite in
the project the issue belongs to. If [Others]
is selected, give a value to [Custom Issue
Type]. If you select [Epic], give a value to
[Epic Name].

Labels String[] Array of Labels to mark this issue, each
element is a label. Do not use a space in
the Label.

Original Estimate String The original estimate of how much work
is involved in resolving this issue. (For
example, 3w 4d 12h)

Port Integer JIRA server port
Priority IssuePriority Priority level which indicates importance of

the issue.
Proxy Password Password The password for proxy server
Proxy Port int The Port for Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP for Proxy Server
Proxy Username String The user name for proxy server
Remaining Estimate String An estimate of how much work remains

until this issue is resolved. (For example:
3w 4d 12h)

Reporter String Reporter. Default to current logon user.For
example: login JIRA username is [User],
Display name is [FirstName LastName],
please input [User] as the reporter.

Summary String The summary of the issue you want to
update.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

JIRA - Get Issue by Key or Id

Get issue details based on a given issue iD or key.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Issue Key or Id String Key or Id of the issue created. For

example: we can access the issue by http://
address:port/browse/IssueKey or http://
address:port/browse/IssueId.
Issue Key always with the format:
[ProjectKey-Number], For example: JIR-100

* Password Password Password for the JIRA login.
* Username String Username for the JIRA login.
Address String JIRA server address
Base URL String The base URL suffix of the JIRA server

(host:port/baseURL).
HTTPS Enable Boolean Enable or Disable HTTPS. If you use

HTTPS to connect, do not use the email
address as username. The username can
be found in Jira->Settings->Profile.

Port Integer JIRA server port
Proxy Password Password The password for proxy server
Proxy Port int The Port for Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP for Proxy Server
Proxy Username String The user name for proxy server
Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is

unlimited wait.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Details of the Issue String Details of the issue in JSON format

JIRA - List Issues by JQL

Query and retrieve a set of issues that are based on a JQL query.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JQL Expression String JQL Expression
* Password Password Password for the JIRA login.
* Username String Username for the JIRA login.
Address String JIRA server address
Base URL String The base URL suffix of the JIRA server

(host:port/baseURL).
HTTPS Enable Boolean Enable or Disable HTTPS. If you use

HTTPS to connect, do not use the email
address as username. The username can
be found in Jira->Settings->Profile.

Port Integer JIRA server port
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Proxy Password Password The password for proxy server
Proxy Port int The Port for Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP for Proxy Server
Proxy Username String The user name for proxy server
Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is

unlimited wait.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Issue List String[] Issue list, list issue key, and summary of

each issue (key:summary)

JIRA - Resolve Issue

To resolve an issue.

Input Values

Assignee. Default to current logon user. For example: login JIRA username is [User], Display name is [FirstName
LastName], input [User] as the assignee.

Name Type Description
* Issue Key or Id String Key or Id of the issue created. For

example: we can access the issue by http://
address:port/browse/IssueKey or http://
address:port/browse/IssueId.
Issue Key always with the format:
[ProjectKey-Number], For example: JIR-100

* Password Password Password for the JIRA login.
* Resolution Resolution Select a resolution type.
* Username String Username for the JIRA login.
Address String JIRA server address
Assignee String Default to current logon user. For example,

login JIRA username is [User]. Display
name is [FirstName LastName], please
input [User] as the assignee.

Base URL String The base URL of the JIRA server
(host:port/baseURL)

Comment String Comment for resolve issue.
Custom Resolution String Custom Resolution, the input is valid when

you select [Others] for [Resolution].
Fix Versions String[] Array of versions, each element is a

version. For software projects, JIRA allows
you to track different versions, for example,
1.0, 2.0. Issues can be assigned to versions
configured in the project administration.
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HTTPS Enable Boolean Enable or Disable HTTPS. If you use
HTTPS to connect, do not use the email
address as username. The username can
be found in Jira->Settings->Profile.

Other Role String Role name. This input is valid only when
you select [Others] for [Role].

Port Integer JIRA server port
Proxy Password Password The password for proxy server
Proxy Port int The Port for Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP for Proxy Server
Proxy Username String The user name for proxy server
Role RoleType The role who can view the comment. The

roles in the project the issue belongs to.
If null, default value is [All]. If [Others] is
selected, set a value to [Other Role].

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

JIRA - Update Issue Status

Performs operation Start, Stop, Done, Reopen, Start Review, To Do, Start Progress and more on an issue.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Change Status Transition [Reopen] is for project type [Simple

Issue Tracking] and [Software
Development]. [ReopenIssue] is for project
type [Project Management], [JIRA Classic],
[Agile Kanban] and [Agile Scrum].

* Issue Key or Id String The Key or Id of the issue created.
Example: Access the issue by using http://
address:port/browse/IssueKey or http://
address:port/browse/IssueId. Issue Keys
are with the format: [ProjectKey-Number],
Example: JIR-100

* Password Password Password that is used for the JIRA login.
* Username String Username that is used for the JIRA login.
Address String The JIRA server address
Assignee String The Assignee. Example: The login JIRA

username is [User], Display name is
[FirstName LastName], input [User] as the
assignee. Only valid when [ReopenIssue] is
selected.

Base URL String The base URL suffix of the JIRA server
(host:port/baseURL).

Change to Custom Status String Custom Status, the input is valid when
you select [Others] for [Change to custom
status].

Comment String Comment for the reopen issue. Only valid
when [ReopenIssue] is selected.
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HTTPS Enable Boolean Enable or Disable HTTPS. If you use
HTTPS to connect, do not use the email
address as username. The username can
be found in Jira->Settings->Profile.

Port Integer JIRA server port
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP for the Proxy Server
Proxy Username String The user name for proxy server
Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until the operation is finished.

'0' is unlimited wait.

Cloud Foundry

Action Pack for Cloud Foundry 10.2.1803.1

The Action Pack for Cloud Foundry contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform operations
in Cloud Foundry.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Cloud Foundry Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in the installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• Cloud Foundry API v207 and later.
• Pivotal Cloud Foundry v1.4.0.0 and later.
• Cloud Foundry actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 5.0 and later

What's New

The following update was made for 10.2.1803.1:

A new action was added: CF - Push Application Advanced.

This action pushes a new application or syncs changes to an existing application. CF - Push Application Advanced
allows the application path to go to: a) the application directory; b) a ZIP file of the contents of the application directory c)
an archived file.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in Cloud Foundry.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the PrerequisitestoRunCloudFoundryActions 
2. Deploy the action pack for Cloud Foundry.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
3. Use Cloud Foundry actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.
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Prerequisites to Run Cloud Foundry Actions

To run Cloud Foundry actions, verify the following prerequisites:

• JAVA 1.8 or higher is required to be installed on the Nolio Release Automation Agent server.
• Download and import the Action Pack:

a. Download the Cloud Foundry Action Pack from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
b. Extract the Action Pack zip file to get the action pack .jar and dependency .zip files.
c. Import the Cloud Foundry Action Pack .jar and dependency .zip files into Nolio Release Automation using Actions

Management.

Cloud Foundry Actions

The Action Pack for Cloud Foundry provides the following actions:

CF - Bind Service

Binds a service instance to an application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Org String The target organization to deploy your

application.
* Service Instance Name String The name for the service instance.
* Space String The target space in the organization to

deploy your application.
* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password Password The password for the CF instance user.

CF - Create Route

Creates a URL route for later use.

NOTE
The action can create a route in other space.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Domain String The domain portion of the route. The
domain is required to exist. Example:
example.com

* Org String The target organization to deploy your
application.
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* Space String The target space in the organization to
deploy your application.

* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password String The password of the CF instance user.
Host String The host portion of the route.
Route Space String The space that owns the route. If this value

is not set or is empty, the route is created
under the current space.

CF - Create Service

Creates a service instance.

Input Value

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint  String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Org  String The target organization to deploy your
application.

* Service Instance Name  String The name for the service instance.
* Space  String The target space in the organization to

deploy your application.
* Username  String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password  Password The password of the CF instance user.
Service Credentials String[] The credentials that the app can consume.

For user-provided service, the credentials
cannot null or empty. Each credential is in
the format of name: value, e.g.username:
admin. Valid credential fields are: {uri,
hostname, port, name, vhost, username,
password} and other fields. Important:
If you provide a service that supports a
connection string, provide at least the uri
key. As mentioned you can also provide
discrete credential fields. Buildpacks and
application libraries use the uri key.

Service Plan String The service plan to associate with the
instance. Only valid if the service instance
is a non-user provided service. If the
service plan is not null, it creates a user
provided service.

Service Syslog String The URL for the syslog_drain to direct to for
user provided service instance

CF - Delete Application

Deletes an application.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Application Name String The name of the application
* Org String The target organization to deploy your

application.
* Space String The target space in the organization to

deploy your application.
* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password Password The password of the CF instance user.

CF - Delete Route

Deletes a route from the current space.

NOTE
The action can delete a route in another space.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Domain String The domain portion of the route. The
domain is required to exist. Example:
example.com

* Org String The target organization to deploy your
application.

* Space String The target space in the organization to
deploy your application.

* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password Password The password of the CF instance user.
Host String The host portion of the route.

CF - Delete Service

Deletes a service instance.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Org String The target organization to deploy your
application.
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* Service Instance Name String The name of the service instance.
* Space String The target space in the organization to

deploy your application.
* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password Password The password of the CF instance user.

CF - Map Route

Adds a URL route to an application. If the host portion of the route does not exist, the host is created first.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Domain String The domain portion of the route. The

domain is required to exist. Example:
example.com

* Org String The target organization to deploy your
application.

* Space String The target space in the organization to
deploy your application.

* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password Password The password of the CF instance user.
Host String The host portion of the route.

CF - Push Application

Pushes a new application or syncs changes to an existing application. This action allows you to upload the application
through an archived file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Org String The target organization to deploy your

application.
* Space String The target space in the organization to

deploy your application.
* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password Password The password of the CF instance user.
Application Path String The path for the application directory or file.

If the parameter is not null or empty, the
application directory or file is uploaded to
the target CF instance.
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BuildPack String Buildpack to build the app. Use one of the
following three options:
• Blank means autodetection
• A Git URL pointing to a buildpack
• Name of an installed buildpack.

For example, https://github.com/
cloudfoundry/java-buildpack.git can be
null.

Command String Startup command, set to null to reset to
default start command. The command to
start an app after it is staged, maximum
length: 4096 For example. 'rails s -p
$PORT' or 'java com.org.Server $PORT').

Disk Limit (MB) Integer The maximum amount of disk available to
an instance of an app. In megabytes.

Health Check Timeout (Seconds) Integer Timeout in seconds for the health checking
of a staged app when starting up. The value
can be null.

Instances Integer The number of instances of the app to run
on. If this parameter is set to null, use the
default value 1. If set to an integer value,
the value requires a positive integer greater
than 1. To ensure the optimal availability,
ensure there are at least 2 instances. For
example: 2, 6, 10.

Memory Limit (MB) Integer The amount of memory limit for each
instance. In megabytes.

Service Names String[] Services to bind for the Application
Stack String The stack to use when staging the

application; can be null. A stack is a pre-
built file system, including an operating
system, that can run apps. For example,
cflinuxfs2,lucid64

URIS String[] URIS for the application, that is, the routes
to map for the application

CF - Push Application Advanced

Pushes a new application or syncs changes to an existing application.  This action allows the application path to be: a) the
application directory; b) a ZIP file of the contents of the application directory; c) an archived file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io/

* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Org String The target organization to deploy your

application.
* Space String The target space in the organization to

deploy your application.
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* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password Password The password of the CF instance user.
Application Path String The path to the application directory or to a

ZIP file with the contents of the application
directory. If the parameter is not null or
empty, the application directory or file is
uploaded to the target CF instance.

BuildPack String Buildpack to build the app. Use one of the
following three options:
• Blank means autodetection
• A Git URL pointing to a buildpack
• Name of an installed buildpack.

For example, https://github.com/
cloudfoundry/java-buildpack.git can be
null.

Command String Startup command, set to null to reset to
default start command. The command to
start an app after it is staged, maximum
length: 4096 For example. 'rails s -p
$PORT' or 'java com.org.Server $PORT').
Note: Valid only when Application Path is
provided.

Disk Limit (MB) Integer The maximum amount of disk space
available for an instance of an app. In
megabytes.

Health Check Timeout (Seconds) Integer Timeout in seconds for health checking of a
staged app when starting up; may be null.
Note: Valid only when Application Path is
provided.

Instances Integer The number of instances of the app to
run on. If this parameter is set to null,
use the default value 1, if it is set to an
integer value, the value must be a positive
integer greater than 1. To ensure optimal
availability, ensure there are at least 2
instances.
Examples: 2, 6, 10

Memory Limit (MB) Integer The amount of memory limit for each
instance. In megabytes.

Service Names String[] Services to bind for the Application
Stack String The stack to use when staging the

application; can be null. A stack is a pre-
built file system, including an operating
system, that can run apps. For example,
cflinuxfs2,lucid64
Note: Valid only when Application Path is
provided.

URIS String[] URIs for the application, that is, the routes
to map for the application
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CF - Restart Application

Restarts an application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Org String The target organization to deploy your

application.
* Space String The target space in the organization to

deploy your application.
* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password Password The password of the CF instance user.

CF - Start Application

Starts an application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Org String The target organization to deploy your

application.
* Space String The target space in the organization to

deploy your application.
* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password Password The password of the CF instance user.

CF - Stop Application

Stops an application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Org String The target organization to deploy your

application.
* Space String The target space in the organization to

deploy your application.
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* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password Password The password of the CF instance user.

CF - Unbind Service

Unbinds a service instance from an application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Org String The target organization to deploy your

application.
* Service Instance Name String The name of the service instance.
* Space String The target space in the organization to

deploy your application.
* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password Password The password of the CF instance user.

CF - Unmap Route

Removes a URL route from an application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* API EndPoint String The URL of the Cloud Controller API

EndPoint in your Cloud Foundry instance.
Example: https://api.run.pivotal.io

* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Domain String The domain portion of the route. The

domain is required to exist. Example:
example.com

* Org String The target organization to deploy your
application.

* Space String The target space in the organization to
deploy your application.

* Username String The username for the CF instance.
* User Password Password The password of the CF instance user.
Host String The host portion of the route.

Docker
The Action Packs for Docker contain actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform operations in
Docker.

NOTE
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If you use Nolio Release Automation 5.0 to 6.3, see Docker v1

If you use Nolio Release Automation 6.4 and later, see Docker v2

Docker v2

Action Pack for Docker v2 10.1.2011.1

The Action Pack for Docker contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform operations in
Docker. These actions use the Nolio Release Automation REST API and were developed using Java-based actions.

TIP
One valuable use case for these actions is to dynamically manage infrastructure in the context of the application
deployment process. For example, you can dynamically provision and decommission environments that are
used for deployments. For more information, see  Provision Infrastructure During Deployment and the Integrate
with Docker Containers Videos.

What's New?

The following update was made for 10.1.2011.1.

• Remediate potential security vulnerabilities and upgrade open source libraries.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to Docker Actions in this document.

Supported Platforms

• Docker actions in this pack support Docker 17.03.1-ce.
• Docker actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.

NOTE
If you are using Nolio Release Automation 6.3 or earlier, see the Docker v1 action pack documentation: Docker
v1.

Security

This Action Pack for Docker checks for a certificate in the Docker Engine at: ~/.docker . You must ensure that all
certificate files are placed in this location.

Connecting to the Docker Engine

You can choose whether to connect to the Docker Engine using a Unix socket or HTTP(s). If you select Unix socket, by
default, the system uses the file path: unix:///var/run/docker.sock. To use another file path, set Connect to Unix Socket 
to true , and specify a different file path.

If you want to use HTTP(s) to connect to the Docker Engine, set Connect to Unix Socket to false , and specify the
URL.

NOTE
For more information, see the Docker documentation at https://docs.docker.com/

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in Docker.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites to Run Docker Actions.
2. Deploy the action pack for Docker.
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For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
3. Use Docker actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run Docker Actions

To run Docker actions, verify the following prerequisites:

• Download and import the Action Pack:
a. Download the Docker Action Pack .jar file from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
b. Extract the Action Pack zip file to get the action pack .jar file.
c. Import the Docker Action Pack .jar into Nolio Release Automation using Actions Management.

Docker Actions

The Action Pack for Docker provides the following actions:

TIP

• If you use Docker containers in your environments, you can use actions (such as Stop a Container) to
decommission environments when a deployment is complete and no longer required at any point in defined
workflows.

Docker Containers - Create a Container

Creates a container.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Connect Using Unix Socket Boolean Determines whether to connect to the

Docker Engine using a Unix socket.
Default: False

Docker Engine Url String Mandatory for HTTP(s) connections.
Specifies the URL of the Docker Engine
including the port number (ex.
https:\\docker.example.com:8080

).
Optional for Socket. Default:
unix:///var/run/docker.sock

Entry Point String Sets the entry point for the container as a
string or an array of strings.

Environment Variables String Sets an environment variable in the
container. Separate multiple values with a
comma ",".

Image Name String Assigns the specified name to the image.
You can add a tag, precededed by a colon
":".Values: /?[a-zA-Z0-9_-]+.Example:
My_Image:3012

Memory Limit String Specifies the memory limit in bytes.
Mount Volume String Bind mount a volume.

Syntax: [working directory]:[container].
Separate multiple values with a comma ",".
Example: /doesnt/exist:/foo
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Name String Assigns the specified name to the
container.
Values: /?[a-zA-Z0-9_-]+.

Number of CPUs Long Specifies how much of the available CPU
resources a container can use.
Example: If the host machine has three
CPUs and you set "2.5", the container
can access at most two and a half CPUs
resources.

Override User Instructions String Sets the username or UID used and
optionally the groupname or GID for the
specified command.
Value: Username or UID
Syntax:<name|uid>[:<group|gid>]

Publish Ports String Publishes a container port or a range of
ports to the host.
Values:
• “All” – (-P) - publishes all the

ports to the host interfaces. Docker
binds each exposed port to a random
port on the host.

• ip:hostPort:containerPort
• ip::containerPort
• hostPort:containerPort
• containerPort
Both hostPort and containerPort
can be specified as a range of ports.
When specifying ranges for both,
the number of container ports in the
range must match the number of host
ports in the range, for example, -p
1234-1236:1234-1236/tcp
When specifying a range for hostPort
only, the containerPort must not be a
range. In this case, the container port is
published somewhere within the specified
hostPort range. (for example, `-
p 1234-1236:1234/tcp `) (use
'docker port ' to see the actual
mapping)
Separate multiple values with a comma ",".

Registry Email String Specifies the email for Docker registry
authentication.

Registry Password Password Specifies the password to log in to the
Docker registry.

Registry Url String SpecifIes the URL to connect to the Docker
registry.

Registry User Name String Specifies the username to log in to the
Docker registry.

Working Directory String A string value containing the working
directory in which commands will run. Note:
If the file path does not exist, a path is
created inside the container.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
ContainerId String Specifies the ID of the created container.

Docker Containers - Execute a Container

Executes a container.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Connect Using Unix Socket Boolean Determines whether to connect to the

Docker Engine using a Unix socket.
Default: False

* Command String Specifies a list of comma-separated
commands.
Example:
sh

,
bash

* Container ID or Name String Specifies the container ID or name.
Docker Engine Url String Mandatory for HTTP(s) connections.

Specifies the URL of the Docker Engine
including the port number (ex.
https:\\docker.example.com:8080

).
Optional for Socket. Default:
unix:///var/run/docker.sock

Detach Boolean Determines whether to detach the
container.

Username or UID String Specifies the username or UID.
Syntax: <name|uid>[:<group|gid>

Output Values

No outputs

Docker Containers - Start a Container

Starts a container.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Connect Using Unix Socket Boolean Determines whether to connect to the

Docker Engine using a Unix socket.
Default: False

* Container ID or Name String Specifies the container ID or name.
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Docker Engine Url String Mandatory for HTTP(s) connections.
Specifies the URL of the Docker Engine
including the port number (ex.
https:\\docker.example.com:8080

).Optional for Socket. Default:
unix:///var/run/docker.sock

Output Values

No outputs

Docker Containers - Stop a Container

Stops a container.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Connect Using Unix Socket Boolean Determines whether to connect to the

Docker Engine using a Unix socket.
Default: False

* Container ID or Name String Specifies the container ID or name.
Docker Engine Url String Mandatory for HTTP(s) connections.

Specifies the URL of the Docker Engine
including the port number (ex.
https:\\docker.example.com:8080

).
Optional for Socket. Default:
unix:///var/run/docker.sock

SecondsToWaitBeforeKillingTheContainer Integer Defines the number of seconds to wait
before stopping the container.

Output Values

No outputs

Docker Images - Build an image from a Dockerfile

Builds an image from a Dockerfile.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Connect Using Unix Socket Boolean Determines whether to connect to the

Docker Engine using a Unix socket.
Default: False

* Docker File Path String Specify the folder containing Dockerfile.
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Docker Engine Url String Mandatory for HTTP(s) connections.
Specifies the URL of the Docker Engine
including the port number (ex.
https:\\docker.example.com:8080

).
Optional for Socket. Default:
unix:///var/run/docker.sock

Image Name String Assigns the specified name to the image.
Values: /?[a-zA-Z0-9_-]+.Example:
My_Image123

Registry Email String Specifies the email for Docker registry
authentication.

Registry Password Password Specifies the password to log in to the
Docker registry.

Registry Url String SpecifIes the URL to connect to the Docker
registry.

Registry User Name String Specifies the username to log in to the
Docker registry.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Image ID String Specifies the image ID.

Docker Images - List Images

Lists the images.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Connect Using Unix Socket Boolean Determines whether to connect to the

Docker Engine using a Unix socket.
Default: False

* Docker File Path String Specifies the location of the Dockerfile.
Docker Engine Url String Mandatory for HTTP(s) connections.

Specifies the URL of the Docker Engine
including the port number (ex.
https:\\docker.example.com:8080

).
Optional for Socket. Default:
unix:///var/run/docker.sock

Image Name String Specifies a search term for images to list.
Values: /?[a-zA-Z0-9_-]+.Example:
My_Image

Registry Email String Specifies the email for Docker registry
authentication.

Registry Password Password Specifies the password to log in to the
Docker registry.
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Registry Url String SpecifIes the URL to connect to the Docker
registry.

Registry User Name String Specifies the username to log in to the
Docker registry.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Images List String Retrieves a list of images.

Docker Images - Pull an Image from a Repository

Pulls an image from a repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Connect Using Unix Socket Boolean Determines whether to connect to the

Docker Engine using a Unix socket.
Default: False

* Image Name String Specifies the name of the image to pull.
Values: /?[a-zA-Z0-9_-]+.Example:
My_Image

Docker Engine Url String Mandatory for HTTP(s) connections.
Specifies the URL of the Docker Engine
including the port number (ex.
https:\\docker.example.com:8080

).
Optional for Socket. Default:
unix:///var/run/docker.sock

Registry Email String Specifies the email for Docker registry
authentication.

Registry Password Password Specifies the password to log in to the
Docker registry.

Registry Url String SpecifIes the URL to connect to the Docker
registry.

Registry User Name String Specifies the username to log in to the
Docker registry.

Docker Images - Push an Image to a Repository

Pushes an image to a repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Connect Using Unix Socket Boolean Determines whether to connect to the

Docker Engine using a Unix socket.
Default: False
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* Image Name String Specifies the image name.
Values: /?[a-zA-Z0-9_-]+.Example:
My_Image123

Docker Engine Url String Mandatory for HTTP(s) connections.
Specifies the URL of the Docker Engine
including the port number (ex.
https:\\docker.example.com:8080

).
Optional for Socket. Default:
unix:///var/run/docker.sock

Registry Email String Specifies the email for Docker registry
authentication.

Registry Password Password Specifies the password to log in to the
Docker registry.

Registry Url String SpecifIes the URL to connect to the Docker
registry.

Registry User Name String Specifies the username to log in to the
Docker registry.

Output Values

No outputs

Docker Images - Remove an Image

Removes the image from the filesystem.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Connect Using Unix Socket Boolean Determines whether to connect to the

Docker Engine using a Unix socket.
Default: False

* Image ID or Name String Specifies the name or ID of the image to be
removed.
Values: /?[a-zA-Z0-9_-]+.Example:
My_Image123

Docker Engine Url String Mandatory for HTTP(s) connections.
Specifies the URL of the Docker Engine
including the port number (ex.
https:\\docker.example.com:8080

).
Optional for Socket. Default:
unix:///var/run/docker.sock

Force Boolean If set to True, untags and removes all
images that match the specified name or
ID.
Values: 1/True/true or 0/False/false
Default: False
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No Prune Boolean If set to True, determines that untagged
parents are not removed.
Values: 1/True/true or 0/False/false
Default: False

Output Values

No ouputs

Docker Images - Tag an Image into a Repository

Tags an image to a repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Connect Using Unix Socket Boolean Determines whether to connect to the

Docker Engine using a Unix socket.
Default: False

* Image Name or ID String Specifies the image name or ID..
Values: /?[a-zA-Z0-9_-]+.Example:
My_Image123

Docker Engine Url String Mandatory for HTTP(s) connections.
Specifies the URL of the Docker Engine
including the port number (ex.
https:\\docker.example.com:8080

).
Optional for Socket. Default:
unix:///var/run/docker.sock

Force Boolean If set to True, tags all images that match the
specified name or ID.
Values: 1/True/true or 0/False/false
Default: False

Registry Email String Specifies the email for Docker registry
authentication.

Registry Password Password Specifies the password to log in to the
Docker registry.

Registry Url String SpecifIes the URL to connect to the Docker
registry.

Registry User Name String Specifies the username to log in to the
Docker registry.

Output Values

No outputs

Integrate with Docker Containers Videos

The following video demonstrates how you can provision and configure a Docker container and images directly within a
Nolio Release Automation application deployment workflow. View how the Action Pack for Docker can help you simplify
and speed your application release process by providing a seamless, integrated workflow to build and deploy application
components to Docker Containers.
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NOTE
The action pack depicted in the following videos is Docker v1, the previous version of the action pack, and not
Docker v2.

F5 BIG-IP15

F5 BigIP15 Action pack v 10.2.2210.1

The Action Pack for F5 BIG-IP15 contains actions that enable you to create processes that perform operations in F5 BIG-
IP15.

• What's New?
• Install the Action Pack
• Prerequisites to Run F5 BIG-IP15 Actions
• F5 BIG-IP15 Actions

Actions Help

To view a listing of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to the embedded actions help available in the
installation at:

• F5 BIG-IP15 Actions (see page) in this document.
• http:///nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp in your deployment after you deploy the action pack.

Supported Platforms

• F5 BIG-IP15 actions in this pack support the F5 platform 15.1.0
• F5 BIG-IP15 actions in this pack are confirmed for Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.

What's New?

The following update was made for 10.2.2210.1.

• Remediated potential security vulnerabilities and upgraded open-source libraries.

The following update was made for 10.1.2106.1

• Newer F5 BIG-IP15 actions now supports the latest version of F5 BigIP15.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in F5 BIG-IP15.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites for F5 BIG-IP15 Actions (see page).
2. Deploy the action pack for F5 BIG-IP15.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs in Release Operations Center.
3. Use F5 BIG-IP15 actions in CA Release Automation processes.

For more information, see How to Create Automation Processes in Deployment Automation.

Prerequisites for F5 BIG-IP15 Actions

The following prerequisites are required to run F5 BIG-IP15 actions:
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• Download and import the action pack.
• Download the action pack from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
• Extract the action pack .zip file to get the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files.
• Extract the dependencies.zip.
• Import both the action pack .jar and the contents of the dependencies .zip into Nolio Release Automation using Actions

Management.
• When the action pack manager deploys the F5 BIG-IP15 action pack, the requisite jar file dependencies are

automatically downloaded to the actionLibs directory.

F5 BIG-IP15 Actions

All F5 BIG-IP15 actions are now delivered as an action pack. The F5 BIG-IP15 actions are stored in the Nolio Release
Automation Repository, Database, and in the folder structure.

• F5-Disable Member
• F5-Enable Member
• F5-Get Global Pool Status
• F5-Get Pool Member State
• F5-Get Pool Member's Number of Connections
• F5-List All Global Pools
• F5-List All Pool Members
• F5-List All Pools
• F5-Set Global Pool Member State
• F5-Set Pool Member State

F5-Disable Member

Set the monitor state of the specified member to Disabled.

Input Parameters

Name Type Description
* F5 Mngmnt IP String The IP address of the F5 BigIP

management console.
* F5 Password Password The password to login the F5 management

console.
* F5 User Name String The login name to the F5 management

console.
* Member Address String The IP address of the pool member.
* Member Port Integer Port of the pool member.
* Pool Name String The name of the pool.
F5 Mngmnt Port Integer The port to the F5 BigIP management

console.
Partition Name String The name of the active partition

Output Parameters
NA

F5-Enable Member

Set the monitor state of the specified member to Enabled.
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Input Parameters

Name Type Description
* F5 Mngmnt IP String The IP address of the F5 BigIP

management console.
* F5 Password Password The password to login the F5 management

console.
* F5 User Name String The login name to the F5 management

console.
* Member Address String The IP address of the pool member.
* Member Port Integer Port of the pool member.
* Pool Name String The name of the pool.
F5 Mngmnt Port Integer The port to the F5 BigIP management

console.
Partition Name String The name of the active partition

Output Parameters
NA

F5-Get Global Pool Status

Retrieves the status of a global pool.

Input Parameters

Name Type Description
* F5 Mngmnt IP String The IP address of the F5 BigIP

management console.
* F5 User Name String The login name to the F5 management

console.
* F5 Password Password The password to login the F5 management

console.
* Pool Name String The name of the global pool.
*Global Pool Type GlobalPoolType The name of the global pool type
F5 Mngmnt Port Integer The port to the F5 BigIP management

console.
Partition Name String The name of the active partition

Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Availability State String Pool Available State
Pool State String Pool State
Description String Textual description of state as provided by

f5

F5-Get Pool Member State

Retrieves the state of a pool member.
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Input Parameters

Name Type Description
* F5 Mngmnt IP String The IP address of the F5 BigIP

management console.
* F5 User Name String The login name to the F5 management

console.
* F5 Password Password The password to login the F5 management

console.
* Pool Name String The name of the pool.
* Member Address String The IP address of the pool member.
* Member Port Integer Port of the pool member.
F5 Mngmnt Port Integer The port to the F5 BigIP management

console.
Partition Name String The name of the active partition

Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Description String Textual description of state as provided by

f5
State String State

F5-Get Pool Member's Number of Connection

Retrieves the number of currently active connections to a pool member.

Input Parameters

Name Type Description
* F5 Mngmnt IP String The IP address of the F5 BigIP

management console.
* F5 User Name String The login name to the F5 management

console.
* F5 Password Password The password to login the F5 management

console.
* Pool Name String The name of the pool.
* Member Address String The IP address of the pool member.
* Member Port Integer Port of the pool member.
F5 Mngmnt Port Integer The port to the F5 BigIP management

console.
Partition Name String The name of the active partition

Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Connections Long Number of connections to Pool Member
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F5-List All Global Pools

Enumerates all global pools for F5 BIG-IP15.

Input Parameters

Name Type Description
* F5 Mngmnt IP String The IP address of the F5 BigIP

management console.
* F5 User Name String The login name to the F5 management

console.
* F5 Password Password The password to login the F5 management

console.
*Global Pool Type GlobalPoolType The name of the global pool type.
F5 Mngmnt Port Integer The port to the F5 BigIP management

console.
Partition Name String The name of the active partition

Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Global Pool Names String [] The name of the global pool.

F5-List All Pool Members

Enumerates members of the specified pool for F5 BIG-IP15

Input Parameters

Name Type Description
* F5 Mngmnt IP String The IP address of the F5 BigIP

management console.
* F5 Password Password The password to login the F5 management

console.
* F5 User Name String The login name to the F5 management

console.
* Pool Name String The name of the pool.
F5 Mngmnt Port Integer The port to the F5 BigIP management

console.
Partition Name String The name of the active partition

Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Member Addresses String [] The IP addresses of pool members.
Member Ports Integer[] Ports of pool members.

F5-List All Pools

Enumerates all pools for F5 BIG-IP 15.
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Input Parameters

Name Type Description
* F5 Mngmnt IP String The IP address of the F5 BigIP

management console.
* F5 Password Password The password to login the F5 management

console.
* F5 User Name String The login name to the F5 management

console.
F5 Mngmnt Port Integer The port to the F5 BigIP management

console.
Partition Name String The name of the active partition

Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Pool Names String [] The name of the pool.

F5-Set Global Pool Member State

Set the state of a global pool member, to enable or disable a member.

Input Parameters

Name Type Description
* F5 Mngmnt IP String The IP address of the F5 BigIP

management console.
* F5 User Name String The login name to the F5 management

console.
* F5 Password Password The password to login the F5 management

console.
* Member Name String The name of member of the global pool.
* Pool Name String The name of the global pool.
* State GTStateEnum State
*Global Pool Type GlobalPoolType The name of the global pool type.
F5 Mngmnt Port Integer The port to the F5 BigIP management

console.
Partition Name String The name of the active partition

Output Parameters
NA

F5-Set Pool Member State

Sets the status of a pool member.
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Input Parameters

Name Type Description
* F5 Mngmnt IP String The IP address of the F5 BigIP

management console.
* F5 User Name String The login name to the F5 management

console.
* F5 Password Password The password to login the F5 management

console.
* Pool Name String The name of the pool.
* Member Address String The IP address of the pool member.
* Member Port Integer Port of the pool member.
* State StateEnum State
F5 Mngmnt Port Integer The port to the F5 BigIP management

console.
Partition Name String The name of the active partition

Output Parameters
NA

File Content

Action Pack for File Content 10.2.2210.1.

Actions Help

For input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• File Content Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/

actionshelp.jsp

Supported Platforms

Nolio Release Automation versions 6.7 and later.

What's New?

Remediated potential security vulnerabilities.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use this action to read the content of a file that may reside on a remote machine

Follow these steps

1. Verify the Prerequisites to Run File Content Actions.
2. Deploy the action pack. For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
3. Use File Content actions in CA Release Automation processes.
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Prerequisites to Run File Content Actions

To run File Content actions, verify the following prerequisites:

1. Download the action pack from Broadcom Support
2. Extract the Action Pack zip file

File Content Actions

The Action Pack for File Content provides the following actions:

Find Text in Remote File

This action fetches the content of a file that may reside on a remote machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The host name or IP address to connect to

Example: 10:112:10:110
*UserName String The user name to use to authenticate with

the remote host.
Example: User 1 Used in combination with
Password or KeyStore File field.

Password Password The password to use to authenticate with
the remote host. Only required if the user
doesn't specify KeyStore File and KeyStore
Password.

KeyStore File String The private key file to use if the password is
not used.

KeyStore Password String The password for the private key file, if
needed.

Protocol ProtocolType Servicedesk protocol
SSH Port Int The port to use to connect to the remote

host.
Default: 22

*Operating System OperatingSystemType Operating System installed on the remote
machine.
Examples: WINDOWS, UNIX

*File Path String The path to the file to search in. Example:
D:\Text.txt

*Text To Find String The text to find in the file. Example: Test
Case Sensitive Boolean Specifies whether to consider the character

case. True for case-sensitive or False for
case-insensitive.
Default: False
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Regular Expression Boolean Specifies whether to search using Regular
Expressions. If True, the Text To Find input
is considered a Regular Expression.
Default: False
Examples:
1. M* (matches M followed by zero or

more characters)
2. [0-9] (to find a number between 0 and

9)
Text Should Exist Boolean Specifies whether to expect the text to be

found. If True, the text is expected to be
found. If False, the text is not expected to
be found.

Timeout Int Specifies whether to wait before failing.
(The action retries until there is a
successful outcome or times out.) Units are
expressed in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Result Boolean Indicates whether the text is found or not.

Git

Action Pack for Git 10.4.1507

The Action Pack for Git contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform operations in Git.

Actions Implementation

The Git actions are executed by running Git.exe from the command line.

Agent Installation

The Agent must be installed on the server where Git is installed.

Default Ports

The following (default) ports between the Execution Server and the Agent must be open for communication for the actions
in this action pack to work:

• TCP 6600

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Git Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• Git actions in this pack support Git 1.x and later
• Git actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 5.0 and later
• Windows 2008 R2, Linux Red Hat 6.0, and CentOS 6.4
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What's New

The following updates were made for 10.4.1507.

• Git actions with empty username and password supported.

The following update was made for 10.3.1503.

• The action, "Git - Clone", updated to not allow the use of useless characters in the command line.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in Git.

Follow these steps:

1. Deploy the action pack for Git.
For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.

2. Use Git actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Git Actions

The Action Pack for Git contains the following actions.

Git - Add File Contents

Use the Git add command to add file contents to the staging area.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Files List String[] Files to add content from. Fileglobs (For

example, *.c) can be given to add all
matching files. Also a leading directory
name (For example, dir to add dir/file1 and
dir/file2) can be given to add all files in the
directory, recursively.

* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-
line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.
Use --all Flag Boolean Update the index not only where

the working tree has a file matching
<pathspec> but also where the index
already has an entry. Adds, modifies, and
removes index entries to match the working
tree.

Use --force Flag Boolean Allow adding otherwise ignored files.
Use --ignore-errors Flag Boolean If some files could not be added because

of errors indexing them, do not abort the
operation, but continue adding the others.

Use --ignore-removal Flag Boolean Ignore files that have been removed from
the working tree.
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Use --intent-to-add Flag Boolean Record only the fact that the path is added
later. An entry for the path is placed in the
index with no content.

Use --no-ignore-removal Flag Boolean Update the index not only where
the working tree has a file matching
<pathspec> but also where the index
already has an entry. Adds, modifies, and
removes index entries to match the working
tree.

Use --refresh Flag Boolean Do not add the file(s), but only refresh their
stat() information in the index.

Use --update Flag Boolean Update the index only where it already has
an entry matching files list. Removes and
modifies index entries to match the working
tree, but adds no new files.

Git - Branch

Lists, creates, or deletes branches.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Branch Color Options GitBranchAction$ColorOptions Branch Color Options
Branch Create Options GitBranchAction$CreateOptions Branch Create Options
Branch Delete Options GitBranchAction$DeleteOptions Branch Delete Options
Branch List Abbreviate Options String Branch List Abbreviate Options
Branch List Column Options String Branch List Column Options
Branch List Extra Options GitBranchAction$ListExtraOptions Branch List Extra Options
Branch List Options GitBranchAction$ListOptions Branch List Options
Branch List Patterns(Commit) String Branch List Patterns(Commit)
Branch Move Options GitBranchAction$MoveOptions Branch Move Options
Branch Name String Branch Name
Branch Name String Old Branch Name
Create Force Option Boolean Create Force Option
Create reflog Option Boolean Create reflog Option.
Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.
Unset Upstream Option Boolean Unset Upstream Option
Upstream Name String Upstream Name
Verbose Options GitBranchAction$VerboseOptions Verbose Options

Git - Checkout

Checkout a branch or paths to the working tree.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Checkout Options String Checkout Options. Example: -b
<new_branch>

Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Git - Clean

Removes untracked files from the working tree.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Clean Run Directory Option Boolean Remove untracked directories in addition to
untracked files.

Clean Run Ignored Files Option Boolean Remove only files that are ignored by Git.
Clean Run Ignored Files config Option Boolean Do not use the standard ignore rules that

are read from .Gitignore (per directory) and
$Git_DIR/info/exclude, but do still use the
ignore rules that are given with -e options.

Clean Run Options GitCleanAction$RunOption Clean Run Options
Clean Run Quiet Option Boolean Clean Run Quiet Option
Ignored Files Pattern String These patterns to be in the set of the ignore

rules in effect.
Path String Only those paths are affected.
Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Git - Clone

Clones a repository into a new directory.

Note: We recommend that you populate the Branch value. For example, master

Input Values
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When given, and the repository to clone from is accessed via ssh, specifies a non-default path for the command that is run
on the other end.

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Repository String The (possibly remote) repository to clone
from. Example: Git://Github.com/schacon/
simpleGit.Git

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Addtional Option GitCloneAction$AddtionalOptions Additional Clone Options
Branch String Instead of pointing the newly created HEAD

to the branch pointed to by the cloned
repository HEAD, point to <name> branch
instead

Cloning to Directory String The name of a new directory to clone into,
Cloning into an existing directory is only
allowed if the directory is empty. If empty,
cloning uses the working folder.

Config String[] Set a configuration variable in the newly
created repository.

Depth Integer Create a shallow clone with a history
truncated to the specified number of
revisions.

New Name String Instead of using the remote name origin to
keep track of the upstream repository, use
<name>

Option GitCloneAction$Options Clone options when the repository to clone
from is on a local server, could be |local|no-
hardlinkshared |shared.

Recursive Boolean Create a shallow clone with a history
truncated to the specified number of
revisions.

Reference String If the reference repository is on the local
server, automatically setup.

Remote Repository user name String Remote repository user name
Remote Repository user password Password Remote repository user password
Separate -Git -dir String Instead of placing the cloned repository

where it is supposed to be, place the cloned
repository at the specified directory, then
make a filesytem-agnostic Git symbolic link
to there.

Single -branch Boolean Clone only the history leading to the tip of
a single branch, either specified by the --
branch option or the primary branch remote
HEAD points at

Template String Specify the directory from which templates
are used
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Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.
Upload _pack String
Verbose Options GitCloneAction$VerboseOptions Verbose Options

Output Values

Name Type Description
Clone Output String Clone Output

Git - Commit

Records change to the repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Allow Empty Commit Boolean Usually recording a commit that has the
exact same tree as its sole parent commit is
a mistake, and the command prevents you
from making such a commit. This option
bypasses the safety, and is primarily for use
by foreign SCM interface scripts.

Commit Author String Specify an author if you want to commit as
an author other than the current committer.

Commit Date String Specify a date and override the author date
that is used in the commit. The date format
example '2013-04-07T22:13:13'.

Files List String[] When files are given on the command line,
the command commits the contents of the
named files, without recording the changes
already staged. The contents of these files
are also staged for the next commit on top
of what have been staged before.

Message String Message String for committing. Empty
message is allowed.

Message Clean Up Mode GitCommitAction$CleanUpMode Message cleanup mode.
Message File String Use the messages in a file as the commit

message. File that contains messages for
committing. Empty message is allowed.

Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.
Use --all Flag Boolean Tell the command to automatically stage

files that have been modified and deleted,
but new files you have not told Git about
are not affected.

Use --amend Flag Boolean Replace the tip of the current branch by
creating a commit.
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Git - Configure User Email Address

Configures user Email address.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* User email Address String User email Address. For example,
user@example.com.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Git - Configure User Name

Configures user name.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* User Name String Git user name.
* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout

location on your disk.
Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Git - Execute Git Command

Executes a general Git command.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Command Arguments String The Git command arguments. Start with

sub-command. For example, "add ."
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Output String The output of Git command.
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Git - Initiate a Local Repository

Creates an empty Git repository or reinitialize an existing one.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Create Bare Repository Boolean Create a bare repository. If Git_DIR
environment is not set, it is set to the
current working directory.

Share Repository String Value can be false|true|umask|group|
all|world|everybody|0xxx. By default the
repository is not shared(value is false).

Template Directory String Specify the directory from which templates
are used. Left it blank if you do not use a
template.

Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Git - Log

Shows the commit logs.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Log Options String Log Options
Log Path String Log Path
Log Revision Range String Log Revision Range
Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Log Output String Log Output

Git - Merge

Joins two or more development histories together.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Merge Commit Message String Merge Commit Message
Merge Commit Option GitMergeAction$CommitOptions Merge Commit Option
Merge Fast Forward Option GitMergeAction$FastForwardOptions Merge Fast Forward Option
Merge Log Commit Count Option Integer Merge Log Commit Count Option
Merge Other Branch Head String Merge Other Branch Head
Merge Rerere Options GitMergeAction$RerereAutoupdateOptions Allow the rerere mechanism to update

the index with the result of auto-conflict
resolution if possible.

Merge Sign Value String Merge Sign Value
Merge Signature Option GitMergeAction$VerifySignatureOptions Git Merge Signature Option
Merge Squash Option GitMergeAction$SquashOptions Merge Squash Option
Merge Stat Option Boolean Merge Stat Option
Merge Strategy String Merge Strategy
Merge Strategy Option String Merge Strategy Option
Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Merge Output String Merge Output

Git - Move

Moves or renames files, directories, or symlinks to an existing directory.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Destination Directory String Specifies the destination file or directory.

If you want to move files to the destination
directory, the destination directory is
required to exist.

* Files List String[] Specifies the file list to be moved or
renamed. If you want to rename a file, the
list contains only one file.

* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-
line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.
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Force Moving Boolean Force moving of a file even if the target
exists.

Skip Files On Error Condition Boolean Skip move or rename actions which would
lead to an error condition. An error happens
when a source is neither existing nor
controlled by Git, or when it would overwrite
an existing file unless -f is given.

Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Git - Pull

Fetches from and integrates with another repository or a local branch.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Repository String Incorporates changes from a remote
repository into the current branch

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Pull Options(fetching) String Git Pull Options(fetching)
Pull Options(merging) String Git Pull Options(merging)
Pull Recursive Option GitPullAction$RecursiveOptions This option controls if new commits of all

populated submodules are fetched.
Remote Repository user name String Remote repository user name
Remote Repository user password Password Remote repository user password
Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.
Verbose Options GitPullAction$VerboseOptions Verbose Options

Git - Push

Updates remote refs and associated objects.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Repository String The remote repository that is destination of
a push operation

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Push Options GitPushAction$Options Push Options
Push Recursive Option GitPushAction$RecursiveOptions Make sure that all submodule commits

used by the revisions to be pushed are
available on a remote-tracking branch.
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Push Thin Options GitPushAction$ThinOptions Push Thin Options
Push Verify Options GitPushAction$VerifyOptions Push Verify Options
Receive -pack String Path to the Git-receive-pack program on the

remote end
Remote Repository user name String Remote repository user name
Remote Repository user password Password Remote repository user password
Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.
Verbose Options GitPushAction$VerboseOptions Verbose Options

Output Values

Name Type Description
Push Output String Push Output

Git - Remove

Removes files from the working tree and from the index.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Files List String[] Files to remove. Fileglobs (For example,

*.c) can be given to remove all matching
files.

* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-
line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Cached Boolean Use this option to unstage and remove
paths only from the index. Working tree
files, whether modified or not, are left alone.

Force Boolean Override the up-to-date check.
Ignore Unmatch Boolean Exit with a zero status even if no files

matched.
Recursive Boolean Allow recursive removal when a leading

directory name is given.
Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Git - Remove Remote Name

Removes the remote name. All remote-tracking branches and configuration settings for the remote are removed.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Name String The name of remote repository
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* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Git - Reset File Contents

Resets only the index. To reset a commit, use the 'Undo Commit' action.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Files List String[] Input one file in a row. Left this field blank
if you want to reset all files in the working
directory.

Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.
Tree-ish Parameter String For example, HEAD~3. Default value is

HEAD.

Git - Revert

Reverts current HEAD to the specified state.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

New Branch Head String New Branch Head
Path String Only those paths are affected.
Reset Mode GitResetAction$ResetMode Reset Mode
Reset Quiet Option Boolean Reset Quiet Option
Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.
Tree-ish Parameter String For example, HEAD~3. Default value is

HEAD.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Reset Output String Reset Output

Git - Set Remote Name

Adds or changes a remote name for the repository of the URL.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Name String The name of remote repository
* Url String The url of remote repository
* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout

location on your disk.
Default Branch String Specifies the default branch (For example,

the target of the symbolic-ref refs/remotes/
<name>/HEAD) for the named remote.

Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.
Track Branches String[] Specifies refspec to track only branches

instead of the default glob refspec for the
remote to track all branches under the refs/
remotes/<name>/ namespace.

Git - Stash Command

Stashes the changes in a dirty working directory away.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Additional Arguments String The additional arguments of stash
command. '--index' for 'pop' or 'apply'
command; '-p', '-k', '-u' for 'save' command.

Branch String For sub-command branch only.
Message String Message for sub-command save, create,

store.
Stash String Stash name for sub-command list, show,

drop, pop, apply, branch.
Stash Command GitStashAction$SubCommand The sub-command of stash command.
Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Output String The output of Git command.

Git - Status

Shows the working tree status.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Git Executable Path String The installation path of the Git command-

line tool. For example: 'C:\Program Files\Git
\bin\Git.exe'.

* Working Folder String The working directory is the checkout
location on your disk.

Column Option GitStatusAction$ColumnOptions Option could be always|never. Default value
is never.

Ignored File option Boolean Whether ignored files are shown.
Option GitStatusAction$Options Option could be short_format|

branch_format|porcelain_format|
long_format|NUL_format. Default value is
long_format.

Submodules Option GitStatusAction$SubmodulesOptions Option could be none|untracked|dirty|all.
Default value is all.

Timeout Duration long Time to wait for the action in seconds.
Untracked File Option GitStatusAction$UntrackedFilesOptions Option could be no|normal|all. Default value

is all.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Status Output String Status Output

Sample Git Workflow

The Git repository files and their contents can be in several states. Git commands operate on files and file contents in
these three states and can bring files from one state into another.

• Working Directory
A file is stored in the working directory of the user but Git is unaware of this action.

• Staging area
The user has informed Git about a new file or new file content that will be stored into repository in the future. Files can
be removed from the staging area. The staging area is also known as the index.

• Repository
A file and its content are stored in Git repository and ready for updates or retrieval.

The following sample workflows can be built in CA Release Automation using Git actions:

Initialization

• Create Git repository, add Git user name and Git user mail address, add initial set of files and folders, then commit
initial set of files and folders.

Recurring

• Add modified files to Git staging area then (optionally) remove modified files from Git staging area
• Add modified files to Git staging area, Commit modified files to repository, then (optionally) Undo Commit.
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HashiCorp Vault

Action Pack for HashiCorp Vault 10.3.2210.1.

HashiCorp Vault secures, stores, and tightly controls access to tokens, passwords, certificates, API keys, and other
sensitive data, known as "secrets".

The Action Pack for HashiCorp Vault is used to fetch secrets stored in the HashiCorp Vault for AWS and KV engines.

What's New?

The following update has been made for 10.3.2210.1.

Remediate potential security vulnerabilities and upgrade open-source libraries.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• HashiCorp Vault Actions in this document.
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms

• Nolio Release Automation versions 6.7 and later.
• HashiCorp Vault version 1.0.2.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to extract a secret from the KV and AWS secret engines in HashiCorp Vault.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites to run HashiCorp Vault Actions.
2. Deploy the action pack.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
3. Use HashiCorp actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run HashiCorp Vault Actions

To run HashiCorp actions, verify the following prerequisites:

• Download and install the action pack

HashiCorp Vault Actions

The Action Pack for HashiCorp Vault provides the following actions:

• Get KV Secret
• Get AWS Secret

Get KV Secret

This action fetches the “Secret Value” that corresponds to a Key from the KV secret engine in HashiCorp Vault.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
*Vault Base URL String Vault Base URL to connect to.

Example: https://10.112.10.110:8200/
Username String User name to authenticate.

Used in combination with the Password
field.
Example: User 1
Note: Only required if the user doesn’t
specify a token.

Password Password Password to authenticate.
Used in combination with the Username
field.
Note: Only required if the user doesn’t
specify a token.

Token Password The token to authenticate in the Vault.
Example: s.3XpR06HJ77BFTyXl2ribEoCY
Note: Only required if the user doesn’t
specify a username or password.

*Engine Path String The KV engine that contains secrets.
Example: KVSecrets

*Secret Name String The name of the secret that contains
secrets.
Example: Passwords

*Key String Provide an exact key to retrieve its value.
Example: Test

Version String Provide a secret version that you want
to retrieve. The latest version value is
retrieved if this field is left blank.
Example: 1

NOTE

Specify either a Username and Password pair, or Token for authentication.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Secret Value Password Value of the retrieved secret.

Get AWS Secret

This action is used to retrieve Access Keys and Secret Keys from the AWS secret engine in HashiCorp Vault.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*Vault Base URL String Vault Base URL to connect to.

Example: https://10.112.10.110:8200/
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Username String User name to authenticate.
Used in combination with the Password
field.
Example: User 1
Note: Only required if the user doesn’t
specify a token.

Password Password Password to authenticate.
Used in combination with the Username
field.
Note: Only required if the user doesn’t
specify a token.

Token Password The token to authenticate in the Vault.
Example: s.3XpR06HJ77BFTyXl2ribEoCY
Note: Only required if the user doesn’t
specify a username or password.

*Engine Path String The AWS engine that contains secrets.
Example: AWSSecrets

*Role Name String The role name for the AWS secret.
Example: AWSKeys

NOTE

Specify either a Username and Password pair, or Token for authentication.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Access Key Password Access key of the credentials of the given

role that are stored on the hashicorp aws
engine.

Secret Key Password Secret key of the credentials of the given
role that are stored on the hashicorp aws
engine.

Helm Action Pack

Action Pack for Helm 10.2.2210.1

Helm is an open-source package manager for Kubernetes. It provides the ability to provide, share, and use software built
for Kubernetes. It is a tool for managing Kubernetes packages called charts.

The following video shows how you can leverage the Helm Action pack from Nolio Release Automation to deploy a
helm chart on Kubernetes.

Supported Platforms

• Nolio - Nolio Release Automation versions 6.6, 6.7, and later.
• Helm - Version: 3.10.0.

What's New?

The following update has been made for 10.2.2210.1.

Remediate potential security vulnerabilities.
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Install Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in Helm.

Follow these steps:

• Deploy the action pack for Helm. For more information, see Manage Action Packs in Release Operations Centre.
• Use Helm actions in Nolio Release Automation processes. For more information, see Create Processes in Deployment

Automation

Prerequisites to Run Helm Actions

The following prerequisites are required to run Helm actions:

Download and import the action pack:

• Download the action pack from CA Support.
• Extract the action pack .zip file to get the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files.
• Extract the dependencies.zip.
• Import both the action pack .jar and the contents of the dependencies .zip into Nolio Release Automation using Actions

Management.
• Agent used for running the helm actions should be installed on same machine on which Helm is installed i.e., Nolio

agent & helm should be installed on same machine.

Helm Actions

All Helm actions are now delivered as an action pack. The Helm actions are stored in the Nolio Release Automation
Repository, Database, and in the folder structure.

The Action Pack for Helm provides the following actions:

• Helm-Install
• Helm-Delete
• Helm-Check Status
• Helm-Upgrade

Helm-Install

This action installs a chart archive.

Input Parameters

Name Type Description
*Chart Location String Location of the chart.

E.g., /root/user/home/chart
*Release Name String Name of the release to be install.

E.g., helm1
Timeout Integer Times in seconds to wait for any individual

Kubernetes operation. Default is 300.
Additional Flags String[] Additional Flags

E.g., --dry-run
Value File String Value file location.

E.g., /root/testvalue.yaml
Wait Boolean Wait until complete.  Default is True.
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Output Parameters
None

Helm-Delete

This action takes a release name and uninstalls/delete the release.

Input Parameters

Name Type Description
*Release Name String Name of the release to be deleted.

E.g., helm1
Timeout Integer Times in seconds to wait for any individual

Kubernetes operation. Default is 300.
Additional Flags String[] Additional Flags

E.g., --dry-run

Output Parameters
None

Helm-Check Status

This action displays the status of the release.

Input Parameters

Name Type Description
*Helm Release Name String Name of the release to check its status.

E.g., helm1
Helm Resource Kind String Helm resource kind.

E.g., Pod, Service etc.
Helm Resource Name Filter String Additional Flags

E.g., --dry-run
Number Integer Resource status column index. Default is 0.
Additional Flags String[] Additional Flags

E.g., --dry-run

Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Last Release Deployment Time String Time of the last release deployed as

received from result.
Release Status String Status of the release.

E.g., deployed, uninstalled etc.
Namespace String K8S namespace in which the release lives.

E.g., --dry-run
Resource Status String The name of the resource status.

Helm-Upgrade

This action upgrades a release to a new version of a chart.
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Input Parameters

Name Type Description
*Chart Location String Location of the chart.

E.g., /root/user/home/chart
*Release Name String Name of the release to be upgrade.

E.g., helm1
Timeout Integer Times in seconds to wait for any individual

Kubernetes operation. Default is 300.
Additional Flags String[] Additional Flags

E.g., --dry-run
Value File String Value file location.

E.g., /root/testvalue.yaml
Wait Boolean Wait until complete.  Default is True.

Output Parameters
None.

Example

The following workflow demonstrates the use case of Helm Action Pack. You can also view this use case in this video.

In this workflow:

1. We are first checking the status of the release using Helm-Check Status action.
2. If the status of the release is deployed, it will upgrade the release using Helm-Upgrade action.
3. If the status of the release is failed, it will delete the release using Helm-Delete action followed by Helm-Install

action.
4. For all other statuses, for example “release not found” status, it will install the release using Helm-Install action.

IBM WebSphere Application Server

Action Pack for IBM WebSphere Application Server 10.14.2210.1

The Action Pack for IBM WebSphere Application Server contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes
that perform operations in WebSphere (WAS).

Actions Implementation

The WebSphere actions use WAS (Jython scripting) and are executed from the command line.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• IBM WebSphere Application Server Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in the installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• WebSphere actions in this pack support IBM WebSphere 8.5 and 9.0
• WebSphere actions in this pack are certified with Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.
• Microsoft Windows 2008 R2
• AIX 6.1 and later
• Linux Red Hat 6
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For more information, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

Note: Actions that are not supported on a specific platform are noted within the action.

What's New

The following update was made for 10.14.2210.1.

• Remediated potential security vulnerabilities and upgraded open-source libraries.

The following update was made for 10.13.1807.

• Fixed: When two or more WebSphere actions run at the same time on the same server, some of the WAS actions fail.

The following update was made for 10.11.1507.

• The action, "WAS - Get Application Status" updated to only get the status from application servers and not from web
servers.

The following update was made for 10.10.1506.

• The action "WAS - List Installed Applications" added.

The following update was made for 10.9.1505.

• WebSphere Application Server shared components workflow examples added.

The following update was made for 10.8.1503.

• The action "WAS - Update Application" updated to support a .war file.

The following updates were made for 10.7.1501.

• New input value, "Connection Type", for SOAP and RMI connections added.
• New input value, "Additional flags" for the input at the end of the wasadmin scripts added.
• New action, "Get Session Properties for App" added.
• New action, "Set Session Properties for App" added

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks on WebSphere.

Follow these steps:

1. Deploy the action pack for WebSphere.
For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins .

2. Verify the Prerequisites to Run IBM WebSphere Application Server Actions and Configure Agent for IBM WebSphere
Application Server Actions.

3. Use WebSphere actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run IBM WebSphere Application Server Actions

To run IBM WebSphere Application Server actions, verify the following prerequisites:

1. The Agent must be installed on the WebSphere server to use IBM WebSphere Application Server (WAS) actions.
2. User of the Agent must have:

a. Read/execute access for WebSphere common bin directory. For example, /opt/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/bin
b. Write access to the Nolio..\files_temp directory.
c. Read/write access to the WebSphere Profiles directory and subdirectories.

3. Add the user of the Agent into WebSphere user group and restart the Agent service.
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Configure Agent for IBM WebSphere Application Server Actions

This section provides information and procedures to configure Nolio Release Automation Agent for IBM WebSphere
Application Server.

Notes:

• This configuration only applies to WebSphere 6.1 or 7.0.
• For Nolio Release Automation to use IBM WebSphere Application Server (WAS) actions, we recommend that a Nolio

Release Automation Agent is installed on the WebSphere server.
• The files are typically located in the folders that are described in the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

On each Nolio Release Automation Agent computer that executes a WebSphere action:

1. Copy the following WebSphere Client Runtime jar file from the WebSphere application server computer to <CA Agent
Home>/lib:
<The AppServer/runtimes>ws_runtime.jar
– If running WAS 6.1, copy the following Administration Thin Client jar from the WebSphere application server

computer to <CA Agent Home>/lib:
<The AppClient/runtimes>com.ibm.ws.webservices.thinclient_6.1.0.jar

– If running WAS 7.0, copy the following Administration Thin Client jar from the WebSphere application server
computer to <CA Agent Home>/lib:

– <The AppClient/runtimes>com.ibm.ws.admin.client_7.0.0.jar
2. Stop and Start the Nolio Release Automation Agent service.

IBM WebSphere Application Server Actions

The Action Pack for IBM WebSphere Application Server provides the following actions:

WAS - Add WebSphere Application Server to a Cluster

Adds WebSphere Application Server to a cluster.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* New cluster member name String Specifies the name to assign to the cluster

member.
* Node name String Specifies the name of the node on which

the application server resides.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

* WebSphere application server cluster
name

String Specifies the name of the WebSphere
application server cluster to which the
system adds the cluster member.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption -Xmx256m
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Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote server,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
New cluster member ID String New cluster member ID

WAS - Associate Shared Library to Application

Associates the shared library to the application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

* Shared Library Name String Shared Library Name.
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption -Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote server,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.
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Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - select Data Source Existence

Checks if the data source exists.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Name String The name of the data source
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption -Xmx256m

Connection Type String To execute the script on a remote server,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
DataSource existence Boolean Indication if DataSource exists.
WebSphere DataSource ID String DataSource ID
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WAS - select Environment Variable Exists

Checks if the environment variable exists on the WebSphere Application Server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

* Variable Name String Specifies the symbolic name for a
WebSphere Application Server variable

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Server String Server name. Mandatory if Scope is Server.
Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote server,

the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
Cluster String Cluster Name. Mandatory if Scope is

Cluster.
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Node name. Mandatory if Scope is Node or
Server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Scope Scope Specifies the level at which the Resource is
visible.

Should Exist Boolean Whether to expect the Variable to exist or
not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - select If Core Group Exists

Checks if the core group exists.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Core group name String Specifies the core group name to which the

server belongs.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Check if Core Group Exists. Boolean Check if Core Group Exists

WAS - select If JAAS - J2C Authentication Data Exists

Checks If JAAS - J2C Authentication data exists.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.
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Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
JAAS Aliases String[] JAAS Aliases
JAAS authentication Data exist Boolean Check if JAAS authentication Data exist.

WAS - select If Node Exists

Checks If the node exists.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Node name String Specifies the name of the node on which

the application server resides.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String Required only if the connection security is
enabled. The path to the WebSphere server
bin directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
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Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Check if Node exist Boolean Check if the Node exist

WAS - select If Node Is Running

Checks if the node is running.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Node name String Specifies the name of the node on which

the application server resides.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.
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Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Check if Node is running Boolean Check if Node is running

WAS - Configure Discovery Protocol on Node

Configures the discovery protocol on the node.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Node name String Specifies the name of the node on which

the application server resides.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
: -javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Discovery Protocol DiscoveryProtocols Discovery Protocol (TCP or UDP)
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Configure Server Secure Cookie

Configures the secure cookie for the application server.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Enable Secure Cookie Boolean Enable or disable the secure cookies for the

application server.
* Node name String Specifies the name of the node on which

the application server resides.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Configure Web Container HTTP Port

Configures the web container HTTP port.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Cell String Target cell that you want to select.
* Node String Target node that you want to select.

This field becomes mandatory if
server name is provided in the server name
field.
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* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Port Integer HTTP transport ports
* Port Name String Name of the port.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin

directory on Agent server.
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create / Update Environment Variable

Creates or updates environment variable on the WebSphere Application Server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* New Value String New value to set.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* Variable Name String Specifies the symbolic name for a
Websphere Application Server variable.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Server String Server name. Mandatory if Scope is Server.
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Cluster String Cluster name. Mandatory if Scope is
Cluster.

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Description String New description to set. In case of update, if
the field is not set, the variable description
is not changed.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Node name. Mandatroy if Scope is Node or
Server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Scope Scope Specifies the level at which the resource is
visible.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create Application Server

Creates an application server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String The name of the server to create.
* Generate Unique Ports Boolean Generate Unique Ports. (true or false)
* Node String Application server node name.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line.
For example, -javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Server Template String Application Server Template
Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,

the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
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Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Application Server ID String Application Server ID.

WAS - Create Application Server Template

Create an application server template.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Application Server Template String New Application Server Template Want To

Be Created.
* Node String Application server node name.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line.
For example, -javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.
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Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Application Server Template ID String Application Server Template ID.

WAS - Create Cluster

Creates a cluster.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* WebSphere application server cluster
name

String Specifies the name of the WebSphere
application server cluster to which the
system adds the cluster member.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Server String Application Server Name.
Cluster type String Specifies the type of cluster to

create. You can specify a value
of APPLICATION_SERVER_, or
WEB_SERVER.

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node name String Specifies the name of the node on which
the application server resides.
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Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create Cluster Member

Creates a cluster member.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* New cluster member name String Specifies the name to assign to the cluster

member.
* Node name String Specifies the name of the node on which

the application server resides.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* WebSphere application server cluster
name

String Specifies the name of the WebSphere
application server cluster to which the
system adds the cluster member.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
New cluster member ID String New cluster member ID

WAS - Create Core Group

Creates a core group. If the core group already exists, the action fails.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Cell String Target cell to select.
* Core group name String Specifies the core group name to which the

server should belong.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Transport Type String When the transport type is Channel
Framework, the transport chain is either
DCS or DCS-Secure. Transport type
Unicast is deprecated.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Description String Description
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Number of coordinators integer The active number of coordinators. Should
be an integer in the range of 1 through
2147483647.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Transport Memory Size (MB) integer The maximum size of dynamically
allocated memory, in megabytes, the
transport can hold. The range is from
10 to 2147483647 megabytes. However
the value cannot be larger than the
maximum heap size specified for the Java
virtual server. When the limit is reached,
congestion control is invoked.
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Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Core Group String Core Group

WAS - Create Data Source for User-Defined JDBC Provider Action

Creates data source for the user-defined JDBC provider

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JDBC Provider Name String The JDBC provider to support this

DataSource
* JNDI Name String The Java Naming and Directory Interface

(JNDI) name
* Name String The name of the data source
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Server name String Server Name. Mandatory if scope is Server.
Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,

the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
Authentication Alias for XA Recovery String Specifies that alias that connection factory

uses to authenticate with the EIS for
transaction recovery. Valid only if JDBC
provider supports XA transactions.

Cluster String Cluster Name. Mandatory If scope is
Cluster.

Container Managed Persistence Boolean Specifies if the data source is used
for container managed persistence for
enterprise beans.

DataStore Helper Class Name String Specifies the data store helper class, an
interface through which a data source
is triggered by a database to perform
functions specific to that database vendor.

Description String The description of the data source.
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Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Node Name. Mandatory If scope is Node or
Server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Scope Scope Specifies the level at which the DataSource
is visible.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create DB2 Data Source Action

Creates a DB2 data source

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Name of the Database
* Database Server Name String Hostname or IP of the server on which the

database is installed.
* Database Server Port Number Integer Connection port of the database
* Driver Type DB2_JDBC_DRIVER_TYPE The JDBC connectivity type of a data

source. Set this property to type 4 if you are
running the application server for z/OS and
connecting to DB2 UDB for iSeries.

* JDBC Provider Name String The JDBC provider to support this
DataSource

* JNDI Name String The Java Naming and Directory Interface
(JNDI) name

* Name String The name of the data source
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Application Server String Server Name. Mandatory If scope is Server.
Additional flags Strings You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m
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Authentication Alias for XA Recovery String Specifies that alias that connection factory
uses to authenticate with the EIS for
transaction recovery. Valid only if JDBC
provider supports XA transactions.

Cluster String Cluster name. Mandatory of if scope is
Cluster.

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Container Managed Persistence Boolean Specifies if the data source is used
for container managed persistence for
enterprise beans.

Description String The description of the data source.
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Node Name. Mandatory If scope is Node or
Server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Scope Scope Specifies the level at which the DataSource
is visible.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create Derby Data Source Action

Creates Derby data source

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Name of the Database
* JDBC Provider Name String The JDBC provider to support this

DataSource
* JNDI Name String The Java Naming and Directory Interface

(JNDI) name
* Name String The name of the data source
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.
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Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Server String Server name. Mandatory if scope is Server.
Authentication Alias for XA Recovery String Specifies that alias that connection factory

uses to authenticate with the EIS for
transaction recovery. Valid only if JDBC
provider supports XA transactions.

Cluster String Cluster Name. Mandatory If scope is
Cluster.

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script of a remote computer,
the field is either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Container Managed Persistence Boolean Specifies if the data source is used
for container managed persistence for
enterprise beans.

Description String The description of the data source.
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Node Name. Mandatory If scope is Node or
Server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Scope Scope Specifies the level at which the DataSource
is visible.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create First Cluster Member With Template

Creates the first cluster member with a template.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* New cluster member name String Specifies the name to assign to the cluster

member.
* Node name String Specifies the name of the node on which

the application server resides.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* Template Name String The name of an application server
template.

* WebSphere application server cluster
name

String Specifies the name of the WebSphere
application server cluster to which the
system adds the cluster member.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create First Cluster Member with Template Node Server

Creates the first cluster member with template node server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* New cluster member name String Specifies the name to assign to the cluster

member.
* Node name String Specifies the name of the node on which

the application server resides.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* Template Node String The name of the node with an existing
application server to use as the template
when creating the cluster member.

* Template Server String The name of the existing application server
to use as the model when creating the
cluster member.
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* WebSphere application server cluster
name

String Specifies the name of the WebSphere
application server cluster to which the
system adds the cluster member.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create Informix Data Source Action

Creates Informix data source.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Name of the Database
* Database Server Name String Hostname or IP of the Server on which the

database is installed.
* Database Server Port Number Integer Connection port of the database
* JDBC Provider Name String The JDBC provider to support this

DataSource
* JNDI Name String The Java Naming and Directory Interface

(JNDI) name
* Name String The name of the data source
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments
at to the end of the command line. For
example, -javaoptions - Xmx256m.

Application Server String Server Name. Mandatory If scope is Server.
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Authentication Alias for XA Recovery String Specifies that alias that connection factory
uses to authenticate with the EIS for
transaction recovery. Valid only if JDBC
provider supports XA transactions.

Cluster String Cluster Name. Mandatory If scope is
Cluster.

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Container Managed Persistence Boolean Specifies if the data source is used
for container managed persistence for
enterprise beans.

Description String The description of the data source.
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Ifx IFXHOST String This property corresponds to the database
attribute, ifxIFXHOST. Specifies the
physical machine name of the server
hosting the Informix(R) instance. A host
name or IP address can be entered. IPv6
address may also be entered if the host
database supports it.

Informix Lock Mode Wait Integer This property corresponds to the database
attribute informixLockModeWait. Specifies
the connection wait time for obtaining a
lock in the database. By default, Informix(R)
throws an exception when it cannot acquire
a lock, rather than wait for the current
owner of the lock to release it. To modify
the behavior, set the property to the
number of seconds to wait for the lock. Any
negative value translates to unlimited wait
time.

Node String Node Name. Mandatory If scope is Node or
Server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Scope Scope Specifies the level at which the DataSource
is visible.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create JAAS - J2C Authentication Data Entry

Creates an alias for the given user identity and password that is used by Java(TM) 2 connector security.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Alias String Specifies the name of the authentication

data entry.
Important: Be aware that the node name
is automatically appended as a prefix to
the alias name you specify, in the format:
[node_name]/[alias_name].
This full alias name is the one used in your
deployment descriptor, and in Nolio actions
(for example, create data source).
On WebSphere Application Server
version 7.0 (and greater), this default
behavior may be customized. See
WebSphere Application Server version 7.0
documentation for further details.

* JAAS Password Password Specifies the password to use for the target
Enterprise Information System (EIS).

* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* User ID String Specifies the Java(TM) 2 Connector (J2C)
authentication data user ID.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Description String Specifies an optional description for the
authentication data entry.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Security Domain Name String Specifies the name of the security domain
configuration.
The application server uses the global
security configuration if no value is
specified.
Note: This input is a feature of WebSphere
Application Server version 7.0 (and
greater). For earlier versions, it is ignored.
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Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create Microsoft SQL Server Data Source Action

Creates MS SQL server data source

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Name of the Database
* Database Server Name String Hostname or IP of the Server on which the

database is installed.
* Database Server Port Number Integer Connection port of the database
* JDBC Provider Name String The JDBC provider to support this

DataSource
* JNDI Name String The Java Naming and Directory Interface

(JNDI) name
* Name String The name of the data source
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Application Server String Server Name. Mandatory If scope is Server.
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Authentication Alias for XA Recovery String Specifies that alias that connection factory
uses to authenticate with the EIS for
transaction recovery. Valid only if JDBC
provider supports XA transactions.

Cluster String Cluster Name. Mandatory If scope is
Cluster.

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script of a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP or 'RMI'.

Container Managed Persistence Boolean Specifies if the data source is used
for container managed persistence for
enterprise beans.

Description String The description of the data source.
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Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Node Name. Mandatory If scope is Node or
Server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Scope Scope Specifies the level at which the DataSource
is visible.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create Oracle Data Source Action

Creates Oracle data source

Input Values

Name Type Description
* DataStore Helper Class Name OracleDataStoreHelperClassNames The name of the DataStoreHelper

implementation class that extends the
capabilities of the selected JDBC driver
implementation class to perform data-
specific functions. WebSphere Application
Server provides a set of DataStoreHelper
implementation classes for each of the
JDBC provider drivers it supports.

* JDBC Provider Name String The JDBC provider to support this
DataSource

* JNDI Name String The Java Naming and Directory Interface
(JNDI) name

* Name String The name of the data source
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* URL String Oracle Url of the Database
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Server String Server Name. Mandatory If scope is Server.
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Authentication Alias for XA Recovery String Specifies that alias that connection factory
uses to authenticate with the EIS for
transaction recovery. Valid only if JDBC
provider supports XA transactions.

Cluster String Cluster Name. Mandatory If scope is
Cluster.

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Container Managed Persistence Boolean Specifies if the data source is used
for container managed persistence for
enterprise beans.

Description String The description of the data source.
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Node Name. Mandatory If scope is Node or
Server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Scope Scope Specifies the level at which the DataSource
is visible.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create Shared Library

Creates a shared library.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Cell String Target cell to select.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* Shared Library Class Path String Shared Library Class Path.
* Shared Library Name String Shared Library Name.
Additional flags Strings You can add the options and arguments to

the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m.
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Application Server String Application Server Name.
Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,

the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Target node that you want to select.
This field becomes mandatory if
server name is provided in the server name
field.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create Sybase Data Source Action

Creates a Sybase data source

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Name of the Database
* Database Server Name String Hostname or IP of the Server on which the

database is installed.
* Database Server Port Number Integer Connection port of the database
* JDBC Provider Name String The JDBC provider to support this

DataSource
* JNDI Name String The Java Naming and Directory Interface

(JNDI) name
* Name String The name of the data source
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Server String Server Name. Mandatory If scope is Server.
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Authentication Alias for XA Recovery String Specifies that alias that connection factory
uses to authenticate with the EIS for
transaction recovery. Valid only if JDBC
provider supports XA transactions.

Cluster String Cluster Name. Mandatory If scope is
Cluster.

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script of a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Container Managed Persistence Boolean Specifies if the data source is used
for container managed persistence for
enterprise beans.

Description String The description of the data source.
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Node Name. Mandatory If scope is Node or
Server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Scope Scope Specifies the level at which the DataSource
is visible.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create URL

Creates a URL on the WebSphere Application Server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JNDI Name String JNDI Name
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* Specification String Set the URL content.
* URL Name String Specifies the symbolic name for a

WebSphere URL
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Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments to
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m.

Application Server String Server name. Mandatory if Scope is Server.
Category String Set the category of the URL.
Cluster String Cluster Name. Mandatory if Scope is

Cluster.
Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,

the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
Description String New description to set. If there is an

update, and this field is not set, the
variables description is not changed.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Node name. Mandatory if Scope is Node or
Server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Scope Scope Specifies the level at which the Resource is
visible.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

URL Provider String Name of the URL provider
Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.

Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Create Virtual Host

Creates a virtual host.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Cell String Target cell that you want to select.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* Virtual host name String Virtual host name.
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Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Host Aliases String[] Host Aliases.
Array of host name and port
number, separated by comma.
For example, host1,port1

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Delete a Cluster

Deletes a cluster.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Cluster name String Specifies the name of the cluster to which

the system adds the cluster member.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.
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Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Delete Application Server

Deletes an application server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Node String Application server node name.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Delete Cluster Member

Deletes a cluster member.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* New cluster member name String Specifies the name to assign to the cluster

member.
* Node name String Specifies the name of the node where the

application server resides.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
TANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* WebSphere application server cluster
name

String Specifies the name of the WebSphere
application server cluster to which the
system adds the cluster member.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Delete Core Group

Deletes a core group.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Core group name String Specifies the core group name to which the

server belongs.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line.For example, -
javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Delete Data Source

Deletes a data source.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Name String The name of the data source
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.
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Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Delete Environment Variable

Deletes an environment variable on the WebSphere Application Server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* Variable Name String Specifies the symbolic name for a
WebSphere Application Server variable

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Server String Server name. Mandatory if Scope is Server.
Cluster String Cluster Name. Mandatory if Scope is

Cluster.
Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,

the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Node name. Mandatory if Scope is Node or
Server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Scope Scope Specifies the level at which the Resource is
visible.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Old Value String Retrieves the variable value before the

deletion

WAS - Delete JAAS - J2C Authentication Data Entry

Deletes a JAAS - J2C authentication data entry with the given alias.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Alias String Specifies the name of the authentication

data entry to delete.Important:
Be aware that the WebSphere Application
Server appends the Deployment Manager's
node name as a prefix to the alias supplied
upon creation of the entry, receiving the
format: [node_name]/[alias_name].
The full alias name should be used for the
input.
Note: In WebSphere Application Server 7.0
(and greater), the default naming behavior
may be customized.
See WebSphere Application Server version
7.0 documentation for further details.

* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.
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Security Domain Name String Specifies the name of the security domain
configuration.
The application server uses the global
security configuration if no value is
specified.
Note: This input is a feature of WebSphere
Application Server version 7.0 (and
greater). For earlier versions, it is ignored.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Delete Server Template

Deletes a server template.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server Template String Server Template.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin

directory on Agent server.
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Delete Shared Library

Deletes a shared library.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* Shared Library Name String The name of the shared library
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Delete Virtual Host

Deletes a virtual host.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Cell String Target cell that you want to select.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* Virtual host name String Virtual host name.
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m
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Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Export Application to File

Exports an application to a file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Specifies the application name to use for

export application to file.
* Export Application File Name String Specifies the file name to use for export

application to file.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.
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Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Export Server Profile

Exports a server profile.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Node String Target node that you want to select.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server Profile Path String Specifies the fully qualified path of the
configuration archive.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Export System Policy Sets Archive ZIP File

Exports system policy sets to an archive ZIP file.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

* System policy set name String System policy set name.
* System policy set path String Full Path to archived system policy set file.
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Generate Plugin Configuration File

Generates the plug-in configuration XML file to a specific directory.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* App _ Server _ Root String The root directory where you want to scan

the target Cell/Node/WebServer.
For example:
Linux:  /opt/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/
profiles/Dmgr01
Windows: C:\IBM\WebSphere\AppServer
\profiles\Dmgr01
Under the '.../Dmgr01/config/cells/' folder
you can find your target Cell;
Under the ' .../Dmgr01/config/cells/
<targetCell>/nodes/' folder you can find
your target Node;
Under the ' .../Dmgr01/config/cells/
<targetCell>/nodes/<targetNode>/servers/'
folder you can find your target WebServer.

* Cell String Target cell that you want to select.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Configuration _ Root String The directory of profile_root/config.
For example: /opt/IBM/WebSphere/
AppServer/profiles/Dmgr01/config

Connection Type String To execute the script of a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or "RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Target node that you want to select.
Output File Name String Output plug-in XML file path name.
Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.

Required only if connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if connection security is
enabled.
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Web Server String Target Web Server name. if Web Server not
null, Node should not null

Output Values

Name Type Description
Output File Name String Output plug-in XML file path name.

WAS - Get Application by Context Root

Retrieves the WebSphere application by context root.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Context root String Application context root. Mandatory only for

stand-alone Web modules (.war and .sar
files).
For example, you can find context-
root for DefaultApplication.ear in /
profiles/Dmgr01/config/cells/CellName/
applications/DefaultApplication.ear/
deployments/DefaultApplication/META-INF/
application.xml

* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Expected Exist Boolean Expect to find a running application on the
context root or not.
If expected result is not equal to the return
result, action failed.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.
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Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Application Is Running Boolean Application is active or not.
Application name String Application name

WAS - Get Application Status

Retrieves the WebSphere application status

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Application Status String Application Status
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WAS - Get Cell Name

Retrieves the WAS connected cell name

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Cell String Target cell to select.

WAS - Get Environment Variable Value

Retrieves the value of an environment variable on the WebSphere Application Server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

* Variable Name String Specifies the symbolic name for a
WebSphere Application Server variable

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Server String Server name. Mandatory if Scope is Server.
Cluster String Cluster Name. Mandatory if Scope is

Cluster.
Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,

the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Node name. Mandatory if Scope is Node or
Server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Scope Scope Specifies the level at which the Resource is
visible.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Variable value String WebSphere Variable Value

WAS - Get Installed Applications

Retrieves WebSphere applications

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Node String Node Name.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Installed Applications String[] Installed Applications

WAS - Get JVM Settings

Retrieves JVM settings.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Node String Node Name.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
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Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Boot Classpath String Boot Classpath
Classpath String Classpath
Debug Mode Boolean Debug Mode
Debug arguments String Debug arguments
Disable JIT Boolean Disable JIT
Executable JAR file name String Executable JAR file name
Generic JVM arguments String Generic JVM arguments
HProf Arguments String HProf Arguments
Initial heap size Integer Initial heap size
Maximum heap size Integer Maximum heap size
Run HProf Boolean Run HProf
Verbose JNI Boolean Verbose JNI
Verbose class loading Boolean Verbose class loading
Verbose garbage collection Boolean Verbose garbage collection

WAS - Get Managed Server Status

Retrieves WebSphere application server status (ND).

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Node String Node Name.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Expected server status ManagedServerStatus Application Server expected Status. When
the actual status is not as expected status
- the actionfails. If left empty, the action
passes regardless of the server actual
status.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Actual Server Status String Application Server Status.

WAS - Get Session Properties for App

Gets the session properties for App. The action fails if the session for App is not set before.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8800.
NETWORk_DEPLOYMENT default port is
8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the option and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption -Xmx256m
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Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name.)
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for the connection to
WebSphere, Required only if the
connection security is enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation is finished. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for the connection to
WebSphere. Required only if the
connection security is enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Enable Cookies Boolean Enables cookies.
Max Session Count Integer Max in memory session count.
Max Wait Time Integer Max wait time.
Overflow Boolean Allow overflow.
Protocol Switch Rewriting Boolean Allow protocol switch rewriting.
Security Inegration Boolean Enable security integration.
Serialized SessionAccess Boolean Allow serialized SessionAccess
Session Timeout Boolean Session timeout.
Session Timeout (minutes) Integer Session timeout minutes.
SSL ID Tracking Boolean Allow SSL ID tracking.
URL Rewriting Boolean Allow URL rewriting.

WAS - Get Standalone Server Status

Retrieves the WebSphere Application Server status (Standalone).

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin

directory on the Agent server.
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
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Expected server status StandaloneServerStatus Application Server expected Status. When
the actual status is not as expected status
- the action fails. If left empty, the action
passes regardless of the server actual
status.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Actual Server Status String Application Server Status.

WAS - Import Policy Set Archive ZIP File

Imports the policy set archive ZIP file from a selected location.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

* System policy set path String Full Path to archived system policy set file.
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.
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Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Import Policy Set from Default Repository

Imports the policy set from a default repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

* System policy set name String System policy set name.
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Import Server Profile

Imports the server profile.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.
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* Server Profile Path String Specifies the fully qualified path of the
configuration archive.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Core group name String Specifies the core group name to which the
server belongs.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node name in the configuration archive String Specifies the node name of the server
that is defined in the configuration
archive. (Optional if there is only one
node that is defined in the configuration
archive, required if there are multiple
nodes that are defined in the configuration
archive)

Node name where the server is imported String Specifies the node name where the server
is imported. (Optional if there is only one
node)

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Server name in the configuration archive String Specifies the name of the server
that is defined in the configuration
archive. (Optional if there is only one
server that is defined on the specified
nodeInConfiguration archive, required if
there are multiple servers that are defined
under the specified nodeInConfiguration
archive)

Server name where the server is imported String Specifies the server name where the
server is imported. If the server name
specified matches an existing server name
under the node, an exception is created.
(default:serverInArchive)

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Install Application

Install a new application on Clusters and Servers.
Supported Java formats are: ear, war, jar, and sar.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name
* File Path String Full Path to java module file ( accessible

from Nolio Agent host). Module are one of
EAR, WAR, JAR, or SAR.

* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Add Default Host Boolean Specifies whether to add "['-
MapWebModToVH', [['.*', '.*',
'default_host']] ]" to the install parameters.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Servers String[] Target Servers.
Array of server name and node name
pairs, which are separated by comma. For
example, node1,server1

Clusters String[] Target clusters.
Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script of a remote computer,

the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
Context root String Application context root. Mandatory only for

stand-alone Web modules (.war and .sar
files).

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Options String More installation options. Options format is
Python list of strings.
Character ['] should be used to specify
strings.
For exmaple, ['-preCompileJSPs', '-
filepermission','.*\.dll=755#.*\.so=755#.*
\.a=755#.*\.sl=755'].
For more information about installation
options, see IBM documentation about
'AdminApp' object.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.
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Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - JMS Query Operations

Queries JMS resources.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS query operation JMSOperation The jython script method to be invoked

in the AdminJMS module. The method
displays a list of configuration IDs from your
JMS configuration.

* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

JMS resource name String If the JMS resource name is not provided,
all the JMS resources specific to the
operation are returned. If you return a
specify resource, provide the name of the
resource.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
List of JMS Resources String[] List of JMS Resources
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WAS - Launch Script (deprecated)

Note: This action is deprecated, use the WAS - Launch Python Script action instead.
Runs a script on the WebSphere Application Server.
Script language can be Jython or Jacl.

Name Type Description
* Path to script file String The path to the script file.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Command Line Arguments String[] A list of Command-Line Arguments, can be
accessed from the script using 'sys.argv[i]'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Script Language ScriptLanguageEnum Script Language - can be Jython or Jacl.
Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is

unlimited wait.
Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.

Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Launch Python Script

Runs a Python script on the WebSphere Application Server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Path to script file String The path to the script file.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Method Arguments String[] A list of arguments that are passed to the
python method.
If no method name is given, method
arguments are ignored

Method Name String The Pyhon method to invoke. Can be left
empty if there is no method to invoke.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

System Arguments String[] A list of system arguments that can be
accessed from the script using 'sys.argv[i]'.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
First Returned Value String First returned value from the Python

method (or null if there is no such value)
equals to 'returnValues[1]'.

Returned Values String[] Returned values from the invoked Python
method.
If the method return value is a single value
- (not a Python list or tuple) it is set at:
'returnValues[1]'.
If no method was invoked, or the method
has no returned values, 'returnValues' is left
empty.

Second Returned Value String Second returned value from the Python
method (or null if there is no such value)
equals to 'returnValues[2]'.

Third Returned Value String Third returned value from the Python
method (or null if there is no such value)
equals to 'returnValues[3]'.
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WAS - List All System Policy Sets

Lists all the system policy sets.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
System policy set name String[] System policy set name.

WAS - List Core Group

Lists the core group

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Cell String Target cell that you want to select.
Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,

the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Node String Target node that you want to select.
Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.

Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Core Group String[] Core Group.

WAS - List Installed Applications

Lists installed applications by server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application server name.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
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Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Installed Applications String[] The installed applications.

WAS - List Nodes

Lists all nodes in the cell.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.
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Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Nodes String[] All nodes in the Cell

WAS - List Servers by Node

Lists all of the servers in a node.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Node String Target node that you want to select.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Application Servers String[] All Servers in the specific Node
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WAS - Map Modules to Servers

Installs a new application and map application modules to specific servers.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Path String Full Path to java module EAR file

(accessible from Nolio Agent host).
* List of Modules String[] Specifies Modules to be mapped to Target

Servers
Modules and Target Servers are separated
by ';' and defined as follows
Module Description; Module URI; Target
Servers
where 'Module Description' and 'Module
URI' must match what is in the EAR file
'Target Servers' is the list of 'cell, node,
server' or 'cell, cluster' entries that are
separated by ';'
For example, 'Increment EJB module;
Increment.jar,META-INF/ejb-jar.xml;
cell1,node1,server1; cell2,node2,server2'

* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application name String Application name. Required only for 'edit'
option

Connection Type ConnetionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Module Operation ModuleOperation Module Operation - can be 'install' or 'edit'.
Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.

Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.
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WAS - Map Resource References to EJB

Maps resource references to resources within Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB).

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Resource References String[] Specifies resources to be mapped
to EJB. One module per line in the
following format. Module Name;EJB
Name;Module URI;Reference
Binding;Resource Type;JNDI name;Login
Configuration;Properties.
For exmaple, PlantsByWebSphere EJB
Module;Catalog;PlantsByWebSphereEJB.jar,META-
INF/ejb-jar.xml;plantsby/
PlantsByWebSphereDataSource;javax.sql.DataSource;DefaultDatasource;;
Optional parameters: EJB Name, Login
Configuration, Properties

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Map Shared Library to Module

Maps the shared library to a module.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name
* Module Name String Name of the application module
* Module URI String Module URI. For example,

[PlantsByWebSphere.war,WEB-INF/
web.xml]

* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Shared Library Name String[] Provide the list of all shared libraries to
be mapped to the module. This is not
an incremental mapping. If an empty list
is provided, all existing shared library
mappings are removed.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Map Web Module to Virtual Host

Maps the web module to the virtual host.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name
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* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

* Virtual host name String Virtual host name.
* Web module display name String Web module display name.
* Web module war file name String Web module war file name.
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Modify Class Loader Mode for Application

Modifies the class loader mode for an application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name
* Mode ClassLoaderOrder Class loader order.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m
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Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Modify Class Loader Mode for Modules in Application

Modifies the class loader mode for modules in a specified application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name
* Mode ClassLoaderOrder Class loader order.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server .

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Module URI List String[] List of module URI for a given application,
for example,[GalleryMenu.war,Gallery.war]
If the value is empty then class loader
mode is set for all the modules contained in
the given application.
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Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Modify WAR Class Loader Policy

Modifies the WAR class loader policy for an application action.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAR Class Loader Policy ModifyWARClassLoaderPolicyAction$Polic
yOptions

The WAR class-loader policy controls the
isolation of web modules. If this policy
is set to [Single], then the Web module
contents also are loaded by the application
class loader. If the policy is set to [Multiple],
then each web module receives its own
class loader whose parent is the application
class loader.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Current WAR Class Loader Policy String Current WAR class loader policy.

WAS - Reference Shared Libraries to an Application

Allows user to map shared libraries to an application and un-map shared libraries from an application simultaneously.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application URI String Application URI, for exmaple, [META-INF/

application.xml]
* Application name String Application name
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Mapped Shared Library List String[] Shared library name list that you want to
map to the application.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Un-Mapped Shared Library List String[] Shared library name list that you want to
un-map to the application.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Restart Active Nodes

Restarts active nodes.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Restart Node Agent

Restarts the node agent.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Node name String Specifies the name of the node on which

the application server resides.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additonal flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
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Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on Deployment manager server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Set Generic JVM Arguments

Sets generic JVM arguments

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Generic JVM Arguments String[] Generic JVM Arguments.

Array of JVM Arguments and values.
For example,
Dcom.ibm.mq.jms.tuning.startupReconnectionRetryCount=6
Dcom.ibm.mq.jms.tuning.startupReconnect
ionRetryInterval=10

* Node String Target node that you want to select.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.
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Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Set JVM Initial Heap Size

Sets the JVM initial heap size.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* JVM heap size Integer JVM heap size.
* Node String Target node that you want to select.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Set JVM Maximum Heap Size

Sets the JVM maximum heap size.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
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* JVM heap size Integer JVM heap size.
* Node String Target node that you want to select.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on theAgent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Set JVM System Properties

Sets the JVM system properties.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* JVM Property Name String JVM Property Name.
* JVM Property Value String JVM Property Value.
* Node String Target node that you want to select.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m
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Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Set Session Properties for App

Sets the session properties for an application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on the server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880. NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the agent server,

Additional flags String You can add the option or argument to the
end of the command line.For exmaple, -
javaoption -Xmx256m.

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote server
(host field is not localhost), the field is set
either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Enable Cookies Boolean Enables cookies
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Max Session Count Integer Max in memory session count.
Overflow Boolean Allow overflow.
Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.

Required only if security is enabled.
Protocol Switch Rewriting Boolean Allow protocol switch rewriting. Takes effect

only if "URL Rewriting" is enabled.
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Security Integration Boolean Enable security integration.
Serial access MaxWaitTime integer Max wait time. Only work if Allow serial

access is "True".
Serialized SessonAccess Boolean Allow SessionAccess.
Session Timeout Boolean Allow session timeout.
Session Timeout (minutes) Integer Set the value to '0' if you do not want the

session to timeout.
SSL ID Tracking Boolean Allow SSL tracking.
Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is

unlimited wait.
URL Rewriting Boolean Allow URL rewriting.
Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.

Required only if security is enabled.

WAS - Start Application

Starts an application on the WebSphere Application Servers and Clusters.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Servers String[] Target Servers.
Array of server name and node name pairs,
which are separated by comma.
For example, node1,server1
If both Servers and Clusters are empty, The
action starts the application on all deployed
targets.

Clusters String[] Target clusters.
If both Servers and Clusters are empty, The
action starts the application on all deployed
targets.

Connection Type CpnnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
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Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Pass on partial success boolean If set to true, Action succeeds if application
is started on at least one server. </br>If set
to false, Action fails if application fails to
start on at least one server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Start Managed Server(s)

Starts the specified managed WebSphere Application Servers (ND) and Clusters.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Servers String[] Target Servers.
Array of server name and node name pairs,
which are separated by comma.
For exmaple, node1,server1

Clusters String[] Clusters to start.
Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,

the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.
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Pass on partial success boolean If set to true, th action succeeds if at least
one server or cluster member is started.
If set to false, the action fails if at least one
server or cluster member fails to start.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Start Node

Starts the WebSphere node. If the server is already started, the action fails.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin

directory on the Agent server.
Options String Options:

-nowait
-quiet
-logfile &lt;filename&gt;
-replacelog
-trace
-script [&lt;script filename&gt;] [-
background]
-timeout &lt;seconds&gt;
-statusport &lt;portnumber&gt;
-profileName &lt;profile&gt;
-recovery
-help

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Start Standalone Server

Starts the WebSphere Application Standalone Server. If the server is already started, the action fails.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Start/Stop Web Server

Starts or stops the web server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Action Operation Start or Stop the web server.
* Cell String Target cell that you want to select.
* Node String Target node that you want to select.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

* Web Server String The name of the web server.
Additonal flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.
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WAS - Stop a Node

Starts a node.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Action Operation Start or Stop the web server.
* Cell String Target cell that you want to select.
* Node String Target node that you want to select.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

* Web Server String The name of the web server.
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Stop Application

Stops an application on the WebSphere Application Servers and Clusters.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Servers String[] Target Servers.
Array of server name and node name pairs,
which are separated by comma.
For example, node1,server1
If both Server and Clusters are empty. The
action stops the application on all deployed
targets.

Clusters String[] Target clusters. If both Server and Clusters
are empty. The action stops the application
on all deployed targets.

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Pass on partial success boolean If set to true, Action succeeds if application
is stopped on at least one server.
If set to false, the action fails if application
fails to stop on at least one server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Stop Managed Server(s)

Stop the specified managed WebSphere Application Servers (ND) and Clusters.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on theAgent server.
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Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Application Servers String[] Target Servers.
Array of server name and node name pairs,
which are separated by comma.
For example, node1,server1

Clusters String[] Clusters to stop.
Connection type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,

the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Pass on partial success boolean If set to true, Action succeeds if at least one
server or cluster member is stopped.
If set to false, the action fails if at least one
server or cluster member fails stop.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Stop Node Agent

Stops the node agent.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Node name String Specifies the name of the node on which

the application server resides.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additonal flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
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Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Stop Standalone Server

Stops the WebSphere Application Standalone Server. If the server is already stopped, the action fails.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin

directory on the Agent server.
Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at

the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Sync Node ConfigurationAction

Sync the node ConfigurationAction.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Node name String Specifies the name of the node on which

the application server resides.
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* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agentserver.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Synchronize Active Nodes

Synchronizes active nodes.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Additional Type String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Coonection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
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Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Synchronize Node(s)

Synchronizes administrative modifications to the specified nodes.

Nodes may be specified explicitly in the nodes action input. Nodes that are used by the specified cluster action input are
also synchronized.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Clusters String[] Clusters of which member nodes are
synchronized.

Full resynchronize Boolean Full Re-synchronize clears all
synchronization optimization settings and
performs configuration synchronization
anew, so there is no mismatch between
node and cell configuration after this
operation is performed.
Note: This operation can take longer than
regular synchronize operation.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.
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Nodes String[] Target nodes.
Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.

Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Uninstall Application

Uninstalls an application on the WebSphere Application Server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String The name of the application to uninstall.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Update Application

Updates an installed application.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Application name
* Ear file path String Full Path to java EAR file (should be

accessible from Nolio Agent host).
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Options String More installation options. Options format is
Python list of strings.
Character ['] should be used to specify
strings.
For example, ['-preCompileJSPs', '-
filepermission','.*\.dll=755#.*\.so=755#.*
\.a=755#.*\.sl=755'].
For more information about installation
options, see IBM documentation about
'AdminApp' object.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Update JVM Custom Property

Updates JVM custom property,

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
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* Cell String Target cell that you want to select.
* JVM Custom Property Name String JVM Custom Property Name
* JVM Custom Property Value String JVM Custom Property Value
* Node name String Application server node name.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For example,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

JVM Custom Property Description String JVM Custom Property Description
Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.

Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WAS - Update JVM Settings

Updates the JVM settings.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Node name String Application server node name.
* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under

SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.
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Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Boot Classpath String Boot Classpath
Classpath String Classpath
Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,

the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.
Debug Mode Boolean Debug Mode
Debug arguments String Debug arguments
Disable JIT Boolean Disable JIT
Executable JAR file name String Executable JAR file name
Generic JVM arguments String Generic JVM arguments
HProf Arguments String HProf Arguments
Host String Deployment manager host name.

(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

JVM initial heap size Integer JVM initial heap size
JVM maximum heap size Integer JVM maximum heap size
Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.

Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Run HProf Boolean Run HProf
Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is

unlimited wait.
Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.

Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Verbose JNI Boolean Verbose JNI
Verbose class loading Boolean Verbose class loading
Verbose garbage collection Boolean Verbose garbage collection

WAS - Update Verbose GC Mode

Updates the verbose garbage collection(GC) setting for a server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Server String Application Server Name.
* Enable Verbose Garbage
Collection(GC)

Boolean Turn on/off the verbose garbage collection
(GC) setting for a server.

* Node String Target node to select.
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* Port Integer Port number as defined on server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS.
STANDALONE_SERVER default port is
8880.NETWORK_DEPLOYMENT default
port is 8879.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory on the Agent server.

Additional flags String You can add the options and arguments at
the end of the command line. For exmaple,
-javaoption - Xmx256m

Connection Type ConnectionType To execute the script on a remote computer,
the field is set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI'.

Host String Deployment manager host name.
(On standalone server, application server
host name).
Leave empty when the Nolio Agent is
running on the Deployment manager
server.

Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if the connection security is
enabled.

WebSphere Application Server Shared Component Workflow Examples

Shared components enable users to share deployment logic across multiple applications. Workflows that are included in
the WebSphere Application Server shared components workflows .zip file are listed by category.

To deploy applications, and to manager WebSphere Application Servers, use the WebSphere Application Server shared
component workflows.

WARNING
For the shared component workflows to work, the IBM WebSphere Application Server action pack is required to
be installed. For more information, see Download Action Packs.

Configuration

Workflow Name Description
CA_flow_WAS_InstallApp This flow  installs a WAR/EAR file on a target Application Server.
CA_flow_WAS_UninstallApp This flow uninstalls an Application from a target Application

Server.

Generic

Workflow Name Description
CA_flow_WAS_Restart-Server This flow restarts the specified Managed Application Servers.
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Management

Workflow Name Description
CA_flow_WAS_Check-App-Server This flow checks the status of the WebSphere Application Server.
CA_flow_WAS_Check-Application-Status This flow checks the status of an Application that is installed within

a WebSphere Application Server.
CA_flow_WAS_Get_Node-N-Server This flow gets a list of Nodes within a Cell, then a list of Servers

within a given Node.

You can add the options and arguments at the end of the command line. For example, -javaoption -Xmx256m

• Download and import the Action Pack:

1. Download the action pack from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Extract the Action Pack zip file to get the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files.
3. Extract the dependencies.zip file.
4. Import both the .jar and the contents of the dependencies .zip into Nolio Release Automation using Actions

Management.

IBM WebSphere MQ

Action Pack for IBM WebSphere MQ 10.3.1805.1

The IBM® WebSphere® MQ Action Pack contain actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform
operations in WebSphere MQ.

Actions Implementation

The WebSphere MQ actions are executed from the command line.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• IBM WebSphere MQ Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• WebSphere MQ actions in this pack support IBM® WebSphere® MQ 9.2.
• WebSphere MQ actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.
• Windows 2008 R2 and Linux Red Hat 6.0.

What's New?

The following update was made for 10.3.1805.1.

• – In the action WMQ - Run MQ Script, the input parameter Queue Manager Name is now optional. Previously, this
parameter was mandatory.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks on WebSphere MQ.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the PrerequisitestoRunIBMWebSphereMQActions
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2. Deploy the action pack for IBM WebSphere MQ.
For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.

3. Use WebSphere actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run IBM WebSphere MQ Actions

To run IBM WebSphere MQ actions, verify the following prerequisites:

1. The Agent must have WebSphere MQ installed.
2. For Linux, add the user(s) of the Agent to the WebSphere MQ mqm user group.
3. Restart the Agent service if it was installed before WebSphere MQ.

• Download and import the the Action Pack:

1. Download the action pack from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Extract the Action Pack zip file to get the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files.
3. Extract the dependencies.zip file.
4. Import both the .jar and the contents of the dependencies .zip into Nolio Release Automation using Actions

Management.

IBM WebSphere MQ Actions

The following actions are new in this action pack:

WMQ - Alter Queue Depth

Use the MQSC command ALTER to alter the maximum queue depth for QLOCAL or QMODEL.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Queue Manager Name String The name of Queue Manager to be created

on the WebSphere MQ server.
* Queue Name String The queue name to be created
Max queue depth int The maximum number of messages that

are allowed on the queue
Queue Type QueueType2 Queue Type. The value is QLOCAL (Local

Queue) or QMODEL (Model Queue)
Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere MQ server

bin directory on the Agent server. If you
have multiple installations of WebSphere
MQ, this parameter should be specified to
indicate which installation is  used. This
parameter is not necessary if you have set
the primary installation and want to use the
primary installation.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Output Message String Return message of running the command
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WMQ - Create Alias Queue

Use DEFINE QALIAS to define a new alias queue, and set its parameters.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Queue Manager Name String The name of Queue Manager to be created

on the WebSphere MQ server.
* Queue Name String The queue name to be created
Base Object String The name of the queue or topic object

being aliased
Base Type TargetType The type of object to which the alias

resolves. The value is QUEUE or TOPIC.
Default Persistence PersistType Specifies the message persistence to

be used when applications specify the
MQPER_PERSISTENCE_AS_Q_DEF
option. The value is NO or YES

Default Priority int The default priority of messages that are
put on the queue. The value must be in the
range zero, (the lowest priority) through to
the MAXPRTY queue manager parameter.
(MAXPRTY is 9.)

Description String Plain-text comment. It provides descriptive
information about the object when an
operator issues the DISPLAY QUEUE
command.

Get Messages PutMsgType Whether applications are   permitted to
get messages from this queue. The value
is ENABLED(Messages can be retrieved
from the queue) or DISABLED(Applications
cannot retrieve messages from the queue).

Put Messages PutMsgType Whether applications are  permitted to get
messages from this queue. The value is
ENABLED(Messages can be retrieved
from the queue) or DISABLED(Applications
cannot retrieve messages from the queue).

Scope ScopeType Specifies the scope of the queue definition.
The value is QMGR (queue manager
scope) or CELL (cell scope)

Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere MQ server
bin directory on the Agent server. If you
have multiple installations of WebSphere
MQ, this parameter should be specified to
indicate which installation is  used. This
parameter is not necessary if you have set
the primary installation and want to use the
primary installation.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Output Message String Return message of running the command
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WMQ - Create Local Queue

Use DEFINE QLOCAL to define a new local queue, and set its parameters.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Queue Manager Name String The name of Queue Manager to be created

on the WebSphere MQ server.
* Queue Name String The queue name to be created
Default Persistence PersistType Specifies the message persistence to

be used when applications specify the
MQPER_PERSISTENCE_AS_Q_DEF
option. The value is NO or YES

Default Priority int The default priority of messages that are
put on the queue. The value must be in the
range zero, (the lowest priority) through to
the MAXPRTY queue manager parameter.
(MAXPRTY is 9.)

Description String Plain-text comment. It provides descriptive
information about the object when an
operator issues the DISPLAY QUEUE
command.

Get Messages PutMsgType Whether applications are permitted to get
messages from this queue. The value is
ENABLED(Messages can be retrieved
from the queue) or DISABLED(Applications
cannot retrieve messages from the queue).

Max message length int The maximum length (in bytes) of
messages on this queue (0 - 999 999 999)

Max queue depth int The maximum number of messages that
are allowed on the queue (0 - 999 999 999)

Put Messages PutMsgType Whether applications are permitted to get
messages from this queue. The value is
ENABLED(Messages can be retrieved
from the queue) or DISABLED(Applications
cannot retrieve messages from the queue).

Scope ScopeType Specifies the scope of the queue definition.
The value is QMGR (queue manager
scope) or CELL (cell scope)

Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere MQ server
bin directory on the Agent server. If you
have multiple installations of WebSphere
MQ, this parameter should be specified
to indicate which installation is used. This
parameter is not necessary if you have set
the primary installation and want to use the
primary installation.

Usage UsageType Queue usage. The value is NORMAL
(The queue is not a transmission queue)
or XMITQ (The queue is a transmission
queue)
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Output Message String Return message of running the command

WMQ - Create Model Queue

Use DEFINE QMODEL to define a new model queue, and set its parameters.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Queue Manager Name String The name of Queue Manager to be created

on the WebSphere MQ server.
* Queue Name String The queue name to be created
Default Persistence PersistType Specifies the message persistence to

be used when applications specify the
MQPER_PERSISTENCE_AS_Q_DEF
option. The value is NO or YES

Default Priority int The default priority of messages that are
put on the queue. The value must be in the
range zero, (the lowest priority) through to
the MAXPRTY queue manager parameter.
(MAXPRTY is 9.)

Description String Plain-text comment. It provides descriptive
information about the object when an
operator issues the DISPLAY QUEUE
command.

Get Messages PutMsgType Whether applications are permitted to get
messages from this queue. The value is
ENABLED(Messages can be retrieved
from the queue) or DISABLED(Applications
cannot retrieve messages from the queue).

Max message length int The maximum length (in bytes) of
messages on this queue (0 - 999 999 999)

Max queue depth int The maximum number of messages that
are allowed on the queue (0 - 999 999 999)

Put Messages PutMsgType Whether applications are permitted to get
messages from this queue. The value is
ENABLED(Messages can be retrieved
from the queue) or DISABLED(Applications
cannot retrieve messages from the queue).

Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere MQ server
bin directory on the Agent server. If you
have multiple installations of WebSphere
MQ, this parameter should be specified to
indicate which installation is  used. This
parameter is not necessary if you have set
the primary installation and want to use the
primary installation.
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Usage UsageType Queue usage. The value is NORMAL
(The queue is not a transmission queue)
or XMITQ (The queue is a transmission
queue)

Output Values

Name Type Description
Output Message String Return message of running the command

WMQ - Create Queue Manager

Create a queue manager on a WebSphere MQ server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Queue Manager Name String The name of Queue Manager to be created

on the WebSphere MQ server.
Dead-letter Queue String Dead-letter queue name.
Default Queue Manager Boolean Make this queue manager the default

queue manager.
Default Transmission Queue String Default transmission queue name.
Logging Type LoggingType Loging type of the queue manager.
Max Handle Limit Integer Maximum number of handles per

connection handle.
Max Uncommitted Messages Integer Maximum number of uncommitted

messages under any one syncpoint.
Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere MQ server

bin directory on the Agent server. If you
have multiple installations of WebSphere
MQ, this parameter should be specified
to indicate which installation is used. This
parameter is not necessary if you have set
the primary installation and want to use the
primary installation.

Startup Type StartupType Type of queue manager startup, this
parameter is available for Windows only.
Automatic - Configures the queue manager
to start automatically when the server
starts up. Service - Configures the queue
manager to start only when manually
requested, once started it will continue to
run even after the user who started it has
logged off. Interactive - Configures the
queue manager to start only when manually
requested, it ends when the user who
started it logs off.

Trigger Interval Integer Trigger interval in milliseconds.
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WMQ - Create Remote Queue Definition

Use DEFINE QREMOTE to define a new local definition of a remote queue, a queue manager alias, or a reply-to queue
alias, and to set its parameters.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Queue Manager Name String The name of Queue Manager to be created

on the WebSphere MQ server.
* Queue Name String The queue name to be created
Default Persistence PersistType Specifies the message persistence to

be used when applications specify the
MQPER_PERSISTENCE_AS_Q_DEF
option. The value is NO or YES

Default Priority int The default priority of messages that are
put on the queue. The value must be in the
range zero, (the lowest priority) through to
the MAXPRTY queue manager parameter.
(MAXPRTY is 9.)

Description String Plain-text comment. It provides descriptive
information about the object when an
operator issues the DISPLAY QUEUE
command.

Put Messages PutMsgType Whether applications are permitted to get
messages from this queue. The value is
ENABLED(Messages can be retrieved
from the queue) or DISABLED(Applications
cannot retrieve messages from the queue).

Remote Queue String Name of remote queue. This is the local
name of the queue as defined on the queue
manager who is specified by remote queue
manager RQMNAME

Remote Queue Manager String The name of the remote queue manager on
which the queue RNAME is defined.

Scope ScopeType Specifies the scope of the queue definition.
The value is QMGR (queue manager
scope) or CELL (cell scope)

Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere MQ server
bin directory on the Agent server. If you
have multiple installations of WebSphere
MQ, this parameter should be specified to
indicate which installation is  used. This
parameter is not necessary if you have set
the primary installation and want to use the
primary installation.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Output Message String Return message of running the command
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WMQ - Delete Queue

Use DELETE command to delete queue.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Queue Manager Name String The name of Queue Manager to be created

on the WebSphere MQ server.
* Queue Name String The queue name to be created
Queue Type QueueType Queue Type. The value is QLOCAL (Local

Queue) or QALIAS (Alias Queue) or
QMODEL (Model Queue) or QREMOTE
(Remote Queue).

Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere MQ server
bin directory on the Agent server. If you
have multiple installations of WebSphere
MQ, this parameter should be specified to
indicate which installation is  used. This
parameter is not necessary if you have set
the primary installation and want to use the
primary installation.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Output Message String Return message of running the command

WMQ - Delete Queue Manager

Delete a queue manager on a WebSphere MQ server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Queue Manager Name String The name of Queue Manager to be created

on the WebSphere MQ server.
Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere MQ server

bin directory on the Agent server. If you
have multiple installations of WebSphere
MQ, this parameter should be specified
to indicate which installation is used. This
parameter is not necessary if you have set
the primary installation and want to use the
primary installation.

WMQ - Run MQ Script

Run WebSphere MQ commands on a queue manager.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Script Text String The script to run. For example: define

qlocal ('QM_TEST') DEFPSIST(YES)
MAXDEPTH(1500).

Invoke InvokeWays The command can be invoked the runmqsc
command in three ways: Verify command:
Verify MQSC commands but do not run
them. Run command directly: Send MQSC
commands directly to a local queue
manager. Run command indirectly: Run
MQSC commands on a remote queue
manager.

Queue Manager Name String The name of Queue Manager to be created
on the WebSphere MQ server.

Remote Queue Manager String The remote queue manager the command
submits to. This option is mandatory if
the Invoke input is set as Run Command
Indirectly.

Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere MQ server
bin directory on the Agent server. If you
have multiple installations of WebSphere
MQ, this parameter should be specified
to indicate which installation is used. This
parameter is not necessary if you have set
the primary installation and want to use the
primary installation.

Target is z/OS boolean The target queue manager is running under
z/OS

Wait Time int Wait time when the command runs
the MQSC commands on another
queue manager. Specify a time
between 1 and 999 999 seconds

Output Values

Name Type Description
Output Message String Return message of running the command
Return Code int Return Codes: 0:MQSC command file

that is processed successfully 10:MQSC
command file processed with errors; report
contains reasons for failing commands
20:Error; MQSC command file not run

WMQ - Start Queue Manager

Start a qaueue manager on a WebSphere MQ server.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Queue Manager Name String The name of Queue Manager to be created

on the WebSphere MQ server.
Permit a standby instance Boolean Multi-instance Queue Manager setting for

permitting a standby instance.
Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere MQ server

bin directory on the Agent server. If you
have multiple installations of WebSphere
MQ, this parameter should be specified to
indicate which installation is  used. This
parameter is not necessary if you have set
the primary installation and want to use the
primary installation.

Start Method StartMethod Choose how to start the queue manager.
This parameter is available for Windows
only.

WMQ - Stop Queue Manager

Stop a queue manager on a WebSphere MQ server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Queue Manager Name String The name of Queue Manager to be created

on the WebSphere MQ server.
Instruct reconnectable clients to reconnect Boolean Choose whether or not instruct

reconnectable clients to reconnect.
Server bin directory path String The path to the WebSphere MQ server

bin directory on the Agent server. If you
have multiple installations of WebSphere
MQ, this parameter should be specified
to indicate which installation is used. This
parameter is not necessary if you have set
the primary installation and want to use the
primary installation.

Stop Method StopMethod Choose how to stop the queue manager.

• Download and import the the Action Pack:

1. Download the action pack from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Extract the Action Pack zip file to get the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files.
3. Extract the dependencies.zip file.

Infrastructure Manager
Action Pack for Infrastructure Manager 10.2.2210.1
Infrastructure Manager is an application that helps in easy provisioning of environment and manage large infrastructures
with the help of Terraform. Terraform is an infrastructure as code software by HashiCorp. It allows users to define a
datacenter infrastructure in a high-level configuration language, from which it can create an execution plan to build the
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infrastructure such as OpenStack or in a service provider such as IBM Cloud (formerly Bluemix), AWS, Microsoft Azure,
Google Cloud Platform, Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, or VMware vSphere Infrastructure is defined in a HCL Terraform
syntax or JSON format. This package provides easy to use actions that can create, delete or update any environment on
any cloud platform.

Use Case

Infrastructure Manager Action Pack lets users provision an environment on any cloud platform with the help of Terraform.
Firstly, the Infrastructure Provider instance should be created by providing cloud platform account details. Usually, the
account id/email and password/token of the cloud platform for Infrastructure Provider instance creation and these values
are mapped with the variables defined in the Terraform file. Users will then be required to create a repository instance of
the repository where the Terraform file is saved. Once the Infrastructure Provider and Repository instances are created,
their names can be used to create Infrastructure or Environment or VM on the cloud platform. The Environment created
can then be updated or deleted using other actions of this action pack. Infrastructure Manager 10.2.2210.1 provides
enhanced securability and vulnerability remediation that makes the action packs more secure and safe.

What's New?

The following update was made for 10.2.2210.1.

Remediated potential security vulnerabilities and upgraded open-source libraries.

Supported Platforms

• Nolio Release Automation version 6.7 and later.

Actions Implementation

Infrastructure Manager actions are executed by providing Rest API Endpoint of Infrastructure Manager and credentials to
that besides other action specific inputs to create, delete or update environments.

Prerequisites to Run Infrastructure Manager Actions

• The Rest API Endpoint of Infrastructure Manager should be known to the user.
• Username and Password for Rest API authentication should be known to the user.

Infrastructure Manager Actions

Create Infrastructure

This action provisions an infrastructure using the Infrastructure Manager.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*IM REST API Endpoint String Provide REST API endpoint of the Infrastructure Manager.

Example: http://xx.xx.xxx.34:9000/provisioning
*Username String Provide username for REST API authentication.
*Password Password Provide password for REST API authentication.
*Infrastructure Name String Provide a name for new infrastructure to be created.

Example: Development
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Backend Provider String Specify provider on which you want to create an infrastructure. Example:
Terraform

*Infrastructure Providers String Specify Infrastructure Providers name on which you want to create an
infrastructure. Example: AWS Provider

Override Variables String Provide list of the override variables in key value pairs separated by comma.
*Repository Name String Provide the name of the repository containing the template.
*Folder String Provide folder name in which template is located.
Reference String Provide the reference of the repository to be used. It could be branch or

revision or a tag.
Requested By String Provide the name who is creating the Infrastructure.
Wait For Completion Boolean Specify whether action should wait Environment Manager to complete

execution successfully.
Initial Waiting Time Integer Specify initial waiting time before the first status query.

Default 5 seconds
Retry Count Integer Specify the number of retry attempts to get the status.

Default 10
Retry Interval Integer Specify the interval in seconds between retry attempt.

Default 120 seconds
Success String Specify states which end action successfully. Multiple states can be given

separated by comma.
Failure String Specify states will end action unsuccessfully. Multiple states can be given

separated by comma.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Infrastructure ID Long A variable that store Infrastructure ID of created

Infrastructure.                                
Execution ID Long A variable that store Execution ID of created Infrastructure.     

Create Infrastructure Provider

This action will create Infrastructure Provider.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*IM REST API Endpoint String Provide REST API endpoint of the Infrastructure Manager.

Example: http://xx.xx.xxx.34:9000/provisioning
*Username String Provide username for REST API authentication.
*Password Password Provide password for REST API authentication.
*Provider Name String Provide a name of the provider to be created.

Example: AWS
*Type String Specify provider on which you want to create an infrastructure. Example:

Terraform
*Credentials String Provide credentials load in a valid JSON format.
Requested By String Provide name of the creator.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Provider ID Long A variable that store Provider ID of created Infrastructure

Provider.                               
Created Provider Name String A variable that store Provider Name of created Infrastructure Provider.

Create Repository

This Action will create Repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*IM REST API Endpoint String Provide REST API endpoint of the Infrastructure Manager.

Example: http://xx.xx.xxx.34:9000/provisioning
*Username String Provide username for REST API authentication.
*Password Password Provide password for REST API authentication.
*Repository Name String Provide a name of the repository to be created.
*Repository URL String Provide the repository URL to be created.
*Repository Type String Provide the repository type to be created.
*Repository Branch String Provide the repository branch to be created.
*Credentials String Provide credentials of repository in JSON format.
Requested By String Provider the name of the requester

Output Values

Name Type Description
Repository ID Long A variable that store Repository ID of created Repository.                              
Created Repository Name String A variable that store Repository Name of created Repository.

Delete Infrastructure

This action deletes an Infrastructure for the specified Infrastructure ID.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*IM REST API Endpoint String Provide REST API endpoint of the Infrastructure Manager.

Example: http://xx.xx.xxx.34:9000/provisioning
*Username String Provide username for REST API authentication.
*Password Password Provide password for REST API authentication.
*Infrastructure ID Long Provider the Infrastructure ID you want to delete.

Update Infrastructure

This action updates the existing Infrastructure for the specified Infrastructure ID.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
*IM REST API Endpoint String Provide REST API endpoint of the Infrastructure Manager.

Example: http://xx.xx.xxx.34:9000/provisioning
*Username String Provide username for REST API authentication.
*Password Password Provide password for REST API authentication.
*Infrastructure ID Long Provider the Infrastructure ID you want to delete.
*Template Reference String Provide the reference to the template be used.
Override Variables String Provide list of the override variables in key value pairs separated by comma.
Requested By String Provide the name who is creating the Infrastructure.
Wait For Completion Boolean Specify whether action should wait Environment Manager to complete

execution successfully.
Initial Waiting Time Integer Specify initial waiting time before the first status query.
Retry Count Integer Specify the number of retry attempts to get the status.
Retry Interval Integer Specify the interval in seconds between retry attempt.
Success String Specify states which end action successfully. Multiple states can be given

separated by comma.
Failure String Specify states will end action unsuccessfully. Multiple states can be given

separated by comma.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Execution ID Long A variable that store Execution ID of updated

Infrastructure.                           

JFrog Artifactory

Action Pack for JFrog Artifactory 10.10.2210.1.

The Action Pack for JFrog Artifactory contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform
operations in JFrog.

Actions Implementation

The JFrog actions use REST API and are executed locally or remotely.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• JFrog Artifactory Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Agent Installation

The Agent can be installed on any server. The Agent has no dependency on the JFrog server location.

Supported Platforms:
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• JFrog actions in this pack support JFrog Artifactory Enterprise Edition 6.1.0  and JFrog Artifactory Enterprise Edition
7.46.7.

• JFrog actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.
• Windows 2008 R2 and Linux Red Hat 6.

What's New

The following update was made for 10.10.2210.1.

• Remediate potential security vulnerabilities and upgrade open-source libraries.

The following update was made for 10.9.1807.1

• Existing actions have been modified or enhanced to enable support for JFrog Artifactory Enterprise Edition 6.1.0

The following update was made for 10.8.1509.

• Support has been added for https configuration

The following update was made for 10.8.1508.

• JFrog actions now support hostnames that contain a dash or a hyphen.

The following update was made for 10.8.1506.

• The JFrog password is masked and no longer written as plain text in the Nolio agent log.
• To run the action, "JFrog - Retrieve Artifact" requires users to have JFrog Artifactory admin privileges.

The following update was made for 10.8.1505.

• For Unix/Linux users: The failure that occurred when running the action, "JFrog - Retrieve Artifact" fixed.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in JFrog.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites to Run JFrog Artifactory Actions.
2. Deploy the action pack for JFrog Artifactory.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
3. Use JFrog Artifactory actions in CA Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run JFrog Artifactory Actions

To run JFrog Artifactory actions, verify the following prerequisites:

1. Download the action pack from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Extract the Action Pack zip file to get the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files.
3. Extract the dependencies.zip file.
4. Import both the .jar and the contents of the dependencies .zip into Nolio Release Automation using Actions

Management.
5. Ensure that Artifactory is equipped with a suitable SSL/TLS certificate to provide access to remote repositories. For

more information, refer to Artifactory documentation: https://www.jfrog.com/

Troubleshooting

This section explains how to troubleshoot the secured connection issue with the JFrog Artifactory server.

Problem
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You specify https in the Host URL input parameter in an action, for example, https://artifactory.xyz.com/artifactory. While
running the action, an error appears, “Not able to establish connection to JFrog URL.” You also see that the Host URL has
changed to http.

Diagnosis

There may be SSL handshaking issues between the Nolio Agent and JFrog Artifactory server machines. To verify this
diagnosis, check the nolio_all log file on the Nolio agent machine and look for one of the following errors:

• Not able to establish connection to JFrog URL.
• Connection timed out: connect
• SSLHandshakeException

Solution

Follow these steps:

1. In your browser, enter the JFrog Artifactory URL.
2. Export the certificate in cer format.
3. Import the certificate to Java Key store on the Nolio Agent instance that you use in the CA Release Automation Server

to execute JFrog Artifactory actions.Enter the following command:
keytool -import -storepass <STOREPASS_PASSWORD> -noprompt -alias <certificate alias for Keystore> -

keystore <JRE_HOME>/lib/security/cacerts -trustcacerts -file <Path to exported certificate file>

Notes:
– The certificate must be added to the JRE path that Nolio Agent uses.
– The default keystore password for Java is "changeit".
– Keytool is a Java standard program that comes along with JRE and installed in the <JRE_HOME>/bin directory.

4. To verify the installed certificates, enter the following command:
keytool -keystore <JRE_HOME>/lib/security/cacerts -storepass <password>

5. Restart the Nolio Agent.
6. Rerun the action to check if the problem is resolved.

JFrog Artifactory Actions

NOTE
JFrog Artifactory interface allows + and % characters in the username. These characters are not supported
when you create, update, or replace the username.

The Action Pack for JFrog Artifactory provides the following actions:

JFrog - Archive Entry Search

Searches the archive class entries.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Archived class name String Name of the archived class for required to

search the entries.
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostnameport For
example, http://myhost:8081.

* Repository Name String Name of the Repository under which artifact
to be searched
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Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in.

User Name String User name to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Create Group

Creates group in JFrog artifactory.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Group Name String Name of the group to be created. Special

characters that are not allowed in the group
name are *, /, &lt;, &gt;, ?, :, ", \, +, % and |.

* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.
The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081.

Automatically Join New Users to this Group TrueFalseOptions Select True to automatically assign new
users to the group. Default value is false.

Description String Description of the group to be created.
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in.
User Name String User name to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Create Repository

Creates a repository in JFrog.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081.

* Repository Key String Repository unique ID to create.
Blacked Out TrueFalseOptions Default value: False; Whether the

repository is blacked-out. A blacked-out
repository or its local cache does not
participate in artifact resolution.

Checksum Policy ChecksumPolicyOptions Default value: client-checksums; Checksum
policy determines how Artifactory behaves
when a client checksum for a deployed
resource is missing or conflicts with
the locally calculated checksum (bad
checksum).
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Description String Textual Description of the repository. This
description also appears when selecting the
repository in the Tree Browser.

Excludes Pattern String Comma-separated list of artifact patterns to
exclude when evaluating artifact requests,
in the form of x/y/**/z/*. By default no
artifacts are excluded.

Handle Releases TrueFalseOptions Default value: True; Whether the repository
handles release artifacts.

Handle Snapshots TrueFalseOptions Default value: True; Whether the repository
handles snapshot artifacts. When False is
selected, Max Unique Snapshots field are
marked as 0.

Includes Pattern String Default value: "**/*"; Comma-separated
list of artifact patterns to include when
evaluating artifact requests, in the form of x/
y/**/z/*. When used, only requests matching
one the include patterns are served. By
default all artifacts are included (**/*).

Maven Snapshot Version MavenSnapshotVersionOptions Default value: non-unique. When non-
unique or nothing is selected, Max Unique
Snapshots field are marked as 0; Behavior
to use time-based version numbers for the
name of SNAPSHOTs, or to use a non-
unique, self-overriding naming pattern
of artifactId-version-SNAPSHOT.type
(default), or to respect the deployer settings
coming from the Maven client.

Max Unique Snapshots int Default value: 0; Value cannot be greater
than 0, when handle snapshot is false or
max snapshot version behavior is selected
as non-unique or nothing. The maximum
number of unique snapshots (of the same
artifact) to store. Any number of snapshots
above the max are automatically removed
by age. A value of 0 (the default) indicates
no limits on unique snapshots number (thus
no automatic cleanup).

Notes String Optional notes about the repository.
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in.
Suppress POM Consistency Checks TrueFalseOptions Default value: False; Whether the

repository suppresses POM consistency
checks.

User Name String User name that is used to log in on JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Create User

Creates user in the JFrog artifactory.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Email Address String Email Address of the user to create.
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081.

* User name for create user String User name of user you want to create.
Special characters that are not allowed in
the user name are *, /, <, >, ?, :, ", \, %, +
and |

Admin User TrueFalseOptions Select True, to provide the admin access to
user, or select false. Default value is false.
For Admin users, password disabled must
be false and update profile must be true.

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in.

Password Disabled TrueFalseOptions Select true to clear the users password,
allowing only external authentication (for
example, when using the LDAP server).
Default value is false. For Admin user,
value must be false.

Password for create user Password Password for the user to be created. Length
of the password must be greater than or
equal to 4. Password can be empty if the
password disabled option is true.

Update Profile TrueFalseOptions Select True, to allow profile updates, or
select false. Default value is true. For
Admin users the value is required to be
true.

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Delete Artifacts

Deletes artifacts from JFrog.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Artifact Location String Location of the artifact with the name and

extension of the artifact to be delete.
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Repository Name String Name of the repository, where to delete the
artifact.

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in.
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User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Delete Group

Deletes a group from Jfrog artifactory.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Group Name String Group name to delete from the artifactory.
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port. For
example, http://myhost:8081.

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in.

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Delete Item

Deletes an item off the JFrog Artifactory.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Item Location String Location of item you want to delete.
* Repository Name String Name of the Repository to get the details.
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in
User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Delete Item Property

Deletes the property of a JFrog item.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Item Location String Location of the item you want to delete the
properties from.

* Property String Property name for the item you want to
delete the value.

* Repository Name String Name of the Repository to get the details
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in
Recursive TrueFalseOptions To delete property from all the children of

the current node, set Recursive as True, or
set it as False.

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Delete Repository

Deletes a JFrog repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is For example, http://
myhost:8081

* Repository Name String Repository name to delete.
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in,
User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Delete Repository Replication Configuration

Deletes repository replication configuration details from JFrog. Supported versions: 3.1.1 and later.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081
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* Repository Name String Repository name whose replication
configuration to delete.

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in

User Name String User name that is used to log in to Jfrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Delete User

Deletes users from the JFrog artifactory.

Input Values

User name to delete.

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* User name for delete user String
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in
User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Deploy Artifacts

Deploys artifacts on JFrog artifactory

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Artifact Location String Location of the artifact to deploy from.
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Repository Name String Name of the repository where to deploy the
artifact.

Artifact Id String The artifact id for the artifact to be deployed
as Maven.

Deploy As Maven String Select true, if the artifact is deployed as
Maven Project. Default value is false.

Group Id String The group id for the artifact to be deployed
as Maven.
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Jar's Internal POM/Generate Default POM Boolean When selected as true, and if pom.xml
exists, then the same pom.xml is deployed.
Otherwise the default pom.xml is generated
and deployed.

Password Password Password for the user name you are logged
in as.

User Name String User name to log in to JFrog.
Version String The version of the artifact to be deployed as

Maven.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Export System

Exports the full system to a server local directory

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Target Export Dir String Provide directory path to the export system.
Create .m2 Compatible Export TrueFalseOptions When set, includes Maven 2 repository

metadata and checksum files as part of the
export. Default is set to false.

Create a Zip Archive (Slow and CPU
Intensive!)

TrueFalseOptions When set, creates and exports to a ZIP
archive. Default is set to false.

Exclude Content TrueFalseOptions When set, repository binaries are excluded
from the export. Default is set to false.

Exclude Metadata TrueFalseOptions When set, repository metadata are
excluded from the export. Default is set to
false.

Fail on Error TrueFalseOptions Fail the export while there is an error during
the export progress. Default is set to true.

Incremental TrueFalseOptions The export adds the missing files to an
older backup that already exist in the
directory you are pointing to, instead of
exporting the entire Artifactory content
again. Default is set to false.

Output Verbose Log TrueFalseOptions When set, lowers the log level to 'debug'
and redirects the output from the standard
log to the import-export log. Default is set to
false.

Password Password Password of the user name that is used to
log in

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values
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None

JFrog - Get Group Details

Gets group details in the JFrog artifactory.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Group Name String Name of the group to get the details of an

Artifactory Group. Special characters that
are not allowed in the group name are *, /,
&lt;, &gt;, ?, :, ", \, +, % and |.

* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.
The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Get group details String[] Details of the group

JFrog - Get Groups

Gets all groups of the JFrog artifactory.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Get Groups String[] Get all groups of artifactory.
XML Output String Output data in XML format

JFrog - Get Item Properties

Geta all the properties of a JFrog item.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Item Location String Location of the item you want to fetch the
properties.

* Repository Name String Name of the Repository to get the details
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in
User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Item Properties String All the properties of an item in

key value format. Eg. 'Key1':
['value1','value2',...,'valuen']

JFrog - Get Repository

Gets the repository details from JFrog.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Repository Name String Name of the repository to get details.
Password Password Password for the user name with which you

are logged in.
User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Repository Details String[] Details of a repository.

JFrog - Get Repository Replication Configuration

Gets repository replication configuration details from JFrog. Supported Versions: 3.1.1 and later.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081
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* Repository Name String Name of the repository whose replication
configuration details are required.

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Repository Details String[] Details of a repository

Note: In the JFrog Artifactory Enterprise edition, this action can retrieve multiple configurations but only the first
configuration retrieved is displayed.

JFrog - Get Scheduled Replication Status

Gets scheduled replication status details of a repository from JFrog.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Repository Name String Name of the repository whose replication
configuration details are required.

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Repository Details String[] Details of a repository

JFrog - Get User

Gets all active users in JFrog.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
User Names String[] List of user names.

JFrog - Get User Details

Gets the details of a JFrog user.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port. For
example, http://myhost:8081

*User name for get details String Username of the user for which you want to
fetch details.

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

Name Type Description
User Names String[] Details of the user.

JFrog - Import Repository Content

Imports repository content into JFrog artifactory.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Exclude Metadata String Exclude repositories metadata from the

import.
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Import from Path String Path from where to import the uploaded
content.

* Output Verbose Log Boolean Lowers the log level to debug and redirects
the output from the standard log to the
import-export log. Default value is Fault.

* Target Local Repository String Name of the target local repository.
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in
User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None
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JFrog - Pull/Push Replication

Schedules the immediate content replication between two artifactory instances. Replication can include properties and
can optionally delete local items if they do not exist in the source repository.

• Pull Replication - pulls content from a remote artifactory repository to a local cache of the remote repository.
• Push Replication - pushes content from a local repository into a remote artifactory local repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Password for Target Remote
Repository

Password Specify the password for the user with
deploy permissions on the remote
repository.

* Remote Repository URL String Specify the URL of the target repository.
* Source Repository Key String Specify the source repository key for the

Pull/Push replication.
* Username for Target Remote
Repository

String Specify the name of a user with deploy
permission on the remote repository.

Network Policy String Specify the name of an Artifactory-
configured proxy to use for remote
requests,

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in.

Source Sub Path String Specify the sub path within the source
repository.

Sync Delete TrueFalseOption Checks if items that were deleted remotely
should be deleted locally too. Also applies
to the properties metadata.

Sync Item Properties TrueFalseOption Check if the task should synchronize the
properties of synched items.

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

JFrog - Quick Artifact Search

Searches artifacts

Input Values

Name of the repository where the artifact is searched.

Name Type Description
* Artifact Name String Specify the Artifact Name.
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Repository Name String
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in.
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User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Replace Group

Replaces a group in JFrog Artifactory.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Group Name String Name of the group to get the details of an

Artifactory Group. Special characters that
are not allowed in the group name are *, /,
&lt;, &gt;, ?, :, ", \, +, % and |.

* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.
The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

Automatically Join New Users to this Group TrueFalseOptions Set True to automatically join new users to
this group. Default value is False.

Description String Description of the group to be deleted.
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in.
User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Replace Repository

Replaces a repository in JFrog.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Repository Key String Repository unique ID to be replaced.
Should already exist.

Blacked Out TrueFalseOptions Default value: False. Whether the
repository is blacked-out. A blacked-out
repository or its local cache does not
participate in artifact resolution.

Checksum Policy ChecksumPolicyOptions Default value: cleint-checksum
Description String Textual Description of the repository. This

description also appears when selecting the
repository in the Tree Browser.
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Excludes Pattern String Comma-separated list of artifact patterns to
exclude when evaluating artifact requests,
in the form of x/y/**/z/*. By default no
artifacts are excluded.

Handle Releases TrueFalseOptions Default value: True; Whether the repository
handles release artifacts.

Handle Snapshots TrueFalseOptions Default value: True; Whether the repository
handles snapshot artifacts. When False
is selected, Max Unique Snapshots field
should be marked as 0.

Includes Pattern String Default value: "**/*"; Comma-separated
list of artifact patterns to include when
evaluating artifact requests, in the form of x/
y/**/z/*. When used, only requests matching
one the include patterns are served. By
default all artifacts are included (**/*).

Maven Snapshot Version MavenSnacpshotVersionOptions Default value: non-unique; When non-
unique or nothing is selected, Max
Unique Snapshots field should be marked
as 0; Behavior whether to use time-
based version numbers for the name of
SNAPSHOTs, or to use a non-unique, self-
overriding naming pattern of artifactId-
version-SNAPSHOT.type (default), or to
respect the deployer settings coming from
the Maven client.

Max Unique Snapshots Int Default value: 0; Value cannot be greater
than 0, when handle snapshot is false or
max snapshot version behavior is selected
as non-unique or nothing. The maximum
number of unique snapshots (of the same
artifact) to store. Any number of snapshots
above the max are automatically removed
by age. A value of 0 (the default) indicates
no limits on unique snapshots number (thus
no automatic cleanup).

Notes String Optional notes about this repository.
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in.
Suppress POM Consistency Checks TrueFalseOptions Default value: False; Whether the

repository should suppress POM
consistency checks.

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.
Description String Textual description of the repository. This

description also appears when selecting the
repository in the Tree Browser.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Replace User

Replaces user in JFrog Artifactory.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Email Address String Email address of replace user.
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://
Hostname:port For example http://
myhost:8081

* User name for replace user String User name with which you want to replace
user. Special characters that is not allowed
in user name are *, /, <, >, ?, :, ", \, %, +
and |

Admin User TrueFalseOptions Select True, if you want to provide admin
access to user, else select false. Default
value is false. For admin users Password
disabled must be false and update profile
must be true.

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in.

Password Disabled TrueFalseOptions Select true to clear the user password,
allowing only external authentication (for
example, via LDAP server). Default value is
false. For admin user, value must be false.

Password for replace user Password Password for replace user. Length of
password must be greater than or equal
to 4. Password can be empty in case of
password disabled option is true.

Update Profile TrueFalseOptions Select True, if you want to allow profile
updates, else select false. Default value is
true. For admin users value must be true

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Retrieve Artifacts

Retrieves artifacts from JFrog.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Artifact Name String Provide the Artifact name.
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Location to save Artifact String Location where to save the artifacts
* Repository Name String Name of the repository to get details.
Directory Path String Specify the directory path the artifacts exist.
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Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in.

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Artifact Details String[] Details of the artifacts.

JFrog - Search Artifact Version

Searches artifact version action.

Name Type Description
* Artifact ID String The Artifact ID of the artifact. Accepts only

% and * wildcards.
* Group ID String The Group ID of the artifact. Accepts only

% and * wildcards.
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in.

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Versions String[] List of versions.

JFrog - Set Item Property

Sets property of a JFrog item.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Item Location String Location of the item for which you want to
set properties.

* Property String Property name for the item for which you
want to set value.

* Property Values String Values for the property name.
* Repository Name String Name of the Repository to get details.
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in.
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Recursive TrueFalseOptions To add property to all children of the current
node, set Recursive as True, else set it as
False.

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Set Repository Replication Configuration

Adds or replaces replication configuration for a specified artifact.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Cron Expression String Define the replication task schedule using

the cron syntax. Cron-Expression is the
string that is actually made up of seven
sub-expressions, that describe individual
details of the schedule. These sub-
expressions are separated with white-
space, and represent:- 1.Seconds (allowed
values: 0-59, allows 4 special characters, -
* /) 2.Minutes (allowed values: 0-59, allows
4 special characters, - * /) 3.Hours (allowed
values: 0-23, allows 4 special characters, -
* /) 4.Day-of-Month (allowed values: 1-31,
allows 7 special characters, - * ? / L W)
5.Month (allowed values: 0-12 or JAN-
DEC, allows 4 special characters, - * /)
6.Day-of-Week (allowed values: 1-7 or
SUN-SAT, allows 7 special characters, -
* ? / L #) 7.Year (optional field) (allowed
values: empty, 1970-2199, allows 4 special
characters, - * /).

* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.
The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Password for Replication URL Password Specify the password for authenticating the
replication URL.

* Replication URL String Specify the url of the target local repository
on a remote artifactory server where the
above specified repository needs to be
synchronized.

* Repository Key String Specify the repository key for which the
replication configuration needs to be added
or replaced.

* Socket Timeout int Specify the network timeout in milliseconds
to use for remote operations.

* Username for Replication URL String Specify the username for authenticating the
replication URL.
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Enable Continous Replication TrueFalseOptions Specify option to enable continuous
replication to the remote artifactory server
based on storage events.

Enable Event Replication TrueFalseOptions Specify the option to enable event
replication to replicate additions and
modifications as they occur.

Network Proxy String Specify the proxy configuration to be used
when communicating with the remote
instance.

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in.

Path Prefix String Specify a subpath within the source
repository to limit the replication to.

Sync Deletes TrueFalseOptions Specify the option to delete the artifacts
and folder that no longer exist in the source
repository.

Sync Item Properties TrueFalseOptions Specify the option to include metadata
properties of files and folders as part of the
replication.

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Update Group

Updates a group in JFrog Artifactory.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Automatically Join New User to this
Group

Boolean Select true to automatically join new users
to this group. Default value is false.

* Group Name String Name of the group to be updated. Special
characters that are not allowed in the group
name are *, /, <, >, ?, :, ", \, +, % and |.

* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.
The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

Description String Description of the group to be updated.
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in.
User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Update Repository

Updates the repository in JFrog.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Repository Key String Repository unique ID to be updated. It
should exist already.

Blacked Out TrueFalseOptions Default value: False; Whether the
repository is blacked-out. A blacked-out
repository or its local cache does not
participate in artifact resolution.

Checksum Policy ChecksumPolicyOptions Default value: client-checksums; Checksum
policy determines how Artifactory behaves
when a client checksum for a deployed
resource is missing or conflicts with
the locally calculated checksum (bad
checksum).

Description String Textual Description of the repository. This
description also appears when selecting the
repository in the Tree Browser.

Excludes Pattern String Comma-separated list of artifact patterns to
exclude when evaluating artifact requests,
in the form of x/y/**/z/*. By default no
artifacts are excluded.

Handle Releases TrueFalseOptions Default value: True; Whether the repository
handles release artifacts.

Handle Snapshots TrueFalseOptions Default value: True; Whether the repository
handles snapshot artifacts. When False
is selected, Max Unique Snapshots field
should be marked as 0

Includes Pattern String Default value: "**/*"; Comma-separated
list of artifact patterns to include when
evaluating artifact requests, in the form of x/
y/**/z/*. When used, only requests matching
one the include patterns are served. By
default all artifacts are included (**/*).

Maven Snapshot Version MavenSnapshotVersionOptions Default value: 0; Value cannot be greater
than 0, when handle snapshot is false or
max snapshot version behavior is selected
as non-unique or nothing. The maximum
number of unique snapshots (of the same
artifact) to store. Any number of snapshots
above the max are automatically removed
by age. A value of 0 (the default) indicates
no limits on unique snapshots number (thus
no automatic cleanup).
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Max Unique Snapshots int Default value: 0; Value cannot be greater
than 0, when handle snapshot is false or
max snapshot version behavior is selected
as non-unique or nothing. The maximum
number of unique snapshots (of the same
artifact) to store. Any number of snapshots
above the max are automatically removed
by age. A value of 0 (the default) indicates
no limits on unique snapshots number (thus
no automatic cleanup).

Notes String Optional notes about this repository.
Password Password Password for the user name that is used to

log in.
Suppress POM Consistency Checks TrueFalseOptions Default value: False; Whether the

repository should suppress POM
consistency checks.

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Update Repository Replication Configuration

Updates existing replication configuration for a specified repository,

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* Repository Key String Repository unique ID to be updated. It
should exist already.

Cron Expression String Define the replication task schedule using
the cron syntax. Cron-Expression is string
that is actually made up of seven sub-
expressions, that describe individual details
of the schedule. These sub-expressions are
separated with white space, and represent:-
1.Seconds (allowed values: 0-59, allows 4
special characters, - * /) 2.Minutes (allowed
values: 0-59, allows 4 special characters,
- * /) 3.Hours (allowed values: 0-23, allows
4 special characters, - * /) 4.Day-of-Month
(allowed values: 1-31, allows 7 special
characters, - * ? / L W) 5.Month (allowed
values: 0-12 or JAN-DEC, allows 4 special
characters, - * /) 6.Day-of-Week (allowed
values: 1-7 or SUN-SAT, allows 7 special
characters, - * ? / L #) 7.Year (optional field)
(allowed values: empty, 1970-2199, allows
4 special characters, - * /).
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Enable Continous Replication TrueFalseOptions Specify option to enable continuous
replication to the remote artifactory server
based on storage events.

Enable Event replication TrueFalseOptions Specify the option to enable event
replication to replicate additions and
modifications as they occur.

Network Proxy String Specify the proxy configuration to be used
when communicating with the remote
instance.

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in.

Password for Replication URL Password Specify the password for authenticating the
replication URL.

Path Prefix String Specify a subpath within the source
repository to limit the replication to.

Replication URL String Specify the url of the target local repository
on a remote artifactory server where the
above specified repository needs to be
synchronized.

Socket Timeout String Specify the network timeout in milliseconds
to use for remote operations.

Sync Deletes TrueFalseOptions Specify the option to delete the artifacts
and folder that no longer exist in the source
repository.

Sync Item Property TrueFalseOptions Specify the option to include metadata
properties of files and folders as part of the
replication.

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.
Username for Replication URL String Specify the username for authenticating the

replication URL.

Output Values

None

JFrog - Update User

Updates a user in JFrog Artifactory.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Email Address String New Email Address of user, if need to

update Email address.
* Host URL String Host name where JFrog is installed.

The form is http://Hostname:port For
example, http://myhost:8081

* User name for update user String User name for which you need to update
details. Special characters that is not
allowed in the user name are *, /, <, >, ?, :,
", \, %, + and |
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Admin User TrueFalseOptions Select True, if you want to provide admin
access to user, else select false. Default
value is false.

Password Password Password for the user name that is used to
log in.

Password Disabled TrueFalseOptions Select true to clear the user password,
allowing only external authentication (for
example, via LDAP server). Default value is
false.

Password for update user Password Password for user, if need to update
password. Length of password must be
greater than or equal to 4. Password can
be empty if the password disabled option is
true.

Update Profile TrueFalseOptions Select True, if you want to allow profile
updates, else select false. Default value is
true.

User Name String User name that is used to log in to JFrog.

Output Values

None

JSON 2
Action Pack for JSON 2 10.3.2210.1
When you integrate Nolio Release Automation with target systems and applications, data must often be sent and received
through JSON. Also, analysis of JSON data is sometimes needed for a workflow, in order to decide what to do next.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• JSON 2 Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in the installation at: http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/

actionshelp.jsp

Supported Platforms:

• Nolio Release Automation versions 6.7 and later.

What's New?

The following updates were made to 10.3.2210.1.

Remediated potential security vulnerabilities and upgraded open-source libraries.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to retrieve JSON content, or to add or update pieces of data in the JSON content.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites to run JSON 2 actions
2. Deploy the action pack for Amazon Web Services.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins
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3. Use JSON 2 actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run JSON Actions

• The JSON content or file path should be known to the user
• The path that is used to retrieve the value of the object should be known to the user

JSON 2 Actions

This action retrieves the content of the JSON object.

Input Values

Name Type Description
JSON File Path Text Provide the full path to the JSON file

Example: D:\Json-files
\Test.json

JSON Content Text Provide JSON content
Example: {"name": "John",
"age": 31, "city": "New
York"}

*JSON Path Text Provide a valid JSON path to the object to
retrieve the value of the object
Example: $.name

Fail if path does not exist Radio Button Specify whether the action fails if the path
does not exist
Example: true

NOTE
JSON File Path and JSON Content are conditional fields. To execute the action, you must provide either a JSON
File Path value or a JSON Content value but not both.

Output Values

Name Type Description
JSON Data Text JSON Data value at provided JSON path.

Add/Update JSON Content

This action adds or updates pieces of data in JSON content.

Input Values

Name Type Description
JSON File Path Text Provide the full path to the JSON file

Example: D:\Json-files
\Test.json

JSON Content Text Provide JSON content
Example: {"name": "John",
"age": 31, "city": "New
York"}
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*JSON Path Text Provide a valid JSON path to the object to
retrieve the value of the object
Example: $.name

Key Text Provide the key to the JSON element to
add the block into that element.
Example: name

*Value Type Radio Button Specify whether the value to be added is of
type "String" or "Other object".
Example: STRING

*Value Text Provide the value to be added to or updated
in the specified JSON path.
Example: David

*Overwrite Radio Button Specify whether to update the value if the
path or key already exists.
Example: TRUE

Download Path Text Specify a path to download the modified
file.
Example: D:\Json-files
\UpdatedTest.json

NOTE
JSON File Path and JSON Content are conditional fields. To execute the action, you must provide either a JSON
File Path value or a JSON Content value but not both.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Updated JSON Value Text A variable that contains the updated JSON

value.

Remove JSON Content

This action removes content from the JSON object.

Input Values

Name Type Description
JSON File Path Text Provide the full path to the JSON file

Example: D:\Json-files
\Test.json

JSON Content Text Provide JSON content
Example: {"name": "John",
"age": 31, "city": "New
York"}

*JSON Path Text Provide a valid JSON path to the object to
retrieve the value of the object
Example: $.name

Fail if path does not exist Radio Button Specify whether the action fails if the path
does not exist.
Example: $.true
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Download Path Text Specify a path to download the modified
file.
Example: D:\Json-files
\UpdatedTest.json

NOTE
JSON File Path and JSON Content are conditional fields. To execute the action, you must provide either a JSON
File Path value or a JSON Content value but not both.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Updated JSON Value Text A variable that contains the updated JSON

value.

Kubernetes

Action Pack for Kubernetes 10.1.1803

The Action Pack for Kubernetes contains actions that enable you to create manage resources in Kubernetes.

Kubernetes is an open-source platform used to manage containerized applications. This container orchestration platform
groups containers that make up an application into logical units for easy management and discovery.

What's New?

Actions Implementation

The Kubernetes actions are executed by running kubectl commands from your terminal window:.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Kubernetes Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Agent Installation

The Agent must be installed on the same server where the kubectl command-line tool is installed.

Supported Platforms:

• Kubernetes actions in this pack support Kubernetes 1.9.0 or 1.20.0.
• Kubernetes actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.
• Kubernetes actions in this pack support Openshift v3.11.69.
• Tomcat 10.
• Windows 2012 R2 and CentOS Linux 7.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in Kubernetes.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites to Run Kubernetes Actions.
2. Deploy the action pack for Kubernetes.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
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3. Use Kubernetes actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run Kubernetes Actions

To run Kubernetes actions, ensure that the path to the kubectl command-line tool is set in the operating system PATH
environment variable.

Kubernetes Actions

The Action Pack for Kubernetes provides the following actions:

Create Resource

Creates the resource(s) in Kubernetes.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Location String Full path to YAML file.
Advanced Options String[] Other options to be used during resource

creation.
Example: [-o, json]

Client Authority String Path to the certificate file for the certificate
authority. Used to verify a remote service.

Client Certificate String Path to a client certificate file for the TLS
protocol.

Client Key String Path to a client key file for the TLS protocol.
Cluster String Name of the

kubeconfig

cluster to use.
Kube Config Context String Name of the

kubeconfig

context to use.
Kube Config Path String Path to the

kubeconfig

file to use to configure access to clusters.
Namespace String Name of the namespace to use.
Password Password Password to connect to Kubernetes.
Server URL String Address and port of the Kubernetes server

for making remote requests.
Example:
https://192.168.41.155:6443

Skip TLS Verification Boolean Determines whether the server certification
is checked for validity.

Username String Username to connect to Kubernetes.

Configuration File

You use YAML files to configure Kubernetes pods and deployments.
Example:
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 apiVersion: apps/v1beta2 # for versions before 1.8.0 use apps/v1beta1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
name: nginx-deployment
spec:
selector:
matchLabels:
app: nginx
replicas: 2 # tells deployment to run 2 pods matching the template
template: # create pods using pod definition in this template
metadata:
# unlike pod-nginx.yaml, the name is not included in the metadata because a unique name
 is
# generated from the deployment name
labels:
app: nginx
spec:
containers:
- name: nginx
image: nginx:1.7.9
ports:
- containerPort: 80
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
name: nginx-service
labels:
app: nginx
spec:
selector:
app: nginx
ports:
- port: 80
protocol: TCP
nodePort: 30061
type: NodePort
 

Get Resource

Fetches resource(s) in Kubernetes according to type and filters.

Note: If no resources are available for any combination, the action is passed and the resources list will be
empty. Additionally, if a response is fetched in a format other than JSON, the resources list will be empty.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Resource Type String Type of resource to fetch.
Advanced Options String[] Filtering to pass to a -o jsonpath

parameter.
Example: [-o,
jsonpath={.items..metadata.name}]

Client Authority String Path to the certificate file for the certificate
authority. Used to verify a remote service.

Client Certificate String Path to a client certificate file for the TLS
protocol.

Client Key String Path to a client key file for the TLS protocol.
Cluster String Name of the

kubeconfig

cluster to use.
Field Selector String Selector to restrict the results list to

matching fields.
Kube Config Context String Name of the

kubeconfig

context to use.
Kube Config Path String Path to the

kubeconfig

file to use to configure access to clusters.
Namespace String Name of the namespace to use.
Password Password Password to connect to Kubernetes.
Selector String Selector(s) to restrict the results list to

matching resources.
Server URL String Address and port of the Kubernetes server

for making remote requests.
Example:
https://192.168.41.155:6443

Skip TLS Verification Boolean Determines whether the server certification
is checked for validity.

Sort By String Sort order.
Username String Username to connect to Kubernetes.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Resource String Detailed information about the resource.
Resource List List<String> List of resources in Kubernetes.

Delete Resource

Deletes resource(s) in Kubernetes.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Resource Type String Type of resource to delete.
Advanced Options String[] Filtering to pass to a command.

Example: [--force]
Client Authority String Path to the certificate file for the certificate

authority. Used to verify a remote service.
Client Certificate String Path to a client certificate file for the TLS

protocol.
Client Key String Path to a client key file for the TLS protocol.
Cluster String Name of the

kubeconfig

cluster to use.
Kube Config Context String Name of the

kubeconfig

context to use.
Kube Config Path String Path to the

kubeconfig

file to use to configure access to clusters.
Namespace String Name of the namespace to use.
Password Password Password to connect to Kubernetes.
Server URL String Address and port of the Kubernetes server

for making remote requests.
Example:
https://192.168.41.155:6443

Skip TLS Verification Boolean Determines whether the server certification
is checked for validity.

Username String Username to connect to Kubernetes.

Apply Configurations

Applies configuration changes to a resource.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Location String Full path to YAML file.
Advanced Options String[] Other options to be used during resource

creation.
Example: [-o, json]

Client Authority String Path to the certificate file for the certificate
authority. Used to verify a remote service.

Client Certificate String Path to a client certificate file for the TLS
protocol.

Client Key String Path to a client key file for the TLS protocol.
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Cluster String Name of the
kubeconfig

cluster to use.
Kube Config Context String Name of the

kubeconfig

context to use.
Kube Config Path String Path to the

kubeconfig

file to use to configure access to clusters.
Namespace String Name of the namespace to use.
Password Password Password to connect to Kubernetes.
Server URL String Address and port of the Kubernetes server

for making remote requests.
Example:
https://192.168.41.155:6443

Skip TLS Verification Boolean Determines whether the server certification
is checked for validity.

Username String Username to connect to Kubernetes.

Microsoft Component Services

Action Pack for Microsoft Component Services 10.2.1402

The Action Pack for Microsoft Component Services contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that
perform operations in Microsoft Component Services.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Microsoft Component Services Actions in this document.
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• Microsoft Component Services actions in this pack support any Microsoft Component Services version and platform
that the Agent supports, 1.5.

• Microsoft Component Services actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 5.0 and later.
• Windows 2008 R2 and Linux Red Hat 6.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in COM+ Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites to Run Microsoft Component Services Actions.
2. Deploy the action pack for Microsoft Component Services.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
3. Use Microsoft Component Services actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.
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Prerequisites to Run Microsoft Component Services Actions

To run Microsoft Component Services actions, verify the following prerequisites:

• Download and import the the Action Pack:

1. Download the action pack from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Extract the Action Pack zip file to get the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files.
3. Extract the dependencies.zip file.
4. Import both the .jar and the contents of the dependencies .zip into Nolio Release Automation using Actions

Management.

Microsoft Component Services Actions

The Action Pack for Microsoft Component Services provides the following actions:

COM+ Application get property value

Returns text for COM+ application property value.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Name of the COM+ application.
* Property name String The name of the COM+ application

property. The list of valid names can be
found here: http://msdn.microsoft.com/
en-us/library/windows/desktop/
ms686107(v=vs.85).aspx

Timeout Duration int Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Value String COM+ application property value.

COM+ Application set property value

Sets COM+ application property to the specified value.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application name String Name of the COM+ application.
* Property name String The name of the COM+ application

property. The list of valid names and
values can be found here: http://
msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/
desktop/ms686107(v=vs.85).aspx.
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* Value String New value for the COM+ application
property: The values for properties of "Bool"
type are "Yes" or "No" (case insensitive).
The values for properties of "Long" type
can contain only decimal digits. "Identity"
and "Password" properties must be set
together. It is is accomplished by using
account; password; format for the value
of the "Identity" property. If the password
is empty, account format can be used.
Examples of "Identity" values: Interactive
User, nt authority\networkservice, domain
\user:password

Timeout Duration int Time to wait for the action in seconds.

Microsoft Internet Information Services 6

Action Pack for Microsoft Internet Information Services 6  (IIS) 10.3.1407

The Action Pack for Microsoft Internet Information Services 6 contains actions that enable you to create workflow
processes that perform operations in IIS 6.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to: 

• Microsoft Internet Information Services 6 Actions that are in this document.
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• Microsoft IIS actions in this pack support Microsoft Internet Information Services 6.
• Microsoft IIS actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 5.0 and later.
• Windows 2008 R2 and Linux Red Hat 6.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in IIS.

Follow these steps:

1. Deploy the action pack for Microsoft Internet Information Services 6.
For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.

2. Use IIS actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Microsoft Internet Information Services 6 Actions

The Action Pack for Microsoft Internet Information Services 6 provides the following actions:

IIS 6 - Add ISAPI Filter

Adds an IIS ISAPI filter to a given Web site. Supported OS: Windows.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Filter Enabled Boolean Indicates whether the created filter is

enabled
* Filter Name String Specifies the ISAPI Filter name.
* Filter Path String Specifies the ISAPI Filter path.
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Filter Desc String Specifies the ISAPI Filter description.

IIS 6 - Add ISAPI WEB Service Extension Files

Configures the new ISAPI WEB Service Extension Files in IIS. Supported OS: Windows.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Allow Boolean Specifies the allow/prohibit status of the

extension after creation.
* Extension Files String Specifies the ',' delimited list of extension

files.
* Extension Name String Specifies the name of the ISAPI WEB

service extension.

IIS 6 - Assign Existing Certificate

Assigns an existing certificate to a web site.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Existing Certificate Path String Specifies the path of the existing certificate.
* Web Site Name String Specifies the web site name assigned with

the existing certificate.
Existing Certificate Password Password Specifies the password of the existing

certificate.

IIS 6 - Check Application Pool State

Checks the state of an Application Pool in IIS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Pool String Specifies the name of the Application Pool.
* Expected State ApplicationPoolState Specifies the expected state.
Fail If Not In Expected State Boolean Select TRUE if you want the action to

fail if the application pool state is not as
expected.
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IIS 6 - Configure IP Access Restrictions to a Virtual Directory

Configures the IP addresses and domains to which virtual directory access is granted or denied. All other IP addresses
are vice versa denied/granted access. The grantByDefault flag determines the access rights
of the IP's configured and those that are not.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Grant By Default Boolean Enables grant by default.
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site that the

targeted virtual directory resides on.
* Virtual Directory Name String Specifies the virtual directory name to be

configured.
Domains String Specifies the ',' delimited list of domains.
Groups Of Computers String Designates a list composed of 2-tuples

designating the IP address-subnet
mask assigned to groups of computers.
The 2-tuples for the listed groups are
delimited by commas. For example, the
following list specifies two computer
groups: 10.10.10.0-255.255.255.0,
192.168.0.0-255.255.0.0

Single Computers String Specifies the ',' delimited list of single
computer IP addresses.

IIS 6 - Configure IP Access Restrictions to a Web Site

Configures the IP addresses and domains to which virtual directory access is granted or denied.
All other IP addresses are viceversa denied/granted access. The grantByDefault flag determines the access rights of the
IP's that are configured and those that are not.

Supported OS: Windows.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Grant By Default Boolean Enables grant by default.
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site that the

targeted virtual directory resides on.
Domains String Specifies the ',' delimited list of domains.
Groups Of Computers String Designates a list composed of 2-tuples

designating the IP address-subnet mask
assigned to groups of computers.
The 2-tuples for the listed groups are
delimited by commas. For example, the
following list specifies two computer
groups: 10.10.10.0-255.255.255.0,
192.168.0.0-255.255.0.0

Single Computers String Specifies the ',' delimited list of single
computer IP addresses.
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IIS 6 - Create a Web Site

Configures a new web site on IIS.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Home Directory String Specifies the web site home directory.
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
* Tcp Port int Specifies the web site TCP port.
Custom Header String Specifies the custom headers that are

sent to the client, in addition to the default
header of the HTML file.

Host Header String Specifies the host header for the site in
case more than one site is configured on a
single IP.

IIS 6 - Create an Application Pool

With IIS 6.0/7.0 run in the worker process isolation mode, you can group Web applications into application pools.
Application pools allow you to apply specific configuration settings to groups of applications and to the worker processes
that service those applications. You can assign any web directory or virtual directory to an application pool.  To increase
application availability and server efficiency and reliability, create new application pools and assign Web sites and
applications. Other applications are available, even when the applications in the new Application Pool terminate.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Pool Name String Specifies the name of the application pool

to be created.

IIS 6 - Create Virtual Directory

Configures a new virtual directory on IIS. The virtual directory can be created directly under a web site, or under an
existing virtual directory.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Physical Directory Name String Specifies the virtual directory physical

directory.
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site that the

targeted virtual directory resides on.
* Virtual Directory Name String Specifies the virtual directory name to be

configured.
Access Script Boolean Specifies the virtual directory access scripts

setting.
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Application Pool ID String Specifies the virtual directory access scripts
setting.

IIS 6 - Define Logging Schedule

Specifies how log files are created and saved.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Log Schedule IISLogSchedule Defines when to create a new log schedule.
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Log File Directory String Specifies the directory where log files are

saved.
Log File Size int Defines the maximum file size (in MB). Only

relevant if 'WHEN_FILE_REACH' is used.
A value of 0 means "Do not truncate". The
default is 0.

IIS 6 - Define ODBC Logging Schedule

Specifies the ODBC logging options. The action only works on Web sites and not directories.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Data Source String Specifies the name of the data source that

you want to connect to.
* Password Password Specifies the password that is associated

with the user name specified.
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
* Table Name String Specifies the name of the table in the

ODBC Data Source specified.
* User Name String Specifies the alias of the user that is

permitted to access the data source and
table.

IIS 6 - Edit Allow/Prohibit Status of an ISAPI WEB Service Extension

Sets the allow/prohibit status of an IIS WEB Service Extension.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Allow Boolean Specifies the allow/prohibit status of the

extension after creation.
* Extension Name String Specifies the name of the ISAPI WEB

service extension.
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IIS 6 - Edit Allow/Prohibit Status of One or More ISAPI WEB Service Extension Files

Sets the allow/prohibit status of 1 or more IIS WEB Service Extension files. Supported OS: Windows.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Allow Boolean Specifies the allow/prohibit status of the

extension file.
* Extension Files String Specifies the ',' delimited list of extension

files.

IIS 6 - Edit Authentication Methods on a Directory or Virtual Directory

Configures the authentication methods of a directory/virtual directory on IIS. To prevent unauthorized persons
from establishing a Web (HTTP) connection to  restricted content, authenticate individuals or select groups of
users. Anonymous access establishes an anonymous connection for users logged in to IIS with an anonymous or guest
account.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Anonymous Access Boolean Enables anonymous access.
* Anonymous Password Sync Boolean Enables/disables anonymous user

password synchronization in IIS 5.x. and
later. If True, IIS defines the password.

* Basic Auth Boolean Enables basic -clear text password-
authentication.

* Directory's Relative Path String Specifies the relative path of the directory /
virtual directory you want to configure.
For example, if you have a directory that
is named 'myDir' that resides under site
'Default Web Site', then write "/myDir"

* Integrated Windows Auth Boolean Enables integrated windows authentication.
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site that the

targeted virtual directory resides on.
* Windows Domain Servers Digest Auth Boolean Enables digest authentication for windows

servers.
Anonymous Password Password Specifies the anonymous user password.
Anonymous User String Specifies the anonymous user id.
Default Domain String Specifies the Windows domain that is used

for user authentication control. Applicable if
basic authentication or .NET authentication
are enabled.

Is virtual directory Boolean Indicates whether you wish to modify a
virtual directory or a directory. Choose True
for virtual directory or False for directory.
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Realm String Specifies the domain or other operating
system authentication controller used to
authenticate the user or group. Applicable
when digest and/or basic authentication
modes are enabled.

IIS 6 - Edit Authentication Methods on a Web Site

Configures the authentication methods of a virtual directory on IIS. To prevent unauthorized persons from establishing
a Web (HTTP) connection to restricted content, authenticate the individuals or select groups of users.  Anonymous
access establishes an anonymous connection for users logged in to IIS with an anonymous or guest account.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Anonymous Access Boolean Enables anonymous access.
* Anonymous Password Sync Boolean Enables/disables anonymous user

password synchronization in IIS 5.x. and
higher. If True, IIS defines the password.

* Basic Auth Boolean Enables basic -clear text password-
authentication.

* Integrated Windows Auth Boolean Enables integrated windows authentication.
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site which

the targeted virtual directory resides on.
* Windows Domain Servers Digest Auth Boolean Enables digest authentication for windows

servers.
Anonymous Password Password Specifies the anonymous user password.
Anonymous User String Specifies the anonymous user id.
Default Domain String Specifies the Windows domain that is used

for user authentication control. Applicable if
basic authentication or .NET authentication
are enabled.

Realm String Specifies the domain or other operating
system authentication controller used to
authenticate the user or group. Applicable
when digest and/or basic authentication
modes are enabled.

IIS 6 - Edit ISAPI Filter

Edits the IIS ISAPI filter for a specified web site.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Filter Name String Specifies the ISAPI Filter name.
* Filter Path String Specifies the ISAPI Filter path.
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
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Filter Desc String Specifies the ISAPI Filter description.
Filter Enabled Boolean Indicates whether the created filter is

enabled.

IIS 6 - Get Website Name By Id

Retrieves the name of a website that is specified by the site id.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Id String The id of the web site.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Website Name String The name of the web site.

IIS 6 - Issue and Assign Server Certificate

Issues an SSL server certificate for an IIS web site from Certificate Authority (CA), stores the issued certificate on the
target local computer certificate store, and assigns the certificate on the web site. This action assumes that CA service
is configured to issue certificates automatically. If the CA policy is to manually approve each certificate request, the
action fails. The CA service also assumes that the service is running and operational. If the CA service is not operational,
the access denied response appears.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Web Site Name String Specifies the web site name that is

assigned with the new certificate.
Certificate Authority Host Name String Specifies the Certificate Authority server

host name.
Certificate Authority Name String Specifies the Certificate Authority service

name.
Certificate Common Name String Specifies the Certificate Common Name

(CN).  To establish a secure connection, the
CN must match the computer intranet/DNS
name where the web site is hosted.

IIS 6 - Modify Application Pool - 'Health' Tab

Modifies the 'Health' tab on a specified Application Pool.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Pool String Specifies the name of the Application Pool.
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Enable Pinging Boolean Configures Internet Information Services
(IIS) to ping each worker process in an
application pool every specified number
of seconds to detect the activity of the
processes. If set to True, then the 'Ping
worker process' requires a value.

Enable Rapid Fail Boolean Configures IIS to remove the application
pool from the service and place it in a mode
where the kernel-mode driver immediately
returns a 503 Service Unavailable - out-of-
service message to any requests to that
application pool. If set to True, then Failures
and Time Period require values.

Failures Integer Specifies the numerical limit on unexpected
program terminations.

Ping Worker Process Integer Specifies the time interval in seconds when
worker processes are pinged for activity.

Shutup Time Limit Integer Specifies the worker process termination
time in seconds after IIS detects inactivity.

Startup Time Limit Integer Specifies the worker process startup time
in seconds after unexpected program
terminations.

Time Period Integer Specifies the time limit to detect the
corresponding number of unexpected
program terminations.

IIS 6 - Modify Application Pool - 'Identity' Tab

Modifies the 'Health' tab on a specified Application Pool.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Pool String Specifies the name of the Application Pool.
Predefined PredefinedIdentity Selects predefined security accounts in the

list box. If a 'Specified User' is selected,
then the 'User Name' and 'User Password'
requires values.

User Name String Specifies the alias of the user that is
permitted to access the data source and
table.

User Password Password Specifies the password that is associated
with the user name specified.

IIS 6 - Modify Application Pool - 'Performance' Tab

Modifies the 'Performance' tab on a specified Application Pool.

Supported OS: Windows
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Pool String Specifies the name of the Application Pool.
Action Perfomed ActionPerfomed Specifies the action that is performed when

CPU usage exceeds maximum CPU use.
Select the best action to perform when
the CPU exceeds its specified maximum
usage.
1. If No action is selected when the CPU

usage for a specific application pool
or group of pools reaches the set limit,
then IIS writes an error in the Event
Log.

2. If Shutdown is selected when the CPU
usage for a specific application pool
reaches the set limit, then IIS initiates
a shutdown of all worker processes in
the application pool by allowing each
worker process the application pool's
specified ShutdownTimeLimit seconds
to shut down. If the processes do not
shut down in that time frame, then
IIS terminates the worker processes.
The application pool shuts down and
resets according to the time limit set in
CPUResetInterval.

Enable Cpu Monitoring Boolean Configures IIS to use CPU accounting to
track and terminate worker processes that
consume large amounts of CPU time that
exceed the specified limits. If this option is
set to True, then 'Max CPU Use', 'Refresh
CPU Usages', and 'Action perfomed'
require values.

Idle Timeout Integer Shuts down worker processes after being
idle for (time in minutes). Enter '0' to disable
the option.

Max Cpu Use Integer Specifies the maximum CPU usage (as a
percentage) a worker process is permitted
(0-100).

Max Worker Proccesses Integer Specifies the maximum number of worker
processes that are allowed within an
application pool.

Refresh Cpu Usahe Num Integer Refreshes CPU usage numbers (in
minutes). Specifies how often CPU process
numbers are refreshed for CPU monitoring.

Request Queue Limit Integer Shuts down worker processes after being
idle for (time in minutes). Enter '65535' to
disable the option.

IIS 6 - Modify Application Pool - 'Recycling' Tab

Modifies the 'Recycling' tab on a specified Application Pool.

Supported OS: Windows
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Pool String Specifies the name of the Application Pool.
Add Or Remove Schedule AddOrRemove Adds/Removes the scheduling for recycle

worker processes. The scheduling time is
defined in the 'Recycle Worker processes
at the following time' input.

Maximum Used Memory Integer Sets the maximum number of megabytes of
privately allocated system physical memory
that a worker process uses before the
process is recycled. Enter '0' to disable.

Maximum Virtual Memory Integer Sets the maximum number of megabytes
of the system common virtual memory that
a worker process uses before that process
is recycled. Enter '0' to disable.

Recycle Workerprocesses Number Of
Requests

Integer Recycles worker processes after a specific
number of requests. Enter '0' to disable.

Recycle Workerprocesses Schedule String Recycles Worker processes at the following
time- Select to recycle worker processes
after a specific number of requests. Enter
'0' to disable.

Recycle Workerprocessesin Minutes Integer Recycles worker processes after a specific
period of inactivity (in minutes). Enter '0' to
disable.

IIS 6 - Modify Directory or Virtual Directory - 'Directory' or 'Virtual Directory' Tab

Modifies the 'Virtual Directory' tab for a specified Virtual Directory, or the 'Directory' tab for a specified directory.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Directory's Relative Path String Specifies the relative path of the directory /

virtual directory you want to configure.
For example, if you have a directory that
is named 'myDir' that resides under site
'Default Web Site', type "/myDir".

* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
ASP Script Timeout Integer Specifies the primary script language for

the Active Server Pages. The language that
is used to process commands within the
ASP delimiters (<% and %>).

Add Script Map Boolean Indicates whether to add (True) or remove
(False) the strings in the scriptMaps.

Allow Client Debug Boolean Enables the client to invoke the Microsoft
Script Debugger while processing ASP
pages.

Allow Server Debug Boolean Enables the web server to invoke the
Microsoft Script Debugger while processing
ASP pages.
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Application Name String Specifies the name of the root directory that
contains the files and subdirectories of an
application.

Application Pool String Specifies the application pool that is
associated with the home directory.

Cache ISAPI Boolean Indicates whether ISAPI extensions are
cached in memory after first use. If the
value of the property is set to True, then
ISAPI extensions, once loaded, remain
in the cache until the server is stopped. If
the value is set to False, then extensions
are unloaded from memory after the
ISAPI extension is no longer in use. ISAPI
extensions are cached or not cached based
on the value of the property at the time they
were loaded into memory for use. Thus, if
the property is changed after an extension
has been loaded and cached, then the
change has no effect on that extension until
the web server is restarted.

Child Only Boolean Redirects a parent directory to a child
directory,

Content Source ContentSource Specifies the content where the resource
comes from.

Default ASP Language String Specifies the primary script language
for Active Server Pages. Represents
the language that is used to process
commands within ASP delimiters (<% and
%>).

Directory Browsing Boolean Enables directory browsing.
Enable Buffering Boolean Enables IIS to allow all output that is

generated by an ASP page is to be
collected before it is sent to the browser.

Enable Parent Path Boolean Allows the ASP pages to use relative
paths to the parent directory of the current
directory (paths using the .. syntax).

Error Message String Specifies the default error message to the
browser when any error prevents the web
server from processing the ASP pageType
(-1) to remove existed message and stop
sending it.

Exact Url Boolean Redirects a virtual directory to the dstFile
URL without adding any other portions of
the original URL.

Execute Permission ExecutePermission Determines the program execution level
that is allowed for th site resources.
(1.None- restrict access only to static files
such as HTML or image files. 2.Scripts-
allow only scripts to run, not executables.
3.Scripts and Executables- remove all
restrictions so that all file types can be
accessed or executed).
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Index This Resource Boolean Specifies whether the installed content
indexer indexes content under the directory
tree

Is virtual directory Boolean Indicates whether you want to modify a
virtual directory or a directory. Choose
"True" for virtual directory, and "False" for
directory.

Local Path Or Url String Specifies the Local Path/Network Directory/
URL for the resource (depends on content
resource input).

Manifest File Name String Specifies the COM+ manifest file name.
Enter (-1) to disable side bye side
assemblies.

Permanent Boolean Sends the "301 Permanent Redirect"
message to the client.

Read Boolean A value of true indicates that the file or the
contents of the folder is read.

Script Maps String[] Specifies the file name extensions of
the applications that are used for script
processor mappings. It is possible to
add several script maps at once. Each
list string (cell in input array) is written
in the following format: 'Extension,
ScriptProcessor, Flags, IncludedVerbs'.
Where Extension is the file name extension,
such as .htm, ScriptProcessor is the
full path to the DLL, Flags is the integer
value corresponding to the requested
behavior described in the Bitmask Table,
and IncludedVerbs is a list of the verbs
that a particular ISAPI DLL processes. For
example, to specify the file extension for
the ISAPI "Test.dll" with a file extension of
".htm", provide the following list (string):
".htm,C:\Windows40\System32\Inetsrv
\Test.dll,5,GET, HEAD, POST"

Script Source Access Flag Boolean A value of true indicates that users are
allowed to access source code if either
Read or Write permissions are set.

Session Timeout Integer Specifies the timeout period for all inactive
sessions on the system. Use (-1) for
disabling timeout.

User Name String Specifies the user name for Universal
Naming Convention (UNC) virtual
roots. Leave "User Name" and 'User
Password'inputs empty if not needed.

User Password Password Specifies the encrypted password that is
used to gain access to UNC (Universal
Naming Convention) virtual roots. Leave
this input and the 'User Name' inputs empty
if not needed.

Visit Logs Boolean Specifies whether client requests are
written to the IIS log files.
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Write Boolean A value of true indicates that users are
allowed to upload files and their associated
properties to the enabled directory on your
server or to change content in a Write-
enabled file.

IIS 6 - Modify Directory or Virtual Directory - 'Custom Errors' Tab

Modifies the 'Custom Errors' tab on a specified directory / virtual directory.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Directory's Relative Path String Specifies the relative path of the directory /

virtual directory you want to configure. For
example, if you have a directory named
'myDir' that resides under site 'Default Web
Site', type "/myDir".

* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Content Type HttpContentType Specifies the content source that is defined

in the 'Contents' input: File- A full path to
html file. URL- a url to a local file only (in
from of '/filename.htm' Default- The default
message for the source code appears.

Contents String Specifies the File name/URL for the source
code.

Http Error String Specifies the HTTP Error code (such as
400,500). In case it is a sub error code,
enter it as 400,1

Is virtual directory Boolean Indicates whether you want to modify a
virtual directory or a directory. Choose True
for virtual directory, and False for directory.

IIS 6 - Modify Directory or Virtual Directory - 'Documents' Tab

Modifies the 'Documents' tab on a specified directory / virtual directory.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Directory's Relative Path String Specifies the relative path of the directory /

virtual directory you want to configure. For
example, if you have a directory named
'myDir' that resides under site 'Default Web
Site', then enter "/myDir".

* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Add Remove Page AddOrRemove Adds or removes the content page written

in the 'content page' input. The action fails if
the file is not found
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Content Page String Modifies the default document according
to the "addRemovePage" field and the
"moveContentPageUp" field.

Enable Default Content Page Boolean When set to True, serves the default
document to the browser whenever
the browser request does not specify a
document name.

Enable Document Footer Boolean If True, configures your web server to
append automatically a footer to every
document your web server returns. The file
is listed in the 'File footer' input.

Fail If Not Exist Boolean If True, fails the action if trying to remove or
modify content file that does not exist

Footer File String If True, configures your web server to
append automatically a footer to every
document your web server returns. The file
is listed in the 'File footer' input.

Is virtual directory Boolean Indicates whether you want to modify a
virtual directory or a directory. Choose True
for virtual directory, and False for directory.

Move Content Page Up Boolean Moves the content page up one space
(True). Moves the content page down one
space (False). If left empty, the page
remains at its original location.

IIS 6 - Modify Directory or Virtual Directory - 'HTTP Headers' Tab

Modifies the 'HTTP Headers' tab of a specified Directory / Virtual Directory.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Directory's Relative Path String Specifies the relative path of the directory /

virtual directory you want to configure. For
example, if you have a directory named
'myDir' that resides under site 'Default Web
Site', then enter "/myDir".

* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Add Remove Header AddOrRemove Adds/edits the HTTP header (Add). Deletes

the HTTP header (Remove). The header is
defined in the 'Custom Http Header' option.
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Content Expiration String Enables the content expiration to include
the expiration information for time-sensitive
material such as special offers or event
announcements.
1. Disable the feature by entering "-1".
2. For content to expire immediately after

the content is served, enter "0".
3. Enter the time (in seconds). For

example, 600 = 10 minutes.
4. Enter a valid GMT date. For example,

Fri, 24 Oct 2008 22:00:00. Ensure a
GMT time zone.

Custom Http Header String Specifies the HTTP header that you want to
add, remove, or edit. Entry must be in the
form of Key: Value; otherwise, the action
fails.

Is virtual directory Boolean Indicates whether you want to modify
a virtual directory (True) or a directory
(False).

IIS 6 - Modify File or Directory - HTTP Headers Tab

Modifies the 'HTTP Headers' tab on a specified web site.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Path String Defines the path to the file/directory within

the web site. For example, if it is a directory
with the name 'myDir' that resides under
directory 'rootDir', then enter 'rootDir/myDir'.

* Is file Boolean Defines the path to a file or to a folder that
is located under a virtual directory. For
example, filename or vdir/FolderName (the
website name is added automatically)

* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Add Remove Header AddOrRemove Adds/Edits the HTTP header (Add). Deletes

the HTTP header (Remove). The header
is defined in the 'Custom HTTP Header'
option.

Content Expiration String Enables the content expiration to include
the expiration information for time-sensitive
material such as special offers or event
announcements.
1. Disable the feature by entering "-1".
2. For content to expire immediately after

the content is served, enter "0".
3. Enter the time (in seconds). For

example, 600 = 10 minutes.
4. Enter a valid GMT date. For example,

Fri, 24 Oct 2013 22:00:00. Ensure a
GMT time zone.
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Custom Http Header String Specifies the HTTP header that you want to
add, remove, or edit. Entry must be in the
form of Key: Value; otherwise, the action
fails.

IIS 6 - Modify Virtual Dir Path

Modifies the IIS Virtual Dir Path.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Iis Script Directory String Specifies the IIS Script working directory.
* New Full Path String Specifies the new virtual directory full path.
* Virtual Directory Full Path String Specifies the current virtual directory full

path.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Return Value Long Specifies the return value of the finished

process. Long Parameter can be used with
this output.

IIS 6 - Modify Web Site - 'Custom Errors' Tab

Modifies the 'Documents' tab on a specified web site.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Content Type HttpContentType Specifies the source of the content, which

is defined in the 'Contents' input: File- a
full path to an html file. URL- a URL to a
local file only (in the form of '/filename.htm').
Default- the default message for the source
code appears.

Contents String Specifies the file name/URL for the source
code.

Http Error String Specifies the HTTP Error code (such as
400,500). If it is a sub error code, then enter
400,1

IIS 6 - Modify Web Site - 'Documents' Tab

Modifies the 'Documents' tab on a specified web site.

Supported OS: Windows
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Add Remove Page AddOrRemove Determines whether to add or to remove

the content page that is written in the
'content page' input. The action fails if the
file is not found.

Content Page String Specifies the default document to modify
according to the "addRemovePage" field
and the "moveContentPageUp" field.

Enable Default Content Page Boolean If True, serves the default document to the
browser when the browser request does not
specify a document name.

Enable Document Footer Boolean If True, configures your web server to
append automatically a footer to every
document your web server returns. The file
is listed in the 'File footer' input.

Fail If Not Exist Boolean If True, fails the action if trying to remove or
modify content file that does not exist.

Footer File String If True, configures your web server to
append automatically a footer to every
document your web server returns. The file
is listed in the 'File footer' input.

Move Content Page Up Boolean Moves the content page up one space
(True). Moves the content page down one
space (False). If left empty, then the page
remains at its original location.

IIS 6 - Modify Web Site - 'Home Directory' Tab

Modifies the 'Home Directory' tab on a specified web site.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
ASP Script Timeout Integer Specifies the primary script language for

Active Server Pages. The language that
is used to process commands within ASP
delimiters (<% and %>).

Add Script Map Boolean Indicates whether to add (True) or remove
(False) the strings in the scriptMaps.

Allow Client Debug Boolean Enables the client to invoke the Microsoft
Script Debugger while processing ASP
pages.

Allow Server Debug Boolean Enables the web server to invoke the
Microsoft Script Debugger while processing
ASP pages.
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Application Name String Specifies the name of the root directory that
contains the files and subdirectories of an
application.

Application Pool String Specifies the application pool that is
associated with the home directory.

Cache ISAPI Boolean The Cache ISAPI property indicates
whether ISAPI extensions are cached in
memory after first use. If the value of the
property is set to True, ISAPI extensions,
once loaded, remain in the cache until
the server is stopped. If the value is set
to False, extensions are unloaded from
memory after the ISAPI extension is no
longer in use. The ISAPI extensions are
cached or not cached based on the value
of the property at the time they were loaded
into memory for use. Thus, if the property
is changed after an extension has been
loaded and cached, the change will have
no effect on the extension until the web
server is restarted.

Child Only Boolean Redirects a parent directory to a child
directory.

Content Source ContentSource Specifies the content where the resource
comes from.

Default ASP Language String Specifies the primary script language for
Active Server Pages. The language that
is used to process commands within ASP
delimiters (<% and %>).

Directory Browsing Boolean Enables directory browsing.
Enable Buffering Boolean Enables IIS to allow all output that is

generated by an ASP page be collected
before it is sent to the browser.

Enable Parent Path Boolean Allows the ASP pages to use relative
paths to the parent directory of the current
directory (paths using the .. syntax).

Error Message String Specifies the default error message to the
browser when any error prevents the web
server from processing the ASP page.
Enter Type (-1) to remove the existed
message and stop sending it.

Exact Url Boolean Redirects a virtual directory to the dstFile
URL without adding any other portions of
the original URL.

Execute Permission ExecutePermission Determines the program execution level
that is allowed for the resources of the site.
1. None: Restricts access only to static

files such as HTML or image files.
2. Scripts: Allows only scripts to run, not

executables.
3. Scripts and Executables: Removes

all restrictions and allows all file types
accessed or executed.
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Index This Resource Boolean Specifies whether the installed content
indexer should index content under the
directory tree.

Local Path Or Url String Specifies the Local Path/Network Directory/
URL for the resource. Dependent on the
content resource input.

Manifest File Name String Specifies the COM+ manifest file name. To
disable side-by-side assemblies, enter (-1).

Permanent Boolean Sends the "301 Permanent Redirect"
message to the client.

Read Boolean If true, indicates that the file or the contents
of the folder read.

Script Maps String[] The ScriptMaps property specifies the
file name extensions of applications that
are used for script processor mappings.
You can add several script maps at once.
Each list string (cell in input array) is
written in the following format: 'Extension,
ScriptProcessor, Flags, IncludedVerbs'.
Where Extension is the file name extension,
such as .htm, ScriptProcessor is the
full path to the DLL, Flags is the integer
value corresponding to the requested
behavior described in the Bitmask Table,
and IncludedVerbs is a list of the verbs
that a particular ISAPI DLL processes. For
example, to specify the file extension for
the ISAPI "Test.dll" with a file extension of
".htm", provide the following list (string):
".htm,C:\Windows40\System32\Inetsrv
\Test.dll,5,GET, HEAD, POST"

Script Source Access Flag Boolean If true, indicates that users are allowed to
access source code if either Read or Write
permissions are set.

Session Timeout Integer Specifies the timeout period for all inactive
sessions on the system. Disable timeout by
using (-1).

User Name String Specifies the user name for Universal
Naming Convention (UNC) virtual roots.
Leave User Name and the User Password
inputs empty if not needed.

User Password Password Specifies the encrypted password that is
used to gain access to UNC virtual roots.
Leave User Password and the User Name
inputs empty if not needed.

Visit Logs Boolean Specifies whether client requests are
written to the IIS log files.

Write Boolean If true, indicates that users are allowed to
upload files and their associated properties
to the enabled directory on your server or to
change content in a Write-enabled file.
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IIS 6 - Modify Web Site - 'HTTP Headers' Tab

Modifies the 'Documents' tab on a specified web site.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Add Remove Header AddOrRemove Adds/Edits the HTTP header (Add). Deletes

the HTTP header (Remove). The header is
defined in the 'Custom HTTP Header'.

Content Expiration String Enables content expiration to include
expiration information for time-sensitive
material, such as special offers or event
announcements.
1. To disable the feature, enter "-1".
2. To expire content immediately after the

content is served, enter "0".
3. Enter the time (in seconds). For

example, 600 = 10 minutes.
4. Enter a valid GMT date, such as Fri, 24

Oct 2013 22:00:00. Ensure that it is the
GMT time zone.

Custom Http Header String Adds, removes, or edits the HTTP header.
String must be in the form of Key: Value;
otherwise, the action fails.

IIS 6 - Modify Web Site - 'Performance' Tab

Modifies the 'Performance' tab on a specified web site.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Max Bandwidth Integer Specifies the maximum network bandwidth

(In KB per seconds) used for web site. Use
(-1) for unlimited.

Max Connections Integer Specifies the maximum number of
simultaneous connections to the web site.
Use (-1) for unlimited.

IIS 6 - Modify Web Site - 'Web Site' Tab

Modifies the 'Web Site' tab on a specified web site.

Supported OS: Windows
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Add IP Address Boolean If True, adds the bindings in

additionalIPAddress. If False, the bindings
are removed.

Additional IP Address String[] Specifies additional IP addresses
that are used for accessing the site.
Use in the form IPAddress:Port or
IPAddress:Port:HostHeader. For
example, '192.168.0.100:81' or
'192.168.0.100:81:site2.myhost.com.
When using the parameter, the parameter
addIPAddress must have a value'.

Allow Keep Alive Boolean Specifies whether Keep-Alive processing is
permitted.

Connection Time Out Integer Specifies the time (in seconds) that the IIS
waits before it disconnects a connection.

Enable Logging Boolean Specifies whether client requests are
written to the IIS log files.

Host Header String Specifies the host header for the site if
more than one site is configured on a single
IP.

Ip Address String Specifies the IP address to be used for
accessing the site.

SSL Port Integer Specifies whether client requests are
written to the IIS log files.

Tcp Port Integer Specifies the web site TCP port.

IIS 6 - Modify Web Site - ASP.NET Version

Sets the ASP.NET version for a web site.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Full Path To Asp Net Installation String Specifies the full path to the ASP.NET

installation dir. For example, c:\WINDOWS
\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v1.1.4322

* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Virtual Dir Name String Specifies the name of the virtual directory.

Leave blank for root web site.

IIS 6 - Modify Web Site - File-File Tab

Modifies the 'File' tab on a specified file in a specific IIS web site.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Name String Specifies the name of the file. Should

contain the path of the file in the site. For
example, dirName/fileName.html.

* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Child Only Boolean Redirects a parent directory to a child

directory.
Content Source ContentSource Specifies the content where the resource

should come from.
Permanent Boolean Sends the "301 Permanent Redirect"

message to the client.
Read Boolean If True, indicates that the file or the contents

of the folder may be read.
Script Source Access Flag Boolean If True, indicates that users are allowed to

access source code if either Read or Write
permissions are set.

Url String Specifies the URL redirection address.
Relevant only if contentSource is URL.

Visit Logs Boolean Specifies whether client requests are
written to the IIS log files.

Write Boolean If True, indicates that users are allowed to
upload files and their associated properties
to the enabled directory on your server or to
change content in a Write-enabled file.

IIS 6 - Modify Web Site - Logging Properties

Customize Extended logging by selecting the fields (items) to be recorded in the log.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.
Log HTTP status Boolean Logs the HTTP status
Log IP Boolean Logs the client IP address
Log Microsoft Win32 error status Boolean Logs the current Microsoft Win32 error

status
Log Site Boolean Logs the site name
Log URI Boolean Logs the Universal Resource Identifier

(URI) stem information. The URI stem
usually consists of the actual resource
being requested.

Log URI parameters Boolean Logs the Universal Resource Identifier
(URI) query information. The URI query
usually consists of parameters passed to
the URL by using the URL Parameters
format.
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Log User Name Boolean Logs the username.
Log contents of the user Agent field Boolean Logs the contents of the user Agent field

sent by the client.
Log host Boolean Logs the name of host server.
Log information from the client cookie Boolean Logs information from the client cookie.
Log local computer name. Boolean Logs the local computer name.
Log protocol method Boolean Logs the protocol method.
Log the active server port Boolean Logs the active server port.
Log the client server protocol version Boolean Logs the client server protocol version.
Log the date Boolean Logs the date.
Log the referrer field sent by the client Boolean Logs the referrer field sent by the client.
Log the server's own IP address Boolean Logs the server's own IP address.
Log the sub-status code of the HTTP error Boolean Logs the sub-status code of the HTTP error.

For example, for the 500.18 HTTP error, the
status code is 500 and the sub-status code
is 18.

Log the time Boolean Logs the time.
Log total bytes received Boolean Logs the total bytes received.
Log total bytes sent. Boolean Logs the total bytes sent.
Log total time for request to be completed Boolean Logs the total time taken for a request to be

completed.

IIS 6 - Perform Operation on an Application Pool

Performs start, stop, or recycle on the Application Pool in IIS.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Pool String Specifies the name of the Application Pool.
* Operation Operation Selects the operation you want to perform

on the Application Pool.

IIS 6 - Prohibit All ISAPI WEB Service Extensions

Sets the status of all IIS WEB Service Extension to prohibited.

Supported OS: Windows

 

IIS 6 - Remove a Virtual Directory

Removes an IIS virtual directory.

Supported OS: Windows
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site that the

targeted virtual directory resides on.
* Virtual Directory Name String Specifies the virtual directory name to be

configured.

IIS 6 - Remove a Web Site

Removes an IIS web site.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.

IIS 6 - Remove an Application Pool

With IIS 6.0/7.0 running in worker process isolation mode, this action groups web applications into Application Pools.
Application Pools allow you to apply specific configuration settings to groups of applications and to the worker processes
that service the applications. You can assign web directories or virtual directories to an Application Pool. Create new
application pools and assign Web sites and applications to increase application availability and server efficiency and
reliability. Other applications are always available even when the applications in the new Application Pool terminate.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Pool Name String Specifies the name of the Application Pool

to be deleted.

IIS 6 - Remove an ISAPI Filter

Removes an IIS ISAPI filter from a specified web site.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Filter Name String Specifies the ISAPI Filter name.
* Site Name String Specifies the name of the web site.

IIS 6 - Remove an ISAPI WEB Service Extension

Removes an existing WEB Service Extension and all of its files from IIS.

Supported OS: Windows
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Extension Name String Specifies the name of the ISAPI WEB

service extension.

IIS 6 - Remove ISAPI WEB Service Extension Files

Removes existing ISAPI WEB Service extension files from IIS.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Extension Files String Specifies the ',' delimited list of extension

files.

IIS 6 - Toggle SSL on a Virtual Directory

Configures IIS to require an encrypted communication link for a web browser to connect with the directory. When the
option is selected, all data sent to and from the web virtual directory is encrypted with a certificate.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Enable SSL Boolean Configures IIS to require an encrypted

communication link for a web browser to
connect with the web site, directory, or file.
When the option is selected, all data sent to
and from the Web site is encrypted using a
certificate.

* Enable SSL128 Boolean Configures IIS to require a 128-bit
encrypted communication link for a web
browser to connect with the web site,
directory, or file.

* Site Name String Specifies the web site name.
* Virtual Directory Name String Specifies the virtual directory name to be

configured.

IIS 6 - Toggle SSL on a Web Site

Configures IIS to require an encrypted communication link for a web browser to connect with the web site. When the
option is selected, all data sent to and from the web site is encrypted with a certificate.

Supported OS: Windows
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Enable SSL Boolean Configures IIS to require an encrypted

communication link for a web browser to
connect with the web site, directory, or file.
When the option is selected, all data sent to
and from the web site is encrypted using a
certificate.

* Enable SSL128 Boolean Configures IIS to require a 128-bit
encrypted communication link for a web
browser to connect with the web site,
directory, or file.

* Site Name String Specifies the web site name.

Microsoft Internet Information Services

Action Pack for Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 10.6.1503

The Action Pack for Microsoft Internet Information Services contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes
that perform operations in Microsoft IIS.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Microsoft Internet Information Services Actions in this document.
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• Microsoft IIS actions in this pack support IIS 7.x and IIS 10.x.
• Microsoft IIS actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.
• Windows 2008 R2 and Linux Red Hat 6.

What's New

The following updates were made for 10.6.1503

• The following actions were added.
IIS - Delete a Web Application
IIS - Set MachineKeys
IIS - Set Default Document
IIS - Set Anonymous Authentication
IIS - Set Basic Authentication
IIS - Set Windows Authentication
IIS - Set Failed Request Tracing
IIS - Set Website Redirection

• For the action, IIS - Modify Website Logging, the failure that is caused when the Directory Path is not set is resolved.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in IIS.
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Follow these steps:

1. Deploy the action pack for Microsoft IIS.
For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.

2. Use Microsoft IIS actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Microsoft Internet Information Services Actions

The Action Pack for Microsoft Internet Information Services provides the following actions:

IIS - Application Pool Tasks

Start, stop, or recycle a selected application pool.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Action AppPoolTask An action to perform on the application

pool.
* Application Pool Name String Application pool name.
Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the

command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Assign an Application to an Application Pool

Assign an application to an application pool.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Pool Name String The name of the application pool to assign.
* Website Name String The name of the website that contains the

application to modify.
Application path String The path of the application that runs in

the application pool. A blank value is
interpreted as "/" which means the root
application of the site.

Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Change an Application Pool for an Application

Change an application pool for a specified application.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Pool Name String The name of the application pool to assign

the application.
* Website Name String The name of the website to modify.
Application path String The path of the application that runs in

the application pool. A blank value is
interpreted as "/" which means the root
application of the site.

Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default: is 0 (no
timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Check Application Pool State

Verifies an application pool state.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Pool Name String The name of the application pool.
* State ApplicationPoolStateEnum The expected state.
Fail if in state Boolean Indicates whether the action fails if

application pool state equals "Expected
State" parameter. 'True' = Action fails if
application pool state equals the expected
one, 'False' = Action fails if application pool
state is different then expected.
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Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Application Pool State String Actual application pool state
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Check if a virtual directory exists

Checks whether a specified virtual directory exists.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Website Name String The name of the website.
Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the

command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).
Virtual Directory Path String The path of the virtual directory on the

website. The path should start with "/"

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Check if a website exists

Checks whether a specified website exists.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Website Name String The name of the website.
Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the

command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
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Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Check if an application exists

Checks whether a specified application exists.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Website Name String The name of the website.
Application path String The path of the application that runs in

the application pool. A blank value is
interpreted as "/" which means the root
application of the site.

Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Check if an application pool exists

Checks whether a specified application pool exists.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Pool Name String The name of the application pool
Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the

command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Create a Virtual Directory

Creates a new virtual directory. A virtual directory is a directory name that is used in an address which corresponds to a
physical directory on the server.

Supported OS: Windows
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Physical Path String The physical path of the virtual directory

content in the file system.
* Site Name String Site name.
* Virtual Directory Name String The virtual directory name.
Application Name String To add a virtual directory to an application

other than a site root application. Type the
name of the application.

Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Create a Web Application

Creates a new web application.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Path String The virtual path of the application such as "/

application".
* Physical Path String The physical path of the application content

in the file system.
* Website Name String The name of the Web site to add the

application.
Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the

command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Create a Website

Configures a new website.

Supported OS: Windows
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Bindings String List of bindings in the friendly form of "http://

domain:port,..." or raw form of "protocol/
bindingInformation,..."

* Physical Path String The path of the site content in the file
system.

* Website Name String The name of the website to create.
Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the

command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Create an Application Pool

Creates a new application pool.

To add an application pool to a Web server by using the default settings, type the "Application pool name" parameter only.

By default, IIS adds an application pool that runs in the  integrated managedPipeline Mode and uses .NET Framework
version 2.0. To add an application pool that runs a different version of the .NET Framework or that uses classic
managedPipelineMode, specify the .NET Framework version with the /managedRuntimeVersion attribute and the
managed request-processing managedPipelineMode with the /managedPipelineMode attribute.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application pool name String The name of the application pool to create
Managed Pipeline Mode ManagedPipelineMode Specify how IIS processes requests

for managed content: Integrated - IIS
processes requests for managed content
with the integrated IIS and ASP.NET
request-processing pipeline. Classic - IIS
processes requests for managed content
with the separate IIS and ASP.NET request-
processing pipelines.

Managed Runtime Version String The variable" Managed Runtime Version"
is the version of the .NET Framework that
you want the application pool to run. When
you run a specific version of the .NET
Framework, specify its value as v1.0, v1.1,
or v2.0, or leave the value blank if you
do not want to run managed code in the
application pool.
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Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Delete a Virtual Directory

Deletes a virtual directory.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Name String Site name.
* Virtual Directory Path String The path of the virtual directory you want

to delete. Example: To delete the virtual
directory "vdir" under application "app" that
is under your selected website, enter:
"/application/vdir". An empty string is
interpreted as "/"

Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Delete a Website

Deletes a website.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Website Name String The name of the website to delete.
Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the

command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Delete a Web Application

Deletes a web application.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Web Application path The virtual path of the application to delete,

begin with /, such as "/app1".
* Web site name The name of the website
Timeout Long The number of seconds to wait for the

command to finish. Default is 0 (no
timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out. False if not

IIS - Delete an Application Pool

Deletes an application pool.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application pool name String The name of the application pool to delete
Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the

command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.
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IIS - Edit Application Pool Identity

Configures the identity of an application pool. The identity of an application pool is the name of the service account under
which the application pool worker process runs. You can configure application pools to run under one of the built-in user
accounts in the operating system, or under a custom account.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Pool Name String Application pool name.
* Identity Type IdentityType Choose between the built-in user accounts

or choose "SpecificUser" to configure a
custom account.

Password Password The custom account password. Required
only when selectng IdentityType of type
SpecificUser

Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

User Name String The custom account user name. Required
only when selecting IdentityType of type
SpecificUser.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Get Website Name By Id

Retrieves the name of a website that is specified by the site id.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Id String The id of the website.
Timeout Long The number of seconds to wait for the

command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.
Website Name String The name of the website
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IIS - Modify a Virtual Directory

Modifies a virtual directory.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Physical Path String The physical path of the virtual directory

content in the file system.
* Site Name String Site name.
* Virtual Directory Path String The path of the virtual directory to modify.

Example: To delete the virtual directory
"vdir" under application "app" that is under
your selected website, enter: "/application/
vdir". An empty string is interpreted as "/"

Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Modify Website Logging

Change the log directory.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Site Name String Site name.
Directory Path String The directory path where the logs are

saved .
Enable Logging Boolean Select "True" to enable logging, and "False"

to disable logging.
Log File Rollover LogSchedule Select how often to create a new log file.

When "MaxSize" is chosen, you can fill in
the parameter "logMaxSize" to limit the log
size

Log Max Size Integer Limits the log size when "MaxSize"
is selected in "Create New Log
File" . Integer value is required to be
between 1048576 and 4294967295 .

Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Run Appcmd

Run a command in appcmd.exe .

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Command String The command arguments to run in

appcmd.exe
Note: Do not enter "appcmd.exe" in
the beginning. Example: "list sites /
state:started".

Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default: 0 (no timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out, False if not.

IIS - Set Anonymous Authentication

Allows you to run a command in appcmd.exe .

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
Password Password the password for Anonymous

Authentication.
Timeout Long Type the specific account name that IIS

uses to access your site or application.
User Name String The number of seconds to wait for the

command to finish. Default is 0 (no
timeout).

Website/App path String The path of the website/app.
Example:Website/app
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out. False if not.

IIS - Set Basic Authentication

Sets Basic Authentication.

Supported OS: Windows

Name type Description
Default Domain String Type the name of a domain against

which users are authenticated by default.
Any users who do not provide a domain
name when they log in to your site are
authenticated against this domain.

Realm String Type the DNS domain name or address
that uses the credentials that have been
authenticated against the default domain.
Providing a Realm is optional for Basic
authentication.

Timeout Long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default is 0 (no
timeout).

Website/App path String The path of the website/app. Example:
Website/app

Name Type Description
Exit Code Long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action had timed out. False if not.

IIS - Set Default Document

Sets Default Document.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Name of Default Document The name of Default Document to add.
* Website/App path The path of the website/app. Example:

Website/app.
Timeout Long The number of seconds to wait for the

command to finish. Default is 0 (no
timeout).
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out. False if not.

IIS - Set Failed Request Tracing

Sets Failed Request Tracing.

Supported OS: Windows

Name Type Description
* Content String Specify Content to Trace.
* Provider String Defines the functional area for tracing. You

can select one or more of the following
trace providers:
ASP
ASP.NET
ISAPI Extension
WWW Server.

* Status code(s) String Displays the HTTP status code(s) and
substatus code combination(s) traced by
a tracing rule for failed requests.There can
be multiple status codes in this list, with
commas separating each code.

* Website/App path String The path of the website/app you want
to configure the machine key. Example:
Website/app.

Areas for ASP .NET String[] If the provider selected is the ASP.NET
trace provider, input one or more of the
following areas to trace:
Infrastructure,Module,Page,AppServices
If empty value is set, all areas are selected

Areas for WWW Server String[] If the provider selected is the WWW Server
trace provider, input one or more of the
following areas to trace:
Authentication,Security,Filter,StaticFile,CGI,Compression,Cache,RequestNotifications,Module,FastCGT(IIS8.5),WebSocket(IIS8.5)
If empty value is set, all areas are selected.

Custom Content String Enter custom Content to Trace. Example:
tr*.aspx.

Timeout Long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default is 0 (no
timeout).

Time Taken (hh:mm:ss) String Displays the maximum time, in seconds,
that the request should take. Note:
Timespan must be of form hh:mm:ss

Verbosity EventVerbosity Select this option when you want to trace
events that are based on severity. Default is
Ignore.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Long The command exit code.
Output String the command output.
Timed Out Boolean true if action timed out. False if not.

IIS - Set Machine Keys

Sets Website/App Machine Validation and the Decryption keys. Supported OS: Windows.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Decryption Key-Automatically generate
at runtime

String Used to encrypt and decrypt Forms
authentication tickets and view state.
Instructs ASP.NET to generate a random
key at runtime.

* Decryption Key-Generate a unique key
for each application

String Isolates applications from one another
by generating a unique key for each
application that is based on the application
ID of each application. If your application
is deployed in a Web farm, duplicate your
application's key across all servers in the
farm.

* Decryption method String Select one of the options to specify the
decryption method the machine key uses.

* Encryption method String Select one of the options to specify the
encryption method the machine key uses.

* Validation Key-Automatically generate
at runtime

String Instructs ASP.NET to generate a random
key at runtime.

* validation Key-Generate a unique key
for each application

String Isolates applications from one another
by generating a unique key for each
application that is based on the application
ID of each application. If your application
is deployed in a Web farm, duplicate your
application key across all servers in the
farm.

* Website/App path String The path of the website/app. Example:
Website/app

Timeout Long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default is 0 (no
timeout).

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out. False if not.
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IIS - Set Website Redirection

Enables redirection and configures how incoming requests are redirected to a new destination.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Values

Name Type Desctiption
* Website/App path String The path of the website/app. Example:

Website/appa
Destination String Specify the URL to which to redirect

requests. If destination is set to blank,
wildcard rules are evaluated

Only redirect requests to the content in this
directory

Boolean Not subdirectories

Status code HttpRedirectResponseStatus Specify the redirect status code that is sent
to clients, default value is: Found.

Timeout Long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default is 0 (no
timeout).

Wildcard String WildcardHeader represents the Web
page or pages that you want to redirect.
Example: *.php

Wildcard Destination String Specify the URL to which to redirect
requests. If destination is set to blank,
wildcard rules are evaluated

Wildcard Header String WildcardHeader represents the Web
page or pages that you want to redirect.
Example: *.php

Output Values

Name Tyoe Description
Exit Code Long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out. False if not.

IIS - Set Windows Authentication

Sets Windows Authentication.

Supported OS: Windows

Input Vales

Name Type Description
Extended Protection Flags ExtendedProtectionFlags IIS7.5 and above. The flags attribute

configures additional behavior for extended
protection.

Extended Protection Token Checking String[] IIS7.5 and above. Configures the behavior
for checking for channel binding tokens.
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Providers (NTLM, Negotiate:Kerberos) String[] Add or remove providers. To remove,put
- at the first characther. Example:-
Negotiate).
Available Providers: NTLM, Negotiate,
Negotiate:Kerberos

SPN String[] IIS7.5 and above. Adds SPN
to the collection. Example:
"HTTP/www.contoso.com"

Timeout long The number of seconds to wait for the
command to finish. Default is 0 (no
timeout).

Website/App path String The path of the website/app. Example:
Website/app

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Long The command exit code.
Output String The command output.
Timed Out Boolean True if action timed out. False if not.

Microsoft .NET Global Assembly Cache

Action Pack for Microsoft .NET Global Assembly Cache 10.5.1413

The Action Pack for Microsoft .NET Global Assembly Cache contains actions that enable you to create workflow
processes that perform operations in GAC.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Microsoft .NET Global Assembly Cache Actions in this document.
• The embedded actions help that is available in the installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• Certified GAC actions in this pack support any GAC version. The Agent supports the platform .NET Framework 4.5.

NOTE
This action is backward compatible with earlier versions of .NET Framework.

• GAC actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 5.0 and later.
• Windows 2008 R2

What's New

The following update was made for 10.5.1413.

• GAC actions now appear in the Actions list when added from the designer.

The following update was made for 10.5.1412.

• The action "GAC list assemblies" failed in .NET 3.5 and PowerShell 2.0 environments. A configuration update resolved
the failure.

The following update was made for 10.4.1410.
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• Added support for .Net Framework 4.5. There is no UI change and this does not impact any existing Actions,
Processes, or Flows.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in GAC.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the  PrerequisitestoRunMicrosoft.NETGlobalAssemblyCacheActions.
2. Deploy the Global Assembly Cache Action Pack.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
3. Use GAC actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run Microsoft .NET Global Assembly Cache Actions

To run Microsoft .NET Global Assembly Cache actions, verify the following prerequisites:

• Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5 and earlier.
Download available at http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=21.

• Download and import the the Action Pack:

1. Download the action pack from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Extract the Action Pack zip file to get the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files.
3. Extract the dependencies.zip file.
4. Import both the .jar and the contents of the dependencies .zip into Nolio Release Automation using Actions

Management.

Microsoft .NET Global Assembly Cache Actions

The Action Pack for Microsoft .NET Global Assembly Cache provides the following actions:

GAC install assembly

Installs the specified assembly in GAC.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Assembly path String Full path to assembly.
Force Boolean If an assembly with the same name already

exists in the global assembly cache, and
this parameter is set to True, the action
overwrites the existing assembly.

GAC list assemblies

Returns information about assemblies in GAC that match the input parameters.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Assembly culture String The culture of the .NET assembly. Can be

pattern.
Assembly name String Name of the assembly. Can be pattern.
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Assembly public key token String The public key token of the .NET assembly.
Assembly version String The version of the .NET assembly. Can be

pattern.
Use regular expressions Boolean If the parameter is set to True, regular

expressions are used in pattern matching
instead of simple patterns.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Assembly cultures String[] List of assembly cultures matching the input

parameters.
Assembly display names String[] List of assembly display names matching

the input parameters.
The display name includes information like
the language ID and processor architecture.

Assembly names String[] List of assembly names matching the input
parameters

Assembly public key tokens String[] List of assembly public key tokens matching
the input parameters.

Assembly versions String[] List of assembly versions matching the
input parameters.

Count int Number of assemblies matching the input
parameters.

GAC uninstall assembly

Uninstalls the assemblies in GAC that match the input parameters.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Assembly culture String The culture of the .NET assembly. Can be

pattern.
Assembly name String Name of the assembly. Can be pattern.
Assembly public key token String The public key token of the .NET assembly.
Assembly version String The version of the .NET assembly. Can be

pattern.
Use regular expressions Boolean If the parameter is set to True, regular

expressions are used in pattern matching
instead of simple patterns.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Assembly cultures String[] List of assembly cultures matching the input

parameters.
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Assembly display names String[] List of assembly display names matching
the input parameters.
The display name includes information like
the language ID and processor architecture.

Assembly names String[] List of assembly names matching the input
parameters

Assembly public key tokens String[] List of assembly public key tokens matching
the input parameters.

Assembly versions String[] List of assembly versions matching the
input parameters.

Count int Number of assemblies matching the input
parameters.

Microsoft PowerShell

Action Pack for Microsoft PowerShell 10.9.2211.1

The Action Pack for Microsoft PowerShell contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that
perform operations in Microsoft PowerShell.

Actions Implementation

The Microsoft PowerShell actions are executed remotely or locally.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Apache Tomcat Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• Microsoft PowerShell actions in this pack support Microsoft PowerShell for Windows 5.1, 4.0, 3.0, and 2.0
• Microsoft PowerShell actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later
• Windows 2008 R2

What's New

The following update was made for 10.9.2211.1.

• Remediated potential security vulnerabilities.

The following update was made for 10.8.1805.1.

• Recertification of Powershell actions for Powershell version 5.1.
• The Run Script File action now fails and does not execute successfully if a script file is not provided.

The following update was made for 10.7.1509.

• Microsoft PowerShell actions always return the exit code 0 on Windows 64-bit platforms.

The following update was made for 10.7.1508.

• When power-shell 64-bit is selected, the actions output is executed and echoed twice.
• PowerShell actions leave redundant temp files in the c:\WINDOWS\temp folder when run.

The following update was made for 10.7.1507.
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• Microsoft PowerShell actions retrieve the correct return code on Windows 64-bit platforms.
• Microsoft PowerShell actions pass the actual return code retrieved by the PowerShell script.

The following update was made for 10.7.1506.

• The action, PowerShell - Run Script Block, is updated to address 64-bit and 32-bit Boolean selection functionality
issues.

The following update was made for 10.6.1506.

• Support added to execute a script file and pass arguments for the action Powershell-Run Script File.

The following update was made for 10.5.1503.

• Added input that allows users to select to use 64-bit PowerShell module.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in Microsoft PowerShell.

Follow these steps:

1. Deploy the action pack for Microsoft PowerShell.
For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins

2. Configure Agent for PowerShell Actions.
3. Use PowerShell actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Configure Agent for PowerShell Actions

This section provides information and procedures to configure Agents to run remotely for PowerShell actions on Windows
64-bit and 32-bit platforms.

Follow these steps:

NOTE
Both source and the target computers must be configured.

1. Run the following command:
– For Windows 64-bit:

C:\Windows\System32\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0\powershell.exe

– For Windows 32-bit:

C:\Windows\syswow64\WindowsPowershell\v1.0\powershell.exe

NOTE
To run a Windows 32-bit version of PowerShellOn a Windows 64-bit system, you are required to configure
Windows 32-bit PowerShell.

2. Run the following set of commands:

Set-ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted

Enable-PSRemoting -force

Set-item WSMan:\localhost\Client\TrustedHosts * -force
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Restart-Service WinRM -force

Use one of the following examples to set up your environment to run PowerShell actions remotely:

• Use the Agent on the Nolio server(A) to run PowerShell commands remotely on target(B).

• Install the Agent on another server(C) to run PowerShell commands remotely on target(B).

Microsoft PowerShell Actions

The Action Pack for Microsoft PowerShell provides the following actions:

PowerShell

The following actions are run locally.

PowerShell - Run Script Block

Run a PowerShell script-block (inline command) locally.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Script Block String A PowerShell script-block (inline

commands) to be run locally. For example,
get-date; write-host "hello". Do not add
curly braces {} to enclose the input.

* Working Directory String The directory PowerShell script file is
required to run under.

Execution Timeout (seconds) Int Number of seconds the operation (script
execution) action is attempted (Default =
240).

Expected Return Code Int The expected return code of execution. If
Return Code is matched, the action passes.
Else, the action fails.

PowerShell options String[] Supply more options to PowerShell.exe,
Input a String[] like [-Version, 2.0, -NoLogo,
-NonInteractive]. Put switch and value in
different strings (lines), like [-version, 2.0]. -
NoExit is disabled here.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Execution Output String The output of the execution. Merged

STDOUT and STDERR.
Return Code Int The return code of execution.

PowerShell - Run Script File

Run a PowerShell script file locally.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Script File Path String Path of a PowerShell script file that is

required to run with PSRemoting. For
example, c:\demo.ps1

* Working Directory String The directory PowerShell script file is
required to run under.

Execution Timeout (seconds) Int Number of seconds the operation (script
execution) action is attempted (Default =
240).

Expected Return Code Int The expected return code of execution. If
Return Code is matched, the action passes.
Else, the action fails.

PowerShell options String[] Supply more options to PowerShell.exe,
Input a String[] like [-Version, 2.0, -NoLogo,
-NonInteractive]. Put switch and value in
different strings (lines), like [-version, 2.0]. -
NoExit is disabled here.

Script Arguments String[] Arguments pass to the script file. Input
each argument as a separated string
(line). For example, to run "demo.ps1 arg1
arg2", input [arg1, arg2]. Do NOT enclose
arguments with quotation marks.

Use -File Option Boolean Specifies if use -File to launch PS Script.
Can affect the way Powershell returns RC.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Execution Output String The output of the execution. Merged

STDOUT and STDERR.
Return Code Int The return code of execution.

PowerShell Remoting

NOTE
For procedures on how to run PowerShell actions remotely, see Configure Agent for PowerShell Actions.

The following actions are run remotely.

PowerShell - Run Script Block (Remoting)

Run a PowerShell script-block (inline command) with PSRemoting.

NOTE

Before you run this action, enable PSRemoting on the local and the remote machines.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Name of the Host Server to run
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* Password Password Password that is associated with the User
Name and Domain.

* Script Block String A PowerShell script-block (inline
commands) required to run with
PSRemoting. For example, get-date; write-
host "hello". Do NOT add curly braces {} to
enclose the input.

* User Name String Name of the User to be used as account
credentials.

Authentication Method PSRemoting$Auth Authentication method uses by
PSRemoting. Default, Basic, Kerberos,
Negotiate, CredSSP Please refer
to: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/aa384295(VS.85).aspx, http://
msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/
ee309365%28v=vs.85%29.aspx

Connection Timeout (seconds) Int Number of seconds the connection open
action is attempted (Default = 60).

Domain Name String Name of the Domain to be used as account
credentials. Set to localhost if use a local
credential.

Execution Timeout (seconds) Int Number of seconds the operation (script
execution) action is attempted (Default =
240).

Expected Return Code Int The expected return code of execution. If
Return Code is matched, the action passes.
Else, the action fails.

PSRemoting Port Int PSRemoting port Number for the
connection to the target Host Server
(Default = 5985).

PowerShell options String[] Supply more options to PowerShell.exe,
Input a String[] like [-Version, 2.0, -NoLogo,
-NonInteractive]. Put switch and value in
different strings (lines), like [-version, 2.0]. -
NoExit is disabled here.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Execution Output String The output of the execution. Merged

STDOUT and STDERR.
Return Code int The return code of execution.

PowerShell - Run Script File (Remoting)

Run a PowerShell script file with PSRemoting.

NOTE

Before you run this action, enable PSRemoting on the local and the remote machines.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Name of the Host Server to run
* Password Password Password that is associated with the User

Name and Domain.
* Script File Path String Path of a PowersShell script file that is

required to run with PSRemoting. For
example, c:\demo.ps1

* User Name String Name of the User to be used as account
credentials.

Authentication Method PSRemoting$Auth Authentication method uses by
PSRemoting. Default, Basic, Kerberos,
Negotiate, CredSSP Please refer
to: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/aa384295(VS.85).aspx, http://
msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/
ee309365%28v=vs.85%29.aspx

Connection Timeout (seconds) Int Number of seconds the connection open
action is attempted (Default = 60).

Domain Name String Name of the Domain to be used as account
credentials. Set to localhost if use a local
credential.

Execution Timeout (seconds) Int Number of seconds the operation (script
execution) action is attempted (Default =
240).

Expected Return Code Int The expected return code of execution. If
Return Code is matched, the action passes.
Else, the action fails.

PSRemoting Port Int PSRemoting port Number for the
connection to the target Host Server
(Default = 5985).

PowerShell options String[] Supply more options to PowerShell.exe,
Input a String[] like [-Version, 2.0, -NoLogo,
-NonInteractive]. Put switch and value in
different strings (lines), like [-version, 2.0]. -
NoExit is disabled here.

Script Arguments String[] Arguments pass to the script file. Input
each argument as a separated string
(line). For example, to run "demo.ps1 arg1
arg2", input [arg1, arg2]. Do NOT enclose
arguments with quotation marks.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Execution Output String The output of the execution. Merged

STDOUT and STDERR.
Return Code Int The return code of execution.
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Microsoft (c) SQL Server

Action Pack for Microsoft SQL Server 10.6.2210.1.

The Action Pack for Microsoft SQL Server enable you to create workflow processes that perform operations in SQL
Server.

Actions Implementation
Specific SQL Server actions in this pack run T-SQL commands, such as Bulk Copy Program (BCP), use SQLjdbc4 driver,
while other actions use CLI. For information about how each action is implemented, see What's New in this Action Pack
for Microsoft SQL Server.

Agent Installation
For information about where the Agent must be installed, see Prerequisites for Running SQL Server Actions.

Actions Help
For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Microsoft SQL Server Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment> /nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in SQL Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the prerequisites from the below section to Run SQL Server Actions.
2. Deploy the action pack for Microsoft SQL Server. For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
3. Use SQL Server actions in CA Release Automation processes. For more information, see How to Create Automation

Processes in Deployment Automation.

Prerequisites to Run SQL Server Actions

To run Microsoft SQL Server actions for the DTUTIL, DTEXEC, BCP, and SQLLogShip utility, verify the following
prerequisites:

• Download and import the Action Pack:
a. Download the action pack from CA Support.
b. Extract the Action Pack zip file to get the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files.
c. Extract the dependencies.zip file.
d. Import both the .jar and the contents of the dependencies .zip into CA Release Automation using Actions

Management.

• The Agent runs on the server having MSSQL server and where these utilities are installed.
NOTE
When you select SQL as the storage type (from SQL, FILE, and DTS), DTUTIL and BCP actions support a
separate MsSQL Server

• The path must be set in the PATH system variable for the DTUTIL, DTEXEC, BCP, and SQLLogShip utility.

For the execution of DTUTILl and DTEXEC actions, the following tools must be installed on the server where the Agent is
running:

• SQL Server Integration Services 11.0

This service provides management support for SSIS packages storage and execution.
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What's New

• 10.6.2210.1
– Remediate potential security vulnerabilities and upgrade open-source libraries.

• 10.5.1506
Documentation issue corrected.

• 10.4.1505
Named Instance support added

Microsoft SQL Server Actions

The Action Pack for Microsoft SQL Server provides the following actions:

Supported Platforms and Prerequisites:

• Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.
• Microsoft SQL Server 2019.

For more information about supported platforms, see Integrations Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
Actions not supported on a specific platform are noted in the action description.

Execute SQL Query on Microsoft (c) SQL Server
Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Specifies the database name
* SQL Query To Execute String Specifies the SQL Query to execute
* Server Name String Specifies the database server name
* User Name String Specifies the database user name
* User Password Password Specifies the database user password
Batch Mode Boolean Indicates whether to handle the SQL query that is supplied in batch mode

Note: Batch mode is available in UPDATE mode only.
Batch Mode Separator String Specifies the separator to use in batch mode

The separator splits the SQL Query, and resulting strings that are run in batch mode
Connection String String Specifies the database driver connection string

Note: Specify the value if you specify Driver Class Name.
Csv File Encoding String Specifies the encoding to use for the CSV file. For example: ISO-8859-1, US-ASCII, UTF-8, and UTF-16.

Note: For more information, see http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets.
Driver Class Name String Specifies the database driver class name

Note: Specify the Connection String if you specify the value.
Expected Number Of Affected Lines Integer Specifies the expected number of lines that the SQL query affects

Use the input to verify the success of the query, by comparing expected number of affected lines to the actual affected
lines. If the affected number of lines is different than expected the step fails.
Note: Leave the value blank to skip this verification.

Ignore Errors During Batch Mode Boolean Indicates whether to ignore errors during the execution of commands in batch mode
Is Update Boolean Specifies whether the SQL query is an update

True for CREATE TABLE, UPDATE, INSERT, or DELETE queries
False for all other queries
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Properties String[ ] Specifies additional properties to pass to the database driver
Use an array of key=value pairs. ('=' is required)

Results To Csv Full Path String Specifies the full path of the file to save results to
The file is in CSV format. The input is relevant only if the operation is select query

Server Port int Specifies the database server port
Use Windows Authentication Boolean Specifies whether to use Windows Authentication to log to the server, when set to true.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Last Batch Command Number Of Actual Affected Lines int The number of lines that the last SQL Query command affected in batch mode

Note: If not in batch mode, the value is the same as Number Of Actual Affected Lines.
Number Of Actual Affected Lines int The number of lines that the SQL Query affected
Result Is Empty Boolean Indicates whether the result set is empty
Result Set Object [ ] [ ] The results in a 2 dimension array (Object  [ ] [ ])

The first dimension is the columns and the second dimension is the rows

Run SQL File on Microsoft (c) SQL Server

Executes any type of *.sql file on Microsoft (c) SQL Server

NOTE
Not supported on z/OS

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Specifies the database name
* SQL File To Execute String Specifies the files path of the SQL File to

execute
* Server Name String Specifies the database server name
* User Name String Specifies the database user name
* User Password Password Specifies the database user password.
Auto Commit Boolean Specifies whether each statement is in its

own transaction that commits immediately
Connection String String Specifies the database driver connection

string
Note: Specify the value if you specify Driver
Class Name.

Delimiters String[ ] Specifies the delimiters that separate the
queries in the SQL file

File Encoding String Specifies encoding to use for the file
Driver Class Name String Specifies the database driver class name

Note: Specify the Connection String if you
specify the value

Properties String[ ] Specifies additional properties to pass to
the database driver
Use an array of key=value pairs. ('=' is
required)
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Server Port int Specifies the database server port
Stop On Error Boolean Indicates whether the action stops

executing on an error
True to stop on error, False to continue on
error

Support Pound Comment Boolean Specifies Pound character(#) can be used
as start of line comment.

Use Windows Authentication Boolean Specifies whether to use Windows
Authentication to log to the server, when set
to true.

Execute the SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package

The action performs the following functions in a sequence:

1. Loads the package from one of the three sources: Microsoft SQL Server database, the SSIS service, or the file
system.

2. Sets the package variables, properties, and flags.
3. Verifies the package version and build.
4. Configures the run-time behavior such as reporting and logging.

Input Values

Name Type Description

* Output File String Specify the full path of file that receives the
output that is redirected from the dtexec
command. Example: C:\Output.txt

* Package Execute Options PackageExecuteOption Specify the package execute option.
WARNASERROR: Fail the package
execution on validation warnings.
VALIDATE: Validate the package without
executing.EXECUTE: Execute the package
with validation.

* Package Name String Specify the package name. In case of
FILE, specify the path and file name of the
package.
Example: c:\pkgOne.dtsx In case of SQL,
specify the folder and name of the package.
Example: \FileCopyPackage or \Data
Collector\QueryActivityCollectPackage In
case of DTS, specify the relative path of
the SSIS package, starting at the root of
the SSIS Package Store, and includes the
name of the SSIS package.
Example: \MSDB\FileCopyPackage
or \MSDB\Data Collector
\QueryActivityCollectPackage

* Package Source SSISPackageStorageType Specify the source of the package.
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* Reporting Options String Specify the message types to report.
Message types available for reporting
are N - No reporting, E - Errors reporting,
W - Warnings reporting, C - Custom
events reporting, D - Data flow task
events reporting P - Progress reporting, I -
Informational messages reporting and V -
Verbose reporting. The V and N options are
mutually exclusive to all other options; they
must be specified alone. Some examples
for reporting are 1. N in case of no reporting
2. EWC in case of error, warnings, and
custom events reporting.

Connection Manager | Connection String
Value

String[] Specify the list of the connection manager
and its connection string value pipe
separated. Example: ActionsDetail-2.xlsx|
D:\TFS\ActionsDetail-2.xlsx or
Excel Connection Manager 1|
Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0;Data
Source=D: \TFS\Testing
\txt2Excel_Result.xls;Extended
Properties="EXCEL 8.0;HDR=YES";

Console Logging Options String Specify the log entries to be displayed in
output file. Possible values for log entries
are: N - Name, C - Computer, O - Operator,
S - Source Name, G - Source GUID, X -
Execution GUID, M - Message and T - Time
start and End. Example: 1. COS for logging
computer, operator, source name entries.

Password Password Password to login to MSSQL Server
Database.

Path of SSIS Command Files String[] Specify the list of files that contain
execution command lines. Sample
code in command file can be :/SET
"\Package.Variables[User::VariableName]";"VariableValue"
as /SET
“\Package.Variables[User::Company]";"D:
\TFS\EX\"

SQL Server  String Specify the server from which to retrieve
the package in case of SQL and DTS –
package sources

Username String Specify the username for connecting to
SQL Server when package source is SQL.

Verify Version ID String Specify the version GUID to validate
the package. If a mismatch occurs, the
package does not execute.

Verify Package Build String Specify the build number to validate
the package. If a mismatch occurs, the
package does not execute.
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Verify Package ID String Specify the GUID to validate the package.
If a mismatch occurs, the package does not
execute.

SQLServer DB - Dtutil Check If a Package Exists

Determines if an SSIS package exists.

Input Values

Name Type Description

* Source Package Name String Specify the package name. Do not suffix
any file extension.

* Source Storage Type SSISPackageStorageType Source storage type of the package is
identified in the option. It could be either
FILE, SQL or DTS.

SQL Server Host SQLServerHost Specify the SQL Server is present on a
remote host or Local host. Required only
when the Storage Type is SQL.

Source Password Password Specify the password to connect to SQL
Server using SQL Server Authentication.

Source Server String Specify the server name where the SSIS
package is available. Required only when
the Storage Type is SQL.

Source Username String Specify the user name to connect to the
SQL Server. Required only when the
Storage Type is SQL. Only SQL Server
Authentication is supported when the
Storage Type is SQL.

Source path of Package String The source path of the package to checke
for existance. The source path of the
package is mandatory and ends with a
single backward slash in case the source
storage type is FILE or DTS.

SQLServer DB - Dtutil Copy and Move

Copies or moves the SSIS package across locations. The SSIS package can reside at one of these locations - SQL, DTS,
or FILE.

Input Values

Name Type Description

* Action Type (Copy /Move) DtutilActionType Specify the type of action the user wants to
perform from dtutil. The user can perform
either Copy or Move operation from the
dtutil utility

* Destination Package Name String Package name after copying or moving to a
destination. Do not suffix any file extension.
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* Destination Storage Type SSISPackageStorageType Destination Storage Type

* Overwrite Existing Package OverwriteExistingSSISpackage Select yes, if while Copying/Moving a
package the destination already has an
existing package with the same name, then
it is overwritten. Otherwise, select no.

* Source Package Name String Specify the package name. Do not suffix
any file extension.

* Source Storage Type SSISPackageStorageType Source storage type of the package is
identified in the option. It could be either
FILE, SQL or DTS.

Destination Password Password Specify the password to connect to SQL
Server using SQL Server Authentication.

Destination Path of Package String The destination path of the package to
be copied or moved. Required when the
Storage type is FILE or DTS. In case
of FILE - destination storage type if the
destination path is empty string, the action
copies or moves the package in NolioAgent
installation directory. Example: C:\Program
Files\CA\ReleaseAutomationServer
\NolioAgent

Destination Server String Specify the server name where SSIS
package to be copied or moved. Required
only when the Storage Type is SQL.

Destination Username String Specify the user name to connect to the
SQL Server. Required only when the
Storage Type is SQL. Only SQL Server
Authentication is supported when Storage
Type is SQL

Source Password Password Specify the password to connect to SQL
Server using SQL Server Authentication.

Source Server String Specify the server name where the SSIS
package is available. Required only when
the Server Storage Type is SQL

Source Username String Specify the user name to connect to the
SQL Server. Required only when the
Storage Type is SQL. Only SQL Server
Authentication is supported when Storage
Type is SQL.

Source Path of Package String The source path of the package to be
copied or moved. Required when the
Storage type is FILE or DTS.

SQLServer DB - Dtutil Create and Delete Folder

Creates or deletes the SSIS package folders.

Input Values
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Specify the path of the parent folder. In case of DTS - source type, the path of the parent folder starts from the root
database folder. Example: MSDB\DataCollector

In case of SQL - source type, the path of the parent folder does not start from root database folder. Example:
DataCollector

Name Type Description

* Action Type Folder Operation Specify the type of action. Either create or
delete a folder.

* Folder Name String Specify the folder name to be created or
deleted.

* Parent Folder Path String

* Source Type Source Type Source storage type of the package is
identified in the option. It could be either
SQL or DTS.

Source Password Password Specify the password to connect to SQL
Server using SQL Server Authentication.

Source Server String Specify the server name where the SSIS
package is available. Required only when
the Storage Type is SQL.

Source Username String Specify the user name to connect to the
SQL Server. Required only when the
Storage Type is SQL. Only SQL Server
Authentication is supported when Storage
Type is SQL.

SQLServer DB - Dtutil Delete SSIS Packages

Deletes the existing SSIS packages that are based on the package name that is provided by the user. If the package does
not exist, no error appears.

Input Values

Name Type Description

* Source Package Name String Specify the package name. Do not suffix
any file extension.

* Storage Type of SSIS package SSISPackageStorageType Storage type of the SSIS package is
identified in the  option. It can be either
FILE, SQL or DTS.

Path of Package String Specify the path of the package to be
deleted. If you select FILE SYSTEM, end
the FILE SYSTEM with a single backward
slash.

Source Password Password Specify the password to connect to the SQL
Server using SQL Server Authentication.

Source Server String Specify the server name where the SSIS
package is available. Required only when
the Storage Type is SQL.
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Source Username String Specify the user name to connect to the
SQL Server. Required only when the
Storage Type is SQL. Only SQL Server
Authentication is supported when the
Storage Type is SQL.

SQLServer DB - Dtutil Encrypt and Decrypt SSIS Packages

Encrypts and decrypts existing SSIS packages.

Input Values

Name Type Description

* Action Type SSISPackageEncryptDecryptOption Choose either to encrypt or decrypt the
package.

* Encryption Level int Level of encryption for the packages to
be encrypted. There are six levels of
encryption starting from 0 up to 5. Level
0: Strips sensitive information. Level 1:
Sensitive information is encrypted by using
local user credentials. Level 2: Sensitive
information is encrypted by using the
required password. Level 3: Package is
encrypted by using the required password.
Level 4: Package is encrypted by using
local user credentials. Level 5 Package
uses SQL Server storage encryption.

* Source Package Name String Specify the package name. Do not suffix
any file extension.

* Source Type SSISPackageEncryptDecryptStorage Type Source type can be FILE or SQL.

Encryption Password Password Specify the password for encryption of the
package. The password is mandatory if the
encryption level is either 2 or 3.

Password after Decrypt Password Specify the new password for the
encryption of the package. Specify a new
password only in the case of the DECRYPT
option. The new encryption password
is required to encrypt the decrypted
package. The password is mandatory if the
encryption level is 2 or 3.

Path of Package String Specify the path of the package to be
encrypted or decrypted.

Source Password Password Specify the password to connect to SQL
Server using SQL Server Authentication.

Source Server String Specify the server name where the SSIS
package is available. Required only when
the Storage Type is SQL.
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Source Username String Specify the user name to connect to the
SQL Server. Required only when the
Storage Type is SQL. Only SQL Server
Authentication is supported when the
Storage Type is SQL.

NOTE
Encryption and decryption have FILE and SQL storage types. Level 5 is not available for the FILE storage type.

SQLServer DB - Dtutil Get List of Folders and SSIS Packages

Returns list of folders and SSIS packages in SSIS storage or SQL Server.

Input Values

Specify the folder that you want to view the content of. In case of DTS - source type, the folder name and path starts from
the root database folder. Example: MSDB\DataCollector

In case of SQL - source type, the folder name and path does not start from root database folder. Example: DataCollector

Name Type Description

* Folder Name and Path String

* Output File Name String Specify the output file name. The name can
not contain any extension.

* Output File Path String Specify path where the output file gets
generated.

* Source Type SourceType Source storage type of the package is
identified in the option. It could be either
SQL or DTS.

List Sub Folders Option Is it required to list out contents of sub
folders also.

Source Password Password Specify the password to connect to SQL
Server using SQL Server Authentication.

Source Server String Specify the server name where SSIS
package is available. Required only when
the Storage Type is SQL.

Source Username String Specify the user name to connect to the
SQL Server. Required only when the
Storage Type is SQL. Only SQL Server
Authentication is supported when Storage
Type is SQL.

NOTE
This action lists the content of folders, subfolders, and SSIS packages into an html file. This action can be
executed for SQL and DTS storage types.

SQLServer DB - SQLLogship for Backup, Copy, and Restore

Performs logging configuration for backup, copy, or restore operation.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Hostname of sqlserver String Name of the server that hosts MSSQL

Server Database.
* LogShip Action Type LogShipActionType Specify the type of action. It could be

backup primary DB logs, copy and restore
secondary DB logs.

* Primary /Secondary ID String Specify the primary id for the primary
DB in case of backup operation and
secondary id for secondary DB in case
of copy or restore operation. User can
obtain the primary id by selecting it from the
log_shipping_primary_databases system
table and secondary id by selecting it from
the log_shipping_secondary system table.

* Query Time Out int Specify the amount of time that is allotted
for starting the specified operation before
the attempt times out.

* Verbose Level int Specify the level of messages added
to the log shipping history. Level is one
of the following integers: 0,1,2,3, and
4. 0 = Output no tracing and debugging
messages. 1 = Output error-handling
messages. 2 = Output warnings and
error-handling messages. 3 = Output
informational messages, warnings, and
error-handling messages. 4 = Output all
debugging and tracing messages.

Login Time Out int Specify the amount of time that is allotted
for attempting to log in to the server
instance before the attempt times out. The
default is 15 seconds.

SQL Server actions implemented by Running TSQL Commands Using SQLjdbc4 Driver

NOTE
To execute these actions, install the agent on a client server or on a server server.These actions are executed
locally and remotely.

SQLServer DB - Add Database File

Adds the secondary data file or transaction log file to the specified database.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Database name for the MSSQL Server. For

Example: MSDB
* File Size int Specify the intital size of file (in MB).
* Hostname of sqlserver String Name of the server that hosts the MSSQL

Server Database.
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* Logical File Name String Specify the logical name of the file that is
used in an instance of the MSSQL Server
when referencing the file.

* Maximum File Size int Specify the maximum file size to which the
file can grow (in MB).

* Password Password Password to log in to the MSSQL Server
Database.

* Physical File Name String Specify the name of the physical file
including the directory path (such as
directory_path\file_name). The specified
directory path must exist. Example: To add
data file NEW_DB_FILE in directory C:
\SQLDataFiles, the physical path should be
C: \SQLDataFiles\NEW_DB_FILE

* Port Number int Port Number for MSSQL Server.
* Type of File FileType Specify the type of file to be added to

the database. Secondary data files are
userdefined and store user data. The
transaction log files hold the log information
that is used to recover the database.

* Username String Username to log in to MSSQL Server
Database.

File Group String Specify the filegroup that the secondary
data file being created is added. Filegroup
is not required for transaction log files.

File Growth Size int Specify the automatic growth increase of
the file (in MB). It is the amount of space
added to the file every time new space is
required. Value of 0 indicates that automatic
growth is set to off and no additional space
is allowed. The File growth setting for a file
cannot exceed the MAXSIZE.

SQLServer DB - Alter Database File

Increases the size of specified data or log file for the specified database, or shrinks the size of specified data or log file for
the specified database, or removes the specified data or log file for the specified database.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Alter File Option AlterDatabaseFileOptions Select the Alter File Option.

INCREASE_FILE_SIZE is used to increase
the size of specified data or log file for the
specified database.SHRINK_FILE_SIZE
is used to shrink the size of specified
data or log file for the specified database.
It shrinks a file to a size that is less
than the size specified when it was
created. If there is a 10 MB data file, a
SHRINK_FILE_SIZE operation with a new
size of 8 causes all used pages in the last
2 MB of the file to be reallocated into any
unallocated pages in the first 8 MB of the
file. SHRINK_FILE_SIZE does not shrink a
file past the size needed to store the data
in the file. For example, if 7 MB of a 10 MB
data file is used, a SHRINK_FILE_SIZE
with a new size of 6 shrinks the file to
only 7 MB, not 6 MB. EMPTY_FILE is
used to empty a file by moving the data
from the specified file to other files in the
same filegroup. REMOVE_FILE is used
to remove the file from the database. Only
Empty file can be removed from database.

* Database Name String Database name for the MSSQL Server.
Example: MSDB.

* Hostname of sqlserver String Name of the server that hosts the MSSQL
Server Database.

* Logical File Name String Specify the logical name of the file for alter
operation.

* Password Password Password to log in to the MSSQL Server
Database.

* Port Number int Port Number for the MSSQL Server.
* Username String Username to log in to the MSSQL Server

Database.
File Size int Specify the new file size (in MB) in

case of INCREASE_FILE_SIZE and
SHRINK_FILE_SIZE.

Shrink Option for database file ShrinkFileOption Specify the shrink option for database file to
be altered. Shrink Option is not applicable
for transaction log files. NOTRUNCATE
moves allocated pages from the end of a
data file to unallocated pages in the front
of the file. The free space at the end of the
file is not returned to the operating system,
and the physical size of the file does not
change. TRUNCATEONLY releases all free
space at the end of the file to the operating
system but does not perform any page
movement inside the file. The data file is
shrunk only to the last allocated extent.
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SQLserver DB - Backup Database

Backup the database in a binary file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Database name for MSSQL Server.

Example: MSDB
* File name String File name for the database backup.
* File path String Backup file location on the MSSQL

Server(host) server.
* Hostname of sqlserver String Name of the server that hosts the MSSQL

Server Database.
* Password Password Password to log in to the MSSQL Server Database.
* Port Number int              Port Number for the MSSQL Server.
* Username String        Username to log in to the MSSQL Server Database.

SQLServer DB - Create Filegroup

Create a filegroup into the SQLServer database.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Database name for the MSSQL Server.

Example: MSDB
* Filegroup name String Name of the filegroup to be created for the

database.
* Hostname of sqlserver String Name of the server that hosts the MSSQL

Server Database.
* Password Password Password to log in to the MSSQL Server

Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for the MSSQL Server.
* Username String Username to log in to the MSSQL Server

Database.

SQLServer DB - Create Login

Login into SQLServer.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name             String Database name for the MSSQL Server.

Example: MSDB
* Hostname of sqlserver String Name of the server that hosts the MSSQL

Server Database.
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* Login name String Name to log in to the database. The user
name can not have spaces or any  special
character other than underscore. Also, it
cannot start with a number.

* Login password Password Password for the corresponding login
name.

* Password Password Password to log in to the MSSQL Server
Database.

* Port Number int Port Number for the MSSQL Server.
* Username String Username to log in to the MSSQL Server

Database.

SQLServer DB - Create New Database

Creates a new database and associates the primary data file and transaction log file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* DataBase Name String Specify the DB name to be created.
* Hostname of sqlserver String Name of the server that hosts the MSSQL

Server Database.
* Password Pass word Password to log in to the MSSQL Server

Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for the MSSQL Server.
* Primary Data - File Size int Specify the intital size of primary data file

(in MB).
* Primary Data - Logical File Name String Specify the logical name of the primary data

file used in an instance of SQL Server when
referencing the file.

* Primary Data - Maximum File Size int Specify the maximum file size the file can
grow (in MB).

* Primary Data - Physical File Name Strin g Specify the name of the physical file
including the directory path (such as
directory_path\file_name). The specified
directory path must exist. Example: To
add primary data file NEW_DB_FILE
in directory C:\SQLDataFiles, the
physical path should be C:\SQLDataFiles
\NEW_DB_FILE

* Transaction Log - Logical Transaction
Log - File Size

int Specify the initial size of the transaction log
file (in MB).

* File Name String Specify the logical name of the transaction
log file that is used in an instance of SQL
Server when referencing the file.

* Transaction Log - Maximum File Size int Specify the maximum file size the file can
grow (in MB).
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* Transaction Log - Physical File Name String Specify the name of the physical file
including the directory path (such as
directory_path\file_name). The specified
directory path must exist. Example: To
add primary data file NEW_DB_FILE
in directory C:\SQLDataFiles, the
physical path should be C:\SQLDataFiles
\NEW_DB_FILE

* Username String Username to log in to the MSSQL Server
Database.

Primary Data - File Growth Size int Specify the automatic growth increase
of the primary data file (in MB). It is the
amount of space added to the file every
time new space is required. Value of 0
indicates that automatic growth is set to off
and no additional space is allowed. The File
growth setting for a file cannot exceed the
MAXSIZE

Transaction Log - File Growth Size int Specify the automatic growth increase of
the transaction log file (in MB). It is the
amount of space added to the file every
time new space is required. Value of 0
indicates that automatic growth is set to off
and no additional space is allowed. The File
growth setting for a file cannot exceed the
MAXSIZE

SQLServer DB - Create User

Create a user for the loging into the SQL Server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Database name for the MSSQL Server.

Example: MSDB
* Hostname of sqlserver String Name of the server that hosts the MSSQL

Server Database.
* Login name String Name to log in to the database. The user

name should not have spaces or any
special character other than underscore.
Also, it should not start with a number.

* Password Password Password to log in to the MSSQL Server
Database.

* Port Number int Port Number for the MSSQL Server.
* User name for creation String Name of the user to be created with the

specified login name. The user name
should not have spaces or any special
character other than underscore. Also, it
should not start with a number

* Username String Username to log in to the MSSQL Server
Database.
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SQLserver DB - Long Running SQL

List SQLs that are taking a long time for execution on the SQLserver DB.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Database name for the MSSQL Server.

Example: MSDB
* Hostname of sqlserver String Name of the server that hosts the MSSQL

Server Database.
* Number of Seconds int Time in seconds to identify long running

SQL's. Number of seconds are required to
identify queries taking more time than the
parameter.

* Password Password Password to log in to the MSSQL Server
Database.

* Port Number int Port Number for the MSSQL Server.
* Text File Name String Name of text file that contains a list of long

running SQLs.
* Text File path String Location for the Text file. Text files are

generated at the location.
* Username String Username to log in to the MSSQL Server

Database

SQLserver DB - Restore Database

Restore a database from a binary file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* DB name to restore String Name of the database where the data is

restored into from the backup file.
* DB type New_Existing_DB The DB to be restored is a new DB or

existing DB.
* Database
Name

String Database name for the MSSQL Server.
Example: MSDB

* Default location for DB Default_Location_DB Server location where the DB is restored
and the primary and the log file gets
generated.

* File name and path String Backup file name with its location(full path).
Do not suffix any file extension.

* Hostname of sqlserver String Name of the server that hosts the MSSQL
Server Database.

* Password Password Password to log in to the MSSQL Server
Database.

* Port Number int Port Number for the MSSQL Server.
* Username String Username to log in to the MSSQL Server

Database.
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Log file name String Specify the name of the log for the DB
present in backup file in case the Default
location is NO.

Primary file name String Specify the name of primary file for the DB
present in backup file in case the Default
location is NO.

Primary/Log file path String Specify the path where the primary and log
the file are generated in case the Default
location is NO.

SQLServer DB - Set Default Filegroup

Sets the default filegroup in the SQLServer database.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Name String Database name for the MSSQL Server.

Example: MSDB
* Filegroup name for setting default String Name of the filegroup for setting the default.

If the primary filegroup should be set as
default, specify PRIMARY.

* Hostname of sqlserver String Name of the server that hosts the MSSQL
Server Database.

* Password Password Password to log in to the MSSQL Server
Database.

* Port Number int Port Number for the MSSQL Server.
* Username String Username to log in to the MSSQL Server

Database.

SQL Actions Implemented by the Bulk Copy Program (BPC) Utility Using the Command Line

BCP is a command-line tool that is used to import or export data in to or out of a Microsoft SQL Server.

NOTE
The path of the BCP utility must be set within the PATH system variable. You can execute actions locally and
remotely.

SQLServer DB - BCPUtility Export Data

The BCP (bulk copy program) utility copies data from an instance of Microsoft SQL Server to a data file in a specified
format.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Bulk Copy Program Mode ExportModes Specify the export mode for the Bulk Copy

Program. OUT: The command exports
data from a table or view into a data file.
QUERYOUT: The command exports data
that is retrieved through a query into a data
file.
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* Data File String  Specify the full qualified path of the data
file. The data file contains the data that is
copied from the table or view.

* Data source or destination in SQL
Server DB

String Specify the data source or destination in
SQLServer DB. Data source or destination
should be table_name or view_name
or query. Specify the databasename.
table_name or databasename.view_name
in query. Query can be as :- SELECT
FirstName, LastName FROM
AdventureWorks2012.Person.Person
ORDER BY LastName,
Firstname SELECT * FROM
AdventureWorks2008.Person.Person

* Database Name String Database name for the MSSQL Server.
Example: MSDB

* Login ID String Specify the login ID to be used to connect
to the SQL Server.

* Output File String Specify the full path of file that receives
output that is redirected from the bulk copy
program command. Example: C:\Output.txt

* Password Password Specify the password for the login ID.
* SQL Server and Instance Name String Specify the instance of SQL Server to be

connected to. To connect to the default
instance of SQL Server on a server,
specify only server_name. To connect to
a named instance of SQL Server, specify
server_name\instance_name.

Field Terminator String Specify the field terminator in case of
Character - Format Option. The default is \t
(tab character).

First Row for export int Specify the number of the first row to be
exported from a SQLServer DB. In the
absence of this parameter, the default is the
first row of the file.

Format File String Specify the full path name of existing format
file to be used for Bulk Copy Program For
example: mention the fully qualified name
of format file with its extension. C: \Data
\PersonFormat_n.fmt

Format Options FormatDataTypes Specify the format option.Native: Performs
the bulk-copy operation using the native
(database) data types of the data.
Character: Performs the bulk-copy
operation using a character data type.
Unicode_Native: Performs the bulk-copy
operation using the native (database) data
types of the data for noncharacter data,
and Unicode characters for character data.
Unicode_Character: Performs the bulk copy
operation using Unicode characters.
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Last Row for export int Specify the number of the last row to be
exported from a SQLServer DB. In the
absence of this parameter, the default is the
last row of the file.

Row Terminator String Specify the row terminator in case of
Character - Format Option. The default is \n
(newline character).

SQLServer DB - BCPUtility Import Data

The BCP (bulk copy program) utility copies data to an instance of Microsoft SQL Server from the specified data file in a
specified format.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Data File String Specify the full qualified path of the data

file. The data file contains the data to be
copied into the specified table or view.

* Data source or destination in
SQLServer DB

String Specify the data source or destination
in SQLServer DB. Data source or
destination should be table_name
or view_name or query. Specify
the databasename.table_name
or databasename.view_name in
query. Query can be as :- SELECT
FirstName, LastName FROM
AdventureWorks2012.Person.Person
ORDER BY LastName,
Firstname SELECT * FROM
AdventureWorks2008.Person.Person

* Database Name String Database name for the MSSQL Server.
Example: MSDB

* Error File String Specify the full qualified path of the error file
that is used to store any rows that the BCP
utility cannot transfer from the file to the
database. Example: C:\Error\Error_File.txt.

* Login ID String String Specify the login ID to be used to connect
to the SQL Server.

* Output File String Specify the full path of file that receives
output that is redirected from the bulk copy
program command. Example: C:\Output.txt

* Password Password Specify the password for the login ID.
* SQL Server and Instance Name String Specify the instance of SQL Server to be

connected to. To connect to the default
instance of SQL Server on a server,
specify only server_name. To connect to
a named instance of SQL Server, specify
server_name\instance_name.

Column Name for Order String Specify the column name for order in case
of ORDER - Hint Option. For example,
column_name [ASC] or column_name
[DESC]
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Field Terminator String Specify the field terminator in case of
Character - Format Option. The default is \t
(tab character).

First Row for import int Specify the number of the first row to be
imported from a SQLServer DB. In the
absence of this parameter, the default is the
first row of the file.

Format File String Specify the full path name of existing format
file to be used for Bulk Copy Program For
example: mention the fully qualified name
of format file with its extension. C: \Data
\PersonFormat_n.fmt

Format Options FormatDataTypes Specify the format option.Native: Performs
the bulk-copy operation using the native
(database) data types of the data.
Character: Performs the bulk-copy
operation using a character data type.
Unicode_Native: Performs the bulk-copy
operation using the native (database) data
types of the data for noncharacter data,
and Unicode characters for character data.
Unicode_Character: Performs the bulk copy
operation using Unicode characters.

Hint Option ImportHintOptions Specify the hint to be used during a
bulk import of data into a table or view.
CHECK_CONSTRAINTS: Specify
that all constraints on the target table
or view must be checked during the
bulk-import operation. Without the
CHECK_CONSTRAINTS hint, any
CHECK and FOREIGN KEY constraints
are ignored, and after the operation the
constraint on the table is marked as not-
trusted. TABLOCK: Specify that a bulk
update table-level lock is acquired during
the bulk load operation; otherwise, a row-
level lock is acquired. FIRE_TRIGGERS:
It specify that the insert triggers defined
on the destination table will run during the
bulk-import operation. If FIRE_TRIGGERS
is not specified, no insert triggers runs.
ORDER: It is the sort order of the data
in the data file. Bulk import performance
is improved if the data being imported is
sorted according to the clustered index on
the table. If the table has a clustered index,
specify how data in the data file is sorted
during a bulk-import operation.

Last Row for import int Specify the number of the last row to be
imported from a SQLServer DB. In the
absence of the parameter, the default is the
last row of the file.
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Maximum number of errors allowed int Specify the maximum number of syntax
errors that can occur before the BCP
operation is cancelled. A syntax error
implies a data conversion error to the target
data type. The number excludes any errors
that can be detected only at the server,
such as constraint violations. A row that
cannot be copied by the BCP utility is
ignored and is counted as one error. If the
option is not included, the default value is
10.

Row Terminator String Specify the row terminator in case of
Character - Format Option. The default is \n
(newline character).

SQLServer DB - BCPUtility Generate Format File

The BCP (bulk copy program) utility generates format files that support import and export operations.

Input Values

Name Type Description

* Data source or destinati on in SQLServ
er DB

String Specify the data source of SQLServer
DB. Data source should be table_name or
view_name.

* Database Name String Database name for the MSSQL Server.
Example: MSDB

* Format File String Specify the full path name of format file
to be created. Example: If format file of
Employee is to created under C drive, then
mention format file as C:\Employee

* Format File Type Format File Type Specify the Type of Format File to be
created in case of FORMAT - Bulk Copy
Program Mode.

* Format Options Format Data Types Specify the format option.Native: Performs
the bulk-copy operation using the native
(database) data types of the data.
Character: Performs the bulk-copy
operation using a character data type.
Unicode_Native: Performs the bulk-copy
operation using the native (database) data
types of the data for noncharacter data,
and Unicode characters for character data.
Unicode_Character: Performs the bulk copy
operation using Unicode characters.

* Login ID String Specify the login ID used to connect to the
SQL Server.

* Output File String Specify the full path of file that receives
output that is redirected from the bulk copy
program command. Example: C:\Output.txt

* Password Password Specify the password for the login ID.
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* SQL Server and Instance Name String Specify the instance of SQL Server to be
connected to. To connect to the default
instance of SQL Server on a server,
specify only server_name. To connect to
a named instance of SQL Server, specify
server_name\instance_name.

Field Terminator String Specify the field terminator in case of
Character - Format Option. The default is \t
(tab character).

Row Terminator String Specify the row terminator in case of
Character - Format Option. The default is \n
(newline character).

NuGet

Action Pack for NuGet 10.1.1505

The Action Pack for NuGet contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform operations in
NuGet.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• NuGet Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in the installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• NuGet actions in this pack support NuGet 2.8.5
• NuGet actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later
• Microsoft Windows

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in NuGet.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the  PrerequisitestoRunNuGetActions.
2. Deploy the action pack for NuGet.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
3. Use NuGet actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run NuGet Actions

To run NuGet actions, verify the following prerequisites:

• The NuGet.exe file is required on the same server as the RA agent.
• Add the NuGet.exe path to %PATH% in the Environment Variable.
• Download and import the Action Pack:

a. Download the NuGet Action Pack and the RDKCommon<version>.jar file from Broadcom Enterprise Software
Support.

b. Extract the Action Pack zip file to get the action pack .jar file.
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c. Import the NuGet Action Pack .jar, and the RDKCommon<version>.jar into Nolio Release Automation using Actions
Management.

NuGet Actions

The Action Pack for NuGet provides the following actions:

NuGet - Config

Gets or sets the NuGet config values.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Key String The key to set in the nuget.config file.
Additional Options String The additional options that are used for this

command.
Config File String The NuGet configuration file. If not

specified, the file %AppData%\NuGet
\NuGet.config is used as the configuration
file.

Value String The key to set in the nuget.config file.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Error Output String The output parameter holds the standard

error output of the command execution.
Execution Output String The output parameter holds the standard

output of the command execution.
Exit Code Integer The output parameter holds the returned

exit code of the command execution.

NuGet - Delete

Deletes a package from the server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Package String The package version to delete.
* Version String The package name (ID) to delete
Additional Options String The additional options that are used for this

command.
API Key String The API key for the server.
No Prompt Boolean If true, does not prompt when deleting.
Source String The server URL.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Error Output String The output parameter holds the standard

error output of the command execution.
Execution Output String The output parameter holds the standard

output of the command execution.
Exit Code Integer The output parameter holds the returned

exit code of the command execution.

NuGet - Install

Installs a package.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Package String The package name(ID) or the path to

packages.config file. Example: elmah or C:
\packages.config

Additional Options String The additional options that are used for this
command

Exclude Directory Boolean If true, the destination directory contains
only the package name, not the version
number.

Output Directory String The directory where packages are installed.
If not specified, uses the current directory.

Solution Directory String The solution root for the package
installation.

Source String The list of packages sources to use for the
installation.

Version String The version of the package to install.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Error Output String The output parameter holds the standard

error output of the command execution.
Execution Output String The output parameter holds the standard

output of the command execution.
Exit Code Integer The output parameter holds the returned

exit code of the command execution.

NuGet - List

Displays a list of packages from a given source. If no sources are specified, all sources that are defined in %AppData%
\NuGet\NuGet.config are used. If NuGet.config specifies no sources, the default NuGet feed is used.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Search Item String The search item for searching packages.
Additional Options String The additional options that are used for this

command
All Versions Boolean If true, list all versions of a package. By

default, only the latest package version is
displayed.

Source String The list of package sources to search.
Verbose Boolean If true, displays a detailed list of information

for each package.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Error Output String The output parameter holds the standard

error output of the command execution.
Execution Output String The output parameter holds the standard

output of the command execution.
Exit Code Integer The output parameter holds the returned

exit code of the command execution.

NuGet - Restore

Restores packages for a solution or for a packages.config file for any packages missing from the packages folder.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Additional Options String The additional options that are used for this

command
Config File String Specifies the user-specific configuration file.
Packages Config File String The path to the packages.config file in

which packages are restored. Example: c:
\packages.config. Specify the Solution or
the Package Config file.

Packages Directory String The packages directory where to restore
packages.

Solution String The solution that the packages restore.
Example: C:\a.sln. Specify the Solution or
the Package Config file.

Solution Directory String Specifies the solution directory. Not valid
when restoring packages for a solution.

Source String The list of packages sources to use for the
restore.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Error Output String The output parameter holds the standard

error output of the command execution.
Execution Output String The output parameter holds the standard

output of the command execution.
Exit Code Integer The output parameter holds the returned

exit code of the command execution.

NuGet - Update

Updates packages for a solution or for a packages.config file. This command also updates NuGet.exe. The presence
of the Packages folder is required to run the Update command. We recommend that you run the NuGet.exe Restore
command first before you run the Update command.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Additional Options String The additional options that are used for this

command.
ID String The package ids to update.
Packages Config File String The project package.config file that

the packages updates. Example: C:
\packages.config. Specify the Solution or
the Package Config file.

Repository Path String The path to the local packages folder.
Safe Boolean If true, looks for updates with the highest

version available within the same major and
minor version as the installed package.

Self Boolean If true, updates the running NuGet.exe to
the latest version available from the server.

Solution String The solution that packages updates.
Example: C:\a.sln. Specify the Solution or
the Package Config file.

Source String The list of package sources to search for
updates.

Verbose Boolean If true, shows verbose output while
updating.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Error Output String The output parameter holds the standard

error output of the command execution.
Execution Output String The output parameter holds the standard

output of the command execution.
Exit Code Integer The output parameter holds the returned

exit code of the command execution.
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Oracle Database

Action Pack for Oracle Database 10.5.2210.1.

The Action Pack for Oracle Database contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform
operations in Oracle.

Actions Implementation

The Oracle actions are executed from command-line. The Agent must be installed on the Oracle Database Server.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Oracle Database Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• Oracle actions in this pack support Oracle Database 11.2g,12c, 19c (19.3.0).
• Oracle actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.
• Windows 2008 R2 SP1 and RHEL 6 and later.

What's New

The following update was made for 10.4.1506.

• Database FQDN hostname support added.
• The dependency .zip file removed.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in Oracle Database.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites to Run Oracle Database Actions.
2. Deploy the action pack for Oracle Database.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
3. Use Oracle actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run Oracle Database Actions

To run Oracle Database actions, verify the following prerequisites:

• Install the Agent on the Oracle database server.

To use the Export Database and Import Database actions on Linux:

• To connect the actions to the server with the hostname, the computers that run Jenkins must be mapped to the DNS
server.

NOTE
Connections can only be made through the server IP address.

• For the DNS server to connect to the host server, map the hostname to the hostname IP address on the DNS Server.

The Start and Stop Oracle Database action starts or stops both local and remote Oracle databases. To use the Start and
Stop Oracle Database action:
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• The Oracle SID (System Identifier) must be statically registered with the listener service before you start or stop the
Oracle database.
Static registration of SID means that the SID entry should be present in listener.ora file as detailed below. The entry
of SID in tns-names.ora is done post installation of Oracle server. Similarly the static registration is required post
installation.
SID registration can be done either from OracleEnterpriseManager or manually in the file.
 SID_LIST_LISTENER =
   (SID_LIST =
 (SID_DESC =
       (GLOBAL_DBNAME = orcl)
       (ORACLE_HOME = C:\app\Administrator\product\11.2.0\dbhome_1)
       (SID_NAME = orcl)
 

Dependencies

• Download and import the Action Pack:

1. Download the action pack from CA Support.
2. Extract the action pack zip file to get the action pack .jar file.
3. Import the .jar file into Nolio Release Automation using Actions Management.

Oracle Database Actions

The Action Pack for Oracle Database provides the following actions:

Oracle Database - Create Tablespace

Create tablespace in Oracle Database.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle

Database.
* Name of Data File. String Name of the data file for the tablespace

being created.
* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
* Size of Data File (in MB) int Size of the data file for the tablespace being

created (in MB).
* Tablespace Name String Name of tablespace to be created. Cannot

contain space and special characters.
* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.

The user should be a SYSTEM User.
Autoextensible Mode OnOffOption Select autoextensible mode for tablespace

being created.
Extend Size int Mention the AutoExtend Size in case the

Autoextensible Mode is ON.
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Maximum Size int Mention the Maximum Size in case the
Autoextensible Mode is ON.

Oracle Database - Create Users

Create users in Oracle Database.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle

Database.
* Name of User String Name of the user to be created. Cannot

contain space or special characters.
* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Password for User Password Password to authenticate the user in Oracle

Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.

The user should be a SYSTEM User.
Container Name String Give the container name that the user

is created on. The container Name is
mandatory when the container type is
chosen.

Container Type DBContainerTypes Select the container type if the database
version is Oracle 12c or higher. Container
Name is mandatory when container type is
chosen.

Quota (in MB) int Specify the maximum amount of space the
user can allocate in the tablespace (in MB).

Tablespace Name String Name of the tablespace that already exists.

Oracle Database - Execute SQL Query

Execute an SQL query in Oracle Database.The queries in the SQL file are separated by semi-colons.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle

Database.
* Output File String Specify the full path of file that receives

the output that is redirected after executing
the SQL command. Example: C:\Output.txt

* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.

The user should be a SYSTEM User.
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Inline Query String Specify the inline query that is executed in
Oracle Database. Do not a put semi-colon
at the end. Using either 'Inline Query' or
'SQL File Path' is mandatory.

SQL File Path String Specify the full path of the SQL File to be
executed in the Oracle database. The SQL
file must have an .sql extension. Using
either 'Inline Query' or 'SQL File Path' is
mandatory.

Oracle Database - Export Database

Export a database in a binary file

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Dump File Name String Name of the dump file that receives the

Oracle Database export.
* Files path as per OS(Windows/Linux) String Location of the Dump and Log file.
* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle

Database.
* Log File Name String Name of the log file to store the logs.
* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
* Service Name String Name of the Oracle service.
* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.

The user should be a SYSTEM User.
Oracle Home path String Oracle home path until client/home to set

env variable for Linux.

Oracle Database - Grant Object Privilege

Grant object privilege on database objects such as tables, views, and functions in the Oracle Database.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Database Object Name String Specify the name of the database object.
* Database Object Privilege ObjectPrivilegeTypes Select the object to grant the permission.
* Directory Database Object GrantObjectPrivilegeAction$TrueFalseOpti

ons
Specify whether the specified database
object is a directory or not.

* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle
Database.

* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
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* User or Role Name String Specify the name of the user or role that
the permission is granted. If the User
or Role Name is public, then specified
permission is granted to all users.

* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.
The user should be a SYSTEM User.

With Grant Option OnOffOption Specify the With Grant Option. Select one
option With Grant Option or With Hierarchy
Option at a time. If With Grant Option is
ON, then recipient of the grant can pass the
specified object permission to other users.

With Hierarchy Option OnOffOption Specify the With Hierarchy Option. Select
one option With Grant Option or With
Hierarchy Option at a time. If the With
Hierarchy Option is ON, then specified
object permission is granted on all sub-
objects of the object, such as subviews
created under a view.

Oracle Database - Grant Users

Grant access to users in Oracle Database.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle

Database.
* Name of User String Name of the user to be granted access to

Oracle Database. The name cannot contain
space or special characters.

* Name of the Grant option GrantUserOptions Select a Grant option, either CONNECT
and RESOURCE

* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.

The user should be a SYSTEM User.
Container Name String Give the container name that the user

is created on. The container name is
mandatory when the container type is
chosen.

Container Type DBContainerTypes Select the container type if the database
version is Oracle 12c or higher. The
container name is mandatory when the
container type is chosen.

Oracle Database - Import Database

Import a dump file into the database
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Dump File Name String Name of the dump file that receives the

Oracle database import.
* Files path as per OS(Windows/Linux) String Location for the Dump and Log file.
* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle

Database.
* Log File Name String Name of the log file that stores the logs.
* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
* Service Name String Name of Oracle service.
* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.

The user should be a SYSTEM User.
Oracle Home path String Oracle home path until client/home to set

env variable for Linux.

Oracle Database - Long Running SQL

List SQLs that are taking a long time for execution on Oracle DB.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle

Database.
* Number of Seconds int Time in seconds to identify the long running

SQL's.
* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
* Text File Name String Name of the text file that contains the list of

long running SQLs. Do not specify the file
extension like .txt or .xml in the name of the
file.

* Text File path as per OS(Windows/
Linux)

String Location for the text file.

* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.
The user should be a SYSTEM User.

Oracle Database - Manage DB Params

Manage the database initializing parameters.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle

Database.
* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Path of SPFILE String Provide the SPFILE name with the full path

to create the SPFILE as per OS(Windows/
Linux). The specified path requires WRITE
permission for creation of the SPFILE.

* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
* Server Parameter file to be created
from

ServerFileParamsOptions Select one of the following, MEMORY, or
PFILE

* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.
The user should be a SYSTEM User.

Path of PFILE String Provide the PFILE name with the full path
to read as per OS(Windows/Linux). It is
mandatory to create the SPFILE from the
PFILE. The specified path requires READ
permission for reading the PFILE.

Oracle Database - Manage Roles

Manage roles in Oracle Database.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle

Database.
* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* Purpose RoleOptions Select one of the following role options,

CREATE, or DROP.
* Role Name String Name of the role to be created or dropped.

Cannot contain space or special characters.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.

The user should be a SYSTEM User.
Container Name String Give the container name where the user is

created. The container name is mandatory
when the container type is chosen.

Container Type DBContainerTypes Select the container type if the database
version is Oracle 12c or higher. The
container name is mandatory when the
container type is chosen.

Password for Role Password (Optional) Password to create Role in
Oracle Database.
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Oracle Database - Resize Tablespace

Resize the tablespace present in Oracle Database.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle

Database.
* Name of Data File. String Name of the data file for the tablespace

being resized.
* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
* Size of Data File (in MB) int Size of the data file for the tablespace being

resized (in MB).
* Tablespace Name String Name of tablespace to be resized. Cannot

contain space and special characters.
* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.

The user should be a SYSTEM User.

Oracle Database - Schedule Database Job

Schedule a database job in Oracle Database. The job is created in ENABLE mode and persists unless the job end date
passes.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle

Database.
* Job Comments String Specify the description of the Job.
* Job Name String Specify a unique name for the job to be

scheduled.
* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
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* Select Schedule Job Option SchedulerJobOptions Select the option for the Schedule Job.
CREATE_JOB can be used to create
the Scheduler Job Object. It enables the
program name before using it in Create
Schedule Job. Job Arguments and Job
Enable/Disable can be selected at the time
of Create Schedule Job. By default job is
created in disabled mode.ENABLE_JOB:
can be used to enable the Scheduler
Job Object. Provide the job name to
be enabled. DISABLE_JOB: can be
used to disable the Scheduler Job
Object. Provide the job name to be
disabled.UPDATE_JOB_ARGUMENTS:
can be used to modify the Job Arguments.
Provide the job name, number of
arguments and value for arguments.

* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.
The user should be a SYSTEM User.

End Date String If the schedule name is not
provided, specify the End Date of the
schedule. End Date should be in dd-MMM-
yyyy hh.mm.ss aa format. Examples: 24-
DEC-2013 01.40.00 AM or 24-DEC-2013
01.40.00 PM

Job Action String If the Job type is STORED_PROCEDURE,
the action should be the name of the stored
procedure. For PLSQL_BLOCK, it must be
the full anonymous block and it must end
with a semi-colon.

Job Enabled or Disabled OnOffOption Specify whether to enable or disable the
job.

Job Type ScheduleJobType Specify the type of Job to schedule, if the
program name is empty.

Number of arguments int Number of arguments/parameters that the
Job takes.

Program Name String If the program already exists in DB, then
specify the name of the program to be
executed. The program name is enabled
while scheduling the job.
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Repeat Interval String If the schedule name is not provided,
then specify the Repeat Interval. The
Repeat Interval ld should be defined using
pre-defined frequencies as YEARLY,
MONTHLY, WEEKLY, DAILY, HOURLY,
MINUTELY, SECONDLY, and Intervals
(with possible values) as INTERVAL
(1-99), BYMONTH(1-12)or(JAN-DEC),
BYWEEKNO (1-52/53) ,BYYEARDAY
(1-366), BYDATE ([YYYY]MMDD),
BYMONTHDAY (Day of month expressed
as integer),BYDAY (3 letter abbreviation
as MON,TUE .. SUN), BYHOUR
(0-23),BYMINUTE (0-59),BYSECOND
(0-59) Examples: FREQ=MINUTELY;
INTERVAL=98 (scheduling job for 98
minutes),FREQ=DAILY; BYDAY=MON,
TUE, WED, THU, FRI; BYHOUR=17;
BYMINUTE=30 (Run at 5.30pm every
weekday).

Schedule Name String If the schedule already exists in DB, then
specify the name of the schedule to be
executed.

Start Date String If the schedule name is not provided, then
specify the Start Date of the schedule.
The Start Date should be in dd-MMM-
yyyy hh.mm.ss.S aa format. Example: 24-
DEC-2013 01.40.00.0 AM or 24-DEC-2013
01.40.00.0 PM

Value for arguments String Specify the value for the
arguments, use commas to separate them.

Oracle Database - Start and Stop Oracle Database

Starts and stops Oracle Database. Ensure that the Oracle Service Identifier is statically registered with listener service
before you start/shut down the Oracle database.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Hostname of Oracle Database String Name of the server that hosts Oracle

Database.
* Password Password Password to log in to Oracle Database.
* Port Number int Port Number for Oracle Database.
* SID String System Identifier for Oracle Database.
* Start or shut down Oracle Database Startshut downOperation Specify whether to start or shut down the

oracle database. Oracle Database is shut
down down in Immediate mode. Ensure
that the Oracle SID is statically registered
with listener service before start/shut down
operation of any remote oracle database.

* Username String Username to log in to Oracle Database.
The user should be a SYSTEM User.
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Start Mode for Oracle Database StartOracleDBModes Select the start mode for the Oracle
database in case of Start Oracle Database.
Normal mode starts an Oracle Instance.
Restrict mode start an Oracle instance
in restricted mode so that the database
is available only to administrative
personnel. Force mode shuts down the
database (if currently running) in abort
mode before starting oracle instance.
MOUNT_AND_OPEN mounts and opens
the oracle database.

Oracle Service Bus

Action Pack for Oracle Service Bus 10.4.2210.1

The Action Pack for Oracle Service Bus contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform
operations in Oracle Service Bus.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Oracle Service Bus Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in the installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms

• Oracle Service Bus actions in this pack support Oracle Service Bus 12.c (12.2.1.4.0)
• Oracle Service Bus actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.

What's New

The following updates were made to 10.4.2210.1.

• Remediated potential security vulnerabilities and upgraded open-source libraries.

The following updates were made for 10.3.2008

• This version of action pack supports Oracle Service Bus v12.2.1.4.0

The following updates were made for 10.2.1506

• Four new actions added:
– OSB - Customize
– OSB - Retrieve List of Projects
– OSB - Retrieve List of Services
– OSB - Retrieve Service Type

Install the Action Pack

Install the Action Pack and deploy it before executing commands and tasks in Oracle Service Bus.

Follow these steps:

1. Download and import the Action Pack:
a. Download the action pack from FTP .
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b. Copy the script <CopyDependencies> on to machine where OSB is installed. We recommend creating a new folder
on machine where OSB is installed. Copy the script in the created folder.

c. Connect to machine where OSB is installed. Open command (For windows) or shell (For Unix) window there.
d. Go to directory where you have copied the script. For example:

cd <folder path where you have copied the script>

e. Run the script as follows:
java CopyDependencies <Specify the directory where OSB is installed>

For example:

• On Windows
java CopyDependencies "c:/oracle/middleware/oracle_home"

• On Unix
java CopyDependencies "/opt/oracle/middleware/oracle_home"

NOTE
This script requires that JRE 1.7 or higher version is installed on the same machine. Please make sure
that java is set in the path environment variable.

f. Once the script has been executed successfully, import the following jars from nolio_osb_dependencies
directory into Nolio Release Automation  server using Actions Management.
• configfwk.jar
• kernel-api.jar
• kernel-wls.jar
• wlsfullclient.jar

2. Deploy the action pack for Oracle Service Bus.
For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins in the Nolio Release Automation
Integrations main documentation.

NOTE
If you are upgrading OSB action pack from a previous release, make sure to restart the Nolio Agent(s) which
you have used to execute the OSB action(s). This step should be done once you have upgraded the action
pack.

You are now ready to use Oracle Service Bus actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Oracle Service Bus Actions

The Action Pack for Oracle Service Bus provides the following actions:

OSB - Activate Session

Activates a session with a user-specified name.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OSB.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OSB.
Description String The description for the session.
Host Port Int Host port of OSB.
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OSB - Business - Detach Services from Registry

Detaches a collection of Business Services from the registry. If the collection contains a service that was not originally
imported from the registry, then it is ignored.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS.
Host Port int Host port for OBS.
References String[] Collection of Refs to attach.

OSB - Business - Enable or Disable Result Caching

Enables or disables the result caching for business service.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String The reference to the service.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Enable or Disable BizServiceOperResultCachingAction$Servi

ceOperation
Enable or Disable the service.

Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Business - Enable or Disable Throttling

Enables or disables throttling for business service.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String The reference to the service.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Enable or Disable BizServiceOperResultCachingAction$Servi

ceOperation
Enable or Disable the service.

Host Port int Host port of OBS.
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OSB - Business - Enable or Disable URI Offline

Enables or disables URI offline for business service.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String The reference to the service.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Enable or Disable BizServiceOperResultCachingAction$Servi

ceOperation
Enable or Disable the service.

Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Check Session

Checks if a session with the specified session name exists.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Clone Reference

Clones a specified source project, folder, or resource with a new identity.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OSB.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* Source Reference String The name of the source reference. Use full

name, for example, 'Project/Folder'.
* Target Reference String The name of the target reference. Use full

name, for example, 'Project/Folder'.
* Target Reference Type ID String Type ID of the target reference. For

example, 'Project', "Folder'
* User Name String User name for OSB.
Host Port int Host port of OSB.
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OSB - Create Session

Creates a session with a user-specified name.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Customize

Customizes from an XML file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OSB.
* Password Password Password for the user above.
* Session name String Name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OSB
* XML file path String Path to the customization file.
Host Post int Host port of OSB.

OSB - Delete Project

Deletes the project with the specified name.

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Project Name String Name of the project to delete.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Disable Message Tracing

Disables message tracing for service (business and proxy service only).

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String The reference to the service.
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* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Disable Service

Disables service (business and proxy service only).

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String The reference to the service.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Discard Session

Deletes the session without activating changes.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Enable Message Tracing

Enables message tracing for service (business and proxy service only).

Input values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String The reference to the service.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Enable Service

Enables service (business and proxy service only).
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String The reference to the service.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Export Projects

Exports resources at the project level.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* File Path String File path to store exported resources.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String Array of references to items to be exported.

Use full name, for example, 'Project/Folder'.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.
Pass Phase String The pass phase to use for encryption of

sensitive information. If none, leave blank.
Session name String The name of the session.

OSB - Export Resources

Exports a specified collection of references.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* File Path String File path to store exported resources.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String Array of references to items to be exported.

Use full name, for example, 'Project/Folder'.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.
Include Dependencies Boolean Whether to include dependencies of the

resources.
Pass Phase String The pass phase to use for encryption of

sensitive information. If none, leave blank.
Session name String The name of the session.
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OSB - Flow - Enable or Disable Alerting

Enables or disables alerting for flow service.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String The reference to the service.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Enable or Disable BizServiceOperResultCachingAction$Servi

ceOperation
Enable or Disable the service.

Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Flow - Enable or Disable Monitoring

Enables or disables monitoring for flow service.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String The reference to the service.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Enable or Disable BizServiceOperResultCachingAction$Servi

ceOperation
Enable or Disable the service.

Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Get Diagnostics

Obtains diagnostic information about the specified resources.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.
References String[] The resource references for which to return

the diagnostics. Empty refs values return
all available diagnostics. Use full name, for
example, 'Project/Folder'.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Disgnostics String[] Returns a list of resource references and

diagnostics for these resources. The result
contains only those references that are
specified in the argument that have a
diagnostic object.

OSB - Get Environment Values

Searches environment-specific values that are based on the specified query.
Note: Currently only String type is supported.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Complete Match Boolean Whether the searchString is a complete

match (equals) or a partial match
(contains).

Environment Value Types String[] Types of environment values to consider. If
empty, the search is performed across all
env value types.

Host Port int Host port of OSB.
Include Only Modified Boolean Only include resources that are modified

in the session. This flag can be useful
when importing new configuration into a
domain, and only the newly imported data
is required to be modified.

References to Search String[] References to projects, folders, or
resources to consider. All project and folder
references are expanded into resources
that are in those projects / folders. This set
can contain a mixture of projects/ folders
and resources. If empty, the search is
performed on all the resources subject to
other search criteria. Use full name, for
example, 'Project/Folder'.

Resource Types String Types of resources to consider. If empty,
the search is performed across all resource
types.

Search String String Return only env values that contain this
string. An empty value matches any
environment value.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Environment Values String[] Collection of environment values that

satisfy the specified search criteria.

OSB - Import Jar File

Obtains configuration data from a configuration jar file and stages it on the server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Import Zip File

Imports the resources from a zip file. This method tries to import all the resources in the zip file. The zip file can contain
the following types: WSDL, XML Schema, XQuery, XSLT, WS-Policy, MFL, and Archive.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Import File String Path of file to import.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String The reference of the project or folder that

receives the resources. Use full name, for
example, 'Project/Folder'.

* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Map References

Modifies the existing references from all the resources in the specified list to a new set of references.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.
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Reference Map String[] Map of references. Key is the old ref and
value is the new ref. Use 'key, value' format
for each pair. For each reference, use full
name, for example, 'Project/Folder'.

Resources to Consider String[] List of resources to modify with the new
references. Use full name, for example,
'Project/Folder'.

OSB - Pipeline - Enable or Disable Alerting

Enables or disables alerting for pipeline service.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String The reference to the service.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Enable or Disable BizServiceOperResultCachingAction$Servi

ceOperation
Enable or Disable the service.

Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Proxy - Enable or Disable Monitoring

Enables or disables monitoring for proxy service.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Reference String The reference to the service.
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Enable or Disable BizServiceOperResultCachingAction$Servi

ceOperation
Enable or Disable the service.

Host Port int Host port of OBS.

OSB - Query Resources

Returns all the resources, folders, or projects that are under the specified root. The result does not contain the specified
root argument.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* Password Password Password for the user.
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* Root String Root reference. Use full name, for example,
'Project/Folder'.

* User Name String User name for OBS
Host Port int Host port of OBS.
Session name String The name of the session.

Output Values

Name Type Description
References String[] All the resources, folders, or projects that

are under the specified root.

OSB - Retrieve List of Projects

Returns all projects in the current session.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OSB.
* Password Password Password for OSB
* Session Name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OSB.
Host Post int Host port of OSB.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Project list String[] All projects in the current session.

OSB - Retrieve List of Services

Returns all services under the specified project.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OSB.
* Password Password Password for OSB.
* Project reference String Project reference. Please use full name like

"Project/Folder".
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OSB.
Host Port int Host port of OSB.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Service list String[] All service under the specified project.
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OSB - Retrieve Service Type

Returns the service type of the specified reference.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address for OSB.
* Password Password Password for OSB.
* Reference String Service reference. Use the full name like

"Project/Folder/Service".
* Session name String The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OSB.
Host Port int Host port of OSB.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Service Type String Service type of the specified reference.

OSB - Set Environment Values

Sets environment-specific values that are based on the specified query.
Note: Currently only String type is supported.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String Host name or IP address of OBS.
* New Value String New value for the environment values.
* Password Password Password for the user.
* Session name Strong The name of the session.
* User Name String User name for OBS
Complete Match Boolean Whether the searchString is a complete

match (equals), or a partial match
(contains).

Host Port int Host port of OBS.
Include Only Modified Boolean Only include resources that are modified

in the session. This flag can be useful
when importing new configuration into a
domain, and only the newly imported data
is required to be modified.

References to Search String[] References to projects, folders, or
resources to consider. All project and folder
references are expanded into resources
that are in those projects / folders. This set
can contain a mixture of projects/ folders
and resources. If empty, the search is
performed on all the resources subject to
other search criteria. Use full name, for
example, 'Project/Folder'.
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Resource Types String[] Types of resources to consider. If empty,
the search is performed across all resource
types.

Search String String The name of the session.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Environment Values String[] Collection of environment values that

satisfy the specified search criteria.

Oracle WebLogic Server

Action Pack for Oracle WebLogic Server 10.13.1801.2

The Action Pack for Oracle® WebLogic Server contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform
operations in WebLogic (WLST).

Actions Implementation

The actions use WLST (Jython scripting) and are executed from the command line.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Oracle WebLogic Server Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in the installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• WebLogic actions in this pack support Oracle® WebLogic Server 12c

NOTE

• All WebLogic actions are supported in Oracle 12c for a container database (CDB)
• Only the Creating users, Grant to user, and Managing Roles actions are supported for a pluggable

database (PDB)
• WebLogic actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 5.0 and later
• Windows 2008 R2 and Linux Red Hat 6

What's New

The following updates were made for 10.13.1801.2.

• Four new actions added

The following updates were made for 10.12.1508.

• WLS actions that are defined within a process to run on several server types, cannot run in parallel and each executes
with a different Service Owner.

The following updates were made for 10.12.1507.

• Write access to the WebLogic bin directory is no longer required. The script and execution files are created on the
agent.

• The Jython scripts are written to the log when the log level is TRACE.
Note: the password is masked with asterisks.
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The following updates were made for 10.12.1506.

• The action "WLS - Delete Application" no longer freezes and prevents the other Weblogic actions from functioning.

The following updates were made for 10.12.1505.

• Three new actions added

The following updates were made for 10.11.1504.

• Thirteen new actions added.

The following updates were made for 10.9.1410.

• Fix the issue for the action ‘WLS – Get Server(s) State(WLST)’. Root cause: An error message was returned with the
Weblogic server status set to FAILED_NOT_RESTARTABLE.

• Added the following server states:
ACTIVATE_LATER FAILED_RESTARTING
FORCE_SHUTTING_DOWN

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in WebLogic.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites to Run Oracle WebLogic Server Actions.
2. Deploy the action pack for Oracle WebLogic Server.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins .
3. Configure Agents for Oracle WebLogic Server Actions.
4. Use WebLogic actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Architecture

The following diagram illustrates the architecture between the Oracle WebLogic Server and the RA Agent.

Figure 1: Architecture between Oracle WebLogic Server and RA Agent

Prerequisites to Run Oracle WebLogic Server Actions

To run WebLogic actions, verify the following prerequisites:

• The Agent user requires read, write, and execute file permissions for:
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– WebLogic common bin directory, for example, /Oracle/Middleware/wlserver_12.1/common/bin
– WLST - (Jython scripting)

• Add the Agent user into the Weblogic user group and restart the Agent service.
• The Start Node Manager action is required to run on the host of Node Manager. The Agent is required to be installed

on the Node Manager host.
• Confirm Java_Home is set in the wrapper.conf file of the agent.

Configure Agent for Oracle WebLogic Server Actions

WebLogic actions with (WLST) do not require configuration.

This section provides information and procedures for configuring Nolio Release Automation Agents for Oracle WebLogic
Server actions that do not use Jython scripting indicated with the (WLST) suffix in the action name. If you use the non-
WLST actions that are deprecated but still available in the product, use the following configuration procedures.

If your WebLogic server uses an SSL configuration, you are required to apply SSL support to enable Nolio Release
Automation actions to work.

Note: The CA Release Automation Agent must run on the WebLogic server.

WARNING
To prevent the overwriting of WebLogic files during an upgrade, copy conf\custom.wrapper.conf and weblogic.jar
to nolioAgent\libNoUpgrade folder.

Follow the appropriate procedure for your version of WebLogic.

Note: The folders that are described in the following procedures are the default file locations.

For WebLogic 9.2 and 9.3:

1. Copy <WLS Root>/server/lib/wlcipher.jar to <LISA Release Automation Agent>/lib.
2. Copy <WLS Root>/server/lib/Weblogic.jar to <LISA Release Automation Agent>/lib.
3. Change directory to <LISA Release Automation Agent Root>/conf.
4. If custom.wrapper.conf does not exist:

– Create a custom.wrapper.conf file.
– Add the following text:

wrapper.java.additional.20=-Dsun.lang.ClassLoader.allowArraySyntax=true
– Save the file.

5. Change directory to <WLS ROOT>/server/lib.
6. Copy Weblogic.jar to <LISA Release Automation Agent>/lib.
7. Copy < WLS ROOT >/modules/com.bea.core.descriptor.wl_X.X.X.X.jar to <CA Agent >/lib.
8. Restart the Agent service.

For WebLogic 10.0 through 10.2.x:

1. Copy <WLS Root>/server/lib/wlcipher.jar to <LISA Release Automation Agent>/lib.
2. Change directory to <LISA Release Automation Agent>.
3. If file custom.wrapper.conf does not exist:

– Create a custom.wrapper.conf file.
– Add the following text.

wrapper.java.additional.20=-Dsun.lang.ClassLoader.allowArraySyntax=true
– Save.

4. Change directory to <WLS ROOT>/server/lib.
5. Run the following command:
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<LISA Release Automation Agent Home>/jre/bin/java  - jar ./modules/
com.bea.core.jarbuilder_X.X.X.X.jar

Where X.X.X.X is the version number of the jarbuilder module in the WLS_HOME/server/lib directory.
Example: <WLS ROOT>/modules/com.bea.core.jarbuilder_1.0.2.0.jar
The command creates the required wlfullclient.jar in the WLS_HOME/server/lib directory.

6. Copy the created wlfullclient.jar to <LISA Release Automation Agent>/lib.
7. Copy file <WLS ROOT>/modules/com.bea.core.descriptor.wl_X.X.X.X.jar to <LISA Release Automation Agent>/lib.
8. Restart the Agent service.

For WebLogic 10.3 through 10.35:

1. Copy <WLS Root>/server/lib/wlcipher.jar to <LISA Release Automation Agent>/lib.
2. 10.3.0 only: Copy file <WLS ROOT>/modules/com.bea.core.descriptor.wl_X.X.X.X.jar to <LISA Release Automation

Agent>/lib.
3. Change directory to <WLS ROOT>/server/lib.
4. Run the following command:

<CA Agent Home>/jre/bin/java  - jar ./wljarbuilder.jar

5. Copy the created wlfullclient.jar to <CA Agent>/lib.
6. Restart the Agent service.

Oracle WebLogic Server Actions

Notes:

• To execute WebLogic editing (adding, creating, and deleting) actions, you must be connected to the Admin Server
• The WebLogic actions in Nolio Release Automation version 4.7 are now converted into Jython scripting language,

indicated by (WLST). Application operations have version and options support.

The Action Pack for Oracle WebLogic provides the following actions:

WLS - Add Application Targets (WLST)

Add Application Targets.

Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String Full application name. Example: appName

= 'app1', archiveVersion = 'V1.0', actually
application Name is 'app1#V1.0'

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin
directory on Agent server. Example: C:\bea
\wlserver_10.3\common\bin

* Target Server Names String[] Target Server Names
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
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AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator who connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator who is
connecting WLST to the server. This field
is not required if boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Add Managed Computer (WLST)

Adds a new managed computer.Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Machine Name String The name of the computer.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the Agent server. Example: C:
\bea\wlserver_10.3\common\bin

Adapter String The node manager client adapter
[name_version] when using a VMM adapter
to connect to OVM or other VMM adapter
providers. Example: OracleVM(2.2), is
inputted as OracleVM_2.2 This input is
valid only when you select [Virtual] for
[computer OS].

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.
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Confirm Password Password The password that is used by a Node
Manager client to connect to the underlying
service to which the Node Manager client
delegates operations.
The password must be at least 8
alphanumeric characters with at least one
number or special character. This input
is valid only when you select [Virtual] for
[computer OS] and Password is not null.

Debug Enabled Boolean Specifies whether the communication
with this Node Manager is required to be
debugged. When enabled, Node Manager
provides more information about request
processing. This information is sent to the
log of the server making requests to Node
Manager. This input is valid only when you
select [Unix/Other] for [computer OS].

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Listen Address for Node Manager String The host name or IP address that Node
Manager listens for connection requests.

Listen Port for Node Manager Integer The port number that Node Manager listens
for connection requests.

Machine OS MachineOSType Specify the type of computer operating
system. [Virtual] is only for WebLogic
versions up 10.3.x.

Node Manager Home String Node manager home directory that is
used to substitute for the shell command
template. This input is valid only when you
select [SSH/RSH] for [Protocol Type].

Password Password The password that is used by a Node
Manager client to connect to the underlying
service to which the Node Manager client
delegates operations.
The password must be at least 8
alphanumeric characters with at least one
number or special character. This input
is valid only when you select [Virtual] for
[computer OS].

Password Password Password of the operator who connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.
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Protocol Type NodeManagerProtocolType The node manager type. Protocol that
is used to communicate with the Node
Manager. VMMS means VMM(Secure);
VMM means VMM(Insecure). SSL/SSH/
RSH/Plain are for [computer OS] Unix/
Other; VMMS/VMM are for [computer OS]
Virtual.

SSL Enabled Boolean Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait. Select True if the admin
server is listening on an SSL port. False if
not.

Shell Command String Local command line to use when invoking
SSH or RSH node manager functions. This
input is valid only when you select [SSH/
RSH] for [Protocol Type].

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

User String The Node Manager client user name that is
used to connect to the underlying service to
which the client delegates operations. This
input is valid only when select [Virtual] for
[computer OS].

Username String Username of the operator who is
connecting WLST to the server. This field
is not required if boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Add Managed Server (WLST)

Adds a new managed server.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server Listen Port Integer The default TCP port that this server uses

to listen for regular (non-SSL) incoming
connections.

* Server Name String Server Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on Agent server. Example: C:\bea
\wlserver_10.3\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Cluster String The cluster of WebLogic Server instances
where this server belongs.
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Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Machine String The WebLogic Server host computer where
this server is meant to run.

Password String Password of the operator who connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL. False if not.

SSL Listen Address String The IP address or DNS name the server
uses to listen for incoming connections.

SSL Listen Port Integer The TCP/IP port where this server listens
for SSL connection requests.

SSL Listen Port Enabled Boolean Indicates whether the server can be
reached through the default SSL listen port.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator who is
connecting WLST to the server. This field
is not required if boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Server Name String Server Name

WLS - Assign Servers to Cluster (WLST)

Assigns the servers to the cluster.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Cluster Name String Cluster which specify the servers to
* Server Names String[] Specify the server names.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10.3\common
\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.
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AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator who connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select true if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator who is
connecting WLST to the server. This field
is not required if boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Assign Servers to Coherence Cluster (WLST)\

Assigns the servers to the Coherence cluster.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Coherence Cluster Name String Cluster which specify the servers to
* Server Names String[] Specify the servers where you are to deploy

this Coherence cluster configuration.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on Agent computer. Example: C:
\bea\wlserver_10.3\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.
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Password Password Password of the operator who connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select true if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator who is
connecting WLST to the server. This field
is not required if boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Configure Bridge Transaction (WLST)

Configures BridgeTransaction.
Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Bridge Name String Bridge Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: c:\bea\wlserver_10.3\common
\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Batch Interval Integer Batch Interval.
Batch Size Integer Batch Size
Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea

\user_projects\domains
Note: If the boot.properties is used as the
login credential, the field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator who connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.
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SSL Enabled Boolean Select to True if the admin server is
listening on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until the operation finishes. '0'
is unlimited wait.

Transaction Timeout(s) Integer Transaction Timeout.
Username String Username of the operator connecting

WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Standard Error String Error Output
Standard Out String Standard Output

WLS - Configure DataSource Pool (WLST)

Configure Data Source Pool.Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Data Source Name String Data Source Name.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: c:\bea\wlserver_10.3\common
\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic server
Instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
Note: If the boot.properties is used as the
login credential, the field is required.

Initial Capacity Integer Data source initial capacity.
Max Capacity Integer Max Capacity
Min Capacity Integer Min Capacity
Password Password Password of the operator who connects

WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.
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SSL Enabled Boolean Select to True if the admin server is
listening on an SSL port. False if not.

Statement Size Integer Statement Size
Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until the operation finishes. '0'

is unlimited wait.
Username String Username of the operator connecting

WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Standard Error String Error Output
Standard Out String Standard output

WLS - Configure JMS Connection Factory (WLST)

Configure JMS Connection Factory Flow Control.
Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Factory Name String Factory Name
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: c:\bea\wlserver_10.3\common
\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
Note: If the boot.properties is used as the
login credential, the field is required.

Flow Interval Integer Flow Interval.
Flow Maximum Integer Flow Maximum
Flow Minimum Integer Flow Minimum
Flow Steps Integer Flow Steps
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Password Password Password of the operator who connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select to True if the admin server is
listening on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until the operation finishes. '0'
is unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator connecting
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Standard Error String Error Output
Standard Out String Standard Output

WLS - Configure JMS Queue (WLST)

Configure JMS Queue.
Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Queue Name String Queue Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: c:\bea\wlserver_10.3\common
\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
Note: If the boot.properties is used as the
login credential, the field is required.
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Password Password Password of the operator who connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select to True if the admin server is
listening on an SSL port. False if not.

Threshold High Integer Message Threshold High
Threshold Low Integer Message Threshold Low
Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until the operation finishes. '0'

is unlimited wait.
Username String Username of the operator connecting

WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Standard Error String Error Output
Standard Out String Standard Output

WLS - Configure Node Manager (WLST)

Update settings of the file nodemanager.properties

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Node Manager Home String Node manager home directory. Example:

In windows: C:\Oracle\Middleware
\Oracle_Home\user_projects\domains
\[domain_name]\nodemanager (weblogic
12.1.2)
Or C:\Oracle\Middleware
\wlserver_10.3\common\nodemanager

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin
directory on Agent computer. Example: C:
\bea\wlserver_10.3\common\bin

Java Home String The Java home directory that Node
Manager uses to start Managed Servers on
this computer, if the Managed Server does
not have a Java home that is configured
in its Remote Start page. If not specified in
either place, Node Manager uses the Java
home that is defined for a Node Manager
process.
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Listen Address String Any address upon which the computer
running Node Manager can listen for
connection requests.

Listen Port int The TCP port number on which Node
Manager listens for connection requests.

Other Custom Settings String[] Specify other properties in the format:
propertyName=value

Secure Listener Boolean If set to True, use the SSL listener, if not,
use the plain socket.

Start Script Enabled Boolean If true, use the start script that is specified
by StartScriptName to start a server.

Start Script Name String The name of the start script, which is
located in the domain directory.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

WLS - Create Cluster (WLST)

A cluster defines groups of WebLogic servers that work together to increase the scalability and the reliability.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Cluster Name String Cluster Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10.3\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Cluster Address String The address that forms a portion of the
URL a client uses to connect to this cluster,
and that is used for generating EJB handles
and entity EJB failover addresses. (This
address can be either a DNS host name
that maps to multiple IP addresses or a
comma-separated list of single address
host names or IP addresses.)

Default Load Algorithm AlgorithmType Defines the algorithm to be used for load-
balancing between replicated services if
none is specified for a particular service.
The round-robin algorithm cycles through a
list of WebLogic Server instances in order.
Weight-based load balancing improves on
the round-robin algorithm by taking into
account a preassigned weight for each
server. In random load balancing, requests
are routed to servers at random.
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Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
Note: If the boot.properties is used as the
login credential, the field is required.

Member Warmup Timeout int Maximum number of seconds that a cluster
member waits to discover and synchronize
with other servers in the cluster. Typically,
the member is able to sync in 30 seconds.
If the value of this attribute is higher, that
does not necessarily mean that it takes
longer for the member to warmup. Instead
it defines an upper bound on the time that
a server waits to sync with the servers
that it has discovered. If the value is set 0,
servers do not attempt to discover other
running server in the cluster during server
initialization.

Messaging Mode MessagingMode Specifies the messaging type that is
used in the cluster. Multicast is a simple
broadcast technology that enables multiple
applications to subscribe to a given IP
address and port number and listen
for messages, but requires hardware
configuration and support. Unicast does not
have these requirements.

Multicast Address String The multicast address that is used by
cluster members to communicate with each
other

Multicast Port int The multicast port (from 1 through 65535)
used by cluster members to communicate
with each other.

Number of Servers In Cluster Address int Number of servers to be listed from this
cluster when generating a cluster address
automatically. This setting has no effect if
Cluster Address is explicitly set.

Password Password Password of the operator who connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL. False if not.

Service Age Threshold int The number of seconds by which the age
of two conflicting services must differ before
one is considered older than the other.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Unicast Broadcast Channel String Specifies the channel that is used to handle
communications within a cluster. If no
channel is specified the default channel is
used.
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Username String Username of the operator connecting
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Weblogic Plug-In Enabled Boolean Set this attribute to true if the cluster
receives requests from a proxy
plug-in or HttpClusterServlet. When
WeblogicPluginEnabled is true, a call to
getRemoteAddr returns the address of the
browser client from the proprietary WL-
Proxy-Client-IP header, instead of the web
server.

WLS - Create Coherence Cluster (WLST)

Creates a Coherence Cluster.

Coherence provides replicated and distributed data management and caching services.  You can use the services to
make application objects and data available to all servers in a Coherence cluster. To do this, the WebLogic Server retains
configuration information that is used to locate and communicate with a Coherence cluster.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Cluster Name String Cluster Name
* Multicast Listen Port int The port for the cluster multicast listener.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Unicast Listen Port int The port for the cluster unicast listener. A
value of 0 indicates that the unicast listener
port value is derived from the server listen
port. This value or the derived value is used
only if the CoherenceMemberConfigMBean
unicast listen port is 0.

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Clustering Mode MessagingMode Only valid when the Weblogic version is
12c or higher. <br> Specifies a clustering
mode of either Unicast or Multicast. If
multicast is undesirable or unavailable in
an environment, or when an environment is
not properly configured to support multicast,
then setting up the Well Known Addresses
(WKA) feature is required. All cluster
multicast communication is disabled if WKA
is enabled.
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Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
Note: If the boot.properties is used as the
login credential, the field is required.

Members String[] Specify the servers on which you want to
deploy this Coherence cluster configuration.

Multicast Listen Address String The IP address for the cluster multicast
listener.

Password Password Password of the operator who connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Unicast Listen Address String The IP address for the cluster unicast
listener.

Unicast Port Auto Adjust Boolean Specifies whether the unicast port is
automatically incremented if the port cannot
be bound because it is already in use.

Username String Username of the operator connecting
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Create Coherence Server (WLST)

Coherence servers are stand-alone cache servers, dedicated JVM instances that are responsible for maintaining and
managing cached data.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server Name String An alphanumeric name for this server

instance.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Unicast Listen Port int The port for the cluster unicast listener.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to

support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.
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Cluster String The system-level Coherence cluster
resource that is associated with this server.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
Note: If the boot.properties is used as the
login credential, the field is required.

Machine String The WebLogic Server host computer on
which this server is meant to run.

Password String Password of the operator who connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Unicast Listen Address String The IP address for the cluster unicast
listener.

Unicast Port Auto Adjust Boolean Specifies whether the unicast port is
automatically incremented if the port cannot
be bound because it is already in use.

Username String Username of the operator connecting
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Create Data Source (WLST)

Creates a new Generic JDBC Data Source.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* DB Driver Class Name String The full package name of the JDBC driver

class that is used to create the physical
database connections in the connection
pool. Examples: com.mysql.jdbc.Driver;
com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver; ...

* DB URL String The URL of the database to connect
to. The format of the URL varies by the
JDBC driver. Example: jdbc:mysql://
localhost:3306/testdb; jdbc:sqlserver://
localhost:1433; ...

* DB User Id String Database login username.
* Data Source Name String The name of the Data Source.
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin
directory on Agent computer. Example: C:
\bea\wlserver_10.3\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Capacity increase Integer The number of connections that are created
when new connections are added to the
connection pool.

Clusters String[] Clusters. Target clusters for DataSource.
DB Password Password Database login Password
Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea

\user_projects\domains
Note: If the boot.properties is used as the
login credential, the field is required.

Driver Properties String[] Properties that are passed to the
JDBC driver that are used to create
physical database connections. Array of
property name and value pairs, which
are separated by comma. For example:
property_name,property_value

Driver System Properties String[] System Properties that are passed to
the JDBC driver that is used to create
physical database connections. Array of
property name and value pairs, which
are separated by comma. For example:
property_name,property_value

Initial Capacity Integer The number of physical connections to
create when creating the connection pool in
the data source. Also the minimum number
of physical connections the connection pool
keeps available.

JNDI Names String[] The JNDI path to where this Data Source
is bound. By default, the JNDI name is the
name of the data source.

Login Delay Seconds Integer The number of seconds to delay before
creating each physical database
connection. This delay supports database
servers that cannot handle multiple
connection requests in rapid succession.

Max Capacity Integer The maximum number of physical
connections that this connection pool can
contain.

Password Password Password of the operator who connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.
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Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Servers String[] Servers. Target administration servers for
the DataSource.

Shrink Frequency Seconds Integer The number of seconds to wait before
shrinking a connection pool that has
incrementally increased to meet demand.

Test Table Name String The name of the database table to
use when testing physical database
connections.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator connecting
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Data Source Configure MBean String The result of getMBean('/

JDBCSystemResources/
dataSourceName'). Example:
[MBeanServerInvocationHandler]com.bea:Name=dataSourceName,Type=JJDBCSystemResource

Data Source Name String The name of the Data Source.

WLS - Create Distributed Queue Destination (WLST)

Creates a Distributed Queue Destination.
Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Queue Name String Queue Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.
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DestinationKey String You can specify the DestinationKey
name to add the DestinationKey.(Only for
UniformDistributed Destination).

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

JNDI Name String JNDI Name
LoadBalancing Policy String The Load Balance Policy of the destination.

You can input "Round-Robin" or "Random".
Member String Add an existing queue member of

Distributed Destination. (Only for Weight
Distributed Destination).

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. Set False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Type String The value of types is "weight" or "uniform".
Username String Username of the operator that connects

WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Weight Integer Set the weight for Distributed Destination.
(Only for Weight Distributed Destination).

WLS - Create Distributed Topic Destination (WLST)

Creates a Distributed Topic Destination.
Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Topic Name String Name of the Distributed Topic
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
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AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

DestinationKey String You can specify the DestinationKey name
to add the DestinationKey. (Only for
UniformDistributed Destination).

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Forwarding Policy String The Forwarding Policy of the destination.
You can input "Replicated" or "Partitioned".
Only for Uniform Distributed Destination.

JNDI Name String JNDI Name
LoadBalancing Policy String The Load Balance Policy of the destination.

You can input "Round-Robin" or "Random".
Member String Add an existing queue member of

Distributed Destination. (Only for Weight
Distributed Destination).

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. Set False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Type String The value of types is "weight" or "uniform".
Username String Username of the operator that connects

WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Weight Integer Set the weight for Distributed Destination.
(Only for Weight Distributed Destination).

WLS - Create Domain (WLST)

Creates a Domain.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Domain Parent Directory String Domain Parent Directory.

Example: C:\bea\user_projects\domains
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* Domain Name String Domain Name
* Domain Template String Domain Template Location.

Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10.3\common
\templates\domains\wls.jar

* Administrator Password Password Administrator Password
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10.3\common\bin

* Administrator Username String Administrator Username
AdminServer Listen Port Integer Administration Server Listen Port
AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name
AdminServer SSL Listen Port Integer Administration Server SSL Listen Port. A

zero or negative value disables the SSL
port.

Console Context Path String The context path to use in URLs that
specify the Administration Console.
(Requires you to enable the Administration
Console for the current domain.)

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

WLS - Create File Store (WLST)

Creates a File Store.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Store Name String File Store Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Target Server Name String Target Server Name
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to

support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Directory String Directory. The pathname to the directory on
the file system where the file store is kept.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.
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Password String Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Create JDBC Store (WLST)

Create a JDBC Store.Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Data Source String Data Source
* JDBC Store Name String JDBC Store Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Target Server Name String Target Server Name
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to

support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

Prefix Name String Prefix Name. The prefix name that is
prepended to the JDBC store table names
in the JDBC store.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.
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Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Create JMS Connection Factory (WLST)

Creates a JMS Connection Factory.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Connection Factory Name String JMS Connection Factory Name
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Default Targeting Enabled Boolean Specifies whether this JMS resource
defaults to the parent module targeting
or uses the subdeployment targeting
mechanism.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

JMS Subdeployment Name String JMS Subdeployment Name. Only when
[Default Targeting Enabled] is false, this
input is valid, otherwise, this input is
ignored.

JNDI Name String JNDI Name
Password Password Password of the operator that connects

WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.
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Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Create JMS Destination Sort Key (WLST)

Creates a JMS Destination Sort Key.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Destination Key Name String JMS Destination Key Name
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password String Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Create JMS Foreign Server (WLST)

Creates a JMS Foreign Server.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Foreign Server Name String JMS Foreign Server Name
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Default Targeting Enabled Boolean Specifies whether this JMS resource
defaults to the parent module targeting
or uses the subdeployment targeting
mechanism.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

JMS Subdeployment Name String JMS Subdeployment Name. Only when
[Default Targeting Enabled] is false, this
input is valid, otherwise, this input is
ignored.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Create JMS Module (WLST)

Creates a JMS system resource module.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Clusters String[] Clusters. Target clusters for JMS module.
Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea

\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Servers String[] Servers. Target servers for the JMS
module.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
JMS Module Configure MBean String The result of getMBean('/

JMSSystemResources/
jmsModuleName'). for example:
[MBeanServerInvocationHandler]com.bea:Name=jmsMoudleName,Type=JMSSystemResource

JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name

WLS - Create JMS Queue (WLST)

Creates a JMS Queue.
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Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* JMS Queue Name String JMS Queue Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

JMS Server Name String JMS Server Name. The target JMS server
to assign to the subdeployment.

JMS Subdeployment Name String JMS Subdeployment Name
JNDI Name String JNDI Name
Password String Password of the operator that connects

WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Create JMS Quota (WLST)

Creates a JMS Quota.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
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* JMS Quota Name String JMS Quota Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

JMS Quota Bites Maximum Long JMS Quota Bites Maximum
JMS Quota Messages Maximum Long JMS Quota Messages Maximum
JMS Quota Policy JMSQuotaPolicy JMS Quota Policy
JMS Quota Shared Boolean JMS Quota Shared
Password Password Password of the operator that connects

WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Create JMS Server (WLST)

Creates a JMS server.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Server Name String JMS Server Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.
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AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

DomainDirectory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

IsFileStore Boolean When Specify persistent store, this input is
valid.True: FileStore, False: JDBCStore

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Persistent Store String Specify persistent store for the new JMS
Server.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Server String Server. The server instance or migratable
target you would like to deploy this JMS
server.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
JMS Server Configure MBean String The result of getMBean('/JMSServers/

jmsServerName'). For example:
[MBeanServerInvocationHandler]com.bea:Name=jmsServerName,Type=JMSServer

JMS Server Name String JMS Server Name

WLS - Create JMS Subdeployment (WLST)

Creates a JMS Subdeployment.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* JMS Subdeployment Name String JMS Subdeployment Name
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin
directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Clusters String[] Clusters. Target clusters for the
Subdeployment.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

JMS Servers String[] JMS Servers. Target JMS servers for the
Subdeployment.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Servers String[] Servers. Target servers for the
Subdeployment.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Create JMS Template (WLST)

Creates a JMS Template.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* JMS Template Name String JMS Template Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin
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Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Create JMS Topic (WLST)

Creates a JMS Topic.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* JMS Topic Name String JMS Topic Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.
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Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

JMS Server Name String JMS Server Name. The target JMS server
to assign to the subdeployment.

JMS Subdeployment Name String JMS Subdeployment Name
JNDI Name String JNDI Name
Password String Password of the operator that connects

WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Create Jolt Connection Pool (WLST)

Creates a Jolt Connection Pool.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Name String The name of this Jolt connection pool.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Application Password Password The application password for this
Jolt connection pool. (Required only
when the security level in the Tuxedo
domain is USER_AUTH, ACL, or
MANDATORY_ACL).
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Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Failover Addresses String[] The list of Jolt Server Listeners (JSLs)
addresses that is used if the connection
pool cannot establish connections to
the Primary Addresses, or if the primary
connections fail.

Key Pass Phrase Password The encrypted identity passphrase
Key Store Name String The path and file name of the keystore

containing the private key that is used in
SSL mutual authentication

Key Store Pass Phrase Password The encrypted identity keystore
passphrase. If empty or null, then the
keystore is opened without a passphrase.

Maximum Pool Size int The maximum number of connections that
can be made from this Jolt connection pool.

Minimum Pool Size: int The minimum number of connections to
be added to this Jolt connection pool when
WebLogic Server starts.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

Primary Addresses String[] The list of addresses for the primary Jolt
Server Listeners (JSLs) on the Tuxedo
system.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Security Context Enabled Boolean Indicates whether this Jolt connection
pool passes the connection pool security
context (user name, password, and other
information) from the WebLogic Server user
to the Tuxedo domain.

Targets String[] Select the servers or clusters on which you
would like to deploy this Jolt connection
pool. Only servlets or applications on
the targeted servers can access Oracle
Tuxedo. You are required to configure a Jolt
startup class on each targeted server.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Trust Store Name String The path and file name of the keystore
containing the trust certificates.

Trust Store Pass Phrase Password The encrypted trust keystore passphrase. If
empty or null, then the keystore is opened
without a passphrase.
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Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

User Name String A user name that applications specify to
connect to this Jolt connection pool. If
Security Context is enabled, this name
must be the name of an authorized Tuxedo
user. (Specifying a Tuxedo user name is
required if the Tuxedo authentication level
is USER_AUTH.)

User Password Password The user password for this Jolt connection
pool.

User Role String The Tuxedo user role for this Jolt
connection pool. (Required only
when the security level in the Tuxedo
domain is USER_AUTH, ACL, or
MANDATORY_ACL).

WLS - Create/Update Resource Adapter (WLST)

Creates or updates the Resource Adapter

Note: Requires connection to the Admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Connection Factory Interface String Connection Factory Interface. For example,

"weblogic.jms.bridge.AdapterConnectionFactory"
* JNDI Name String JNDI Name
* ModuleDescriptorName String ModuleDescriptorName. For example,

META-INF/weblogic-ra.xml
* ModuleOverrideName String ModuleOverrideName, get from the

plan.xml file.
* Server bin directory path String the path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent server. For example,
C:|bea\wlserver_10.3

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
Instance that holds the MBean server.

AdminServerName String AdminServer Name. This field is used
to support using boot.properties as login
credential. If boot.properties is used as
login credential and this field has no data,
the program assumes the boot.properties
file is located under the domain folder.

Capacity increase Integer Capacity increase
Connection Creation Retry Frequency
Seconds

Integer Connection Creation Retry Frequency
Seconds

Connection Reserve Timeout Seconds Integer Connection Reserve Timeout Seconds
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Domain Directory String Domain Directory. For example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is mandatory.

Highest Num Unavailable Integer Highest Num Unavailable
Initial Capacity Integer Initial Capacity
Max Capacity Integer Max Capacity
Password Password Password of the operator who is connecting

WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as
credential and domain directory is provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

Reauthentication Support Boolean Reauthentication Support
Resource Authentication Source String Resource Authentication Source. The

type of the sources are "Container" and
"Application".

Shrink Frequency Seconds Integer Shrink Frequency Seconds
Shrinking Enabled Boolean Shrinking Enabled
SSL Enabled Boolean Select true if the admin server is listening

on an SSL port and false otherwise.
Transaction Support String Transaction Support.Types are

"XATransaction", "LocalTransaction",
"NoTransaction"

Test Frequency Seconds Integer Test Frequency Seconds
Timeout Integer Time to wait until the operation finishes. '0'

is unlimited wait.
Username String Username of the operator who is

connecting WLST to the server. This field
is not required if boot.properties is used as
credential and domain directory is provided.

Input Values

WLS - Create/Update Store-and-Forward Agent (WLST)

Creates/Updates a Store-and-Forward Agent

Note: Requires connection to the Admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Agent Name Type Name of the agent.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Acknowledge Interval Long The maximum interval between two
successive acknowledgements that are
sent by the receiving side.
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Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
Instance that holds the MBean server.

AdminServerName String This field is used to support the use of
boot.properties

as login credentials. If
boot.properties

is used as login credentials and this field
has no data, the program assumes the
boot.properties

file is located under the
domain

folder.
Agent Type Type Type of agent.

• Both
• Sending_Only
• Receiving_only

Bytes Maximum Long The maximum bytes quota (total number of
bytes) that can be stored in this SAF agent.

Bytes Threshold High Long The upper threshold value that triggers
events based on the number of bytes
stored in the SAF agent.

Bytes Threshold Low Long The lower threshold that triggers events
based on the number of bytes stored in the
SAF agent.

Connection Arguments String[] Use this input field when more JAVA_OPTS
arguments are required for establishing
a connection with WebLogic. (Do not
include the -D while specifying the option to
include).
Example:
weblogic.security.SSL.minimumProtocolVersion=SSLv3

Conversation Idle Time Maximum Long The maximum amount of time that is
allowed before the sending side releases
the resources.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. For example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
Note: If boot.properties is used as
the login credentials, this field is mandatory.

Logging Enabled Boolean Specify whether a message is logged in the
server log file when a message fails to be
forwarded.

Maximum Message Size Integer The maximum number of bytes allowed in
individual messages on this SAF agent.

Message Buffer Size Long Specify the amount of memory that is used
to store message bodies in memory before
they are paged out to disk.
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Message Compression Options MsgCompOption The type of message compression to
be used when JMS message body
compression is enabled for Persistent
Stores and JMS Paging Stores.
• GZIP_DEFAULT_COMPRESSION
• GZIP_BEST_COMPRESSION
• GZIP_BEST_SPEED
• LZF

Messages Maximum Long The maximum message quota (total
number of messages) that can be stored in
this SAF agent.

Messages Threshold High Long The upper threshold that triggers events
based on the number of messages that are
stored in the SAF agent.

Messages Threshold Low Long The lower threshold that triggers events
based on the number of messages that are
stored in the SAF agent.

Paging Directory String Time after which an executing thread is
declared as stuck. This setting can only
be used if 'Stuck Thread Action' is set as
SPECIFY_THRESHOLDS.

Paging Message Compression Enabled Boolean Enables the JMS paging store to perform
message body compression on persistent
and non-persistent messages.

Password Password Password of the operator who is connecting
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if
boot.properties

is used as the login credentials and domain
directory is provided.

Pause Forwarding Messages At Startup Boolean Whether the agent should be paused for
forwarding messages at the startup time.

Pause Incoming Messages At Startup Boolean Whether the agent should be paused for
incoming messages at the startup time.

Pause Receiving Messages At Startup Boolean Whether the agent should be paused for
incoming messages at the startup time.

Persistent Store String Persistent store name.
Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server

instance.
Retry Delay Base Long Amount of time, in milliseconds, between

the original delivery attempt and the first
retry. This applies only to agents with
sending capability.

Retry Delay Multiplier Double The factor that is used to multiply the
previous delay time to calculate the next
delay time to be used. This applies only to
agents with sending capability.
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SSL Enabled Boolean Select
true

if the admin server is listening on an SSL
port and
false

otherwise.
Store Message Compression Enabled Boolean Enables the JMS store to perform message

body compression.
Target String[] Target the Work Manager to WebLogic

Server instances or Clusters.
Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until the operation finishes. '0'

is unlimited wait.
Time-To-Live Long Specify the default amount of time, in

milliseconds, that the agent guarantees to
reliably send messages.

Username String Username of the operator who is
connecting WLST to the server. This field is
not required if
boot.properties

is used as login credentials and domain
directory is provided.

Window Interval Long Specify the maximum amount of time, in
milliseconds, that a JMS sending agent
waits before forwarding messages in a
single batch.

Window Size Integer The number of messages in a batch.

WLS - Create Work Manager (WLST)

Creates a Work Manager

Note: Requires connection to the Admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Domain Name String Domain name.
* Work Manager Name String Name of the Work Manager.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

Instance that holds the MBean server.
AdminServerName String This field is used to support the use of

boot.properties

as login credentials. If
boot.properties

is used as login credentials and this field
has no data, the program assumes the
boot.properties

file is located under the
domain

folder.
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Capacity Constraint String The total number of requests that can be
queued or executed before WebLogic
Server begins to reject requests.

Connection Arguments String[] Use this input field when more JAVA_OPTS
arguments are required for establishing
a connection with WebLogic. (Do not
include the -D while specifying the option to
include).
Example:
weblogic.security.SSL.minimumProtocolVersion=SSLv3

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. For example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
Note: If boot.properties is used as
the login credentials, this field is mandatory.

Max Stuck Thread Time Integer Time after which an executing thread is
declared as stuck. This setting can only
be used if 'Stuck Thread Action' is set as
SPECIFY_THRESHOLDS.

Max Threads Constraint String Maximum number of concurrent threads
that can be allocated to execute requests.

Min Threads Constraint String Minimum number of threads that are
allocated to resolve deadlocks.

Password Password Password of the operator who is connecting
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if
boot.properties

is used as the login credentials and domain
directory is provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

Request Class String Name of the request class that is
associated with this Work Manager.

Resume when Unstuck Boolean Whether to resume the work manager once
the stuck threads have been cleared. This
setting can only be used if 'Stuck Thread
Action' is set as SPECIFY_THRESHOLDS.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select
true

if the admin server is listening on an SSL
port and
false

otherwise.
Stuck Thread Action ThreadActions Specify how stuck threads should be

detected, and what action to take should
they occur.
IGNORE_STUCK_THREADS
USER_SERVER_DEFAULT_BEHAVIOR
SPECIFY_THRESHOLDS
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Stuck Thread Count Integer Number of stuck threads after which the
Work Manager is shut down. This can only
be used if 'Stuck Thread Action' is set as
SPECIFY_THRESHOLDS.

Target String[] Target the Work Manager to WebLogic
Server instances or Clusters.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until the operation finishes. '0'
is unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator who is
connecting WLST to the server. This field is
not required if
boot.properties

is used as login credentials and domain
directory is provided.

Input Values

WLS - Delete Application (WLST)

Undeploys an application from all deployed targets and delete the application from the domain.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Archive Version String Archive version number. If the version is
defined in MAINFEST.MF of the application,
we can only input defined version or leave
this input empty.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.
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SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete Data Source (WLST)

Deletes an existing JDBC Data Source.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Data Source Name String The name of the Data Source.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.
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WLS - Delete Distributed Queue Destination (WLST)

Delete a Distributed Queue Destination.
Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Queue Name String Name of Distributed Queue
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Type String The value of types is "weight" or "uniform"
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to

support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Name String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete Distributed Topic Destination (WLST)

Delete a Distributed Topic Destination.
Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin
directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Topic Name String Name of Distributed Topic
* Type Boolean The value of types is "weight" or "uniform"
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to

support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete File Store (WLST)

Delete a File Store.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* File Store Name String File Store Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.
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AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete JDBC Store (WLST)

Deletes a JDBC Store.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JDBC Store Name String JDBC Store Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.
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Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete JMS Connection Factory (WLST)

Deletes a JMS Connection Factory.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Connection Factory Name String JMS Connection Factory Name
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.
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Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete JMS Module (WLST)

Deletes an existing JMS system resource module that is not in use.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete JMS Queue (WLST)

Deletes a JMS Queue.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* JMS Queue Name String JMS Queue Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete JMS Server (WLST)

Deletes an existing JMS server that is not in use.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Server Name String JMS Server Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.
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AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete JMS Subdeployment(WLST)

Delete a JMS Subdeployment.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* JMS Subdeployment Name String JMS Subdeployment Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.
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Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete JMS Topic (WLST)

Deletes a JMS Topic.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* JMS Topic Name String JMS Topic Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.
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Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete Managed Machine (WLST)

Deletes a managed computer. Includes virtual machine.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Machine Name String The name of the computer.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete Managed Server (WLST)

Deletes a managed server.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server Name String Server Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Delete Resource Adapter (WLST)

Deletes the Resource Adapter
Note: Required connection to the admin server to execute.

Name Type Description
* Appplication Name String The name of the application.
* JNDI Name String JNDI Name
* ModuleDescriptorName String ModuleDescriptorName
* ModuleOverrideName String ModuleOverrideName
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent server. Example: C:
\bea\wlserver_10.3\common\bin
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Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServerName String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and the field has no data,
the program assumes the boot.properties
file is located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. For example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, the field is mandatory.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. The field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select true if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port and false if not.

Timeout Integer Time to wait until the operation finishes. '0'
is unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. The field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Deploy Installed Application (WLST)

Deploys an installed application onto the target servers or clusters.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Target String[] The name of the server or cluster on which
the application is deployed.

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.
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Archive Version String Archive version number. If the version is
defined in MAINFEST.MF of the application,
we can only input defined version or leave
this input empty.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Deployment Plan String The path of a deployment plan xml file.
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Options String[] Array of option name and value pairs,
which are separated by equal sign. For
example: optionName=optionValue. Those
pairs whose name not in the following list is
ignored. Options list:.altDD--Location of the
alternate application deployment descriptor
on the Administration Server. .altWlsDD--
Location of the alternate WebLogic
application deployment descriptor on
the Administration Server. .block--
Boolean value specifying whether
WLST blocks user interaction until the
command completes. This option defaults
to true. .clusterDeploymentTimeout--
Time, in milliseconds, granted for
a cluster deployment task on this
application. .createPlan--Boolean value
indicating that user would like to create
a default plan. This option defaults
to false. .defaultSubmoduleTargets--
Boolean value indicating that targeting
for qualifying JMS submodules that
is  derived by the system, default value
is true..deploymentPrincipalName--
String value specifying the principal
for deploying the file or archive during
server starts (static deployment; it does
not affect the current deployment task).
Verify that the user exists. This option
adds <deployment-principal-name> to
the <app-deployment> element in the
config.xml file. .forceUndeployTimeout--
Force undeployment timeout
value. .gracefulIgnoreSessions--Boolean
value specifying whether the graceful
production to admin mode operation is
ignore pending HTTP sessions. This
option defaults to false and only applies
if gracefulProductionToAdmin is set
to true. .gracefulProductionToAdmin--
Boolean value specifying whether the
production to Admin mode operation
is graceful. This option defaults to
false. .libImplVersion--Implementation
version of the library, if it is not present
in the manifest. .libraryModule--Boolean
value specifying whether the module is
a library module. This option defaults
to false. .libSpecVersion--Specification
version of the library, if it is not present in
the manifest. .planVersion--Plan version
number. .remote--Boolean value specifying
whether the operation is remote from the
file system that contains the source. Use
this option when you are on a different
computer from the Administration Server
and the deployment files are already at the
specified location where the Administration
Server is located. This option defaults to
false. .retireGracefully--Retirement policy to
gracefully retire an application only after it
has completed all in-flight work. This policy
is only meaningful for stop and redeploy
operations and is mutually exclusive to
the retire timeout policy. .retireTimeout--
Time (in seconds) WLST waits before
retiring an application that has been
replaced with a newer version. This
option default to -1, which specifies
graceful timeout. .securityModel--Security
model. Valid values include: DDOnly,
CustomRoles, CustomRolesAndPolicies,
and Advanced. .securityValidationEnabled--
Boolean value specifying whether security
validation is enabled. .subModuleTargets--
Submodule level targets for
JMS modules. For example,
submod@mod-jms.xml@target |
submoduleName@target. .adminMode--
Boolean value specifying whether to start
the web application with restricted access.
This option defaults to false. .timeout--
Time (in milliseconds) that WLST waits
for the deployment process to complete
before canceling the operation. A value of 0
indicates that the operation will not time out.
This argument defaults to 300,000 ms (or 5
minutes). .upload--Boolean value specifying
whether the application files are uploaded
to the WebLogic Server Administration
Server  upload directory before deployment.
Use this option when the Administration
Server cannot access the application files
through the file system. This option defaults
to false. .versionIdentifier--Version identifier.
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Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Get Application State (WLST)

Retrieve the state of the specified application.

If the target is a cluster, the application must be deployed to all the servers that belongs to the cluster.

If the target is a server belonging to a cluster, the target can be used if the application is partially deployed on the cluster.
When fully deployed, use the cluster name.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* ApplicationName String The name of the application.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Target String The name of the server or cluster on which
the application is deployed.

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Archive Version String Archive version number. If the version is
defined in MAINFEST.MF of the application,
we can only input defined version or leave
this input empty.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.
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Expected State ApplicationState The state in which you expect the
application to be. If this input is filled and
the application is not in the expected state
the action fails.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Application State String The state of the application.

WLS - Get Distributed Queue Destination (WLST)

Get a Distributed Queue Destination.
Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Queue Name String Name od Distributed Queue
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Type String The value of types is "weight" or "uniform".
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to

support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.
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Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
JNDI Name String JNDI Name
LoadBalancing Policy String The LoadBaalance Policy of the

destination. You can input "Round-Robin"
or "Random"

SAFExportPolicy String Controls which applications can send JMS
messages to this destination through Store-
and-Forward.

UnitOfOrderRouting String A WLMessageProducer with Unit of Order
uses the "unit-of-order-routing" element
rather than the "load-balancing-policy"
criteria to select the Distributed Destination
Member.

WLS - Get Distributed Topic Destination (WLST)

Get a Distributed Topic Destination.
Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Topic Name String Name of Distributed Topic
* Type String The value of types is "weight" or "uniform".
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
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AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
JNDI Name String JNDI Name
LoadBalancing Policy String The LoadBaalance Policy of the

destination. You can input "Round-Robin"
or "Random"

SAFExportPolicy String Controls which applications can send JMS
messages to this destination through Store-
and-Forward.

UnitOfOrderRouting String A WLMessageProducer with Unit of Order
uses the "unit-of-order-routing" element
rather than the "load-balancing-policy"
criteria to select the Distributed Destination
Member.

WLS - Get Resource Adapter (WLST)

Gets the Resource Adapter
Note: Requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin
directory on the agent server. Example: C:
\bea\wlserver_10.3\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and the field has no data,
the program assumes the boot.properties
file is located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. For example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, the field is mandatory.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. The field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select true if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port and false otherwise.

Timeout (Seconds) Integer Time to wait until the operation finishes. '0'
is unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. The field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
JNDI Name String[] JNDI Name

WLS - Get Server(s) State (WLST)

Retrieve the state of the specified server or cluster.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server Name String Server Name. The name of the server or

cluster.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.
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AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Expected State ServerState Expected State. If expected state is set,
the action succeeds if and only if the actual
state equals the expected state.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Server State String Server State. The state of the server.

WLS - Install New Application (WLST)

Installs a new application.

This action supports the following types:

• WAR
• EAR
• JAR (EJB)

Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Application Path String The full path to the application. The path

represents the application archive file or
exploded archive directory.
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin
directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Archive Version String Archive version number. The value is only
used when failed to retrieve the version info
from the war file.

Deployment Plan String The path of a deployment plan xml file.
Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea

\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.
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Options String[] Array of option name and value pairs,
which are separated by equal sign. For
example: optionName=optionValue. Those
pairs whose name not in the following list is
ignored. options list:.altDD--Location of the
alternate application deployment descriptor
on the Administration Server. .altWlsDD--
Location of the alternate WebLogic
application deployment descriptor on
the Administration Server. .block--
Boolean value specifying whether
WLST blocks user interaction until the
command completes. This option defaults
to true. .clusterDeploymentTimeout--
Time, in milliseconds, granted for
a cluster deployment task on this
application. .createPlan--Boolean value
indicating that user would like to create
a default plan. This option defaults
to false. .defaultSubmoduleTargets--
Boolean value indicating that targeting
for qualifying JMS submodules is
derived by the system, default value
is true..deploymentPrincipalName--
String value specifying the principal
for deploying the file or archive during
server starts (static deployment; it does
not affect the current deployment task).
Verify that the user exists. This option
adds <deployment-principal-name> to
the <app-deployment> element in the
config.xml file. .forceUndeployTimeout--
Force undeployment timeout
value. .gracefulIgnoreSessions--Boolean
value specifying whether the graceful
production to admin mode operation
ignores pending HTTP sessions. This
option defaults to false and only applies
if gracefulProductionToAdmin is set
to true. .gracefulProductionToAdmin--
Boolean value specifying whether the
production to Admin mode operation
should be graceful. This option defaults
to false. .libImplVersion--Implementation
version of the library, if it is not present
in the manifest. .libraryModule--Boolean
value specifying whether the module is
a library module. This option defaults
to false. .libSpecVersion--Specification
version of the library, if it is not present in
the manifest. .planVersion--Plan version
number. .remote--Boolean value specifying
whether the operation is remote from the
file system that contains the source. Use
this option when you are on a different
computer from the Administration Server
and the deployment files are already at the
specified location where the Administration
Server is located. This option defaults to
false. .retireGracefully--Retirement policy to
gracefully retire an application only after it
has completed all in-flight work. This policy
is only meaningful for stop and redeploy
operations and is mutually exclusive to
the retire timeout policy. .retireTimeout--
Time (in seconds) WLST waits before
retiring an application that has been
replaced with a newer version. This
option default to -1, which specifies
graceful timeout. .securityModel--Security
model. Valid values include: DDOnly,
CustomRoles, CustomRolesAndPolicies,
and Advanced. .securityValidationEnabled--
Boolean value specifying whether security
validation is enabled. .subModuleTargets--
Submodule level targets for
JMS modules. For example,
submod@mod-jms.xml@target |
submoduleName@target. .adminMode--
Boolean value specifying whether to start
the web application with restricted access.
This option defaults to false. .timeout--
Time (in milliseconds) that WLST waits
for the deployment process to complete
before canceling the operation. A value of
0 indicates that the operation will not time
out. This argument defaults to 300,000
ms (or 5 minutes). .upload--Boolean value
specifying whether the application files
are uploaded to the WebLogic Server
Administration Server  upload directory
before  deployment. Use this option
when the Administration Server cannot
access the application files through
the file system. This option defaults to
false. .versionIdentifier--Version identifier.
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Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Upload File To Admin Server Boolean Click whether to upload the file to the
administration server computer. By
selecting so, the archive file is automatically
placed in the server upload directory.
Upload set in options are ignored.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Install/Deploy Application (WLST)

Installs a new application, deploys the application to server instances, and starts the deployed application.

This action supports the following types:

• WAR
• EAR
• JAR (EJB)

Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Application Path String The full path to the application. The path

represents the application archive file or
exploded archive directory.

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin
directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Deployment Plan String The path of a deployment plan xml file.
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Domain Directory Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.
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Options String[] Array of option name and value pairs,
which are separated by equal sign. For
example: optionName=optionValue. Those
pairs whose name not in the following list is
ignored. options list:.altDD--Location of the
alternate application deployment descriptor
on the Administration Server. .altWlsDD--
Location of the alternate WebLogic
application deployment descriptor on
the Administration Server. .block--
Boolean value specifying whether
WLST blocks user interaction until the
command completes. This option defaults
to true. .clusterDeploymentTimeout--
Time, in milliseconds, granted for
a cluster deployment task on this
application. .createPlan--Boolean value
indicating that user would like to create
a default plan. This option defaults
to false. .defaultSubmoduleTargets--
Boolean value indicating that targeting
for qualifying JMS submodules
is  derived by the system, default value
is true..deploymentPrincipalName--
String value specifying the principal
for deploying the file or archive during
server starts (static deployment; it does
not affect the current deployment task).
Verify that the user exists. This option
adds <deployment-principal-name> to
the <app-deployment> element in the
config.xml file. .forceUndeployTimeout--
Force undeployment timeout
value. .gracefulIgnoreSessions--Boolean
value specifying whether the graceful
production to admin mode operation
ignores pending HTTP sessions. This
option defaults to false and only applies
if gracefulProductionToAdmin is set
to true. .gracefulProductionToAdmin--
Boolean value specifying whether the
production to Admin mode operation
is graceful. This option defaults to
false. .libImplVersion--Implementation
version of the library, if it is not present
in the manifest. .libraryModule--Boolean
value specifying whether the module is
a library module. This option defaults
to false. .libSpecVersion--Specification
version of the library, if it is not present in
the manifest. .planVersion--Plan version
number. .remote--Boolean value specifying
whether the operation is remote from the
file system that contains the source. Use
this option when you are on a different
computer from the Administration Server
and the deployment files are already at the
specified location where the Administration
Server is located. This option defaults to
false. .retireGracefully--Retirement policy to
gracefully retire an application only after it
has completed all in-flight work. This policy
is only meaningful for stop and redeploy
operations and is mutually exclusive to
the retire timeout policy. .retireTimeout--
Time (in seconds) WLST waits before
retiring an application that has been
replaced with a newer version. This
option default to -1, which specifies
graceful timeout. .securityModel--Security
model. Valid values include: DDOnly,
CustomRoles, CustomRolesAndPolicies,
and Advanced. .securityValidationEnabled--
Boolean value specifying whether security
validation is enabled. .subModuleTargets--
Submodule level targets for
JMS modules. For example,
submod@mod-jms.xml@target |
submoduleName@target. .adminMode--
Boolean value specifying whether to start
the web application with restricted access.
This option defaults to false. .timeout--
Time (in milliseconds) that WLST waits
for the deployment process to complete
before canceling the operation. A value of 0
indicates that the operation will not time out.
This argument defaults to 300,000 ms (or 5
minutes). .upload--Boolean value specifying
whether the application files are uploaded
to the WebLogic Server Administration
Server  upload directory before deployment.
Use this option when the Administration
Server cannot access the application files
through the file system. This option defaults
to false. .versionIdentifier--Version identifier.
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Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Target String[] The name of the server or cluster on which
the application is deployed.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Upload File To Admin Server Boolean Click whether to upload the file to the
administration server computer. By
choosing so, the archive file is automatically
placed in the server upload directory.
Upload set in options are ignored.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - List Applications (WLST)

Lists applications by server or cluster

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Target Name String The name of a server or a cluster.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to

support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.
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Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Application Names String[] Application Names

WLS - List Destination (WLST)

List Destination.
Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Name Type Description
* JMS Module String JMS Module Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.
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Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Distributed Queue Object[] Distributed Queue
Distributed Topic Object[] Distributed Topic
Uniform Distributed Queue Object[] Uniform Distributed Queue
Uniform Distributed Topic Object[] Uniform Distributed Topic

WLS - Redeploy Application (WLST)

Redeploys a previously deployed application.Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is
required.

Input Values

Array of option name and value pairs, which are separated by equal sign. For example: optionName=optionValue. Those
pairs whose name not in the following list is ignored. options list:.altDD--Location of the alternate application deployment
descriptor on the Administration Server. .altWlsDD--Location of the alternate WebLogic application deployment
descriptor on the Administration Server. .block--Boolean value specifying whether WLST blocks user interaction until
the command completes. This option defaults to true. .clusterDeploymentTimeout--Time, in milliseconds, granted for a
cluster deployment task on this application. .createPlan--Boolean value indicating that user would like to create a default
plan. This option defaults to false. .defaultSubmoduleTargets--Boolean value indicating that targeting for qualifying JMS
submodules is  derived by the system, default value is true..deploymentPrincipalName--String value specifying the
principal for deploying the file or archive during server starts (static deployment; it does not affect the current deployment
task). Verify that the user exists. This option adds <deployment-principal-name> to the <app-deployment> element
in the config.xml file. .forceUndeployTimeout--Force undeployment timeout value. .gracefulIgnoreSessions--Boolean
value specifying whether the graceful production to admin mode operation ignores pending HTTP sessions. This option
defaults to false and only applies if gracefulProductionToAdmin is set to true. .gracefulProductionToAdmin--Boolean value
specifying whether the production to Admin mode operation is graceful. This option defaults to false. .libImplVersion--
Implementation version of the library, if it is not present in the manifest. .libraryModule--Boolean value specifying whether
the module is a library module. This option defaults to false. .libSpecVersion--Specification version of the library, if it is
not present in the manifest. .planVersion--Plan version number. .remote--Boolean value specifying whether the operation
is remote from the file system that contains the source. Use this option when you are on a different computer from the
Administration Server and the deployment files are already at the specified location where the Administration Server is
located. This option defaults to false. .retireGracefully--Retirement policy to gracefully retire an application only after it
has completed all in-flight work. This policy is only meaningful for stop and redeploy operations and is mutually exclusive
to the retire timeout policy. .retireTimeout--Time (in seconds) WLST waits before retiring an application that has been
replaced with a newer version. This option default to -1, which specifies graceful timeout. .securityModel--Security model.
Valid values include: DDOnly, CustomRoles, CustomRolesAndPolicies, and Advanced. .securityValidationEnabled--
Boolean value specifying whether security validation is enabled. .subModuleTargets--Submodule level targets for JMS
modules. For example, submod@mod-jms.xml@target | submoduleName@target. .adminMode--Boolean value specifying
whether to start the web application with restricted access. This option defaults to false. .timeout--Time (in milliseconds)
that WLST waits for the deployment process to complete before canceling the operation. A value of 0 indicates that
the operation will not time out. This argument defaults to 300,000 ms (or 5 minutes). .upload--Boolean value specifying
whether the application files are uploaded to the WebLogic Server Administration Server  upload directory before
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deployment. Use this option when the Administration Server cannot access the application files through the file system.
This option defaults to false. .versionIdentifier--Version identifier.

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Archive Version String Archive version number. If the version is
defined in MAINFEST.MF of the application,
we can only input defined version or leave
this input empty.

Deployment Plan String The path of a deployment plan xml file.
Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea

\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Options String[]
Password Password Password of the operator that connects

WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Resume Server (WLST)

Resumes the server.Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server String Server
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* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin
directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Run WLST Script

Runs WLST scriptPython script in Oracle WebLogic Server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Script Source String The path of the python script file.
* Weblogic Home String The Weblogic root directory. Example: C:

\Oracle\Middleware\wlserver_10.3
Command Line Arguments String[] A list of Command-Line Arguments, can be

accessed from the script using 'sys.argv[i]'.
Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-

running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Execution Output String The output of the execution of the script.

WLS - Shutdown Administrator Server (WLST)

Shutdowns the Administration Server.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server Name String Name of the Managed Server or cluster.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Force Shutdown Boolean Set if WLST terminates a server instance
or a cluster without waiting for the active
sessions to complete.

Ignore Session Boolean Set if pending HTTP sessions are dropped
immediately.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Shutdown Timeout int Time (in seconds) that WLST waits for
subsystems to complete in-process work
and suspend themselves before shutting
down the server. This argument defaults
to 0 seconds, indicating that there is no
timeout.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.
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Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Shutdown Server(s) (WLST)

Shutdowns a running server instance or cluster.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server Name String Name of the Managed Server or cluster.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Force Shutdown Boolean Set if WLST terminates a server instance
or a cluster without waiting for the active
sessions to complete.

Ignore Session Boolean Set if pending HTTP sessions are dropped
immediately.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Shutdown Timeout int Time (in seconds) that WLST waits for
subsystems to complete in-process work
and suspend themselves before shutting
down the server. This argument defaults
to 0 seconds, indicating that there is no
timeout.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.
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Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Start Administration Server (WLST)

Start administration server

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Domain Directory String Domain Directory.

Example: C:\bea\user_projects\domains
\base_domain

* Domain Name String Domain Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

JVM arguments String JVM arguments to pass to the server
process. Multiple arguments can be
specified, separated by commas.

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Server String Server
System properties String System properties to pass to the server

process. System properties are specified
as comma-separated name-value pairs,
and the name-value pairs are separated by
equal signs (=)

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.
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Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Start Application (WLST)

Start the various types of applications.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Archive Version String Archive version number. If the version is
defined in MAINFEST.MF of the application,
we can only input defined version or leave
this input empty.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.
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Options String[] Array of option name and value pairs,
which are separated by equal sign. For
example: optionName=optionValue. Those
pairs whose name not in the following list is
ignored. options list:.altDD--Location of the
alternate application deployment descriptor
on the Administration Server. .altWlsDD--
Location of the alternate WebLogic
application deployment descriptor on
the Administration Server. .block--
Boolean value specifying whether
WLST blocks user interaction until the
command completes. This option defaults
to true. .clusterDeploymentTimeout--
Time, in milliseconds, granted for
a cluster deployment task on this
application. .createPlan--Boolean value
indicating that user would like to create
a default plan. This option defaults
to false. .defaultSubmoduleTargets--
Boolean value indicating that targeting
for qualifying JMS submodulesis  derived
by the system, default value is
true..deploymentPrincipalName--String
value specifying the principal for deploying
the file or archive during server starts
(static deployment; it does not affect
the current deployment task). Verify
that the user exists. This option adds
<deployment-principal-name> to the
<app-deployment> element in the
config.xml file. .forceUndeployTimeout--
Force undeployment timeout
value. .gracefulIgnoreSessions--Boolean
value specifying whether the graceful
production to admin mode operation
ignores pending HTTP sessions. This
option defaults to false and only applies
if gracefulProductionToAdmin is set
to true. .gracefulProductionToAdmin--
Boolean value specifying whether the
production to Admin mode operation
is graceful. This option defaults to
false. .libImplVersion--Implementation
version of the library, if it is not present
in the manifest. .libraryModule--Boolean
value specifying whether the module is
a library module. This option defaults
to false. .libSpecVersion--Specification
version of the library, if it is not present in
the manifest. .planVersion--Plan version
number. .remote--Boolean value specifying
whether the operation is remote from the
file system that contains the source. Use
this option when you are on a different
computer from the Administration Server
and the deployment files are already at the
specified location where the Administration
Server is located. This option defaults to
false. .retireGracefully--Retirement policy to
gracefully retire an application only after it
has completed all in-flight work. This policy
is only meaningful for stop and redeploy
operations and is mutually exclusive to
the retire timeout policy. .retireTimeout--
Time (in seconds) WLST waits before
retiring an application that has been
replaced with a newer version. This
option default to -1, which specifies
graceful timeout. .securityModel--Security
model. Valid values include: DDOnly,
CustomRoles, CustomRolesAndPolicies,
and Advanced. .securityValidationEnabled--
Boolean value specifying whether security
validation is enabled. .subModuleTargets--
Submodule level targets for
JMS modules. For example,
submod@mod-jms.xml@target |
submoduleName@target. .adminMode--
Boolean value specifying whether to start
the web application with restricted access.
This option defaults to false. .timeout--
Time (in milliseconds) that WLST waits
for the deployment process to complete
before canceling the operation. A value of
0 indicates that the operation will not time
out. This argument defaults to 300,000
ms (or 5 minutes). .upload--Boolean value
specifying whether the application files
are uploaded to the WebLogic Server
Administration Server  upload directory
before  deployment. Use this option
when the Administration Server cannot
access the application files through
the file system. This option defaults to
false. .versionIdentifier--Version identifier.
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Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if boot.properties is used as the
credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Start Node Manager (WLST)

Start the Node Manager on the same computer that is running WLST.

Note: If the inputs are assigned values, the status of the Node Manager is checked before the start command runs.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Node Manager Bin Path String Node manager bin path. Example: C:

\Oracle\Middleware\wlserver_12.1\server
\bin
Or C:\Oracle\Middleware\Oracle_Home
\user_projects\domains\domain_name\bin

* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin
directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

WLS - Start Server(s) (WLST)

Start a Managed Server instance or a cluster using Node Manager.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server Name String Name of the Managed Server or cluster.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.
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AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Domain Name String Name of the domain which the server
resides.

Listen Address for Node Manager String The host name or IP address where Node
Manager listens for connection requests.

Listen Port for Node Manager Integer The port number where Node Manager
listens for connection requests.

Node Manager Home String Node manager home directory.
Example: C:\Oracle\Middleware
\wlserver_12.1\common\nodemanager
Or C:\Oracle\Middleware\Oracle_Home
\user_projects\domains\domain_name
\nodemanager

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Password for Node Manager Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to Node Manage. This field is
mandatory if you want to start the server
through node manager.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Startup Properties String[] Startup properties that are passed to a
server when started using Node Manager.
Example:
JavaHome=C:\java\jre
SSLArguments=-
Dweblogic.security.SSL.ignoreHostnameVerification=false
-Dweblogic.ReverseDNSAllowed=false

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.
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Username for Node Manager String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to Node Manager. This field is
mandatory if you want to start the server
through node manager.

WLS - Stop Application (WLST)

Stop the various types of applications.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Archive Version String Archive version number. If the version is
defined in MAINFEST.MF of the application,
we can only input defined version or leave
this input empty.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.
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Options String[] Array of option name and value pairs,
which are separated by equal sign. For
example: optionName=optionValue. Those
pairs whose name not in the following list is
ignored. options list:.altDD--Location of the
alternate application deployment descriptor
on the Administration Server. .altWlsDD--
Location of the alternate WebLogic
application deployment descriptor on
the Administration Server. .block--
Boolean value specifying whether
WLST blocks user interaction until the
command completes. This option defaults
to true. .clusterDeploymentTimeout--
Time, in milliseconds, granted for
a cluster deployment task on this
application. .createPlan--Boolean value
indicating that user would like to create
a default plan. This option defaults
to false. .defaultSubmoduleTargets--
Boolean value indicating that targeting
for qualifying JMS submodules
is  derived by the system, default value
is true..deploymentPrincipalName--
String value specifying the principal
for deploying the file or archive during
server starts (static deployment; it does
not affect the current deployment task).
Verify that the user exists. This option
adds <deployment-principal-name> to
the <app-deployment> element in the
config.xml file. .forceUndeployTimeout--
Force undeployment timeout
value. .gracefulIgnoreSessions--Boolean
value specifying whether the graceful
production to admin mode operation
ignores pending HTTP sessions. This
option defaults to false and only applies
if gracefulProductionToAdmin is set to
true. .gracefulProductionToAdmin--Boolean
value specifying whether the production
to Admin mode operations graceful. This
option defaults to false. .libImplVersion--
Implementation version of the library, if it is
not present in the manifest. .libraryModule--
Boolean value specifying whether the
module is a library module. This option
defaults to false. .libSpecVersion--
Specification version of the library, if it is
not present in the manifest. .planVersion--
Plan version number. .remote--Boolean
value specifying whether the operation
is  remote from the file system that
contains the source. Use this option
when you are on a different computer
from the Administration Server and
the deployment files are already at the
specified location where the Administration
Server is located. This option defaults to
false. .retireGracefully--Retirement policy to
gracefully retire an application only after it
has completed all in-flight work. This policy
is only meaningful for stop and redeploy
operations and is mutually exclusive to
the retire timeout policy. .retireTimeout--
Time (in seconds) WLST waits before
retiring an application that has been
replaced with a newer version. This
option default to -1, which specifies
graceful timeout. .securityModel--Security
model. Valid values include: DDOnly,
CustomRoles, CustomRolesAndPolicies,
and Advanced. .securityValidationEnabled--
Boolean value specifying whether security
validation is enabled. .subModuleTargets--
Submodule level targets for
JMS modules. For example,
submod@mod-jms.xml@target |
submoduleName@target. .adminMode--
Boolean value specifying whether to start
the web application with restricted access.
This option defaults to false. .timeout--
Time (in milliseconds) that WLST waits
for the deployment process to complete
before canceling the operation. A value of
0 indicates that the operation will not time
out. This argument defaults to 300,000
ms (or 5 minutes). .upload--Boolean value
specifying whether the application files
are uploaded to the WebLogic Server
Administration Server  upload directory
before  deployment. Use this option
when the Administration Server cannot
access the application files through
the file system. This option defaults to
false. .versionIdentifier--Version identifier.
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Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Suspend Server (WLST)

Suspends a server.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Server String Server
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used to
support using boot.properties as the login
credential. If boot.properties is used as the
login credential and this field is empty, the
program assumes the boot.properties file is
located under the domain folder.

Domain Directory Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

Force Suspend Boolean Specifying whether WLST suspends the
server without waiting for active sessions to
complete.

Password String Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.
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SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Suspend Ignore Session Boolean Specifying whether WLST for HTTP
sessions to complete or time out while
suspending.

Suspend Timeout int Time (in seconds) the WLST waits for the
server to complete in-process work before
suspending the server.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Undeploy Application (WLST)

Undeploy an application from target servers or clusters.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Target String[] Application targets array, target can be
server or cluster.

Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used
to support using boot.properties as the
login credential. If boot.properties is used
as the login the credential and this field
has no data, the program assumes the
boot.properties file is located under the
domain folder.

Archive Version String Archive version number. If the version is
defined in MAINFEST.MF of the application,
we can only input defined version or leave
this input empty.

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.
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Options String[] Array of option name and value pairs,
which are separated by equal sign. For
example: optionName=optionValue. Those
pairs whose name not in the following list is
ignored. options list:.altDD--Location of the
alternate application deployment descriptor
on the Administration Server. .altWlsDD--
Location of the alternate WebLogic
application deployment descriptor on
the Administration Server. .block--
Boolean value specifying whether
WLST blocks user interaction until the
command completes. This option defaults
to true. .clusterDeploymentTimeout--
Time, in milliseconds, granted for
a cluster deployment task on this
application. .createPlan--Boolean value
indicating that user would like to create
a default plan. This option defaults
to false. .defaultSubmoduleTargets--
Boolean value indicating that targeting
for qualifying JMS submodules
is  derived by the system, default value
is true..deploymentPrincipalName--
String value specifying the principal
for deploying the file or archive during
server starts (static deployment; it does
not affect the current deployment task).
Verify that the user exists. This option
adds <deployment-principal-name> to
the <app-deployment> element in the
config.xml file. .forceUndeployTimeout--
Force undeployment timeout
value. .gracefulIgnoreSessions--Boolean
value specifying whether the graceful
production to admin mode operation
ignores pending HTTP sessions. This
option defaults to false and only applies
if gracefulProductionToAdmin is set
to true. .gracefulProductionToAdmin--
Boolean value specifying whether the
production to Admin mode operation
is graceful. This option defaults to
false. .libImplVersion--Implementation
version of the library, if it is not present
in the manifest. .libraryModule--Boolean
value specifying whether the module is
a library module. This option defaults
to false. .libSpecVersion--Specification
version of the library, if it is not present in
the manifest. .planVersion--Plan version
number. .remote--Boolean value specifying
whether the operation is  remote from the
file system that contains the source. Use
this option when you are on a different
computer from the Administration Server
and the deployment files are already at the
specified location where the Administration
Server is located. This option defaults to
false. .retireGracefully--Retirement policy to
gracefully retire an application only after it
has completed all in-flight work. This policy
is only meaningful for stop and redeploy
operations and is mutually exclusive to
the retire timeout policy. .retireTimeout--
Time (in seconds) WLST waits before
retiring an application that has been
replaced with a newer version. This
option default to -1, which specifies
graceful timeout. .securityModel--Security
model. Valid values include: DDOnly,
CustomRoles, CustomRolesAndPolicies,
and Advanced. .securityValidationEnabled--
Boolean value specifying whether security
validation is enabled. .subModuleTargets--
Submodule level targets for
JMS modules. For example,
submod@mod-jms.xml@target |
submoduleName@target. .adminMode--
Boolean value specifying whether to start
the web application with restricted access.
This option defaults to false. .timeout--
Time (in milliseconds) that WLST waits
for the deployment process to complete
before canceling the operation. A value of 0
indicates that the operation will not time out.
This argument defaults to 300,000 ms (or 5
minutes). .upload--Boolean value specifying
whether the application files are uploaded
to the WebLogic Server Administration
Server  upload directory before deployment.
Use this option when the Administration
Server cannot access the application files
through the file system. This option defaults
to false. .versionIdentifier--Version identifier.
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Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

WLS - Update Distributed Queue Destination (WLST)

Update a Distributed Queue Destination.
Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Queue Name String Name of Distributed Queue
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer.
Example: C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Type String The value of types is "weight" or "uniform".
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used

to support using boot.properties as the
login credential. If boot.properties is used
as the login the credential and this field
has no data, the program assumes the
boot.properties file is located under the
domain folder.

DestinationKey String You can specify the DestinationKey name
to add the DestinationKey. (Only for
UniformDistributedQueue).

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.

JNDI Name String JNDI Name
LoadBalancing Ploicy String The LoadBalancing Policy of the

destination. You can input "Round-Robin"
or "Random".
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Member String Update the member of Distributed
Destination. (Only for Weight Distributed
Destination).

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Weight Integer Set the weight for Distributed Destination.
(Only for Weight Distributed Destination).

WLS - Update Distributed Topic Destination (WLST)

Update a Distributed Topic Destination.
Note: The following action requires connection to the admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* JMS Module Name String JMS Module Name
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Topic Name String Name of Distributed Topic
* Type String The value of types is "weight" or "uniform".
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
AdminServer Name String AdminServer Name. This field is used

to support using boot.properties as the
login credential. If boot.properties is used
as the login the credential and this field
has no data, the program assumes the
boot.properties file is located under the
domain folder.

DestinationKey String You can specify the DestinationKey name
to add the DestinationKey. (Only for
UniformDistributedQueue).

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. Example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
If boot.properties is used as the login
credential, this field is required.
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Forwarding Policy String The Forwarding Policy of the destination.
You can input "Replicated" or
"Partitioned".Only for Uniform Distributed
Destination

JNDI Name String JNDI Name
LoadBalancing Policy String The LoadBalancing Policy of the

destination. You can input "Round-Robin"
or "Random".

Member String Update the member of Distributed
Destination. (Only for Weight Distributed
Destination).

Password Password Password of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select True if the admin server is listening
on an SSL port. False if not.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until operation finishes. '0' is
unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator that connects
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if the boot.properties is used as
the credential and the domain directory is
provided.

Weight Integer Set weight for Distributed Destination. (Only
for Weight Distributed Destination).

WLS - Update Work Manager (WLST)

Updates a Work Manager

Note: Requires connection to the Admin server to execute.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Domain Name String Domain name.
* Server bin directory path String The path to the WebLogic server bin

directory on the agent computer. Example:
C:\bea\wlserver_10\common\bin

* Work Manager Name String Name of the Work Manager.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

Instance that holds the MBean server.
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AdminServerName String This field is used to support the use of
boot.properties

as login credentials. If
boot.properties

is used as login credentials and this field
has no data, the program assumes the
boot.properties

file is located under the
domain

folder.
Capacity Constraint String The total number of requests that can be

queued or executed before WebLogic
Server begins to reject requests.

Connection Arguments String[] Use this input field when more JAVA_OPTS
arguments are required for establishing
a connection with WebLogic. (Do not
include the -D while specifying the option to
include).
Example:
weblogic.security.SSL.minimumProtocolVersion=SSLv3

Domain Directory String Domain Directory. For example: C:\bea
\user_projects\domains
Note: If boot.properties is used as
the login credentials, this field is mandatory.

Max Stuck Thread Time Integer Time after which an executing thread is
declared as stuck. This setting can only
be used if 'Stuck Thread Action' is set as
SPECIFY_THRESHOLDS.

Max Threads Constraint String Maximum number of concurrent threads
that can be allocated to execute requests.

Min Threads Constraint String Minimum number of threads that are
allocated to resolve deadlocks.

Password Password Password of the operator who is connecting
WLST to the server. This field is not
required if
boot.properties

is used as the login credentials and domain
directory is provided.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

Request Class String Name of the request class that is
associated with this Work Manager.

Resume when Unstuck Boolean Whether to resume the work manager once
the stuck threads have been cleared. This
setting can only be used if 'Stuck Thread
Action' is set as SPECIFY_THRESHOLDS.
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SSL Enabled Boolean Select
true

if the admin server is listening on an SSL
port and
false

otherwise.
Stuck Thread Action ThreadActions Specify how stuck threads should be

detected, and what action to take should
they occur.
IGNORE_STUCK_THREADS
USER_SERVER_DEFAULT_BEHAVIOR
SPECIFY_THRESHOLDS

Stuck Thread Count Integer Number of stuck threads after which the
Work Manager is shut down. This can only
be used if 'Stuck Thread Action' is set as
SPECIFY_THRESHOLDS.

Target String[] Target the Work Manager to WebLogic
Server instances or Clusters.

Timeout (seconds) Integer Time to wait until the operation finishes. '0'
is unlimited wait.

Username String Username of the operator who is
connecting WLST to the server. This field is
not required if
boot.properties

is used as login credentials and domain
directory is provided.

WLS - Deprecated Actions

NOTE
The following WebLogic actions from Release Automation version 4.7 are deprecated and the equivalent actions
that use Jython scripting language (WLST) are added.

WLS - Create Data Source (Java - deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Creates a JDBC Data Source.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Data Source Name String The name of the Data Source.
* Db Driver Class Path String Classpath of JDBC driver.
* Db Url String The address of the Database.
* Db User Id String Database login username.
* Password Password Administrative password.
* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
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Capacity increase Integer The number of connections that are created
when new connections are added to the
connection pool.

Db Password Password Database login password.
Driver Property Names String[] Property names for the driver initialization.
Driver Property Values String[] Property values for the driver initialization.
Initial Capacity Integer The number of physical connections to

create when creating the connection pool in
the data source. Also the minimum number
of physical connections the connection pool
keeps available.

JNDI Names String[] The JNDI path to where this Data Source
is bound. By default, the JNDI name is the
name of the data source.

Login Delay Seconds Integer The number of seconds to delay before
creating each physical database
connection. This delay supports database
servers that cannot handle multiple
connection requests in rapid succession.

Max Capacity Integer The maximum number of physical
connections that this connection pool can
contain.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening
on an SSL port and false otherwise.

Shrink Frequency Seconds Integer The number of seconds to wait before
shrinking a connection pool that has
incrementally increased to meet demand.

Target Names String Target names, where datasources are
created. A Target can be a server or a
cluster.
Targets format: target_1, target_2,...,
target_n.

Test Table Name String The name of the database table to
use when testing physical database
connections.

Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-
running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

WLS - Delete Application (Java - Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Undeploys an application from all deployed targets and deletes it from the domain.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Module Type ApplicationType The type of the deploying application.
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* Password Password Administrative password.
* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server

instance.
SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening

on an SSL port and false otherwise.
Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-

running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

WLS - Delete Data Source (Java - Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Delete the specified data source.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Data Source Name String The name of the Data Source.
* Password Password Administrative password.
* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server

instance.
SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening

on an SSL port and false otherwise.
Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-

running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

WLS - Deploy Installed Application (Java - Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Deploys an installed application onto the target servers.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Module Type ApplicationType The type of the deploying application.
* Password Password Administrative password.
* Target names String Target names, where applications are to be

deployed/redeployed.
A Target can be a server or a cluster.
Targets are separated with commas only.
For example: "server1,server2,server3"

* User String Administrative user name.
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Address String The address of the WebLogic Server
instance that hosts the MBean server.

Deployment Plan String The path to a deployment plan xml file.
Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server

instance.
SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening

on an SSL port and false otherwise.
Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-

running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

WLS - Get Application State (Java - Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Retrieve the state of the specified application.

If the target is a cluster, the application must be deployed to all the servers that belong to the cluster.

If the target is a server that belongs to a cluster, the target can be used directly if the application is partially deployed on
the cluster (when fully deployed, use the cluster name).
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Password Password Administrative password.
* Target Server String The name of the server on which the

application is deployed.
* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
Expected State ApplicationState The state in which you expect the

application to be. If this input is filled and
the application is not in the expected state
the action fails.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening
on an SSL port and false otherwise.

Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-
running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Application State String The state of the application.

WLS - Get Server(s) State (Java - Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Retrieve the state of the specified server or cluster.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password Administrative password.
* Server Name String The name of the server or cluster.
* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
Expected State ServerState If expected state is set, the action succeeds

if and only if the actual state equals the
expected state.

Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening
on an SSL port and false otherwise.

Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-
running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Server State String The state of the server.

WLS - Install New Application (Java - Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Installs a new application, deploys the application to the target servers, and starts the deployed
application.

This action supports the following types:

• WAR
• EAR
• JAR (EJB)

Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Application Path String The full path to the application. The path

represents the application archive file or
exploded archive directory.

* Module Type ApplicationType The type of the deploying application.
* Password Password Administrative password.
* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
Deployment Plan String The path to a deployment plan xml file.
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Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server
instance.

SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening
on an SSL port and false otherwise.

Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-
running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

Upload File To Admin Server Boolean Click whether to upload the file to the
administration server computer. By
choosing so, the archive file is automatically
placed in the server upload directory.

WLS - Resume Server(s) (Java - Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Resume the specified server or cluster in the Domain.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password Administrative password.
* Server Name String The name of the server or cluster.
* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server

instance.
SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening

on an SSL port and false otherwise.
Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-

running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

WLS - Shutdown Server(s) (Java - Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Stop the specified server or cluster in the Domain following the in-flight work.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Set if pending HTTP sessions are ignored during in-flight work handling.

Name Type Description
* Password Password Administrative password.
* Server Name String The name of the server or cluster.
* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
Ignore Session Boolean
Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server

instance.
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SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening
on an SSL port and false otherwise.

Shutdown Timeout Integer Number of seconds to wait before aborting
in-flight work and shutting down/suspending
the server.

Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-
running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

WLS - Start Application (Java - Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Start the various types of applications.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Password Password Administrative password.
* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server

instance.
SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening

on an SSL port and false otherwise.
Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-

running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

WLS - Start Server(s) (Java - Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Start the specified server or cluster in the Domain.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password Administrative password.
* Server Name String The name of the server or cluster.
* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server

instance.
SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening

on an SSL port and false otherwise.
Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-

running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.
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WLS - Stop Application (Java Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Stop the various types of applications.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Password Password Administrative password.
* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server

instance.
SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening

on an SSL port and false otherwise.
Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-

running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

WLS - Suspend Server(s) (Java - Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Suspend the specified server or cluster in the Domain.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password Administrative password.
* Server Name String The name of the server or cluster.
* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
Ignore Session Boolean Set if pending HTTP sessions are ignored

during in-flight work handling.
Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server

instance.
SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening

on an SSL port and false otherwise.
Shutdown Timeout Integer Number of seconds to wait before aborting

in-flight work and shutting down/suspending
the server.

Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-
running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

WLS - Undeploy Application (Java - Deprecated)

(This action is deprecated) Undeploy an application from the target servers.
Note: To execute the following action, connection to the admin server is required.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Application Name String The name of the application.
* Module Type ApplicationType The type of the deploying application.
* Password Password Administrative password.
* Target server names String Target server names, where application

is undeployed. Targets are separated
with commas only. For example:
"server1,server2,server3"

* User String Administrative user name.
Address String The address of the WebLogic Server

instance that hosts the MBean server.
Port Integer Port number of the WebLogic Server

instance.
SSL Enabled Boolean Select true is the admin server is listening

on an SSL port and false otherwise.
Timeout (Seconds) Integer The number of seconds to wait until long-

running operation is finished. 0 means no
timeout.

boot.propertied

ServiceNow

Action Pack for ServiceNow 10.6.2210.1.

The Action Pack for ServiceNow contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform operations in
ServiceNow.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• ServiceNow Actions  in this document.
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms

• This action pack supports ServiceNow releases Orlando, Paris, Quebec, and Tokyo.
• This action pack supportsNolio Release Automation Integrations 6.7 and later.

What's New

The following updates are made to 10.6.2210.1.

• Remediated potential security vulnerabilities and upgraded open-source libraries.

The following updates are made to 10.5.2104.1.

• ServiceNow - Check Change Request Status action now includes the following additional fields in the output:
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– Planned Start Time
– Planned End Time
– Actual Start Time
– Actual End Time

The following updates are made to 10.5.2010.1.

All ServiceNow actions are now updated for Proxy support and also Proxy username and password are now optional
inputs when Proxy server/host or port details are provided as inputs.

The following updates are made to10.4.2007.1.

The following ServiceNow actions now supports Custom States of ServiceNow Change Requests and Change Tasks:

• ServiceNow - Check Change Request Child Tasks Statuses
• ServiceNow - Check Change Request Status
• ServiceNow - Get List of Change Tasks for a Change Request
• ServiceNow - Get Change Task Status
• ServiceNow - Get Field Value
• ServiceNow - Set Change Request Status
• ServiceNow - Set Change Task Status
• ServiceNow - Update Tasks Statuses

Also, ServiceNow - Get Field Value action now publishes Display Value as output.

The following updates are made to 10.3.1503.1.

The following ServiceNow actions are added, and run on ServiceNow Eureka, and later release that support REST API.

• ServiceNow - Add a New Change Task to Change Request
• ServiceNow - Check Change Request Approval Status
• ServiceNow - Check Change Request Child Tasks Statuses
• ServiceNow - Check Change Request Status
• ServiceNow - Delete Multiple Rows From CMDB Table
• ServiceNow - Delete Row From CMDB Table
• ServiceNow - Get List of Change Tasks for a Change Request
• ServiceNow - Get Change Task Status
• ServiceNow - Insert Row Into CMDB Table
• ServiceNow - Set Change Request Approval Status
• ServiceNow - Set Change Request Status
• ServiceNow - Set Change Task Status
• ServiceNow - Update Tasks Statuses

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in ServiceNow.

Follow these steps:

1. Download and import the action pack:
a. Download the action pack from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
b. Extract the action pack .zip file to get the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files.
c. Extract the dependencies.zip.
d. Import both the action pack .jar and the contents of the dependencies .zip into Nolio Release Automation using

Actions Management.
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2. Deploy the action pack for ServiceNow. For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins .
3. Use ServiceNow actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

ServiceNow Actions

All ServiceNow actions are now delivered as an action pack. The ServiceNow actions are stored in the CA Release
Automation Repository, Database, and in the folder structure.

The Action Pack for ServiceNow provides the following actions:

ServiceNow - Add a New Change Task to Change Request

Adds a new change task to the specified change request by sys-id

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Fields Names and Values
(Change Task)

String[] List of field names and values for the new
change task. Each entry in the input array
is in the format field: value. For example,
{" description ":"a demo to add a new
change task", "approval": "requested"}. If
this parameter is empty, all the fields values
use the default values. Note: if the field
name does not exist in the change_task
dictionary, the field is ignored.

* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for
example: https://{instance}.service-now.com

* Password Password User password
* Sys-id String The sys-id of the change request
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port Int The Proxy Server Port
Proxy Server String The HostName or IP address of the Proxy

Server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

Output Values

Name Type Description
Change Task Number String The number of newly created change task
Change Task Sys-id String The sys-id of the newly created change

task

ServiceNow - Check Change Request Approval Status

Get the approval status of the specified change request by sys-id.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* Password Password User password
* Sys-id String The sys-id of the change request
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The proxy server port
Proxy Server String The HostName or IP address for the proxy

server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

Output Values

Name Type Description
Approval Status String The approval status of the specified change

request
Number String The number of the specified change

request

ServiceNow - Check Change Request Status

Get the state status of the specified change request by sys-id.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* Password String User password
* Sys-id String The sys-id of the change request
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The proxy server port
Proxy Server String The HostName or IP address for the proxy

server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

Output Values

Name Type Description
Number String The number of the specified change

request
State Status String The state status of the specified change

request
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Planned Start Time String Planned start time of the specified change
request

Planned End Time String Planned end time of the specified change
request

Actual Start Time String Actual start time of the specified change
request

Actual End Time String Actual end time of the specified change
request

ServiceNow - Check Change Request Child Tasks Statuses

Get statuses of all child tasks of the specified change request by sys-id.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* Password String User password
* Sys-id String The sys-id of the change request
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The proxy server port
Proxy Server String The HostName or IP address for the proxy

server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

Output Values

Name Type Description
Child Task Numbers String[] The numbers of retrieved child tasks
Child Task Statuses String[] The statuses of the retrieved child tasks
Child Task Sys-ids String[] The sys-ids of the retrieved child tasks
Number of Child Tasks int The total number of child tasks residing

under the specified change request

ServiceNow - Create New Entity

Creates new entity from the type of the specified ServiceNow table.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Field Names and Values String[] List of field names and values. Each entry

in the input array is in the format field: value
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* Password Password User password
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* Table name String ServiceNow table name, as it appears in
the dictionary.

* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP address for Proxy

Server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

Output Values

Name Type Description
Display Field Name String The name of the display field of the new

entity, for example: "number" if there is a
new change.

Display Field Value String The name of the display field of the new
entity, for example, the value of the change
number

Response String ServiceNow response to create request
Sys -id String Sys-id of the newly created entity

ServiceNow - Delete Multiple Rows From CMDB Table

Deletes multiple rows from the specified table by sys-ids.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* Password String User password
* Sys-ids String[] The sys-ids of the entities in the specified

table
* Table name String The ServiceNow table name, as it appears

in the dictionary.
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The proxy server port
Proxy Server String The HostName or IP address for the proxy

server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

ServiceNow - Delete Row From CMDB Table

Deletes a row from the specified table by sys-id.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* Password String User password
* Sys-id String The sys-id of the entity in the specified table
* Table name String The ServiceNow table name, as it appears

in the dictionary.
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The proxy server port
Proxy Server String The HostName or IP address for the proxy

server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

ServiceNow - Get Change Task Status

Get state status of the specified change task by sys-id.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Change Task Sys-id String The sys-id of the change task
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* Password Password User password
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP address for Proxy

Server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

Output Values

Name Type Description
Change Task Number String The number of the specified change task
State Status String The state status of the specified change

task

ServiceNow - Get Entities Sys-ids

Returns all entities of a specified ServiceNow table with custom field filter options
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* Password Password User password
* Table name String ServiceNow table name, as it appears in

the dictionary.
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Filters String[] Filter all entities that are not matching field

values that are specified in this input. A
filter is formatted as field: value. By default,
all entities sys-ids are retrieved.

Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP address for Proxy

Server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

Output Values

Name Type Description
First sys-id String The first sys-id of the sys-ids array. Useful

for queries with unique results
Number of Results int Number of entities that match the filter
Sys -ids String[] All the sys-ids of the entities according to

the filter

ServiceNow - Get Entity Fields

Get entity fields values by entity sys-id.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* Password Password User password
* Sys -id String Sys-id of entity to retrieve
* Table name String ServiceNow table name, as it appears in

the dictionary.
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Fields String[] List of field names to retrieve. Default takes

all fields
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP address for Proxy

Server
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Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

Output Values

Name Type Description
Field names String[] The names of the fields of retrieved values
Field value String[] Field values in same order as field name

output

ServiceNow - Get Field Value

Get entity field value by entity sys-id.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Field Name String The name of a single field to retrieve
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* Password Password User password
* Sys -id String The sys-id of the entity to retrieve
* Table name String ServiceNow table name, as it appears in

the dictionary.
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP address for Proxy

Server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

Output Values

Name Type Description
Field value String The value of the field
Display value String The display value of the field

ServiceNow - Get List of Change Tasks for a Change Request

Get all the change tasks residing under the specified change request by sys-id.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* Password Password User password
* Sys-id String The sys-id of the change request
* Username String ServiceNow Username
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Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP address for Proxy

Server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

Output Values

Name Type Description
Change Task Numbers String[] The numbers of retrieved change tasks
Change Task Statuses String[] The statuses of retrieved change tasks
Change Task Sys-ids String[] The sys-ids of the retrieved change tasks
Number of Change Tasks int The total number of change tasks residing

under the specified change request.

ServiceNow - Insert Row Into CMDB Table

Inserts a new row to the specified table

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Fields Names and Values String[] List of field names and values for the

specified table. Each entry in the input array
is in the format field: value. For example,
for cmdb_ci table,{"name": "CMDB_CI table
demo"}. If the parameter is empty, all the
field values use default values. Note: if the
field name does not exist in the cmdb table
dictionary, this field is ignored.

* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for
example: https://{instance}.service-now.com

* Password Password User password
* Table name String ServiceNow table name, as it appears in

the dictionary.
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP address for Proxy

Server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

Output Values

Name Type Description
Sys-id String The sys-id of the newly created row in the

specified table
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ServiceNow - Set Change Request Approval Status

Set the approval status of the specified change request by sys-id.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Approval Status ApprovalStatusEnum The approval status to be set for the

specified change request.
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* Password Password User password
* Sys -id String The sys-id of the change request
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP address for Proxy

Server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

ServiceNow - Set Change Request Status

Set the state status of the specified change request by sys-id.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL. For

example: https://{instance}.service-
now.com.

* Password Password User password. For example: test123.
State Status StateStatusEnum The state status to be set for the specified

change request. Required if Custom State
Status is not provided. For example: Open
Or Pending.

Custom State Status String The custom state status to be set for the
specified change request. Required if
State Status is not provided. For example:
Deployment .

* Sys -id String The sys-id of the change
request. For example:
f0ef57c7db75101099ba9006db96194a.

* Username String ServiceNow Username. For example:
admin.

Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP address for Proxy

Server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server
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ServiceNow - Set Change Task Status

Set the state status of the specified change task by sys-id.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Change Task Sys-id String The sys-id of the change task
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL. For

example: https://{instance}.service-
now.com.

* Password Password User password. For example test123.
State Status StateStatusEnum The state status to be set for the specified

change task. Required if Custom State
Status is not provided. For example: Open
Or Pending.

Custom State Status String The custom state status to be set for the
specified change task. Required if State
Status is not provided. For example:
Deployment .

* Username String ServiceNow Username. For example
admin.

Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP address for Proxy

Server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

ServiceNow - Update Entity

Update a specific field within a ServiceNow table.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Field name String The ServiceNow field name, as it appears

in the dictionary.
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL, for

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com
* New value String The new value to assign the field
* Password Password User password
* Sys -id String The sys-id of the entity to update
* Table name String ServiceNow table name, as it appears in

the dictionary.
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP address for Proxy

Server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Response String ServiceNow response to an update request

ServiceNow - Update Tasks Statuses

Updates the statuses of the tasks that are specified with task sys-ids.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Instance URL String The ServiceNow instance URL. For

example: https://{instance}.service-now.com

New State StateStatusEnum The new state to be set for the specified
task. Required if the Custom State is not
provided. For example: Work_In_Progress.

Custom State String The new custom state to be set for the
specified tasks. Required if the New State
is not provided. For example: Deployment.

* Password Password User password
* Task Sys-ids String[] The sys-ids of the tasks
* Username String ServiceNow Username
Proxy Password Password The password for the Proxy Server
Proxy Port int The Port for the Proxy Server
Proxy Server String The HostName Or IP address for Proxy

Server
Proxy Username String The user name for the Proxy Server

Sonatype Nexus

Action Pack for Sonatype Nexus 10.6.2006.1

The Action Pack for Sonatype Nexus contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes that perform
operations in Nexus.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Sonatype Nexus Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• Nexus actions in this pack support Sonatype Nexus version 2.1 and PRO Version 2.8
• Nexus actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later
• Windows 2008 R2 and Linux Red Hat 6

Repositories

Users of Nexus have two basic instances:
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• A structured, internal repository within the product that contains the action packs. Artifacts are placed in this
repository for use during deployment. The URLs and path names in this internal repository work with the ROC interface
for storage and retrieval. The specific actions that call for artifacts to be stored in the internal instance are not part
of the standard Nexus action pack. To avoid system interference and action inconsistencies, do not interact with this
repository. This repository is used internally and is not open to the user.

• An external Nexus instance that is used as a general-use repository for your own artifacts. This instance can include
artifacts that are created during deployment that you want to make available for other software interaction. This
external repository is not supplied by Nolio Release Automation.

What's New

The following update was made for 10.6.2006.1

• An updated action pack Sonatype Nexus was added for Release Automation (Nolio) Integrations 6.5 and later. This
updated action pack now lets you enter a Nexus URL without a port number.

The following update was made for 10.5.1412.

• The action "Upload Nexus Artifact" failed with the error java.lang.NoSuchMaethodError:
com.nolio.platform.shared.communication.services.artifacts.ArtifactRepositoryInfo is fixed. The action now calls the
correct ArtifactRepositoryInfo method on different Nolio Release Automation versions.

The following update was made for 10.4.1411.

• The action "Nexus Download By GAV" has been updated. The request to the Sonatype Nexus server was changed.
The action can handle artifacts that have versions with multiple timestamps and can download the latest version as a
result.

NOTE
The repository is not supported in the maven 1 format.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in Nexus.

Follow these steps:

1. Deploy the action pack for Sonatype Nexus.
For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.

2. Use Nexus actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Sonatype Nexus Actions

The Action Pack for Sonatype Nexus provides the following actions:

Nexus - Delete Nexus Artifact by URL

Delete an artifact from a Nexus repository manager by entering a full URL. It is possible to use the action to delete the
whole folder that contains the artifact.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The user password for authentication.
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* URL String URL for deleting the artifact. Example:.
http://localhost:8081/nexus/service/local/
repositories/releases/content/group1/arti1/
v1.2/arti1-v1.2.jar
URL for deleting the whole folder that
contains the artifact (including the folder
itself): Example: http://localhost:8081/
nexus/service/local/repositories/releases/
content/group1/arti1/v1.2

* Username String The user name for authentication.

Nexus - Download Nexus Artifact by GAV

Download an artifact from a Nexus repository manager using the GAV Parameters.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Artifact Id String Artifact id.
* Group Id String Artifact group id.
* Nexus Url String Nexus repository url. Example: http://

localhost:8081/nexus
* Packaging String The artifact type or file extension. Example:

JAR or WAR
* Repository Id String Repository Id. Example: 'releases'
* Target Path String The folder on the executing Agent that the

artifact is downloaded to.
* Version Id String Artifact version.
Artifact Classifier String Optional artifact classifier. Example: dev or

prod.
Password Password The user password for authentication.
Username String The user name for authentication.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Link To Artifact String The link to the artifact that is downloaded.

Nexus - Download Nexus Artifact by URL

Download an artifact from a Nexus repository manager by entering a full URL.
Note: The port number is required in the URL.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Target Path String The folder on the executing Agent that the

artifact is downloaded to.
* URL String The http or https URL to access.

Note: The port number is required in the
URL.
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Password Password The user password for authentication.
Username String The user name for authentication.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Link To Artifact String The link to the artifact that is downloaded.

Nexus - Get Artifact Info by GAV

Returns information about the artifact, such as the resource URI, and the packaging.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Artifact Id String Artifact id
* Group Id String Group id
* Nexus URL String Nexus repository URL Example: 'http://

localhost:8081/nexus'
* Repository Id String Repository Id. Example: 'releases'
* Version Id String The artifact version
Artifact Classifier String Optional artifact classifier. Example: dev or

prod.
Packaging String The artifact type or file extension. Example:

JAR or WAR
Password Password The user password for authentication.
Username String The user name for authentication.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Artifacts Resource URI String[] An array of the resource URLS of all the

artifacts with the suitable GAV parameters
from the input.

Extension String The extension of the first artifact with the
suitable GAV parameters from the input.

Packaging String The packaging of the first artifact with the
suitable GAV parameters from the input.

Resource URI String The name of the first artifact with the
suitable GAV parameters from the input.

Nexus - List Artifacts in a Repository

Returns a list of artifacts in a specific repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Nexus URL String Nexus repository URL. Example: 'http://

localhost:8081/nexus'
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* Repository Id String Repository Id. Example: 'releases'
Artifact Classifier String Optional artifact classifier Example: dev or

prod.
Artifact Id String Filter artifact by artifact id.
Group Id String Filter artifact by group id.
Packaging String The artifact type or file extension. Example:

JAR or WAR.
Password Password The user password for authentication.
Username String The user name for authentication.
Version Id String Filter artifact by artifact version.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Artifacts Count int The number of artifacts in the repository.
Artifacts Full Path String[] An array of the full paths of all the artifacts

in the repository.
First Artifact Full Path String The full path of the first artifact in the

repository.

Nexus - List Nexus Repositories

Returns a list of repositories on a specific Nexus server.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Nexus URL String Nexus repository URL. Example: 'http://

localhost:8081/nexus'
Password Password The user password for authentication.
Username String The user name for authentication.

Output Values

Name Type Description
First Repository Name String The name of the first repository in the

Nexus server
Repositories Count int The number of repositories in the Nexus

server.
Repositories Names String[] An array of the names of the repositories on

the Nexus server.

Nexus - Upload Nexus Artifact

Uploads an artifact to a Nexus repository manager. If the artifact is a folder, it is uploaded as a zipped folder.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Artifact Id String Artifact id.
* Artifact Path String The path on the executing Agent of the

artifact that is uploaded.
* Group Id String Artifact group id.
* Nexus URL String Nexus repository URL. Example: 'http://

localhost:8081/nexus'
* Password String The user password for authentication.
* Repository Id String Repository Id. Example: 'releases'
* Version Id String Artifact version
* Username String The user name for authentication.
Artifact Classifier String Optional artifact classifier. Example: dev or

prod.
Packaging String The artifact type or file extension. Example:

JAR or WAR

Sonatype Nexus Repository Manager 3

Action Pack for Sonatype Nexus Repository Manager 3 - 10.3.2210.1

The Action Pack for Sonatype Nexus Repository Manager 3 contains actions that enable you to manage artifacts in Nexus
Repository Manager 3.

What's New?

The following updates are made for 10.3.2210.1.

Remediate potential security vulnerabilities and upgrade open-source libraries.

Actions Implementation

The Nexus Repository Manager 3 actions use REST APIs and are executed locally or remotely.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Sonatype Nexus Repository Manager 3 Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Agent Installation

The Agent can be installed on any server, regardless of the Nexus server location.

Supported Platforms:

• Nexus Repository Manager actions in this pack support Nexus Repository Manager version 3.30.1-01
• Nexus actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 6.7 and later.
• Windows 2008 R2 and Linux Red Hat 6.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in Nexus Repository Manager 3.
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Follow these steps:

1. Download and install the action pack.
2. Deploy the action pack for Sonatype Nexus.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
3. Use Nexus actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Sonatype Nexus Repository Manager 3 Actions

The Action Pack for Sonatype Nexus Repository Manager 3 provides the following actions:

Delete Artifact by URL

Delete an artifact from a Nexus repository when a complete URL is specified.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Nexus Artifact URL String Specify a complete URL to the artifact to be

deleted.
Example: http://localhost:8081/repository/
maven-releases/com/artifactory/1.0.0/
artifactory.jar

Username String Specify your Nexus repository username.
Password Password Specify your Nexus repository password.
Skip SSL Validation Boolean Skips SSL validation if Yes is selected.

Download Artifact by URL

Downloads an artifact from a Nexus repository when a complete URL is specified.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Nexus Artifact URL String Specify a complete URL to the artifact to be

downloaded.
Example: http://localhost:8081/repository/
maven-releases/com/artifactory/1.0.0/
artifactory.jar

* Target File String Specify a target file name with the full
filepath.
Example: C:\actions\actions.jar

Username String Specify your Nexus repository username.
Password Password Specify your Nexus repository password.
Skip SSL Validation Boolean Skips SSL validation if Yes is selected.

NOTE
This action overwrites the existing artifact if an artifact with same name already exists in the directory that is
specified.
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Get Maven Artifact Info

Gets artifact information from a Nexus Maven repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Nexus URL String Specify the URL of your Nexus repository.

Example: http://localhost:8081
* Repository Name String Specify the name of the repository in which

the artifact is
located.

* Group ID String Specify the group ID of the component.
* Artifact ID String Specify the ID of the artifact to be retrieved.
* Base Version String Specify the base version of the component.
Extension String Specify the extension of the component.
Classifier String Specify the classifier of the component.
Username String Specify your Nexus repository username.
Password Password Specify your Nexus repository password.
Skip SSL Validation Boolean Skips SSL validation if Yes is selected.

NOTE
This action fails if the action does not fetch artifact information in response.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Resource URI String Full resource URI of the first artifact fetched

with the parameters specified in the input.
Artifact Path String Resource path of the first artifact fetched

with the parameters specified in the input.
Resource URI List String List of all the resource URIs.

Get Raw Artifact Info

Gets artifact information from the Nexus raw repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Nexus URL String Specify the URL of your Nexus repository.

Example: http://localhost:8081
* Repository Name String Specify the name of the repository in which

the artifact is
located.

* Group String Specify the name of the group of the
component.

* Name String Specify the name of the artifact to be
retrieved.

Username String Specify your Nexus repository username.
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Password Password Specify your Nexus repository password.
Skip SSL Validation Boolean Skips SSL validation if Yes is selected.

NOTE
The action fails if the action does not fetch artifact information in response.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Resource URI String Full resource URI of the first artifact fetched

with the parameters specified in the input.
Artifact Path String Resource path of the first artifact fetched

with the parameters specified in the input.
Resource URI List String List of all the resource URIs.

List Artifacts

Returns a list of artifacts in a specific Nexus repository. You can retrieve the repositories using login credentials (username
and password) or can retrieve repositories anonymously if you have the necessary permissions.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Nexus URL String Specify the URL of your Nexus repository.

Example: http://localhost:8081
* Repository Name String Specify the name of the repository from

which you want to
retrieve the artifact.

Username String Specify your Nexus repository username.
Password Password Specify your Nexus repository password.
Skip SSL Validation Boolean Skips SSL validation if Yes is selected.

NOTE
The action fails if the action does not fetch artifact information in response.

Output Values

Name Type Description
First Artifact Full Path String The full filepath of the first artifact in the

repository.
Artifacts Full Path String[] An array containing the full filepaths of all

the artifacts in the repository.
Count of Total Retrieved Integer The number of artifacts in the specified

repository.

List Repositories

Returns a list of repositories on a specific Nexus server.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Nexus URL String Specify the URL of your Nexus repository.

Example: http://localhost:8081
Username String Specify your Nexus repository username.
Password Password Specify your Nexus repository password.
Skip SSL Validation Boolean Skips SSL validation if Yes is selected.

NOTE
The action fails if the action does not fetch artifact information in response.

Output Values

Name Type Description
First Repository Name String The name of the first repository in the

Nexus server
Repositories Names String[] An array of the names of the repositories on

the Nexus server.
Repositories Count Integer The number of repositories in the Nexus

server.

Retrieve Maven Artifact

Retrieves an artifact from a Nexus Maven repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Nexus URL String Specify the URL of your Nexus repository.

Example: http://localhost:8081
* Repository Name String Specify the name of the repository from

which you want to retrieve the Maven
artifact.

* Group ID String Specify the group ID of the component.
* Artifact ID String Specify the ID of the artifact to be retrieved.
* Base Version String Specify the base version of the component.
* Target File String Specify a target file name with the full

filepath to which to download the artifact.
Example: C:\actions\actions.jar

Extension String Specify the extension of the component.
Classifier String Specify the classifier of the component.
Username String Specify your Nexus repository username.
Password Password Specify your Nexus repository password.
Skip SSL Validation Boolean Skips SSL validation if Yes is selected.

NOTE
This action overwrites the existing artifact if an artifact with same name already exists in the directory that is
specified.
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Retrieve Raw Artifact

Retrieves an artifact from a Nexus raw repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Nexus URL String Specify the URL of your Nexus repository.

Example: http://localhost:8081
* Target File String Specify a target file name with the full

filepath to which to download the artifact.
Example: C:\actions\actions.jar

* Repository Name String Specify the name of the repository from
which you want to retrieve
the artifact.

* Name String Specify the name of the component.
* Group String Specify the name of the group of the

component.
Username String Specify your Nexus repository username.
Password Password Specify your Nexus repository password.
Skip SSL Validation Boolean Skips SSL validation if Yes is selected.

NOTE
This action overwrites the existing artifact if an artifact with same name already exists in the directory that is
specified.

Upload Maven Artifact

Uploads an artifact to a Nexus Maven repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Nexus URL String Specify the URL of your Nexus repository.

Example: http://localhost:8081
* Repository Name String Specify the name of the repository into

which you want to upload the artifact.
* File String Specify the file you want to upload with the

full filepath.
* Extension String Specify the file extension of the artifact.

Example: jar
* Group ID String Specify the group ID of the component.
* Artifact ID String Specify the ID of the artifact to be retrieved.
* Version String Specify the version of the artifact.
Classifier String Specify the classifier of the component.
Generate POM Boolean Generates a Maven POM file, if Yes is

selected.
Packaging String Specify packaging details of the Maven

POM file.
Username String Specify your Nexus repository username.
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Password Password Specify your Nexus repository password.
Skip SSL Validation Boolean Skips SSL validation if Yes is selected.
File Name String Specify a name for your file.

Upload Raw Artifact

Uploads an artifact to a Nexus raw repository.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Nexus URL String Specify the URL of your Nexus repository.

Example: http://localhost:8081
* Repository Name String Specify the name of the repository into

which you want to upload the artifact.
* File String Specify the file you want to upload with the

full filepath.
* Directory String Specify the destination directory into which

the file will be uploaded.
Username String Specify your Nexus repository username.
Password Password Specify your Nexus repository password.
Skip SSL Validation Boolean Skips SSL validation if Yes is selected.
File Name String Specify a name for your file.

NOTE
This action fetches the filename from the filepath specified If you do not specify a filename.

TIBCO V6.x ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks

Action Pack 10.1.2008.1 for Tibco V6.4.1 ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks

The Action Pack for TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks contains actions that enable you to create workflow processes
that operations actions in TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks.

TIBCO BusinessWorks is an integration product suite for enterprise, web, and mobile applications. TIBCO Business
Studio for BusinessWorks allows you to create services and integrate applications using a visual, model-driven
development environment, and then deploy them in the runtime environment. This product uses Eclipse-based graphical
user interface (GUI) provided by TIBCO Business Studio for BusinessWorks to define business processes and generate
deployable artifacts in the form of archive files.These deployable artifacts can be:

• Deployed and run in the product runtime.
• Managed using the console or bwadmin.

The action pack focuses on the following TIBCO features:

• Application Deployment
• Application Life cycle
• Application Control

Action Implementation

The TIBCO actions are executed by running the TIBCO executable from the command line.
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Agent Installation

1. The bwAgent must be installed on the server where TIBCO is installed. Install and use these actions to execute
commands and tasks in TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks.

2. The bwdesign must be installed on the server where TIBCO is installed. Install and use these actions to execute
export application command and task in TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks.

3. Nolio Release Automation Agent should be installed on the same system where bwAgent utility is available.

Default Ports

The following (default) ports between Nolio Release Automation Execution Server and the Agent must be open for
communication for the actions in this action pack to work:

TCP 6600

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Tibco Actions in this document.
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.
• For more queries about Tibco actions & agents refer to Tibco official documentation at: https://docs.tibco.com/pub/

activematrix_businessworks/6.1.0/doc/html/GUID-310B46BB-A400-4098-8449-E7E98B222B56.html

Supported Platforms

• TIBCO actions in this pack support TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks V6.4.1.
• Tibco Utilities like - bwadmin, bwagent, bwdesign V2.4.4.
• Nolio Release Automation versions 6.7 and later.

What's New

The following update was made for 10.1.2008.1.

Action pack now supports the latest version of Tibco 6.4.1 based on utilities such as bwadmin, bwagent, bwdesign.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions for Tibco BW functionality.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites.
2. Deploy the action pack.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins .
3. Use TIBCO actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

TIBCO Actions

The Action Pack for Tibco V6.4.1 ActiveMartix BusinessWorks provides the following action categories and actions:

Managing Domains

Create Domain

This action creates a new domain for Tibco BW6.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
*Domain Name String Name of the domain for the creation. You can use letters,

numbers, ‘-’, ‘_' but no spaces.
Example: create_tibco-domain

*Bin Path of BWADMIN String The bin directory path of BWADMIN.
Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/bw/6.4/bin

Description String Description
Example: Testing

Registered Agent Name String Registered agent name.
Cmd Execution Timeout Integer Timeout in seconds to execute cmd. 0 means no timeout.

Output Values

None

Managing AppSpace

Create AppSpace

This action creates a new AppSpace for Tibco BW6 under a given domain.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*Domain Name String Name of the domain under which the AppSpace will be created.

You can use letters, numbers, ‘-’, ‘_' but no spaces.
Example: create_tibco-domain

*Number of minimum nodes Integer Number of minimum nodes used for creating the AppSpace.
Min value is 1.

*AppSpace Name String Name of the AppSpace to create.
Example: create_tibco-AppSpace

*Bin Path of BWADMIN String The bin directory path of BWADMIN.
Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/bw/6.4/bin

Description String Description.
Registered Agent Name String Registered agent name.
Cmd Execution Timeout Integer Timeout in seconds to execute cmd. 0 means no timeout.

Output Values

None

Managing AppNode

Create AppNode

This action creates a new AppNode for Tibco BW6 under a given domain and AppSpace.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
*Domain Name String Name of the domain under which the AppNode will be created.

Example: create_tibco-domain

*Bin Path of BWADMIN String The bin directory path of BWADMIN.
Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/bw/6.4/bin

*AppNode Name String Name of the AppNode to create. You can use letters, numbers, ‘-‘ ,
’ _’, but no spaces.
Example: create_tibco-appnode

*AppSpace Name String Name of the AppSpace under the given domain for which the
AppNode will be created.
Example: create_tibco-appspace

*Http port Integer Port to run AppSpace: 0 to 65335.
Registered Agent Name String Registered agent name.
Description String Description.
Cmd Execution Timeout Integer Timeout in seconds to execute cmd. 0 means no timeout.

Output Values

None

Managing Applications

Upload Application

This action uploads an archive into a domain.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*Domain Name String Name of the domain.
*Archive File String Archive file path.

Example: /home/agents/tibcoagent/tibco_1.0.0.ear

*Bin Path of BWADMIN String The bin directory path of BWADMIN.
Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/bw/6.4/bin

Cmd Execution Timeout Integer Timeout in seconds to execute cmd. 0 means no timeout.

Output Values

None

Deploy Application

This action will deploy an application archive and will start the same (if selected).

Input Values

Name Type Description
*Domain Name String Name of the domain.
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*Bin Path of BWADMIN String The bin directory path of BWADMIN.
Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/bw/6.4/bin

*Name of Application Archive String Name of the application archive
Example: tibcoapplication_1.0.0.ear

*AppSpace Name String Name of the AppSpace.
Description of Deploying
Application

String Description of the deploying application.

Cmd Execution Timeout Integer Timeout in seconds to execute cmd.  0 means no timeout.
Start on Deploy Boolean If true, it will start the application after the deployment.

Example: true/false

NOTE
The appplication will start only if the AppNode is running in the provided AppSpace.

Output Values

None

Undeploy Application

Undeploying an application removes the deployed application from the AppSpace.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*Domain Name String Name of the domain.
*Bin Path of BWADMIN String The bin directory path of BWADMIN.

Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/bw/6.4/bin

*AppSpace Name String Name of the AppSpace.
*Application Name String Name of the application.

Example: Test.application:1.0 (Application:Version)
Cmd Execution Timeout Integer Timeout in seconds to execute cmd. 0 means no timeout.

Output Values

None

Start Application

This action starts all service instances of an application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*Domain Name String Name of the domain.
*Bin Path of BWADMIN String The bin directory path of BWADMIN.

Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/bw/6.4/bin

*AppSpace Name String Name of the AppSpace.
* AppNode Name String Name of the AppNode.
*Application Name String Name of the application.

Example: Test.application:1.0 (Application:Version)
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Cmd Execution Timeout Integer Timeout in seconds to execute cmd. 0 means no timeout.

Output Values

None

Stop Application

This action shutdowns the service instances of an application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*Domain Name String Name of the domain.
*Bin Path of BWADMIN String The bin directory path of BWADMIN.

Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/bw/6.4/bin

*AppSpace Name String Name of the AppSpace.
* AppNode Name String Name of the AppNode.
*Application Name String Name of the application.

Example: Test.application:1.0 (Application:Version)
Cmd Execution Timeout Integer Timeout in seconds to execute cmd. 0 means no timeout.

Output Values

None

Start Multiple Applications

This action starts all service instances of multiple applications in batch mode.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*Domain Name String Name of the domain.
*Bin Path of BWADMIN String The bin directory path of BWADMIN.

Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/bw/6.4/bin

*AppSpace Name String Name of the AppSpace.
* AppNode Name String Name of the AppNode.
*Application Name String[] Name of the application.

Example: Test.application:1.0,Test2.application:1.0
(Application:Version)

Cmd Execution Timeout Integer Timeout in seconds to execute cmd. 0 means no timeout.

Output Values

None

Stop Multiple Applications

This action stops all service instances of multiple applications in batch mode.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
*Domain Name String Name of the domain.
*Bin Path of BWADMIN String The bin directory path of BWADMIN.

Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/bw/6.4/bin

*AppSpace Name String Name of the AppSpace.
* AppNode Name String Name of the AppNode.
*Application Name String[] Name of the application.

Example: Test.application:1.0,Test2.application:1.0
(Application:Version)

Cmd Execution Timeout Integer Timeout in seconds to execute cmd. 0 means no timeout.

Output Values

None

Configure Application

This action configures an application. If the application does not exist, an EAR (archive file) must be specified to upload
the archive and create the application first, then update the application configuration.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*Domain Name String Name of the domain.
*Bin Path of BWADMIN String The bin directory path of BWADMIN.

Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/bw/6.4/bin

*AppSpace Name String Name of the AppSpace.
* Profile File Path String Profile file path (.substvar extension).

Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/thor/Test.substvar
*Application Name String Name of the application.
AppNode Name String Provide the value to configure the specific application.
Cmd Execution Timeout Integer Timeout in seconds to execute cmd. 0 means no timeout.

Output Values

None

Export Application

This action exports an application. It will create a deployable EAR from the application.

Input Values

Name Type Description
*Bin Path of BWDESIGN String The bin directory path of BWDESIGN.

Example: /opt/tibco/bw6/bw/6.4/bin
*ApplicationWorkspaceAbsolutePathString Application Workspace absolute path

Example: C:\Users\Administrator\Workspace
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*Location to store application
archive

String Location to store the application archive. If the location does not
exit, it will create the folder, provided in the input, inside the home
directory of bwdesign.

*Application Name Integer Application name.
Cmd Execution Timeout Integer Timeout in seconds to execute cmd. 0 means no timeout.

Output Values

None

VMware vSphere

Action Pack for VMware vSphere 10.5.1804

The Action Pack for VMware vSphere contains actions that let you to create workflow processes that perform operations
in VMware vSphere.

TIP
One valuable use case for these actions is to dynamically manage infrastructure in the context of the application
deployment process. For example, you can dynamically provision and decommission environments that are
used for deployments. For more information, see Provision Infrastructure During Deployment in the Nolio
Release Automation documentation..

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• VMware vSphere Actions in this document.
• The embedded actions help that is available in the installation at http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp.

Supported Platforms:

• VMware vSphere actions in this pack support VMware vSphere:
– ESX 3.5
– ESXi 3.5
– 5.5
– 6.0

• VMware vSphere actions in this pack support Nolio Release Automation 5.0 and later
• Windows 2008 R2 and Linux Red Hat 6

What's New

The following update was made for 10.5.1804

• The Timeout parameter contained in the VM-Deploy VM From Template and VM-Power On VM actions now includes
the time spent for fetching the IP and the host name.

The following update was made for 10.4.1506

• Support for VSphere 6.0 added

The following update was made for 10.4.1505.

• Added VMware VSphere shared components workflow examples.
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Install the Action Pack

Install and use these actions to execute commands and tasks in VMware.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites  to Run VMware vSphere Actions.
2. Deploy the action pack for VMware vSphere.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins .
3. Use VMware vSphere actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run VMware vSphere Actions

To run VMware vSphere actions, verify the following prerequisites:

Follow these steps:

1. Download the action pack from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Extract the Action Pack zip file to get the action pack .jar and the dependencies .zip files.
3. Extract the dependencies.zip file.
4. Import both the .jar and the contents of the dependencies .zip into Nolio Release Automation using Actions

Management.

VMware vSphere Actions

The Action Pack for VMware vSphere provides the following actions:

TIP

If you use VMware vSphere as the infrastructure for your environments, you can use actions (such as Destroy
VM) to decommission environments when a deployment is complete and no longer required at any point in
defined workflows.

VM-Add ESX Host to Cluster 

Adds a new ESX host to a specified VMware cluster.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Cluster Name String The name of the cluster.
* Host Name String The DNS name or IP address of the host

system.
* Host Password Password The password for the administration

account.
* Host User Name String The administration account on the host.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Add Connected Boolean Flag to specify whether the host should be

connected immediately after it is added.
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Force Boolean If the flag is set to "true", the connection
succeeds even if the host is already
managed by another vCenter.

Host Port Integer The port number for the connection. If not
specified, the default port number is used.

Port Integer The port number.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Resource Pool Name String The resource pool for the root resource

pool from the host.
Ssl Thumbprint String The thumbprint of the SSL certificate that

the host is expected to have.
Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.

VM-Add ESX Host To VCenter

Adds a new ESX host to a specified VCenter

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The DNS name or IP address of the host

system.
* Host Password Password The password for the administration

account.
* Host User Name String The administration account on the host

system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Add Connected Boolean Flag to specify  whether  the host should be

connected immediately after it is added.
Force Boolean If the flag is set to "true", then the

connection succeeds even if the host is
already managed by another vCenter.

Host Port Integer The port number for the connection. If not
specified, the default port number is used.

Port Integer The port number.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Ssl Thumbprint String The thumbprint of the SSL certificate, that

the host is expected to have.
Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.
VCenter Name String The name of the VCenter.
Vm Swap Placement String The setting for the swapfile placement

policy (available values are "hostLocal",
"inherit", "vmDirectory").
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VM-Add Existing Virtual Disk To VM

Adds an existing Virtual Disk to a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Disk File Path String The path to the existing virtual disk.

The format of path to virtual disk file is
[datastore]_folder/diskfile.

* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Scsi Controller Name String The name of the SCSI controller. If

SCSIControllerName is not set, the first
Virtual SCSI Controller is selected.

Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder. Example: Folder/sub_folder.

VM-Add Host Virtual Adapter

Adds a new host Virtual Adapter to a specified port group of the ESX host network system. If Dhcp is true, then the
IpAddress and SubnetMask are ignored.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Port Group Name String The name of the port group.
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set the

name only for vCenter. If not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

Dhcp Boolean True if DHCP is enabled.
Ip Address String The IP address.
Mac String MAC address of the virtual card.
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Subnet Mask String The subnet mask.
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Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Host VNIC Name String The name of the host virtual adapter.

VM-Add Port Group

Adds a new Virtual Switch port group to the specified ESX host network system.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Port Group Name String The name of a new port group
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Switch Name String The name of the virtual switch.
* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set the

name only for vCenter. If not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

Port Integer The port number.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.
V Lan ID Integer Virtual LAN ID. A default value of "0" means

that the port group is not associated with a
VLAN.

VM-Add Virtual CD To VM

Adds a new Virtual CDROM to a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Ds Name String The name of the datastore that contains

the image file.
* Iso File String The name of the ISO file. The subfolder

of the image file is the subfolder of the
specified virtual machine.

* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
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* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Example: Folder/sub_folder.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Device Key Integer The key of the CD.

VM-Add Virtual Disk to VM

Adds a new Virtual Disk to a specified Virtual Machine

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Disk Name String The name of a new virtual disk.
* Disk Size Long The size of the virtual disk in MB.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account.
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Disk Mode VMDiskMode The available disk modes.
Port Integer The port number.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
SCSI Controller Name String The name of the SCSI controller. If the

name is null, the first SCSI controller is
used.

Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder. Example: Folder/sub_folder.

VM-Add Virtual Ethernet Card to VM

Adds a new Virtual Ethernet Card to a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account.
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* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template.
Adapter Type NetworkAdapterType The virtual network adapter type.
Port Integer The port number.
Port Group Name String The name of the port group. It should be

an existing network name. If the name is
null, the virtual adapter is added to the
virtual machine but does not connect to any
existing networks.

Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Example: Folder/sub_folder.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Device Key Integer The key of the Virtual Ethernet Card.

VM-Add Virtual Switch

Adds a new Virtual Switch to an ESX host network system.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Num Ports Integer The number of ports that the virtual switch

currently has.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Switch Name String The name of the virtual switch.
* Username String The user name of the VMware account.
DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set the

name only for vCenter. If not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

MTU Integer The maximum transmission unit (MTU)
associated with the virtual switch, in bytes.

Port Integer The port number.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.

VM-Change VM Memory Size

Changes the memory size of a specified Virtual Machine.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* New Memory Size Long The memory size of the virtual machine in

MB. The memory size is rounded down to 4
MB and cannot exceed the limit defining by
the guest OS

* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account.
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template.
Port Integer The port number.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder. Example: Folder/sub_folder.

VM-Clone VM

Creates a clone of the Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Datacenter Name String The name of the target datacenter.
* Datastore Name String The name of the target datastore.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account.
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account.
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template.
* Vm New Name String The name of a new cloned virtual machine.
Is Power On Boolean Flag that indicates whether the vm powers

on when the host is powered on.
Is Template Boolean Flag that indicates whether the cloned

virtual machine should be set as
a template. Setting the parameter to
true causes "Is Power On" value to be
ignored.

Port Integer The port number.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Example: Folder/sub_folder.
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VM-Convert Template To VM

Converts a template into a Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account.
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template.
Host Name String The name of the host system.
Pool Name String The name of resource pool.
Port Integer The port number.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Example: Folder/sub_folder.

VM-Convert VM To Template

Converts a Virtual Machine into a template.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account.
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template.
Port Integer The port number.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Example: Folder/sub_folder.

VM-Create Custom VM

Creates a Virtual Machine according to the parameters. The action adds existing disks and creates new virtual disks. Can
also register the new VM to the resource pool and/or ESX host.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Datastore Name String The datastore name.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account.
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* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP
address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account.
* Vm Name String The virtual machine name.
Connect Network At Power On Boolean[] Set to true if the virtual network adapter

needs to connect when the VM is powered
on.

Cpu Number Integer The number of virtual processors.
Datacenter Name String The datacenter name. Set the name only

for vCenter
Disk File Paths String[] The path to the existing Virtual Disks (folder

name and file name). The format of path to
virtual disk file is [datastore]_folder/diskfile

Disk Modes String[] The mode of the new virtual disks (can
be persistent, independent_persistent,
independent_nonpersistent). If the disk
modes are provided, they must have the
same size as the new disk sizes array.

Disk Sizes Long[] The size of the new virtual disks, in MB.
Guest Id String The Guest OS Identifier
Memory Size Long The VM memory size, in MB
Network Adapter Names String[] The name of the virtual NIC Adapters
Network Names String[] The name of VM Networks.
Port Integer The port number.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Resource Pool Name String The name of the Resource Pool.
Scsi Adapter VirtualDiskAdapterType The type of the SCSI adapter.
Thin Provisioned Boolean[] Set to true if it allocates and commits disk

space on demand for new virtual disks. If
the parameter is provided, it must have the
same size as the new disk sizes array.

Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
Vm Annotation String The annotation to the VM.

VM-Create Snapshot

Creates a new Snapshot of a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account.
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be the IP

address or the name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Snapshot Name String The name of a new snapshot.
* Username String The user name of the VMware account.
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* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template.
Description String The description of a new snapshot.
Port Integer The port number.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of the operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Example: Folder/sub_folder.

VM-Create Typical VM

Creates a Typical Virtual Machine

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Ds Name String The datastore name
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM Name String The virtual machine name.
DC Name String The datacenter name. Set this name only

for vCenter.
Disk Size Long The Virtual Disk size, in MB
Guest Id String The Guest OS Identifier
Memory Size Long The VM memory size, in MB
Net Name String The virtual network name. If it is not set, no

network card is inserted
Nic Name String The virtual network adapter name. If it is not

set, no network card is inserted
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Create VM with Existing Disk

Creates a Virtual Machine with an existing disk based on the resource pool. It also register it in the inventory tree.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Disk File Path String The path to the Virtual Disk (folder name

and file name).
* Ds Name String The name of the datastore to create the

Virtual Disk
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
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* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP
address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM Name String The name of virtual machine
DC Name String The datacenter name.
Guest Id String The Guest OS Identifier.
Memory Size Long The VM memory size, in MB.
Net Name String The name of VM Network.
Nic Name String The name of the NIC Adapter.
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Deploy VM from Template

Deploys a Virtual Machine from an existing Template.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Datacenter Name String The name of the datacenter.
* Datastore Name String The name of the datastore for saving the

cloned server.
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
* Vm New Name String The name of a new cloned virtual machine.
Customizaion specification String Customize using specified existing

customization specification.
New VM Path String The path of the new cloned VM according

to the root folder Should be in a form of:
Folder/sub_folder.

Port Integer The port number
Power On Automatically boolean Define whether to turn on the VM after

deployment.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Resource Pool Name String The name of the resource pool.
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

Note: Timeout also includes the time spent
for fetching the IP and Hostname.
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VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root
folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

Output Values

Name Type Description
VM Host Name String In case of turning on the new VM a host

name would be allocated.
VM IP String In case of turning on the new VM an IP

would be allocated.

VM-Destroy VM

Destroys a specified Virtual Machine

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Disconnect Host

Disconnects an ESX host from vCenter and instructs the server to stop sending heartbeats.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The DNS name or IP address of the host

system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
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VM-Exit Host from Maintenance

Terminates a maintenance mode of a specified ESX host.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The DNS name or IP address of the host

system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Get All Host Virtual Adapters

Lists all host Virtual Adapters of a Host Network system.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set this name

only for vCenter. If it is not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Host VNIC Names String[] The names of the host virtual adapters.

VM-Get All Virtual Machines

This action lists all Virtual Machines in the inventory tree
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Vm Names String[] The list of the Virtual Machine names

VM-Get All Virtual Switches 

Lists all Virtual Switches of a host Network System Object.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set this name

only for vCenter. If it is not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Switch Names String[] The names of the virtual switch.

VM-Get All VM Controllers

Lists all Virtual Controllers of a specified VM.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Controller Names String[] Names of virtual controllers.
Controller Types String[] Types of virtual controllers.

VM-Get All VM Disks

Lists all Virtual Disks of a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Disk Names String[] Names of virtual disks.
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VM-Get All VM Virtual Ethernet Cards

Lists all Virtual Ethernet Cards of a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Device Keys Integer[] Keys of Virtual Ethernet Cards.

VM-Get Clusters

Lists all VMware Clusters in the inventory tree.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Cluster Names String[] Array of cluster names.

VM-Get Current Snapshot Name

Retrieves the current snapshot name of a specified Virtual Machine.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Snapshot Name String The name of the current snapshot.

VM-Get Datacenters

Lists all Datacenters in the inventory tree

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Dc Names String[] The list of all datacenter names

VM-Get Datastores

Lists all Datastores in a specified Datacenter or inventory tree.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The datacenter name. Set this name only

for vCenter. If not set, datastores are
enumerated in the inventory tree.

Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Datastore Names String[] The list of datastores

VM-Get Host Virtual Adapter Config

Retrieves the configuration of a specified ESX host virtual adapter in the ESX Host Network System

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Host VNIC Name String The name of the host virtual adapter.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set this name

only for vCenter. If it is not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Dhcp Boolean The flag to indicate  whether  DHCP

(dynamic host control protocol) is enabled.
If this property is set to true, the ipAddress
and the subnetMask strings cannot be set
explicitly.
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Ip Address String The IP address that is currently used by
the network adapter. All IP addresses are
specified using IPv4 dot notation.

Mac String The media access control (MAC) address
of the virtual network adapter.

Port Group Name String Name of port group to which virtual nic is
connected.

Port Of Nic String The port on the port group that the virtual
network adapter is using when it is enabled.

Subnet Mask String The subnet mask.

VM-Get Hosts

Lists all ESX Hosts in a specified Datacenter or the inventory tree.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The datacenter name. Set the name

only for vCenter. If not set, all host is
enumerated in the inventory tree.

Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Host Names String[] The list of host system names.

VM-Get Port Group Config

Retrieves the configuration of a specified Port Group of the ESX Host Network System.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Port Group Name String The name of the port group.
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
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DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set this name
only for vCenter. If it is not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Connected Type String[] The type of component that is connected to

a port group.
Mac String[] The Media Access Control (MAC) address.
Virtual Switch Name String The name of the virtual switch that contains

specified port group.
Vlan ID Integer The VLAN ID for ports using specified port

group.

VM-Get Virtual Ethernet Card Config

Retrieves the configuration of a specified Virtual Ethernet Card of the specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Device Key Integer The key of the virtual Ethernet Card.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Adapter Name String The virtual Ethernet Card name.
Adapter Type NetworkAdapterType The Ethernet adapter type.
Address Type String MAC address type.
Allow Guest Control String Flag to allow the guest to control whether

the virtual Ethernet card is connected.
Connected String Flag indicating the device is connected.
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Mac Address String MAC address that is assigned to the virtual
Ethernet Card.

Network Name String The network name.
Start Connected String Flag to specify  whether  to connect the

virtual Ethernet card when the virtual
machine starts.

Wake On Lan Enabled String Indicate whether wake-on-LAN is enabled
on the virtual Ethernet card.

VM-Get Virtual Switch Config

Retrieves the configuration of a specified Virtual Switch in the ESX Host Network System.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Switch Name String The name of the virtual switch.
* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set this name

only for vCenter. If it is not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

Output Values

Name Type Description
MTU Integer The maximum transmission unit (MTU)

associated with this virtual switch in bytes.
Nic Names String[] The set of physical network adapters that

are associated with this bridge.
Num Ports Integer The actual number of ports which were

created on the specified Virtual Switch.
Port Group Names String[] The list of port groups that are configured

for this virtual switch.

VM-Get VM Power State

Retrieves the Power State of a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
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* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP
address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Power State VM String Power State of the Virtual Machine

VM-List Snapshots

Lists all available Snapshots of a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Snapshot Names String[] The list of snapshot names

VM-Migrate VM

Migrates a Virtual Machine's execution to a specific resource pool or ESX Host.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Datacenter Name String The name of the datacenter.
* Host Name String The name of the target host system to

which the virtual machine is intended to
migrate.

* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Power State VmPowerStateType If specified, the virtual machine migrates

only if its state matches the specified state.
Priority VmMovePriorityType The priority of the moving operation.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Resource Pool Name String The name of the target Resource Pool.
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Power down Host to Standby

Puts the ESX host in standby mode.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The DNS name or IP address of the host

system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Evacuate Powered Off Vms Boolean If set to true, the task does  not succeed

unless all powered-off virtual machines
have been manually reregistered.

Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Power off VM

Powers off a specified Virtual Machine.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Power on VM

Powers on a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

Note: Timeout also includes the time spent
to fetch the IP and Hostname.

VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root
folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

Output Values

Name Type Description
VM Host Name String In case of turning on the new VM a host

name would be allocated.
VM IP String In case of turning on the new VM an IP

would be allocated.

VM-Power up Host from Standby

Takes a specific ESX Host out of Standby Mode.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The DNS name or IP address of the host

system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Put Host to Maintenance

Places a specified ESX host into maintenance mode.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The DNS name or IP address of the host

system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Evacuate Powered Off Vms Boolean If set to true, the task does  not succeed

unless all powered-off virtual machines
have been manually reregistered.

Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Reboot Host

Reboots a specific ESX host system.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Force Boolean Flag that specifies  whether  the host

should be rebooted regardless of whether it
is in maintenance mode.

* Host Name String The DNS name or IP address of the host
system.

* Password Password The password of the VMware account
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* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP
address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Reconnect Host

Reconnects a specified ESX host. The action also re-installs the VM Agent and reconfigures the ESX host if needed.

Input Values

The port number for the connection. If not specified, the default port number is used.

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The DNS name or IP address of the host

system.
* Host Password Password The password for administration account.
* Host User Name String The administration account on the host

system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Force Boolean Flag to specify  whether  the host should be

connected immediately after it is added.
Host Port Integer
New Host Name String New DNS name or IP address of the host

system.
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Ssl Thumbprint String The thumbprint of the SSL certificate, which

the host is expected to have.
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Register VM

Registers the specified Virtual Machine in the inventory tree.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Datastore Name String The datastore name.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.
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* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* Vm Name String The virtual machine name.
Datacenter Name String The datacenter name.
Host Name String The host system name.
Is Template Boolean Boolean flag specifies whether the virtual

machine is marked as a virtual machine
template.

Pool Name String The resource pool name.
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path where the VM should be located

after the registration. The location is relative
to the root folder. Usage example: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Remove All Snapshots

Removes all Snapshots of a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Remove CD from VM

Removes a specified Virtual CD from a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Device Key Integer The device key of the CD
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
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* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Remove Host

Deletes a specified ESX Host from the cluster.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The DNS name or IP address of the host

system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Remove Host Virtual Adapter

Removes a host virtual adapter from a specified port group of the host network system. Device name or port group name
should be specified. The priority of the parameters: first we look for virtual NIC by device name (if the parameter is not
null), otherwise by port group name.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Host VNIC Name String The name of the host virtual adapter.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set this name

only for vCenter. If it is not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

Port Integer The port number
Port Group Name String The name of the port group.
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
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VM-Remove Port Group

Removes a specified Virtual Switch Port Group.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Port Group Name String The name of the port group
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set this name

only for vCenter. If it is not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Remove Snapshot

Deletes a specified Snapshot of a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Snapshot Name String The full path or name of the snapshot.
* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Remove Children Boolean Set true to remove all children.
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Remove Virtual Disk from VM

Deletes a specified Virtual Disk from a specified Virtual Machine. The files that are associated with this virtual disk are
also removed.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Disk Name String The name of the virtual disk.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Remove File Boolean Set true if to remove associated file from

the datastore.
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Remove Virtual Ethernet Card from VM

Removes a specified Virtual Ethernet Card from a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Device Key Integer The key of the Virtual Ethernet Card.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Remove Virtual Switch

Removes virtual switch from the host network system.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
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* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP
address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Switch Name String The name of the virtual switch.
* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set this name

only for vCenter. If it is not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Rename Snapshot

Updates the snapshot with a new name, a description or both.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Snapshot Name String The name of the specified snapshot.
* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Description String The new description of the snapshot.
New Name String The new name of the snapshot.
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Rename VM

Changes the name of a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
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* Vm New Name String The new name of the virtual machine
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Reset VM

Resets a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Resume VM

Resumes a specified Virtual Machine to active state.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.
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VM-Revert to Snapshot

Restores a specified virtual machine to the state as it was when the snapshot was taken.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Snapshot Name String The name of the snapshot.
* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Shutdown Guest

Shuts down a guest OS of a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Retries Integer Number of retries for action operation
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Shutdown Host

Shuts down as ESX server.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
* Force Boolean Flag that specifies  whether  the host

system should be shut down regardless of
whether it is in maintenance mode.

* Host Name String The DNS name or IP address of the host
system.

* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Suspend VM

Suspends the execution of a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Unregister VM

Unregisters a specified Virtual Machine from the inventory tree.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
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* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Update Host Virtual Adapter

Updates a specified Host Virtual Adapter.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Host VNIC Name String The name of the host virtual adapter.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set this name

only for vCenter. If it is not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

Dhcp Boolean True if DHCP is enabled.
Ip Address String The IP address.
Mac String MAC address of the virtual card.
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Subnet Mask String The subnet mask.
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Update Port Group

Updates a specified Virtual Switch Port Group.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Port Group Name String The name of the port group
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
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DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set this name
only for vCenter. If it is not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

New Port Group Name String The new name of the port group
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Update Virtual Switch

Updates a Virtual Switch.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Host Name String The name of the host system.
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Switch Name String The name of the virtual switch.
* Username String The user name of the VMware account
DC Name String The name of the datacenter. Set this name

only for vCenter. If it is not specified, the
inventory tree is used for object searching.

MTU Integer The maximum transmission unit, in bytes.
Num Ports Integer The total number of ports.
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.

VM-Upgrade VM

Upgrades the hardware of a specified virtual machine to the latest revision that is supported by the ESX host

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Retries Integer Number of retries for action operation
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
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VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root
folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VM-Upgrade VMware Tools

Upgrades the VMware Tools of a specified Virtual Machine.

Input Values

Name Type Description
* Password Password The password of the VMware account
* Server String The Vcenter server name. It can be IP

address or name of the Vcenter server
where the host is located.

* Username String The user name of the VMware account
* VM/Template Name String The name of virtual machine or template
Port Integer The port number
Protocol String The protocol.  Either "http" or "https" 
Timeout Integer The timeout of this operation in seconds.
VM Full Path String The path of the VM according to the root

folder Should be in a form of: Folder/
sub_folder.

VMware vSphere Shared Component Workflow Examples

Shared components enable users to share deployment logic across multiple applications. Workflows that are included in
the vSphere Shared Components Workflows .zip file are listed by category.

To build, manage, and configure virtual machines, use the vSphere shared component workflows.

WARNING
For the shared component workflows to work, the vSphere action pack must be installed. For more information,
see Download Action Packs.

Install the VMware vSphere Shared Components

To install the VMware vSphere shared components, you import a zip file provided with the action pack download.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the VMware vSphere action pack is installed.
2. Download the CA RA Flow Example for VMware.zip file from the following site: ftp://ftp.ca.com/pub/dpm/

ReleaseAutomationActions/ActionPacks/nolio-actions-vmware/.
3. Access Release Operations Center, and select Designer, Import/Export.
4. Click Import, select the file from Step 2, and import the file.
5. Select Designer, Shared Components and verify that the CA_VMware shared components are available.

Build a Virtual Machine

The following workflows build a virtual machine that is automatically based on the input values you provide. Use other
provided actions to gather input values from vSphere and parameterize the values. After the machines are built, you can
assign the VMs to tiers and environments. You can do all of this in the initialization phase of a deployment.
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• CA_flow_VMware_buildVMFromTemplate
Builds a VM from a template.

• CA_flow_VMware_cloneVM
Clones another VM. 

Destroy a Virtual Machine

The following workflows let you destroy a VM when you no longer require the environment. For example, when you
complete a successful deployment to a Dev environment and all tests pass. In this example, the post deployment step can
be to decommission the environment by deleting the VMs.

• CA_flow_VMware_destroyVM
Powers off a VM and delete it from disk.

Reboot a Virtual Machine

• CA_flow_VMware_rebootVM
Performs a reboot by shutting down the VM and then restarting.

Snapshot

• CA_flow_VMware_getCurrentSnapshotSendEmail
Gets the current snapshot and send an email.

• CA_flow_VMware_revertSnapshotPowerOn
 Reverts the VM and powers the VM on when a VM is reverted to a snapshot and left in a shut down state.

VM Power State Management

• CA_flow_VMware_suspendPowerOff
Let's you shut down a VM that is in a suspended start.
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Example: VMware Shared Component Process

The following example and screen capture shows a process that is built using workflows from the VMware vSphere
shared components:

In the preceding example:

1. The process begins with a shared component flow that creates a virtual machine. 
2. The next flow installs a particular application. 
3. A third flow runs the application through various tests.  
4. The last flow turns off and destroys (deletes from the environment) the virtual machine. The environment is

automatically decommissioned at the end of the process. You can build this into the post deployment phase.

10.4.1506

YAML

Action Pack for YAML 10.2.2210.1

YAML (YAML Ain't Markup Language) is a human-readable data serialization language. YAML is commonly used for
configuration files but can be used in many applications where data is being stored (for example, debugging output) or
transmitted (for example, document headers). In a release automation and orchestration context, YAML is usually used to
store deployment and configuration descriptions of the infrastructure.

The YAML action pack enables the parsing, reading, and manipulation of YAML files within workflows.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• YAML Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in the installation at: http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/

actionshelp.jsp
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Supported Platforms

• Nolio Release Automation versions 6.7 and later.

What's New?

Remediated potential security vulnerabilities and upgraded open-source libraries.

Install the Action Pack

Install and use this pack to perform the following actions:

• Retrieve YAML content
• Add data to the YAML content
• Update data in the YAML content
• Remove data from the YAML content
• Convert YAML data to or from JSON content

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Prerequisites to run YAML actions.
2. Deploy the action pack.

For more information, see Manage Action Packs and Plug-ins.
3. Use YAML actions in Nolio Release Automation processes.

Prerequisites to Run YAML Actions

• The YAML content or file path should be known to the user
• The path that is used to retrieve the value of the object should be known to the user

YAML Actions

Get YAML Content

This action retrieves the content of the YAML object.

Input Values

Name Type Description
YAML File Path Text Provide the full path to the YAML file.
YAML Content Text Provide YAML content or a variable that

contains YAML content.
*Path to YAML Element Text Provide a valid path to the YAML element to

retrieve the value of the element.
Fail if path does not exist Radio Button Specify whether the action fails if the path

does not exist.

Output Values

Name Type Description
YAML Content Text YAML data value at provided YAML path.
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Insert YAML Content

This action inserts an element into YAML content.

Input Values

Name Type Description
YAML File Path Text Provide the full path to the YAML file.
YAML Content Text Provide YAML content or a variable that

contains YAML content.
*Path to YAML Element Text Specify the path to the target location in the

YAML file where the new element is to be
added.

*Key Text Provide the key to the YAML element to be
added.

*Value Text Provide the value to be added to the
specified location.

Download Path Text Specify a path to download the modified
file.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Updated YAML Content Text Updated YAML data after inserting the

value into the specified YAML path.

Update YAML Content

This action updates YAML content.

Input Values

Name Type Description
YAML File Path Text Provide the full path to the YAML file.
YAML Content Text Provide YAML content or a variable that

contains YAML content.
*Path to YAML Element Text Specify the path to the target location in the

YAML file where the new element is to be
added.

*IsArray Radio Button Specify whether the element being updated
is an array type.

*Value Text Provide the new value to be set.
Download Path Text Specify a path to download the modified

file.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Updated YAML Content Text Updated YAML data after inserting the

value into the specified YAML path.
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Remove YAML Content

This action removes YAML content.

Input Values

Name Type Description
YAML File Path Text Provide the full path to the YAML file.
YAML Content Text Provide YAML content or a variable that

contains YAML content.
*Path to YAML Element Text Provide the path to the element in the

YAML file where the new element is to be
added.

Fail if Path does not exist Radio Button Specify whether the action should fail or
pass if the YAML path does not exist.

Download Path Text Specify a path to download the modified
file.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Updated YAML Content Text Updated YAML data after removing data

from specified YAML path.

Convert YAML to/from JSON

This action converts YAML content to JSON content, or converts YAML convert from JSON content.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Original File Path Text Provide the full path to the original file.
Original Content Text Provide a variable that contains original

content.
*Convert To Radio Button Specify the direction of the conversion.
Download Path Text Specify a path to download the modified

file.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Converted Content Text Converted YAML/JSON data.
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Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS
Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS 2.0

The Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS enables you to interact with IBM z/OS and the subsystems executing
on it. The connector interacts with an IBM mainframe through ZOWE CLI. The connector can submit and manipulate jobs,
allocate and maintain data sets, control CICS regions and perform operations in CA Endevor system.

Actions Help

For a list of input and output descriptions for deployed actions, refer to:

• Zowe Actions in this document
• The embedded actions help that is available in the installation at: http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/

actionshelp.jsp

Supported Platforms

• Nolio Release Automation versions 6.6  and 6.7.
• Zowe CLI version 6.18.0
• Zowe plugins:

– @broadcom/file-master-plus-for-Zowe-cli v4.2.0
– @broadcom/endevor-for-Zowe-cli v5.6.0
– @Zowe/cics-for-Zowe-cli v4.0.2

Deployment

We recommend the use of Nolio Release Automation Agents electronically close to the target z/OS system, for example,
running on z/Linux. The recommended deployment model is one Nolio Release Automation Execution Server for each
mainframe and one Agent for each LPAR. For a detailed description of the Nolio Release Automation components
and their interaction, see the "Install for a Distributed Environment" section of the main Nolio Release Automation
documentation.

The following diagram shows the recommended deployment model:
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If you are executing many concurrent action executions on any one Agent, you can deploy Agents to manage particular
subsystems; for example, have one Agent for each CICS region.

Pre-requisites to Run Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS

• Zowe CLI should be installed on the same machine where Nolio Release Automation Agent is running.
• To install Zowe CLI, refer to https://docs.zowe.org/v1-1-x/user-guide/cli-installcli.html.
• Following environment variable(s) should be set on the system where the Nolio Release Automation Agent is installed.

– Set the system environment variable PATH to the directory where Zowe executable exists.
• For example, on Windows:

set PATH=C:\Users\Administrator\AppData\Roaming\npm;%PATH%

• For example, on Unix:
export PATH=/root/.nvm/versions/node/v14.5.0/bin:$PATH

– Set the system variable ZOWE_CLI_HOME to the directory where Zowe CLI client configuration exists.
• For example, on Windows:

set ZOWE_CLI_HOME=C:\Users\Administrator\.Zowe

• For example, on Unix:
export ZOWE_CLI_HOME=/root/.Zowe

– After setting above environment variable(s), Nolio Release Automation Agent should be restarted.
NOTE
Update the paths as per your machine configuration. This should be setup in a way so that Nolio Agent can
read these variables.

• Some actions require specific plugins to be installed on the machine where Nolio Release Automation Agent is
installed:
– All Endevor related actions require Endevor plugin.
– All CICS related actions require CICS plugin.
– The following actions require FMP plugin:
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• Allocate Data Set from Existing
• Copy or Move a Sequential Data Set
• Copy or Move a Partitioned Data Set
• Copy or Move a VSAM Data Set
• Copy a PDS Member
• Rename Data Set
• Rename VSAM Data Set

Install Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS

Requirements

• Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS must be installed on the machine that hosts your Nolio Release
Automation Management Server and the management server must be running.

• Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS can be installed on the same set of platforms that are supported by
Nolio Release Automation server components, as described in the "System Requirements" section of the main Nolio
Release Automation documentation.

Installation

Follow these steps to manually deploy the product files:

1. Download the connector from Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Extract the connector .zip file to get the connector .jar file and the corresponding dependency folder.
3. Run and log in to the User Interface (Automation Studio in 6.6 or Release Operations Center in 6.7).
4. Go to the Action Management screen available from the Administration menu entry.
5. Click the Import Action Package icon.
6. Browse to the directory that contains the connector jar (nolio-zos-connector-*.jar) file.
7. Import the connector .jar into Nolio Release Automation and wait for the process to finish.
8. Again browse to the 'dependency' folder and import all the jar files one by one.

Uninstall Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS

You can use one of the Nolio Release Automation user interfaces to uninstall Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/
OS.

If you are using Automation Studio:

1. Go to the Action Management screen available from the Administration menu entry.
2. Select the nolio-zos-connector entry in the list of installed packages.
3. Click the Remove Selected Action Package icon.

If you are using Release Operations Center:

1. Go to the Action Management screen available from the Administration menu entry.
2. Switch to the Installed Packs tab.
3. Locate the nolio-zos-connector entry in the list and select the associated checkbox.
4. Click Delete.

Manage Connection Information

Every action requires mainframe connection details in the corresponding input parameters. There are two ways to provide
this:
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• Passing the individual connection information such as host, port, username, password, protocol etc. in every action
using action input parameters. Providing this way, all the connection information will be stored centrally in Nolio
Release Automation instead individually on agent machines.

• Passing the profile in every action using profile input parameter. This will require profiles to be created on Nolio
Release Automation Agent machine. Profiles can be created using following commands on the machine where Nolio
Release Automation Agent is running and Zowe CLI is installed.
– Zosmf Profile:

Zowe profiles create zosmf-profile <PROFILE_NAME> --host <HOSTNAME> --port <PORT> --user <ZOSMF_USER> --

pass <ZOSMF_PASSWORD> --reject-unauthorized <true|false>

– FMP Profile:
Zowe profiles create fmp-profile <PROFILE_NAME> --host <HOSTNAME> --port <PORT> --user <FMP_USER> --pass

 <FMP_PASSWORD> --protocol <http/https> --reject-unauthorized <true|false>

– CICS Profile:
Zowe profiles create cics-profile <PROFILE_NAME> --host <HOSTNAME> --port <PORT> --user <CICS_USER> --

password <CICS_PASSWORD> --protocol <http/https> --reject-unauthorized <true|false>

– Endevor Profile:
Zowe profiles create endevor-profile <PROFILE_NAME> --host <HOSTNAME> --port <PORT> --user

 <ENDEVOR_USER> --password <ENDEVOR _PASSWORD> --protocol <http/https> --reject-unauthorized <true|

false>

– Endevor Location Profile:
Zowe profiles create endevor-location-profile <PROFILE_NAME> -i <INSTANCE NAME>

– TSO Profile:
Zowe profiles create tso-profile <PROFILE_NAME> -a <TSO_ACCOUNT>

– SSH Profile:
Zowe profiles create ssh-profile <PROFILE_NAME> --host <HOSTNAME> --user <SSH_USER> --password

 <SSH_PASSWORD>

NOTE

• Replace the parameters enclosed with <> with actual values as per your environment.
• If you specify profile as well individual connection parameters, then individual connection parameters will be

taken into account while executing the corresponding action.

Troubleshooting

Refer to section Troubleshooting Tips.

Mainframe Actions

The Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS provides the following action categories and actions:

• Job Actions
• Data Set Actions
• Unix Actions
• zOS Actions
• Endevor Actions
• CICS Actions

Job Actions

Actions in the Zowe.JOB category allows you to submit, query, and control jobs. These actions are:
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• Submit Job
• Submit a Job from File
• Obtain Job Status
• List Jobs
• List Jobs Spool Files
• Retrieve Jobs Spool Files
• Download Jobs Spool Contents
• Cancel Job
• Change Job Class

Submit Job

This action submits a mainframe job.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number.

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) username, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Data Set Name String Provide name of the dataset to submit a job. Example

1. Partitioned dataset: DATASET.DS1(MEMBER)
2. Sequential dataset: DATASET.DS

Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for the operation to
complete.
Default: False

Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in seconds that
asynchronous execution will wait for operation completion. When
set to zero or to a negative value, no timeout is applied. It has no
effect on asynchronous operations.
Default: 300

Output Values

Name Type Description
Job Class String Job class
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was executed. If this value is null,

the job was processed by the primary subsystem
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job
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Job Name String Name of the job
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

INPUT
Job is in input processing
ACTIVE
Job is running
OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue. If this value is null, the job
status could not be determined.

Job Type Type Job type. One of the following values:
JOB
Batch job
STC
Started task
TSU
TSO/E user

Owner String The z/OS user ID associated with the job
Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of the current state of the

job
Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides a text description of

the specific phase of the job
Return Code Integer Job completion code. If this value is null, the job has not yet

completed

Submit a Job from File

This action submits a mainframe job from the file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number.

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*File Name String Provide the path to a file containing the JCL to be submitted.
Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for the operation to

complete.
Default: False
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Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in seconds that
asynchronous execution will wait for operation completion. When
set to zero or to a negative value, no timeout is applied. It has no
effect on asynchronous operations.
Default: 300

Output Values

Name Type Description
Job Class String Job class
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was executed. If this value is null,

the job was processed by the primary subsystem
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job
Job Name String Name of the job
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

INPUT
Job is in input processing
ACTIVE
Job is running
OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue. If this value is null, the job
status could not be determined.

Job Type Type Job type. One of the following values:
JOB
Batch job
STC
Started task
TSU
TSO/E user

Owner String The z/OS user ID associated with the job
Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of the current state of the

job
Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides a text description of

the specific phase of the job
Return Code Integer Job completion code. If this value is null, the job has not yet

completed

Obtain Job Status

This action obtains the status of a mainframe job.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
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User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same
as your TSO login.

Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same
as your TSO password.

Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for
API mediation usage

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.
Default: True

*Job ID String Provide Job ID get its status

Output Values

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was executed. If this value is null,

the job was processed by the primary subsystem
Job Type Type Job type. One of the following values:

JOB
Batch job
STC
Started task
TSU
TSO/E user

Owner String The z/OS user ID associated with the job
Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of the current state of the

job
Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides a text description of

the specific phase of the job
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

INPUT
Job is in input processing
ACTIVE
Job is running
OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue. If this value is null, the job
status could not be determined.

List Jobs

This action lists mainframe jobs that match specified criteria. Criteria that can be used include Owner and Job Name.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
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Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same
as your TSO password.

Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for
API mediation usage

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.
Default: True

Owner String Specify the owner as a filter for the result
Job Name String Specify job name as a filter for the result

Output Values

Name Type Description
Job Class String[] Job class
JES Subsystem String[] JES subsystem where the job was executed. If this value is null,

the job was processed by the primary subsystem
Job ID String[] Job ID of the submitted job
Job Name String[] Name of the job
Job Status String[] Job status. One of the following values:

INPUT
Job is in input processing.
ACTIVE
Job is running.
OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.
If this value is null, the job status could not be determined.

Job Type Type[] Job type. One of the following values:
JOB
Batch job.
STC
Started task.
TSU
TSO/E user

Owner String[] The z/OS user ID associated with the job
Phase Integer[] Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of the current state of the

job
Phase Name String[] Name of the job execution phase. Provides a text description of

the specific phase of the job
Return Code String[] Job completion code. If this value is null, the job has not yet

completed.

List Jobs Spool Files

This action lists the spool files for a mainframe job.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
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Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Job ID String Provide Job ID get its spool files.
*Spool File ID String Provide Spool File ID (Data Set Number) to retrieve its content

Output Values

Name Type Description
Byte Count String[] Number of bytes on spool that are consumed by the spool file.
Job Class String[] Class assigned to the spool file.
Data Set Number String[] Data set number (key).
DDNAME String[] DDNAME for the data set creation.
Procedure Name String[] Procedure name for the step that created this data set.
Record Count Type[] Number of records in the spool file.
Record Format String[] Record format of the file.
Record Length String[] Specifies the length, in bytes, for fixed-length records and the

maximum length for variable-length records.
Step Name String[] Step name for the step that created this data set.

Retrieve Jobs Spool Files

This action retrieves the contents of a job JCL or spool file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
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Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.
Default: True

*Job ID String Provide job ID get its spool files.
*Spool File ID String Provide spool file ID (data set number) to retrieve its content.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Content String[] Contents of the job JCL or spool file.

Download Jobs Spool Contents

This action downloads the spool contents of a job into a local file. The target file will be overwritten, if it exists.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Job ID String Provide Job ID get its spool files.
*Local Directory String Provide local directory you would like to download the output for

the job to.
Extension String Provide file extension to save the job output with.
Omit Job ID Directory Boolean Provide whether job output will be saved directly to the specified

directory rather than creating a subdirectory named after the ID of
the job or not.
Default: True

Cancel Job

This action cancels a mainframe job.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
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Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number
Default: 443

User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same
as your TSO login.

Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same
as your TSO password.

Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for
API mediation usage

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.
Default: True

*Job ID String Provide Job ID get its spool files.
Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for the operation to

complete.
Default: False

Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in seconds that a
synchronous execution will wait for operation completion. When
set to zero or to a negative value, no timeout is applied. Has no
effect on asynchronous operations.
Default: 300

Change Job Class

This action cancels a mainframe job.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Job Name String Provide Name of the job to change its class.
*New Class String Specify name of the class to be set for the job.

Data Set Actions

Actions in the Zowe.DATA SET category allow you to list create and manipulate data sets on z/OS and transfer them to
and from z/OS. These actions are:
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• List Data Sets
• Allocate Data Sets
• Allocate Data Set from Existing
• Allocate SMS Managed Data Set
• List PDS Members
• Delete Sequential or Partitioned Data Set
• Delete PDS Members
• Download Data Set Contents
• Upload Data Set Contents
• Write Data set Contents
• Copy or Move a Partitioned Data Set
• Copy or Move a Sequential Data Set
• Copy or Move a VSAM Data Set
• Copy a PDS Member
• Rename Data Set
• Rename VSAM Data Set
• Rename PDS Member

List Data Sets

This action lists data sets. You can filter the returned list of data set names through the specification of high-level qualifiers
and wildcards.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Data Set Pattern String Specify one or more high-level qualifiers or name segments. You

can specify one or more wildcard symbols:
• A percent sign "%" is a single-character wildcard.
• An asterisk "*" is any number of characters within a qualifier.
• A double asterisk (**) is any number of characters within any

number of lower-level qualifiers.

Max Length Integer Specify maximum number of items to return. When set to zero, no
limit is applied.
Default: 0
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Data Set List String[] List of data sets matching the search pattern.

Allocate Data Sets

This action Allocate Data Set.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Data Set Name String Specify the name of the data set to be allocated.
Block Size Integer Specify block size for the data set.

Default: 6160
Data Set Type String Specify the type of data set to be allocated. Example: BASIC,

PDS, LIBRARY
Default: BASIC

Device Type String Specify the device type, also known as 'unit'.
Directory Block Integer Specify the number of directory blocks. Example: 0, 5, 25
Record Format String Specify the record format for the data set.

Default: FB
Record Length Integer Specify the logical record length. Analogous to the length of a line.

Default: 80
Secondary Space Integer Specify the secondary space allocation if required.

Default: 1
Show Attributes Boolean Specify whether to show the full allocation attributes or not.

Default: False
Size String Provide the size of the data set (specified as nCYL or nTRK -

where n is the number of cylinders or tracks). Sets the primary
allocation (the secondary allocation becomes ~10% of the
primary).
Default: 1CYL

Volume Serial String Provide the volume serial (VOLSER) on which you want the data
set to be placed. A VOLSER is analogous to a drive name on a
PC
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Allocate Data Set from Existing

This action Allocate Data Set using the LIKE parameter to obtain the attributes from an existing model data set.

Input Values

Name Type Description
FMP Profile String Provide name of a (FMP) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide CA File Master Plus server host name.
Port Integer Provide CA File Master Plus server port. Example: 51914

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
Protocol Protocol Provide CA File Master Plus REST API protocol.

Default: HTTPS
*Existing Data Set Name String Specify the name of the existing data set.
*New Data Set Name String

Allocate SMS Managed Data Set

This action Allocate SMS Managed Data Set.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Data Set Name String Specify the name of the data set to be allocated.
Block Size Integer Specify block size for the data set.

Default: 6160
Data Class String Specify SMS data class to use for the allocation.
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Data Set Type String Specify the type of data set to be allocated. Example: BASIC,
PDS, LIBRARY
Default: BASIC

Device Type String Specify the device type, also known as 'unit'.
Directory Block Integer Specify the number of directory blocks. Example: 0, 5, 25
Management Class String Specify SMS management class to use for the allocation.
Record Format String Specify the record format for the data set.

Default: FB
Record Length Integer Specify the logical record length. Analogous to the length of a line.

Default: 80
Secondary Space Integer Specify the secondary space allocation if required.

Default: 1
Show Attributes Boolean Specify whether to show the full allocation attributes or not.

Default: False
Size String Provide the size of the data set (specified as nCYL or nTRK -

where n is the number of cylinders or tracks). Sets the primary
allocation (the secondary allocation becomes ~10% of the
primary).
Default: 1CYL

Stroage Class String Specify SMS storage class to use for the allocation.
Volume Serial String Provide the volume serial (VOLSER) on which you want the data

set to be placed. A VOLSER is analogous to a drive name on a
PC

List PDS Members

This action lists all the members of a partitioned data set.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Data Set Name String Specify the name of the data set to be allocated.
Max Length Integer Specify maximum number of items to return. When set to zero, no

limit is applied.
Default: 0
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Members List String[] List of partitioned data set members.

Delete Sequential or Partitioned Data Set

This action deletes a sequential or partitioned data set

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Data Set Name String Specify the name of the data set to be allocated.
Volume Serial Integer Specify volume serial (VOLSER) where the data set resides. The

option is required only when the data set is not catalogued on the
system.

Delete PDS Members

This action deletes members of a partitioned data set.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
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*Data Set Name String Specify the name of the data set to be allocated.
*Member Name String Specify the name of the data set member to delete.
Volume Serial Integer Specify volume serial (VOLSER) where the data set resides. The

option is required only when the data set is not catalogued on the
system.

Download Data Set Contents

This action downloads the contents of a sequential data set or a partitioned data set member to a local file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Data Set Name String Specify the name of the data set to be allocated.
*Target Path String Provide a path to the local file to download the content.
Volume Serial Integer Specify volume serial (VOLSER) where the data set resides. The

option is required only when the data set is not catalogued on the
system.

Binary Boolean Specify whether the file content is downloaded in binary mode,
which means that no data conversion is performed. The data
transfer process returns each line as-is, without translation. No
delimiters are added between records.
e.g. True, False

Extension String Specify file extension to save the job output with.
Overwrite Boolean Specify whether an existing target file is overwritten.

Default: True

Upload Data Set Contents

This action uploads the contents to a sequential data set or a partitioned data set member from a local file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
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Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number
Default: 443

User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same
as your TSO login.

Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same
as your TSO password.

Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for
API mediation usage

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.
Default: True

*Data Set Name String Specify the name of the data set to be allocated.
*Source Path String Provide a path to the local file to upload the content.
Volume Serial Integer Specify volume serial (VOLSER) where the data set resides. The

option is required only when the data set is not catalogued on the
system.

Binary Boolean Specify whether the file content is downloaded in binary mode,
which means that no data conversion is performed. The data
transfer process returns each line as-is, without translation. No
delimiters are added between records.
e.g. True, False

Migrated Recall MigratedRecall Specify the method by which the migrated data set is handled. By
default, a migrated data set is recalled synchronously. E.g nowait,
wait, error Default: NOWAIT

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdOut String Standard Output
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error

Write Data Set Contents

This action writes the text contents to a sequential data set or a partitioned data set member. Any existing contents will be
rewritten.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
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Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for
API mediation usage

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.
Default: True

*Data Set Name String Specify the name of the data set to be allocated.
Volume Serial Integer Specify volume serial (VOLSER) where the data set resides. The

option is required only when the data set is not catalogued on the
system.

*Contents String [] Provide content of the data set or PDS member. Each array entry
or line in a multi-line entry will be written as a separate record in
the target data set or member.

Copy or Move a Partitioned Data Set

This action copies or moves a catalogued partitioned data set on the mainframe. If the target data set does not exist, it is
allocated using attributes of the source data set.

Input Values

Name Type Description
FMP Profile String Provide name of a (FMP) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide CA File Master Plus server host name.
Port Integer Provide CA File Master Plus server port. Example: 51914

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
Protocol Protocol Provide CA File Master Plus REST API protocol.

Default: HTTPS
*Source String Source data set. Specify a fully qualified name.
*Target String Target data set. Specify a fully qualified name.
Operation Operation Specify type of the operation. Example: Copy, Move.

Default: Copy

Copy or Move a Sequential Data Set

This action copies or moves a cataloged sequential data set on the mainframe. If the target data set does not exist, it is
allocated using attributes of the source data set.

Input Values

Name Type Description
FMP Profile String Provide name of a (FMP) profile to load for this command

execution.
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Host String Provide CA File Master Plus server host name.
Port Integer Provide CA File Master Plus server port. Example: 51914

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
Protocol Protocol Provide CA File Master Plus REST API protocol.

Default: HTTPS
*Source String Source data set. Specify a fully qualified name.
*Target String Target data set. Specify a fully qualified name.
Operation Operation Specify type of the operation. Example: Copy, Move.

Default: Copy

Copy or Move a VSAM Data Set

This action copies or moves a cataloged VSAM data set on the mainframe. If the target data set does not exist, it is
allocated using attributes of the source data set.

Input Values

Name Type Description
FMP Profile String Provide name of a (FMP) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide CA File Master Plus server host name.
Port Integer Provide CA File Master Plus server port. Example: 51914

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
Protocol Protocol Provide CA File Master Plus REST API protocol.

Default: HTTPS
*Source String Source VSAM data set. Specify a fully qualified name.
*Target String Target VSAM data set. Specify a fully qualified name.
Operation Operation Specify type of the operation. Example: Copy, Move.

Default: Copy
Overwrite Boolean Controls whether an existing target data set should be completely

overwritten.
Default: False
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdOut String Standard Output
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error
Data Message String Message Content

Copy a PDS Member

This action copies a member from one cataloged partitioned data set to another.

Input Values

Name Type Description
FMP Profile String Provide name of a (FMP) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide CA File Master Plus server host name.
Port Integer Provide CA File Master Plus server port. Example: 51914

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
Protocol Protocol Provide CA File Master Plus REST API protocol.

Default: HTTPS
*Source PDS String Source partitioned data set. Specify a fully qualified name.
*Source Member String Source partitioned data set member.
*Target PDS String Target partitioned data set. Specify a fully qualified name.
*Target Member String Target partitioned data set member.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdOut String Standard Output
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error
Data Message String Message Content
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Rename Data Set

This action allows you to change the name of a non-VSAM data set.

Input Values

Name Type Description
FMP Profile String Provide name of a (FMP) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide CA File Master Plus server host name.
Port Integer Provide CA File Master Plus server port. Example: 51914

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
Protocol Protocol Provide CA File Master Plus REST API protocol.

Default: HTTPS
*Original Name String Original name that you want to change. Specify the fully qualified

name of an existing non-VSAM data set.
*New Name String New name to be assigned to the existing data set. Specify the fully

qualified name of a new data set.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdOut String Standard Output
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error
Data Message String[] Message Content

Rename VSAM Data Set

This action allows you to change the name of a VSAM cluster or cluster component. When renaming a VSAM cluster you
can optionally rename its data and index components, provided the following condition is met:

• The fully qualified data set names of the data and index components have to contain the cluster name as a prefix.

If you need to rename a VSAM cluster data or index component and the above condition would not be met you can
rename them individually with separate executions of the Rename VSAM Data Set action while setting the Include
Components parameter to false.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
FMP Profile String Provide name of a (FMP) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide CA File Master Plus server host name.
Port Integer Provide CA File Master Plus server port. Example: 51914

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
Protocol Protocol Provide CA File Master Plus REST API protocol.

Default: HTTPS
*Original Name String Original name that you want to change. Specify the fully qualified

name of an existing non-VSAM data set.
*New Name String New name to be assigned to the existing data set. Specify the fully

qualified name of a new data set.
Include Components Boolean Controls whether data and index components should also be

renamed. Set this value to true only if you are renaming a VSAM
cluster and the conditions outlined in the action description are
met. The new name of the components is formed by appending
their existing suffixes to the new cluster name.
Default: False

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdOut String Standard Output
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error
Data Message String[] Message Content

Rename PDS Member

This action allows you to change the name of a partitioned data set member.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
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Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number
Default: 443

User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same
as your TSO login.

Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same
as your TSO password.

Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for
API mediation usage

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.
Default: True

*Partitioned Data Set String Specify the fully qualified name of the partitioned data set that
contains the member that you want to rename.

*Original Name String Original name of the member that you want to rename.
*New Name String New name to be assigned to the existing member.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdOut String[] Standard Output
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error
Command Response String Command Response

Unix Actions

Actions in the Zowe.UNIX category allow you to upload, download, execute and delete Unix Files.These actions are:

• Upload Contents to zOS UNIX File
• Download Contents of a zOS UNIX File
• Delete zOS Unix File or Directory
• Run zOS Unix Shell Commands
• List zOS Unix Files and Directories
• Create zOS Unix Directory

Upload Contents to zOS UNIX File

This action Upload Content from given source path to z/OS Unix File target path.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
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Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same
as your TSO password.

Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for
API mediation usage

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.
Default: True

*Source Path String Provide absolute path of the local file you want to upload.
Binary Transfer Boolean Specify transfer type. When set to true, the data is transferred

as-is. When set to false, conversion from EBCDIC to UTF-8 is
performed.
Default: False

*Target Path String Provide absolute path of a remote file to which the file contents
will be uploaded. Any existing content in the target file will be
overwritten. Example: /z/zosZowe/temp/temp.txt

Download Contents of a zOS UNIX File

This action downloads the contents of a z/OS UNIX file to a local file.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Source Path String Provide absolute path of the local file you want to upload.
Binary Transfer Boolean Specify transfer type. When set to true, the data is transferred

as-is. When set to false, conversion from EBCDIC to UTF-8 is
performed.
Default: False

*Target Path String Provide absolute path of a remote file to which the file contents
will be uploaded. Any existing content in the target file will be
overwritten. Example: /z/zosZowe/temp/temp.txt

Overwrite Boolean Specify whether an existing target file is overwritten.
Default: False

Delete zOS UNIX File or Directory

This action deletes the given file or directory from z/OS.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Path String Provide absolute path of the file or directory to be deleted.
Recursive Boolean Specify true to delete the directory recursively. If you specify false,

only an empty directory can be deleted. This option has no effect if
you are deleting a file.
Default: False

Run zOS UNIX Shell Commands

This action executes given Unix command on z/OS system.

Input Values

Name Type Description
SSH Profile String Provide name of a (ssh) profile to load for this command

execution.
z/OS SSH Host String Provide z/OS SSH server host name.
z/OS SSH Port Integer Provide z/OS SSH server host port number.

Default: 22
z/OS SSH User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login.
z/OS SSH Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password.
z/OS SSH Private Key Password Provide path to a file containing your private key, that must match

a public key stored in the server for authentication
z/OS SSH Key Passphrase Password Provide private key passphrase, which unlocks the private key.
z/OS SSH Handshake Timeout Integer Specify how long in milliseconds to wait for the SSH handshake to

complete.
*Command String Provide Shell Commands to execute on zOS Unix System.
Working Directory String Specify working directory in which to execute the command.
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Output Values

Name Type Description
Command Log String Command Execution Log

List zOS UNIX Files and Directories

This action lists the files and directories in a z/OS UNIX file path.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number.

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Source Path String Provide absolute path to the directory containing the files and

directories to be listed.
Maximum Records Integer Specify the maximum number of items to return. When set to zero,

no limit is applied.
Default: 1000

Output Values

Name Type Description
Name String[] File name
Permissions String[] File permissions
Size String[] File size in bytes
UID String[] Numeric user ID
User String[] File owner
GID String[] Numeric Group ID
Group String[] Group name
Modification String[] Modification time

Create zOS UNIX Directory

This action creates a UNIX directory on z/OS system.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number.

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
*Directory Path String Provide the name of the directory that you want to create.
Mode String Specify the file permission bits to use when creating the directory.

Default: rwxr-x---

zOS Actions

Actions in the Zowe.zOS category allow you to run TSO command and Submit MVS Command. These actions are:

• Run TSO Command
• Submit MVS Command

Run TSO Command

This action allows you to run TSO commands.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number.

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
TSO Profile String Provide the name of a (tso) profile to load for this command

execution.
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Account String Provide your z/OS TSO/E accounting information. Example:
IZUACCT

Character Set String Character set for address space to convert messages and
responses from UTF-8 to EBCDIC.
Default: 697

Code Page Integer Provide code page value for TSO/E address space to convert
messages and responses from UTF-8 to EBCDIC.
Default: 1047

Column Integer Specify the number of columns on a screen.
Default: 80

Logon Procedure String Provide logon procedure to use when creating TSO procedures on
your behalf. Default: IZUFPROC

Region Size Integer Specify region size for the TSO/E address space.
Default: 4096

Rows Integer Specify the number of rows on a screen.
Default: 24

*Command String Provide TSO command to execute. Example: Status
Suppress Startup Messages Boolean Specify whether if to suppress console messages from start of

address space or not.
Default: False

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdOut String Standard Output
StdErr String Standard error if encountered an error

Submit MVS Command

This action allows you to submit MVS commands.

Input Values

Name Type Description
zOSMF Profile String Provide name of a (zosmf) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide z/OSMF server host name.
Port Integer Provide z/OSMF server host port number.

Default: 443
User String Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) user name, which can be the same

as your TSO login.
Password Password Provide mainframe (z/OSMF) password, which can be the same

as your TSO password.
Base Path String Provide for your API mediation layer instance. Required only for

API mediation usage.
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
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*Command String Provide TSO command to execute. Example: Status
Condole Name String Provide name of the z/OS extended MCS console to direct

the command. You may also specify an arbitrary name, if your
installation allows dynamic creation of consoles with arbitrary
names. Example: <pmfkey>

Include Details Boolean Specify whether if additional details at the end of the Zowe
CLI command response are included, such as the "command
response key" and the z/OSMF command response URL.
Default: False

Key Only Boolean Specify whether if only the "command response key" returned
from the z/OSMF console API.
Default: False

Return First Boolean Specify whether if Zowe CLI should return immediately with the
response message set returned in the first z/OSMF API request
(even if no responses are present).
Default: False

Solicited Keyword String For solicited responses (direct command responses) the response
is considered complete if the keyword specified is present. Provide
this keyword which will be checked in response. Example: System

Sysplex System String Provide the z/OS system (LPAR) in the current SYSPLEX (where
your target z/OSMF resides) to route the z/OS console command.
Example: CA31

Wait to Collect Integer Specify number of seconds for z/OS CLI to wait before attempting
to collect additional solicited response messages. If additional
messages are collected on "follow-up" requests, the timer is reset
until an attempt is made that results in no additional response
messages.
Default: 0

Follow up Attempts Integer Specify number of request attempts if no response returned.
Default: 1

Output Values

Name Type Description
Response String Command Response

Endevor Action

Endevor is an integrated set of management tools for automating, controlling, and monitoring the mainframe software
development lifecycle. It is used to maintain software applications and track their versions. It runs under z/OS, within the
CICS or TSO/ISPF environments and in batch processing mode. It can be configured to handle most mainframe files.The
actions for Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS -Endevor provides the following actions:
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• Endevor List Systems
• Endevor List Subsystems
• Endevor List Packages
• Endevor Cast Packages
• Endevor Approve Packages
• Endevor Execute Packages
• Endevor Deny Packages
• Endevor List Elements
• Endevor Create Packages
• Endevor Update Packages
• Endevor Backout Package
• Endevor Backin Package
• Endevor Rest Package
• Endevor Submit SCL

List Systems
Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with

the Password field. Example: User 1
Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username

field. Example: password
Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against

the list of supplied CAs
Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
Environment String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM environment where your

project resides
System String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM system
Stage Number Provide the CA Endevor SCM stage number where your project

resides
Path String Specify type of the path either es Logical or Physical
Search Strategy Boolean Specify whether the search through the CA Endevor SCM map

should be enabled or not
Full Output Boolean Specify whether if full output of list action should be returned or

not
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Return String Specify whether the action should return all matching items or just
the first item

Output Values

Name Type Description
Site ID String Array Site ID
Environment Name String Array Environment Name
System Name String Array System Name
Stage Name String Array Stage Name
Stage ID String Array Stage ID
Stage Sequence Number String Array Stage Sequence Number
Record Update Count String Array Record Update Count
Update Time String Array Update Time
Update User ID String Array Update User ID
Title String Array Title
Next Subsystem String Array Next Subsystem
Release ID String Array Release ID
Exclude Duplicate Element
Processor

Boolean Array Exclude Duplicate Element Processor

List Subsystems

This action allows you to extract Subsystem information from the Master Control File that satisfies the criteria you specify.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with

the Password field. Example: User 1
Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username

field. Example: password
Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against

the list of supplied CAs
Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
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Environment String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM environment where your
project resides

Subsystem String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM subsystem
Stage Id Provide the CA Endevor SCM stage number where your project

resides
System String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM system
Path String Specify type of the path either es Logical or Physical
Search Strategy Boolean Specify whether the search through the CA Endevor SCM map

should be enabled or not
Full Output Boolean Specify whether if full output of list action should be returned or

not
Return String Specify whether the action should return all matching items or just

the first item

Output Values

Name Type Description
Site ID String Array Site ID
Environment Name String Array Environment Name
System Name String Array System Name
Subsystem Name String Array Subsystem Name
Stage Name String Array Stage Name
Stage ID String Array Stage ID
Stage Sequence Number String Array Stage Sequence Number
Record Update Count String Array Record Update Count
Update Time String Array Update Time
Update User ID String Array Update User ID
Title String Array Title
Next Subsystem String Array Next Subsystem
Release ID String Array Release ID
Exclude Duplicate Element
Processor

Boolean Array Exclude Duplicate Element Processor

List Packages

This action allows you to extract packages information from the Master Control File that satisfies the criteria you specify.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
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Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM
Rest API

Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with
the Password field. Example: User 1

Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username
field. Example: password

Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM
Rest API

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against
the list of supplied CAs

Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
Package String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM package
Status String Specify the status of the packages. Multiple status can be

specified separated by ","
Type Package Specify the package type, where S = STANDARD and E =

EMERGENCY
Enterprise Enterprise Specify to filter the list by enterprise Package parameter. A - All, E

- Enterprise, X – eXclude
Promotion Status Promotion Specify to filter the list by promotion Package parameter. A - All, P

- Promotion, X - eXclude
Promotion Target Environment String Specify the promotion package target environment. This field only

applies to promotion packages and can only be specified when
the promotion package type is A or P

Promotion Target Stage ID String Specify the promotion package target stage ID. This field only
applies to promotion packages and can only be specified when
the promotion package type is A or P

Approver String Specify one to eight-character approver ID. Only one approver ID
can be specified, and name masking is not supported

Full Output FullOutput Specify whether if full output of list action should be returned or
not

Output Values

Name Type Description
Package Type [String[]] Package Type
Shr Option [String[]] Shr Option
Backout Flag [String[]] Backout Flag
Window Start Time [String[]] Window Start Time
Window End Time [String[]] Window End Time
Status [String[]] Status
Create Time [String[]] Create Time
Create User Id [String[]] Create User Id
Update Time [String[]] Update Time
Update User Id [String[]] Update User Id
SCL Time [String[]] SCL Time
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SCL User ID [String[]] SCL User ID
Correlation Records Exist [String[]] Correlation Records Exist
Enterprise Correlation [String[]] Enterprise Correlation
Correlation Count [String[]] Correlation Count
Cast Records Exist [String[]] Cast Records Exist
Cast Time [String[]] Cast Time
Cast User Id [String[]] Cast User Id
Approver Group Records Exist [String[]] Approver Group Records Exist
Approval Time [String[]] Approval Time
Execution Begin Time [String[]] Execution Begin Time
Execution End Time [String[]] Execution End Time
Execution User Id [String[]] Execution User Id
Execution Rc [String[]] Execution Rc
Abnormally Terminated [String[]] Abnormally Terminated
Backout Record Exist [String[]] Backout Record Exist
Package Backed Out [String[]] Package Backed Out
Package Backout/Backin Begun [String[]] Package Backout/Backin Begun
Package Backout Status [String[]] Package Backout Status
Backout Time [String[]] Backout Time
Backout User Id [String[]] Backout User Id
Backin Date [String[]] Backin Date
Backin User Id [String[]] Backin User Id
Commit Time [String[]] Commit Time
Commit User Id [String[]] Commit User Id
External Saf [String[]] External Saf
Notes [String[]] Notes
Component Validation [String[]] Component Validation
Promotion Package [String[]] Promotion Package
Promotion Record Exist [String[]] Promotion Record Exist
Internal Package Id [String[]] Internal Package Id
Package Version [String[]] Package Version
Previous Promotion Package id [String[]] Previous Promotion Package id
Target Promotion Environment [String[]] Target Promotion Environment
Target Promotion Stage Id [String[]] Target Promotion Stage Id
CA-7 Schedule Time [String[]] CA-7 Schedule Time
Change Order Correlation [String[]] Change Order Correlation

Cast Packages

This action prepares the package for review and subsequent execution. Casting a package freezes the contents of the
package and prevents further changes to the package. User can use the CAST action against a package that has a status
of In-edit.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with

the Password field. Example: User 1
Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username

field. Example: password
Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against

the list of supplied CAs
Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
*Package String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM package
From Date Time String Specify the beginning of time frame within which the package can

be executed. Use yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm
To Date Time String Specify the end of time frame within which the package can be

executed. Use yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm
Validate Components Components Specify "yes" to enable component validation within the package,

"no" to disable, and "warn" to generate a warning if component
validation fails

No Backout Boolean Specify this option to NOT have backout facility available for this
package

Execute Packages

This Execute Package action executes a package. This action allows you to execute a CA Endevor SCM package or set
of packages. The action can be used against packages that have a status of Approved or Exec-failed. The default is to
only execute approved packages.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
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Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with
the Password field. Example: User 1

Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username
field. Example: password

Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM
Rest API

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against
the list of supplied CAs

Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
*Package String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM package
From Date Time String Specify the beginning of time frame within which the package can

be executed. Use yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm
To Date Time String Specify the end of time frame within which the package can be

executed. Use yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm
Status String Specify the status of the packages. Multiple statuses can be

provided separated by ","

Approve Packages

This action allows you to approve a package for execution. You can use this action against a package with the status In-
approval.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with

the Password field. Example: User 1
Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username

field. Example: password
Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against

the list of supplied CAs
Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
*Package String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM package
Notes String Notes for approval of the package
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Deny Packages

This action allows you to deny a package for execution. You can use this action against a package with the status
approved.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with

the Password field. Example: User 1
Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username

field. Example: password
Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against

the list of supplied CAs
Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
*Package String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM package
Notes String Notes for approval of the package

List Elements

The list elements command lists element information in CA Endevor SCM

Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with

the Password field. Example: User 1
Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username

field. Example: password
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Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM
Rest API

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against
the list of supplied CAs

Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
*Package String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM package
Element String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM element
Environment String Provide the CA Endevor SCM environment where your project

resides
Stage Number String Provide the CA Endevor SCM stage number where your project

resides
System String Provide the CA Endevor SCM system where your project resides
Subsystem String Provide the CA Endevor SCM subsystem where your project

resides
Type String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM element's type
Path Path Specify type of the path either es Logical or Physical.

e.g. Log, Phy

Search Strategy Boolean Specify whether the search through the CA Endevor SCM map
should be enabled or not.
e.g. True, False

Full Output Boolean Specify whether if full output of list action should be returned or
not.
e.g. True, False

Return String Specify whether the action should return all matching items or just
the first item.
e.g. First, All

Data Data Allows to select the type of summary data returned in the element
list (defaults to basic).
e.g. Basic, All, Element, COMP

Output Values

Name Type Description
Record Type [String[]] Record Type
Site ID [String[]] Site ID
Environment Name [String[]] Environment Name
System Name [String[]] System Name
Subsystem Name [String[]] Subsystem Name
Element Name [String[]] Element Name
Full Element Name [String[]] Full Element Name
Type Name [String[]] Type Name
Stage Name [String[]] Stage Name
Stage ID [String[]] Stage ID
Stage Number [String[]] Stage Number
Stage Sequence Number [String[]] Stage Sequence Number
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Processor Group Name [String[]] Processor Group Name
Update Time [String[]] Update Time
Signout ID [String[]] Signout ID
Element VVLL [String[]] Element VVLL
Component VVLL [String[]] Component VVLL
No Source [String[]] No Source
Component Base VVLL [String[]] Component Base VVLL
Component Delta Member
Name

[String[]] Component Delta Member Name

Signout Date [String[]] Signout Date
Release ID [String[]] Release ID
Last Element Modifying Action [String[]] Last Element Modifying Action
Last Action [String[]] Last Action
Endevor RC [String[]] Endevor RC
Last Action Time [String[]] Last Action Time
Last Action User Id [String[]] Last Action User Id
Last Action CCID [String[]] Last Action CCID
Last Action Comment [String[]] Last Action Comment
Element Base Member [String[]] Element Base Member
Element Base Time [String[]] Element Base Time
Element Base Statements [String[]] Element Base Statements
Base VVLL [String[]] Base VVLL
Base Compressed [String[]] Base Compressed
Base User ID [String[]] Base User ID
Base Comment [String[]] Base Comment
Element Delta Member [String[]] Element Delta Member
Element Last Delta Time [String[]] Element Last Delta Time
Element Last Delta Statements [String[]] Element Last Delta Statements
Element Last User ID [String[]] Element Last User ID
Element Last CCID [String[]] Element Last CCID
Element Last Comment [String[]] Element Last Comment
Element Last Inserts [String[]] Element Last Inserts
Element Last Deletes [String[]] Element Last Deletes
Element Delta Format [String[]] Element Delta Format
Component Member [String[]] Component Member
Component Base Time [String[]] Component Base Time
Component Base Statements [String[]] Component Base Statements
Component Last Time [String[]] Component Last Time
Component Last Statements [String[]] Component Last Statements
Component Last Inserts [String[]] Component Last Inserts
Component Last Deletes [String[]] Component Last Deletes
Component Delta Format [String[]] Component Delta Format
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Component List Monitor [String[]] Component List Monitor
Component List Copied [String[]] Component List Copied
Component List Location [String[]] Component List Location
Move Time [String[]] Move Time
Move User ID [String[]] Move User ID
Processor Flag [String[]] Processor Flag
Processor Failed [String[]] Processor Failed
Last Processor Time [String[]] Last Processor Time
Generate Time [String[]] Generate Time
Generate User ID [String[]] Generate User ID
Generate CCID [String[]] Generate CCID
Generate Comment [String[]] Generate Comment
Failed Literal [String[]] Failed Literal
Processor Name [String[]] Processor Name
Processor RC [String[]] Processor RC
Retrieve Time [String[]] Retrieve Time
Retrieve User ID [String[]] Retrieve User ID
Retrieve CCID [String[]] Retrieve CCID
Retrieve Comment [String[]] Retrieve Comment
Package ID (S) [String[]] Package ID (S)
Package Execution Time (S) [String[]] Package Execution Time (S)
Backed Out (O) [String[]] Backed Out (O)
Package ID (O) [String[]] Package ID (O)
Package Execution Time (O) [String[]] Package Execution Time (O)
Package ID [String[]] Package ID
Locked Time [String[]] Locked Time
Site ID (F) [String[]] Site ID (F)
Environment Name (F) [String[]] Environment Name (F)
System Name (F) [String[]] System Name (F)
Subsystem Name (F) [String[]] Subsystem Name (F)
Element (F) [String[]] Element (F)
Type Name (F) [String[]] Type Name (F)
Stage Number (F) [String[]] Stage Number (F)
Action That Updated From [String[]] Action That Updated From
VVLL (F) [String[]] VVLL (F)
Add/Update DSN/Path (F) [String[]] Add/Update DSN/Path (F)
Add/Update Member/File (F) [String[]] Add/Update Member/File (F)
Retrieve DSN/Path (T) [String[]] Retrieve DSN/Path (T)
Retrieve Member/File (T) [String[]] Retrieve Member/File (T)
User Data [String[]] User Data
Alter First Time [String[]] Alter First Time
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Alter Last Time [String[]] Alter Last Time
Alter Last User ID [String[]] Alter Last User ID
Alter Cumulative Count [String[]] Alter Cumulative Count
Alter CCG [String[]] Alter CCG
Alter CCL [String[]] Alter CCL
Alter CCR [String[]] Alter CCR
Alter DES [String[]] Alter DES
Alter PRG [String[]] Alter PRG
Alter SGN [String[]] Alter SGN
Alter User Data [String[]] Alter User Data
File Ext [String[]] File Ext
Fingerprint [String[]] Fingerprint
Sign Out Date [String[]] Sign Out Date

Create Packages

The create package command lets you create a package in CA Endevor SCM.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with

the Password field. Example: User 1
Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username

field. Example: password
Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against

the list of supplied CAs
Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
*Package String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM package
From File String Provide a package source file
From Dataset String Provide a source data set name
From Member String Provide source member name in the data set
From Package String Provide Package Name if you are creating from another package
*Description String Provide the description for the package being created
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From Date Time String Specify the beginning of time frame within which the package can
be executed. Use yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm

To Date Time Path Specify the end of time frame within which the package can be
executed. Use yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm

No Backout Boolean Specify this option to NOT have backout facility available for this
package

Notes From File String Provide Local file of notes for approve/deny package
Type Package Specify the package type, where S = STANDARD and E =

EMERGENCY, by default S is used
Sharable Boolean Specify whether the package can be edited by more than one

person when in In-edit status or not
Append Boolean Specify whether to append the SCL you are adding to the existing

package SCL. Otherwise it would be replaced
Promotion Boolean Specify whether to define the package as a promotion package
Validate Components Components Specify "yes" to enable component validation within the package,

"no" to disable, and "warn" to generate a warning if component
validation fails

Update Packages

The update package command lets you update a package in CA Endevor SCM.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with

the Password field. Example: User 1
Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username

field. Example: password
Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against

the list of supplied CAs
Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
*Package String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM package
From File String Provide a package source file
From Dataset String Provide a source data set name
From Member String Provide source member name in the data set
From Package String Provide Package Name if you are creating from another package
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Description String Provide the description for the package being created
From Date Time String Specify the beginning of time frame within which the package can

be executed. Use yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm
To Date Time Path Specify the end of time frame within which the package can be

executed. Use yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm
No Backout Boolean Specify this option to NOT have backout facility available for this

package
Notes From File String Provide Local file of notes for approve/deny package
Type Package Specify the package type, where S = STANDARD and E =

EMERGENCY, by default S is used
Sharable Boolean Specify whether the package can be edited by more than one

person when in In-edit status or not
Append Boolean Specify whether to append the SCL you are adding to the existing

package SCL. Otherwise it would be replaced
Promotion Boolean Specify whether to define the package as a promotion package
Validate Components Components Specify "yes" to enable component validation within the package,

"no" to disable, and "warn" to generate a warning if component
validation fails

Backout Packages

The backout package command restores the executable and output modules of the Package to the status they were in
before execution.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with

the Password field. Example: User 1
Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username

field. Example: password
Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against

the list of supplied CAs
Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
*Package String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM packag
Statement String Specify the SCL statement number for the Element action that you

want to back out
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Element String Specify the Element name for the Element action that you want to
back in or back out

Backin Packages

The backin package command reverses the backout action and returns the Package to a status of Executed.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with

the Password field. Example: User 1
Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username

field. Example: password
Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against

the list of supplied CAs
Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
*Package String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM packag
Statement String Specify the SCL statement number for the Element action that you

want to back out
Element String Specify the Element name for the Element action that you want to

back in or back out

Reset Packages

The reset package command lets you set the status of a Package back to In-edit so you can modify it.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
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Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with
the Password field. Example: User 1

Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username
field. Example: password

Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM
Rest API

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against
the list of supplied CAs

Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
*Package String Provide name of the CA Endevor SCM package

Submit SCL

The submit SCL commands submits a SCL file to be executed.

Input Values

Name Type Description
Endevor Profile String The name of a (endevor) profile to load for the command

execution.
Endevor Location Profile String The name of a (endevor-location) profile to load for this command

execution.
Host String Provide the base host name
Port Integer Provide the port number
Protocol String Provide the protocol used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Username String Username to authenticate on the host. Used in combination with

the Password field. Example: User 1
Password Password Password to authenticate. Used in combination with the Username

field. Example: password
Base Path String Provide the base path used for connecting to CA Endevor SCM

Rest API
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Provide this option to have the server certificate verified against

the list of supplied CAs
Instance String Provide CA Endevor SCM Web Services dataSource name
Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12
*SCL File String Provide the file which contains the CA Endevor SCM SCL you

would like to submit.
*SCL Type SCLType Specify the category of CA Endevor SCM SCL.

Allowed values: list, element, package, admin, ship, addUpdRtv

Output Values

Name Type Description
File Path [String[]] Output File Path
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CICS Actions

Actions in the Zowe.CICS category allow you to Get, Define, Refresh CICS Programs or Transactions.

• Get CICS Program
• Refresh CICS Program
• Define Program
• Get CICS Local Transaction
• Define Transaction
• Install Program
• Install Transaction

Get CICS Program

This action Gets Program from CICS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
CICS Profile String Provide name of a (cics) profile to load for this command

execution
CICS Host String Provide CICS server host name
CICS Port Integer Provide CICS server port number.

Default: 443
CICS User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login
CICS Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
Protocol Protocol Specify type of protocol to be used for connection. Example:

HTTP, HTTPS.
Default: HTTP

*CICS Region String Provide the CICS region name from which to get/define/install/
refresh the resources. Example: CICCMCI2

CICS Plex Boolean Provide the name of the CICS Plex from which to get/define/
install/refresh the resources.

Criteria String Specify the criteria by which to filter the resource.
Example: PROGRAM=PRG*

Maximum Return Code Integer Provide Maximum Return code. Example: 0,1,2, 3,…12

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error
Record Count Integer Record Count
Key Data String[] Key Data
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Program Name String[] Program Name
Status String[] Status

Refresh CICS Program

This action refreshes a Program on CICS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
CICS Profile String Provide name of a (cics) profile to load for this command

execution
CICS Host String Provide CICS server host name
CICS Port Integer Provide CICS server port number.

Default: 443
CICS User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login
CICS Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
Protocol Protocol Specify type of protocol to be used for connection. Example:

HTTP, HTTPS.
Default: HTTP

*CICS Program String Provide name of the program to refresh. The maximum length of
the program name is eight characters. Example: PROG123

*CICS Region String Provide the CICS region name from which to get/define/install/
refresh the resources. Example: CICCMCI2

CICS Plex Boolean Provide the name of the CICS Plex from which to get/define/
install/refresh the resources.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdOut String Standard Output
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error
Record Count Integer Record Count
Key Data String Key Data
Program Name String Program Name
Status String Status

Define Program

This action defines a new Program in CICS.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
CICS Profile String Provide name of a (cics) profile to load for this command

execution
CICS Host String Provide CICS server host name
CICS Port Integer Provide CICS server port number.

Default: 443
CICS User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login
CICS Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
Protocol Protocol Specify type of protocol to be used for connection. Example:

HTTP, HTTPS.
Default: HTTP

*Program Name String Provide the name of the Program to define. The maximum length
of the program name is eight characters. Example: PGM123

*CSD Group String Provide the CICS system definition (CSD) Group for the new
program that you want to define. The maximum length of the
group name is eight characters

*CICS Region String Provide the CICS region name from which to get/define/install/
refresh the resources. Example: CICCMCI2

CICS Plex String Provide the name of the CICS Plex from which to get/define/
install/refresh the resources.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdOut String Standard Output
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error
Record Count Integer Record Count
Key Data String Key Data
API String API
Program Name String Program Name
Status String Status

Get CICS Local Transaction

This action gets a Transaction from CICS.
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Input Values

Name Type Description
CICS Profile String Provide name of a (cics) profile to load for this command

execution
CICS Host String Provide CICS server host name
CICS Port Integer Provide CICS server port number.

Default: 443
CICS User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login
CICS Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
Protocol Protocol Specify type of protocol to be used for connection. Example:

HTTP, HTTPS.
Default: HTTP

*CICS Region String Provide the CICS region name from which to get/define/install/
refresh the resources. Example: CICCMCI2

CICS Plex String Provide the name of the CICS Plex from which to get/define/
install/refresh the resources.

Criteria String Specify the criteria by which to filter the resource.
Example: TRANID=TRAN

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error
Record Count Integer Record Count
Key Data String[] Key Data
Program Name String[] Program Name
Status String[] Status
Transaction ID String[] Transaction ID

Define Transaction

This action defines a new Transaction in CICS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
CICS Profile String Provide name of a (cics) profile to load for this command

execution
CICS Host String Provide CICS server host name
CICS Port Integer Provide CICS server port number.

Default: 443
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CICS User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your
TSO login

CICS Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your
TSO password

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.
Default: True

Protocol Protocol Specify type of protocol to be used for connection. Example:
HTTP, HTTPS.
Default: HTTP

*Transaction Name String Provide the name of the new transaction to define. The maximum
length of the transaction name is four characters. Example : TRN1

*Program Name String Provide the name of the Program to define. The maximum length
of the program name is eight characters. Example: PGM123

*CSD Group String Provide the CICS system definition (CSD) Group for the new
program that you want to define. The maximum length of the
group name is eight characters

*CICS Region String Provide the CICS region name from which to get/define/install/
refresh the resources. Example: CICCMCI2

CICS Plex String Provide the name of the CICS Plex from which to get/define/
install/refresh the resources.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdOut String Standard Output
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error
Record Count Integer Record Count
Key Data String Key Data
Transaction Name String Transaction Name
Program Name String Program Name
Status String Status

Install Program

This action Install a Program to CICS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
CICS Profile String Provide name of a (cics) profile to load for this command

execution
CICS Host String Provide CICS server host name
CICS Port Integer Provide CICS server port number.

Default: 443
CICS User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login
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CICS Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your
TSO password

Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.
Default: True

Protocol Protocol Specify type of protocol to be used for connection. Example:
HTTP, HTTPS.
Default: HTTP

*Program Name String Provide the name of the Program to define. The maximum length
of the program name is eight characters. Example: PGM123

*CSD Group String Provide the CICS system definition (CSD) Group for the new
program that you want to define. The maximum length of the
group name is eight characters

*CICS Region String Provide the CICS region name from which to get/define/install/
refresh the resources. Example: CICCMCI2

CICS Plex String Provide the name of the CICS Plex from which to get/define/
install/refresh the resources.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdOut String Standard Output
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error
Record Count Integer Record Count
API String[] API
Key Data String[] Key Data
Program Name String[] Program Name
Status String[] Status

Install Transaction

This action Install a Transaction to CICS.

Input Values

Name Type Description
CICS Profile String Provide name of a (cics) profile to load for this command

execution
CICS Host String Provide CICS server host name
CICS Port Integer Provide CICS server port number.

Default: 443
CICS User String Provide mainframe user name, which can be the same as your

TSO login
CICS Password Password Provide mainframe password, which can be the same as your

TSO password
Reject Unauthorized Boolean Specify whether to reject self-signed certificates or not.

Default: True
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Protocol Protocol Specify type of protocol to be used for connection. Example:
HTTP, HTTPS.
Default: HTTP

*Transaction Name String Provide the name of the new transaction to define. The maximum
length of the transaction name is four characters. Example : TRN1

*CSD Group String Provide the CICS system definition (CSD) Group for the new
program that you want to define. The maximum length of the
group name is eight characters

*CICS Region String Provide the CICS region name from which to get/define/install/
refresh the resources. Example: CICCMCI2

CICS Plex String Provide the name of the CICS Plex from which to get/define/
install/refresh the resources.

Output Values

Name Type Description
Exit Code Integer Exit Code
Message String Message
StdOut String Standard Output
StdErr String Standard Error if encountered an error
Record Count Integer Record Count
Key Data String[] Key Data
Transaction Name String[] Transaction Name
Program Name String[] Program Name
Status String[] Status

Troubleshooting Tips

This section explains some common errors that you may get while executing Zowe actions. This also suggest possible
steps to resolve the error.

Action Execution Error Steps to Check

IO Exception while running command line: Cannot run program
“Zowe” (in directory “.”): error=2, No such file or directory

• Zowe CLI has been installed on the corresponding machine
where Nolio Release Automation Agent is running.

• System environment variable PATH has been set to include
directory where Zowe executable exists. Make sure that Nolio
Release Automation Agent can access the above environment
variable.

• Restart Nolio Release Automation Agent.
Refer to section Prerequisites to Run Nolio Release Automation
Connector for z/OS..
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Error message contains “Unknown Group” • Check if action requires some Zowe plug-in and same is
installed on the corresponding machine or not where Nolio
Release Automation Agent is running.

• System environment variable Zowe_CLI_HOME has been
set where Zowe CLI client configuration exists. Make sure
that Nolio Release Automation Agent can access the above
environment variable.

• Restart Nolio Release Automation Agent.
Refer to section Prerequisites to Run Nolio Release Automation
Connector for z/OS.

For any other error, refer to the log file(s) for more details. Log file(s) can be found at <Installation directory\
ReleaseAutomationServer\logs> on the machine where Nolio Release Automation server is installed.

Third-party Software Acknowledgements
This article contains third-party software licences for the Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS.

Table 1: Licenses

Library Version License

commons-lang3 3.11 Apache License, Version 2.0 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt
commons-exec 1.3 Apache License, Version 2.0 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt
log4j 1.2.14 Apache License, Version 2.0 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt
google-gson 2.8.6 Apache License, Version 2.0 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

Apache License, Version 2.0

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
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"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix
below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable
from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications
or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the
Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner.
For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source
code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose
of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been
received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-
charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-
charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
a. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
b. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
c. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

d. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third
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party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this
License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/
or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)
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The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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CA Release Automation Connector for z/OS
The CA Release Automation Connector for z/OS enables you to interact with IBM z/OS and the subsystems executing
on it. You can submit and manipulate jobs, allocate and maintain data sets, and control CICS and DB2 regions and
WebSphere application servers. The connector interacts with an IBM mainframe through the IBM z/OS Management
Facility (z/OSMF) REST Services installed as part of z/OS.

The CA Release Automation Connector for z/OS is a separately licensed option of Nolio Release Automation.

Actions Help

For a description and for input and output parameters for deployed actions, refer to:

• Mainframe Actions in this documentation
• The embedded actions help that is available in your installation at: http://<yourdeployment>/nolio-app/actionshelp.jsp

Supported Platforms

The target z/OS system must have active IBM z/OS Management Facility v2.2 with applied maintenance RSU1606.

You must install the connector on your Nolio Release Automation Management Server. The actions in this connector are
designed to be executed on any Nolio Release Automation Agent that has TCP/IP connectivity to the target IBM z/OS
system. For more information about supported platforms, see System Requirements.

z/OSMF Configuration

One z/OSMF instance can control jobs on all z/OS systems which are part of the same JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) as
the system with IBM z/OSMF. If you want to control jobs on a z/OS system other than those in the JES MAS where the z/
OSMF instance resides, set up a separate z/OSMF instance that runs within that JES MAS. For instructions and additional
considerations, see Using z/OSMF in a multi-system environment in the IBM z/OSMF documentation.

In each z/OSMF instance, assign security permissions according to the requirements specified in the IBM z/OSMF REST
API documentation for operations with jobs and files.

Deployment

We recommend the use of Nolio Release Automation Agents electronically close to the target z/OS system, for example,
running on z/Linux. Recommended deployment model is one Nolio Release Automation Execution Server for each
mainframe and one Agent for each LPAR. For a detailed description of the Nolio Release Automation components and
their interaction, see Install for a Distributed Environment.

The following diagram shows the recommended deployment model:
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Figure 2: RA Mainframe Deployment Architecture

If you are executing many concurrent action executions on any one Agent, you can deploy Agents to manage particular
subsystems; for example, have one Agent for each CICS region.

For more information about providing high availability, see Install to Provide High Availability.

Installing

Obtain the Install Media

Download the CA Release Automation Connector for z/OS installation media from Broadcom Enterprise Software
Support.

Requirements

CA Release Automation Connector for z/OS has to be installed on the machine that hosts your Nolio Release Automation
Management Server and the management server must be running.

CA Release Automation Connector for z/OS can be installed on the same set of platforms that are supported by Nolio
Release Automation server components, as described in System Requirements.

When installing on a Linux platform, a Java runtime environment version 1.6 or newer has to be available.

Installation Considerations

JMX

Part of the automated install process relies on the Nolio Release Automation JMX interface being enabled. If the interface
has been disabled, part of the installation process must be completed using the steps described in Manual Deployment.
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Interactive Installation

To start the installation process in interactive mode, execute one of the following binaries from the installation media,
depending on the target platform:

• ca-ra-zos-connector_windows-x64_<version>.exe for Microsoft Windows operating systems
• ca-ra-zos-connector_linux-x64_<version>.sh for Linux operating systems

Depending on the platform and environment, the installer uses a graphical or console-based user interface that guides
you through the process.

If the deployment phase of the process fails, follow the manual deployment instructions within the installer or refer to the
Manual Deployment instructions that follow.

Unattended Installation

The readme.txt file that is located in the unattended directory on the installation media outlines the procedures necessary
to run an unattended installation.

Also, sample scripts that show how to execute an unattended client installation are available in the unattended/samples
directory on the installation media. Read the readme.txt file first, before using the samples.

On Linux platforms, the installer generates information and error messages about the process on standard output. On all
platforms these messages are included in the generated log file.

On all platforms, you can use the return value from the installer process to determine its result:

• 0 indicates that the installation was successful.
• Values from 1 through 100 indicate a problem with the provided parameter values or the environment. See the

messages on standard output on Linux platforms, or the log file for more details.
• 201 indicates that the deployment portion of the installation has failed. In this case, you must follow the instructions in

the Manual Deployment section to finish the installation.
• Any other value indicates a failure of the installation.

Manual Deployment

In situations where the installer is unable to deploy CA Release Automation Connector for z/OS into a Nolio Release
Automation server instance, the extracted product files remain in the uploadActions subdirectory of the Nolio Release
Automation server installation (for example, C:\Program Files\CA\ReleaseAutomationServer\uploadActions).

Follow these steps to manually deploy the product files:

1. Run and log in to the Automation Studio application.
2. Go to the Action Management screen available from the Administration menu entry.
3. Click the Import Action Package icon.
4. Browse to the directory that contains the product files and select them all.
5. Select the Import button and wait for the process to finish.

NOTE

If you are running Automation Studio from a host other than the one where the installer has extracted the
product files, you must copy the files over first.

Log File

On Microsoft Windows operating systems, the log file is saved in the temporary directory of the user running the installer
process. This directory can be generally accessed using the TEMP environment variable.

On Linux operating systems, the log file is saved in the /tmp directory.
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The name of the log file has the following format: i4j_log_ca-ra-zos-connector_<unique-id>.log

Uninstalling

Use one of the Nolio Release Automation user interfaces to uninstall CA Release Automation Connector for z/OS.

If you are using Automation Studio:

1. Go to the Action Management screen available from the Administration menu entry.
2. Select the ca-ra-zos-connector entry in the list of installed packages.
3. Click the Remove Selected Action Package icon.

If you are using Release Operations Center:

1. Go to the Action Management screen available from the Administration menu entry.
2. Switch to the Installed Packs tab.
3. Locate the ca-ra-zos-connector entry in the list and select the associated checkbox.
4. Click Delete.

Mainframe Actions
This article describes the actions that the Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS carries out and includes
information about common action attributes.

  

Common Action Attributes

 z/OSMF Connection Parameters 

The connector interacts with the mainframe through IBM z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF) REST Services. All
actions share common z/OSMF connection parameters. We recommend that you create Release Automation variables to
populate those fields consistently. The z/OSMF connection parameters are as follows:

•  z/OSMF Server URL
Defines the URL for the z/OSMF server. This includes the specification of scheme, host, or IP and port. When using
the default port for the given scheme, port specification is optional.
Example: https://host.company.com or https://172.19.253.1:443 

•  Username
Defines the username for the z/OS user authorized to perform operations on the target z/OS system.

•  Password
Defines the password for the z/OS user.

•  Validate SSL CertificateSpecifies whether the SSL certificate is validated before communication with the z/OSMF
server. When set to false, validation is disabled (not recommended).

 JES Subsystem 

Job-related actions use a common JES Subsystem parameter that allows you to execute operations that run jobs on
all z/OS systems which are part of the same JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) as the system with IBM z/OSMF. For more
information about environments with multiple JES MAS, see the z/OSMF configuration section of CA Release Automation
Connector for z/OS.

 JCL Header 

Actions that submit JCL as part of their execution allow you to customize the JCL header to meet job requirements in your
environment; for example, job accounting information. Specifying the SYSAFF parameter or statement in the JCL header
also allows you to execute the job on a specific system within the JES MAS.
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 Auto-generating Job Names 

In all actions that submit a JCL during execution, you have the option of using a special variable to fully or partially
generate a random name for the resulting job.

The variable can be placed within the label of the JOB statement in the following places:

• The JCL input parameter of the Submit a Job action.
• The JCL Header input parameter of any action that supports it.

The format of the variable is as follows:

{AUTOGEN<n>}

•  <n>
Indicates the number of characters to be generated.
Limits: 1-8

NOTE

 Only one instance of the variable is supported within a single action.

The following examples show special variables that fully or partially generate a random name for a job:

 Example 1 

//{AUTOGEN8} JOB 332100000

 Example 2 

//JOHN{AUTOGEN4} JOB 998800001,CLASS=C

 Example 3 

//CI{AUTOGEN5}X JOB

Mainframe Actions

The CA Release Automation Connector for z/OS provides the following action categories and actions:

  

NOTE

 Action parameter names that are shown in bold and prefixed with an asterisk indicate that the associated
parameter is required.

Job Actions

Actions in the OS.z/OS.Job category allow you to submit, query, and control JES jobs.

Submit a Job

This action submits a mainframe job. There are two ways of providing the JCL content for the job. One is to provide the
JCL content directly in the JCL parameter. The other option is to specify an existing data set, PDS member, or UNIX file
containing the JCL using the File Name parameter.
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 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server. Example:

https://host.company.com:443
File Name String Path to a data set, PDS member, or file in

a UNIX file system containing the JCL to
be submitted. To specify a data set, prefix
its qualified name with two forward slash
characters '//'. If you specify a data set
name that is not fully qualified, the user
ID is prefixed to the data set name. For a
UNIX file, simply specify its absolute path.

JCL String JCL content to be submitted.
JCL Parameters String[] Parameters to be passed to the JCL.

Expected format is <name>=<value>.
<name> must be between 1 and 8
characters long and must start with an
uppercase letter or a special character
($ # @). All other characters have to be
uppercase letters, numbers, or special
characters. <value> has to be between 1
and 255 characters long.
No more than 128 parameters can be
specified.
Positional parameters are not supported.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for

the operation to complete.
Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in

seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Class String Job class.
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
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Job Status String Status of the submitted job.
Job Type String Job type.
Owner String Job owner.
Phase Integer Job execution phase.
Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase.
Return Code String Job return code.

Submit a Job from File

This action submits a mainframe job from an existing data set or file.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * File Name String Path to a data set, PDS member, or file in a

UNIX file system containing the JCL to be
submitted. To specify a data set, prefix the
name with two forward slash characters.
A fully qualified data set name must be
quoted in apostrophes. For example:
//'MYJOBS.TEST(TESTJOB)'

If you specify a data set name that is not
fully qualified the user ID is prefixed to the
data set name. For example:
//TEST(TESTJOB) 

For a UNIX file, simply specify its absolute
path. For example:
/u/jobs/testjob1

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

JCL Parameters String[] Parameters to be passed to the JCL.
Expected format is <name>=<value>.
<name> must be between 1 and 8
characters long. It must start with an
uppercase letter or a special character
($ # @). All other characters have to be
uppercase letters, numbers, or special
characters. <value> has to be between 1
and 255 characters long.
No more than 128 parameters can be
specified.
Positional parameters are not supported.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for

the operation to complete.
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Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in
seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before
communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID associated with the job.
Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of

the current state of the job.
Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides

a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Obtain the Status of a Job

This action obtains the status of a mainframe job.
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 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Job ID String Job ID of an existing job.
 * Job Name String Name of an existing job.
 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If

omitted, the primary subsystem is used.
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:

• JOB
Batch job

• STC
Started task

• TSU
TSO/E user

Owner String The z/OS user ID associated with the job.
Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of

the current state of the job.
Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides

a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

List Jobs

This action lists mainframe jobs that match specified criteria. Criteria that can be used include Owner, Prefix, and Job ID.

The output values are organized into multiple arrays, each representing a single job parameter. A single array index
represents a job across all the parameter arrays.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
* z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If

omitted, the primary subsystem is used.
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Job ID String Job ID. No wildcards can be used.
Maximum Jobs Integer Maximum number of jobs returned. A

value between 1 and 1000 can be used. If
omitted, 1000 is used.

Owner String User ID of the job owner. If omitted, the z/
OS user ID is used. The following wildcard
characters can be used:
• *

Matches multiple characters.
• ?

Matches a single character.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Prefix String Job name prefix. If omitted, the '*' value is

used. The following wildcard characters can
be used:
• *

Matches multiple characters.
• ?

Matches a single character.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Class String[] Set of class values for the matched jobs.
JES Subsystem String[] Set of JES subsystem values for the

matched jobs.
Job ID String[] Set of ID values for the matched jobs.
Job Name String[] Set of name values for the matched jobs.
Job Status String[] Set of status values for the matched jobs.
Job Type String[] Set of type values for the matched jobs.
Owner String[] Set of owner values for the matched jobs.
Phase String[] Set of job phase numeric indicator values

for the matched jobs.
Phase Name String[] Set of job phase name values for the

matched jobs.
Return Code String[] Set of return code values for the matched

jobs.

List Job Spool Files

This action lists the spool files for a mainframe job.
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 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Job ID String Job ID of an existing job.
 * Job Name String Name of an existing job.
 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If

omitted, the primary subsystem is used.
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Byte Count String[] Number of bytes on spool that are

consumed by the spool file.
Class String[] Class assigned to the spool file.
Dataset Number String[] Dataset number (key).
DDNAME String[] DDNAME for the data set creation.
Procedure Name String[] Procedure name for the step that created

this data set.
Record Count String[] Number of records in the spool file.
Record Format String[] Record format of the file.
Record Length String[] Specifies the length, in bytes, for fixed-

length records and the maximum length for
variable-length records.

Step Name String[] Step name for the step that created this
data set.

Retrieve Spool File Contents

This action retrieves the contents of a job JCL or spool file.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Job ID String Job ID of an existing job.
 * Job Name String Name of an existing job.
 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If

omitted, the primary subsystem is used.
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
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Spool File ID Long Spool file ID to retrieve. If omitted the job
JCL is retrieved.

Username Password Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
 Contents String[]  Contents of the job JCL or spool file.

Download Job Spool Contents

This action downloads the spool contents of a job into a local file. Optionally, you can limit the number of downloaded
records. The target file will be overwritten, if it exists.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Job Name String Name of an existing job.
 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
 * Output File String Path to a local file to which the job spool

records will be downloaded.
 * Job ID String Job ID of an existing job.
JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If

omitted, the primary subsystem is used.
Maximum Records Long Maximum number of records to download.

When set to zero, no limit is applied.
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Truncated Boolean Indicates whether the downloaded content

was truncated because the Maximum
Records limit was reached.

Hold or Release a Job

This action holds or releases a mainframe job.
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 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Action Hold, Release Specifies the action to take.
 * Job ID String Job ID of an existing job.
 * Job Name String Name of an existing job.
 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If

omitted, the primary subsystem is used.
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

Cancel a Job

This action cancels a mainframe job and optionally purges its output.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Job ID String  Job ID of an existing job.
 * Job Name String Name of an existing job.
 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If

omitted, the primary subsystem is used.
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Purge Boolean Controls whether the job output should be

purged after canceling.
Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for

the operation to complete.
Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in

seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).
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Change the Job Class

This action changes the class of a mainframe job.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Job ID String Job ID of an existing job.
 * Job Name String Name of an existing job.
 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443
JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If

omitted, the primary subsystem is used.
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for

the operation to complete.
Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in

seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

Data Set Actions

Actions in the OS.z/OS.Data Set category allow you to list create and manipulate data sets on z/OS and transfer them to
and from z/OS.

List Data Sets

This action lists data sets. You can filter the returned list of data set names through the specification of high-level qualifiers
and wildcards.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Data Set Pattern String You can specify one or more high-level

qualifiers or name segments. You can
specify one or more wildcard symbols:
• A percent sign (%) is a single-character

wildcard.
• An asterisk (*) is any number of

characters within a qualifier.
• A double asterisk (**) is any number of

characters within any number of lower-
level qualifiers.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 
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Maximum Items Integer Maximum number of items to return. When
set to zero, no limit is applied.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Starting Data Set String First data set name to return. If the data

set name is not found for the given search,
then the next data set matching the search
will be returned.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

Volume String Volume serials to limit the search to. You
can specify wildcard symbols as a suffix:
• A percent sign (%) is a single character

wildcard.
• An asterisk (*) is any number of

characters.

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Data Set List String[] List of data sets matching the search

pattern.

List PDS Members

This action lists members of a partitioned data set.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Data Set Name String Fully qualified data set name.
 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
Maximum Items Integer Maximum number of items to return. When

set to zero, no limit is applied.
Member Pattern String Member name or pattern to limit the search

to. You can use the * symbol to represent
a string of characters. You can use the %
symbol to represent a single character.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Starting Member String First member name to return. If the member

name is not found for the given search,
then the next member matching the search
is returned.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).
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 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Members List String[] List of partitioned data set members.

Allocate SMS Managed Data Set

Allocates a data set using the JCL DD statement. Allows the use of SMS classes to define the characteristics of the
allocated data set. The data set will be cataloged.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Data Set Name String Name of the data set to be allocated.
 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
Block Size String Specifies the maximum length of a block

in bytes. You can use one of the K, M,
or G characters as suffixes to specify a
length in kilobytes, megabytes, or gigabytes
respectively. Used as a value in the
BLKSIZE DD parameter.

Data Class String Specifies an SMS data class to be used
for the allocation. Used as value in the
DATACLAS DD parameter.

Data Set Type BASIC, PDS, LIBRARY Specifies the type of data set to be
allocated. This value overrides the
DSNTYPE attributes defined in the SMS
data class, if one is used. Used as a value
in the DSNTYPE DD parameter.

Directory Blocks Integer Specifies the number of 256-byte records
needed in the directory when allocating a
partitioned data set. You cannot specify this
value without also specifying a value for the
Space Unit parameter. Used in the SPACE
DD parameter value, which overrides the
space allocation defined in the SMS data
class if one is used.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL
header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

Management Class String Specifies an SMS management class to be
used for the allocation. Used as a value in
the MGMTCLAS DD parameter.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
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Primary Space Integer Specifies the number of tracks, cylinders,
or data blocks allocated for the data set.
You cannot specify this value without
also specifying a value for the Space
Unit parameter. Used in the SPACE DD
parameter value, which overrides the space
allocation defined in the SMS data class if
one is used.

Record Format String Specifies the format and characteristics
of the records in the allocated data set.
This value overrides the record format
defined in the SMS data class when one is
used. Used as a value in the RECFM DD
parameter.

Record Length Integer Specifies the length of the records in the
allocated data set in bytes. This value
overrides the record length defined in the
SMS data class when one is used. Used as
a value in the LRECL DD parameter.

Secondary Space Integer Specifies the number of additional tracks,
cylinders, or data blocks allocated for
the data set if more space is needed.
You cannot specify this value without
also specifying a value for the Space
Unit parameter. Used in the SPACE DD
parameter value, which overrides the space
allocation defined in the SMS data class if
one is used.

Space Unit String Specifies the unit of space used for
allocation. You can specify:
•  TRK or Track(s)

Specifies tracks.
•  CYL or Cylinder(s)

Specifies cylinders.
•  A numeric value

Indicates an average block length in
bytes.

If you specify this value, you also have
to specify a value for the Primary Space
parameter. Used in the SPACE DD
parameter value, which overrides the space
allocation defined in the SMS data class, if
one is used.

Storage Class String Specifies an SMS storage class to be used
for the data set allocation. Used as a value
in the STORCLAS DD parameter.

Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for
the operation to complete.

Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in
seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.
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Unit String Specifies a specific device or type of
devices to be used for the data set. Used
as a value in the UNIT DD parameter.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

Volume Serial String Specifies the serial number of a volume or
volumes on which the allocated data set will
reside. When specifying multiple volumes,
separate each with a comma. Used as a
value in the SERIAL subparameter of the
VOLUME DD parameter.

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job ID (String) String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:

•  JOB
Batch job.

•  STC
Started task.

•  TSU
TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Copy or Move a Partitioned Data Set

This action copies or moves a partitioned data set on the mainframe. If the target data set does not exist, it is allocated
using attributes of the source data set by using the LIKE DD parameter and cataloged. This feature is only supported on
systems with SMS support. The output parameters contain information about the job that is used to execute the copy or
move operation.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Source String Source data set. Specify a fully qualified

name.
 * Target String Target data set. Specify a fully qualified

name.
 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
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JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL
header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Operation Copy, Move Specifies the operation to perform.
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for

the operation to complete.
Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in

seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.
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Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Copy or Move a PDS Member

This action copies or moves a member from one cataloged partitioned data set to another. If the target data set does not
exist, it is allocated using attributes of the source data set by using the LIKE DD parameter and cataloged. This feature
is only supported on systems with SMS support. The output parameters contain information about the job that is used to
execute the copy or move operation.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Source Member String Source partitioned data set member.
 * Source PDS String Source partitioned data set. Specify a fully

qualified name.
 * Target Member String Target partitioned data set member.
 * Target PDS String Target partitioned data set. Specify a fully

qualified name.
 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL

header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Operation Copy, Move Specifies the operation to perform.
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for

the operation to complete.
Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in

seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before
communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).
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 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID associated with the job.
Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of

the current state of the job.
Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides

a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Copy or Move a Sequential Data Set

This action copies or moves a cataloged sequential data set on the mainframe. If the target data set does not exist, it
is allocated using attributes of the source data set by using the LIKE DD parameter and cataloged. This feature is only
supported on systems with SMS support. The output parameters contain information about the job that is used to execute
the copy or move operation.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
* Source String Source data set. Specify a fully qualified

name. You can specify a generation data
set using a relative generation number only
if the target is already allocated.
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 * Target String Target data set. Specify fully qualified
name. You can specify a target data
set using a generation data set relative
generation number.

 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL
header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Operation Copy, Move Specifies the operation to perform.
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for

the operation to complete.
Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in

seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before
communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem  String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class  String Job class.
Job ID  String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name  String Name of the job.
Job Status  String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.
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Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Copy or Move a VSAM Data Set

This action copies or moves a cataloged VSAM data set on the mainframe. The data is copied using the IDCAMS REPRO
command. If necessary, the target data set is allocated using attributes of the source data set, using the IDCAMS LIKE
parameter, and cataloged. The output parameters contain information about the job that is used to execute the copy or
move operation.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Source String Source VSAM data set. Specify a fully

qualified name.
 * Target String Target VSAM data set. Specify a fully

qualified name.
 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL

header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Operation Copy, Move Specifies the operation to perform.
Overwrite Boolean Controls whether an existing target data set

should be completely overwritten. When set
to true, the target data set is deleted and
newly allocated.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for

the operation to complete.
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Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in
seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID associated with the job.
Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of

the current state of the job.
Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides

a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Rename Data Set

This action allows you to change the name of a non-VSAM data set. The output parameters contain information about the
job that is used to rename the data set.
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 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * New Name String New name to be assigned to the existing

data set. Specify the fully qualified name of
a new data set.

 * Original Name String Original name that you want to change.
Specify the fully qualified name of an
existing non-VSAM data set.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL
header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Password Password Password that is used for z/OSMF
connections.

Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for
the operation to complete.

Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in
seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Username String Username that is used for z/OSMF
connections.

Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before
communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
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Job Status String  Job status. One of the following values:
•  INPUT

Job is in input processing.
•  ACTIVE

Job is running.
•  OUTPUT

Job is on the hardcopy output queue.
If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Rename PDS Member

This action allows you to change the name of a partitioned data set member. The output parameters contain information
about the job that is used to rename the member.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Original Name String Original name of the member that you want

to rename.
 * Partitioned Data Set String Specify the fully qualified name of the

partitioned data set that contains the
member that you want to rename.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL
header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

New Name String New name to be assigned to the existing
member.

Password Password Password that is used for z/OSMF
connections.
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Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for
the operation to complete.

Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in
seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Username String Username that is used for z/OSMF
connections.

Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before
communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.
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 Rename VSAM Data Set  

This action allows you to change the name of a VSAM cluster or cluster component. When renaming a VSAM cluster you
can optionally rename its data and index components, provided the following conditions are met:

•  The fully qualified data set names of the data and index components have to contain the cluster name as a prefix.
•  The new names of the data and index components, based on the new cluster name, have to be valid data set names.

If you need to rename a VSAM cluster data or index component and the above conditions would not be met, you can
rename them individually with separate executions of the Rename VSAM action while setting the Include Components
parameter to false.

 The output parameters contain information about the job that is used to rename the VSAM.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * New Name String New name to be assigned to the existing

VSAM cluster or cluster component.
 * Original Name String Original name of the VSAM cluster or

cluster component that you want to
change. Specify the fully qualified name
of an existing VSAM cluster or cluster
component.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

Data Component Suffix String The suffix added to the VSAM cluster name
to form the fully qualified data set name of
the VSAM cluster data component. Only
used if the Include Components parameter
is set to true.

Include Components Boolean Controls whether data and index
components should also be renamed. Set
this value to true only if you are renaming
a VSAM cluster and the conditions outlined
in the action description are met. The new
name of the components is formed by
appending their existing suffixes to the new
cluster name.

Index Component Suffix String The suffix added to the VSAM cluster name
to form the fully qualified data set name of
the VSAM cluster index component. Only
used if the Include Components parameter
is set to true.

JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL
header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Password Password Password that is used for z/OSMF
connections.

Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for
the operation to complete.
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Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in
seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Username String Username that is used for z/OSMF
connections.

Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before
communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES Subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Delete PDS Member

This action deletes a partitioned data set member.
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 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Data Set Name String Fully qualified name of the partitioned data

set that contains the member that you want
to delete.

 * Member Name String Name of the member to be deleted.
 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

Volume String Volume where the partitioned data set
resides. Only required for uncataloged data
sets.

Delete Sequential or Partitioned Data Set

This action deletes a sequential or partitioned data set.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Data Set Name String Name of the data set that is to be deleted.
 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

Volume String Volume where the data set resides. Only
required for uncataloged data sets.

Download a File through FTP

This action downloads a file from an FTP server to a local data set or UNIX file. The transfer is always done in binary
mode. The output parameters contain information about the job that is used to interact with the FTP server. If you wish
to download on an LPAR other than the one where your z/OSMF instance is running, you can do so by controlling
the execution of the submitted job through modification of the JCL Header parameter (for example, by specifying the
JOBPARM SYSAFF JES2 control statement).

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * FTP Host String Host name or IP address of the FTP server.
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 * Source String Absolute path of the source FTP file to
download.

 * Target String A fully qualified target data set, PDS
member, or UNIX file path. A value starting
with a forward slash (/) will be interpreted
as a UNIX file path. Any other value will be
interpreted as a data set name.

 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

FTP Password Password Password used to log in to the FTP server.
Please note that the password will appear
in plain text within the submitted job.

FTP Port Integer Port of the FTP server.
FTP Username String Username used to log in to the FTP server.
JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL

header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Overwrite Boolean Controls whether an existing target data set
or UNIX file is overwritten.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Synchronous Boolean Specifies whether the action should wait for

the operation to complete.
Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in

seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
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Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:
•  INPUT

Job is in input processing.
•  ACTIVE

Job is running.
•  OUTPUT

Job is on the hardcopy output queue.
If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Download Data Set Contents

This action downloads the contents of a sequential data set or a partitioned data set member to a local file.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Binary Transfer Boolean When set to true, the data is transferred

as-is. When set to false conversion from
EBCDIC to UTF-8 is performed, trailing
spaces are removed from fixed-length
records, and records are separated with
newline character.

 * Data Set Name String Fully qualified data set name or PDS
member.

 * Target Path String Path to a local file to which the dataset or
PDS member contents will be downloaded.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Overwrite Boolean Controls whether an existing target file is

overwritten.
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
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Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before
communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

Volume String Volume where the data set resides. Only
required for uncataloged data sets.

Retrieve Data Set Contents

This action retrieves the text contents of a sequential data set or a member of a partitioned data set.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Data Set Name String Fully qualified data set name or PDS

member.
 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

Volume String Volume where the data set resides. Only
required for uncataloged data sets.

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Contents String[] Contents of the data set or PDS member.

Upload Data Set Contents

This action uploads the local file to a sequential data set or a partitioned data set member. Any existing contents will be
rewritten.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Binary Transfer Boolean When set to true, the data is transferred

as-is. When set to false, conversion from
UTF-8 to EBCDIC is performed, fixed-
length records are padded to the end of the
record, and newline characters removed.

 * Data Set Name String Fully qualified data set name or PDS
member.

 * Source Path String Path to a local file which will be uploaded to
the data set or PDS member.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 
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Volume String Volume where the data set resides. Only
required for uncataloged data sets.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

Write Data Set Contents

This action writes the text contents to a sequential data set or a partitioned data set member. Any existing contents will be
rewritten.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Contents  String[] Contents of the data set or PDS member.

Each array entry or line in a multi-line entry
will be written as a separate record in the
target data set or member.

 * Data Set Name String Fully qualified data set name or PDS
member.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

Volume String Volume where the data set resides. Only
required for uncataloged data sets.

CICS Actions

Actions in the CICS category let you manage CICS definitions and refresh programs.

Manage CICS Definitions

This action allows you to manage a CICS system definition (CSD) file by executing DFHCSDUP resource management
commands. The output parameters contain information about the job that is used to execute the management
commands. The action is considered successful when the job condition code is less than or equal to 4.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Resource Data Set String The CICS system definition data set against

which resource management commands
will be executed.
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 * Resource Management Commands String DFHCSDUP resource management
commands. Lines can be up to 72
characters long. You can use an asterisk (*)
as a continuation character in column 72.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

CICS Load Library String CICS load library data set name.
JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL

header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in

seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set to
zero or to a negative value, no timeout is
applied.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the

job.
Phase Name (String) String Name of the job execution phase. Provides

a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Manage CICS Definitions from a Data Set

This action allows you to manage a CICS system definition (CSD) file by executing DFHCSDUP resource management
commands that are defined in a data set. The action returns information about the job that is used to execute the
management commands. The action is considered successful when the job condition code is less than or equal to 4.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Commands Data Set String Data set containing DFHCSDUP resource

management commands.
 * Resource Data Set String The CICS system definition data set against

which resource management commands
will be executed.
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 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

CICS Load Library String CICS load library data set name.
JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If

omitted, the primary subsystem is used.
JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL

header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in

seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set to
zero or to a negative value, no timeout is
applied.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID associated with the job.
Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of

the current state of the job.
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Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Refresh CICS Program

This action allows you to refresh the runtime state of an installed CICS program resource. The output parameters contain
information about the job that is used to execute the refresh command.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * CICS Region String Name of the CICS region.
 * Program String Name of the program resource to be

refreshed.
 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL

header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in

seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set to
zero or to a negative value, no timeout is
applied.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
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Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:
•  INPUT

Job is in input processing.
•  ACTIVE

Job is running.
•  OUTPUT

Job is on the hardcopy output queue.
If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

DB2 Actions

Actions in category DB2 allow you to execute DB2 bind and refresh WLM CICS definitions and refresh programs.

Execute DB2 Bind

This action allows you to issue a DB2 bind using program IKJEFT1B, by executing DSN commands and subcommands.
The output parameters contain information about the job that is used to execute the DB2 bind. The action is considered
successful when the job condition code is less than or equal to 4.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * DB2 Load Library String DB2 load library data set name.
 * DBRM Library String Database resource management library

data set name.
 * DSN Commands String DSN commands and subcommands

specified in-stream within the SYSTSIN DD
statement. Lines can be up to 72 characters
long.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL
header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.
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JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
SYSIN Contents String Contents specified in-stream within the

SYSIN DD statement. For example, this
can be used to pass input to a program
executed through the RUN subcommand.
Lines can be up to 72 characters long.

Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in
seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set to
zero or to a negative value, no timeout is
applied.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem  String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.
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Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Execute DB2 Bind from a Data Set

This action allows you to issue a DB2 bind using program IKJEFT1B by executing DSN commands and subcommands
that are defined in a data set. The output parameters contain information about the job that is used to execute the DB2
bind. The action is considered successful when the job condition code is less than or equal to 4.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * DB2 Load Library String DB2 load library data set name.
 * DBRM Library String Database resource management library

data set name.
 * SYSTSIN Data Set String Fully qualified data set used in the

SYSTSIN DD statement used to specify the
DSN commands and subcommands.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL
header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
SYSIN Data Set String Fully qualified data set used in the SYSIN

DD statement. For example this can be
used to pass input to a program executed
through the RUN subcommand.

Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in
seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set to
zero or to a negative value, no timeout is
applied.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
 JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

 Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
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Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:
•  INPUT

Job is in input processing.
•  ACTIVE

Job is running.
•  OUTPUT

Job is on the hardcopy output queue.
If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Refresh DB2 WLM Application Environment

This action refreshes a DB2 WLM application environment, which allows you to incorporate any changes made to
load modules for stored procedures and user-defined functions associated with the particular environment. The output
parameters contain information about the job that is used to refresh the application environment.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * WLM Application Environment Name String Name of the DB2 WLM application

environment to be refreshed.
 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.

Example: https://host.company.com:443 
JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL

header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in

seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.
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Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

WebSphere Actions

Actions in the Application Servers.WebSphere.z/OS category allow you to deploy, redeploy, undeploy, start, and stop
applications in the IBM WebSphere web server.

Deploy WebSphere Application

This action deploys an application on WebSphere. Supported Java formats are EAR, WAR, JAR, and SAR. The
application file must be located on the mainframe. The z/OSMF user must have authority to modify files that are created
by other users that use the same WebSphere profile.
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 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Application Name String Logical name for the application, unique

within a cell.
 * File Path String Full path to java module file. Modules are

one of EAR, WAR, JAR, or SAR. The path
can be up to 77 characters long.

 * Server Bin Directory String The path to the WebSphere server bin
directory. The path can be up to 80
characters long.

 * z/OSMF server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

Connection Type SOAP, RMI Set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI' to connect
target server.

Context root String Application context root. Mandatory only for
stand-alone Web modules (.WAR and .SAR
files).

JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL
header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

Options String Additional installation options in JACL
format. Example: {-preCompileJSPs -
filepermission .*\.jsp=777#.*\.xml=755} For
more information, see IBM documentation
of options for the 'AdminApp' object install
command.

Password Password Password used for z/OSMF connections.
Profile name String WebSphere profile name. If a default profile

exists and you wish to use it, parameter is
not required.

Start application Boolean The application will be started after
installation.

Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in
seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set to
zero or to a negative value, no timeout is
applied.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

WAS Host String Target WebSphere server host name. If not
specified, a wsadmin default value will be
used.
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WAS Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if connection security is
enabled. Please note that the password will
appear in plain text within the submitted job.

WAS Port Integer Port number as defined on the server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS. If not
specified, a wsadmin default value will be
used.

WAS Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if connection security is
enabled.

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Undeploy WebSphere Application

This action undeploys an application on WebSphere. The z/OSMF user must have authority to modify files that are
created by other users that use the same WebSphere profile.
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 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Application Name String Logical name for the application, unique

within a cell.
 * Server bin Directory String The path to the WebSphere server bin

directory. The path can be up to 80
characters long.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

Connection Type String Set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI' to connect
target server.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL
header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

Password Password Password that is used for z/OSMF
connections.

Profile Name String WebSphere profile name. If a default profile
exists and you wish to use it, parameter is
not required.

Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in
seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

WAS Host String Target WebSphere server host name. If not
specified, a wsadmin default value will be
used.

WAS Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if connection security is
enabled. Please note that the password will
appear in plain text within the submitted job.

WAS Port Integer Port number as defined on the server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS. If not
specified, a wsadmin default value will be
used.

WAS Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if connection security is
enabled.
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 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Start WebSphere Application

This action starts an application on WebSphere.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Application Name String Logical name for the application, unique

within a cell.
 * Server bin Directory String The path to the WebSphere server bin

directory. The path can be up to 80
characters long.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

Connection Type SOAP, RMI Set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI' to connect
target server.
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JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL
header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

Password Password Password that is used for z/OSMF
connections.

Profile Name String WebSphere profile name. If a default profile
exists and you wish to use it, parameter is
not required.

Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in
seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

WAS Host String Target WebSphere server host name. If not
specified, a wsadmin default value will be
used.

WAS Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if connection security is
enabled. Please note that the password will
appear in plain text within the submitted job.

WAS Port Integer Port number as defined on the server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS. If not
specified, a wsadmin default value will be
used.

WAS Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if connection security is
enabled.

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
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Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:
•  INPUT

Job is in input processing.
•  ACTIVE

Job is running.
•  OUTPUT

Job is on the hardcopy output queue.
If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.

Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Stop WebSphere Application

This action stops an application on WebSphere.

 Input Parameters

Name Type Description
 * Application Name String Logical name for the application, unique

within a cell.
 * Server bin Directory String The path to the WebSphere server bin

directory. The path can be up to 80
characters long.

 * z/OSMF Server URL String URL for the z/OSMF server.
Example: https://host.company.com:443 

Connection Type SOAP, RMI Set either to 'SOAP' or 'RMI' to connect
target server.

JES Subsystem String Secondary JES subsystem to use. If
omitted, the primary subsystem is used.

JCL Header String This action submits a JCL. Provide any JCL
header information necessary for the JCL
to run in your environment, including the job
statement.

Password Password Password that is used for z/OSMF
connections.
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Profile Name String WebSphere profile name. If a default profile
exists and you wish to use it, parameter is
not required.

Timeout Integer Specifies the maximum amount of time in
seconds that a synchronous execution will
wait for operation completion. When set
to zero or to a negative value, no timeout
is applied. Has no effect on asynchronous
operations.

Username String Username used for z/OSMF connections.
Validate SSL Certificate Boolean Validates SSL certificate before

communication with the z/OSMF server.
When set to false, validation is disabled
(not recommended).

WAS Host String Target WebSphere server host name. If not
specified, a wsadmin default value will be
used.

WAS Password Password Password for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if connection security is
enabled. Please note that the password will
appear in plain text within the submitted job.

WAS Port Integer Port number as defined on the server under
SOAP_CONNECTOR_ADDRESS. If not
specified, a wsadmin default value will be
used.

WAS Username String Username for connection to WebSphere.
Required only if connection security is
enabled.

 Output Parameters

Name Type Description
JES Subsystem String JES subsystem where the job was

executed. If this value is null, the job was
processed by the primary subsystem.

Job Class String Job class.
Job ID String Job ID of the submitted job.
Job Name String Name of the job.
Job Status String Job status. One of the following values:

•  INPUT
Job is in input processing.

•  ACTIVE
Job is running.

•  OUTPUT
Job is on the hardcopy output queue.

If this value is null, the job status could not
be determined.
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Job Type String Job type. One of the following values:
•  JOB

Batch job.
•  STC

Started task.
•  TSU

TSO/E user.

Owner String The z/OS user ID that is associated with the
job.

Phase Integer Job phase. Provides a numeric indicator of
the current state of the job.

Phase Name String Name of the job execution phase. Provides
a text description of the specific phase of
the job.

Return Code String Job completion code. If this value is null,
the job has not yet completed.

Third-party Software Acknowledgements
This article contains third-party software acknowledgements for the Nolio Release Automation Connector for z/OS.

google-gson

This product includes Google-gson 2.2.4 content which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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HK2

HK2 was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license, the terms and conditions of which are set forth below. HK2 is distributed
by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions
in the CA license agreement that differ from these licenses are offered by CA alone and not by any other party. The
third party licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS
OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim
or loss, including, without limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA makes the
source code for HK2 available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001683_1/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.1. license:

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

1.1. “Contributor” means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. “Contributor Version” means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if
any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. “Covered Software” means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing
Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. “Executable” means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. “Initial Developer” means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. “Larger Work” means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the
terms of this License.

1.7. “License” means this document.

1.8. “Licensable” means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant
or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. “Modifications” means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original
Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. “Original Software” means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally
released under this License.

1.11. “Patent Claims” means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,
process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. “Source Code” means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)
associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. “You” (or “Your”) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,
this License. For legal entities, “You” includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with
You. For purposes of this definition, “control” means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management
of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding
shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
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Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial
Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,
modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without
Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice,
sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise
makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original
Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the
Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each
Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,
display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an
unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone
and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,
have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the
combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise
makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from
the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the
combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or
other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that
Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in
Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include
a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make
available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such
Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software
exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that
You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed
by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.
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You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may
not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of
licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the
applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for,
warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do
so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely
clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to
indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor
as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a
license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the
terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights
in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable
form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered
by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every
Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License
and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License
are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.
Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each
version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license
steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.
You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the
version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice
in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of
the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License
under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise
make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license
steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.
When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create
and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the
license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license
contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED
SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.
THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU.
SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY
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RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY
NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN
ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER
EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and
fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in
effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a
Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as “Participant”)
alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the
Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and
all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the
Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant
terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day
period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or
pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly
infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent
infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2
shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by
You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive
termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY
DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY
PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER
FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH
PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S
NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT
ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION
AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
The Covered Software is a “commercial item,” as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
“commercial computer software” (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and “commercial computer
software documentation” as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212
and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software
with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR,
DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.
This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held
to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License
shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the
extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation
relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in
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a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation,
court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts
for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a
contract shall be construed
against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United
States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,
distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or
indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors
to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any
admission of liability.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

javax annotation-api 1.2

The above software (the “Software”) was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license, the terms and conditions of which are
set forth below. The Software is distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under
the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from the CDDL are offered by CA
alone and not by any other party. The third party licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties
or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including, without limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or
consequential damages. CA makes the source code for the Software available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001683_2/
under the terms of the CDDL v.1.1. license:

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if
any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing
Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the
terms of this License.

1.7. License. means this document.

1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or
subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original
Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.
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1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally
released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,
process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)
associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,
this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with
You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management
of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding
shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial
Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,
modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without
Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice,
sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise
makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original
Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the
Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each
Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,
display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an
unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone
and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,
have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the
combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise
makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from
the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the
combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or
other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that
Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.
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Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in
Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include
a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make
available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such
Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software
exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that
You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed
by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may
not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of
licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the
applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights
hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or
more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial
Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability
obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any
liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms
You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a
license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the
terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights
in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable
form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered
by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every
Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License
and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License
are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from
time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other
than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the
version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice
in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of
the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License
under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise
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make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license
steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create
and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the
license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license
contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF
ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE
COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-
INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS
WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL
DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR
OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO
USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and
fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in
effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a
Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as .Participant.)
alleging
that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original
Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights
granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)
and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate
prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You
withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a
written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by
You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive
termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY
DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY
PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,
COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN
IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION
OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH
PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS
DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS
EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
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The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting
of .commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial computer
software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and
48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1
through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set
forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or
provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held
to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License
shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the
extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction’s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation
relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in
a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation,
court costs and reasonable attorney’s fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts
for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a
contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible
for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any
other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or
indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors
to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any
admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law
provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern
District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

JAX-RS

JAX-RS was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license, the terms and conditions of which are
set forth below. JAX-RS is distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified,
object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA license
agreement that differ from the CDDL are offered by CA alone and not by any other party.
Source code for JAX-RS is available at https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxrs-api . In addition,
CA makes the source code for JAX-RS available at
http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00000717_35/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.1. license:

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

1.1. “Contributor” means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. “Contributor Version” means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if
any), and
the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. “Covered Software” means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing
Original
Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.
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1.4. “Executable” means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. “Initial Developer” means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. “Larger Work” means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the
terms of this
License.

1.7. “License” means this document.

1.8. “Licensable” means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant
or
subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. “Modifications” means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original
Software or
previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. “Original Software” means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally
released under
this License.

1.11. “Patent Claims” means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,
process,
and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. “Source Code” means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)
associated
documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. “You” (or “Your”) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,
this
License. For legal entities, “You” includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You.
For
purposes of this definition, “control” means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such
entity,
whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial
ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial
Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,
modify,
display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or
as part
of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice,
sell, and
offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).
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(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise
makes
the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

(1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

(2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original
Software with
other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each
Contributor
hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,
display,
perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an
unmodified
basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone
and/or in
combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made,
and/or
otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of
Modifications
made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise
makes the
Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from
the
Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the
combination of
Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or
(3)
under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in
Source
Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy
of this
License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.
You must
inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in
Source
Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.
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The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that
You
believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by
this
License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may
not
remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of
licensing or
any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the
applicable version
of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,
indemnity or
liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and
not on
behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support,
indemnity or
liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor
for any
liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms
You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a
license of
Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of
this License
and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form
from
the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You
must
make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer
or
Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the
Initial
Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License
and
distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are
fulfilled for
the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.
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Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each
version will
be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has
the right to
modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the
version of the
License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original
Software
prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must
distribute
and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally
received the
Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available
under the
terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and
use a
modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license
steward
(except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms
which
differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS
FREE OF DEFECTS,
MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE
QUALITY AND
PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE
DEFECTIVE IN ANY
RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY
NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS
LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY
COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and
fail to
cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect
beyond
the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a
Contributor
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(the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as “Participant”) alleging that the
Participant
Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the
Participant is
the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You
by such
Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/
or 2.2 of
this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such
60 day
notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against
such
Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly
infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent
infringement
litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken
into
account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by
You or any
distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
CONTRACT, OR
OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF
COVERED SOFTWARE,
OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF
GOODWILL, WORK
STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR
LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH
PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
SHALL NOT APPLY
TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE
EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW
PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF
INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a “commercial item,” as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
“commercial
computer software” (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and “commercial computer software
documentation” as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R.
227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those
rights set
forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or
provision
that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.
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9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held
to be
unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be
governed
by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable
law, if any,
provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be
subject to
the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original
Software, with
the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and
expenses. The
application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any
law or
regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this
License. You
agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the
export
control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered
Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or
indirectly,
out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute
such
responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)
The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law
provisions).
Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of
California
and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.
-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐

Jersey

Jersey was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license, and portions under additional licenses, the terms and conditions of
which are set forth below. Jersey is distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under
the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA license agreement that differ from these licenses are offered by CA
alone and not by any other party. The third party licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties
or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
and disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including, without limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or
consequential damages. CA makes the source code for the CDDL portion of Jersey available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/
ips/00001815_6/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.1. license:

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

1.1. “Contributor” means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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1.2. “Contributor Version” means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if
any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. “Covered Software” means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing
Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. “Executable” means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. “Initial Developer” means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. “Larger Work” means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the
terms of this License.

1.7. “License” means this document.

1.8. “Licensable” means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant
or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. “Modifications” means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original
Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. “Original Software” means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally
released under this License.

1.11. “Patent Claims” means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,
process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. “Source Code” means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)
associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. “You” (or “Your”) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,
this License. For legal entities, “You” includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with
You. For purposes of this definition, “control” means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management
of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding
shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial
Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,
modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without
Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice,
sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise
makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original
Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the
Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.
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Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each
Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,
display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an
unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone
and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,
have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the
combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise
makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from
the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the
combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or
other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that
Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in
Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include
a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make
available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such
Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software
exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that
You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed
by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may
not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of
licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the
applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for,
warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do
so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely
clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to
indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor
as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a
license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the
terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights
in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable
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form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered
by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every
Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License
and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License
are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each
version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license
steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the
version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice
in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of
the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License
under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise
make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license
steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create
and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the
license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license
contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED
SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.
THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU.
SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY
RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY
NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN
ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER
EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and
fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in
effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a
Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as “Participant”)
alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the
Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and
all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the
Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant
terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day
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period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or
pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly
infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent
infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2
shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by
You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive
termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY
DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY
PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER
FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH
PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S
NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT
ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION
AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a “commercial item,” as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
“commercial computer software” (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and “commercial computer
software documentation” as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212
and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software
with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR,
DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held
to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License
shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the
extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation
relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in
a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation,
court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts
for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a
contract shall be construed
against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United
States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,
distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or
indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors
to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any
admission of liability.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law
provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern
District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

%% The following software may be included in this product: ASM
Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jettison
Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
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1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
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Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may
not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/
licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is
distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jackson
Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

Jackson is dual-licensed under two alternative popular Open Source licenses: Apache (AL 2.0) and Gnu Lesser GPL
(LGPL 2.1). You choose one or the other, as necessary (if you want to redistribute the code ¿ for use, you do not need
license), and abide by the license rules as defined by the respective license agreement (and only that one).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction
or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
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damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may
not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/
licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is
distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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Plug-Ins
The Nolio Release Automation Plug-Ins integrate directly with the following third-party products to help you execute
processes and deployments in the context of that product. The following plug-ins are available:

• Jenkins Plug-In
Create Release Operations Center deployments and deployment plans in Jenkins.

• JetBrains TeamCity
Execute Release Operations Center templates using TeamCity.

• Microsoft Team Foundation Server Plug-In, Microsoft Team Foundation Server 2015 Plug-In
Create and trigger Automation Studio processes and Release Operations Center deployments using Microsoft TFS /
TFS 2015.

• Microsoft Azure DevOps Plug-In
Create and trigger Automation Studio processes and Release Operations Center deployments using Microsoft Azure
DevOps.

• ServiceNow Plug-In
Create Automation Studio processes and Release Operations Center deployments with ServiceNow.

Jenkins Plug-In

Prerequisites

Supported Versions

• Jenkins 2.277.4
• Nolio Release Automation: 6.6 and 6.7

Supported Browsers

• Mozilla Firefox: 17 and later
• Google Chrome: 35 and later
• Internet Explorer: 11 and later

Supported Platforms

• Linux
• Windows

What's New

The following update is made for version 6.5.4:

• Added support for Jenkins v2.277.4.
• Enabled certificate validation to further strengthened the communication between Jenkins server and Nolio Release

Automation. For example, Self-signed certificates might be rejected until it has been explicitly added to TrustStore.
• Improved error messages to distinguish between Nolio RA errors and system errors.

The following update was made for version 6.5.3:
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• Improve the system throughput by optimizing the calls being made to Nolio Release Automation.
• Fix the race condition possibility when different builds execute simultaneously along with the same values.
• Support the use of Jenkins environment variables for fields like application, project while configuring Jenkins build.
• Reduce troubleshooting time by improving error handling and Jenkins build log messages.

The following update was made for version 6.5.2:

• APIs have been updated to search on the basis of application name in Nolio Release Automation, reducing the
response time of the plug-in

The following updates were made for version 6.5.1:

• You can now use Jenkins pipeline scripts to run deployments in Nolio Release Automation.
• Certified to support 2.121.1
• The following checkboxes have been removed.

– Run Deployment Plan Only if Build Succeeded
– Run Deployment if build is unstable

The following updates were made for version 6.5.0:

• You can now set Nolio Release Automation credentials in System Configurations under the section "CARA Connection
Details". A checkbox appears in the post-build step, if you want to use centralized Nolio Release Automation
connection parameters.

• A new Create new deployment plan only option is available in the “Deployment plan usage method” drop-down menu.
• A new check box (Continue if RA Deployment is in "FailedPause”) is available to determine the synchronous behaviour

of the Jenkins job if the deployment has a Failed-Pause state.
• Deployment Plan and Deployment URLs in are available in the Jenkins job console to directly access the deployment

or deployment-plan.
• Artifact information now appears in the Jenkins job console.

The following updates were made for version 5.0.12:

• Certified to support Jenkins version 2.102 and above.

The following updates were made for version 5.0.11:

• The issue of the generated manifest grouping two steps into one has been resolved.
• The issue of overlong user credentials triggering errors has been resolved.

The following updates were made for version 5.0.10:

• A password type parameter value that is sent as a build step parameter is not resolved during execution.

The following updates were made for version 5.0.9:

• The error message, "Number Format Exception", displays when Jenkins triggers Release Automation.

The following updates were made for version 5.0.8:

• Certified to support Jenkins 2.0
• The issue is fixed for deployments that turn to a failed_paused state and fail the Jenkins build.
• Timeout configuration for run-deployment-plan is added.

The following updates were made for version 5.0.7:

• Support for Jenkins parameter password.
• The HTTP Artifact Alias Name issue is fixed.

With the Plug-In, users can implement a continuous integration solution.

Follow these steps:
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Jenkins:

• Create and configure a build job to run a Nolio Release Automation deployment template as a post-build action.

Automation Studio:

• Execute post-build actions for Jenkins build jobs, and create a generic process, or processes.
• Publish the processes, and assign an environment to each process.

Release Operations Center:

• A post-build template is created to deploy the Jenkins build. CA template names are created with names that match
the Jenkins build names.

• Create artifact type and artifact definitions if necessary.
• (Optional) To configure the plug-in with a predefined deployment plan, create a deployment plan.

Jenkins:

• Define the optional Jenkins parameters for use in the Automation Studio process run.
• Configure the Jenkins build job to run the matching Automation Studio post-build process upon completion.

NOTE
Jenkins is used in the procedures and examples. The Hudson and Jenkins interfaces are the same.

Install the Plug-In

To integrate with Jenkins, download the plug-In.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Click Download Center, specify the search parameters, and click GO.
3. Select the Jenkins ROC Plug-in, and click Download.
4. Select the delivery type.

NOTE
HTTP via Download Manager is the recommended delivery type.

The ZIP file is downloaded to the specified directory.
5. Extract DeploymentPlan_Automation_Plugin.hpi from the ZIP file.
6. Log in to the Jenkins UI, and click Manage Jenkins.
7. Select Manage Plugins.
8. On the Upload Center page, select the Advanced tab.
9. In the Upload Plugin section, click Browse.
10. Select the hpi file, and click Upload. Jenkins uploads the plug-in.
11. Click the Installed Tab, and select the check box for the plug-in.
12. Restart Jenkins. The plug-in is enabled.

Upgrade the Plug-In for Jenkins

To enable new Release Operation Center functionality, upgrade the Jenkins Plug-In.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Jenkins UI, and click Manage Jenkins.
2. Select Manage Plugins.
3. On the Upload Center page, select the Advanced tab.
4. In the Upload Plugin section, click Browse.
5. Select the downloaded hpi file, and click Upload. Jenkins uploads the plug-in.
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WARNING
The plug-in upgrade fails with an exception ‘java.io.IOException’ on Windows. Step 6 resolves the issue.

6. Restart Jenkins.
7. Select a Run Deployment Plan plug-in configured build, click Configure, and click Save. The build job configurations

are saved.
8. Select Manage Jenkins, click Manage Plugins, and click the Installed tab.
9. Clear the check box next to the earlier version of the plug-in to disable, and click Uninstall. The earlier version

is uninstalled.
10. Select the check box for the new plug-in.
11. Restart Jenkins. The Plug-In is upgraded.

Upgrade the Plug-In for Hudson

To enable new Release Operation Center functionality, upgrade the Hudson Plug-In.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Hudson UI, and click Manage Hudson.
2. Select Manage Plugins.
3. On the Upload Center page, select the Advanced tab.
4. In the Upload Plugin section, click Browse.
5. Select the downloaded hpi file, and click Upload. Hudson uploads the plug-in.
6. Restart Hudson.
7. Select a Run Deployment Plan plug-in configured build, click Configure, and click Save. The job configurations are

saved.
8. Select Manage Hudson, click Manage Plugins, and click the Installed tab.
9. Next to the earlier version click Disable, and click Yes. The earlier version is disabled.
10. Click Enable for the new plug-in, and click Yes.
11. Log in to the Hudson server console.
12. Change directory to <Hudson installed Dir>\plugins directory.
13. Remove directories and files that are related to the earlier version of the plug-in (GEN04164332E, GEN04164332E.hpi

and GEN04164332E.hpi.disabled).
14. Restart Hudson. The Plug-In is upgraded.

Plug-In Limitations

• RA template property cannot be assigned to non-string deployment parameters.
• Concurrent builds are not supported.

Configure Nolio Release Automation Connection Details

You can configure Nolio Release Automation connection details as global parameters, so that you can define the
connection details once and reuse them in multiple deployment jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Jenkins link, and navigate to the Jenkins Dashboard.
2. Click Manage Jenkins -> Configure System, and scroll to CARA Connection Parameters.
3. Provide the values for Host Name, Port, User Name and Password, and click Save.
4. Select Run RA Deployment in the Post-build Actions section of the Configure page of the Jenkins job, and do one

of the following to use the global connection parameters:
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– Select the Use Centralized CARA Connection Parameters check box.
– Use the following listed environment details in the fields corresponding to connection details:

• Host Name: ${CA_RA_URL}
• Port: ${CA_RA_PORT}
• User Name: ${CA_RA_USR}
• Password: ${CA_RA_PWD}

NOTE
If you select to use the global parameters but also enter different connection information in the post-build
step, the values you provide in the post-build step override the global parameters.

Configure the Build Job

Configure the Jenkins build job to run a matching Release Automation template as a post-build action.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Jenkins link, and navigate to the Jenkins Dashboard.
2. Click the name of the build job. The Configuration tab for that job opens.
3. In the Post-build Actions section of the Configure page, select Run RA Deployment.

NOTE
To use a Jenkins-defined parameter in an option box, enclose the parameter in brackets ({ }). Precede the
enclosed parameter by a dollar sign ( $ ).

Example: ${myAppl} . You can use Jenkins defined parameters for all plug-in fields. Jenkins generated process
parameters are based on the following values:
– Execution build number - ${build}
– Build ID  - ${build_id}
– Project name - ${project}
Jenkins generated process parameters are preceded with a dollar sign ($) and enclosed in brackets ({}):

buildNumber=${build},projectName=${project},buildID=${build_id}

4. Enter the remaining information, and select the boxes that are appropriate for the run.
Note the following information:

• To ensure build-run values do not change, provide static values for the Deployment Plan Name and
the Deployment Plan Build Name in the following cases:
– You use an existing deployment plan
– You create and use a deployment plan, so that the values do not change between build runs.

• If you create a new Artifact Package, the Artifact Package Name and the Artifact Version require unique values for
every build job execution.  To maintain the uniqueness, you can provide Jenkins-defined environment variables.
If the fields are blank, the plug-in generates a unique value. Do not point to a directory when creating an artifact
version. You are required to point to a specific file.

• You can add a package to the deployment plan and update the deployment manifest. Use one of the following
options in the build job configuration:
– Upload an existing XML.
– Provide the data and the plug-in generates the required XML.

NOTE
The build fails if both options are selected.

5. To create a new deployment plan after every build, ensure that the Deployment Plan Name and the Deployment Plan
Build Name have unique values for every build job execution. To generate the unique values for the fields, leave the
fields blank, or use Jenkins-defined environment variables.

6. Click Save.
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7. (Optional) repeat the configuration for each Jenkins Build job. The Build job is saved in Jenkins.

Use a Pipeline Script to Run a Deployment

You can save a lot of time by running Nolio Release Automation deployments through the use of Jenkins Pipeline scripts.
This method involves generating a DSL code snippet within the Jenkins UI, then copying and pasting the script into the
Pipeline section of the Nolio Release Automation project configuration. You can copy and paste the whole code snippet,
or just a selection.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Jenkins UI, navigate to the dashboard, and select New Item.
2. In the next page, enter a name for the item, select Pipeline, then OK. Alternately, to create a new pipeline based on

an existing pipeline, in the Copy from field, specify an item, then select OK.
3. In the next page, select Pipeline Syntax. The Snippet Generator opens.
4. In Sample Step, from the dropdown list, select runRADeployment: Run RA Deployment.
5. Configure the required parameters.
6. Select Generate Pipeline Script.
7. Copy the code snippet that is generated.
8. Select Back at the top left, then Configuration.
9. Select the Pipeline tab, paste the code snippet into the Pipeline Script text box and save your changes.

Deployments are now executed according to the parameters configured in the Pipeline script.

Generic Nolio Release Automation Deployment Processes and Templates

Generic Nolio Release Automation deployment templates are deployment definition containing preparatory process steps
to run for a deployment.

Create the deployment processes in Automation Studio. Also create a matching execution template in Release Operations
Center before you configure a Jenkins Post-build Actions template.

Automation Studio requires the following steps to create a process that can be executed from a Release Operations
Center template:

• Each process must be assigned to the application environment.
• Each process must be published.

Create a Release Operations Center Deployment Template

Create the Release Operations Center generic process template with the release definitions and preparatory steps that
are related to a Jenkins post-build action.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a deployment template in Release Operations Center that executes the generic deployment processes created
in Automation Studio. Each process is executed as a unit in a template step.

2. Set the Agents for each server type in the template.
3. Set the template status to Active.

NOTE
To create a generic template, use Automation Studio user input parameters, values, and template properties
when possible. In the Jenkins Post-build Actions configuration, you can define new values for the properties.
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Create Artifact Types and Definitions

In Release Operations Center, create artifact types and definitions that are based on the build job output artifacts. The
plug-in creates an artifact package using the artifacts and associates it with the deployment plan.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Artifact Management, and click New.
2. Create the Artifact Type, and specify a Name.
3. Add the Components and Attributes, and click Save. The artifact and definitions are created.

How to Trigger a Nolio Release Automation Template

The successful completion of a Jenkins build job triggers the Nolio Release Automation deployment process.

A Release Operation Center template process is distinguished at the following levels:

• Application Name
• Environment
• Process Name
• Process Tag Name

Configure a Jenkins Build Job to Run the Deployment

Configure the Jenkins build job to run the matching Release Operations Center template as a post-build action.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Post-build Actions section of the Configure page, select Run RA Deployment. The Run RA Deployment options
appear.

NOTE
To use Jenkins-defined parameters, enclose the parameters in curly brackets ({ }) and precede the enclosed
parameter by a dollar sign ( $ ).

Example: ${myAppl}
2. Type in the remaining information, and select the boxes that are related for the run. Select the Use SSL box to ensure

a secure connection.
NOTE
Click the Question mark icon next to the field for an explanation.

3. Click Save. The template is stored.
4. Repeat the configuration for each Jenkins build that Release Operations Center deployed. The template is saved in

the history of the project.
For more information, see the Integrate with Jenkins Video video.

Configure to Run Asynchronous Deployment Plans

To run deployment plans simultaneously, configure both the Jenkins Plug-In and Automation Studio. This configuration
enables the deployment to run without stoppage due to a block or failure. The default settings do not enable this function if
there are dependencies.

Follow these steps.

1. In the Jenkins Plug-in, select Run Deployment Plans Asynchronously, and click Save.
2. In Release Operations Center, click Designer, Application Model.
3. Select the Application, and click the Server Types tab.
4. Mouseover the server type and click the Edit Server Type button.
5. Clear the Requires exclusive execution check box and click Save.
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6. Click Releases, Deployment Plan by Project, and double-click the Deployment Plan.
7. Click Deploy. The deployment plans continue to run simultaneously.

Integrate with Jenkins Video

The following video shows how to use the plug-in to run an application deployment after you complete a build in Jenkins.

JetBrains TeamCity Plug-In
        

JetBrains TeamCity Plug-In 5.0.9

The JetBrains TeamCity Plug-In enables you to execute Release Operations Center deployments on multiple
environments that are generated from deployment plans. The deployment plans are created from templates after a build
has finished. 

The TeamCity plugin always creates a new artifact package, even if the packages use existing artifact versions. If an
existing artifact package name is used, an error is generated.

WARNING
Only Release Operations Center 5.0 and higher deployment plans execute with the TeamCity Plug-In. To
execute v4.7 processes and templates, use the v1.0 Plug-In.

Supported TeamCity Versions

The following versions are supported:

• 2017.1 (10.1)
• 9.0.3
• 8.1.5
• 8.1.4
• 8.1.2
• 8.0.6
• 7.1.5

Supported Platforms

• Linux
• Windows

Supported Browser Versions

• Google Chrome - 35.0 and later
• Mozilla Firefox - 17.0 and later
• Microsoft Internet Explorer - 9 and later

WARNING
The Plug-in UI is not fully supported on Microsoft IE. For more information, see TeamCity Plug-In Limitations.

When you use  the Plug-In, you can implement a continuous integration solution in the following steps:

In Automation Studio:

1. Create a generic process, or processes, that execute post-build actions for a new TeamCity build job.
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2. Publish the processes and assign an environment to each process.

In Release Operations Center:

1. Create a deployment template that executes the new Automation Studio processes.
2. Assign the server, create the parameters, and define the artifacts that complete the template creation process.

In TeamCity:

1. Create a project as usual, define parameters for Release Operations Center values, such as the application and
release name.

2. Configure a TeamCity build job that runs the matching Release Operations Center deployment plan template as a step
after a regular build step.

3. Run the TeamCity job as usual.
4. Monitor and update the status of deployments that run on different environments.

What's New

The following updates are made for version 5.0.9:

• Previously, when users tried to stop a build from the TeamCity plug-in, the build would be stopped within TeamCity, but
not within Release Automation. This issue has been resolved.

The following updates are made for version 5.0.8:

• The issue of the generated manifest grouping two steps into one has been resolved.
• A Timeout field has been added. This field specifies the timeout window for the connection to content sources.

Default: 120 seconds

The following updates are made for version 5.0.7:

• Support for TeamCity 2017.1 (v 10.1) added and tested for CA Release Automation 6.4 and 6.5.
Note: TeamCity has switched to the common JetBrains versioning scheme of <year>.<release within year>. Thus, what
was to be TeamCity 10.1 has become 2017.1. 

• The error message, "Number Format Exception", displays when TeamCity triggers Release Automation.

The following updates are made for version 5.0.6:

• The http artifact API issue fixed.

The following updates are made for version 5.0.5:

• Support for TeamCity v 9.0.3 added.

The following updates are made for version 5.0.4:

• Enables Build Numbers that contain a special character (dot) be added when you run a deployment.

The following updates are made for version 5.0.3:

• Support for TeamCity v 8.1.5 added.
The TeamCity build step continues to wait until the RA Release final state, pass, or fail, is reached.

Install the Plug-In

To execute Release Operations Center templates after a build step is processed, install the Plug-In.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Click Product Downloads, and search for Release Automation.
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3. Select your Release in the drop-down and select your Product.
4. Page or scroll to find the TeamCity Plug-in.
5. Select the delivery type.

NOTE
We recommend HTTP via Download Manager.

The ZIP file is downloaded to a specified directory.
6. Extract the DeploymentPlan_Automation_Plugin.zip file.
7. Copy the ZIP file to the TeamCity JetBrains\plugins folder.
8. Stop the TeamCity service, and then restart the service.

The plug-in is automatically installed.

Upgrade the TeamCity Plug-In

To enable new Release Operation Center functionality, upgrade the TeamCity Plug-In.

Follow these steps:

1. Select and download the upgrade file to a specified directory.
2. Copy the ZIP file to the TeamCity JetBrains\plugins folder.
3. Remove the 5.0 version ZIP file from the JetBrains\plugins folder.
4. Stop the TeamCity service, and then restart the service.

The plug-in is upgraded.

TeamCity Plug-In Limitations

• TeamCity 2017: Stopping a build does not stop the deployment in CA Release Automation. The TeamCity build status
shows a continuous status of “stopping”.  

• The TeamCity UI displayed in IE 8 compatible mode does not support HTML5 features. As a result, When you upload
a package XML during the plug-in configuration using the IE browser, the upload will not work. The same functionality
works on Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox browser. 
Workaround For IE browsers:  Copy the contents of the XML and paste the contents on the XML edit box on the
plug-in UI.

• When you generate package XML during plug-in configuration, the number of artifacts versions you can specify is
limited to 5. This is not a limitation with the upload package XML option.

• You cannot assign the RA template property to non-string deployment parameters.

Create a Build Step to Run the Template

To complete the TeamCity build step configuration, create the matching Release Operations Center template build step.

Follow these steps:

1. In TeamCity, select Administration.
2. Select Create build configuration.
3. Type the name for the build configuration.
4. Click the VCS settings.
5. Click Add build step.
6. Select Run RA Deployment in the Runner type list.

NOTE
If Run RA Deployment is not selected in the Runner type list, the Plug-In installation fails.

7. Complete the New Build Step configuration options.
A build step is created in TeamCity to run the template.
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NOTE
 All boxes that are labeled with a red asterisk are required. For the boxes with a question mark icon, click the
icon for Tool-Tip information 

Configure the Deployment Step Definition

The Plug-In provides the option to select a running a CA Release Automation template when you add a TeamCity build
step.

NOTE
When you plan to configure a build step to run a CA Release Automation template:

• The Run RA Deployment process is run after a TeamCity build step.
• Multiple Run RA Deployment build steps are configured in the TeamCity job.

During the build step creation, the input boxes have a parameters icon to the right of the box. Click the icon, and a
parameter list appears.

NOTE
The following data items are mandatory:

• Host Name
• Port
• User Name
• Password
• Application Name
• Project Name
• Deployment Template Category Name
• Deployment Template Name
• Deployment Environments
• Deployment Stage to Execute

In the definition of a Run RA Deployment step, you can use the TeamCity generated Build parameters in the format:
${build}.

In order for the REST API calls to execute successfully the entered user must have the following permissions:

• Release Template Designer at the application level
• Release Designer in the target environment

Generic CA Release Automation Deployment Processes

Generic CA Release Automation deployment templates are deployment definition containing preparatory process steps to
run for a deployment.

Create the deployment processes in Automation Studio and a matching execution template in Release Operations Center
before configuring a TeamCity Post-build Actions template.

Automation Studio requires the following steps to create a process that can be executed from a Release Operations
Center template:

• Each process must be assigned to the application environment.
• Each process must be published.
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Create a Release Operations Center Deployment Template

Create the Release Operations Center generic process template with the release definitions and preparatory steps that
are related to a TeamCity post-build action.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a deployment template in Release Operations Center that executes the generic deployment processes created
in Automation Studio. Each process is executed as a unit in a template step.

2. Set the Agents for each server type in the template.
3. Set the template status to Active.

NOTE
To create a generic template, use Automation Studio user input parameters, values, and template properties
when possible. In the TeamCity Post-build Action configuration, you can define new values for properties.

Create Artifact Types and Definitions

In Release Operations Center, you can create artifact types and definitions that are based on the build job output artifacts.
The Plug-In creates an artifact package using the artifacts and associates it with the deployment plan.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Artifact Management, and click New.
2. Create the artifact type, and specify a Name.
3. Add the Components and Attributes, and click Save.

The artifact and definitions are created.

Configure to Run Asynchronous Deployment Plans

To run deployment plans simultaneously, configure both the TeamCity Plug-In and Automation Studio. This configuration
enables the deployment to run without stopping due to a block or failure. The default settings do not enable this function if
there are dependencies.

Follow these steps.

1. In the TeamCity Plug-in, select Run Deployment Plans Asynchronously, and click Save.
2. In Release Operations Center, click Designer, Application Model.
3. Select the Application, and click the Server Types tab.
4. Mouseover the server type and click Edit Server Type.
5. Clear the Requires exclusive execution check box and click Save.
6. Click Releases, Deployment Plan by Project, and double-click the Deployment Plan.
7. Click Deploy.

Deployment plans continue to run simultaneously.
For more information, see Create Processes in the Nolio Release Automation documentation.

Microsoft Team Foundation Server Plug-In

Microsoft Microsoft Team Foundation Server Plug-In 10.9.1506

The Microsoft Team Foundation Server (TFS) Plug-In uses the TFS event listener to trigger a matching Automation Studio
deployment process. After a TFS Build Definition completes the build, the Plug-In is triggered.
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Supported Platforms

The Microsoft TFS Plug-In supports Nolio Release Automation versions 4.7 and later.

The Microsoft TFS Plug-In supports the following TFS versions.

Microsoft TFS 2010

Microsoft TFS 2012

Microsoft TFS 2013

Prerequisites

The TFS Plug-In requires the following prerequisites.

• For Microsoft TFS 2010:
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010
Microsoft TFS 2010
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0

• For Microsoft TFS 2012:
Microsoft Visual Studio 2012
Microsoft TFS 2012
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.1

• For Microsoft TFS 2013:Microsoft Visual Studio 2013
Microsoft TFS 2013
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.1

• Confirm that your firewall allows the connection between Microsoft TFS and the Nolio Release Automation http/https
server port. The TFS Plug-In uses the port to connect to the Nolio Release Automation web service API.
Default:  Port 8080.

NOTE
Run Template is only available in 4.7 and version 5.x that is upgraded from 4.7. Run Deployment Plan is only
available in 5.x.

Security

• The Nolio Release Automation Plug-In for Microsoft TFS has two components, the Nolio Release Automation Plugin
for TFS Manager, and the plug-In DLLs, that run within the TFS server process.
– The Nolio Release Automation Manager for TFS requires write permission to the folder <TFS server Root Folder>

\Application Tier\Web Services\bin\Plugins\CARA_Config and the files under the folder.
– The TFS Plug-In DLLs and the TFS server process run with the same roles and permissions

Limitations

• The Nolio Release Automation Plugin for TFS Manager UI does not enable you to delete the existing build
definition. To delete the build definition, go to the <TFS server root folder>\Application Tier\Web Services\bin\Plugins
\CARA_Config folder and delete the file and folder with the build definition name.

Using the Microsoft TFS Plug-In

The Team Foundation Server user creates builds definitions to trigger the matching Automation Studio deployment
process in the following workflow:

In Team Foundation Server:

• Edit a Build Definition.
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In the TFS Plug-In UI:

• Create a Build Definition for the TFS Build Definition.
• Edit the Build Definition Configuration.

In Automation Studio:

• Create a matching generic process.
• Create a matching template.

In Release Operations Center:

• Create a matching deployment plan.

At Run-time:

• After a successful TFS build for Continuous Deployment, the Plug-In triggers the matching Automation Studio or
Release Operations Center build deployment process or template.

• The TFS Plug-In supports running the process, template, and deployment plan in one of the following modes:
– Synchronous mode submits the execution and waits for the completion.
– Asynchronous mode submits the execution and returns directly. To enable asynchronous mode, select the option in

the Plugin for TFS Manager UI.

TIP
TIP: For long process, template, and deployment plan runs, we recommend that you use asynchronous
mode.

Install the Plug-In

To enable TFS to create the build definition that triggers a matching Automation Studio process, template, or a Release
Operations Center deployment plan to run, install the Plug-In.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Broadcom Enterprise Software Support.
2. Click Download Center, specify the search parameters, and click GO.
3. Select the TFS 2013, 2012, or 2010 Plug-In, and click Download.
4. Select the delivery type.

NOTE
We recommend HTTP via Download Manager.

The installation file is downloaded to the specified folder.
5. Open the installation file and follow the setup wizard.

The wizard installs the TFS Plug-In.
In the TFS Plug-in directory, the Plug-In file is named:
– For Team Foundation Server 2010:
C:\Program Files\Microsoft Team Foundation Server 10.0\Application Tier\WebServices\bin\Plugins
– For Team Foundation Server 2012:
C:\Program Files\Microsoft Team Foundation Server 11.0\Application Tier\WebServices\bin\Plugins– For Team
Foundation Server 2013: C:\Program Files\Microsoft Team Foundation Server 12.0\Application Tier\WebServices\bin
\Plugins
In the \Plugins folder:
– RAPluginForTFS.dll
– RAPluginForTFSBase.dll
– RAPluginForTFSEventHandler.dll
In the CARA_Config directory, XML configurations for the plug-in are held.
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Configure the Plug-In for TFS Build Definitions

Configure the TFS Plug-In to enables you to control and configure the Plug-In response for different TFS Build Definitions.

Follow these steps:

1. On the desktop, click Start, and All programs.
2. Select Nolio Release Automation for TFS Manager.

The CA Release Automation Build Configuration Editor window opens.
3. To create a new TFS Build Definition, specify the TFS Build Definition name.

WARNING
The TFS Build Definition name that is specified must match.

4. Select the plug-in to configure for the build:
– RA Run ASAP Process Plugin
– RA Run Template Plugin
– RA Run Deployment Plan Plugin

5. Specify the parameters in the RA Plugin Configuration Wizard that is based on your selection and click
Next.                       
Auto-generated input fields:
The Release Name, Release Type, and Release Version fields can be left blank to auto-generate unique values at run
time when configuring the template. The Deployment Plan Name, Deployment Plan Build Name, Deployment Name,
Artifact Package Name, and the Artifact Version fields can be left blank to auto-generate unique values at run time
when configuring the deployment plan.
Variable input fields:
The following Template fields support and only support the variable "${build_id}" in the value, "${build_id}" refers to the
build number of Team Foundation Server Build. The Release Name, Release Type, and Release Version.
The following Deployment Plan fields support and only support the variable "${build_id}" in the value, "${build_id}"
refers to the build number of Team Foundation Server Build. The Deployment Plan Name, Deployment Plan Build
Name, Deployment Name, Artifact Package Name, and the Artifact Version.
Tool tips:
Mouseover the Process, Template, and Deployment Plan input fields for tips on usage.
The RA Plugin Configuration Summary page appears.

6. Click Finish.
The configurations are saved.

Configure TFS Build Definitions

To create TFS build definitions for Automation Studio and Release Operations Center to deploy, see Microsoft Team
Foundation Server.

NOTE
The TFS Plug-In triggers when any build completes.

Create Generic Nolio Release Automation Deployment Processes

Create the deployment processes in Automation Studio before configuring a TFS Post-build Actions template.

Automation Studio requires the following steps to create a process that can be executed from a Release Operations
Center template:

• Each process must be assigned to the application environment.
• Each process must be published.
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Create a Generic Nolio Release Automation Deployment Template

Create the Release Operations Center generic process template with the release definitions and preparatory steps that
are related to a TFS post-build action.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a deployment template in Release Operations Center that executes the generic deployment processes created
in Automation Studio. Each process is executed as a unit in a template step.

2. Set the Agents for each server type in the template.
3. Set the template status to Active.

The deployment template is created.

NOTE
All parameters to be used in the deployment process are required to be defined as user input in Automation
Studio.

Create a Generic Nolio Release Automation Deployment Plan

To create the Release Operations Center generic deployment plan with application, project, template, and other
configuration that are related to a TFS post-build action.

• Create a template category and template in Release Operations Center. For more information, see Create a
Deployment Template.

• Create deployment plan in Release Operations Center. For more information, see Create a Deployment.

NOTE
All parameters to be used in the deployment plan are required to be defined as user input in Automation
Studio.

Configure to Run Asynchronous Deployment Plans

To run deployment plans simultaneously, configure both the Microsoft TFS Plug-In and Automation Studio. This
configuration enables the deployment to run without stoppage due to a block or failure. The default settings do not enable
this function if there is dependencies.

Follow these steps.

1. In the TFS Plug-in, select Run Deployment Plans Asynchronously, and click Save.
2. In Release Operations Center, click Designer, Application Model.
3. Select the Application, and click the Server Types tab.
4. Mouseover the server type and click Edit Server Type.
5. Clear the Requires exclusive execution check box and click Save.
6. Click Releases, Deployment Plan by Project, and double-click the deployment plan.
7. Click Deploy.

Deployment plans continue to run simultaneously.

View Run Time Progress and Status

Use the Release Operations Center UI to view the build progress from completion on TFS to its deployment. The Plug-In
event logs are available to view and manage using the Microsoft Management Console Event Viewer.

Follow these steps:

1. On the desktop click Start, and in the search field type Event Viewer, and click Enter.
The Event Viewer folder tree opens.

2. Open the Applications and Services Logs folder.
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3. Select RA.
4. In the Actions panel, find and view the event logs.

NOTE
Each step in the process is recorded as an event.

Examples of possible events are:

An Event Handler exit: Approved=True Message=Nolio updated manifest for build <build_definition>.

The Updated deployment manifest which includes the definition name, date, time, and name of the manifest file in the
format of <build_definition><timestamp>.xml.

Acknowledgment for Microsoft TFS Plug-In

TSWizard is distributed under the following license:

Copyright (c) 2003 James T. Johnson All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Microsoft Team Foundation Server 2015 Plug-In
The Nolio Release Automation Plug-In lets you create a deployment out of a deployment plan and run it on a specific
environment.

Use the Microsoft Team Foundation Server, (TFS), 2015 plug-in to run an existing Nolio Release Automation deployment
plan. You can create and run a deployment plan from a deployment template.

The Microsoft TFS plug-in installs the following components.

• A service endpoint for connecting to the Nolio Release Automation server
• A Nolio Release Automation Run Deployment task that lets you run a Nolio Release Automation deployment from a

deployment plan.

Supported Platforms

The Microsoft TFS plug-in supports Nolio Release Automation 6.2 and later.

The Microsoft TFS plug-in supports TFS 2015 update 2.1 and later.
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Prerequisites

To run Nolio Release Automation deployments, Microsoft Team foundation Server, or Visual Studio Team Services,
require a service connection to the Nolio Release Automation server.

To install or to download the TFS 2015 plug-in, you are required to log in, or set up a Microsoft Marketplace account.

Install the Plug-in

To install or to download the Microsoft TFS 2015 plug-in.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Microsoft Visual Studio Marketplace.
2. Click Install.
3. (Optional) Click Download.

Note: If you have not logged in, you are prompted to.
The TFS plug-in is installed or downloaded.

Create a Nolio Release Automation Server Endpoint.

To run Nolio Release Automation deployments with the TFS 2015 plug-in, create the service endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Visual Team Services or TFS control panel, select the Services tab.
2. Select Endpoints, New Service Endpoint.
3. Select  Nolio Release Automation Server in the New Service Endpoint list.

The Add New Nolio Release Automation Server Connection dialog pops up.
4. Specify the Nolio Release Automation server information, and click OK.

The Nolio Release Automation server is connected.

Run an Existing Deployment Plan

You have an Nolio Release Automation application that is called "Online services", and as a part of the "Web-application"
project you want to deploy the sprint (sprint 7) latest build (number 56) to the QA environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your build or release definition and add the RA - Run Deployment Plan task. The task is found in the Deploy
section of the Add Tasks dialog.

2. To run an existing deployment plan, specify the following task parameters.
Note: You can use TFS variables in the fields.

• RA Service Connection
In the dropdown, select the RA Server connection.

• Strategy
Select the Run Existing Deployment Plan option.

• Deployment Plan Name
The name of the deployment plan to run.

• Application Name
The Nolio Release Automation Application name

• Project Name
The Nolio Release Automation Project that the deployment plan is related to.

• Deployment Name
The name of the created deployment

• Deployment Stage to Perform
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The deployment to execute. The preceding stages are executed as well.
• Environment

The name of the environment to deploy on.

Leave the advanced options empty as it is relevant for the Scratch strategy.

Example:

Create and Run a Deployment Plan from Scratch

You have an Nolio Release Automation   application named 'Online services', and as part of the 'Web-application' project
you want to deploy a template of the latest build to the QA environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your build or release definition and add the RA - Run Deployment Plan task. The task is found in the Deploy
section of the Add Tasks dialog.

2. To run an existing deployment plan, specify the following task parameters. 
Note: You can use TFS variables in the fields.
– RA Service Connection

In the dropdown, select the RA Server connection.
– Strategy

Select the Run Existing Deployment Plan option.
– Application Name

The Nolio Release Automation Application name.
– Project Name
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The Nolio Release Automation Project that the deployment plan is related to.
– Template Name

The existing Nolio Release Automation template name.
– Deployment Template Name

The existing Nolio Release Automation Deployment Template name.
– Deployment Plan Name

The name of the deployment plan to run.
– Build Name

The deployment plan build number. Use "$(Build.BuildNumber) for the TFS build number.
– Deployment Name

The name of the created deployment
– Deployment Stage to Perform

The deployment to execute. The preceding stages are executed as well.
– Environment

The name of the environment to deploy on.
– Timeout

Maximum time to wait for the Nolio Release Automation server to finish the deployment. Default: 0 - No time-out
3. (Optional) You can add these advanced fields in Scratch mode:

• – Artifact Package
Add an artifact package to the deployment plan. You can use an existing package or an XML to create a new one.

– Manifest
Add an Artifact Manifest to supply values for the Nolio Release Automation Release Parameters.

– Properties
Add a pair of key-value to supply values to the Nolio Release Automation Template Properties.

Example:
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Microsoft Azure DevOps Plug-In
The Nolio Release Automation Plug-In lets you create a deployment out of a deployment plan and run it on a specific
environment.

Use the Microsoft Azure DevOps plug-in to run an existing Nolio Release Automation  deployment plan. You can create
and run a deployment plan from a deployment template.

The plug-in installs the following components:

• A service endpoint for connecting to the Nolio Release Automation server
• A Nolio Release Automation Run Deployment task that lets you run a Nolio Release Automation deployment from a

deployment plan.

Supported Platforms

The plug-in supports Nolio Release Automation 6.6 and later.

The plug-in supports Microsoft Azure DevOps.

Prerequisites

To run Nolio Release Automation deployments, Microsoft Azure DevOps Server requires a service connection to the Nolio
Release Automation server.

To install or to download the Microsoft Azure DevOps plug-in, you are required to log in, or set up a Microsoft Marketplace
account.

Install the Plug-in

To install or to download the Microsoft Azure DevOps plug-in.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Microsoft Visual Studio Marketplace.
2. Click Install.
3. (Optional) Click Download.

NOTE
If you have not logged in, you are prompted to.

The plug-in is installed or downloaded.

Create a Nolio Release Automation Server Endpoint.

To run Nolio Release Automation deployments with the Microsoft Azure DevOps plug-in, create the service endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. In Microsoft Azure DevOps dashboard, select Project  > Project settings.
2. Select Pipelines > Service connections > New service connection.
3. Select  Nolio Release Automation Server in the New Service Connection list. The Add Nolio Release Automation

Service Connection  dialog pops up.
4. Specify the Nolio Release Automation server information, and click OK. The Nolio Release Automation server is

connected.

Run an Existing Deployment Plan

You have a Nolio Release Automation application that is called Online services, and as a part of the Web-application
project you want to deploy the sprint (sprint 7) latest build to the Dev environment.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open your build or release definition and add the Run RA Deployment Plan task. The task is found in the Deploy
section of the Add Tasks dialog.

2. To run an existing deployment plan, specify the following task parameters.
NOTE
You can use predefined variables in the fields.

– RA Server
In the drop-down, select the RA Server connection.

– Strategy
Select the Run Existing Deployment Plan option.

– Application Name
The Nolio Release Automation Application name

– Project Name
The Nolio Release Automation Project that the deployment plan is related to.

– Deployment Plan Name
The name of the deployment plan to run.

– Build Number
The deployment plan build number.

– Deployment Name
The name of the created deployment

– Deployment Description
The description of the created deployment

– Deployment Stage to Perform
The deployment to execute. The preceding stages are executed as well.

– Environment
The name of the environment to deploy on.

Leave the advanced options empty as it is relevant for the Scratch strategy.
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Example:

Create and Run a Deployment Plan from Scratch

You have a Nolio Release Automation  application named Online services, and as part of the Web-application project
you want to deploy a template of the latest build to the Dev environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your build or release definition and add the RA - Run Deployment Plan task. The task is found in the Deploy
section of the Add Tasks dialog.

2. To run an existing deployment plan, specify the following task parameters.
NOTE
You can use predefined variables in the fields.

– RA Server
In the drop-down, select the RA Server connection.

– Strategy
Select the Create New Deployment Plan option.

– Application Name
The Nolio Release Automation application name.

– Project Name
The Nolio Release Automation project that the deployment plan is related to.

– Template Category
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The Nolio Release Automation template category.
– Deployment Template

The existing Nolio Release Automation Deployment Template name.
– Deployment Plan Name

The name of the deployment plan to create.
– Deployment Plan Description

The description of the created deployment plan.
– Build Number

The deployment plan build number. Use "$(Build.BuildNumber) for the Microsoft Azure DevOps build number.
– Deployment Name

The name of the created deployment.
– Deployment Description

The description of the created deployment.
– Deployment Stage to Perform

The deployment to execute. The preceding stages are executed as well.
– Environment

The name of the environment to deploy on.
– Timeout

Maximum time to wait for the Nolio Release Automation server to finish the deployment. Default: 0 - No time-out.
3. (Optional) You can add these advanced fields in Scratch mode:

– Artifact Package
Add an artifact package to the deployment plan. You can use an existing package or an XML to create a new one.

– Manifest
Add an Artifact Manifest to supply values for the Nolio Release Automation Release Parameters.

– Properties
Add a pair of key-value to supply values to the Nolio Release Automation Template Properties.

Example:
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Reuse an existing plan

To reuse an existing Nolio Release Automation deployment plan, you can reuse the YAML code.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Deployment plan.
2. Click the View YAML button.
3. Copy the content to the clipboard.
4. Paste the content to your new Deployment plan.

ServiceNow Plug-In

ServiceNow Plug-In 5.1.6

The ServiceNow Plug-in integrates bi-directionally into every ServiceNow module, enabling users fully automated
deployments and releases without changes to the current ServiceNow system. The ServiceNow Plug-In provides a set of
functions to load applications, environments, templates, and processes into ServiceNow.

The ServiceNow Plug-In enables the following functionality:

• View and execute Automation Studio processes.
• View and execute Release Operations Center deployments.

Supported Platforms

• The ServiceNow Plug–in supports Nolio Release Automation 5.0.2 and later.
• Nolio Integration v5.1.6 – Password Fix.XML (ServiceNow Berlin support)
• Nolio Integration v5.1.6 – Calgary.XML (ServiceNow Calgary & upgraded upwards until ServiceNow Helsinki)
• Nolio Integration v5.1.6 – Upgrade Patch.xml (V5.0.1-ServiceNow Berlin & upgraded upwards until ServiceNow

Helsinki)
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NOTE
These XML files are included in version 5.1.6

The ServiceNow Plug-In supports the following Nolio Release Automation actions:

• Load/Run Template for RA 5.x and later.
• Load/Run Processes for RA 5.x.and later.

The following actions are compatible for RA 5.x and later.

• Run Deployment Plan
• Run Deployment Using an Existing Plan

Included in the ServiceNow Plug-In are Automation Studio and Release Operations Center databases and modules that
contain:

For Automation Studio:

A RA Configuration table, also used with Release Operations Center.

• A Processes table with server configuration details such as, the IP, username, and password, plus details of the
processes on each Nolio Release Automation server.

• A script that is named NolioAPI that contains API for invoking and retrieving Automation Studio processes.
• The generic SOAP Message commands that access the Nolio Release Automation Web Services based API. The

script uses the API to communicate with the Nolio Release Automation server.
• Automation Studio UI configuration items and links to load processes into the ServiceNow table.

For Release Operations Center:

The common RA Configuration table.

• The RA Templates table that contains all templates per each Nolio Release Automation server.
• A script that is named NolioRocAPI that contains the API for invoking and retrieving Release Operation Center

templates.
• Generic REST message commands that access the Nolio Release Automation REST-based API to communicate with

the Nolio Release Automation server.
• Convenient UI configuration items, such as link to load all templates into the ServiceNow table.

What's New

• 5.1.6
– The ServiceNow plug-in supports ServiceNow Helsinki.
– Release Operations Center API function added that supports the use of filters to load deployment plans.
– Columns in the nolio_configuration table added to store filter information.

• 5.1.5
– The plug-in supports the ability to pass in a map of key-value pairs for the runNolioDeploymentPlan[] function.
– Two Release Operations Center API functions added.

runNolioDeploymentPlan(planRec, environment, params, planUpdatedName, planUpdatedBuild, stageToPerform,
deploymentName)

loadManifest (planRec, updateManifestMethod, manifestContent)

Install the ServiceNow Plug-In

To run Automation Studio processes and Release Operations Center templates using ServiceNow, install and create a
new object in ServiceNow.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Broadcom Enterprise Software Support
2. Click Download Center, specify the search parameters, and click GO.
3. Select the ServiceNow Plug-in, and click Download.
4. Select the delivery type.

NOTE
We recommend using: HTTP via Download Manager.

The installation file is downloaded to the specified directory.
5. Install the plug-in in to ServiceNow.

NOTE
For more information, see Transferring Update Sets.

Back Out the ServiceNow Plug-In

To Back Out (uninstall) the ServiceNow Plug-In, see Backing Out Update Sets.

Configure the Nolio Release Automation Server in ServiceNow

Access the RA configuration table in ServiceNow to configure the server enabling Nolio Release Automation processes
and templates to run.

The Configuration table contains the details on the Nolio Release Automation server.

• Server URL: http://my-server:8080
• The user name and password

NOTE
If the server resides behind a ServiceNow mid-server, you can specify for each configuration the mid-server
uses.

• Filter of Loading Deployment Plans.

NOTE
The filter only works for the related link Load Deployment Plan with Filters. The are hierarchical and use a
comma to separate the values when more than one value is used.

Follow these steps:

1. In ServiceNow, click the Release Automation tab, and select RA Configuration.
2. Select the Server URL, and enter the required values.
3. (Optional) Specify the filters to load deployment plans.
4. To save, click Update.

The new configuration is added to ServiceNow.

Load Release Operations Center Templates

To run Release Operations Center templates in ServiceNow, load the release templates.

NOTE
The operation synchronizes the list of templates in the RA Template entity table with the provided server. Any
templates that are removed but still exist in the RA Template table after the operation, manually remove them
after processing all the internal ServiceNow references to the record. When a ServiceNow UI transaction times
out, configure the Transaction Quota Rules. For more information, see Transaction Quota.
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Follow these steps:

1. In ServiceNow, click the Release Automation tab, and select RA Configuration.
2. Specify the Server URL, Username, and Password.
3. In the Related Links section, click the Load Templates link.

The CA Release Automation Templates table populates enabling you to run releases in ServiceNow.

Load Release Operations Center Deployment Plan

To run Release Operations Center deployment plan in ServiceNow, load the deployment plans.

NOTE
The operation synchronizes the list of deployment plans in the RA Deployment Plans entity table with the
provided server. Any deployment plans that are removed but still exist in the table after the operation, manually
remove them after processing all the internal ServiceNow references to the record. When a ServiceNow UI
transaction times out, configure the Transaction Quota Rules. For more information, see Transaction Quota.

Follow these steps:

1. In ServiceNow, click the Release Automation tab, and select RA Configuration
2. Specify the Server URL, Username, and Password.
3. In the Related Links section, click the Load Deployment Plans link.

The RA Deployment Plan table populates enabling you to run deployment plans in ServiceNow.

Run Automation Studio Processes from ServiceNow

In ServiceNow, the Nolio Release Automation Processes table contains a list of processes that are associated with
a specific configuration. The CA Release Automation processes are defined using the application, environment, and
process name.

The ServiceNow Plug-in provides the following methods to run Nolio Release Automation processes:

• Execution from the Nolio Release Automation Processes table
• Use the NolioAPI to initiate a manual run.

To run a process from the Nolio Release Automation Processes table in ServiceNow.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Nolio Release Automation Processes table, select the process to run.
2. Click Execute Process.

The selected process runs.
3. (Optional) To initiate and run a process using the Automation Studio API, see Automation Studio API.

Run Release Operations Center Templates from ServiceNow

In ServiceNow, the Nolio Templates table contains a list of templates that are associated with a specific configuration.
Define the templates by the Template Name, and the Application Name.

The two methods to create and run a deployment from Release Operations Center templates are:

• Select Run Template from the Nolio Templates table.
• To initiate a manual run, use the NolioRocAPI.

NOTE
To create a release, specify an environment as it is not part of the template definition.

To create and run a deployment from the RA Templates table in ServiceNow.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the RA Templates table, select the template to create.
2. Specify the environment that the deployment runs on.
3. Click Run Template.

The selected template executes the deployment.
4. (Optional) To create and initiate a manual deployment from a template using Release Operations Center API, see

Release Operations Center API.

Run Release Operations Center Deployment Plans from ServiceNow

In ServiceNow, the RA Deployment Plan table contains a list of deployment plans that are associated with a specific
configuration. Define the deployment plan by the Deployment Plan Name, ProjectName, and the Application Name.

The two methods to run a deployment plan from Release Operations Center deployment plan are:

• Select Run Deployment Plan from the RA Deployment Plan table.
• To initiate a manual run, use the NolioRocAPI.

NOTE
To create and run a deployment, specify the environment and a deployment name, which are not part of the
deployment plan definition.

To create and run a deployment plan from the RA Deployment Plan table in ServiceNow.

Follow these steps:

1. In the RA Deployment Plan table, select the deployment plan to create.
2. Specify the environment and deployment name that the deployment runs on.
3. Click Run Deployment Plan.

The selected deployment plan executes the deployment.
4. (Optional) To create and initiate a manual deployment from a deployment plan using the Release Operations Center

API, see Release Operations Center API.

Run a Deployment Using an Existing Deployment Plan from ServiceNow

In ServiceNow, the RA Deployment Plan table contains a list of deployment plans that are associated with a specific
configuration. Existing deployment plans can be used to create and run a new deployment.

The two methods to run a deployment from existing Release Operations Center deployment plan are:

• Select Run Deployment with current Plan from the RA Deployment Plan table.
• To initiate a manual run, use the NolioRocAPI.

NOTE
To create and run a deployment, specify the environment and the deployment name, which are not part of the
deployment plan definition.

To create and run a deployment from the existing deployment plan in RA Deployment Plan table in ServiceNow.

Follow these steps:

1. In the RA Deployment Plan table, select the deployment plan to create.
2. Specify the environment and deployment name that the deployment runs on.
3. Click Run Deployment with current Plan.

The selected deployment plan executes the deployment.
4. (Optional) To create and initiate a manual deployment from a deployment plan using Release Operations Center API,

see Release Operations Center API.
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Configure to Run Asynchronous Deployment Plans

To run deployment plans simultaneously, configure both the ServiceNow Plug-In and Automation Studio. This
configuration enables the deployment to run without stoppage due to a block or failure. The default settings do not enable
this function if there are dependencies.

Follow these steps.

1. In the ServiceNow Plug-In, select Run Deployment Plans Asynchronously, and click Save.
2. In Release Operations Center, click Designer, Application Model.
3. Select the Application, and click the Server Types tab.
4. Mouseover the server type and click Edit Server Type.
5. Clear the Requires exclusive execution check box and click Save.
6. Click Releases, Deployment Plan by Project, and double-click the Deployment Plan.
7. Click Deploy.

Deployment plans continue to run simultaneously.

Automation Studio API

CA Release Automation provides a set of commands to configure processes that are defined in Automation Studio.

Business Logic Functions

• populateNolioProcesses(configurationRec)
Populates the processes that are associated with a specific Nolio configuration into the u_nolio_processes table.

NOTE
After a process is loaded to nlio_processes, it will not be deleted until it is deleted manually in ServiceNow.

Arguments:
configurationRec – a record of the Nolio configuration that specifies which Nolio server the data is extracted from.
Calling this function, the process records are automatically associated with the configuration record.
Example:

gs.include('NolioAPI');

var nolio = new NolioAPI();

nolioConfigurationRecord = getNolioConfigRecord(); // To be implemented

nolio.populateNolioProcesses(nolioConfigurationRecord);

• runNolioProcess(processRec, addlParams)
Executes the process using the processRec record. The processRec contains the definition of the process and a link to
the configuration record. To run the process, use the data. Calling setNolioConfiguration does not work.
You can attach a map of parameters that are sent to Nolio.
Example:
nolio.runNolioProcess(process_record, {“sys_id_param_name” : “abcd1234”});

Argument:
processRec – the process record, addlParams – a map of {parameter name, parameter value}.
The function returns a string describing the execution result. After successful invocation access the job-id that was
created by calling getExecutionResult().

• getAllApplications
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Retrieves all the applications that exist on the Nolio Server. To call the method, specify the server by calling the
function setNolioConfiguration, and if needed, also setMidServer. The function returns various application names.

• getEnvironmentsForApplication(app)
Gets all environments inside a specific application. To call the method, specify the server to work with by calling the
function setNolioConfiguration and if needed, also setMidServer.
Arguments:
app – the application name.
The function returns an array of environment names.

• getAssignedProcessesForEnvironment(app, env)
Retrieves all the processes inside a specific application that are assigned to a specific environment. To call the
method, specify the server by calling the function setNolioConfiguration and if needed, also setMidServer.
Arguments:
app – the application name.
env – the environment name that the processes are assigned to.
The function returns various Process objects. The Process object contains the following fields: name, tag, id.

• executeProcess()
Executes a process that is related to the details set in the object.
The minimum data that is required to be set to call executeProcess() is the Nolio server configuration data. Set it by
calling to setNolioConfiguration.

• getJobStatus()
Returns the last execution status.

Getters and Setters

• setMidServer(midServer)
Sets the mid servers. The argument requires the string representation of the mid server and not the sys-id or the mid-
server record.
Arguments:
midServer - String representation of mid server
setExecutionParameters(parameters)
Sets the parameters that are sent to Automation Studio when a process executes. Parameter names are bound to
user-input parameters in the process. The parameters argument is a map of {parameter-name, parameter-value} pairs.
Example:
For an application parameter that is named global-sys-id in Automation Studio, call the function this way:
nolio.setExecutionParameters({"global-sys-id": "abcd1234"});

Arguments:{parameter:parameter-value} - Parameter value set
• setAgent(Agents)

Sets the Agents that the process runs on. By default, all the Agents that are assigned to the environment of the
process execute. The Agents argument is a map of {server-type,server-name/ip}.
Example:
nolio.setAgents({"Application Server": "192.168.0.250"});

• Argument:Agents - {"server-type": "server name/ip"} mapping

• setProcess(process)
Sets the process name about to run. Required only when planning to configure the process manually inside the object
and to invoke the executeProcess() function. The full process name is required, including the category.
Example:
nolio.setProcess("All processes/my folder/process1");

Argument:
process - Full path of process in ASAP. To run the process, call both setEnvironment(environment) and
setApplication(application).

• setApplication(application
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Sets the application name of the process to run. For more information, see setProcess(process).
Argument:
application - Name of Automation Studio application

• setEnvironment(environment)
Sets the environment name that the process runs on. For more information, see setProcess(process).
Argument:
environment - Name of environment

• setLogLevel(logLevel)
Sets the log level. All logs are recorded on the logs table under "nolio" source.
Argument:
logLevel - The logLevel argument can be one of the following values: "DEBUG", "INFO","WARNING", "ERROR". By
default the log level is INFO.

• setNolioConfiguration(serverUrl, username, password)
Sets the Nolio configuration details.
Argument:
serverUrl - Nolio server URL, such as http://my-server:8080, the username, and the decrypted password.
Examples:

gs.include('NolioAPI');

var v = new NolioAPI();

v.setNolioConfiguration('http://my-pc:8080', ‘yonatan’, ‘katz');

v.setApplication("Nolio Financial Application");

v.setEnvironment("Staging");

v.setProcess("Provisioning/NFA Setup");

v.setMidServer("nolio-mid-server");

v.setLogLevel("DEBUG");

gs.log(v.executeProcess(), "nolio");

gs.log(v.getJobStatus(), "nolio");

Manual execution of an Automation Studio process.
Using the process records to execute processes.

gs.include('NolioAPI');

var v = new NolioAPI();

var gr = new GlideRecord('u_nolio_processes');

if (gr.get('603dc0e05954700018bc5ae840312793'/*the sys_id of the process */)) {
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var result = v.runNolioProcess(gr, null /*no parameters*/);

gs.log(result, "nolio");

Release Operation Center API

Nolio Release Automation provides a set of functions to load templates that are defined in Release Operations Center and
to run the release templates.

In order to create a new object, use the following code:

gs.include('NolioRocAPI');

var nolio = new NolioRocAPI();

The following functions are contained in the API.

NOTE
To run a template, a template record is required and can only run from the runNolioTemplate function.

In the NolioAPI for processes, more API functions are available because of backward compatible.

Functions

• attachManifest(planRec, updateManifestMethod, manifestXML)
Attach a manifest to an existing deployment plan.
Arguments:
planrec - contains the definition of the deployment plan and a link to the configuration record.
UpdateManifestMethod - can be either "Generate Manifest" or "Upload Manifest".
manifestXML - contains xml content of the manifest.
Example:
attachManifest(planRec, "Generate Manifest", null) In this case, the plug-in first gets the properties from the related
table "Template Properties" and "Step Parameters". The plug-in then composes the manifest xml content and attaches
it to planRec.

• populateNolioTemplates(configurationRec)
Populates all templates that are associated with a specific CA Release Automation configuration into nlio_templates
table.

NOTE
After a template is loaded to nolio_templates, it is required to be deleted manually in ServiceNow.

Arguments:
configurationRec -  A record of the CA Release Automation configuration that specifies which CA Release
Automation server the data is extracted from. Calling this function, the templates records are automatically associated
with the configuration record.

• populateNolioDeploymentPlans(configurationRec)
Populates all deployment plans that are associated with a specific CA Release Automation configuration into RA
Deployment Plan table.

NOTE
After a deployment plan is loaded, it is required to be deleted manually in ServiceNow.

Arguments:
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configurationRec -  a record of the CA Release Automation configuration that specifies which CA Release
Automation server the data is extracted from. Calling this function, the deployment plan records are automatically
associated with the configuration record.

• populateNolioDeploymentPlansWithFilter(configurationRec, filter)
Populates filtered deployment plans that are associated with a specific CA Release Automation configuration into RA
Deployment Plan table.

NOTE
After a deployment plan loads, it is required to be deleted manually in ServiceNow.

Arguments:
configurationRec - a record of the Nolio Release Automation configuration that specifies which CA Release
Automation server the data is extracted from. Calling this function, the deployment plan records are automatically
associated with the configuration record.
filter – a json object containing filter details.
Example:

gs.include('NolioRocAPI');
 var nolio = new NolioRocAPI();
var gr = new GlideRecord('nlio_configuration);
if (gr.get('603dc0e05954700018bc5ae840312793'/*the sys_id of the RA Configuration
 */)) {
     var filter = {  
            “app”: [“Test Application”],
            “proj”: [“Project1”],
            “plan”: [“Dplan-001”],
            “build”: [“1.0.0”]
      }
      var result = nolio.populateNolioDeploymentPlansWithFilter(current, filter);
      gs.log(result, "nolio");

}

• runNolioDeploymentPlanInstantly(serverUrl,planJson,async)
Run a deployment plan instantly using RA REST API.
Arguments:
serverUrl - the server address server to run the deployment plan on.
planJson - contains details of the deployment plan.
async - can be either true or false. If true, the function returns immediately when the rest call is sent.
Example:

planJson=

"{\"deploymentPlan\":\"dplan_1829\",\"build\":\"0.0.7\",\"project\":\"proj\","

+"\"deploymentTemplate\":\"dt\",\"templateCategory\":\"tc\",\"application\":
\"Test Application\","

+"\"deployment\":\"deployment_1852\", \"environments\":
[\"Environment for Single Server Architecture\"],"
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+"\"deploymentStageToPerform\":\"none\"}";

runNolioDeploymentPlanInstantly(“http://ra-server:8080”, planJson, false);

A new deployment plan named "dplan" is created, then a new deployment named "deploy" is created.

• runNolioTemplate(templateRec, environment, addlParams)
Create and run a release template that uses the templateRec record. The templateRec contains the definition of the
template and a link to the configuration record.

NOTE
You can attach a map of parameters that are sent to Nolio

• runNolioDeploymentPlan(planRec, environment, params)
Create and run a deployment plan that uses the planRec record. The planRec contains the definition of the deployment
plan and a link to the configuration record.

NOTE
You can attach a map of parameters that are sent to Nolio Release Automation.

Example:
nolio.runNolioDeploymentPlan(planRec, ”SIT” /*environment*/, null /*no parameters*/)

Every deployment plan requires a specific environment to run on. The environment is not part of the Deployment plan,
and is required to be set manually. A deployment name is required and has to be a unique name, cannot be the same
as existing deployment names.
Arguments:
planRec – the deployment plan record, environment- the name of the environment the release runs on.
environment – the name of the environment the release runs on.
params – a map of {parameter name, parameter value}. Available only in v5.5.1 and later

• runExistingNolioDeploymentPlan(planRec, environment, params)
Run a deployment using existing deployment plan that uses the planRec record. The planRec contains the definition of
the deployment plan and a link to the configuration record.

NOTE
You can attach a map of parameters that are sent to Nolio Release Automation.

Example:
nolio.runExistingNolioDeploymentPlan(planRec, ”SIT” /*environment*/, null /*no parameters*/)

Every deployment requires a specific environment to run on. The environment is not part of the Deployment plan, and
is required to be set manually. A deployment name is also required and has to be a unique name, cannot be the same
as existing deployment names.
Arguments:
planRec – the deployment plan record, environment- the name of the environment the release runs on, params – a
map of {parameter name, parameter value}.
environment – the name of the environment the release runs on.
params – this field is for future extensions, not currently used.
Example:
setReleaseName (name)
Sets the release name of the release created.
setReleaseVersion (version)
Sets the release version of the release created.
setStepValidation (stepValidation) – boolean
Set whether all template steps are associated with processes that are assigned to the same environment as the
release environment. If true, the release creation fails. If false, the illegal steps are filtered from the new release.
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Example:
Running a Template through javascript

gs.include('NolioRocAPI');

var v = new NolioRocAPI();

var gr = new GlideRecord('nlio_templates');

if (gr.get('603dc0e05954700018bc5ae840312793'/*the

sys_id of the template */)) {

     var result = v.runNolioTemplate(gr,”SIT”

     /*environment*/, null /*no parameters*/);

     gs.log(result, "nolio");

}

Running a Deployment Plan through javascript

gs.include('NolioRocAPI');

var v = new NolioRocAPI();

var gr = new GlideRecord('u_nlio_deployment_plan');

if (gr.get('714ef1f16a65811129cd6bf9514238a4'/*the

sys_id of the deployment plan*/)) {

     var result = v.runNolioDeployemntPlan
     (gr,”SIT” /*environment*/, null /*no

     parameters*/);

     gs.log(result, "nolio");

}

Running a Deployment using existing Plan through javascript

gs.include('NolioRocAPI');

var v = new NolioRocAPI();

var gr = new GlideRecord('u_nlio_deployment_plan');
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if (gr.get('714ef1f16a65811129cd6bf9514238a4'/*the
 sys_id of the deployment plan*/)) {

     var result = v. runExistingNolioDeploymentPlan
     (gr,”SIT” /*environment*/, null /*no 
     parameters*/);

     gs.log(result, "nolio");

}

• runNolioDeploymentPlan(planRec, environment, params, planUpdatedName, planUpdatedBuild,
stageToPerform, deploymentName)
This is an overloaded function of runNolioDeploymentPlan(planRec, environment, params).
More arguments are added to improve flexibility.
Arguments:
planrec – contains the definition of the deployment plan and a link to the configuration record.
environment – the name of the environment the release runs on.
params – a map of {parameter name, parameter value}. Available only in v5.5.1 and later
planUpdatedName – new name for the deployment plan to be created.
planUpdatedBuild – new build name for the deployment plan to be created.
stageToPerform – execute the stage after deployment has been created.
deploymentName – deployment name for the deployment to be created.
Example:

gs.include('NolioRocAPI');

var v = new NolioRocAPI();

var gr = new GlideRecord('u_nlio_deployment_plan');

if (gr.get('714ef1f16a65811129cd6bf9514238a4'/*the sys_id of the deployment plan*/))
 {

     var result = v. runNolioDeployemntPlan (gr,”SIT” /*environment*/, null /*no
 parameters*/, “new_plan_name”
     /*updated Plan name*/, “new_build” /*updated Build name*/, “FULL” /*Deployment
 Stage to Perform*/, 
     “new_deployemnt” /*deployment name*/);

     gs.log(result, "nolio");

}

• loadManifest (planRec, updateManifestMethod, manifestContent)
Load manifest to an existing deployment plan.
Arguments:
planrec – contains the definition of the deployment plan and a link to the configuration record.
UpdateManifestMethod – can be either "Generate Manifest" or "Upload Manifest".
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manifestContent – contains content of the manifest, either a string of XML or a JSON object of key-value pairs.
Example:
loadManifest(planRec, "Generate Manifest", null);

In this case, the plug-in first gets properties from the related table "Template Properties" and "Step Parameters". The
plug-in then composes the manifest xml content and loads it to planRec in RA server.

var xmlString = “<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"UTF-8\"?><DeploymentManifest
 build="/*build*/" name="/*name*/" project="/*project*/"><Initialization/
><Deployment/ ><Post-Deployment/></DeploymentManifest>”;

loadManifest(planRec, "Upload Manifest", xmlString);

In this case, the plug-in loads this XML string as manifest to planRec in RA server.

var params = {“prop1”:”value1”, “prop2”:”value2”};

loadManifest(planRec, "Upload Manifest", params);

In this case, the plug-in first converts this object into an XML string, and then loads it to planRec in the RA server.
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Custom Integrations
Nolio Release Automation provides multiple ways for developers to integrate with custom sources. The RDK and SDK let
developers write their own custom actions and import them into the product.

Rapid Development Kit (RDK)

Use the RDK to develop custom actions that you can invoke using CLIs, REST APIs, and scripts. The RDK lets you
quickly create action packs without having to write detailed code.

Custom Actions SDK

The custom actions SDK lets you develop custom actions using an Eclipse plug-in and a Java API. Use the SDK for more
complex action development use cases that you cannot fulfill using RDK functionality.

Rapid Development Kit

Rapid Development Kit 1.0.8
The Rapid Development Kit (RDK) is a complementary tool to Nolio Release Automation. The RDK enables non-
JAVA programmers to create Action Packs to provide quick, consistent code generation and packaging to customize
environments. New actions and action packs are released on a monthly basis.

Use of this tool assumes that end users:

• Have an intermediate knowledge of Nolio Release Automation
• Are an SME on the specific application or system that is orchestrated through Nolio Release Automation
• Are skilled in using CLI/Scripting, such as for cmd, bash, and PowerShell, and parsing output data through RegEx
• Are skilled in the use of RESTful Web Services and parsing output data through JSONPath or XPath

Features

• RDK supports Command Line, Scripts, and RESTful APIs.
• RDK generates ready-to-use Action Packs with support for Windows and Linux.
• RDK generates Action Pack documentation templates.

What's New

• The following updates were made for RDK 1.0.8: What's New 1.0.8.
• The following updates were made for RDK up to version 1.0.7: What's New 1.0.7.

RDK Workflow

The RDK interface has simple navigation and input to create and maintain action packs and their respective actions. The
RDK basic workflow is as follows:

• Install and Configure the RDK
• Create or Modify Action Packs in RDK
• Create or Modify Actions in RDK and maintain their properties:
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– Define input parameters
– Define the execution payload that you want to run and map the input parameters as arguments to the execution

payload.
– (Optional) Define extra output.
– (Optional) Define extra execution results.

• Export and Run RDK Action Packs:
– Publish by exporting as a jar file.
– (Optional) Export a documentation .xml file.
– Publish directly to an RA server

RDK Training Video

The following training video compliments the RDK Workflow articles by providing a visual reference to guide you along.

RDK Version 1.0.8
This section details the changes and the system requirements for RDK version 1.0.8.

What's New
The following updates were made for RDK 1.0.8:

• Fixed issue:
– 01012445: Nolio server service user profile uses lots of disk space

• The Third-Party Installer has been removed.

System Requirements

System requirements for RDK 1.0.8 are the following:

• Windows 2012 or later
• RHEL 7.6 - 8.2
• Nolio Release Automation 6.6 or later
• Adopt OpenJDK 8 (latest build) 64-bit
• JAVA_HOME variable set to the JDK installation folder
• Apache Tomcat 8.5.57 64-bit. Do not use the Tomcat instance included with Nolio Release Automation.

RDK Versions up to 1.0.7
This section details the changes and the system requirements for RDK versions up to 1.0.7.

What's New 1.0.7
The following updates were made for RDK 1.0.7
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• You can create a REST action in the RDK with JSONPath filtering set on the output parameters to run in Nolio Release
Automation.

• The "Json - Execute Multiple Queries Using JSONPath" action works after the Docker action pack is installed.
• In a Linux CLI action, when you use a script with multiple parameters, parameters are substituted as expected.
• When running RDK actions in a foreach loop, output parameters values are updated as expected.
• A default string value in the input parameters retains numbers as expected.
• You can now install the RDK on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.3 successfully.
• When you test execution in the RDK user interface, the REST response body is populated as expected.
• You can compile the RDK without the need to define result values.
• White space conversion in RDK string parameters works as expected.
• GIT functionality is no longer supported for RDK.

The following updates were made for RDK 1.0.6

• The inline Help section has been fixed, reflects the correct version number.

The following updates were made for RDK 1.0.5

• The "validation-api" jar file error no longer occurs during installation.
• CLI actions now accepts the use of only one input field.

The following updates were made for RDK 1.0.4

• Added a Prefix option to ensure that, when query parameters values are NULL, the respective input parameters are
ignored after execution. The input parameter prefixes will not show in the URI or command line.

The following updates were made for RDK 1.0.3:

• The Settings function now includes an option to publish an RDK-generated action pack directly to an RA server.
• Clone functionality moved to the Add Action Pack panel.

The following updates were made for RDK 1.0.2:

• Added instructions on how to upgrade the RDK version to 1.0.2.
• The Setting function now provides two menu items, Local folders and GIT. Read-only fields moved to About Info.
• GIT-related functions button added to the Action Pack details screens.

The following updates were made for RDK 1.0.1:

• Added an Array option for CLI, REST, and Script action types.
Added a Delimiter option for Arrays.

• Fields now update in a loop.
• Removed RDKCommon from action jar files. RDKCommon.jar is now an independent dependency.
• Output parameters can now be placed into error conditions.

System Requirements

System requirements for RDK up to version 1.0.7 are the following:

• Windows 2008 R2 or later
• RHEL 6.4 or later
• CA Release Automation 4.7.1 or later
• Oracle JDK 7 64-bit
• JAVA_HOME variable set to JDK installation folder
• Apache Tomcat 7 64-bit. Do not use the Tomcat instance included with CA Release Automation.
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Install and Configure the RDK
Install and configure the Nolio Release Automation RDK interface to create new action packs or modify the properties of
an existing action packs.

Prepare to Install the Rapid Development Kit

Before you install the Release Automation RDK:

• Verify that your system meets the minimum requirements to install the Nolio Release Automation Rapid Development
Kit (RDK):

• System requirements for RDK 1.0.8
• System Requirements for RDK up to version 1.0.7

• Download the RDKCommon-<version>.jar file from patches or support  site. This file allows you to run action packs
generated by RDK in Nolio Release Automation. Import the RDKCommon-<version>.jar as a dependency into
Nolio Release Automation.

• Download the following Nolio Release Automation RDK installation files from patches or support site.
– Windows:

• RDK 1.0.<version> Windows Installer
• RDK 1.0.<version> Windows Third-Party Installer

NOTE
No longer used from version 1.0.8

– Linux
• RDK 1.0.<version> Linux Installer
• RDK 1.0.<version> Linux Third-Party Installer

NOTE
No longer used from version 1.0.8

NOTE
Do not install the RDK on a production system where Nolio Release Automation is installed. Only install
the RDK on a development or test system.

Download the Rapid Development Kit Files

Latest installers can be downloaded from the patches page.

The Download Center on Broadcom Support Online lets you download the RDKCommon-<version>.jar file and one or
more Nolio Release Automation RDK platform-specific installers.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the support site.
2. Log in with your Broadcom Support Online user name and password.
3. Click Download Management (below the cloud icon) or from the Menu option.

The Download Management page opens.
4. In the Search by Product Name box, enter Nolio Release Automation and select the drop-down option for Nolio

Release Automation  (Action Pack - Nolio).
5. On the Product Downloads tab, scroll down to see the product results.
6. Click the product name in blue.

Example: Nolio Release Automation required release number in blue or, from the drop-down menu, select the release
number.

7. The Product Downloads page for that product appears.
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8. Click the Release drop-down at the upper right of the page to select the product release.
9. Find the RDKCommon-<version>.jar file or the installer that matches the OS and processor needs. To download,

click the Download Now icon  to the right of the file name.
10. If you have not selected a download preference, you are prompted to select one here. Select HTTP Via Internet

Browser.
WARNING
For this download, you must disable pop-up blockers on this page.

11. Save the ZIP file to your desired location.

Install the Rapid Development Kit

Installation is a two-part installer where the main installer launches the third-party component installer (up to version
1.0.7).

Follow these steps:

1. Run for Windows or Linux, respectively:
– ca_ra_rdk_windows-x64_<version>.exe

For Linux users: installation requires root privileges.
– ca_ra_rdk_unix_<version>.sh

NOTE
Up to version 1.0.7: The installer for the third-party components runs automatically. The installer for the third-
party components is no longer used from version 1.0.8

2. When the installer prompts you, specify the Tomcat installation folder.
3. When the installation is complete, restart the Tomcat server.

NOTE
If Tomcat is install as a non-root user, the following manual steps are required:

Change the owner of the following folders under <Tomcat Home>/webapps ; /rdk and /RDKServer. For
example:

chown -R <Tomcat Owner>:<Tomcat Group> <Tomcat Home>/webapps/RDKServer

Upgrade the Rapid Development Kit

The RDK supports direct upgrades from previous releases. Upgrades occur automatically when you run the installer on a
system where the previous release is installed.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the installer from patches or support site.
2. Run the installer for the RDK to upgrade the installation.
3. Retrieve the file from the RDK installation at: /opt/<tomcat_dir>\webapps\RDKServer\WEB-INF\lib.

Alternatively, download the RDKCommon-<version>.jar file from patches or support  site.
4. Import RDKCommon-<version>.jar as a dependency into Nolio Release Automation.

If you have an imported action pack that was generated previously from the RDK, perform the following steps after you
upgrade the RDK:

1. Identify the action packs that were generated from the RDK.
2. Regenerate the action packs with the newest version of the RDK. Delete action packs that could not be regenerated

from Nolio Release Automation
3. Re-import the action packs into Nolio Release Automation.
4. Ensure that there are no older versions of the action packs in Nolio Release Automation.
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Launch the Rapid Development Kit

To launch the RDK, perform one of the following steps:

• Access the hostname of the tool, such as http://<host name>:8080/rdk .
NOTE
Do not use a localhost or FQDN for host name to access RDK.

• Select the desktop shortcut. By default, a shortcut is created during installation.

If you are not logged in when you launch the RDK, you are prompted to log in. The installation default user name and
password are superuser and suser, respectively. Optionally, to change the user name and password, modify the tomcat-
users.xml file in the conf folder in the Tomcat installation folder.

Settings

The Settings function allows you to reference or modify certain directory settings for the RDK on your system. To launch
the Settings, click the gear icon in the upper right of the UI.

Local Folders

The Set Local Folders function allows you to reference or modify certain directory settings for the RDK on your
system. To launch Set Local Folder, click Settings and select Local Folder. You can modify and save the following
fields:

• The Execution Directory where the CLI commands are locally executed.
• The named Base Package with applicable action packs.

RA Servers

The RA Servers option allows you to configure your servers to publish completed action packs directly to Nolio Release
Automation.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Settings and select the RA Servers option.
2. From the SET RA Servers panel, add the server address, a user name, and a password and click Save.

The new server displays on the left. To modify an RA server, select the server from the left panel, modify the field data,
and click Save.

3. (Optional) To test the server connection, display the server and click Test Connection.
A pop-up window indicates success or failure.

About

Click the information icon in the upper right of the UI to view the About option. The information includes:

• The RDK version information
• A Working Directory that stores your action packs and files, including distribution, libraries, and source.
• The JAVA Home location

Create or Modify Action Packs in RDK
You can use the Nolio Release Automation RDK interface to new action packs manually or modify the properties of an
existing action packs. You can also duplicate exiting action packs and used the duplicates as a template for a new or
deleted action pack.
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Create Action Packs in RDK

• To create an action pack and assign properties, click +Add Action Pack, complete the screen fields, and click Save.
• To copy an action pack and the assigned actions, select the action pack and click the Duplicate option. Name the

duplicate action pack and click Duplicate. This function lets you make subsequent versions of an action pack and
actions, and preserve the original version/template.

• To clone an existing action pack repository on the GIT server to a local location, click +Add Action Pack. Select
CLONE From Git, enter the Git Repository, and click Save.

NOTE
To use the Clone function, first create an empty action pack in the RDK with an identical name to the GIT
repository. Spaces between words and uppercase and lowercase letters are acceptable when you name the
action pack.

Properties

The properties that are designated for action packs in the RDK correspond to the properties used in the Nolio Release
Automation interface. These properties include its category, description, and version. Nolio Release Automation uses the
Primary Category when browsing for actions.

If the Primary Category for the action pack is blank, the Action Category that is assigned to an action is used. This allows
one action pack to contain actions that are split across multiple categories. You can also the use .(dot) annotation to
create nested categories. If a Primary Category is specified at the action pack level, this category becomes the parent
category for all actions within that action pack.

Modify Action Packs in RDK

• To open the properties of an existing action pack, click the action pack icon.
• To delete an action pack, select the action pack and click the red X above the action pack icon.
• (Optional) Update the cube icon, for example with an applicable vendor icon. To select an alternative .jpeg file for the

display, click Browse.

GIT-related functionality

The action pack modification interface also includes GIT-related functionality. The GIT button provides a drop-down list
to create repositories and update to repositories.

• Create. This option creates a repository on the GIT server. This option pushes the local files of the current action pack
to the repository.

• Update. This option pushes local changes to the GIT repository.

Create or Modify Actions in RDK
Actions are the building blocks that are grouped in a defined sequence within a flow. You add actions or modify existing
actions within an action pack. The RDK lets you assign a name, a description, and an Action Category to actions. The
Action Category is a subcategory of any Primary Category that is defined at the Action Pack level. Typically, when you
integrate with a vendor product, the product only supports one type, such as CLI. In these cases, all the actions that are
defined in the action pack are CLI actions. Alternatively, different action types can exist within a single action pack.

Create each action:

Once an action is created in the RDK, the options below each action let you delete the action, or move and copy the
action between action packs.
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To open the Action Details pane, click Add Action and select CLI, SCRIPT, or RESTful. You can also choose an existing
action to modify.

• Name -  The name is displayed in the Nolio Release Automation Actions browser.
• Description - The description is displayed in the Nolio Release Automation Actions browser.
• Action Category - Groups actions into subcategories by type or class. By default, an action is associated to

the Primary Category, as defined for the parent action pack.

Define Input Parameters 

Each action is defined with one or more Input Parameters. These parameters are flexible. For example, you can use an
entire URL as an input parameter. The parameters include:

• Name
• Type (String, Password, Boolean, Integer, Float, or Selection)
• Required flag
• Array, add items to the array
• Description
• Prefix

NOTE
 If an input parameter is for a CLI or RESTful Action, add the prefix to this field. If the parameter value returns
as NULL and if this field has the prefix added, the prefix will not display after execution. 

Example: A new input parameter is defined with -version=${value} and dragged into a RESTful Action. If the value
comes back NULL, the prefix displays in the URI and command line while the value does not display. Add -verson to
the Prefix field to ensure that the NULL value parameter is ignored.
For a RESTful action, this option functions for the Request URI field. This option does not function for Request
Headers or Body Content / include the Raw body.

• Default Value

To create an additional Input Parameter, click the plus (+) button.

NOTE
The order in which input parameters are added corresponds to the parameter appearance in the RA action
properties. To change the order, Drag and drop the parameters.

Define CLIs or Scripts to Run

After you define Input Parameters, you determine what CLI or script to run. You can create Windows and Linux CLI/
Scripts and can upload your own pre-made script. While the Input and Output parameters stay relatively static across
the Action Types, the scripting (the content of the action) varies. Creating action packs through the RDK does not require
JAVA or programming knowledge. The tool  assumes a user has basic scripting knowledge.

CLI

You have two options for scripting: manual input or script upload. The scripting pane elements are:

• Execution Path
Defines the directory from which the script is executed.

• Available Input parameters
Includes the parameters that are defined through the Input Parameters section, such as appName, location, and
password. Drag and drop a defined Input Parameter into the string in the Command field. Placed Input Parameters can
be arranged in a specific order. If no value is entered, a default value is provided.

• Command
The script to run for the action pack.
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Note: By default, RDK executes the commands or script for which an interpreter is present. For example, if you run
Python, you use the CLI Action Type. Next,  explicitly call the Python interpreter and provide a command or script file
reference and arguments as input. For example, python -c "print ('hello')".

• Upload script
Allows you to upload a script or some other scripting language. Once uploaded, the script is referenced as
${SCRIPT_NAME} in the Command option.

• Execute
Allows you to run the script locally and validate the script output for accuracy.

After you define Windows script commands, you can similarly define for Linux script commands.

Advanced options

• Wait for process to finish
By default, there are no time constraints on to run script process. If the system times out during the process, a duration
time (in seconds) can be set here. Clear the check box and set the Timeout duration. If the time-out lasts longer than
the set time, the script exits and is marked as a failure.

• Overwrite output file
• Environment variables

 (Name = Value)

SCRIPT

There are fundamental differences between the CLI and SCRIPT action types.

• CLI Action Type
Executes both commands and scripts, and assumes that the script accepts command-line arguments.

• SCRIPT Action Type
Executes a script directly against the OS default interpreter (cmd.exe or bash) or PowerShell (Windows only) and
enables inline variable substitution.

NOTE
For SCRIPT action types, the script pane elements vary depending on your selection of Default OS or
PowerShell. Other elements, such as Available Input Parameters, remain the same.

Default OS

• Execution Path
Defines the directory from which the script is executed.

• Available Input parametersDrag and drop a defined Input Parameter into the script field. Placed Input Parameters
can be arranged in a specific order. If no value is entered, a default value is provided. 

• Script
Allows he script to run for the action pack.

• Upload script:
Allows you to upload a script or some other scripting language.

• Execute
Allows you to run the script locally and validate script output for accuracy. By default, RDK executes the commands or
script for which an interpreter is present.

After you define Windows script commands, you can similarly define for Linux script commands.

• Advanced options
– Wait for process to finish. 
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By default, there are no time constraints on a running script process. If the system times out during the process, a
duration time (in seconds) can be set here. Clear the check box and set the Timeout duration. If the time-out lasts
longer than the set time, the script exits and is marked as a failure.

– Overwrite output file
– Environment variables

 (Name = Value)

PowerShell

• Working Directory
The directory from which the script is executed.

• Advanced options
– Execution Timeout

 (in seconds)
– PowerShell Options 

(Name = Value) 
Example: ExecutionPolicy=Bypass

RESTful

Elements in the RESTcall section, such as Available Input Parameters, are the same across the action types. Others are
unique to the RESTful type.

• Available Input parametersDrag and drop a defined Input Parameter into the Request URI field.
• Execute RESTful Call:

Allows you to execute locally and validate its output for accuracy. When executed, the RDK executes the given request
method on the Request URI.

Target

• Request URI
The Uniform Resource Identifier with which to communicate.

• Request Method
• GET, POST, PUT, or DELETE.
• Request Timeout
• The time limit for the request, in seconds.
• Request Headers
• Body Content / Content Headers

 This data does not display with GET requests.
Under Request Parameters, guided works with key value pairs, such as myKey=myValue. When sending structured
data, such as JSON or XML, use RAW instead:
a. Under Body Content, click the Switch to RAW button.

The Advanced Rest Client screen displays.
b. Under the RAW tab, enter complex structured data, such as JSON or XML.

The JSON data displays in the RAW Body field.

Authorization

• You must choose an Authorization header from the following:
– No Authentication
– Basic Authentication
– NTLM
– Digest Authentication.
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NOTE
If no authentication is chosen and you attempt to save the action, the system flags the action as incomplete.
Basic Authentication automatically adds a user and password to the Input Parameters listing.

Define Output Parameters and Filtering

Each action is defined with one or more Output Parameters.

NOTE
If nothing is defined, the default output parameter is Execution Results and the action produces all output.

Once defined, the subsequent action inputs use the output values. To define the output, assign a value to the output. This
output can be validated and displayed in the Script Execution Results. The parameters are:

• Output Parameter Name
• Type (for example, String)
• Array
• Description
• Filter Type (XPATH, JSONPath, Delimiter, and Reg Exp) (Note: N/A if the source is Exit Code)

Note: You can create an array using any Filter (action) Type. For example, you can generate a REST type array using
the JSONPath action type.

NOTE

- The Delimiter option only applies to array creation.

- When using the XPath, JSONPath, and Delimiter options, ensure that queries retrieve data that is
homogeneous. The action fails if, for example, you attempt to convert a string into an integer.

• Source (Standard Out, Standard Error, Exit Code)
• Find Using Regular Expression
• (Optional) Create input parameter for output file location

To create an additional Output Parameter, click the plus (+) button.

Define Execution Results and Error Messages

The Results and Error Conditions section gives you control over how to define and display evaluation
results. This function is useful when you run, for example, a successful API Call that is tagged as failed based on
the output.

You define an error condition that is based on the action results, such as determining under which conditions an action is
marked as a failure. The defined output parameters are combined with an Operator and Value, such as:

Execution Output (parameter) -- Contains (operator) -- Exception (value)

After you execute a script and the script returns, it shows success or failure that is based on the error conditions. If none
of the error conditions match, then it returns the success message. If the conditions are not defined, the system defaults to
successful.

Export and Run RDK Action Packs
To export an action pack, use the Export function on the action pack interface. To run the action pack, import the action
pack through Agent Management in Nolio Release Automation. Use the following functions to export, run and publish
action packs:

• Export as Jar
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Generates code and prompts you to download a .jar file locally. You do not need JAVA code or source generation
knowledge to compile the .jar file. To import the action pack directly into the environment, export an action pack as a .jar
file. Through Action Management in Nolio Release Automation, you can browse, open, and import the .jar file.

• Export Documentation

Generates code and prompts you to download the documentation XML file. The file contains Nolio Release Automation
action pack properties, and details for each action. These details include name, description, input parameters, and
description.

• Run the Action Pack
Enables you to run an action pack that is generated by RDK in Nolio Release Automation. Download the
RDKCommon-<version>.jar file from the Broadcom Enterprise Software Support site and import the file through Agent
Management in Nolio Release Automation.

• Publish to RA Server

Enables you to publish your action pack directly to the RA server.

NOTE
Ensure that your RA servers are configured to use this option. For more information, see Install and Configure
the RDK.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the action pack, click the Export drop-down list, and select Publish to RA Server. 
2. From the RA Servers drop-down list, select a server to which to publish. 
3. Verify that the action pack publishes through the inventory listing under Action Management on the Administration tab.

RDK - Known Issues
 The following items are known issues with the RDK:

• RDK might have issues finding Java's security files with JAVA_HOME pointing to JDK, resulting in actions not being
published to a Nolio Release Automation server. Make them accessible under JAVA_HOME/lib/security.

• The screen does not scroll when you drag input parameters beyond the visible area. You can manually enter the
variable name of input and output parameters into supported fields such as ${variableName} and they are then parsed.

• Once you name an action, the action name cannot be changed. To change an action name name, make a copy of the
action, rename the action, and delete the original action.

• Nolio Release Automation does not support default values and marking values as required:
– Do not enter a default value if a value is marked as required.
– Do not mark a value as required if it has a default value.

RDK - Acknowledgements
The Rapid Development Kit (RDK) uses the following third-party software under license:

Apache Commons Codec

This product includes Apache Commons Codec 1.3 and is distributed in accordance with the Apache Software License
v.2.0.

Apache HttpComponents Core

Copyright 2005-2011 The Apache Software Foundation
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Apache Commons httpmime

This product includes Apache Commons httpmime 4.1

Apache HttpComponents HttpMime

Copyright 1999-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

Apache Mime4J

This product includes Apache Mime4J 0.6, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache JAMES Mime4j

Copyright 2004-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Software Foundation

Parts of this product include software developed by the Apache Software Foundation. The Apache software is distributed
in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
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"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License.

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-
exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly
display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License.

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-
exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims
licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their
Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any
entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the
Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for
that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution.

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions.

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to
the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you
may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks.

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the
Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides
its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY,
or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or
redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability.

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by
applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to
You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising
as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of
goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if
such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance
of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in
accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any
other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred
by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

Apache wss4j

This product includes Apache wss4j 1.5.8

Apache WebServices - WSS4J

Copyright 2004-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This product includes software Copyright University of Southampton IT Innovation Centre, 2006 (http://www.it-
innovation.soton.ac.uk).

Apache XMLSchema

This product includes Apache XMLSchema 1.4.2

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). Portions
Copyright 2006 International Business Machines Corp.
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Apache xmlsec

This product includes Apache xmlsec 1.4.4

This product contains software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). It was originally
based on software copyright (c) 2001, Institute for Data Communications Systems, <http://www.nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de/>.

The development of this software was partly funded by the European commission in the <WebSig> project in the ISIS
Programme.

CA Inc

CA, Inc. ("CA")

End User License Agreement (the "Agreement") for the CA software product that is being installed as well as the
associated documentation and any SDK, as defined below, included within the product ("the Product").

Carefully read the following terms and conditions regarding your use of the Product before installing and using the
Product. Throughout this Agreement, you will be referred to as "You" or "Licensee."

You are:

(I) Representing that you are not a minor, and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;

(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative of your employer, as applicable, to be bound
by this Agreement.

Castor

This product includes Castor software distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Copyright 2004-2005 Werner Guttmann

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

google-gson

This product includes google-gson 1.7.1, which is distributed in accordance with the Apache Software License v.2.0.

httpclient

This product includes httpclient 4.1.2, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache HttpComponents HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

HttpComponents HttpCore

This product includes Apache HttpComponents HttpCore 4.1, which is distributed in accordance with the following license
agreement:

Apache HttpComponents HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Install4J

Install4J runtime libraries under license from ej-technologies (http://www.ej-technologies.com).

Custom Actions SDK
The Custom Actions Software Development Kit (SDK) enable software engineers to develop actions that are used in
designing Automation Studio applications.

The Custom Actions SDK consists of:

• Separate zip file containing a CA plug-in for Eclipse IDE.
• Javadoc for describing API NolioAction classes for use in developing actions.
• Action template examples available within the plug-ins.

Features:

• Each custom action template is contained in a Java Archive (JAR) file.
• Custom action templates behave just like Nolio Release Automation action templates.
• Automatic distribution of new or changed actions to all Agents.
• Overrides user changes during upgrade.
• During process execution, Agents have access to both Nolio Release Automation actions and custom actions and

checks both for the action.
• Any suitable process can use custom actions.

This section contains the following topics:

• How to Create and Install Custom Actions
• Best Practices for Creating Custom Actions

How to Create and Install Custom Actions
Contents

As a software engineer, you create custom actions by designing templates that are relevant to your installed base.
Custom-built actions are installed and executed within Automation Studio. A custom action is a predefined operation that
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is customized for application components. Nolio Release Automation provides you with the tools to develop your own
actions. These actions are tailored to the workflow and tools of your organization. The creation of custom actions helps
you achieve a deployment process that is integrated within the powerful Nolio Release Automation framework.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:

Figure 3: This diagram shows how to Create and Install Custom Actions

1. Verify the Prerequisites.
2. Extract SDK Components.
3. Create a Custom Action Template in Eclipse.
4. Test the Application.
5. Export Action to a JAR.
6. Install Custom Actions.

Verify the Prerequisites

System processing and disk space must accommodate one of the development tools, Eclipse, the Custom Actions SDK
and API Javadocs. Verify that you meet the minimum requirements to create and install custom actions.

Minimum version requirements (SDK 6.7.0):
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• Eclipse 4.14(2019-12) up to Eclipse 4.21(2021-09).
• Java 8 (should be also set for the project in Eclipse if a higher Java version is present).
• Nolio Release Automation 6.6.0 or higher.
• Nolio Release Automation Custom Actions SDK installed.

Minimum version requirements:

• Eclipse Indigo
For information about Eclipse IDE, see www.eclipse.org .

• Java 6 or 7.
• Nolio Release Automation 4.7.0.
• Nolio Release Automation Custom Actions SDK installed.

Extract SDK Components

Nolio Release Automation provides development tool plug-ins for creating custom actions. Extract the following
components to set up the custom actions development environment:

• Eclipse Plug-in
• NolioAction Classes

Follow these steps:

1. Extract Eclipse_Actions_SDK_4.7.zip to the Eclipse plug-in folder.

NOTE
Eclipse_Actions_SDK_4.7.zip is available under the CustomActionSDK folder of the Nolio Release
Automation installation media.

2. Extract NolioAction Classes from the SDK_Java_Doc.zip

NOTE
SDK_Java_Doc.zip is available under the CustomActionSDK folder of the Nolio Release Automation
installation media.

Follow these steps (SDK 6.7.0)

1. Extract Eclipse_Actions_SDK_6.7.0.zip to the Eclipse dropins folder. Start or restart Eclipse.
NOTE
SDK 6.7.0 is downloadable from the patches page.

2. Extract NolioAction Classes from the SDK_Java_Doc.zip.
NOTE
SDK 6.7.0 is downloadable from the patches page.

Create a Custom Action in Eclipse

Creating custom action templates consists of creating a project in Eclipse then developing the actions. Custom
templates function exactly like Nolio Release Automation action templates. All new or updated actions are automatically
distributed to all Agents. During a process execution, Agents have access to both Nolio Release Automation actions and
custom actions. Any suitable process can use custom actions. Actions are developed in the supported Java IDE using
NolioAction classes.  

Follow these steps:

1. In Eclipse, Select File, New, Other, and select Java Project.
2. To create an action, right-click the project, select New, Other and select Nolio Action.
3. Enter Package and Name information.
4. Select Generate example to generate a complete example.
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5. Click Finish.

Develop and Test the Custom Action

Once the action template is created, develop the code that the custom action is to run and test the action directly from
Eclipse.

To test the action, follow these steps:

1. In Eclipse, click the Run button or hit Ctrl-F11.
2. In the console, at the prompt, supply all the inputs of the actions.
3. Verify that the action returns the expected result and parameter values.

Export Custom Action to a JAR

After the custom action is developed and tested, export it into a JAR file so that it can be imported into Nolio Release
Automation.

Follow these steps:

1. In Eclipse, right-click the project.
2. Select Export and navigate to the location.
3. Enter the JAR Export criteria and click Finish.

Install Custom Actions

To add the custom actions Nolio Release Automation, import them from the Automation Studio.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Automation Studio installation directory and copy the custom action JAR file to the customerActions
folder.

NOTE
If a custom action JAR file depends on third-party JARs, the third-party JARs must also be imported via the
Automation Studio.

2. Log in to Automation Studio.
3. Click the Administration tab and select Action Management.
4. Click the plus (+) icon.

The Open window displays.
5. Select the action pack container files and click Open.
6. Click Import.
7. Click Close when the import completes.

You can now use the actions included in the action pack to build processes and flows.

Best Practices for Creating Custom Actions
This section outlines best practices when developing custom actions:

Action Characteristics

The fundamental principle of the CA Release Automation framework is that actions are self-contained objects with an
independent logic. Actions are state-less. Each connection and resource that are used during the execution of an action
should be closed before the action ends. There is no need for other actions to proceed or follow any particular action.
Actions should not be created with static variables that require other actions to read or modify them. There is no need
to create critical segments that enforce synchronization. The framework distributes any custom action and executes it in
different processes.
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Proper action development enables:

• Utilization of many framework features
• Insertion of actions in various contexts
• Compatibility with prior versions of the product

The goal of creating custom actions is to share them with a community of CA Release Automation action developers.

Serialization

An action is a hierarchy object. If there is a parameter in the parent object, it is derived into the sub action. All actions
implement serialization. Add transient keyword to class variables.

Naming Conventions

Take the following into consideration when naming custom actions:

• Custom actions cannot have the same action as one under CA Release Automation actions.
• Custom actions cannot have the same JAR file name as a CA Release Automation action.
• Use proper category for an action.

Parameters

Action parameters should be annotated with ParameterDescriptor. The parameter can be the following types:

• string
• int
• long
• double
• float
• char
• password

You can use an array for all of the types that are displayed in the list. For each primitive, you can use its wrapper. The
user can specify an empty value in the interface, so the wrappers are suggested.

NOTE
A default value must be a concrete value, not a product parameter value. For example, Application Parameter
\My Global Param.

• Enum

Inputs and Outputs
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• Provide accurate descriptions with details and examples. When creating an action, define all possible inputs and
outputs. Clearly explain what value you want to pass in the description. Output parameters will only need to be defined
if you want to pass value returning from the action execution to the next action.

• HTML tags can be inserted in the action input name, description, and execution result message. Action properties that
get displayed in Automation Studio are displayed as HTML. You can use <BR/> to insert new line in your message to
break it into multiple lines.

• Input and output parameters should be 10 based to allow more to be added later.
• Define the output. Consider how the user utilizes the data. For example, should the output be in XML, JSON, or

HTML?
• Define input and output type, for example, string, or string array.
• Consider the usability of an action. If the action returns values that can be exposed to other actions as inputs, define

the output parameters in the action.
• Use names of inputs and outputs associated by the target application.
• If an output repeats the same value, provide a default value.
• Use consistent input names.

Related Actions

Combine related actions and operations into a single action when practical.

Error Handling

Handle all important errors and output readable error messages. If the cause of the error is known, the output should
provide suggestions.

Validation

• Validate all user inputs before running the action. If a host name input should not contain spaces, then add code to
check for spaces in a string and call trim () to remove extra spaced after the host name. If the name cannot contain
certain restricted characters, add to the code to check for it.

• Proper logging and execution logic of action for example, SOAP or CLI. Running logs are the input and output tracking
mechanism used to determine how the inputs are behaving.

• Proper validation of a result - externalize all the messages. Users may not care about external messages.
• Test the actions.

Descriptors

There are two descriptors:

• ActionDescriptor
• ParameterDescriptor

For the implementation of an interface or customer action, the ActionDescriptor should annotate each action in the
hierarchy that contains the parameters. Only annotated classes and parameters are treated by the action framework (UI
and backend). Ensure there are no collisions between the ParameterDescriptor#order in the whole action hierarchy. You
should only have UI implications.

For example:

@ParameterDescriptor(defaultValueAsString="Hi") 

The parameter should be the initialization value of:

String myParam = "hi"
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Product Accessibility Features
CA Technologies is committed to ensuring that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use our products
and supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks. This section outlines the accessibility features of Nolio
Release Automation.

Product Enhancements

Nolio Release Automation offers accessibility enhancements in the following areas:

• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard
• Mouse
• Custom Controls 

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items

Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Screen resolution

Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

• Cursor width and blink rate

Defines the cursor width and blink rate to make the cursor easier to find or minimize blinking.

• Icon size

Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility, or smaller to increase screen space.

• High contrast schemes

Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Repeat Rate

Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

• Tones

Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

• Sticky Keys

Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.
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Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

• Click Speed

Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

• Click Lock

Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

• Reverse Action

Sets the reverse function that the left and right mouse keys control.

• Blink Rate

Defines the cursor blink speed of a cursor that blinks.

• Pointer Options

Set the following behaviors:

• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Select the pointer size and color for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts (Windows)

The following list shows the keyboard shortcuts that Nolio Release Automation  supports:

Standard Keyboard Commands:

• Ctrl+X
Cut

• Ctrl+C
Copy

• Ctrl+K
Find Next

• Ctrl+F
Find and Replace

• Ctrl+V
Paste

• Ctrl+S
Save

• Ctrl+Shift+S
Save All

• Ctrl+D
Delete Line

• Ctrl+Right
Next Word

• Ctrl+Down
Scroll Line Down

• End
Line End
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Product-specific Keyboard Commands:

Process Design page

• Delete Key 
Delete Objects

• Ctrl + z/y Undo/Redo
• Shift + Scroll Wheel 

Zooms In and Out.

Add Actions/Flows panel

• Ctrl + Space Bar  
The parameter tree opens.

Keyboard Shortcuts for Product Videos

Nolio Release Automation product documentation includes product tutorial videos that are hosted on YouTube. When you
view these product videos, you can use the following keyboard shortcuts:

• Tab 
Scrolls forward through the functions

• Tab+Shift 
Scrolls backwards

• Enter 
Selects the function highlighted in a list 

• Forward Arrow and Back Arrow Controls the video volume 
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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